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Abstract

The Tri-Person Matrix (TPM): A Holistic Developmental Model of the Person
for HRD Theorists and Practitioners constructs a holistic model of the person built
upon the Christian biblical knowledge source as expressed by integrating the tripartite
nature of each created individual (body, soul, and spirit) with the revealed triune
image of God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) for the purpose of contributing to the
practical and theoretical work of HRD professionals.
Different from other approaches, the Tri-Person Matrix study blends the
elements of Dubin’s “Theory to Research” approach (1969), where he skillfully
integrates inductive and deductive methodologies for theory building and theory
testing, with Montgomery’s “Theologian’s Craft” approach (1999), where he boldly
integrates the scientific, artistic, and sacral methodologies of research. The TPM
study refines and then utilizes this triadic research methodology to identify a
practical, holistic, interdisciplinary HRD gestalt of the person. It develops a Holistic
Knowledge Mapping technology capable of integrating a broad range of knowledge
sources, and proficient in explaining the complexities and interactions of current
HRD models. The goal was to build a model of the person capable of meeting the
various contextual demands of HRD professionals in dealing with the ontological and
epistemological dimensions of individuals, organizations, and cultures. The TPM’s
theoretical constructs have been intentionally designed to allow each discipline to
hold their own individual vocabularies (as well as ontological and epistemological
positions), or at minimum, provide alternative translations.
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION

The Challenge of Developing Holistic HRD Models
HRD professionals deserve good models; models about the person, models
about the organization, and models about the cultures they operate within. This
research is focused upon one of those needs – the need for a holistic model that
genuinely deals with all aspects of the person. It must be a model that links well with
HRD models of the organization and of society. Although there are countless models
that have approached this need, few models of the person have met the holistic
demands that are needed by modern HRD professionals. Rather than patchwork these
past attempts, this is an attempt to “start over.” Modern HRD is heavily involved in
the integration of complex systems, and each system chosen must be capable of
linking to other systems –this must also apply to the models of the person used by
HRD professionals.
Instead of building upon previous models, this study has sought to build a
model from the “ground up” using the widest possible sources of knowledge for its
refinement, while using a single-source of knowledge for its primary gestalts. The
ground (single-source: See Appendix A: GLOSSARY of Terms, Acrostics, and
Symbols) chosen is one that is often shied away from by Western intellectuals but one
that has great potential as a primary source of knowledge and authority for building
models of the person – revealed Christian biblical knowledge. This source, as will be
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seen in the descriptive research in chapter 3, has provided powerful insights about
what such a HRD model of the person should look like. The empirical research in
chapter 4 has then observed its potential utility for the HRD professional.

Karl R. Popper
The Logic of Scientific Discovery
Theories are nets cast to catch what we call “the world”: to rationalize, to
explain, and to master it. We endeavor to make the mesh ever finer and finer
(Dubin, 1969, p. 5; Montgomery, 1999, p. 272).
Susan A. Lynham
Theory Building in the Human Resource Development Profession
Other authors of theory building in an applied field … have indicated that
theory can be built from multiple perspectives, paradigms, or worldviews…
This research-practice-development-theory cycle is both epistemological
(nature of knowledge) and ontological (nature of reality) and encourages HRD
to entertain multiple knowledge building and theory paradigms (Lynham,
2000, p. 164).
In the endeavor to build a holistic developmental theory of the person for
Human Resource Development (HRD) professionals (practitioners and theoreticians),
these viewpoints embody the challenge undertaken. They have had a significant
impact on the direction, content, methodologies, and resulting models of this
research. Popper’s visualization is a challenge to develop the most efficient “net”
possible in terms of the scientific research methodologies chosen, and Lynham’s
words are a bold and refreshing academic challenge to seek the broadest possible set
of knowledge bases in which to cast that “net.” This study endeavors to do both
through the development of “finer” research tools in both HRD methodology (via. a
knowledge mapping tool) and HRD diagnostics of the person (via. an individual
person mapping tool).
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The Popper quote is included in the critical definitions of theory in the works
of Robert Dubin, professor and industrial psychologist, and in the works of John
Warwick Montgomery, a theological professor and renowned evidential apologist.
Both have been guides to the final methodologies and delimitations chosen for
researching and presenting the Tri-Person Matrix. This study has attempted to do just
what Popper suggested - rationalize, explain, and master with greater clarity the
illusive “ontological and epistemological black box” found within each person. This
is a complex, controversial, and often difficult area of research that is understandably
side-stepped, redefined, or ignored by many behavioral scientists today. The TriPerson Matrix (TPM) and companion Holistic Knowledge Map (HK-Map) are
theoretical and conceptual tools directed toward HRD professionals who want to deal
straightforwardly with these realities.
The TPM’s major and minor premises were based on syllogisms rooted in the
tri-dimensional image of deity hardwired within each individual (Warren, 2002, p.
57). Accomplishing this overwhelming task involved an amalgamation of the
research methodologies of Montgomery and Dubin to responsibly examine the
numinous dynamics of both the ontological and epistemological dimensions of the
person. Delimitations were many due to the required focus of this critique, but the
TPM is optimistically an important tool in broadening the knowledge bases available
for holistic-minded HRD professionals.
The outcomes of this research present both temporal and sacral syntactic
paradigms. This has been done to give HRD professionals a greater choice in model
selection for use in contexts where the sacral is not appropriately welcomed or useful,
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but just as importantly, to provide a tool that accurately reflects the numinous
dimension for where this depth and precision is needed and wanted. It is hoped that
the Tri-Person Matrix (TPM) will be accepted or rejected based upon its ability to
present a “finer” understanding of the many complex dimensions of the individual,
and not due to any sourcebook of knowledge chosen for deriving or testing its
syllogistic premises.
This qualitative and quantitative study of the person has endeavored to present
reality in a definable, understandable, usable, yet theoretical way. Its holistic
approach has intended to be the foundation for future research that acknowledges the
systemic reality of the person while equally valuing the parts of the individual.
Good theories about the how the universe works reflect patterns that exist in
reality. This marks the belief behind critical realism that we can, through
empirical study, arrive at good theories. We have no satisfactory reason to
doubt this hypothesis and many satisfactory reasons to affirm it; we may
therefore assume that our theories describe reality. Trustworthy theories
therefore suggest that the ideas and concepts filling them correspond to real
objects and forces. …When the “Almighty” wrote the “rule-book” of the
universe – setting out exactly how nature behaves – “He” need not mention
atoms by name. “He” need only outline the behavior of electrons and quarks,
and thereby imply the physical possibilities of atoms without explicitly stating
them. …The state of a whole can describe the state of its parts. (Sharpe &
Walgate, 2003, p. 417)
Lewin stated in 1933, “There is nothing more practical than a good theory (Lynham,
p. 168).” If this research determines that the TPM and the HK-Map have been
grounded upon good theory, then they will prove to be empirically practical by their
usefulness to professionals. This will be the foremost and lasting scholarly evaluation
criterion for this study.
Lynham’s quote reveals what may be a “limited window of acceptance” for
new holistic, interdisciplinary models within the emerging discipline of HRD. The
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TPM is holistic in that it has sought to embrace a fresh gestalt to understand and
intentionally map the ever present numinous realities operant with each person and
identify their operant relationships with more traditionally studied realities. It is
interdisciplinary in that it contains homologous dimensional elements and laws of
operation that were purposively researched and crafted to be applicable within other
behavioral sciences. As Lynham notes, HRD is in search for meaningful models and
methodologies that will help practitioners in the daily tasks of working with people.
With this consideration in mind, it is important to expand upon several significant
aspects of Lynham’s statements as they relate to this study.
“Applied field” … “(research-practice-development-theory cycle)”
HRD is an applied field committed to finding research methodologies and
knowledge sources capable of continuously strengthening the linkage between
research and practice. Although Dubin’s methodology is considered to be from the
positivistic, fundamentalist research position, he is a strong advocate for building
practical theories that are useful within the marketplace. This emphasis on applied
theory is what made his approach so appealing for this study and makes it so
appealing to HRD theorists in general. Dubin states, “The demand that theory be
useful therefore characterizes an applied field (Lynham, 2000).” He encourages
imaginative theoretical research, in the spirit of Einstein, to precede any empirical
studies (Dubin, 1969, pp. 95, 139, 216, 222-6, 231). He passionately defends postpositivistic, qualitative, descriptive research as a valid scientific methodological
design capable of aiding the discovery of new theories in all sciences (1969, pp. 223,
227, 237). His detailed theory building methodology painstakingly helps inductive
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theorists effectively link their propositional truths to testable, empirically-driven
indicators, and has provided the methodological pacing for this study. More has been
noted about Dubin’s rigorous theory building methodologies below and in Chapter 2
when addressing the research strategy of this study.
“Perspectives, paradigms, and worldviews”
This is not an insignificant mention. As Human Resource Development
(HRD) searches for its place in academia and the marketplace, there are some
expected turf wars taking place. In a review of current HRD literature, one can
readily take notice of the following questions being considered. Who will define
HRD? Will it credit its existence to psychology, human resource management,
systems theory, organizational development, or some other foundational knowledge
source? Who will be the key players, researchers, and authorities it recognizes?
What perspectives, paradigms and worldviews will be sanctioned as usable to the
field of HRD? What sources of knowledge will it sanction for its scientific research?
What research will the marketplace fund and utilize? Will it truly meet the challenge
to embrace the ontological and epistemological aspect of individuals, organizations
and cultures? How will it react to truly holistic methodologies and models
engendered from that research?
To these, additional questions need to be added emerging from this study.
What role, if any, will theological scholarship play in these new HRD theories and
models? Will universities and intellectual power centers ever be able to glean and
utilize truth from sacred knowledge bases? If so, what kind of research
methodologies and presentation mechanisms will make this possible? Most of these
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questions directly impact the ability of this study to accomplish its aspirations of
external validity, and have been examined in greater detail in Chapter 2 when
discussing the need for this study and the current state of HRD scholarly research.
“Epistemological (nature of knowledge) and ontological (nature of reality)”
This acknowledgement of the need for an epistemological and ontological
presence within the applied sciences is critical for models like the Tri-Person Matrix,
and is why this may be the appropriate time (early 2000’s) and place (the discipline of
HRD) for introducing the TPM and companion TPM HK-Map research technologies.
Lynham’s forthright admission as to the impacting presence of these aspects in HRD
practice and scholarship is a refreshing taste of intellectual honesty.
To form a clear understanding of the numinous linkage between ontology and
epistemology, it may be helpful to look at their etymological roots. Epistemology
deals with the origin, nature, and limits of knowledge.
epistemic – adj. of or having to do with knowledge or learning: Epistemic
behavior is prompted by the desire for new information (Science
Journal). <Greek epistēmē knowledge (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980a, p.
713).
epistemology – n. the part of philosophy that deals with origin, nature, and
limits of knowledge <Greek epistēmē knowledge epistasthai be able
(Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980a, p. 713) Note also: epistēmōn – gr. From
G1987; intelligent:—endued with knowledge (Strong, 1998a).
Ontology deals with our understanding of reality and being.
ontology – n. the branch of philosophy that deals with the nature of reality
<Greek ōn, óntos being (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980b, p. 1453).
ontological – adj. of or having to do with ontology: The root of every
philosophy, says Tillich, is the ontological question. What is “being,”
what is “real,” what is “ultimate reality beyond everything that seems
to be real?” (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980b, p. 1453).
ontological argument or proof – the connection that since our idea of God is
that of a perfect being and since existence is part of perfection; our
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idea of God is an idea of a necessarily existent being. This argument,
used by Anseim and Descartes, is repeated by Thomas Aquinas
(Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980b, p. 1453).
ontologism – n. the doctrine that human beings have an intuitive knowledge of
God and that this knowledge is the basis of all knowledge (Barnhart &
Barnhart, 1980b, p. 1453).
Taken together, they support the concepts that people are intelligent and are capable
of both learning and creativity.
More importantly, however, is the hermeneutical linkage between ontology
and epistemology revealing that humans are intuitively aware of their ethereal,
transcendent origin and the numinous nature of their beings – important concepts to
holistic HRD thinking and practice. This transcendent facet is dealt with in numerous
ways by the human behavioral sciences, but rarely as directly and holistically as the
TPM and HK-Map attempt to achieve. Peacock notes of this inseparable linkage
between epistemology and ontology within any reality and the sciences:
On the critical realist view of the epistemology of the sciences, this has the
further implication that the entities to which the “theories and experimental
laws” refer in our epistemological analyses correspond…to realities which
must be deemed to exist at the various levels being studied – that is, they also
have an ontological reference, however elusive…. So it is legitimate to
describe the realities postulated as existing at the higher levels (the wholes,
the “top-down” terminology) to be causally interactive, in both directions,
with the realities postulated as existing at the lower levels (the parts). (1993,
54) (Sharpe & Walgate, p. 428)
“Option A, in Figure 1, illustrates the problem that exists for HRD professionals
when the transcendent aspect of the person is ignored or removed from any research
and/or model building equation; the ontological and epistemic aspects of the person
are unlinked and a logical “numinous” void results. This less-than-holistic approach
inadvertently insures that vital aspects of the ontological and epistemological needs of
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a person can never be completely addressed. Bhaskar notes the serious causes and
consequences of this approach.
…Everything is contained (constellational) within ontology (including
epistemology and ethics) –or rather is referent, being (including knowledge
and values). Denying ontology, leaves the status of both what is verified and
verifier problematic, detotalizing and splitting them from (the rest of) being.
[Mind-body dualism] can be traced back to the doctrine of ontological
monovalence,6 a purely positive account of being denying the necessity for
concepts of absence, void, non-being and entailing the deprocessualization,
detotalization, the absence of ontology, and the failure of philosophy to satisfy
a reflexive criterion for itself. Behind ontological monovalence is, I have
argued, a deep-seated existential insecurity… (Bhaskar, 1997, pp. 142, 144-5)
For the HRD professional, this leads to an unacceptable compartmentalization,
incongruence, and denial of reality in resulting HRD theories and models.
HRD and educational developers in the UK are intentionally integrating
ontology (purpose and meaning) into developmental strategies (Patel, 2003, p. 276).
In Sweden researchers are addressing this need directly (ontology assumed - i.e., why
and purpose, and epistemology stated - i.e., knowledge):
The goal of all scientific psychology is to contribute to understanding and
explaining how and why individuals as integrated organisms think, feel, act,
and react in real life. From this it follows that, for empirical research on
individual development, the purpose of any study on a specific problem is to
contribute to the synthesis and integration of knowledge about how and why
individuals function and develop as integrated organisms in real life.
(Magnusson, 2001, p. 153)
Closer to home, in his book, Ontology, Identity and Modality, Peter van Inwagen
pushes for abstractionist ontology, and notes its importance for the development of
identity within the individual (Rae, 2003, p. 475). The ontology question is even
working its way into the ever-renewing debate over Darwinian evolutionary
psychology. In Dupré’s rebuttal to a skillfully written article, aimed at explaining
individual responses as being “adaptive” to environmental needs, and yet without
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stating that there is any “larger” purpose existent, he notes that “the most profound
part of Gould and Lewontin’s Darwinian premise is really ontological (Andrews,
Gangestad, & Matthews, 2002, p. 516).”

In reading their treatise that attempts to

explain the newly discovered concept of adaptationism, it is strange to hear
committed evolutionists refer to the brain as being “finely programmed.” The
question, of course, is by “Who” or “What,” and even “Why?” Dupré continues,
“Then the real force of Gould and Lewontin’s critique is not the epistemological
claim that it is difficult to tell whether a trait is an adaptation (though it is), but rather
the ontological thesis that most traits are not adaptations (Andrews et al., p. 516-7).”
Dealing with ontology seems to be inevitable, even for evolutionary psychologists,
and is a critical ingredient for HRD competence. The challenge is in how to approach
this professionally. The Tri-Person Matrix has been developed from the position
illustrated in Figure 1, Option B, and has candidly attempted to deal with these
realities by including (through mapping) the numinous, ontological, and
epistemological aspects of the person as an integral part of the whole being.
“Multiple knowledge building and theory paradigms”
Although this concept is partially integrated into the above three, it has
meaning as a separate issue for this study. In an effort to develop a “finer” net,
Chapter 2 has discussed barriers that impact both the development and use of holistic
HRD methodologies, tools, theories, and models, and developed a special knowledge
mapping tool to assist HRD professionals in navigating through these barriers. Logic
has been given to show why any science that cannot (or will not) deal openly with the
concepts of human essence, reality, authority, origin, and meaning from an
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empirically testable, transcendent standpoint, cannot produce truthfully holistic and
interdisciplinary theories and/or models. In truth, it can be disputed whether human
behavioral scientists can in authenticity, or even competently, understand the holistic
nature of the person when using such a restricted approach to knowledge
acquirement. Giberson, a physicist and professor, states emphatically, “… at the end
of the long hallway of scientific explanation lies a door that can be opened only by a
philosopher or a theologian…(1993, p. 175).
By enlarging the HRD researcher’s knowledge base to include what
Montgomery calls the self-interpreting, Christian biblical authority (1999, p. 281-5),
this research has illustrated one way for sincere human behavioral scientists to break
out of the often hypocritical, human (self-bound), one-world, tautological loops of
scientific inquiry, observation, and explanation. The TPM and HK-Map reflect how
other sacred canons can be utilized, but they have been selectively developed from
the empirically testable Biblical scriptures for very distinct scientific reasons. This
sacral knowledge base was chosen because of its singularly-unique ability to explain
the totality of the person, and because the empirically testable incarnation linkage of
deity to humanity (Montgomery, 1999, p. 345-7). The incarnate factor alone of this
knowledge source has added several vital elements toward making the triadic
research methodology of this study and its resulting TPM model practicable. As a
powerful illustrative presentiment, briefly note the holistic inferences within the three
prime dimensions of the person offered by this knowledge source:
The body (Greek, soma) is simply the shape or form of a person (1 Pet. 2:24;
although Rom. 12:1 can best be translated “selves”).
The soul (Greek, psuche, related to the Old Testament nephesh) points to the
“total self.”
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Life in the spiritual dimension is called spirit (Greek, pneuma… the
energizing life-force, the innermost part of human beings (1 Cor. 2:10-11).
(Butler, 2000b)
Since one of the primary research goals of this study was to achieve a model that
could help HRD professionals assess the completeness and congruity of the person,
the above nuances of “a developmental gestalt,” and others that might be centered
within this source, have been part of the intriguing and promising outgrowths of this
study. Chapter 2 has addressed the challenges that numinous knowledge sources
present to HRD professionals in the definition and measurement of truth, and the
importance of establishing ex hypothesi, or a final source, for determining truth when
knowledge bases disagree. Montgomery notes that for all scientists and researchers,
and especially those who deal with the numinous dimension, establishing a single,
final authority “is the essential, insurmountable difficulty in all multiple-source
approaches to theological theorizing (1999, p. 281).” This is true for human
behavioral science research, but especially true for HRD professionals.
These essential tasks have been facilitated through the HK-Map tool. It is
interesting to note that the cutting-edge, computerized, science of knowledge
mapping is forcing the “ultimate authority” issue (Snowdon & Kawalek, 2003, p.
1024), where as other disciplines could (or would) not address it directly. This
engagement of the ontological in computer science has come about in for a simple
reason. In the development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems, each knowledge
base must have its authority and subservience to other data bases clearly delineated.
Every knowledge base authority must be “mapped” and juxtapositioned for any
system to effectively and efficiently solve conflicts and make progress. The Tri-
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Person Matrix makes use of a holistic knowledge mapping process (HK-Map)
developed specifically for this study to resolve these issues for the HRD professional.
It emphasizes the healthy inclusion and use of multiple - even though oftentimes
conflicting -knowledge sources.
What This Study Is
A Holistic, Scientific Approach to HRD Theory and Model Building
“Much of the current concern over the apparent incompatibility of science and
religion relates to a misunderstanding of the methods of science: Just how does
science go about its business (Giberson, 1993, p. 195)?” To this observation could
also be added the area of philosophy. To solve this problem, Montgomery’s concepts
of numinous (reductive, abductive, sacred) theoretical construction (1999, pp. 267313) have been combined with Dubin’s positivistic-scientific (quantitative, deductive,
objective) and post-positivistic subjective (qualitative, inductive, artistic) components
(1969, pp. 3-25) to create a genuinely holistic methodology for the purposes of this
study. The result has been a thoroughly constructed, “holistic and scientific,” triadic
approach to theory building and testing strategy that approaches the scientific,
philosophical, and numinous areas of inquiry through a relatable process.
The Tri-Person Matrix has been built and initially tested under the rigor of
these blended methodologies. It has addressed both the theoretical and empirical
requirements of HRD inquiry with the addition of the transcendent elements
traditionally avoided. The result has been a sound, scientifically testable model, but
with one added differentiation from the behavioral science research norm – it is truly
holistic. This added rigor does not expect to satisfy pure objective-empiricists who
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are professionally oriented to be suspicious of any post-positivistic methodologies.
Opposition to any inclusion of numinous data in research is strongly held by many. A
physicist wrote, in reaction to a book on religious implications of “The Big Bang”
theory, “This is at the crux of the problem: religion has become intertwined with
science, and as such hinders true scientific thought. I’m not anti-religious, but believe
it must be put in the proper perspective (Lerner, 2004, p. 70).” Some honestly do not
see any alternative to compartmentalization approaches in scientific study. As an
example, even Giberson, who supports the inclusion of sacred knowledge in any
holistic study, basically holds a compartmentalized view. While noting “a worldview
cannot be constructed from a single perspective,” he qualifies it by stating, “scientific
explanations are concerned primarily with the determination of cause and effect
[epistemology], while theological explanations are concerned primarily with the
questions of purpose [ontology] (1993, p. 194).” Giberson’s major difficulty lies in
his misunderstanding of the nature of revelatory truth; he cannot grasp, as
Montgomery does, how plenary inspiration does not have to be in conflict with
scientific cause and effect inquiry. The HK-Map bridges part of this difficulty.
This difficulty exists within the discipline of theology as well, as religions
differ as to their views of sacral knowledge and revealed truth. Even in circles where
there is unanimity on source definitions, there are still the problems of interpreting
and understanding revealed knowledge (RK) when passages seem to differ or even
disagree. The TPM holds an unashamed recognition of its view of the importance
and ultimate authority as resting in Christian biblical knowledge, but that does not
mean it should not access and glean from other related or even antithetical knowledge
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sources. The HK-Map can be used with many rule sets, and it allows different
viewpoints to communicate those differences even in disagreement. A solution to
mapping these differences has been discussed later in this chapter, especially when
dealing with different definitions of “single-source” concerning revealed knowledge.
The added rigor of a triadic methodology does not expect to satisfy hyperconservative theologians, who are understandingly suspect of any scientific
methodology that engages the aspects of belief within the person, nor the liberal
theologians who have abandoned this specific “single-source” Biblical knowledge
base in their own suppositions. Those of the Augustinian position will be
uncomfortable with the high view of scientific inquiry utilized. Scientific
creationists, who go to great lengths to blend science into sacred descriptors, “do not
really accept the independent authority of science without confirming scriptural
corroboration10 (Giberson, p. 136).” The triadic rigor of the combined MontgomeryDubin methodologies has been very important to this study, however, for outputs
must be reliable enough to satisfy the needs of HRD professionals in dealing with the
ontological and epistemological aspects of the person, which by definition includes
the scientific, the philosophical, and the numinous as strong partners. Montgomery’s
insight, as to how revealed Biblical truth can permeate each level of inquiry, has
made this possible, and has been incorporated as a basic component in the HK-Map.
By intention, HRD professionals have been the deliberate audience of this inquiry.
An Interdisciplinary, Open System (Boundaries), Broad Domain Theory
Dubin is an advocate for increased interdisciplinary research, but states “I
hold out very little hope for interdisciplinary research where the analytical problem is
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common to all members of the research team.” He continues, “I will further argue
that the separate disciplines are most distinctive from each other by virtue of their
special discipline-bound analytical problems (1969, p. 244).” Most will not contest
that research centered on the human subject tends to satisfy both the “common to all
members” and “discipline-bound” elements that underlie Dubin’s pessimism. From
this perspective, it would seem that the holistic Tri-Person Matrix (TPM) would hold
even higher odds against interdisciplinary acceptance, in that it has openly addressed
a controversial and central “common” link between the ontological and
epistemological dimensions of the person - the numinous dimension. Yet, Dubin also
suggests a potential solution that may provide the TPM theory/model with a distinct
advantage because it has dealt with a person’s transcendence. He labels it the
“Contiguous-Problem Approach (1969, p. 245).”
Dubin observes that when disciplines define analytical problems that “lie
close together and yet retain a significant individual identity” they seem to be more
prone to interdisciplinary connectivity and cooperation (1969, p. 245). The TPM
might meet this requirement for many HRD professionals. It has dealt with the
common (i.e., closeness) problem of understanding and predicting the holistic
behavior of the individual. Because it has added the numinous dimension, and the
revelatory knowledge inclusion on all levels of inquiry, it has expanded the number of
potential common (ontological and epistemological) linkages of interest and study
among the various disciplines, any one of which is potentially bound to elicit
cooperative study. At the same time, the TPM’s theoretical constructs have been
intentionally designed to allow each discipline to hold their own individual
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vocabularies (as well as ontological and epistemological positions), or at minimum,
provide alternative translations. It was constructed to highlight the homologous
connectivity of the principle laws of interaction between the various “disciplinebound” theories made possible through the triadic methodology capable of mapping
and studying the “essence” factors observed in human behavior. Essence, especially
when reaching beyond anthropocentric wisdom in terms of the dynamics of love, can
be shown to provide a definitive link to all aspects of human behavior (Haselden,
1968, pp. 11-21; Montgomery, 1978, p. 185; 1999, pp. 393, 417). As explained later,
the vertical dimension of the model allows for empirical testing of the connectivity
between the soma, psuche, and the pneuma. On the horizontal dimension, The TPM
has been designed to assist each discipline in analyzing the completeness, congruity,
and charism of their constructs about the individual, showing the similarity (i.e.,
closeness) of each discipline’s preferred theories. All of these dynamics of the TPM
will potentially enhance its interdisciplinary deployment.
Reflecting upon the turf wars between various sciences, Dubin explains
another hindrance impacting interdisciplinary theory and model building facing HRD
professionals today, that of finding an acceptable set of common terms and tools:
Does a shared model of social organization utilized by several cooperating
disciplines get built out of either the dominant analytical tools of a single
discipline or out of the lowest common denominator of the analytical tools of
the several disciplines? (Dubin, 1969, p. 244)
The Tri-Person Matrix research has suggested that the answer does not have to
involve either of these options.
By opening the method of inquiry to the numinous and giving all levels access
to revelatory knowledge, models can be built out of a higher level common
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denominator - imagination, an idea which appeals to the basic roots of all sciences.
By mapping knowledge bases, regardless of their origin, these common denominators
(or even points of conflict) can be identified and dealt with honestly. An
etymological study on the word “imagination” links the concept to a state beyond the
range of traditional inductive and deductive thinking, and into the numinous,
reductive-abductive realm of research.
yêtser - From yâtsar; a form; figuratively conception (that is, purpose):—
frame, thing framed, imagination, mind, work.
yâtsar - (through the squeezing into shape); (compare yatsa); to mould into a
form; especially as a potter; figuratively to determine (that is, form a
resolution):— X earthen, fashion, form, frame, make (-r), potter,
purpose.
dianoia - From dia and nous; deep thought, properly the faculty (mind or
its disposition), by implication its exercise:—imagination, mind,
understanding.
nous - the intellect, that is, mind (divine or human; in thought, feeling, or
will); by implication meaning:—mind, understanding. (Strong, 1998a)
Montgomery’s scientific constructs advocate the utilization of what Aristotle-Pierce
labeled “reduction,” or “abduction,” which allows for a common theoretical
shell/model to be built for connecting the individual elements of each discipline’s
models (1999, p. 274). Although this process has the feel of reductionism, as has
been discussed below, reduction in this sense leads to a minimization of non-essential
differences, and the establishment of central, underlying principles capable of
strengthening each individual discipline. It leads to the reestablishment of the
“proper place” of an idea or concept (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980b, p. 1752), and thus
potentially enhances interdisciplinary communication and utility. “Imaginative
research” potentially draws together the advantages of induction and deduction
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thinking processes into the expansive reductive-abductive realms of thought
(Montgomery, p. 274).
Montgomery, as well as Dubin, points to imagination in scientific theorizing
stressed by Einstein, who is famously quoted as saying, “Religion without science is
blind (Giberson, p. 134).” Incorporating Popper’s concepts as well, Montgomery
writes “The use of an image (the net) to illustrate the nature of scientific theory
construction points to an especially vital element in such theories: the employment of
‘models’ – representations that carry ’epistemological vividness’ (1999, pp. 272-4).”
The TPM, as discussed in Chapter 2, has allowed for the introduction and utilization
of what “may” be a transcendent reality for empirical testing, not just what “is
factually observable” or emotively “felt.” By design, the TPM has made room for the
transcendent, ethereal, and numinous elements of research. This inclusion of the
numinous at all levels of inquiry opens a model’s system boundaries beyond the
subjective to the transcendent influences of transformation from outside the
individual’s personal domain (i.e., a truly open-system). It adds an important element
of connectivity between the systems of the individual, and provides for a
measurement process to identify common and even absolute “truths,” explained later
in the knowledge mapping process. This approach furthermore provides a
prospective deeper understanding of the dynamics of transformation from within the
person (i.e., the more traditionally accepted closed-system concept of the individual)
by allowing formal, observable linkages between objectivity, subjectivity, and belief
within a model.
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What This Study Is Not
A Call for Interdisciplinary Reductionism
A holistic, interdisciplinary, open-system model does not have to cultivate
reductionism. Dubin notes that fears are great within some disciplines (especially the
applied) of being swallowed up by other branches of science:
The collective-member distinction underlies the intellectual issue called
reductionism, which seems such a hardy perennial in the social sciences.
Largely for imperialistic reasons each social-scientist discipline seeks to keep
its theory from being “debased” to a different level of explanation. It is
especially notable that the disciplines seem to have a fear that they can
ultimately be shown to be mere branches of psychology and that all socialscience theory rests upon psychological theory (1969, p. 48).
The reductive/abductive inquiry approach integrated with the inductive/deductive
methodologies in developing the Tri-Person Matrix has been a response to Lynham’s
call for holism and interdisciplinary expansion, not reductionism. It appeals to each
discipline to broaden their selection of research knowledge bases and methodologies
to include, for reasons expanded upon later, the empirically testable Christian biblical
knowledge base. Montgomery notes that “…biblical truth is holistic, and its claim to
theological validity is preserved from meaninglessness by it verifiability in the
empirical domains that it touches (1999, p. 347).” This model has intended to present
homologous constructs about the person that can help with other theories and their
development, not replace them. As noted above, the TPM has been designed to show
the semantic differences of various models and theories, and address the congruence
and completeness issues that all models encounter.
Sharp and Walgate call reductionism a “game,” that according to Peacock,
…has been played ever since the days when Democritus and Lucretius, by
their atomistic determinism, tried to reduce the whole of human life and the
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history of the universe to a mere concatenation of colliding atoms – with
obvious implications for the concepts of human mental processed and
autonomy. (1979, 113) … [The prizes are] “a sense of superiority…and the
malicious joy at watching the apoplectic response of one’s colleagues as one
devastatingly demonstrates their discipline is not only a waste of time but
unworthy of the receipt of grants from limited funds (1979, 112) (p. 415-6).”
Sharp and Walgate also point out that reductionism erodes attempts to deal with
reality. “We gain nothing by devaluing our idea of reality so that it cannot encompass
our everyday experience. It produces no scientific benefit and no philosophical
clarity (p. 416).” Their argument for an “active ontology” is very convincing, and
they credit part of the motivation for unhealthy reductivism to the “lack” of serious
scientific dealing with ontology. “A restrictive picture of ontology produces the two
mistakes of extreme or no reductionism (p. 416).” This is important for the TPM, as
HRD professionals will use it to deal with ontological issues at all levels of the
individual and organizational life. Sharp and Walgate conclude that “Objects
composed of simpler parts must have ontological significance. They must really
exist, not because of any property the inherently possess but because of what we
mean by the word existence (p. 416).” Although they boarder a pantheistic view of
ontology by suggesting that each part actually “possesses” ontology, the TPM has
taken the position that each part “points to” an ontological source, and subsequently
provides a tool (HK-Map) to map that reality. The TPM is workable, however, in
either worldview.
Through the Dubin-inspired descriptive research process, the TPM has
purposively drawn from the concepts and syntax of many sciences as part of its own
matrix, and has conceptually linked with most models, functioning much like a Meta,
or even master model. Understandably, this quality in and of itself may raise some
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resistance to the acceptance and utilization of the TPM for some scientists and
practitioners. This could not be helped. It may be the TMP will become
reductionistic through the simpler explanation of certain descriptions, dynamics, and
behaviors, but this is of the healthy variety. Even though the powerful “MontgomeryDubin” methodological triad could never result in any significant reductionism in a
secular academic society, the fear is always there for some scientists. Chapter 2
addresses more of this issue in a discussion on what theories encounter that search for
“ultimate” or “absolute” truth (i.e., healthy reductivism, not reductionism), and as
mentioned above, continues the discussion on authority-hierarchy issues concerning
the use of multiple knowledge sources.
An Unbalanced Religious Argument
The power of Montgomery’s views on science, and this research’s reliance
upon his single-source, apologetically driven constructs as tools by which to draw
many of its conclusions, may raise some personal epistemological and ontological
curiosities and even fears in some researchers. No attempt has been made to avoid
these reactions when researching and presenting the Tri-Person Matrix (TPM). The
approach of this research has been committed to sound “scholarship and not
sycophancy,” endeavoring to be “thoroughly academic and thoroughly historical
(Montgomery, 1999p. 177).” As stated above, a critical uniqueness of this study has
been that the initial conceptual Gestalt of the TPM, as illustrated on Figure 15, has
been intentionally built on facts from the knowledge base of Christian biblical texts as
a means of linking ontological and epistemological ideas at each level of inquiry from
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the onset. This has allowed the TPM gestalt to be conceptualized on each of the
empirical, subjective, and numinous levels concurrently.
Actually, one does not know how to treat particular factual problems until one
has a Gestalt or pattern in which to fit them. This Gestalt is of course,
inductively derived from the material to be analyzed; but, since it provides the
structure for understanding the particulars, its significance transcends that of
the details. Unless it is properly induced, further induction will be fruitless
(Montgomery, 1999, p. 357).
As noted earlier, this powerful knowledge base has proven to have some very
essential and unique contributions in the area of understanding the composition and
development of the person. HRD professionals must understand that the process of
dealing with a sacred gestalt is not synonymous with promoting religion. The TPM
has intentionally dealt openly with the numinous aspects of the individual, and will
rely upon the discretion of the HRD scholars and practitioners for appropriate
application of its constructs and potentials both personally and professionally.
What could be important encounters with the transcendent and philosophical,
are intentionally side-stepped within Dubin’s writings as problem areas. This is a
pattern that can be observed in much of the human behavioral science cultures of
inquiry. For Dubin, at least, the cause of this paucity of engagement may not be
solely due to his humanistic beliefs; it may be due to the fact that his methodologies
are not equipped to evaluate the numinous (see Figure 5). Who wants to work on an
assignment without the right tools (Giberson, 1993)? Indeed, the research tools
available for Theology and other sciences do not seem to be available, encouraged, or
even well blended when existent; in fact, they are regularly and intentionally
disconnected by design.
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As a solution to this problem, the theologically-capable constructs of scientific
research by Montgomery are utilized to help supplement this sacred-secular
methodological insufficiency. They allow researchers to access the revealed and factbased elements of the Christian biblical knowledge base as a source of information
and understanding about how people are constructed and function. This has been
presented in Figures 2, 3, and 6 as the set of research dynamics labeled
“Montgomery’s RK Cone,” where RK stands for “revealed knowledge.” Dubin’s
theoretical model building process is designed take any newly acquired numinous
information, and assure that it is further developed for testability through his
qualitative descriptive research techniques. Montgomery essentially provides a way
to meaningfully access sacral knowledge and Dubin essentially provides a way to
meaningfully get resulting gestalts to and through an empirical testing process.
In the case of the TPM, the gestalt phase of the research process has been
most importantly delimited to the Montgomery RK Cone; Dubin’s process has been
delimited to the disciplines of HRD, HRM, OD, psychology, and pastoral counseling,
yet deliberately kept open to input from other human behavioral science disciplines as
appropriate. Dubin states:
The test of truth is logical and not an empirical one when we make a
propositional statement about a model. The competence required to determine
truth in this context is that of logical thinking and not empirical skill (1969, p.
241).
This explains why, in the first research stage of the TPM model development, the
operational rules have been based on logic and imagination, and not on empirical
testing. He further explains: “The empirical problem arises when the theorist asks,
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‘Does my theory model its designated empirical domain?’ … At this point, there is an
abrupt shift from a logical test of truth to an empirical test of truth (Dubin, p. 241).”
For the second research phase, elements of the TPM have been empirically
tested as to the model’s sensibility and usability with qualitative and quantitative
structured interview and questionnaire methodologies. As such, it has not been the
intentional role of this research to construct or debase any religion or religious cause.
Indeed, the knowledge map developed for this study provides a tool for HRD
professionals to work with any sacred knowledge base. By the same token, the TPM
will include a sacral dimension that can be tested by only belief, an area that is
beyond the scope of Dubin’s methodologies, but within the scope of Montgomery’s.
It has not been the role of this research to hide or cloak any religious theme or
possibility, as is traditionally done within most sciences. To have done less would
have prevented the presentation a holistic HRD model of development. The intention
has been to be scientifically sound within the human behavioral science culture of
inquiry and to be culturally sensitive to the discipline of HRD - but not necessarily to
have been politically correct. The topics of empirical, theoretical, and doctrinal truth
determination and measures are addressed appropriately in Chapters 2 - 4.
If taken in the right context, this research will have done what most scientists
claim is their central goal – remained open to holistically exploring every possibility
related to its hypothesis and secondary questions. The difference is that this research
has moved beyond the somewhat controllable realms of the objective and subjective
into the admittedly uncontrollable realms of faith and belief. Not to be argued here is
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whether this is really any different than what scientists do daily in actual practice.
Dubin notes:
Social scientists have tended to accumulate theories and theoretical models.
The social scientist funds theory and not data. It is not unusual for courses in
the area of theory in a social-science discipline to be a recital of what each
notable historical figure in the field believed or said. The student typically
learns a history of ideas about the empirical world that falls within the range
of his particular social-science discipline. But he may be singularly ignorant
of the descriptive and factual character of that domain. The behavioral
scientist tends to accumulate belief systems and call this the theory of his field
(1969, p. 239).
Lerner notes that “many biologists have one set of beliefs at work, their official
beliefs, and another set, their real beliefs, which they can speak openly about only
among friends (2004, p. 52).” In contrast to this observed and often unintentional
tendency toward scientific hypocrisy, this study has dwelt on the “descriptive and
factual ontological character” of the HRD domain, or more specifically, the dynamics
related to understanding the development of the whole person, including the
numinous.
As noted earlier, Chapter 2 has explained the rationale behind the definitional
limiting of the term numinous, or “sacral,” in this study to the “revealed Christian
biblical” knowledge base. It has addressed some of the complexities of using any
sacral knowledge base in scientific research. This approach may be distracting for
readers who are not accustomed to dealing with sacral knowledge in research, so it is
important readers keep in mind that the principle intention of this study has been to
provide a genuinely holistic model of the person for HRD professionals capable of
handling all knowledge bases, including those containing revealed truth. Even so,
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the TPM holds the potential of setting off many of these alarms in some scientific
circles as the price for its holistic approach.

A Fresh Approach
In summary, this research has endeavored to present HRD professionals with
a fresh new gestalt: a holistic developmental model of the person capable of dealing
with the ontological, numinous, and epistemological issues present in each person at
the empirical, subjective, and numinous levels of inquiry. In accomplishing this, it
hopes to contribute to the breaking of the asymmetric flow of intellectual knowledge
commonly found in much of secular and sacred scholarship. To some this may be
seen as the blending of theological and human behavioral sciences (Clayton, 1998, p.
467-74). To others, it is just good science (Sharpe & Walgate, p. 429).
In many ways, the TPM’s intended contribution to HRD professionals has
some parallels with what logotherapy provided for discerning psychologists in the
1960’s. The logotherapy model presented a holistic, scientific approach for
interpersonal therapy that gave counseling professionals a tool for frankly dealing
with the ontological and epistemological aspects of the individual – regardless of their
faith choices.
Victor Frankl - The Will to Meaning
When meaning orientation becomes meaning confrontation, that stage of
maturation and development has been reached where freedom becomes
responsibleness. An individual is responsible for the fulfillment of the
specific meaning of his own life, but he is also responsible to something, be it
society or humanity or mankind or his own conscience. A significant number
of people interpret their own existence not just in terms of being responsible
to something, but rather to someone – namely to God. As a secular theory and
medical practice logotherapy must restrict itself to such a factual statement,
leaving to the patient the decision whether to interpret his own
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responsibleness in terms of religion or agnosticism. Logotherapy must remain
available to everyone; to this I am obliged to adhere, if for no other reason, by
my Hippocratic Oath. … Existence involves the risk of error. He must risk
committing himself to a cause not worthy of his commitment. Perhaps my
commitment to logotherapy is erroneous. But I prefer to live in a world in
which man has the right to make choices, even if they are wrong choices,
rather than one in which no choices at all is left to him. (Haselden, 1968, pp.
30-1)
Frankl’s logotherapy ran against the grain of the meaningless (and perhaps even
harmful) objectivity pretense portrayed by most therapists in the 1960’s. He boldly
asserted that it was a primary responsibility of a therapist’s commitment to the
wellbeing of people, to aggressively let clients (and/or patients) know of available
choices, not just inactively listen and make believe there were no consequences for
non-choices resulting from a lack of information. He felt that it was the therapist’s
professional responsibility to talk about God when relevant to important human
issues, be honest about his/her God choices, and then let the client’s “responsibility
for their life” take care of the resulting actions or non-actions. He considered it
professional incompetence to withhold knowledge that might potentially be helpful to
the client under the guise of neutrality or professional objectivity. Supposedly
objective silence often speaks louder than words, wrongfully suggesting that there are
no known ideas or solutions for the client to consider – which is most often, a
dishonest reality. Logotherapy relied upon the patient/client to also be responsible. If
the information resulted in persuasion – so be it. If not – at least the therapist knew
that the client had the facts necessary for health and healing. It was a bold new
approach, but not without its risks.
Consider this fact. Regardless of the personal beliefs of HRD professionals,
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or of those whom they serve, the numinous element of each person is constantly
impacting their daily decisions (Goddard, 1995; Roper & Brookes, 1999). By
definition and by common observation it can be argued that, at some level, every
healthy being desires to discover meaning in their lives. True to Popper’s challenge,
the Tri-Person Matrix has attempted to provide a holistic HRD model (a theoretical
net) that improves a professional’s ability “to rationalize, to explain, and to master”
the exciting behavioral, developmental, and life-motivational aspects of every
individual, organization, and resulting cultures that they compose (i.e., develop a
practical net). How one chooses to use this bold new approach will be at the
discretion of their personal and professional “responsibleness.” But, as with
logotherapy, the TPM is not without its risks.
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CHAPTER II - STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Logical Roots of the Problem
There are three accomplishments that this research has attempted to attain to
assist HRD professionals with their daily vocational challenges: 1) the development
of a holistic HRD model, 2) the inclusion of numinous (sacral) dimension of people
in that model, and 3) the presentation of holistic conceptualizations in a format usable
for the secular and/or sacred HRD professional. Before elaborating, consider the
following syllogisms. Each syllogism explains part of the problem intended to be
solved by the primary and secondary research questions, and is rooted in the book of
Genesis:
26

And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth. 27So God created man in his own image, in the image
of God created he him; male and female created he them. 28And God blessed
them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the
earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth (KJV,
1998b, Chapter 1). [Underlining mine]
Syllogism 1 - The Importance of Understanding God to the Understanding of People
Major Premise 1: If God created people (each person) in his image, and
Minor Premise 1: If God’s image is thus hardwired (created) into each
person’s being, then
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Conclusion 1: Individuals cannot understand themselves (or others, including
organizations and cultures) if they do not understand God.
Syllogism 2 - The Importance of Including Sacral Knowledge in Holistic Models
Note that the major premise of this second syllogism is derived from the first
syllogism’s conclusion. It is equally important to the research questions, and is also
based upon the writings in Genesis.
Major Premise 2: If individuals cannot understand themselves (or others,
including organizations and cultures) if they do not understand God,
and
Minor Premise 2: If knowledge found in Christian biblical text (a unique,
empirically testable sacral knowledge base where the hardwiring is
explicated) is not accessed in the study of people by human behavioral
science professionals, then
Conclusion 2: Human behavioral science professionals who do not include
this sacral knowledge base in their study of the person cannot have a
genuinely full (holistic) understanding of themselves (or others,
including organizations and cultures).
These logic statements show the potential danger of overlooking Christian
biblical knowledge, regardless of one’s personal belief, in any serious holistic study
of human behavior. Reinhold Niebuhr, in his preface to William James classic work
on religion, stated that although James “did not believe that it would be possible to
give rational coherence to the many systems of structures which are manifested in
life,” … James believed that “it would be possible to assert their ultimate meaning,
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despite incongruities, by religious faith [emphasis mine] (James, 1968, p. 5).” Thus,
according to James, the study of sacral knowledge is essentially mandatory for any
study of the human condition, as adeptly illustrated by his scholarship. This study
could not include all such knowledge, as James tried to review, but has selected the
revelatory texts of Biblical scripture to satisfy this inclusionary demand for the
sacred. Reasons for choosing this particular sacral knowledge base over others
available have been addressed later in this research. When one considers that the
human behavioral sciences, and often by indomitable equivocation, are not
comfortable searching sacred Biblical knowledge in their modeling of human
behavior, this presents a regrettable constriction to the accomplishment of holistic
scholarship. While some in this aforementioned camp may categorize these
syllogisms as abductive, (i.e., containing an improvable secondary premise), this has
been continually proven contestable as an error in both fact and logic, showing that
these premises are no different in testable quality than those asserted by any
responsible human behavioral scientist or subjectivist. There may be some
discomfort, but there should be no intelligible scientific resistance to any logic
addressing a numinous knowledge source that subjects itself to empirical testing.
Syllogistic logic such as this should be welcomed, since the resulting
hypotheses can impact the opportunity of uncovering a more holistic understanding
human behavior and development.
The founders of modern science … argued that their science was actually
complementary to their faith, enriching their understanding of God and His
creation. They were all comfortable with what we call natural theology,
which is based on the belief that God has indeed revealed himself through
nature and that His existence can be inferred or even proved from the details
and patterns evident in that nature. (Giberson, p. 59)
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Montgomery quotes pathologist James Kennedy, of Queens University, who asserts
that “the scientist can gain knowledge about God by applying the same principles he
uses in doing his research (Montgomery, 1999, p. 160).” Eckelmann, who was a
major influence in Montgomery’s personal and professional life, maintained that:
… the Van Tilian refusal to allow arguments for an infinite God or divine
truth from finite scientific evidence is as illogical as would be the refusal to
accept the description of an infinitely extensible line by a nonfinite
mathematical formula (1999, pp. 160-1)
In further support of this type of hypothesis, Montgomery states:
Popper rightly notes that the truly great scientific advances have been made
not by the presentation of untestable worldviews such as those of Freud and
Marx (anything on the couch fits Freud and anything in history is absorbed by
Marx), but by such testable theories as Einstein’s (supported by the crucial
Michelson-Morley experiment)… Christian faith must come to terms with the
realities presented by science – and how revelational religion has nothing to
fear and everything to gain by doing so. (1999, p. 161)
In the case of the Tri-Person Matrix research, the resultant hypotheses have been
made identifiable through the development of Montgomery’s “revealed knowledge
cone” and refined through Dubin’s 2 phase methodology to the position of empirical
testability - no differently than any other human behavioral scientific theory.
As aforesaid, the HRD professionals and scholars have many models to
choose from, but none that access revealed knowledge to holistically deal with all the
dimensions of the person, and few that deal directly with the epistemological and
ontological questions that imbue human behavior. To some this is no impasse
(Okasha, 2002). They prefer this approach, and are satisfied with the compression of
the transcendent, numinous aspects of the individual into either the behavioral and/or
the developmental dimensions of their models (DeHoff, 1998; Fosarelli, 2002; Green,
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2002; Zerin & Zerin, 1997). Some prefer to create their own non-religious
circumlocutory constructs to deal with this dimension. Others are satisfied with
ignoring or denying an individual's transcendent, numinous dimension altogether
(Zangwill, 2004). These are ultimately inadequate strategies in studying the person
(Anderson, 2001), for any logic that does not make available a direct strategy in
dealing with numinous dimension of the individual, as noted in the above syllogisms
and in Figure 1 below, leads to a less-than-holistic model of the person. HRD
professionals ought to have, and indeed, need and deserve to have more
comprehensive gestalts (Bunge, 2000, pp. 149, 154; Montgomery, 1999, pp. 267313).
In summary, for practitioners and researchers who do want to deal directly
with the topics of being, worth, reality, sin, forgiveness, transformation, purpose to
life, etc., there has been a need for a contemporary, holistic HRD model of the
person. When they turn to the disciplines of theology and pastoral counseling for
help, they can find most of the elements, but not in a usable state for their
professional needs, and often not empirically tested. Most behavioral sciences
present aspects of this dimension, but seldom in a transparent, holistic way. Finally,
even where models are presented utilizing helpful gestalts derived from primary
Christian biblical knowledge bases, they are often not viable in modern Western
cultural settings because of their syntax. This study has intended to present a
workable resolution to this need by 1) accessing Christian biblical knowledge, 2)
developing an HRD developmental model of the person, and 3) stating the results in a
way usable by believers and non-believers alike.
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The Purpose of this Study
Formally stated, the primary purpose of this study has been to identify a
practical, holistic, interdisciplinary HRD model (Gestalt) of the person from a single
source - revealed Christian biblical knowledge - proficient in explaining the
complexities and interactions of current HRD models and capable of understanding
the numinous attributes of the person.
Additionally, this study has purposed to build a homologous set of empirically
testable model elements (units) and laws of interaction adaptable to the many
disciplines that deal with the person (psychology, sociology, anthropology, theology,
etc.).
Finally, this study has purposed to utilize a triadic research methodology
capable of assessing sacral knowledge and presenting its outputs in a multiple-syntax
format, and capable of meeting the various contextual demands of HRD professionals
in dealing with the ontological and epistemological dimensions of individuals,
organizations, and cultures.
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Primary Research Question
Primary Proposition: Can a usable, holistic model of the person be built from
Christian biblical knowledge that can demonstratively contribute to the practical and
theoretical work of HRD professionals?
Primary Hypothesis: It is hypothesized that a usable, holistic model of the
person can be built from Christian biblical knowledge that can demonstratively
contribute to the practical and theoretical work of HRD professionals.
Primary Null-hypothesis: The null-hypothesis states that a usable, holistic
model of the person cannot be built from Christian biblical knowledge that can
demonstratively contribute to the practical and theoretical work of HRD
professionals.
This primary research proposition is positioned not only in the syllogistic
logic above, but also in a personal, professional inquiry as to how, if the primary
hypothesis (H1) can be established as true (i.e., the null hypothesis, or H0, is rejected),
this can be done for other HRD topics and issues as well. It can be observed that
academic departments from Christian universities draw heavily from secular models,
but very few secular academic departments draw from Christian biblical models. Yet
their students work shoulder to shoulder in businesses and industries the world over.
This model has hoped to rise above the asymmetric flow of knowledge often
encountered by between sacred and secular knowledge sources (Montgomery, 1999,
p. 35-8). Conclusions as to the validity of this primary hypothesis will be, by Dubin’s
methodological design, subjective in nature and linked to the results of empirical
testing of the 3 subsidiary questions. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 15, the Tri-Person
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Matrix central Gestalts were formulated utilizing reductive-abductive reasoning,
theorized and refined with inductive reasoning, and tested with deductive reasoning.
This has been in compliance with the rigor of the triadic Dubin-Montgomery
methodology chosen.

Subsidiary Research Questions
Subsidiary Question 1 - Focusing on Model Formation (Completeness and
Congruence)
Subsidiary Proposition/Inquiry 1: What model (Gestalt) of the individual
emerges by integrating the tripartite nature of each created individual (body, soul, and
spirit) with the revealed triune image of God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit)?
Subsidiary Hypothesis 1: It is hypothesized that a very simple model
(Gestalt) will emerge that will be capable of explaining very complex individual
elements (units) of the person, laws of relationship, system states, and boundaries,
and that most, if not all of these will have some empirical measure(s) identifiable.
Subsidiary Null-hypothesis 1: The null-hypothesis states that a very simple
model (Gestalt) will not emerge, that it will not be capable of explaining very
complex individual elements (units) of the person, laws of relationship, system states,
and boundaries, and that most, if not all of these will not have some empirical
measure(s) identifiable.
The theoretical truth statements and empirically tested outcomes of subsidiary
hypothesis 1 and null hypothesis 1 have been summarized in phase 1 of the research
(Chapter 3), a descriptive research study; and in phase 2 of the research (Chapter 4),
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an empirical study on model completeness and congruence shaped in Chapter 3.
Final summaries and conclusions have been presented in Chapter 5.
Subsidiary Question 2 - Focusing on Usability (Model Preferences)
Subsidiary Proposition/Inquiry 2: To what extent do models of the person
being used by HRD scholars and professionals include the elements presented in the
above model (Gestalt)?
Subsidiary Hypothesis 2: It is hypothesized that a substantial number of
elements (empirical units), laws of interaction, system states, and boundaries from
any human developmental model (Gestalt) built from Christian biblical knowledge
will be easily recognizable in past and current models dealing with the person.
Subsidiary Null-hypothesis 2: It is hypothesized that a substantial number of
elements (empirical units), laws of interaction, system states, and boundaries from
any human developmental model (Gestalt) built from Christian biblical knowledge
will not be easily recognizable in past and current models dealing with the person.
The theoretical truth statements and empirically tested outcomes of subsidiary
hypothesis 2 and null hypothesis 2 have been summarized in phase 1 of the research
(Chapter 3), a descriptive research study, and in phase 2 of the research (Chapter 4),
an empirical study on model preferences shaped in Chapter 3. Final summaries and
conclusions have been presented in Chapter 5.
Subsidiary Question 3 - Focusing on Semantics (Preferred Syntax)
Subsidiary Proposition/Inquiry 3: What common syntax best communicates,
for HRD professionals, the elements (both categorical and empirical units), laws of
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interaction, system states, and boundaries from the human developmental model
(Gestalt) generated from Christian biblical knowledge?
Subsidiary Hypothesis 3: It is hypothesized that HRD professionals will favor
a common syntax demonstratively related to the elements (both categorical and
empirical units), laws of interaction, system states, and boundaries of the Tri-Person
Matrix, regardless of demographic data.
Subsidiary Null-hypothesis 3: It is hypothesized that HRD professionals will
not favor a common syntax demonstratively related to the elements (both categorical
and empirical units), laws of interaction, system states, and boundaries of the TriPerson Matrix, regardless of demographic data.
The theoretical truth statements and empirically tested outcomes of subsidiary
hypothesis 3 and null hypothesis 3 have been summarized in phase 1 of the research
(Chapter 3), a descriptive research study, and in phase 2 of the research (Chapter 4),
an empirical interview questionnaire study on preferred syntax shaped in Chapter 3.
Final summaries and conclusions have been presented in Chapter 5.

The Current State of Scholarship in HRD Theory Development
An Emerging Discipline, Open to Interdisciplinary Ideas and Dynamic Change
As an emerging discipline (Jacobs, 2001; Short, Bing, & Kehrhahn, 2003;
Swanson & Holton, 2001), the field of Human Resources Development (HRD) is in
the process of defining its scope and scholarship (Jacobs, 2000; McLean, 2000) as a
worthy contributor to the sciences of sociology and business (Dewey & Carter, 2003;
Dilworth, 2003). At this point in time, no one root discipline has succeeded in
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impinging its traditions upon HRD to either take it totally under wing or fully
dominate its definition and/or direction (Swanson, 2001). As a result, HRD is still
open to these and other disciplines to provide “lenses” through which the
development needs of individuals, organizations and cultures may be better
understood and met. What seems to be surfacing is the concept that HRD may have a
chance to partially escape the constricting traditions of its core disciplines. This
wishful condition would allow its theorists and practitioners to create unsullied
interdisciplinary paradigms more adept to swift adaptation to the fast changing global
trends of business. To some this presents the possibility of creating traditions that
could keep HRD in a desired state of perpetual openness to currency. This would
allow HRD professional to ideally remain “continuously open” to cutting edge
research and innovative theoretical development. It is an undertaking that all
established disciplines struggle to accomplish after they have been formally
recognized by intelligentsia, academia, and the marketplace. For a time, HRD has a
chance to shape this reality and its future.
The Need of Scholarly Input from Theology and Applied Theological Disciplines
One of the common and most basic building blocks of HRD models today is
that of individual development, which in turn impacts the dynamics of organizational
and cultural development. There are other non-individualistic worldviews present,
but this flow of development is the most commonly accepted, and the position taken
in the development of the TPM. To this point, the science of theology and related
disciplines, such as pastoral counseling, have not added much, if any, to the scholarly
discussion in HRD model building. This is in spite of the fact that they deal with the
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same individual development realities in their respective disciplines (Clayton, ;
Magnusson, ; Roper & Brookes, ; Sharpe & Walgate). A search of these disciplines
reveals that although they have much to say about various individual components of
HRD, there is no one usable holistic model that presents their thinking in such a way
as to be readily usable by HRD theorists and practitioners. Instead, the literature and
research surrounding the makeup of the holistic individual, which can be generally
grouped under the concept of “creation,” or more specifically, an individual’s
personality as “created in God’s image,” is spread over many sources. What
knowledge is available, is not organized in a manner adequate for HRD researchers to
easily utilize (Chermack & Lynham, 2002; DeHoff, 1998; Fosarelli, 2002; Green,
2002; Zerin & Zerin, 1997).
As mentioned in the introduction, for many reasons, societal, professional
and/or personal, HRD researchers and practitioners have tended to shy away from
dealing directly with the life-motivational (ontological, numinous, and
epistemological) dimensions of individual, organizational, and cultural behaviors
(Weaver, 2002). Whether this dimension is too complex, too controversial, too
difficult to locate research concerning, or just too politically unsafe (Lerner, 2004),
the general practice is to address the topic somewhat more indirectly by either 1)
compressing it into other dimensions, or 2) simply redefining its terms and creating
another pseudo-dimension with seemingly safer vocabulary (Montgomery, 1999, p.
371, 500). To a large extent, this does seem to work (Russ-Eft & Hatcher, 2003;
Weaver & Agle, 2002), but there is an increasing contemporary need to have HRD
tools to deal straightforwardly and honestly with this dimension, as society comes to
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grip with some difficult choices about its work ethic and how it intends to develop its
workforce.
In a sobering book, Why America Doesn’t Work: How the Decline of the
Work Ethic Is Hurting Your Family and Future – and What You Can Do (Colson &
Eckerd, 1991), the authors trace the roots of the great American work ethic to its
demise in the 1960’s, and present what they feel is needed if we want to get back to
that enviable position of early America. They present many compelling observations
about the complex and ontologically related issues impacting the workforce today:
In the eighteen century, with the rise of what was called the Enlightenment,
viewed as the dawn of human reason, the forces of nature, the organization of
society, and the character of morality were all radically reinterpreted. Then in
the nineteenth century Darwin dispensed with the need for God to understand
man’s origins and the order of creation; Freud explained religion as a purely
human construction; and Nietzsche and Marx argued that man was now free to
be master of his own universe. Some attempted to reconstruct a moral
consensus by appealing to ‘self-evident truths’ or ‘enlightened self-interest,’
and all sought to build new structures of morality without reference to divine
will or traditional law. Thus, for the first time in Western history the
intellectual world contended it was possible to create a just order without
God…. These ideas did not really penetrate the popular consciousness…
Until this century, that is, when these ideas began to influence a wide cross
section of people. Eminent historian Paul Johnson pinpoints 1919 and
Einstein’s discover of relativity as the decisive time and event; thereafter, he
argues, relativity in the physical sciences became confused with relativism in
the field of ideas. Perhaps (Colson & Eckerd, 1991, p.42).
The volume is a perceptive resource for HRD professionals wanting to
understand the larger societal forces impacting the ontological and epistemological
underpinnings of their 21st century workers. They delineate the work ethic in
America from the Puritans and follow its evolution through the fabric of various
societal partners: family, church, education, government (including prisons),
business, and intellectual institutions. They offer insights and solutions to common
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HRD problems related to motivation, integrity, ethics, and hard work. They also
validate the role of training in the recovery process and share some HRD related
insights on empowerment. What they make clear, however, is that work and
spirituality are inseparably integrated within the human makeup.
From the beginning of the world there was work, for at the beginning there
was Creation – the work of God. When he rested on the seventh day, ‘he
rested from all the work of creating he had done’ and God pronounced his
work ‘good.’4 God created human beings in his own image, and part of being
‘in his image’ means that we are workers, like God himself. That’s where that
innate, inner drive comes from. God called mankind to cultivate the world he
had created and to exercise dominion over it. This was a call to work, to
perform both manual labor (pruning the trees and tilling the fields) and
intellectual labor (naming the animals); one was not set above the other as
greater or more important – a mistake frequently made by subsequent
civilizations. This [is a] high view of labor… (1991, pp. 32-3)
When America removed all official numinous linkages from its governmental
and educational systems (1991, p. 65), it went too far. They illustrate that the person
is not a compartmentalized being, and without an active ontological and
epistemological footing in the numinous, there can be no law, morality, or work ethic
to be found in any dimension of that person’s life. With the denial of an “absolute”
from which to anchor life, existential meaningless was left to run its course.
“Existentialism teaches that since life is meaningless, we have two choices. Either
we make an heroic effort to overcome the nothingness, or we pursue meaningless
pleasure an gratify our senses (1991, p. 52).” People intuit that corporate cultures are
mere charades of value, and behave accordingly. Most important for HRD
professionals, however, is what they termed the “loss of the concept of vocation” (a
calling in life, usually from God) and its replacement with the shallower,
ontologically barren concepts of “occupation and career” (making money, usually as
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much as you can). This directly impacts job satisfaction, performance, commitment,
loyalty, and a host of important HRD issues.
Wish as some may, the difficult-to-understand life-motivational dimension
cannot be ignored. Even in the ontologically starved field of evolutionary psychology
there is a reoccurring attempt to find some semblance of “meaning” for traits and
origins (Andrews et al., p. 513). HRD theorists and professionals must deal with the
realities it produces – motivation or the lack thereof, addictive behaviors, workplace
morale, productivity, high turnover, disloyalty, depression, illness, anger, sabotage
and violence in the workplace, etc. The science and disciplines of any psychology are
not equipped to deal with the spiritual sides of these realities unless they become a
religion in-and-of-themselves. Some have accused psychology of doing just that –
morphing into religion or a religious substitute (Salter, 1968). Even if it could be
proven that these ills could be adequately addressed through psychological remedies,
psychology would still remain an indirect treatment of the subject unless it was
officially christened “a religion.” Theologians and philosophers hold part of the
blame as well. Mawson, an Oxford philosopher, is skeptical about the unconvincing
tautological arguments for belief as proposed by many (Mawson, 2003). In speaking
of Herzog, Montgomery notes that “until modern theology faces the epistemological
issue – the basic question as to how one validates theological assertions – it will
forever wander in a speculative labyrinth (1999, p. 234).” The Tri-Person Matrix has
attempted to provide HRD professionals with a tool to deal with issues such as these.
How HRD researchers and professionals handle this numinous dimension is
vital. As an interdisciplinary field of study, it must considerately serve the needs of
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HRD researchers, academic scholars, professional practitioners, and many other
societal partners (educators, sociologists, government agencies, churches, families,
etc.). Many of these partners are also interested in holistic individual human
development (Dervin, 1999; Flamholtz & Aksehirli, 2000; Rose, 1999; Tomer, 1998).
Thus, it is essential that there be available a set of lenses for individual development
that takes into account the understandings available from sacral knowledge sources to
assist HRD theorists and practitioners in dealing frankly and holistically with the
numinous life-motivational dimension and its impact on all other dimensions of
human behavior.
The important aspects of human development must be drawn together from
theological and related sacral knowledge sources, and in such a way as to present a
viable set of holistic paradigms (applied theoretical models) (Clayton, 1998; Lynham,
2000, 2002a, 2002b; Sharpe & Walgate, 2003). These gestalts and resulting theories
should support HRD researchers and practitioners in solving problems related to the
life-motivational dimension and all its ontological and epistemological complexities.
These tools should not intentionally place HRD professionals in a pastoral
(professional religious) role, or in anyway compete with the functional roles of
recognized, established church professionals. They should instead be a set of
theoretically sound models and tools that acknowledge the benefits of treating the
numinous dimension of individuals, groups, and organizations in a holistic, integrated
way in both the workplace and society in general. The TPM has tried to accomplish
this through the HK-Map and through its own ability to map the various concepts of
the human behavioral sciences. This approach to visualizing knowledge is a key to
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understanding where the TPM and HK-Map can assist HRD professionals in working
holistically with all systems.
Theology and its applied sciences should continuously (ideally) assist other
sciences in formulating such meaningful and successful HRD application models (or
additional lenses and tools). Einstein also stated that “Science without religion is
lame (Giberson, p. 207).” Giberson quotes from Polkinghorne’s book, Science and
Creation: the Search for Understanding:
Religion without science is confined; it fails to be completely open to reality.
Science without religion is incomplete; it fails to attain the deepest possible
understanding. The remarkable insights that science affords us to the
intelligible workings of the world cry out for an explanation more profound
that that which itself can provide. Religion, if it is to take seriously its claim
that the world is the creation of God, must be humble enough to learn from
science what that world is actually like. The dialogue between them can only
be mutually enriching. The scientist will find in theology a unifying principle
more fundamental than the grandest unified field theory. The theologian will
encounter in science’s account of the pattern and structure of the physical
world a reality which calls forth his admiration and wonder. Together they
can say with the psalmist: O Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom
thou hast made them all [Ps. 104:24, KJV]. (1993, p. 207)
Many theological scholars actually do want to contribute to fields such as HRD, but
as Montgomery points out, in 1963 this situation was exacerbated in the United States
forcing a further, and this time legal, divide among theologians and other scientific
scholars:
Kegley cites the American development of the independent theological
seminary (“angel factory”) separated from the university, and the Supreme
Court’s Schempp decision in 1963, allowing only “literary” and “historical”
study of religion – only talk about religion – in secular educational institution.
This decision served to drive the wedge even deeper between so-called
objective study of religion and the dedicated work of the theologian, and to
move the theologian even farther from the mainstream of intellectual life.
(1978, p, 167)
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Because of this example, and other cultural patterns in the western world, religion and
the science of theology tend to be interminably compartmentalized from most other
scholarly disciplines (Barnes, 2002; Green, 2002; Williamson, 1986). Their
sourcebooks, including the ones chosen for this research, are not traditionally (nor
commonly) seen as useful starting places for facts on business information and
technologies related to human behavior. To begin the end to this problem, the TPM
has attempted to blend knowledge from traditional HRD information sources with the
information found in the uniquely-testable, scriptural texts.
The Need for Fresh, Genuinely Holistic HRD “Lenses”
Many are old enough to remember the first three dimensional (3-D) comic
books which came with a cardboard set of red and blue lens glasses. The comic book
story wasn’t unreadable without them, although admittedly a bit blurry with the reds
and blues clearly not in alignment - but what a world of difference the lenses made!
The 3-D lenses were amazing in their ability to reveal a whole new profundity of
experience. Science continues to advance, and today, and with the aid of
computerized virtual reality, and special effects lens technology, science has
developed the amazing hologram – 3-D projected in “almost” real life dimension!
Unlike ordinary 3-D images, a holograph is created from combination of
sophisticated light transforming lenses to present a virtually life-like depiction that
amazingly resembles the real item. These projected images are believable enough so
as to generate the desires of interaction and touching - truly human responses. As
such, the holograph is capable not only of superior physical depth perspective, but
also of projecting the warm intimacies commonly expected with the real thing, or the
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emotive perspective. This is a good analogy for HRD as it navigates in the physical,
emotive, and numinous terrains of individuals, organizations, and cultures.
Some Human Resources Development theorists are experimenting with this
analogy of “holographic lenses” in their attempt to develop a meaningful, more
intimate description of what HRD actually is and does (McGoldrick, Stewart, &
Watson, 2001). Essentially, they suggest that HRD is a “projected reality” that takes
on different dimensions depending upon the set of lenses used to display its
properties. As noted in the introduction, all social scientists and business
professionals project different ontological, epistemological and axiological (having to
do with value judgments) views upon their understanding of HRD. Their individual
lenses depend upon their allegiances to various academic traditions, and their unique
individual assumptions about matters of life (i.e., their values and beliefs related to
knowing and meaning). These “personal lenses” they bring to their HRD theories,
give it an “almost” 3-D quality to the theories and practices within the profession
(Bates, Chen, & Hatcher, 2002; Kuchinke, 2001; Woodall, 2001). Whether admitted
or not, and whether intentional or not, HRD professionals for all intents and purposes
bring their life experiences, expectations, and preferences into any model they build
or support. In a roundabout way, they are adding the ontological and epistemological
(numinous inclusive by definition) dimensions to their professional duties.
This analogy also supports the triadic methodology and chosen sacral
knowledge base of the Tri-Person Matrix, and of equal importance for external
validity, it seems to communicate well with most academics and professionals.
Montgomery states, using a similar lens-reflection schema, “Just as human creative
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activity necessarily reflects the Creator of all, so human communication is essentially
and by its very nature a reflection of the communicative God (1999, p. 201).”
Applying the analogy to this research, it could be said that the Tri-Person Matrix
logic begins with God’s reflection in man as part of its nascent gestalts.
By no means have all HRD scholars adopted this analogy (Short,
Brandenburg, May, & Bierema, 2002; Swanson, 2001), but it does present some
interesting opportunities for HRD theorists to develop a truly “holistic, boundary-less,
and contextually adaptable” set of research and application tools from which to
operate. What is important at this point in the development of applied HRD theory, is
to discover all potential knowledge sources of meaningful “lenses” that might add
understanding to the theoretical base for integrating individual, organizational, and
cultural development – a role that HRD claims to distinguish itself from similar fields
of training and development, human resources management, etc. (Fimbel, 2002;
Kuchinke, 2002; Short, 2002). In order to do this, HRD methodologies must expand
beyond the traditional inductive-deductive limitations and embrace the reductiveabductive research technologies capable of dealing with the ontological and
epistemological aspects, and subsequently the numinous aspects, of the person. The
TPM and HK-Map have been attempts to accomplish this task.

The Uniqueness of this Study
In review, there are three contributions this study hopes to make to the field of
HRD. First, it intends to build, develop, test, and then present a genuinely holistic
model (and mapping technology) of the person. Second, this study intends to develop
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and utilize a hybrid, triadic research methodology (technology), combining research
concepts from Montgomery and Dubin for the inclusion of the numinous dimension
of the person (again, through an innovative mapping technology). This blending of
holy with secular in research is not totally new for theologians, but it should be been
new for most HRD professionals. And third, this study hopes to provide an
assessment of Christian biblical knowledge (with special emphasis on revealed
knowledge accessible to the 3 major levels of inquiry) as being a significant, as well
as an essential, source of primary knowledge for scholarly research in HRD.
A Genuine, Holistic Model of the Person
As stated, it is difficult for HRD professionals to find models that deal openly
with the tri-dimensional aspects of God hardwired into the composition of each
person. This research has been inspired to make available a new and resourceful set
of “holistic” lenses by which to understand “all” the dimensions represented in each
individual. It has dealt with the specific operating elements (empirical units) of the
person, and the laws of interaction, boundaries (domains), and system states
impacting those elements (units). It has intentionally aimed at contributing an
interdisciplinary set of outputs so that it may be used in a holistic manner as well.
The Tri-Person Matrix is an intrapersonal mapping technology and process for HRD
diagnostics and the development of the person.
A Holistic Ontological and Epistemological Research Strategy of the Person
Summarizing statements above, it can be recognized that secular research
methodologies are not readily equipped for studying the transcendent. Theological
sources have not established a consistent, respectable set of inquiry rules that secular
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scholars feel comfortable with, regardless of the subject of the inquiry. As a result,
the numinous dimension of the person is often left out, compressed into other
dimensions, or cloaked to be obscure and unnoticed. The result is a lack of
competent, holistic theories and models for the HRD professional.
This study blends the elements of Dubin’s “Theory to Research” approach
(1969), where he skillfully integrates inductive and deductive methodologies for
theory building and theory testing, with Montgomery’s “Theologian’s Craft”
approach (1999), where he integrates the scientific, artistic, and sacral methodologies
of research. If deemed successful by its critics (users), this triadic approach to
research methodology might conceivably contribute encouragement to others who are
searching for ways to utilize “more holistic approaches” in the human behavioral
sciences. It creatively accesses the empirical (deductive), subjective (inductive), and
numinous (reductive-abductive) levels of research methodology.
Broadening the Universe of Viable Knowledge Bases for HRD
Lynman and others have encouraged HRD pioneers not to make the mistakes
of other disciplines in so tightly structuring its culture of inquiry that it becomes a
walled discipline, dipping from only preferred pools of knowledge. As noted in the
introduction, part of this may also be the fear of reductivism, or in economic terms,
professional survival. This presents an opportune moment to introduce the
knowledge base from Christian biblical texts into the equation, as they embody a
significant burgeoning contribution to the human behavioral sciences about individual
behavior. Arguing again for a more holistic approach to the study of human needs
and behaviors, theologians need to pay more attention to the needs of behavioral
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scientists, and supply them with not only the methodological help when dealing with
the numinous dimension, but also with revelatory data about many subjects being
addressed daily by practitioners. This study has undertaken the effort to cross that
line many times, contributing ideas for HRD professionals about the person from this
singularly unique sacral knowledge base. It has developed a unique mapping
technology for holistically understanding and utilizing the resources of multiple (and
often competing) knowledge bases – the Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map (i.e.,
the HK-Map).

Barriers to HRD Holistic Research and Scholarship
Lynham’s challenge to address the ontological and epistemological lenses,
while opening HRD theories and methodologies to new worldviews and
methodologies, is not welcomed by every sector in academia. Why is it so difficult
for HRD professionals to attain, build, and/or use truly holistic models that access the
widest possible sources of knowledge? Part of the difficulty lies in secular-sacred
divide in academia mentioned earlier. Sectors within academia have tried to develop
havens of numinous-free thinking and are resistant to change. Another part of the
difficulty is in the lack of developed conceptual mapping tools to handle the
ontological and epistemological arguments beyond the traditional philosophical and
psychological areas of discussion. Revelatory knowledge is not commonly accessed,
studied, mapped, or even acknowledged in academic circles. In responding to this
challenge, the Tri-Person Matrix study identified 3 areas that current HRD
researchers and behavioral science researchers in general, are not well equipped to
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handle when the numinous dimension is added: Navigating Ultimate Authority,
Navigating Measurement of Truth, and Navigating Tautological Logic Loops. The
Tri-Person Matrix (TPM) research has taken the stance that HRD professionals need
to be on familiar terms with these issues. It has attempted to provide a process tool
(or technology) for holistically mapping numinous (and revelatory), subjective, and
empirical knowledge for understanding the relationship of the TPM to current
knowledge sources, and for discerning logical choices in competently utilizing with
this knowledge in daily practice. The HK-Map provides formulations for the
empirical measuring of these concepts as well. Needless to say, it is not the intent of
this study to resolve these ageless, never-ending issues, but rather consciously point
them out for competent dialog and responsiveness as they relate to HRD and the TPM
developmental model.
A Tool for Mapping Knowledge Sources, Ultimate Authority, and Truth
Identifying the authority base(s) of a person’s life is foundational to
understanding how they define and deal with the concepts of knowledge and truth –
i.e., reality (Giberson, 1993). Reality is an important concept when planning personal
development in both the work and personal dimensions (if they can ever truly be
separated). Without an understanding of how one arrives at truth, the task of HRD is
nearly impossible, for truth and knowledge are integrated within each individual,
organization, and culture. Where one chooses to turn for knowledge eventually
reveals what truths they will believe and what authorities they will respond to in the
tasks of learning and development. A person’s choices as to how they view
knowledge, authority, and truth impact decisions from hiring, to vocational
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development, to exit interviewing and/or retirement. How do various knowledge
systems deal with and define truth and authority? How do various disciplines deal
with revelatory and numinous knowledge in this task?
Figure 1 illustrates the void in this area that the Tri-Person research has
attempted to fill. Figure 4, Diagram A (F4: A) places this ontological and
epistemological void on the three levels of research inquiry for purposes of
visualizing its impact on holistic research and measurement. Figure 8, Diagram E
(F8: E) displays a Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map (HK-Map) constructed to
assist not only in this research, but also in future HRD applications needing to define
and directly dialog with individuals, organizations, and cultures about the dynamics
of knowledge, authority, and truth and their impact upon learning and development.
This diagram has been discussed in greater detail below.
Figure 7 addresses the impossible task of representing infinite knowledge on a
finite schema. Diagrams A through E (F7: A-E) represent 5 possible shapes (cube,
burst, sphere, glob, and cone) that could be representations of total potential
knowledge (TPK1-∞). This is consistent with the current scientific understanding of
the universe as being ever-expanding (Giberson, 1993). The symbol “a-∞”
represents that this is an infinite (∞) representation and boundaries are not known.
The cone shape (F7: E) has been chosen for the HK-Map, as it is capable of
illustrating TPK1-∞ (total potential knowledge - infinite) in relationship to other types
of knowledge (human (HK) and revelatory (RK)). Note that Diagram F (F7: F)
separates TPKa-∞ into the infinite methodological categories of empirical potential
knowledge (EPKa-∞), subjective potential knowledge (SPKa-∞), and numinous
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potential knowledge (NKPa-∞). This compartmentalized view illustrates how some
scientists approach knowledge. These compartmentalized cones are then combined
holistically in Figure 8, Diagram A (F8: A) as the preferred view of total knowledge
potential (TPKa-∞ or ∑PKa-∞), and the position taken by this research study.
Dubin and others note that researchers continually face the limitations of
human capacities in observation (1969, p. 30). For the purposes of this study, human
capacity (HC) and human knowledge (HK) will be considered equal; thus HC = HK.
An argument can be made, that if knowledge is known, it is (or was) within
someone’s capacity at some time throughout history. Some knowledge has been lost
or forgotten and may not currently be available. Some knowledge has been
discovered and never shared. Other knowledge is possessed, but not understood.
Understandably, total potential human capacity is not measurable, nor is total human
knowledge potential. They are conceptual dimensions. Not all individuals (I) have
the same capacity (I1HC ≠ I2, or 3-xHC), nor does any one human have the capacity to
hold all (i.e., ∑ = the sum of) knowledge, that is I1, or 2-n HC < ∑HK. For this study,
HK has been defined as a finite measure, as represented by the subscript symbol “a-n”
where “a” represents the first element of knowledge and “n” represents the last known
element. If the knowledge of all human beings throughout history could be
theoretically amassed (∑HK), it would represent the ∑ of the 3 compartmentalized
(E, S, and N) capacities exampled in either of F8: B, C, or D. It could also be
exampled by the holistic cone of F8: E of total human knowledge (HKa-n). Total HKan

is computed as the ∑ of all empirical human knowledge (EHKa-n), all subjective

human knowledge (SHKa-n), and all numinous human knowledge (NHKa-n), or ∑HK
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= EHKa-n + SHKa-n + NHKa-n. The arrows on the bottom circumference represent
the fact that human knowledge, though finite, is ever expanding.
Figure 8, Diagrams B and C illustrate two worldviews: a totally
compartmentalized view (F8: B), and a holistic potential view of knowledge with a
compartmentalized view of human knowledge (F8: C). Diagram F8: C could also be
drawn with EHKa-n and SHKa-n combined (holistic empirical and subjective with
numinous compartmentalized), or EHKa-n and NHKa-n combined (holistic subjective
and numinous with empirical compartmentalized). Diagram F8: D represents a
holistic worldview minus revealed knowledge (RK). Diagram F8: E, the Tri-Person
Holistic Knowledge Map shell, represents the most holistic of possible worldviews,
and is the view that has been taken by this study.
The Johari Window is a well accepted graphic explanation of how human
knowledge and potential knowledge overlap and integrate (Pfeiffer & Ballew, 1991a,
pp. 43-7). The window matrixes what “you know” and what “you don’t know,” with
what “I know” and what “I don’t know.” The 4 resulting cells display common
knowledge (Arena Knowledge, or what we both know – i.e., cell 1), with knowledge
specific to either you or me (Façade and Blind Spots Knowledge, or personally
unique knowledge – i.e., cells 2 and 3 respectively), and cell 4, all the remaining
knowledge left to discover (Unknown Knowledge, or knowledge that neither you nor
I know – cell 4). Johari illustrates potential knowledge with a dashed line extension
of cell 4, which he labeled “the unconscious.” This theoretically conceptual area
(represented by dashed lines) as to where the boundaries are in terms of knowledge,
extends beyond current human capacity, and is part of the scholarly drive to expand
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human knowledge through the development of better tools for observation and
learning. The measure of TPK1-∞ (or ∑PK1-∞) in Figure 7, and on Diagram F8: A-E,
can only be estimates, and explains why Johari referred to it as the unconscious.
Although bounded in this graphic, no one knows how large these cones can actually
be expanded to become, and we will see later under the limitations of this tool, that
this is not important, for these limits are constrained through general revealed
knowledge. It is, however, an exciting area for researchers as they push to understand
antimatter (Schmidt, Martin, Smith, & Meyer, 2003), black holes & negative infinity
(Moore, 2000), perpetual motion (Cresswell, 2000), psychokinesis (Lerner, 2004),
and a host of scientific frontier pursuits. In this futuristic-type research, scientists
speak of “the edge of knowledge, “new horizons,” and “holistic views,” much as
Columbus did about his voyage to the “ends of the known earth and seas” (Moore,
2000).
The inner area, or the diameter of PK, is the real area of discovery that
scientists work within, not the infinite beyond PK. These studies are plotted on the
edge (circumference) of HK projected into the potential circumference PK in Figure
8. The boundary for potential human knowledge (the circumference) is that which
God chooses to generally reveal, and is ultimately left to God’s discretion (NIV, Col.
2:3). Using Steven’s observation about pi (π), whenever we think we know an area
well, there is always 3 times more to learn “out there” in general revelation. Thus, we
can never catch up with what God knows (Stevens, 2004b).

Plot points

beyond the HK circumference up to the edge of PK are merely projections into the
general revelation of God’s permissiveness, limited by finite intelligence and His
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will. Depending upon one’s personal view point, this mapping schema may be seen
as a restriction, or it may be seen as a world of possibilities waiting for discovery. It
is wrong to assume that God does not wish for mankind to explore and discover and
“subdue” His creation (HK ←PK). It is also an error in logic to believe that God will
allow all areas of knowledge to be discovered (NIV, 1986, 1 Cor. Chapters 2-3).
It is captivating to imagine what is “out there” yet to be discovered and
subdued. The HK-Map is purposively an open model, able to recognize and map
other views of universal knowledge for display and measurement purposes. The
current information age adds tens of thousands of pages of information and
knowledge to its data bases each day, and much of it from “machine collected”
sources (Lester, 2001). Stevens makes an interesting observation about using the
diameter and circumference as measures of knowledge; the circumference is always
3+ times the diameter, indicating that when knowledge is expanded in one area, the
total knowledge expands over 3 times (Stevens, 2004a). This is consistent with
scientific estimates of knowledge growth. Knowledge “explosion” is more than a
mere term, it is a reality!
Montgomery’s revealed knowledge cone in Figures 2, 3, and 6, which plumb
lines through all knowledge (both human and potential), is represented in F8: E.
Montgomery’s original conceptual model, The Theologians Craft, is displayed in
Figure 2, and contains the central genius (gestalt) for the HK-Map. This conceptual
organization of the levels of knowledge by methodological type provides a first view
of several important dynamics of mapping revelatory, and for that matter, all
knowledge. First, the 3-D cone in Figure 2 is fashioned by extended lines coming
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down in a triangular fashion (enhanced to be a triangle in Figures 6 and following)
from an Ultimate Source, a triune God. This outer cone shape bounds the domain of
revealed knowledge available to empirical, subjective, and numinous study. The base
is located on the square of man’s world. The triangular shape is the rationale for
selecting the cone for human and potential knowledge, although HK and PK could
still be displayed in any shape, but with less mathematical clarity. The entire bottom
circumference (cone base) represents the total (∑) of tangible, written, revealed
scripture. The cone represents the volume of revealed knowledge (RK) accessible to
God’s creation in the empirical, artistic, and holy levels (∑RK) emanating from God
to the revealed Biblical text, or the reverse, depending upon methodology. The crosssections, in the upper right hand corner of Figure 2, place these rings in order and
illustrate a critical factor (genius) in his model – the X axis, or Christ. In geometry,
the center axis is an important aspect of any analysis and measure of a cone or circle.
This is a second critical factor to the development of the HK-Map - measurability.
The center shaft around the axis represents the verifiable, historical facts related to
Christ’s life: incarnation, anointing, death, resurrection, etc., and most importantly for
purposes of the HK-Map and empirical study, Christ’s identification as both the Truth
and the WORD.
Figure 3 expands this original model from Montgomery’s writings. In this
enhanced model, one can see the writings of Luther as he conceptualized revealed
truth on all three levels as Oratio (Holy Level – Prayer), Tentatio (Artistic Level –
Experiential), and Meditatio (Scientific Level – Study and Reading of Scripture).
These may be some of the original gestalts for Montgomery’s development of the
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cone. The elements of faith, from John 14, are also illustrated as to their impact on
each level as Fiducia (Holy Level – Trust and confidence), Assensus (Artistic Level –
Assent and subjective), and Notitia (Scientific Level – Knowledge and science). The
significance of these two triads is major, for they show the natural integration of truth
as defined on three levels of inquiry. The left side of the cone differentiates the
traditional roles and outputs of the Artistic and Scientific levels by scientists and
theologians. On the Artistic level, science is interested in hypotheses and theology is
interested in proposals. On the Scientific level, science is interested in laws while
theology is interested in creeds and historical confessions. Montgomery’s notations
on the reductive methodology have been added to the HOLY level, and shape of
“Man’s World” has been enhanced to reflect the PK and HK cone bases.
In F4: D, The Numinous Void, uses the Montgomery 3 level conceptualization
of methodologies to illustrate how the numinous void in some ontological and
epistemological worldviews impacts all levels of research. It also illustrates how he
views the linking of the levels. F4: B, The Numinous Connection, illustrates how
knowledge bases (represented by tubes 1, 2, and 3) could represent scriptural
passages read, but not theorized or believed. They begin at the scriptural (scientific,
empirical) base, but do not penetrate the artistic (subjective) or holy (numinous)
levels. Knowledge areas 1 and 2 have overlapping areas of agreement, and
knowledge area 3 is held in isolation to the others. Knowledge area 4 is linked to
empirical (read or studied objective scriptural knowledge), but is also theorized and
believed. This represents scriptural facts that are integrated in both the psychological
and faith aspects of an individual, organization, or culture.
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Figure 5 compares the general levels and combinations of methodology used
by various scholars. Diagram F5: A represents the pure empiricist (atomists and
reductionists) who operate solely from the scientific level. Diagram F5: B represents
Dubin’s approach, emphasizing the beginning point (theorizing and internal
validation) in the Artistic level and then validation (testing and external) through
more traditional scientific research. Some scientists support both the Artistic and
Scientific levels, but begin from the empirical level. Diagrams F5: C and F5: D
represent where most scientists place theologians, disconnected from the scientific
empirical methodologies (F5: C) or both the subjective (Artistic) and the empirical
(Scientific) worldviews (F5: D). Diagram F5: E represents the subjectivists,
representing many philosophical positions, who do not try to connect their theories to
either the Holy or the Scientific levels. Many theologians also fit into this area.
Diagram F5: F represents Montgomery’s holistic approach to revealed knowledge –
the RK cone. Each of these positions has been analyzed again with varied and greater
detail with the more sophisticated Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map (HK-Map).
Montgomery’s model is full of important dynamics for the holistic researcher
who desires to utilize revealed Biblical knowledge (RK). Figure 6 displays some of
these properties that have been encapsulated in the term “Montgomery’s RK Cone”
for simplicity in diagramming within the HK-Map. It has been developed to utilize
Dubin’s technologies and the technologies of others to be usable for HRD scholars
and practitioners. The most significant change made in the RK Cone for the HK-Map
is the renaming of the 3 levels to reflect common scholarly vernacular: the Scientific
level is renamed EMPIRICAL (E); the Artistic level is renamed SUBJECTIVE (S);
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and the Holy level is renamed NUMINOUS (N). Recognizing that many of the
properties of these three levels overlap, link, and are used definitionally in different
ways by various sciences, there are still some common “centralities” of characteristics
that distinguish by the E, S, and N levels (respectively):
a. The “Tools,” or how researchers engage knowledge in a particular level
(testing, theory, and belief);
b. The central type of Methodology used (deductive, inductive, and
reductive);
c. The central researcher Focus of the level (facts, relationships, and
submission);
d. Montgomery’s reference to the theologian type “who centers there”
(heretics, orthodox, and regenerate);
e. OUTPUTS of the level (instruction, motivation, and transformation); and
f. The “knowledge” quality that the level produces (information,
understanding, and wisdom).
Montgomery points out those gestalts become more conceptually uncertain as
they rise from the scriptural base and rely more upon belief, which is also true for
secular researchers moving from data to theory about that data. Using his schema,
units of RK can now be identified on each level. For example, information on a fact
RKa could be identified on the empirical level (ERKa), understood on the subjective
level (SRKa), and trusted on the numinous level (NRKa). If the unit of knowledge (or
fact) RKa was a scriptural passage on “forgiveness,” the etymology and contextual
facts could be studied by means of ERKa inquiry methodologies, organized into a
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hermeneutical and meaningful system by means of SRKa inquiry methodologies, and
then applied to a believer’s life by means of NRKa inquiry methodologies. Each
level of output could be independently compared to the Truth axis (Tx), or teachings
of Christ, for it verifiability. Tx has been represented on the HK-Map as T1, or the
base-line for truth measures. Surrounding the axis is the display of the incarnation
(Christ’s verification of humanity – down arrow - ↓), the display of the resurrection
(Christ’s power over death and sin – up arrow - ↑), and the display of the Holy Spirit
(Christ’s continued personal presence in all three levels today – two way arrow - ↕).
These “RK Cone “ dynamics are represented on the Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge
Map (HK-Map) by one of several icons for clarity and simplicity of graphing (F:8 E
and Figures 9, 11-15). The Triune God, represented by a triangle at the top of the
cone, is represented in some models through the concept of “over unity” (U1), or
reality beyond definition (i.e., all we know +1). U1 is always graphed outside PKa-∞.
Compartmentalization has been briefly covered, and capacity has already been
discussed as being synonymous with human knowledge (HK) for the purposes of this
study. When appropriate, the HK-Map allows the concept of capacity to be further
typologized and measured for specific studies. For instance, human knowledge could
be represented as both capacities possible and capacities attained. Revealed
knowledge (RK) is an important dimension for the HRD professional to understand.
Figure 9 displays the knowledge map in both holist 3-D (F9: A) and in 3
planar cross sections, or levels EL (F9: D), SL (F9: C), and NL (F9: B). The addition
of the RK cone (ring in the planar view) also advocates some measurement
adjustments if desired. If a professional chooses to ignore revealed knowledge (RK),
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then human knowledge (HK) for that person would reflect the numinous void of
Figure 1 as HK-RK. This would be true for all levels. Although revealed scriptural
knowledge is bounded in Revelation as having been completed for this age (i.e., no
new scriptural revelations will be given – per Revelation 22: 18-9), the base
circumference (EL) must still have the infinity arrows included. This represents the
actuality that even though the “facts” of RK are observable, they are still subject to
the S and N levels, as controlled by God. It may be that this is similar to the concept
of negative infinity that intrigues scientists.
Human knowledge (HK) moves both infinitely outwardly (towards an
unknown potential knowledge, or HK → PK) and infinitely inward (through RK
toward an unfathomable understanding of God’s true nature of Love, or HK → RK).
The resulting RK formulations can rightfully be displayed with the “∞” notation
(TRK1-∞ or TRK a-∞). On the SL and NL, God is still free to reveal Himself in an
infinite number of ways in this current age (KJV, 1998b, Jn. 14:21-22, 16:15, Rom.
8:19, Gal. 2:2, Eph. 1:9, 3:5, Col. 1:5, 3:4. 1 Tim. 5:24, 6:15, Heb. 3:5, etc.). William
James, in his postscript to The Varieties of Religious Experience, approached this
inward-outward infinity as he tried to sum up his famous lecture series on man’s
religious (numinous) experiences:
The appearance is that this phenomenon is something ideal, which in one
sense is part of our-selves and in another sense is not ourselves, actually exerts
an influence, raises our centre of personal energy, and produced regenerative
affects unattainable in other ways. If, then, there be a wider world of being
than that of our every-day consciousness, if in it there be forces whose effects
on us are intermittent, if one facilitating condition of the effects be the
openness of the “subliminal” door, we have the elements of a theory to which
the phenomena of religious life lend plausibility. (James, 1968, pp. 405-6)
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Figures 9 and 10 display some of the mapping measurement possibilities on
the Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map. These have also been addressed further in
the Phase 1 descriptive research of this study. For now, it is important to note that
measures can conceivably be made in linear, area, and/or volume dimensions. Most
of this study has utilized the linear dimension. Of particular interest is the ability,
with the plumb line of Truth permeating down through all knowledge as the center
axis (T1), to calculate a slope (KJV, , Amos 7:1 - 8:3). Some biblical scholars
associate this as a vertical reference measure to God, and link it to Christ, the
capstone of faith:
As Zerubbabel… laid the foundation of this temple (v. 9; i.e., he began the
work of rebuilding on the ancient foundations), so he would also complete it,
epitomized by his laying the capstone (v. 7). The word translated plumb line
(v. 10) is disputed and possibly refers to this final crowning stone (cf.
Baldwin, Zechariah, pp. 122-3). (Walvoord & Zuck, 1983, Amos, IV,
Chapter 7)
Diagram F10: A illustrates that if any 2 of the points of knowledge NHKa, SHKa, or
EHKa, can be determined, the resulting slope can be determined as an aid to discover
the reality (truth) of the third point of knowledge. This can hold true for any
measurement scheme. If a scientist has wisdom and understanding about a truth on
one level of inquiry, he can know where to start looking for the information to test
and validate it on any of the other two levels of inquiry. If the information (EL) and
wisdom (NL) points exist with some measurable certainty, he can locate an area for
search on the understanding level of inquiry (SL) with greater certainty, etc. The
points can lie on HK or RK areas and the same predictive formulations apply. The
legends of Figures 9 and 10 expand on some of the potential measures available to
help study any area or combination of knowledge areas accessed.
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The knowledge map can assist the HRD practitioner and researcher as an
alternative to ignoring the sources of ontology and epistemology operating within
individuals. Professionals can consequently choose to map any sacral, philosophical,
or other ontological knowledge sources and their interactions with traditional
academic knowledge sources with greater accuracy. This may (or should) support the
avoidance of conflicts, the respecting of differences, and the employment of HR
developmental techniques that maximize the holistic nature of individuals,
organizations, and cultures. Figures 11, 12, and 13 severally display the mapping of 4
sacral and 3 philosophical knowledge schemes. This has been done not only for
supporting the basic rationale in selecting the primary knowledge source for this
research, but also for the inclusion of helpful knowledge from these non-selected
sources in the Tri-Person Matrix descriptive research process in Phase 1.
For instance, in the descriptive research phase all available knowledge sources
that are pertinent to the TPM have been searched for data. In compiling the
knowledge an a single issue such as the soul, the sources may exist from the NT, the
OT, the apocrypha, theological journals, psychology journals, social science journals,
medical science journals, books, magazines, interviews, Buddhist writings, and even
professorial notes. How does one sort out these for evaluation? Intended or not,
researchers make value decisions as to which knowledge source they prefer. With the
TPM the difference is that these are acknowledged, rank ordered, and openly mapped.
The TPM has elected to use the words of Christ in RK as its final authority (T1),
which is 2 venns inward from traditional scriptural thinking of the NT (Christ’s words
 the Gospels  the NT). This first set is rigid. The next order of sources has an
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intentional preference, but may be negotiable (the OT, references about Christ’s
words from RK, original language dictionaries). The next set of intentional
preferences, commentaries, references, journals, interviews, etc., is even more loosely
held, depending upon the reliability of the sources, the content, and always, its
agreement with the first intentional set. Elements of the first 2 intentional sets lie
mostly within the RK Cone. Some theologies, such as the Catholic theology, might
change the ordering intention, perhaps to include the apocrypha within the RK cone,
as displayed in Diagram F11: C which expands RK to be scriptures + apocrypha.
Regardless of whether researchers agree or not, if they all map their single-sources
and intentional preferences, those maps can be compared in the assessment of the
same knowledge sources with increased understanding.
In addition, these initial, simplistic mappings illustrate how a HRD
professional might preliminary evaluate the ontological influences and needs within a
work assignment. Holistic knowledge mapping allows for the broadest
understanding and use of these competing sacral constructs without having to violate
the principle laws of relationships within the TPM or within the preferred belief
choice of a researcher. Mapping knowledge sources can reveal critical ultimate
authorities, problematic multiple authorities, and tautological loops, as well as
contribute to a global understanding as to how the various knowledge bases interact.
Holistic knowledge mapping can show how thorough and open knowledge bases are
as to completeness in terms of inclusion, or congruence in terms of levels of
interactivity.
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Returning to Diagrams F11: A-D, many aspects related to the needs of the
development of people, organizations, and cultures can be seen by looking at where
they connect to any of the 4 mapped spiritual knowledge sources:
Diagram F11: A - Holistic, Revealed, Empirically Testable, Christocentric,
Single-Source Biblical Knowledge Gestalts (Chosen as the Ultimate
Authority for the Tri-Person Matrix); The knowledge base is bounded
by revealed Old Testament (OT) and New Testament (NT) text; Truth
is measured and validated from T1, Christ’s teachings and example;
there is a single ultimate authority, the Triune God.
Diagram F11: B - Revealed, Old Testament (OT) Based Judaism; The
knowledge base is bounded by revealed Old Testament (OT) text;
Truth is measured and validated from T-Prophesied and tradition leaving
conflict as to ultimate authority between OT and tradition.
Diagram F11: C - Revealed, Multiple-Authority Based Catholicism; The
knowledge base is bounded by revealed Old Testament (OT) and New
Testament (NT) text; Truth is measured and validated from T1+Church,
i.e., Christ’s teachings and the Catholic Church; there is a dual
ultimate authority, the Triune God and the church leadership leaving
conflict, as to ultimate authority, between the Bible and the Church.
Diagram F11: D - A Priori, Tautological Based Religious and Philosophical
Belief Systems, including Islam and any Multiple-Source JudeoChristian Sacral Systems (including some protestant and evangelical
systems of belief) not based on Revealed, Empirically Testable
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Christian Biblical Knowledge; Truth is measured and validated from
tautological authorities, with assumptive, written or unwritten, selfverified logic - T ≠ Transcendent; there may be a single, dual, or pluralistic
ultimate authority system, leaving conflict as to ultimate authority
undecided.
The diagrams of F12: A-D illustrate the usefulness of the HK-Map to analyze
philosophical knowledge systems. As an example, Diagram F12: A represents a
postmodern attempt to go “beyond liberalism and fundamentalism” debate with a
newly developed emergence philosophy centered around epistemology, one where
“theology is not at war with science, and is not even science’s poor country cousin,
but rather sits proudly and sovereignly atop the hierchary of sciences” (Clayton, 1998,
p. 467). This mapping of Nancy Murphy’s strategy reflects her attempt to “move the
analysis [of scientific-religious thought] from a theological opposition to an epistemic
one: [i.e., remove] the opposition between ‘modern’ and ‘postmodern’
epistemologies (1998, Ibid.).” The HK-Map visually clarifies her approach to
organizing the sciences and reconnecting theology by displaying its knowledge base
contributions to critical thought. She attempts to move beyond historical criticism,
relativism, and Cartesian thinking toward a nonrepresentationalist position that
includes all scientific knowledge bases – a good, but ultimately inadequate start
toward a holistic model.
In her quest for developing this holistic model for the sciences, she believes
that religion and science will find partnership in the area of epistemology. Clayton
and Murphy agree that “how one views scientific development is in turn deeply
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affected by the epistemology that one holds,” and that “the differences between
epistemologies under gird many of the theological debates – debates about religion
and science, as well as debates between liberalism and fundamentalism… (1998, p.
469-71).” When her ideas are shown on the HK-Map, it reveals that she does not
access revealed truth as an absolute knowledge base, and does not distinguish her
levels by distinct scientific methodologies. Her theory does suggest creativity as
being inherent in the universe, and suggests the connectivity of truth throughout the
layering of scientific and theological thought and inquiry. Theology, not revealed
scriptures, becomes the ultimate authority in any interpretive conflict by nature of its
superiority on the hierarchy, not by any inherent quality. The RK Cone is essentially
missing from all but the theological level. Truth contained in the lower levels of
science “emerge” from theologically imitated thought. Murphy states, that “we can
build models of the universe at one level of description, and as we play with them we
may discover structures we did not put into them (Sharpe & Walgate, 2003, p. 427).”
In support of this top-driven, emergent connectivity of the sciences, Peacock,
another emergent theorist, notes the downward flow of explanations of reality and
believes that “we can understand the emergence of structures and patterns in reality in
terms of more basic and general structures and patterns (2003, p. 429).” If
diagramed, Peacock essentially tries to put the RK Cone dynamic into Murphy’s
model, and her science hierarchy would be superimposed upon Diagram F12: B, the
basic HK-Map. Diagram F12: A illustrates Murphy’s approach to knowledge (and
resulting authority issues) and sets the RK Cone to one side representing its removal
and potential re-inclusion to discussions on knowledge and meaning.
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Another philosophical approach to working with RK is illustrated in Diagram
F12: C, which emphasizes the collapsing of the numinous and subjective into the
world of empirical science. All reality is empirical, and ultimately explainable
through observation, or it is not able to be validated. Giberson visualizes this
knowledge mapping for those who hold this reductionism worldview, but more from
their view of enlargement:
But when the scientific perspective is enlarged to enclose all of reality, the
result is a one-dimensional worldview; in this case, the extreme position is
that of naturalism. Naturalism assumes that all relevant information about the
universe can be discovered by science, with the specific approach and
methods of science. If science fails to find God in this search, then God just
not exist. (1993, p. 82)
Diagram F12: D illustrates the continued recognition of other realities (the subjectiveartistic and the numinous-holy) but sees their access through deduction alone, forcing
the model to display a collapsed view of these knowledge areas. A variation could
include the RK cone, which would be collapsed as well. Finally, Diagram F12: E
represents philosophies that hold similar worldviews to Diagram F12: D, but also see
disconnectedness to transcendent knowledge.
Figure 13 is similar to Figure 12, but focuses upon studying the comparison of
emergent, reductivism, compression and atomism (reductionism). Comparing
Diagram F13: C with F13: A reveals the difference between reductive and reduction
thinking respectively. The Tri-Person Matrix would align more with F13: A, in that
new axioms or simplifications of theory would not collapse the sciences, but provide
new epistemological content to their relatedness, i.e., provide a new vessel for clarity,
differentiation, communication, and discovery. Those holding the worldview of
Diagram F13: C would interpret any new simplification of theory as redundancy, and
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absorb the other sciences into it genre. Figure 13: B also displays the impact of
removing RK from any scientific structure of knowledge, which as illustrated above
by Giberson, leads to some bleak and erroneous conclusions about the existence of
God – a danger of reductionism. This “limiting of inquiry methodology” approach
contributes to the lessening of viability of any worldview from a holistic research
perspective, and also removes the idea of discovering any absolute truth or verifiable
ultimate authority in any knowledge base. In Montgomery’s opposition to the idea
that “there can be no absolute expression of the truth,” he writes:
From Plato’s separation of the world of ideas from the world of things and the
soul from the body, to the medieval “realists” with their split between
universals and particulars, through the Reformation Calvinists’ conviction that
finitum non capax infiniti, to the modern idealism of Kant and Hegel, we see
this absolute separation of eternity and time that lies at the basis of the
contemporary theological split between Geshichte and Historie, as I have
indicated elsewhere; and it is most definitely the same aprioristic dualism that
motivates much of contemporary theology in its refusal to allow the Eternal to
express Himself in absolutely veracious biblical propositions. (1999, p. 323)
Many empirical scientists agree. He points out the difficulties in believability of this
metaphysical dualistic approach toward knowledge and reality that has been
continually struggled with by the disciplines of history, religion, philosophy and most
other human behavioral sciences. It is essentially shifting from a Platonic to an
Aristotle worldview, and does not solve the holistic problem.
In summary, the HK-Map, as displayed in Figure 9, is a unique tool crafted to
assist HRD professionals in dealing with the holistic nature of the ontological and
epistemological aspect of the person from the widest possible set of knowledge bases.
With the HK-Map, issues of capacity, compartmentalized, and revealed knowledge
can be discussed with a greater degree of display, accuracy, and measurement.
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Navigating Ultimate Authority
This is also a truth issue, for authority defines truth. HRD professionals must
be aware of the fact that, at some point in everyone’s life, they struggle with, for, or
against authority; it is essentially a question of how will they decide who or what will
define reality (ontology) and knowledge (epistemology) in their lives. In simpler
terms, it is a struggle with defining the numinous (the ontological and epistemological
overlap in Figure 1) of their life. Giberson places the issue in terms of origins, “The
issue boils down to one of authority. Who should decide what is true in questions
relating to origins? Is the origin and development of the human race a scientific or a
theological question (1993, p. 36)?”
It is also a struggle with submission vs. control, in that once authorities are
identified and acknowledged, individuals must choose their relationship to those
authorities, and ultimately determine how they will handle conflicts between those
authorities. This research does not attempt to resolve this problem, but as stated
above, it attempts to map them in terms of how they impact a holistic HRD model of
the person, since everyone in practice at least, does make a decision as to the
authorities they recognize. Mapping may result in solutions at the local level,
however, and allow HRD professionals to clarify issues that otherwise might hinder a
project. “All men consent, either authentically or inauthentically, to existence
(Montgomery, 1999, p. 222; NIV, Isa 45:23, Ro 14:11, Php 2:10).” Everyone
(assuming they have the freedom to choose) eventually decides which one authority
will ultimately resolve any conflict in theoretical and/or factual discrepancies. There
are many pitfalls in this process.
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Warren makes the following observation as to how people handle authority
choices in general:
Most of our troubles occur because we base our choices on unreliable
authorities: culture (“everybody is doing it”), tradition (“we’ve always done
it”), reason (“it seemed logical”), or emotion (“it just felt right”). All four of
these are flawed by the Fall. What we need is a perfect standard that will
never lead us the wrong direction. (2002, p. 187)
Culture, tradition, reason, and emotion are all existential in nature, and subject to the
tautological (self-defining-self) thinking loop discussed below. It is safe to say that
Warren did not feel any perfect standard would be possible without appealing to a
transcendent (something other than self) source. It is also important to observe that
he did not say is that people “want” a perfect standard, indicating his concurrence that
there is a general resistance to any “standard setting,” or ultimate authority in human
beings as a whole. Others agree with this struggle for accepting external sources of
wisdom to guide life choices (NIV, , 1 Cor. 21:18-3:23). Accepting an ultimate
transcendent authority opens one’s life to evaluation, discipline, standards,
discernment as to good and evil, and a host of other uncomfortable moral and value
judgments. This revisits the concept of submission vs. control – again, never a fun
topic for any HRD leader to address.
Examine the words from this leader’s book of wisdom on how he struggled
with discipline and accountability in his life once he finally chose an ultimate
transcendent authority, and his relationship to that ultimate authority.
You will say, “How I hated discipline! How my heart spurned correction! I
would not obey my teachers or listen to my instructors. I have come to the
brink of utter ruin in the midst of the whole assembly.” … For a man’s ways
are in full view of the Lord, and he examines all his paths. The evil deeds of a
wicked man ensnare him; the cords of his sin hold him fast. He will die for
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lack of discipline, led astray by his own great folly. (NIV, 1986, Proverbs
5:12-4, 21-23)
In taking a holistic approach, HRD professionals will need to discern what (if any)
authority the knowledge bases, models, theories, clients, etc. in their profession have
accepted, and what their current relationships are to those chosen authorities. This
will impact how they understand and utilize any developmental model of the person,
and especially the Tri-Person Matrix, for it candidly delineates a specific worldview
on how truth can be defined and validated in a person, organization, or culture.
There are many ways this ultimate authority argument is handled by HRD
scholars and practitioners, but it is always related in some way to how they have
handled authority in their personal lives. Montgomery notes that for individuals, truth
is ultimately defined in “personal,” as opposed to intellectual terms (1999, p. 323).
The two cannot be unlinked. This scribes the ultimate authority question as a
personal, emotive, and essentially a spiritual (numinous submission vs. control) issue.
When it is unresolved in either a professional’s life, or in the lives with whom they
work, it becomes an even riskier issue to deal with. Discussions on ultimate authority
(and truth) can lead to depression, denial, fear, rejection, anger, or even hostility, as
can be seen in any area of life where belief structures are studied - identified,
observed, evaluated, and/or compared. Since HRD is built upon process and
measurement, this is an unavoidable eventuality if a holistic approach is employed.
The question is how will/can they be dealt with professionally and constructively?
The Strategy of Deferring: In the HRD realm, some choose to “defer” this
ontological and epistemological discussion of an ultimate authority, like Dubin, when
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he shows frustrations with the logic of instrumentalists in their position on “proving
reality.”
We are alleging, then, that the characteristic concern with properties of things
rather than with things themselves as the units of theories is a consequence of
man’s biology rather than the nature of things. Once we accept this simple
assumption, we are freed of the hoary issue of dealing with the essence of
things. We simply admit that we do not know what things “really” are or are
“in essence.” Nor are we any longer interested in this issue (1969, p.31).
Dealing with “essence,” and whether something is “real,” demands the resolving of
the ultimate authority issue, i.e., “What authority will be used to judge the
observations and arguments?” It seems so trouble-free and easy to just “not deal with
it” at the moment, but this deferral strategy limits potential knowledge bases and thus
potential outcomes; in this case, it excludes some aspects of philosophy, and all of
theology. This non-holistic approach eventually presents trouble for any sober
scientist or professional, and one seriously doubts if Dubin is really “no longer
interested in this issue.” As he stated, it is just a messy (hoary) issue to resolve.
Many HRD professionals can identify with this feeling.
A deferral approach always has the tendency to downgrade the importance of
any holistic resolution to a topic, issue, or discussion. While expedient in some areas
of research, it spells death to holistic model development. As illustrated in Figures 1
and 4, the area Dubin is side-stepping is in the overlap of the ontological and
epistemological aspects of the person. Avoiding the discussion through deferral does
allow his theory building to “move beyond” what seems to be an irresolvable issue,
but it moreover results in major knowledge areas being excluded from his theories.
With this self-limited, non-interacting scope of knowledge, it is impossible to be
exposed to some significant gestalts in any study of the person. The positive aspect
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of a deferral strategy is that it still recognizes philosophical and numinous issues as
valid, and does not prevent others from dealing with them – although in a
compartmentalized fashion. In a holistic model, deferring the discussion does not
ultimately help in navigating the ontological and epistemological aspects of the
person or problem being studied; the discussion will again return at some point, and
have to be deferred again, or actually addressed - “Who will be the accepted source
for defining ultimate reality in his model?” It is an alluring choice, however.
The Strategy of Denial: Some researchers choose a “denial” and/or a “closedminded” strategy. It is interesting to observe that this is often chosen by those who
feel that they are the “most” open to ideas and options. They state their disbelief in
an ultimate source of authority without question, essentially refusing to enter into any
argument. This approach, purposefully or not, results in the wholesale rejection all
other authority sources (either directly or indirectly), and labels them as invalid or
insignificant. Consider this statement of reliance upon empirical data by Eliyahu
Goldratt, an influential process improvement guru in the 1990’s, in his book The
Goal:
Science is simply the method we use to try and postulate a minimum set of
assumptions that can explain, through a straightforward logical derivation, the
existence of many phenomena of nature… I view science as nothing more
than an understanding of the way the world is and why it is that way. At any
given time our scientific knowledge is simply the current state of the art of our
understanding. I do not believe in absolute truths. I fear such beliefs because
they block the search for better understanding. Whenever we think we have
final answers progress, science, and better understanding ceases (Goldratt &
Cox, 1992, pp. i, iii).
These declarations on the impossibility of an ultimate authority are sometimes done
with bold, intimidating confidence as in Goldratt’s case. Other times they are done
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with quiet mention, essentially letting you take or leave their statements upon the
authority of their knowledge source. In both cases there is really no meaningful
dialogue about their conviction, or even a true discussion, as their statements are
declarative and exclusionary of any other possible worldview.
For instance, by declaring that he does not believe in absolute truths, Goldratt
eliminates any empirical law that may be absolute and any knowledge base that
desires to empirically test the absoluteness of its theories. It will later be shown that
this is perhaps a valid stance for an empiricist talking about the physical world, but
here it is problematically applied to the ontological and epistemological aspects of life
as well. At this point Goldratt goes on shaky, intellectually-deficient ground, and
becomes a true “denialist,” to coin a new word. The good thing about this strategy is
that the congruence and completeness of these boundary statements can be mapped
with the HK-Map, and worked with accordingly. The deductive world of thought is
easy to identify and map on the model. The risk of this system of thought is that,
should there actually be a transcendent authority capable of defining their
observational world, they will miss it entirely. Perhaps even worse, those who choose
a denialist stance miss meaningful conversation, discovery, insights, and relationships
with others who navigate in the subjective and numinous thought domains. In Figure
1, unlike the deferral strategy that acknowledges the existence and validity of
numinous arguments (the logical source of ultimate authority issues), the denialistic
approach refuses to accept the possibility of their existence. This strategy, with its
consequential thinking limitations, is inevitably locked into a tautological loop, as has
been discussed below.
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The Strategy of Pluralism: Some appeal to “pluralism” or a type of “nondiscriminatory, global inclusion of all authorities;” this strategy essentially says that it
is a matter of personal choice and it ultimately does not matter that any authority be a
tie-breaker. Montgomery observes that “In the university world the pluralistic
cacophony is louder than perhaps anywhere else: materialism, idealism, pragmatism,
communism, hedonism, mysticism, existentialism, and a hundred other options …
(1978, p. 39).” So which ultimate authority does one choose? Even though it sounds
civil, to agree to disagree, it is actually a combination of denial, discussion-avoidance,
and/or deferral strategies. The ultimate authority choices of individuals,
organizations and cultures exist in the real world, and are commonly in conflict. This
is where Montgomery criticizes theological centers of thought for their constant
contribution to the problem of pluralism, not the solution: “In a pluralistic age of
science… the theologies without apologetic strength and epistemological
sophistication are easily dismissed by secularists whose disciplines demand evidence,
not simply claims (1978, p. 158).” A non-choice is sometimes the easiest choice
when one authority does not stand out from the others, or one cannot see the facts, or
it is assumed that the facts are not there to be seen.
Other times, even when there is a clear choice and the facts are in hand, it is
easier just not to be in conflict. This option has some advantages in instances where
the ultimate choices do not matter greatly, or where the interest groups are not
polarized around identified authority sources, for it allows peace among the ranks and
does not label one group as “more right” than the other. When standards and values
clash axiologically, however, people must eventually face conflict by making a
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choice. Unlike the deferral strategy, pluralism doesn’t say that “We will table the
discussion;” it tries to articulate the logic that “Every view is right and there is no
need to determine an ultimate authority.” Were it that this were true; it would resolve
the issue forever! In the areas of ontological and epistemological ultimate authority
choices, this is not the case. Authority systems do not agree and some demand
allegiance. A non-choice is not a valid option unless one is willing to remain
meaningless:
Van Buren’s basic epistemological principle [is] namely, that assertions
compatible with anything and everything say nothing. Contemporary
analytical philosophy, in arriving at this principle, has made an inestimable
contribution to epistemology, for by way of the principle, vast numbers of
apparently sensible truth-claims can be readily identified as unverifiable, and
time and energy can thereby be saved for intellectual pursuits capable of
yielding testable conclusions. (Montgomery, 1999, p. 100)
One can even shift authorities to keep the peace, but eventually, for any given
problem, individuals, organizations and cultures have to state which ultimate
authority will rule their definitions. Even the existential approach, deciding to
alternate authorities to match the situation at the moment, eventually will arrive at a
situation where this is not satisfactory to those in authority – they are required to
make a sincere choice. Thus, the conflict that the pluralistic strategy tries to avoid
keeps returning. As shown in Figures 1 and 4, those voids just cannot be denied or
ignored forever. Although it has its immediate advantages in conflict avoidance, a
pluralistic strategy is ultimately not satisfactory in the area of navigating the ultimate
authority question. Pluralism at best, should be contained to issues not related to
ultimate authority or truth, such as respect, appreciation, creativity, and even aspects
of love (Swanson, 2003).
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All of these approaches have problems, and none are easy to address - but the
issue remains until resolved when employing the deferral, denial, and pluralism
choices. These are the Option A choices in Figure 1. Perhaps this is why academic
disciplines (and all other systems of belief) have such high walls of isolation, resist
interdisciplinary model building, and develop such critical stances toward the cultures
of belief in other disciplines (belief systems). Perhaps this is the reason for
compartmentalization of thoughts from beliefs and the heavy reliance upon the
empirical and subjective over the reductive. Like Dubin states, dealing with the
numinous in the person is just too hoary!
The Strategy of Holistic Inquiry: There is a truth in operation, however.
Regardless of one’s philosophical, religious, or other personal viewpoints, or even the
willingness to address the subject, everyone operates in this reality – they do have a
final source of authority by which they make their life decisions personally and
professionally, even if it is their selves. Their choices as to their ultimate authority do
make a difference in whether their theories and models are holistic. People may not
want to confront the issue, but it would be helpful for HRD professionals if everyone
honestly declared, like Dubin and Goldratt, where they stood on the issue of ultimate
authority. This study has tried to respond to this need for HRD professionals.
How has the Tri-Person Matrix (TPM) handled the ultimate authority
question? It has chosen Option B in Figure 1. First, in its study of the ontological
and epistemological aspects of the person, the TPM research design has embraced,
not deferred the issue; invited and not closed the discussion upon it; and discerned the
risks of, rather than accepted all authority sources as equally valid (without
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consequences). The TPM has chosen to explicitly map the ultimate authority
perspectives of all knowledge bases, including the mapping of the strategies of
deferral, denial, and pluralism and their impacts upon both inductive and deductive
research processes (See Figures 15 and 16).
Second, the TPM has holistically endeavored to consider these positions on
ultimate authority through the descriptive research process, and present a way to
integrate and empirically evaluate them as to their usefulness and helpfulness to HRD
professionals. The triadic research methodology utilized is capable of mapping both
ontological and epistemological human dimensions, including the overlap of the
numinous dimension. Because the TPM has chosen to utilize the empirically testable
Christian biblical knowledge base in generating its principle gestalt, model units,
laws of interaction, system states, and domains, where there is conflict with other
knowledge bases, this has been noted and mapped – but, it has chosen to remain
congruent with the scriptural insight inspiring its theory, as illustrated in Figure 16. It
will evaluate its gestalts and validity measures in relationship to the Logos (T1) plumb
line. Since this knowledge base is self-declared to be capable of being its own
ultimate authority for discerning and testing the resulting model of the person, as well
as evaluating other knowledge bases, it has proven capable of setting standards of
measure (Montgomery, 1978, 1999). This is a point that Giberson misses, and would
change his approach to the integration of inquiry methodologies. As illustrated in
Figures 9, 10 and 16, and as discussed under the methodology and research sections
below, this knowledge base’s incarnate and revealed links to the objective and
subjective (via. the RK Cone) also allow its claims to be empirically tested.
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The utilization of this knowledge base in dealing with the ultimate authority
issue should not be a problem for HRD professionals, as this unique source allows for
other models to co-exist through a concept called “free will.” This concept of free
will is an obvious law of interaction linked to the essential qualities of agapé
developed in the TPM model building phase (Chapter 3). The free-will concept is
based on the general premise that since God is love and created mankind to love him
in return, free-will has to be a characteristic of his creation. For, if love is to be love,
it must be “free” to love. All other options would represent some form of coercion or
inducement and thus love would not truly be love. Love in any other context but
freewill is incongruous by definition. Montgomery states it simply, “…genuine
human love is impossible without freewill - without the free possibility of accepting
love or rejecting it (1999, p. 260).” There are other defenses for the concept of
freewill, such as the “ideal-world thesis” of Almeida (2004), but the Montgomery’s
defense links to many other facets of the person as well.
This concept of freewill is also an important law of relationship to the TPM
gestalt that helps HRD professionals map the concept of evil, individual uniqueness,
and communication with God (Mawson, 2004, pp. 23-40). Evil is possible due to the
necessity of “freedom of choice” needed for love to exist – individuals must be “free”
to reject love, and even hate. Love demands the coexistence of evil if it is to be
authentic. Likewise, the ability of an “individual” to choose his relationship to his
Creator, as a “freewill” choice, exemplifies the characteristic of individual
“uniqueness.” As Montgomery states it, “Humans are likewise unique – no person is
just like another and the very meaning of ‘subject’ entails this irreducible uniqueness.
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To call God-talk [communication with God] meaningless, then, is at the same time to
render man-talk nonsensical (1999, p. 260).” This supports scientific findings as to
the centrality of language in defining both individuals and cultures. As such, it can be
seen that freewill also is a foundational concept related to the laws of relationship
explaining an individual’s ability to communication to and about God. It may be
surprising to some that the Biblical knowledge base is so tolerant of other systems.
This, too, is based upon the concept of freedom, but does not exclude consequences.
Like Frankl’s logotherapy suggests, there is personal risk associated with any
free choice system. Individuals must take that risk with whatever ultimate authority
they choose. The critical difference in choosing Option B over Option A on Figure 1,
is that the Tri-Person Matrix inquiry scheme has knowledge and data bases available
from all three levels of the triadic methodology – objective (facts), subjective
(emotion), and belief (faith) – See Figures 9 - 15. In the HRD tradition, it has
presented the most holistic choice available for research, analysis, and application.
Navigating the Measurement of Truth
Dubin defines truth in 2 ways, subjective truth and empirical truth. The first
concept of truth relates to “non-empirical," or subjective truth, and is very useful for
model building. The major requirement for subjective truth to exist is that it is
congruent and logical to the theory premise within which it is attached. This is a very
helpful approach, for it allows ideas to flow unencumbered by costly and slow
external verification procedures, and novel constructs to be built that can conceivable
fit the observations of the theorist. It is a system open to ideas with the freedom to
innovate. Congruence is the only internal validation measure to the specific model’s
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constructs and domain(s). Logically, the inductive theorist creates a world of ideas
and a world of facts, and agrees that they never really have to meet – unless they want
to undergo the empirical scrutiny required to be utilized in the marketplace. The
model’s subjective truths can then be empirically tested and the results fed back into
the theory for further conceptualization. At this point they can become empirically
true, and establish external reliability; empirical testing is the only real process of
proving external validity for subjective truth. He does not see the value in searching
for absolute truths, and feels that this pursuit is basically a meaningless process.
Whereas all theology according to Dubin’s worldview is “non-rational,” and
thus belongs to the non-testable, theory category (1969, p. 227), theology and
theological truth are therefore considered subjective truth. Dubin encourages
theology to develop truth in any method it chooses, but as subjectively bound
(compartmentalized) truth that can never be factually verified suggesting that it really
does not interface with the imperial world, and it is never absolute, ultimate truth. It
is an archetypal compartmentalization of the numinous dimension of the ontological
and epistemological aspects of the person used by most human behavioral scientists
today. Not all compartmentalists (and dualists) separate the numinous, however.
Some scientists have seemingly found middle ground between empirical and
numinous thinking. They in suggest that individuals are neurologically preprogrammed genetically with assemblies, sub-assemblies, and super assemblies of
neurons automatically guiding thought (in a sort of fatalistic fashion) into areas such
as the holism, reductionism, abstractions, emotions, etc. (Albright, 2001). Albright
points out, however:
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The authors seem to have derived this list of operators inductively, by
observing individuals and theorizing about central human identity. Of course,
most psychiatrically based theories of human nature have been derived in
much the same way; to say the theory of operators seems mainly inductive is
not to say that it is invalid. (Albright, 2001, p. 490)
The positive aspect of the resulting “meta-theology” is that it rebuts philosophers of
religion that see self-in-community as a central religious concern, and again places
religious choices back to the individual level (Albright, p. 491). Part of the premise is
that people are programmed to desire an ultimate authority – “People are compelled
to believe that a cause exists for every phenomenon, and so we make one up if cause
and effect are not apparent (Albright, p. 490).” Their claims, however well
scientifically observed, are not empirically testable. With the exception of the
knowledge base chosen for the TPM, it is a fair evaluation to say that truth generated
from sacral knowledge bases is not any more testable or absolute than that from the
non-empirical sciences. Their truth statements and declarations are for the religious,
and do not have any empirical power to extend beyond the subjective world in which
they are conceived, regardless of the philosophical and existential claims they
triumph. This becomes evident when displayed on the HK-Map.
Montgomery agrees that “every theological ‘truth,’ to the extent of its
isolation from empirical reality, becomes unverifiable and therefore meaningless
(1999, p. 337).” He also believes that in the singular case of Christian biblical
knowledge, that when conducted scientifically, theological research is capable of
discovering valid, empirically testable, absolutes. Because of his stance on the
historical accuracy and provability of the incarnate and resurrected Word, and the
infallibility of recorded, self-interpretive, revelatory Christian scriptures, his triadic
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methodology has a foundation upon which to test truth in all scientific dimensions,
i.e., RK plumb lines through all levels of knowledge and inquiry. This incarnate,
Christocentric theology knowledge base and his resulting triadic model, give him the
freedom to view all sources of knowledge and their truth statements with a tool for
measuring their truth claims in reference to empirically tested facts. This ability to
holistically access any knowledge source is an important element of the model for
HRD professionals who work in multi-faith or even faith-hostile environments, and is
the premise upon which the HK-Map was constructed.
Figure 12 maps the attempts of many to establish ultimate truth from
subjective knowledge. This has never been a successful approach for either
philosophers or theologians. Note Montgomery’s observations on this futile
subjective approach to ultimate truth:
Moreover, if Bath’s flight to a transcendent Gospel put him in a realm of
unverifiability, even more so did Bultmann’s descent into existential
subjectivity… Just as secular existentialism was unable to “satisfy the search
for authority,” so Bultmann’s religious existentialism, founded on the
Kierkegaardian axiom that “truth is subjectivity,” necessarily produced
relativistic chaos on the theological scene. (1999, p. 30)
Sartre, for example, asserts that [what] all existentialists, atheistic and
Christian, “have in common is that they think that all existence precedes
essence, or, if you prefer, that subjectivity must be the starting point.”40 Such
subjectivity, however is utterly non-testable… (Ibid., p. 334)
Diagram F12: B shows that subjective as well as numinous arguments must be
grounded in factual verifiability to be worthy of holistic, and meaningful logic.
Theologians have fallen into this trap many times, but so have subjective and
empirical scientists (Ratcliffe, 2003, p. 323). It is assumed that all Christian theology
is in Diagram F11: A, but that is not the case.

Montgomery notes that “Søren
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Kierkegaard’s willingness to substitute for objective proofs of faith the believer’s
personal, existential experience and to claim that, in the final analysis, ‘truth is
subjectivity,’(1978, p. 45)” is a tragic error made by many in reaction to philosophers
such as Hume.
Modern evangelicals, in emphasizing experience as the ultimate proof of their
theological truth, make the same error. This is not to suggest that experience is not an
important element of the apologetic for evangelicals. Montgomery correctly states
that “Absolute proof of the truth of Christ’s claims is available only in personal
relationship with Him; contemporary man has every right to expect us [theologians]
to offer solid reasons for making such a total commitment (1978, p. 35).” The
knowledge source for the principle gestalt of the Tri-Person Matrix will measure truth
statements of all knowledge bases from the Christocentric axis (T1) based on John
14:6 linking all truth with the incarnation, death, and resurrection of Christ. This ties
all knowledge bases and levels of inquiry together by RK and allows the empirical
testability needed for HRD professionals. There is growing support for such a truth
axis through the concept of hermeneutics and the broader concept of language.
Philosophers and theologians are increasingly supporting the notion that
language is the key to ontology, and for HRD professionals, the development of
people (Spencer, 1996, p. 251). Spencer reaches back to the writings of Herder
(1744-1803) to undo the damages of dualism gospelized by the Enlightenment. She
notes the importance of language in establishing relationships, building community,
and retaining individualism as well (1996, pp. 249-51). Weber makes a case for
Kant’s emphasis on the language of systems in spite of his ontological dualism,
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suggesting a thread of connectivity in spite of his separation of thought from realism
(2003, pp. 146-8). Spencer points out that language is essential for mapping any
truths (1996, pp. 429-30). Ludlow brings the issue of the importance of language
and ontology to the forefront in the comparison of Origen’s and Gregory of Nyssa’s
to find unified meaning from the diversity of scriptural text (Ibid.).
The use of allegorical exegesis is defended as a vehicle to express personal
“salvation-history” recognizance (i.e., without damage to textual accuracy), but two
very important side points are made that have significance to this study. First,
hermeneutics is important for making theology relevant, and second, reading
“scripture as a whole” is critical to sound exegesis (Ludlow, 2002, pp. 45-6). Figure
16 reflects this holistic approach to scripture as a key to not only producing
completeness in methodological approach, but also in discovering congruence
between the empirical, subjective, and numinous through the vehicle of divine
language (logos). This is not without its dangers, however, for empirical scientists
such as Giberson have unnecessarily given up the concept of plenary inspiration in
order to find this congruence (1993, p. 162-5). The linking of levels of inquiry does
not eliminate the empirical testability of plenary inspired text, nor force science to
concede to seeming inconsistencies. Indeed, theologians can assist in contextualizing
these through scholarly interpretation of God’s use of language in culture without
forcing theology to yield to scientific disclaimers of authenticity as well.
Kortum (2004, pp. 81-96) presents an interesting logic on the importance of
language to ontology and epistemology that oversteps Plato’s mystical separation of
thought from reality, and even enhances Aristotle’s interrelated reasons (causes) for
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existence (formal, material, efficient, and final). He first establishes the need for
ideation to be inseparably linked to thought - no idea, no thought. He then integrates
the logical necessity for intention to the thought-idea unity. In step 2 of his argument,
he then links talk with thought – i.e., no talk, no thought. He convincingly illustrates
that “without language (i.e., talk),” thought itself is not possible. His inability to
understand God’s Trinitarian relationship to himself without slipping into the heresies
of tritheism or patripassionism leads him to a false conclusion about God’s
intentionality at creation, but his logic about the key of language (word or logos) in
creation and connectivity is sound. It is an integrative amazement to see how the
aspects of language (intentional, meaningful words) link all levels of reality and aid
the testability of truth. It is also interesting to observe that this hermeneutical
wonderment has been a principle stumbling block for philosophers and theologians
through out history in dealing with the concepts of absolutes in authority and/or truth.
Figure 16 illustrates this centrality of language to the mapping of knowledge bases,
but more importantly, to the establishing of a measurable truth index for the TPM.
What the figure does not explain is that in John 1, the focus of the diagram, it is
clearly stated that the WORD was “not recognized” by many (NIV, verse 10).
Whenever a plumb line of truth is established, it brings the authority struggles to the
forefront, and that is always a communication (recognition) problem.
The Tri-Person Matrix has utilized the methodologies of Dubin and
Montgomery to build a model of individual development from revelatory Truth that
can display all systems of epistemological and ontological thinking – i.e., truth
systems about reality and knowledge. It has no need to denounce other sacral
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knowledge sources, and indeed, welcomes their display (i.e., recognition) on the
model. The triadic methodology has the ability for recognizing (via. displaying) and
measuring truth systems based upon prepositional and a priori statements of either
philosophies or religious belief systems in terms of their distance from the T1 axis.
With this methodological approach, HRD Professionals can utilize the Option B in
Figure 1 to address the developmental factors of the person on each of the empirical,
subjective, and numinous levels (Figure 4).
Much like Frankl’s logotherapy, the Tri-Person Matrix (TPM) has been
developed as a model capable of handling any belief system or source of ultimate
authority (and truth), without degradation of its central empirical units of measure,
laws of interaction, system states, or stated domains. Its undertaking has been to
present the data for the HRD professional with as much forthrightness as possible,
and leave the consequential choices and actions to the responsibleness of the users.
This has given the TPM freedom to respond constructively to the challenges of
alternative interdisciplinary theories or models; its posture has been to understand,
evaluate, and measure them in terms of their knowledge base center of truth, and the
resulting testability of any theories, models, and beliefs they assert. Facts do not
mean everyone will see the same truths. Deferral, denial, and pluralistic worldviews
are still options for each professional. Holistic models, such as the TPM, demand
intellectual honesty and tolerance. They also can clarify and wield influence. That is
the nature of language and communication. The holistic worldview is a valid option.
Concerning the acceptance of biblical revelatory truth in research, “Pascal
said, there is enough evidence to convince anybody who is not set against it. But
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there is not so much evidence that a person can be forced into believing it if he simply
will not (Montgomery, 1999, p. 166).” Kepler stated that “Good science is good
theology,” and Galileo “remained a devout Christian until he died (Giberson, p. 77).”
For the HRD professional, the TPM’s truth statements will ultimately stand upon
marketplace verifiability, leaving its users free to accept or reject the tested scholarly
outcomes. The model’s final value will rest upon its benefit to the HRD practitioner.
End of story.
Navigating Tautological Logic Loops
Finite minds cannot create “infinity inclusive” holistic models of
understanding – without infinite help. First, consider these etymological roots of
tautology:
tautology – n. 1 a saying of a thing over again in other words without adding
clearness or force; useless repetition. 2 Logic: A statement,
classification or accounting that overlooks and excludes no possibility.
3 The stating or believing of a fact to be its own reason; confusion of
cause and effect. Example: I know because I know. (Barnhart &
Barnhart, 1980b, p. 2150)
tauto- pref. [Gk. tauto, the same, contraction of to auto.] Same: identical,
tautomerism> (Soukhanov & Ellis, 1988, p. 1186)
tautology – n .REDUNDANCY [<Gk. Tautologos, redundant: tauto, the same
+ logos, saying]
Logic: A statement composed of simpler
statements in a fashion that makes it true whether the simpler
statements are true or false; e.g., Either it will snow tomorrow or it will
not snow tomorrow. (Soukhanov & Ellis, 1988, p. 1186)
Second, consider this parody:
Ontological and Epistemological Self-Talk – A Parody of Loop-Logic
All knowledge and meaning comes from either “self,” or self
and something not self (i.e., from “self” and “other”).
Any system of knowledge and meaning that excludes any
“other” as a possibility is tautological - it is conceived of and
interpreted by itself. Its tautological logic is self-talk. This includes
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all empirical as well as subjective areas of factual discovery as well,
for if a self observes it and a self interprets it, then a self is in essence
defining reality as the sole source and interpreter of its own self
knowledge and self meaning. If science is solely observation by a self,
then science is tautological. Science is self-talk. If self believes this is
true, and there is only self to decide if it is true or not, then it is an
“ism.” If self is a human, then it is solipsist humanism. Humanism is
self-talk.
If there is an “other,” and that other is also a self, then all
knowledge and meaning comes from “themselves.” One self is in
competition with an “other self” for ultimate authority – or they don’t
care. Self conceived competition and the law of survival of self will
eventually determine any system of truth accepted by common selves
– if it matters anyway. Each self decides for itself. It is a “self”-ish
world. All knowledge and meaning is a selfish tautological loop, for it
comes from, and is defined by a self or a combination of selves
defining their selves. Self-talk is selfish.
If there is a “transcendent other,” and there is no way to
factually test or verify that transcendent other as being truly
“transcendent” or “other,” then all knowledge and meaning is still
tautological and decided by a self or many selves – through self or
selves-talk (via. consensus or coercion). The transcendent other may
just be another self or imagined self. Or, it is there and unlinked to
selves, and thus an uncaring other incapable of being known or
experienced in any meaningful way – which does not matter since it
cannot prove its otherness. Thus, other-talk is really self-talk, since it
is only philosophically there. If philosophy is the world of logical
ideas, then logic is tautological, and transcendence is logic.
Philosophy is logical self-talk.
In a world where only tautological, self-talked choices for
knowledge and meaning are available, including from any sacred
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knowledge that is empirically untestable, it is of no consequence
which tautology is chosen. Self-talk is self-talk. One truth is as good
as another truth as defined by a self or another self. Since all systems
of value or quality, even if tested with empirical means, are interpreted
by self, they are subjective and of no ultimate consequence. All
knowledge and reality systems are the same and the choice is wholly
existential. Truth is never absolute and unverifiable and existentialism
is tautological. Existentialism is self-talk – if it matters.
There must be a caveat to break these endless and pervasive
tautological loops of self defining self in all dimensions. Self-talk is
essentially unsatisfying. A “transcendent other” must identify
personally with self in an empirically verifiable way. It then has the
authority to become a non-tautological OTHER, and a source of origin
other than self. That is, this OTHER has the right to claim truth that it
is truly separate from the self. This other must be able to interpret its
“OTHER-ness” to the self, or the tautological loop is still not escaped.
At that point empirically tested claims can be measured in terms of
truth as established by the “OTHER.” For the first time, standards of
truth are possible that are not tautological. There is now the possibility
of absolute TRUTH by which to measure all other truth – even truth
imagined or observed by a self. Self-talk can see an end.
Thus, science, religion, philosophy or all other system
of ontological and epistemological truth now have the possibility to
escape tautological reasoning loops because of the entrance of this
self-interpreting, personally-identifying, empirically testable
“OTHER.” If they access KNOWLEDGE from this OTHER, they for
the first time will be capable of empirically breaking the tautological
logic loop to discover TRUTH. Meaningful communication is born.
Relationships can begin.
In the words of a the philosopher Wittgenstein, “If there is any value that does
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have value, it must lie outside the whole sphere of what happens and is the
case…Ethics is transcendental (Tractatus 6:41-6.421)” He went on to say in his
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (6.41) that “the sense of the world must lie outside
the world,” “that is, man never has sufficient perspective from within the world
situation to build an eternal structure of truth and value (Montgomery, 1999, p. 365).”
If truth is based on empirical knowledge alone, it can never hope to run enough
experiments to look at all the cases to make sure there are no surprises – empirical
science cannot responsibly afford absolutes.
All empirically based science is tautologous in that it uses its own constructs
to verify its own truths.
Empirical method is not ‘provable.’ The justification for its use is the fact that
we cannot avoid it when we investigate the world. (To prove that what we
perceive with our senses is real, we would have to collect and analyze data in
its behalf, but we would then already be using what we are tying to prove!).
(1978, p. 53)
Consider this statement from Wittgenstein and Ryle:
The criterion which we use to test the genuineness of apparent statements of
fact is the criterion of verifiability. We say that a sentence is factually
significant to any given person, if, and only if, he knows how to verify the
proposition which purports to express – that is, if he knows what observations
would lead him, under certain conditions, to accept the proposition as being
true, or reject it a being false.29 (1999, p. 326)
Montgomery comments about this problem of attempting to discover truth in science
apart from some revelatory insight:
This “Verifiability Criterion of Meaning” arose from the discovery (set forth
by Whitehead and Russell in Principia) that assertions in mathematics and
deductive logic are tautologous, i.e., they state nothing factual about the
world, but follow from the a priori assumptions of the deductive system.
(1999, p. 326)
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In pointing out the problems with science, these philosophers point to the tautologous
limits of their own attempts to determine truth:

Thus analytical philosophy does not, pace its detractors, attempt to silence all
discussion of non-verifiable matters: rather, it attempts to limit discussions
only to the “understandable” aspects of these matters: namely, to the emotive
considerations represented by metaphysical assertions. (1999, p. 328)
Montgomery (1978) has gone to great lengths to review the writings of Hume
(p. 46), Van Til (p. 118), Clark (p. 53), Abu Qurra (p. 120), Bultmann (p. 183) and
point out their tautologous arguments. He (1999) further looks at the views of Tillich
(p. 80), Vahanian (p. 80), Niebuhr (p. 99), Dewy (p. 99), Nielson (p. 99), Matlack (p.
99), and Kierkegaard (p. 104), and a many others to point out the hermeneutical
circles (intentionally or by default) that they all eventually create in their ontological,
epistemological, and numinous presentations (Albright, ; Velde, 2003; Yerkes, 1998).
Even history is stuck in a tautology. “Dilthey argued that the historian is never able
to obtain a genuinely objective view of the past, for his own subjectivity inevitably
enters into his investigations of earlier times (1999, p. 367).”
Is it possible for scientists and practitioners to break out of this loop? Does a
holistic approach to HRD model building have any advantage over the uniqueness of
individual or combination of pluralistic approaches of inductive, subjective, and/or
numinous studies? Is it even possible? Yes, if there could be some way that
transcendent meaning “outside” the tautological reasoning’s of human thinking could
be verifiably established. If there could be some way to end meaningless “self-talk.”
Montgomery points out that “Christian theologians” have held such a book for
centuries, but in order to utilize its helpfulness to this issue, it must be linked again to
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the inductive and deductive sciences without succumbing to tautological thinking.
It is the conviction of orthodox Christianity that in Holy Scripture just such a
book exists [to break out of tautological loop logic]: a Book “intrinsically
sublime and above all other subject matters” because its Author is the
transcendent Lord God, who is unconditioned by the human predicament that
corrupts even our best attempts to find life’s meaning, and who alone knows
and is Absolute Truth. (Montgomery, 1999, p. 366)
In the HK-Map, the OTHER is intentionally mapped “outside” the domains of
potential and human knowledge. This concept is displayed as an over-unity (U1)
concept, or all known reality “plus (Bailey, 1996; Stevens, 2004a),” for the triune
God must be “beyond” reality to break the self-talk loop. The Tri-Person Matrix
builds its conceptualizations and understandings of self and the person upon this
source. And, as such, can bring knowledge of truth and reality to any and all other
systems of though without solipsist or tautological error. It can be a measure of
absolute truth about the self. Self and empirical testing error is still possible, but this
self-produced error does not negate the truth, knowledge, or reality of the “OTHER.”
This research utilizes the above non-tautologically looped logic. For some, however,
this will not be enough.
If you hold unsound presuppositions with sufficient tenacity, facts will make
no difference at all, and you will be able to create a world of your own, totally
unrelated to reality and totally incapable of being in touch by reality. Such a
condition (which philosophers call solipsistic, psychiatrists call autistically
psychotic, and lawyers call insane) is tantamount to death, for connection with
the living world is severed. (Montgomery, 1999, pp. 122-3)
These individuals, organizations, and cultures have chosen to live in a tautological
loop. Self-talk is their choice.
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Author Bias and Delimitations
History of an HRD Holistic Gestalt of the Person
My first of three master’s degrees is in family counseling from a Christian
behavioral perspective. I particularly liked William Glasser who used a pragmatic
approach to client needs assessment and resulting diagnosis and treatment in what he
titled “reality therapy.” One of the lasting formulas from this period of study was a
behavioral gestalt. It worked like this. If one could identify the design of the person
(or persons involved), one could then know the need set(s) present, and then use these
insights to discover a solution. The formula, design + needs = relationship, was
powerful because you could start in any stage. If I studied the problems in
relationships, I could most often quickly see the needs violated or unmet and work
backwards to discover the person's personality design and traits. Or, I could study
their design and predict what needs were presently not being met or being violated
and use this new knowledge to help them improve their relationships. The formula
worked with individuals, families, work groups, organizations, and cultures.
As stated, it was a powerful tool in most situations because of its logic, but
also because of its ability to link to available resources. Assessment tools were many,
including Abraham Maslow's need hierarchy, a host of popular social style
instruments, and the Myers-Briggs Temperament Analysis (based on Carl Jung's
work in behavioral psychology). The helpful aspect of this trilogy was that it could
be self-administered and could be very effectively used by both professionals and
non-professionals alike.
The next diagnostic formula began to evolve while working on an executive
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development project for the senior management of a high tech manufacturing
company. A psychologist, Dr. David Cabush, taught one of the common lectures that
each executive worked through as part of their training (Cabush, 1985). He used a
three-part formula for analyzing all developmental and psychiatric models, as
illustrated in Figure 24. By simplifying these complicated developmental theories,
he was able to actively involve participants in their own diagnoses and solutions,
much like my behavioral approach I had been using allowed for self-diagnosis. After
some discussion, Dr. Cabush and I came to the conclusion that his psychotherapeutic
approach was but a parallel to my behavioral approach, or vice versa. They were
essentially two sides to the same coin, and both connected in some way to God’s
image within the individual. His formula, which has profoundly influenced second
dimension of the Tri-Person Matrix, had also become a developmental trilogy:
belonging + worth = competence. Many of the applications and dynamics of this
developmental formula were the same as I had experienced with my behavioral
formula. This additional formula, however, helped me realize that we were working
on the same problems but in two dimensions. I had chosen the physical-cognitive
dimension and Dr. Cabush had chosen the emotional-psychological dimension. They
fit well together, and I began working with his concepts to move to a deeper level of
professional application. His genius was in also linking his formula to the triune
nature of God.
Fundamental to his theory was that "love" was the essential factor in
developing "worth" in both equations. I had come to the behavioral conclusion that
our greatest "need" is to be “loved." Cabush had done the same from the
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psychotherapeutic perspective. Thus, the core concepts of our formulas (needs and
worth) linked, and in time I also discovered strong relationships between the other
elements. The MMPI and the California Personality Inventory worked well with
diagnosing this trilogy, but I preferred the more self-interpretive style instruments. I
began using the FIRO-B and 16 Factor Personality instruments to help discern the
levels of belonging and worth present and their impact on adult competency. Even
without formal testing, the 2 formulaic trilogies could be readily observed operating
congruently in many settings.
It was at this point I became convinced that there was a common need for
transformation in both formulas. Part of that insight came from the writings of the
American psychologist William James (1968), who emphasized that spiritual healing
can come from psychological wholeness and mental health can come from spiritual
transformation. On the behavioral level (my formula) I had worked with groups,
where after each other’s designs and needs were known, some would use the
information as power to take advantage of others, while others would use the same
information to serve others. Why? On the developmental level (Cabush’s formula) I
had observed that two equally advantaged siblings, who had experienced the same
family and love advantages, would “choose” different courses for life – one of health
and the other of destruction. Why? The formulas worked congruently together, but
there was still incompleteness, or a lack of holism in the model logic.
My understanding of a third dimensional formula came as a result of both
Cabush’s leanings, and a personal belief that we are created "body, soul, and spirit."
It was a bit difficult to see because of my studies in behavioral approaches to the
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person and organization. My psychological training had taught me to diminish
spirituality and compress it into its behavioral constructs. My personal experience, in
contrast, taught me that the spiritual-supernatural (numinous) dimension is often one
of the most important aspects in human problem solving. It is also one of the most
stable motivational factors in vocational pursuits. It is hard to motivate someone who
does not believe in what they are doing, or at least see that work’s meaning to
themselves or others.
During my next graduate studies I met a professional recruiter and Human
Resource Management consultant, Matt Miller, who was a principle figure in hiring
the majority of the personnel for the first NASA space project, and with reportedly
less than 10% attrition over the first few years. In hiring terms, that was phenomenal.
With his partner, Mattson, he had helped design a system he later called S.I.M.A., or
“System for Identifying Motivational Abilities,” to test and place each worker.
Although he concurrently used behavioral and developmental assessments for
recruitment and selection, his final placement decisions were principally guided by
the S.I.M.A. results. What he was measuring was essentially the “life-motivation”
(my term) element of each individual. Through this process, they were able to
competently discern and utilize the ontological, epistemological, and numinous
elements of a person in placement. It was a diagnostic that gave an amazing fit when
applied properly. This led to my experimenting with formulas that might adequately
represent the third dimension of human development, the spiritual-supernatural
dimension. It was also the result of knowing that man was made in three dimensions:
body, soul, and spirit. This was the first inkling of a gestalt for developing a matrix
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of “God-Man” that contained the resulting 9 elements of human behavior.
This third formula presented many difficulties, as the terms used in the
spiritual and supernatural realms are diverse for different individuals. As an added
challenge for formula development, this dimension was often emotionally charged vs.
intellectually based. Never-the-less, a wording formulation was selected, which I
labeled the life-motivational trilogy: calling + energy = fit. It has been refined many
times, but the three-part formula has also held up well to my axiomatic requirement
of being translatable to the logic systems of other people. The need to develop this
new idea had thus presented itself, and has now become the focus of this study. From
my perspective, the model will always be in transition and development, but the
foundational gestalts are timeless. What has been needed is the thorough
development of the concept under the rigorous and scholarly inquiry systems like
Dubin’s and Montgomery’s. Although I have written some of these concepts into
professional diagnostics, this study is the first real opportunity to develop the model
academically and test it empirically.
Personal Bias Impacting this Study
I do not accept as true that anyone can be totally objective. This relates to my
pursuit of integrity. We can be honest, candid, forthright, and open – but we are
always blind in some area. This constitutes the need for others. I believe that we are
holistic by design, and our values and beliefs impact every part of our thought and
actions. My own professional and personal journey no doubt has at least some,
however small or large, similarities with most readers. I love knowledge, and want to
gain as much as possible. This is my epistemological drive. I believe that
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knowledge enriches life. This is reflected in the above section related to the idea
development behind the Tri-Person matrix. I also want to have meaning in my life.
This is my ontological drive. Critical to the understanding of my development of the
Tri-Person Matrix, and the construction of the triadic methodology from DubinMontgomery, is how I have tried to personally and professionally escape the
tautological loop.
My position would be similar to Montgomery, and it might be most easily
understood if I simply added another paragraph to the “self-talk” logic-loop parody
above. Were I to be asked what “OTHER” I have chosen as my moral risk (Frankl,
1969) for discovering meaning, I would summarize:
Of all the “other” systems known to my “self,” only one “OTHER”
has accomplished this reality - Jesus. Through His incarnation, death, and
resurrection, He has claimed authorship of all creation and each individually
created self in His image. He has at once proven to be beyond reality (overunity), grounded historically in empirically reality, and consciously present in
the person of the Holy Spirit. Thus, to understand the origin of myself and
other selves, and to understand the wonders of myself and other selves, this
“OTHER” must be sought and understood. There is only one source for this
knowledge of TRUTH and REALITY that has proven empirically verifiable –
the Bible, known as the WORD. Any scientific, philosophical, religious, or
other system of ontology or epistemology that does not center on this source
(logos) is doomed to tautological thinking, and is meaninglessly cast among
all other tautologically looped logic systems. In those systems the
NUMINOUS is merely presumptive, and leads to eventual tautological
meaningless. It leads to perpetual self-talk (under-unity).
I believe it pleases God when physicians, farmers, parents and HRD
professionals use His creation in responsible ways, regardless of their
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acknowledgement of His creation and/or empowerment of the resources they use. By
His design, most of the wealth of physical creation is fully accessible to believers and
nonbelievers alike. He not only allows it, but seems to know that at some point, the
marvelous wonders and intricacies of His creation will begin to draw each user to
acknowledge His rightful place as author of life – to face Him as the ultimate
ontological TRUTH. This confused King David, when he observed how God seemed
to be blessing his enemies (KJV, The Psalms). Perhaps David forgot that God’s
original intent was that man and woman, created in His image, would use the created
world with appreciation and reverent acknowledgement of Him as the source of
creation and sustenance. This was to be a unique and wonderful relationship built
upon mutual love and respect.
I personally believe that it is helpful for HRD professionals to understand this
dynamic, regardless of their personal belief, as it truly impacts every person they deal
with - and on a daily basis. This is also why I believe that those with different belief
choices (risks) from my own can benefit from the results of the Tri-Person Matrix. I
think that God wants all of his creation to understand exactly how he “put us
together.” He wants us to understand His gestalts underlying the formulations of the
person. This is true in all the levels of science and inquiry, from biology to theology.
These understandings can not only help individuals better understand relationships,
but also Himself, i.e., the ultimate Authority and Truth for life. HRD professionals
need to have this unique set of lenses within their choice of tools for their trade.

Research Design and Methodology
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Summary of the Selection of a Research Methodology
To summarize, the final methodology chosen for this study had to satisfy three
minimum requirements related to the construction of a holistic HRD model. First, it
had to be acceptable within the HRD culture of inquiry, being capable of dealing with
both the inductive and deductive elements of theory and model building. Second, it
had to be able to access and interpret the expansion of traditional HRD knowledge
bases to include revealed Christian biblical knowledge and utilize the
reductive/abductive elements of theory and model building. Finally, it had to be able
to present an outcome that was usable for HRD professionals, both theorists and
practitioners. The final selection was a combination of several methodologies.
The methodology must recognize that HRD is experimenting with qualitative
research techniques to best suit its need to balance the research and application
aspects of its scope (Lynham, 2000; Rocco, 2003; Wengraf, 2001), It must be able to
contribute to the search for HRD’s own unique culture of inquiry (Dooley, 2002;
Egan, 2002; Lynham, 2002a, 2002b; Torraco, 2002; Yang, 2002). Although
grounded theory (Egan, 2002) and case study (Dooley, 2002) methods had much to
offer the development of a holistic developmental model of the person, Dubin’s
Method of qualitative research and theory building best blended the establishment,
articulation, and initial testing of a model such as the Tri-Person Matrix (Lynham,
2002b). This approach when finally developed, strongly resembles the post-positivist
type methodologies such as symbolism and interpretation, as it has been structured to
look “at the way human behavior, action and experience occurs within systems” and
how they are “understood and interpreted (Hogg, 1999, p. 14).”
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The chosen methodology draws from Dubin’s combination qualitativequantitative theory building approach, and accordingly could fall into the general
category of theoretical research (Hogg, 1999; Isaac & Michael, 1997; Kidder & Judd,
1986; Leedy & Ormrod, 1985; Sprinthall, Schmutte, & Sirois, 1991). It has allowed
for the acknowledgement of a pre-existing conceptual model (discerned from
theological sources and pragmatic personal observations and experiences) while not
neglecting the empirical testing of the resulting theoretical. In fact, Dubin warns
“against knowing and practicing the ‘form of theory-research’ (p.267) while not
knowing the substance thereof (Lynham, 2002b).” Lynman continues with this
summary of his method:
The shape of Dubin’s (1976, 1978) theory-building research method is based
on two distinct and related conceptual and methodological components. The
first component is the hypothetico-deductive approach to the construction of
knowledge. This first component in turn informs the second, namely, a theoryto-research, or “theory-then-research” (Reynolds, 1971, p. 144) strategy for
theory development and verification. (2002b, p. 243)
Dubin’s approach to theory building and testing is especially suited to the
primary research question of this study. First, it is accepted by the HRD culture of
inquiry as being committed to the needs of an applied science. Second, it allows
great freedom in the inductive theory building phase, and supports the descriptive
research methodology needed for building the initial developmental gestalt. Third, it
provides a thorough, stepped-process for refining the hypotheses and empirically
testing selected elements in the deductive phase, which is designed to produce
practical, usable outcomes. This final methodological approach was chosen as it
supported both the descriptive research and interview research techniques needed for
the inductive and deductive phases of this study.
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Even with these qualifications, however, the methodology was not equipped
to deal with RK, but not for the reasons Dubin supposes. Early in his book he starts
expressing his views differentiating theory and theology, “It is only on the grounds of
empirical test that the theorist – model builder may be distinguished from the
theologian (1969, p. 9).” The topic is important enough to him that he spends a large
portion of a chapter dealing with theology and theory building. He sees his
methodology as humanistic and as “temporally bound,” and from his worldview and
chosen methods of inquiry he is correct.
In structure, theory and theology are identical. Both are complete, wholistic
pictures of sensory or imaginative world as seen by man. There is a
fundamental similarity in the rules of logic by which the models of theory and
those of theology are constructed. The crucial difference between a theory
and a theology lies in the certitude of each kind of model (1969p. 232).
The real issue is more in the nature of studying revelatory truth, and the
difference between Christian biblical knowledge, which is based on incarnateresurrected facts, and the knowledge bases of other religions. Research from this data
can be empirically tested. The key here is that Dubin has correctly understood the
need to balance the inductive and deductive in the process of theory building, and was
not structurally opposed to the influence of external domains upon his modeling.
Summary of Montgomery’s Model for Theory Building in HRD (1969)
In summary, with any sacral knowledge bases except one, Montgomery would
agree with Dubin that they cannot be empirically tested. Montgomery is a committed
post-positivist researcher. Drawing from his legal orientations and training, he has
defended the right of scientists to “demand facts for any case”, and has stated that
there can be no proof without facts. All non-factual proofs are meaningless! His
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model has strong and essential deductive and inductive elements. But, like Dubin, he
has seen the need to give inductive reasoning the upper edge in theory building, and
to limit the primary role of empirical science to fact testing.

His writings reflect that

both objective and subjective methodologies have their cooperative roles in the
discovery and dissemination of truth. It is not better-best, or either-or, but both-and.
Gilberson would agree with this premise (1993, pp. 194-5).
What makes Montgomery special to this study is his rigor in evaluating
knowledge bases, and his demand that all sacred knowledge bases not be given an
exception to this rigor of factual observation. Indeed, he believes that they must be
put to an even higher test of verifiability. His interdisciplinary research, writings, and
teachings span the disciplines of law, theology, philosophy, psychology,
anthropology, and a number of other sciences. He notes that it is not his profound
logic or intellectual prowess that makes his model work, but the nature of the
knowledge base being studied. In truth, his model would be no more effective than
Dubin’s, were it not for the uniqueness of revealed Biblical scripture that supports its
methodological constructs.
Montgomery points out that whenever any theory built on any knowledge
base uses intellectual or assumptive logic as its genesis, it must succumb to the
common limits of all philosophical and scientific systems. When validity arguments
are taken to the end of these research source’s logic, their theories are bound by the
same difficulty – they are essentially bound a human circular or tautologically
reasoned validation. One person’s observations and interpretations are compared to
another, and any resolve most likely comes through consensus, persuasion, coercion,
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or separation. A tautologically-bound knowledge base gains dominance in academia
and the marketplace through economic, political, positional, and/or charismatic power
and superiority. This is a fairly good description of the state of academia today. It
also includes a large number of Christian theological theories based on a priori
knowledge or presuppositional thinking.
Montgomery would have made a good “Dubin methodological double” had he
not discovered a distinctively unique knowledge base that was transcendent, selfinterpreting, capable of total identification with the human person, self-claimed
infallible, factually based and empirically testable. It is a knowledge base that shows
the central units of a person, the laws of relationship between the part, the operant
system states, and the domains in which it operates. It is the HRD professional’s
dream, in that it can holistically include, with the aid of the HK-Map, all of the
ontological and epistemological dimensions and nuances of the individual,
organization, or culture within the HRD domains. The TPM contains, through the
inquiry technology of the RK Cone, the empirically testable standards of measure for
the ideal state of completeness, congruence, and charism of the person.
Because the critical knowledge base for the initial developmental model’s
gestalts is from the singularly-unique source of revealed Christian biblical
knowledge, Dubin’s model naturally falls short in its ability to handle its numinous
nature. Nor did he intend it to expand beyond the inductive-deductive realms of
scientific research. Montgomery offered just such a model, inspired by his
discovered knowledge base, and fully capable of linking to Dubin’s base
methodology, and it has been refined for this study (the Green version).
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Montgomery’s concepts have led to the development of the HK-Mapping tool
allowing for meaningfully displaying and utilizing other knowledge bases. This
mapping process is not as vulnerable to the rigor of empirical testing as other
religious-scientific methodologies. Basic to Montgomery’s model and understanding
of science is that it is not in opposition to theology. It indeed embraces theology.
Science and theology form and test their respective theories in the same way;
the scientific theorizer attempts objectively to formulate conceptual Gestalts
(hypotheses, theories, laws) capable of rendering Nature intelligible, and
theologians endeavor to provide conceptual Gestalts (doctrines, dogmas)
which will “fit the facts” and properly reflect the norms of Holy Scripture.
(1999, p. 287)
Montgomery’s model puts theologians under the extreme pressure of scientific rigor
and Christocentric scrutiny.
The theological theorist builds his cellophane tubes from bottom to top: he
starts in the realm of objective facticity, employing the full range of scientific
skill to set forth revelational truth; and he makes every effort not to vitiate is
results by reading his own subjective interests into them.96 But as he climbs,
he inevitably (because of the personal center of biblical truth) reaches a point
where he must involve himself subjectively in his material in order to get at
the heart of it; here he passes into what we have called the artistic level, where
the semi-transcendent, subjective “I” cannot be ignored. Still he climbs, and
eventually – if he is a theologian worthy of the name – he finds that this
theory construction has brought in into the realm of the Sacred, where both the
impersonal “it” of science and the subjective “I” of the humanities stand on
holy ground, in the presence of the living God. (1999, p. 297)
Summary and Overview of Dubin’s Research Methodology
There are two major research phases to his methodology: the Qualitative
Theory Development Phase focused upon the descriptive research construction of
knowledge (Chapter 3 in this study), and the Research Operation Phase focused upon
empirical testing of the knowledge (Chapter 4 in this study). Each phase contains
four sequenced components.
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Chapter 3, Phase I: Descriptive Research, is the Qualitative Theory
Development Phase, and contains four distinct steps (components): 1) The
identification of the units of the theory, 2) the discovery of the laws of interaction
between the parts of the theory, 3) the identification of the theory’s boundaries, and 4)
the description of any system states for the model. The primary knowledgebase
(sourcebook) for the initial TPM model gestalts and constructs will be the Christian
biblical knowledge base. This phase utilizes the descriptive research process to
discover, process, and integrate information from the secondary knowledge bases of
theology, pastoral counseling, psychology, HRM, OD, and HRD into the initial TPM
model. This phase attempts to identify, organize, and display the researcher’s theory
in a methodical process.
Component 1 – Step 1) Identifying Units:
This is a very important step, as a wide range of scholarly literature has been
searched that speaks to a more holistic and comprehensive base for HRD theory.
Dubin noted that “The units represent the things about which the researcher is trying
to make sense and are informed by literature and experience (Lynham, 2002b, p.
247).” The matrixing of body, soul and spirit (the created essence of humanity) with
the completeness, congruence and charism qualities of the three persons of Trinity
(the creator essence stamped on each), has resulted in nine basic units describing the
make-up of each individual. Each of these were categorized and defined in terms of
HRD usefulness. Each has been described in terms of Dubin’s 5 dichotomies of
characteristics (unit versus event, attribute versus variable, real versus nominal,
primitive versus sophisticated, and collective versus member), Dubin’s 5 criterion of
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outcome (rigor and exactness, parsimony, completeness, logical consistency, and
degree of conformity to limitations and combinations of the units), and Dubin’s 3
combination limiting rules (relational versus enumerative or associative unit
properties, statistical collectivity versus definition combinations, and summative units
versus scientific model inclusions).
Component 1 – Step 2) Establishing Laws of Interaction:
Lynman noted (2002b, p. 249) that in this step of Dubin’s theory building
model, “the laws of interaction make explicit and specific the manner in which the
units of the theory interact with one another (Dubin 1978, Torraco, 1994, 2000).” As
she continued to note, “A law of interaction is a statement by the researcher-theorist
of the relationship between units and shows how the units of the theory are linked to
each other.” In the matrix described in step 1, which has been labeled the Tri-Person
Matrix (TPM), the units’ observable relationships have been documented and defined.
The TPM has been described in terms of Dubin’s 3 laws of interaction (categorical,
sequence, and determinate). Horizontally (the created, or person aspect), vertically
(the Creator, or God aspect), and diagonal/centric (the empowerment, transformative
aspects) relationships have been documented and defined. These have been studied,
defined, diagramed, and made useful for the HRD scholars and practitioners.
Component 1 – Step 3) Determining Boundaries:
In this step, the key TPM domains were established and clarified “within
which the theory is expected to hold up and apply (Dubin, 1978) (Lynham, 2002b, p.
253).” Realistic outcomes for the model, and more importantly, ones that “represent
the theoretical framework of the theory as an empirical and bounded system of
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knowledge and explanation (Dubin, 1978) (Lynham, 2002b, p. 253)” have been
formalized. The TPM was evaluated as an “open boundary” model (versus a “closed
boundary” model) and domains were established through which the TPM has been
designed to extend its usefulness. The boundaries of the TPM have been logically
identified in such a way as to assist both future researchers and practitioners in
successfully applying its value to their respective tasks. Dubin’s tests (criteria) of
homogeneity and generalization have been applied as measures of internal validity.
Component 1 – Step 4) Specifying System States:
This fourth and final step in the qualitative theory building phase has observed
and described the system state(s) in which the TPM is operative. Dubin (1976, 1978)
defined a system state as a condition of the system being modeled in which all the
units of the system take on characteristic values that have persistence through time,
regardless of the length of the time interval. All units of the TPM have been
evaluated for values that are determinant (measurable and distinctive for that state of
the system) (Lynham, 2002b). Dubin’s 3 criteria of importance for system states
have been applied: inclusiveness, persistence, and distinctiveness (Lynham, 2002b,
p. 256). The TPM has been evaluated by these criteria as a precedent to the research
operation phase (i.e., the development of the questionnaire).
Chapter 4, Phase 2: Quantitative Research Structured Interviews, is the
Research Operation Phase, and also contains four distinct steps (components): 5)
Development of the theory propositions, 6) the identification of empirical indicators
of key terms, units, and laws of interaction, 7) developing statements of hypotheses
and 8) empirical testing of selected units, and laws of operation. This second phase
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has provided the empirical-quantitative balance to Dubin’s Model, and has intended
to verify (confirm) the TPM framework developed in the first phase through a
descriptive research data gathering process.
Component 2 – Step 5) Proposition Refinement:
“Propositions enable the researcher-theorist to begin to make predictions from
the theoretical framework about the values of the units of the theoretical framework
in the real world (Lynham, 2002b).” These propositions, based on the initial
propositions of this study, have been constructed “logically” and “intellectually” from
descriptive research in the phase 1 TPM model-theory, and used to refine the original
hypothesis (and H0) for testing. Dubin’s 3 types of propositions (the value of a unit in
relationship to other units, the continuity of the system state concerning the conjoined
values of all the units in the system, and the oscillation of the system as it passes over
boundaries of other system states) and 3 evaluative criteria for testing the propositions
(consistency, accuracy, and parsimony) have been applied to the TPM as the
guidelines to the above revisions, and applied to the TPM testing.
Component 2 – Step 6) Identifying Empirical Indicators:
Empirical indicators producing the values for the units of the TPM have been
identified for measurement and validation. Empirical indicators were constructed to
satisfy the two principal criteria of what Dubin called “operationalism” (p. 183) and
“reliability” (p. 185). (Lynham, 2002b, p. 265). The “the operation of measuring”
criterion was met through the measurement values necessary for interviewing HRD
professionals and their responses to the TPM (in Component 7). The “reliability of
results or value produced” criterion was produced for the analysis of the data (step 8)
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and final refinement of the TPM with observations and questions for future
development of the model.
Component 2 – Step 7) Constructing Tests:
Hypotheses of the TPM were further refined in this step of the process.
Lynman suggests that “the basic question the researcher-theorist is concerned with in
this seventh step in Dubin’s (1978) theory-building process is one of, ‘What is the
reality test we can make of this theoretical [framework]? (p. 206) (Lynham, 2002b, p.
269).” Since, in Dubin’s view, there are potentially an infinite number of hypotheses
that could be generated from any model; the key focus for the TPM in this component
was on practicability. The number of hypotheses produced for the structured
interview questionnaire was intended to satisfy both research efficiency and usability
goals.
Component 2 – Step 8) Testing and Evaluation:
Dubin notes that this final step can lead in one of two directions in deciding
what the critical research is that is needed to verify the theory: to either improve the
adequacy of the TPM’s theoretical framework, or to improve the starting theoretical
framework of the TPM (Dubin, 1978) (Lynham, 2002b, p. 269). This study chose to
improve the adequacy of the model through the descriptive research of Chapter 2 and
through the structured interviews of Chapter 4. The structured interview
questionnaire was developed, refined, conducted and analyzed in Chapter 4. Results,
conclusions, and recommendations were presented (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER III – PHASE 1: DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH

Theoretical Research Phase: Descriptive Research Strategy
Descriptive Research Defined
Isaac and Michaels define descriptive research as follows: “To describe
systematically a situation or area of interest factually and accurately (1997, p. 46).”
As one of their primary methodology examples, they advocate “surveys of literature
(p. 47).” In their view, “the nature of the problem then plays the major role in
determining what approaches are suitable (p. 45).” The Tri-Person Matrix fits these
definitional parameters to the extreme, and has utilized descriptive research testing
procedures in both of its research phases. Phase 1 (this chapter) has employed a
survey of literature to systematically, factually and accurately refine (test against T1
and scholarship) its initial gestalts, and phase 2 (chapter 4) empirically tested the
refined gestalts with an interview questionnaire in a search for further syntax
refinement (usefulness) of the model. Pointing out that the larger view of descriptive
research tends to include everything but historical and experimental research, Isaac
and Michaels have attempted to narrow their definition to avoid the nesting of
descriptive definitional components these other 2 types of research methodologies.
They position descriptive research as one of the major players in inquiry
methodology.
Descriptive Research Validity
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This new definitional clarity of descriptive research has blended suitably with
Dubin’s theory building schema where he separates theory building and theory testing
into distinct stages. It also partially answers the critics who deny that descriptive
research has any internal validity (Sprinthall et al., 1991, pp. 98-9). Internal validity
is initially defined as consistency (internal congruence) within the model (theory)
formation phase (Dubin, 1969), and then defined more traditionally as it transitions to
the empirical testing phase. Dubin innovatively solves the internal quality problem
by displacing part of the burden for internal validity to be one of the transition
functions from theory modeling to empirical testing. Internal validity is essentially
linked to external validity measures through the use of what he calls “relative
indicators (1969, p. 200),” and their submission to what he labels “a process of
convergence.” This gives the researcher, and in this case the TPM research, great
freedom in the initial selection of empirical indicators that “measure a particular
theoretical unit (p. 201),” knowing that a part of the internal validity concerns will be
more than adequately addressed in the transition process to empirical testing.
To summarize, then, the issue of a single empirical indicator having a
reasonable linkage with two or more theoretical units is solved by determining
whether additional empirical indicators chosen to measure one of the
theoretical units produce results that converge with the results of the initial
empirical indicator of that unit. When such convergence occurs, we have an
added reason for believing that the first empirical indicator did, indeed,
measure values on the theoretical unit. (p. 202)
This was an important internal validity tool for the TPM, which has dealt with
preferential word choices generated from its initial gestalts. The TPM has used
descriptive research to survey the revealed, biblical sacred knowledge base before
comparing (cueing or enriching) those preferred choices with the semantic utilization
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of similar concepts across a wide range of interdisciplinary models. It is important to
address this issue up front, as the TPM, with its use of triadic research techniques, is
understandably vulnerable to accusations of researcher bias and a priori logic. The
design to provide a specifically tuned HRD syntax also adds to this vulnerability. As
Dubin notes, this internal validity strategy puts a greater demand upon the
methodological design selected for empirical testing in phase 2. When exploring
term usage, this issue can be partially addressed with the use of factor analysis and
the Chi-square test (X2), both commonly used to “determine how closely observed
frequencies or probabilities match expected frequencies or probabilities (Leedy &
Ormrod, 1985, p. 278).” Favorable to the TPM and its choices of descriptive and
survey research techniques, they note that “a Chi-square can be computed for
nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio data (Ibid.).”
Internal validity is a complicated issue for theory designers. Note Dubin’s
emphasis in these several lengthy (but insightfully critical) passages stating that the
empirical indicators do not have to, and indeed should not, dictate the reality of
theory. He also attempts to establish internal validity through the process of
homological convergence; it states (as does the TPM) that good theory can claim
validity regardless of the traditional shortcomings of academic consensus:
The decision about retaining or discarding an empirical indicator depends
upon a scientific judgment of the homology between the theoretical unit and
its empirical indicator. By the homology test alone, it may be possible to call
into question a particular empirical indicator and thus discard it. The
homology test may be difficult to make, however, if the researcher is in any
wedded to his measuring instruments. He may then simply contend that
“intelligence is what my test measures” or any analog of this statement. The
effect of this conclusion is to insist that the theoretical unit be determined by
the empirical indicator, rather than the other way around [Note: This is the
correct, although not politically correct way, according to Montgomery as
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well!]. It is surprising how frequently this is done in the behavioral sciences.
(Dubin, p. 204)
The fundamental sense given to the term validity is that there is consensus that
an empirical indicator measures values on a stated unit. This consensus is a
man-made consensus and is nothing more than a conventional agreement
among a group of interested students and spectators that the empirical
indicator and theoretical unity whose values it measures are homologous. We
may therefore expect that what is a valid measure at some time may lose this
status if the consensus upon which it is base is supplanted. …I conclude that
consensus on the validity of a given empirical indicator is destroyed by
evidence independent of the circumstances in which the indicator is used. (p.
206)
It is curious that the issue of validity of empirical indicators is raised only in
the behavioral sciences and not in the natural sciences. This probably has its
source in two factors. The first is the philosophical tradition that distinguishes
between essence and appearance, and the second is the certain knowledge that
man as a subject of investigation has the highly developed ability to
dissemble. Therefore, the behavioral-science investigator has to be constantly
on the alert to be certain he is catching the symbolic, or true, meaning of the
words and acts he observes, because the image projected and the reality
underlying it may differ. (p. 208)
What Dubin is addressing is quite profound and unusually candid for an
empirical researcher. He essentially makes Montgomery’s case about the unique
empirical dynamics needed for the study of revealed knowledge. Empirical data
alone cannot be allowed to dictate reality, nor can models alone do so either. The
tendency is to not trust a model if the data does not overwhelmingly support it, and
this is not always justifiable either. In the case of revealed knowledge, it can be
trusted regardless of empirical data testing failures. This may answer Giberson’s
struggle with the seeming limitations of a plenary view of inspiration related to the
reconciliation of discrepancies between scientific observation and Biblical text.
To be more specific, in the case of revealed Biblical knowledge, which links
non-tautological truth from the numinous to the empirical, this approach makes it
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permissible for scientists to repeatedly “get it wrong” in testing procedures without an
assumed devaluation of the “faith factor.” For the TPM, it is important to recognize
the tautological limitations of the noted political consensus associated with standard
internal (and external) validity measures. This underscores that theologians should
not be intimidated by repeated scientific failures to produce exact proof of every
detail of scriptural knowledge. In their efforts to be accepted within the scientific
community, theologians are often guilty of shooting an arrow (pointing to revealed
knowledge) and then drawing the ring around it (forcing empirical facts to fit that
knowledge) in order to say that they hit a bulls-eye (i.e., trying to establish that
scriptural knowledge is relevant)! It is their way of defending the arrow (RK). With
Dubin’s insights, and in the case of revealed biblical knowledge, researchers do not
have to explain the arrow; just keep using the latest technologies to eventually get the
ring explanation correct. The arrow location can then be an aid to the validation of
the empirically observed facts, rather than always vice-versa. It might even lead to
the discovery of a new arrow. On the HK-Map, based upon Montgomery’s triadic
inquiry schema, this can be done with some precision and with less threat to holisticminded scientists and theologians (see Figure 15). It can initially move many
discussions from information to understanding, and then eventually from
understanding to wisdom. One can also utilize biblical wisdom (on the numinous
level of inquiry) to point to areas in the subjective and empirical levels that need to be
examined.
Regardless of the wisdom present, however, there will always be skeptical
opposition when researching on a triadic set of inquiry levels. An example can be
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found in Acts, where Stephen, although adding great value to society through his
work, found that truth and wisdom could be threatening for many observers.
Now Stephen, full of grace and power, was performing great wonders and
signs among the people. But some men who belonged to the Synagogue of
the Freedmen (as it was called), as well as some Cyrenians, Alexandrians, and
men from Cilicia and Asia, stood up and began to debate with Stephen. But
they couldn’t resist the wisdom and the Spirit by which he kept speaking.
(ISV, 1999, Acts 6:8-10)
You stubborn people with uncircumcised hearts and ears! You are always
opposing the Holy Spirit, just as your ancestors used to do. Which of the
prophets did your ancestors fail to persecute? They killed those who predicted
the coming of the Righteous One, and now you have become his betrayers and
murderers. You received the Law as ordained by angels, and yet you didn’t
obey it!” (ISV, Acts 7:51-3)
This skepticism, as dealt with by Kreeft and Tacelli, needs to be addressed
openly, and without intimidation by those interested in holistic inquiry. All views of
knowledge are important to holistic understanding, and for HRD professionals, they
all need to be mapped. What should not be assumed, and cannot be rightfully or
responsibly claimed by academia, is that a Christian view is inferior or inadequate in
any way for genuine, intellectual scholarship. The first point Kreeft and Tacelli make
is that in any scientific study, all knowledge must be accessed. They emphasize that
parts cannot be understood without the whole, supporting the importance of including
RK in any authentic study of the person. Quoting Norris Clark, a professor of
metaphysics and philosophy of religion for many years at Fordham, they observe:
This world is given to us as a dynamic, ordered system of many active
component elements. Their natures (natural properties) are ordered to interact
with each other in stable, reciprocal relationships which we call physical laws.
For example, every hydrogen atom in our universe is ordered to combine with
every oxygen atom in the proportion of 2:1 (which implies that every oxygen
atom is reciprocally ordered to combine with every hydrogen atom in the
proportion of 1:2). So it is with the chemical valences of all the basic
elements. So too all particles with mass are ordered to move toward every
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other according to the fixed proportions of the law of gravity. In such an
interconnected, interlocking, dynamic system, the active nature of each
component is defined by its relation with others, and so presupposes the others
for its own intelligibility and ability to act. Contemporary science reveals to us
that our world-system is not merely an aggregate of many separate, unrelated
laws, but rather a tightly interlocking whole, where relationship to the whole
structures and determines the parts. The parts can no longer be understood
apart from the whole; its influence permeates them all. (Kreeft & Tacelli,
1994)
This becomes an important actuality when comparing Dubin’s relational units (RU)
with associative units (AU), as discussed below. Their second point supports the fact
that scientists need to discuss their handling of RK to be holistic in their approach to
the “whole of knowledge,” and is equally significant.
Descriptive Research and the Study of Revealed Knowledge
There are 5 issues beyond the ones of reductionism threats and tautological
loops discussed in chapter 2 that the TPM has dealt with in using RK as a knowledge
source for its HRD model: the nature of intelligence, the nature of T1, the dynamics
of the incarnation and the resurrection, the nature of other religions, and the dynamics
of skepticism. Each of these deserves a treatise of their own, but for the purposes of
the TPM research and HK Mapping, they have been briefly addressed here in various
combinations as a contextual base for HRD professionals desiring to utilize holistic
inquiry methods.
The nature of intelligence
Intellectualism is naturally at war with revealed truth. In fact, the thinking
that one could ever become “on par” with the Creator was the basis of man’s rejection
from the Garden of Eden in Genesis 2, and is very strongly warned about in the
Gospels and in the writings of Paul. Interesting to this study is that the struggle
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centered on knowledge acquisition (represented by a tree) of good and evil. It
exposed the ageless power struggle with God over definition, control, and sovereignty
– this time with a focus upon the intellect. Intelligence demands knowledge, and
knowledge demands information and data from which to construct its base. The bible
is clear that there are two primary “dimensions” of knowledge, human knowledge
which is available to every person born dependent upon capacity and access, and
spiritual knowledge which is “awakened” in those who submit to the truths of
revealed knowledge, and submit to the Creator (thus also dependent upon revelatory
access). Paul, in his letter to the Romans illustrated this two-level view of knowledge
and reasoning by noting in parts of his treatise when he was “using human argument
(NIV, 1986, Romans 3:6).”
This concept goes beyond the traditional typology of knowledge, for it states
that two individuals may have the same information (data) and knowledge base, and
see two different things dependent upon their awareness of HK and RK. While this is
certainly true for HK alone, as goes the story of the elephant described by the blind
men who each tell of their experience in different ways (trunk = hose, leg = tree, tail
= rope, ear = canvas, etc.), the analogy is not sufficient for the contrast between HK
and RK. This is a far more serious issue. It is not apocalyptic, in that it is not
referring to a hidden mystery, but it is referring to knowledge that is essentially
beyond human comprehension alone. How God does it cannot be said, but the fact
that He has organized His world this way is no secret.
Running through Aquinas’s arguments for God’s existence and for
immortality is the conviction that all nature has ends or “final causes”
implanted by God. Evidence of those ends constitutes a natural revelation of
God’s purposes for his creation. Aquinas accordingly developed a “natural
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law ethic” based on human knowledge of those ends, parallel to his natural
theology. (Douglas et al., 1992, Chapter IX)
For those who feel stifled at the thought of not being in total control of
understanding the universe through human lenses alone, or at least having total access
to all data and information without a subservient connection to the Creator, this can
be threatening. This need for submission is another inciter of pride. “Do you mean I
cannot understand this new dimension unless I grovel?” is one way to approach the
subject. Another way, however, is to approach knowledge attainment with
gratefulness and worship. Like caring for children, or nieces and nephews over the
weekend, a good provider “helps them out” in many ways. Depending upon age, you
cut their meat, you wipe their nose, you lift them up to see, you review their
homework, you share their ideas, you … you do what is necessary to meet them
where they are and move them on. So, the statement could also be “Do you mean I
get to understand this new dimension by recognizing you as the author?” Because of
the influence of Gnosticism in the early Church period, Paul, in many of his writings,
made this distinction very clear – there was more to knowledge than just human
intellect alone. Robertson comments:
The knowledge of his will (tēn epignōsin tou thelēmatos autou). The
accusative case is retained with this passive verb. Epignōsis is a Koiné‚ word
(Polybius, Plutarch, etc.) for additional (epi) or full knowledge. The word is
the keynote of Paul’s reply to the conceit of Gnosticism. The cure for these
intellectual upstarts is not ignorance, not obscurantism, but more knowledge
of the will of God.
In all spiritual wisdom and understanding (en pasēi sophiāi kai
sunesei pneumatikēi). Both pasei (all) and pneumatikēi (spiritual) are to
be taken with both sophiāi and sunesei. In Ephesians 1:8 Paul
uses phronēsei (from phrēn, intellect) rather than sunesei (grasp,
from suniēmi, to send together). Sunesis is the faculty of deciding in
particular cases while sophia gives the general principles (Abbott). Paul faces
Gnosticism with full front and wishes the freest use of all one’s intellectual
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powers in interpreting Christianity. The preacher ought to be the greatest man
in the world for he has to deal with the greatest problems of life and death.
[emphasis mine] (Robertson, 1997c, Collosians 1:9)
The ability to recognize spiritual knowledge (SK) is not, or should not be a matter of
pride, arrogance, or superiority, but one of privilege, awe, and responsibility. Charts
4 and 5 (C4 and C5) pull together a selected multiple-source word study on
intelligence for a more complete review, and make it quite evident that the
word/concept intellect is an integrated part of the body, soul, and spirit. HK and SK
are intended by design to be inseparably linked, and are important to each other at
every level of observation, learning, and function. RK is the only non-tautologically
defendable source for SK. The 2 page etymology review in Charts 4 and 5 also gives
initial insights to the aspects of the soul, where the intellect has multiple functions
and linkages to the body and spirit; this is addressed further in the unit and laws of
relationship findings below.
The HK cone (dotted) in Diagram A, of Chart 1 (C1: A) reflects the human
perspective on the knowledge domains in the empirical (bottom cone section),
subjective (middle cone section) and numinous (top cone section) search for
knowledge as initially suggested by Montgomery (Figures 2 - 6). The second graphic
(also in C1: A) illustrates the TPM from this human knowledge limited viewpoint. It
presents the TPM without compression or transformation of the elements of the
person. In this view, there is no recognition of general or special revealed knowledge
(biblical), nor is there a reflection of any transcendence or transformation of the
person. These two HK graphics are contrasted with the spiritual knowledge (SK)
graphics that display both the concept of general (outer cone) revealed knowledge and
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biblical revealed (inner cone) knowledge boundaries. An obvious observation is that
these are both internal and external to HK (they encompass it) and are generally
denied, ridiculed, or ignored by pure human knowledge advocates (rationalists).
Although the HK-Map still has almost unlimited properties that can function without
them, the limitations become apparent immediately when seeking a holistic approach
to inquiry. The SK graphics chart (C1: B, or right column) also displays the
transformation aspects (note the cell/unit separations) of the TPM addressed in the
descriptive research findings below.
Charts 1-3 (C1, C2, and C3) display some key thoughts reflecting the central
differences between human and spiritual knowledge that have been expressed in over
16 centuries of though upon the subject from outstanding scholars. For example, in
statement C2: C, HK #24, Thomas à Kempis notes that HK is the slowest way to
become enlightened, and in C1: C, SK #2 this is reinforced contrasting the speed at
which SK, and especially revealed knowledge (RK), can help the learner attain
knowledge for understanding. A quote could also have been added, as in the case of
Goldratt, noting a view that RK has also inhibited scientific learning (Goldratt & Cox,
1992). His viewpoint, however, points not to the lack of value of RK, but only to the
unfortunate instances of improper and oppressive use of SK historically by the
Church and its advocates. The chart contents have been carefully selected, and due to
the linked nature of HK and SK, some of the lines of demarcation between HK and
SK are expectantly narrow, dependent upon the stance of the observer. In C2:
SK#32, Albert Einstein is quoted warning about the dangers of intelligence becoming
a God in the scientist’s life. Pascal’s view that “trusting in reason is an act of faith”
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is noted in C1: C, HK #4. It is significant to note that HK is a sub-set to SK (i.e., HK
 SK) in many of the statements and beliefs, as SK acknowledges HK as an essential
and necessary element of existence when aligned with the intentions of the Creator
(Douglas et al., Chapter IX).
This 1600 year review of thought on intellectualism in C1-3 suggests that it is
neither wrong nor bad – intellect is an intended, good, and critical aspect of the
holistic person. Like many addictive drugs, however, intellectual- “ism” tends to
foster the wrong type of pride. It is not a healthy pride, as found in genuine
accomplishment or the satisfaction of a job well done. Intellectual pride in what
one’s personal choices have produced can be positive. This is “δίκαιος; dikaios,” a
healthy type of pride that is “used of him whose way of thinking, feeling, and acting
is wholly conformed to the will of God, and who therefore needs no rectification in
the heart or life (Thayer, 1999, G1342).” Dikaios is an “innocent, faultless,
guiltless” attitude of an “upright, righteous, virtuous [person], keeping the commands
of God (Ibid.).” This is constructive and reverent pride that edifies all involved.
Harmful intellectual pride refers to a destructive attitude that fails to give
credit to the Creator – again, often in an attempt to become God in a ubiquitous way.
This type of pride is described by Thayer as “ἀλαζονεία; alazoneia -a boastful and
insolent and empty assurance, which trusts in its own power and resources and
shamefully despises and violates divine laws and human rights, and an impious and
empty presumption which trusts in the stability of earthy things (1999, G212).” This
is a natural tendency needing transformation in every person. Like moving up the
mid-range of Maslow’s need hierarchy (from belongingness-social to esteem-ego
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status), it recognizes that our assigning of credit evolves from “me,” to “we,” and
then to “Him,” which Maslow stated in his final days (Personal Motivation, 1989;
Pfeiffer & Ballew, 1991b, p. 245). It is the “power-Venn” of mature accreditation of
authorship that includes the Creator in our accomplishments, i.e., me  we  Him.
Pride is the number 1 harmful attitude (sin) that God opposes, as it is always a
direct affront to His sovereignty (KJV, Jas 4:6, 1 Peter 5:5). HK focused
intellectualism tends to be a hiding place for some intellectuals intended to keep them
from having to face the holistic aspects of emotion and spirituality that are a part of
every person (especially themselves). God compares himself to a strong tower (KJV,
Proverbs 18), with all its analogies to revelation and communication, both modern
and ancient. In trying to understand and be like God, historically man’s intellect
drove him to build a similar tower at Babel to pierce the heavens (KJV, Genesis 11)
and break through revealed knowledge to understand God. The idea sounded good,
but so do all purely HK intellect-inspired ideas (Ibid, Proverbs 16:25). In response to
this arrogance and role confusion (or denial), God introduced a new HK
communication barrier - diverse languages. No doubt this was more than just
semantic confusion, but also cultural language confusion. To this day, the various
branches and transmutations of intellectualism struggle to unify their thoughts and
find common language. They are Babel-bound (author’s term) in their thinking and
lack of interdisciplinary cooperation. Dubin keeps repeating this theme throughout
his work, making a strong case to overcome reductionism by finding isomorphic units
and employing contiguous-problem analysis techniques. Until the HK  SK
dynamics are employed, allowing for a truly holistic approach to knowledge
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attainment, there is no chance of this becoming a reality in any area of scientific,
artistic, or holy inquiry.
Intellectualism constraints have been addressed again in the context of setting
model boundaries for the TPM. HRD professionals need to recognize that each
person (including him/herself) will have a stance on the HK  SK dynamic, and will
need to adjust their usage of the TPM accordingly. When dealing with the
intellectual elements of academia, this can be both intimidating and threatening, for it
challenges the life presuppositions of any who grapple with this reality. The TPM
provides 2 viable options for the HRD professional to broach this subject using either
academic syntax (AS) or Human Resource Development syntax (HRDS).
The nature of T1
The concept of T1, as introduced by Montgomery (originally as Tx) to represent
the Truth of Jesus Christ’s life, ministry, and mission as “flesh” among us is not only
central to the TPM and HK Mapping technology, but it is unique to all sacred
writings.
Unlike all “isms,” including Buddhism, Platonism and modernism,
Christianity is not a set of timeless truths but a faith in a historical person and
historical events, the most important of which were miraculous: God’s
creation, law giving and prophet-inspiring, and Christ’s incarnation, death and
resurrection. [emphases mine] (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Historical vs.
Religious Questions)
This historic founded concept is summed in the RK Cone and placed in perspective to
model and theory boundaries on the HK Map in Figure 9. It is displayed with some
detail in Figure 16 as a key element in being able to measure truth of any type, but
especially knowledge-bound truth that spans more than one level of inquiry. Figure
30 also addresses some of these issues in terms of holistically mapping knowledge
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and truth (in terms of transformation). Dealing with revealed knowledge (RK) adds
some interesting and even exciting possibilities to research in the E, S, and N levels
of inquiry. HRD specific mapping conceptualizations are displayed in Figures 14 and
15.
Vincent expresses this dynamic well in his word study of John 1. In this
condensed passage he addresses three important directional concepts reflected on the
TPM’s U1↨T1 plumb line: God coming “downward” to man (discussed further in the
section on incarnation), God “dwelling” or identifying with us (as logos, or via
language and love; later to be addressed in the role of the Paraclete), and God
returning “upward” again (discussed further in the section on resurrection):
In the beginning was (ἐν ἀρχῇ ἦν) - With evident allusion to the first word of
Genesis. But John elevates the phrase from its reference to a point of time, the
beginning of creation, to the time of absolute pre-existence before any
creation, which is not mentioned until v. 3. This beginning had no beginning
(compare v. 3; 17:5; 1 John 1:1; Ephesians 1:4; Proverbs 8:23; Psalms 90:2).
This heightening of the conception, however, appears not so much in ἀρχή,
beginning, which simply leaves room for it, as in the use of ἦν, was, denoting
absolute existence (compare εἰμί, I am, John 8:58) instead of ἐγένετο, came
into being, or began to be, which is used in vv. 3, 14, of the coming into being
of creation and of the Word becoming flesh. Note also the contrast between
ἀρχή, in the beginning, and the expression ἀπ’ ἀρχῆς, from the beginning,
which is common in John’s writings (8:44; 1 John 2:7, 24; 3:8) and which
leaves no room for the idea of eternal pre-existence. “In Gen. 1:1, the sacred
historian starts from the beginning and comes downward, thus keeping us in
the course of time. Here he starts from the same point, but goes upward, thus
taking us into the eternity preceding time” (Milligan and Moulton). See
Colossians 1:15. This notion of “beginning” is still further heightened by the
subsequent statement of the relation of the Logos to the eternal God. The
ἀρχή must refer to the creation—the primal beginning of things; but if, in this
beginning, the Logos already was, then he belonged to the order of eternity.
“The Logos was not merely existent, however, in the beginning, but was also
the efficient principle, the beginning of the beginning. The ἀρχή (beginning),
in itself and in its operation dark, chaotic, was, in its idea and its principle,
comprised in one single luminous word, which was the Logos. And when it is
said the Logos was in this beginning, His eternal existence is already
expressed, and His eternal position in the Godhead already indicated thereby”
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(Lange). “Eight times in the narrative of creation (in Genesis) there occur, like
the refrain of a hymn, the words, And God said. John gathers up all those
sayings of God into a single saying, living and endowed with activity and,
intelligence, from which all divine orders emanate: he finds as the basis of all
spoken words, the speaking Word” (Godet). (Vincent, 1997b)
Like a non-mechanic driving a car by turning the ignition switch, steering the vehicle,
and keeping the gas tank full, many understandings of life and relationships can be
used just as simply by those who search revealed scriptures. Insights given by Christ
as to loving, dying, being a parent, rising above depression, performing work with
excellence, etc. are there to be used “as is” without having to test, prove, develop, or
research first. Many other aspects of life, like what investments to make, how to find
a job, and calculating the area of a circle are not mentioned directly by RK, but many
of those are easy to discover with some associated application, and all fall within the
boundaries of RK principles. This seeming ambiguity moves in the direction of a
dynamic transcendent relationship and daily communication imminence vs. the rote
compliance to numinous scripts and laws for living. RK is by design contemporary
knowledge, though bounded in historically founded text.
This RK inquiry technology can give human social scientists great latitude in
research, discovery, and application, but ultimately forces an often uncomfortable
dependence upon theological methodology (Montgomery, 1978, 1999). The T1
technology, as part of the RK Cone (Figure 6), can provide a standard technology by
which to measure those uncertain areas (Figures 9, 10, 16, and 28), saving a lot of
needless experimentation and perhaps even wasteful discovery time. Attention can
more adequately and efficiently be focused upon contemporary adaptation of
knowledge and its application. With the scholastic efficiency of the RK Cone, T1 can
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be seen as the holistic inquiry link (methodology) to truth, transformation, and
immortality – all important issues to every person. This can give the HRD
professional a decisive shortcut to initial theory and model building and testing, and
allow for time allocation to be reserved for the harder conceptualizations considered.
It can also allow for the prioritization of essential vs. less-essential subject areas.
The dynamics of the incarnation and resurrection
This is another essential issue area of RK knowledge mapping and TPM
model testing. Some writings present the incarnation as being more critical to
Christianity than the resurrection – which logically could not have happened without
first God coming among us (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994; Orr, 1998; Schaff, 1890). This is
ranking of importance is debatable, and is like trying to say that hydrogen is more
important than oxygen in the life-critical molecule of water (H2O). It is essentially a
meaningless argument. Both are equally important (Stwertka, 1998, p. 49). It does,
however, represent the first chronological event of the amazing identification of “God
in flesh” within the empirical, testable, factual world. Kreeft & Tacelli make this
point with clarity:
The essential difference between orthodox, traditional, biblical, apostolic,
historic, creedal Christianity and revisionist, modernist, liberal Christianity is
right here. The essential modernist revision is to see Christ simply as the ideal
man, or “the man for others”; as a prophet, rabbi, philosopher, teacher, social
worker, psychologist, psychiatrist, reformer, sage or magician—but not God
in the flesh. (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, The importance of the issue)
C. S. Lewis calls the Incarnation “myth become fact.” Scattered generously
throughout the myths of the ancient world is the strange story of a god who
came down from heaven. Some tell of a god who died and rose for the life of
man (e.g., Odin, Osiris and Mesopotamian corn gods). Just as the Garden of
Eden story and the Noah’s flood story appear in many different cultures,
something like the Jesus story does too. For some strange reason, many
people think that this fact—that there are many mythic parallels and
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foreshadowings of the Christian story—points to the falsehood of the
Christian story. Actually, the more witnesses tell a similar story, the more
likely it is to be true. The more foreshadowings we find for an event, the more
likely it is that the event will happen. (Ibid, Some clues to the possibility of
the doctrine)
It is 1) the miraculous reality of a “beyond-the-grasp-of-scientific-explanation” virgin
birth, and 2) the bold move of a “beyond-comprehension-Source (U1)” to become
flesh and identify with His creation, that places the incarnation issue within the realm
of the miraculous. The Triune God (U1) is outside any knowledge mapping
boundaries; this explains the location of U1 external to the knowledge areas on the
HK-Map (Figure 9) – God is simply all we know “plus,” or over unity (U1). The
greatest of thinkers have all arrived at this conclusion in one way or another.
In Vincent’s RK-guided dialogue above, the incarnation is inseparably logiclinked to the resurrection. What is now understood to be of primary importance to
any knowledge acquisition, understanding, and application, i.e., the process of
implanting believable and accessible truth into a complex world of matter, mind, and
meaning, began with the incarnation. Within the incarnation, God identifies with
man, and man identifies with God. The incarnation alone, however, does not
empower the RK Cone. Without the resurrection, the life-miracle possibility of
personal relationship to a living God, unfathomable love, and immortality would not
be truly conceivable, explainable, or attainable. The infinite number of confusions
about life, death, forgiveness, and man’s relationship to the physical world would
have no meaningful topologic possibility. Without the resurrection, biblical truth
would fall into the tautological loop of all the other great philosophies and plenteous
religious belief systems. With the historically verifiable resurrection, the believability
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of the teachings of the Father - through the Son and witnessed by the Holy Spirit and a host of others take on meaning within attestable reality. The resurrection gives
the self-interpretive arguments of the biblical text provability. It sets the lines of
authority for all knowledge standards centered in biblical revealed knowledge as
illustrated in Figure 16. It is the core element of credibility (Montgomery, 1978,
1999). Jesus is who He said he is (deity), and God can truly be known (absolute
truth), because he wants to be known (immanent). RK is His gift to science,
philosophy, theology, and to the average man as well.
Here are some important dimensions of the incarnation-resurrection to the
mapping of revealed knowledge. Other scholars have stated it well:
1. First, the dimension of tangibility and believability:
His authority in the church [and world] as revealer of truth and Lord of spirits
is not limited or completed within His earthly life. By His resurrection and
exaltation He lives on in the church. “Where two or three are gathered … in
my name, there am I in the midst of them” (Mt 18:20). “Lo, I am with you
always, even unto the end of the world” (Mt 28:20). Greater works than He
did in the flesh will be done in the church, because of His exaltation: (Jn
14:12); and by His sending the Paraclete, “Comforter” (American Revised
Version) (Jn 14:16). The Paraclete, which is the Holy Spirit, will teach the
disciples all things, and bring to their remembrance all that He said unto them
(Jn 14:26). He has many things to tell them which in the days of His flesh they
cannot receive, but the Spirit of truth shall guide them into all truth (Jn
16:12, 13). And the Paraclete is neither separated nor distinct from Him in
His exalted and permanent life (Jn 14:18, 28). Herein is the authority of Christ
made complete and permanent. His teaching, works and character, as facts
outside of men, even while He lived, and still more when He was dead, could
only partially and imperfectly rule their spirits. “Have I been so long time with
you, and dost thou not know me, Philip?” In the day of the Spirit’s revelation
“ye shall know that I am in my Father” (Jn 14:9, 20). Nor, again, did or could
He define the truth as it applied to every contingency throughout all time,
while He lived under the limitations of time and place. Such a revelation, if it
could have been given, would have been quite useless, for men can only
apprehend the truth progressively and in relation to the position they occupy
in time and place. But by His permanent spiritual presence in the church, He
enters into, inhabits and governs its whole life and determines for it what is
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true and right at every stage of its development. (See Forrest, Authority of
Christ, 202-3.) To ask whence Christ derives or how He possesses the
authority above described, is to raise the whole question of His metaphysical
existence. Empirically, we see it issuing from two facts which are essentially
one—His filial consciousness and His moral perfection. These chiefly are the
empirical facts which the church has sought to interpret and express in the
metaphysical doctrine of the Incarnation. [emphases mine] (See Forrest, op.
cit.)
The continuing presence of deity in the person of the Holy Spirit (GH) is represented
by the double arrowed line (, or CS) wedged between the incarnation line () and the
resurrection line () on the RK cone in Figure 6, and is an essential dynamic to the
concept (reality) of transformation. The references to completeness also link to the
TPM’s representation of the Trinity in terms of completeness (CTEMPLATE),
congruence (CESSENCE), and charism (CSYSTEMIC). Just as important is the historical,
testable nature of the incarnation. Thus, the time-dimensional aspects of the Trinity
can be illustrated. Note Figure 35 where God the father is symbolized as absolute
(GF = |CT|), God the Son is symbolized as (GS = CS), and God the Holy Spirit (GH
= CS).
This doctrine is an interpretation of facts. Those facts stand together. In the
midst of those facts, harmonizing with them, shedding light upon them and
receiving light from them, resting upon the same consentient testimony is the
statement, which is thus worded in the oldest symbol of our historical faith:
“Conceived by the Holy Spirit, Born of the Virgin Mary” (see &APOSTLES’
CREED). There is no adequate reason why the intelligent believer should feel
uncertain as to this statement of our holy religion. (Orr, 1998)
2. Second, the dimension of His identification with methods of inquiry:
The incarnation of the Logos Irenaeus represents both as a restoration and
redemption from sin and death, and as the completion of the revelation of God
and of the creation of man. In the latter view, as finisher, Christ is the perfect
Son of Man, in whom the likeness of man to God, the similitudo Dei, regarded
as moral duty, in distinction from the imago Dei, as an essential property,
becomes for the first time fully real. According to this the incarnation would
be grounded in the original plan of God for the education of mankind, and
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independent of the fall; it would have taken place even without the fall,
though in some other form. [emphases mine] (Schaff, 1890)
This passage explains why the revealed knowledge cone (inner cone or RK Cone) of
the HK Map is bounded by biblical knowledge alone. It is not closed, in that it links
internally to the U1T1 plumb line that moves upward into the infinity of God;
externally, on the empirical level, it is limited to plenary inspired and defined
scriptural text.
3. Third, the issue of anthropomorphic validity and understanding: First,
note that religion is anthropomorphic by nature:
But man’s making of God in his (man’s) own image takes place just because
God has made man in His own image. For the God, whom man makes for
himself, is, before all things, real—no mere construction of his intellect, no
figure or figment of his imagination, but the prius of all things, the Primal,
Originative Reality. Thus we see that any inadequacy springing out of the
anthropomorphic character of our religious knowledge or conceptions is not at
all so serious as might at first sight be supposed, since it is due merely to the
necessarily personalized or mediated character of all our knowledge
whatsoever. For all our experience is human experience, and, in that sense,
anthropomorphic. Only the most pitiful timidity will be scared by the word
“anthropomorphism,” … (Orr, 1998, 8. Anthropomorphism and Personalized
or Mediated Knowledge)
Second, note that Greeks struggled with this anthropomorphic nature:
It is a mere modern—and rather unillumined—abuse of the term
anthropomorphic which tries to affix it, as a term of reproach, to every
hypothetical endeavor to frame a conception of God. In the days of the
Greeks, it was only the ascription to the gods of human or bodily form that led
Xenophanes to complain of anthropomorphism. This Xenophanes naturally
took to be an illegitimate endeavor to raise one particular kind of being—one
form of the finite—into the place of the Infinite. Hence he declared, “There is
one God, greatest of all gods and men, who is like to mortal creatures neither
in form nor in mind.” (Orr, 1998, 10. Greek Thought)
Third, note that science and philosophy are anthropomorphic by nature:
As we have already hinted, however, religion is in no worse case in that
respect than science. For nothing is more idle than the pretension that science
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is less anthropomorphic than religion—or philosophy either—as if science
were not, equally with these, an outcome and manifestation of human
thinking! It is surely most obvious that the scientist, in any knowledge of
reality he may gain, can, no more than the religionist—or the metaphysician—
jump off his own shadow, or make escape from the toils of his own nature and
powers. For knowledge of any sort—whether religious or scientific or
philosophical—a certain true anthropomorphism is necessary, for it is of the
essence of rationality. Nature, of which science professes a knowledge, is
really a man-made image, like unto its human maker. Say what science will,
this is the objectively real of science—a cognition which, critically viewed, is
only subjectively valid. There is no other way by which science can know the
being of the world than after the human pattern. It is, however, a serious issue
that this human element or factor has often unduly penetrated the realm of the
Divine, subordinating it and dragging it down to human aims and conceptions.
(Orr, 1998, 12. Twofold Nature of the Anthropomorphic Difficulty)
Fourthly, note that God in Christ personified and clarified our anthropomorphic
identity as being “like but not” God:
We affirm that God in Christ, in revealing the fact of the likeness of man
being eternal in God, disclosed the true anthropomorphism of our knowledge
of God—it is with respect to the essential attributes and elements of personal
spirit. It is easy to see how the early ascriptions to God of the form and
members of the human body, and other non-essential accompaniments of
personality, arose. The scriptural representations as to God’s hand, eye, and
ear, were declared by Calvin to be but adaptations to the slow spiritual
progress of men—an infantile mode of talk, as Calvin puts it, like that of
nurses to children. But we have got finely clear of essential
anthropomorphism, if, with Isa 55:8, we fully recognize that God’s “thoughts
are not” our “thoughts,” nor God’s “ways” our “ways.”
(Orr, 1998, 14. God in Christ the True Solution)
The nature of other religions
The TPM model is centrally linked to the revealed knowledge base of historic
biblical text. This does not mean that the TPM cannot, or should not, “be helpful to”
and “used by” those who hold different religious persuasions. It does mean that
through the TPM the insights and wisdom from these texts have been made available
in a current and active holistic HRD model of the person. There are essentially 500
other classified religious options, categorized into 6 options, that the TPM could have
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chosen (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994). The Christianity option was chosen for its unique
knowledge mapping ability as displayed on the RK Cone in Figures 6 and 11. In
many cultures, HRD professionals must have a plan to deal with the other 6 religious
category options: agnosticism, atheism, polytheism, pantheism, deism, and
Unitarianism.
Kreeft and Tacelli have developed a 5 category comparative schema for
evaluating the genus of religion’s claims from the perspective of congruence with
Christian belief (1994). As such, they have the ability to discern the compatibility of
other religious categories with the TPM. Their schema is formatted into 5 basic
questions about other sacred knowledge claims: 1) Are they true? 2) Are they good
(moral)? 3) Are they salvific (Can they save you)? 4) Are they educative (Can
Christians learn from them)? And, 5) are they useful (Should Christians practice
things in them)? Even when evaluating Christian knowledge bases (not RK), there
are some interesting findings this schema produces:
Christians have traditionally been divided into three tendencies: the liberal
tendency is to answer yes as much as possible to these questions; the
conservative, especially fundamentalist, tendency, is to answer no; and the
mainline tradition has tended to answer partly yes and partly no. These
positions, and their labels, are not sharp and clearly defined, but tendencies.
We shall be defending mainly the traditional mainline position here, with a
more conservative than liberal slant. (Kreeft & Tacelli, Defining the Issues)
Each HRD professional will have to decide the approach most usable to their
particular situation and personal worldview. The point is, however, is that they now
have a set of tools in the HK-Map (Figure 11) and TPM model (Figure 19) whereby
they can directly deal with these everyday realities in the workplace.
The dynamics of dealing with varying belief systems of individuals
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In Western cultures, intentional identification with traditional religious, or
even non-religious belief systems in the workforce, is not the common practice of
most HR professionals. In fact, avoidance is the most common practice. HRD
professionals desiring to apply holistic understandings of the person to their
workforce need to understand some of the helpful categorizations that have been
researched to better understand their application of the TPM. One discipline/practice
that has meaningfully advanced these typologies is that of healthcare. With rising
costs, many institutions have experimented with alternative holistic methods for
patient health and wellness. One specific healthcare area of advancing research is
that of religion in medicine. Researchers have identified 4 “worlds” of spiritual
orientation held by most patients that may have some direct applicability when
utilizing a model of the person that can include this dimension. What is powerful
about this approach are the suggested response levels that have proven somewhat
successful in interacting with these 4 commonly held personal worldviews in helping
them attain their health goals.
All individuals fit into one of these 4 categories, and each one suggests a
different approach to holistic health care. The 4 worldview model converts well to
HRD professionals:
World AWorld A is a term representing a state of natural literalism, a world-view in
which the mythical and the literal are indistinguishable. Tillich calls this
condition the primitive period of individuals and groups wherein one cannot
separate the creations of symbolic imagination from facts which can be
verified through observation and experiment. He goes on to say that this stage
has a full right of its own and should not be disturbed, either in individuals or
in groups, up to the moment when (or if) a questioning mind breaks the
natural acceptance of the mythological visions as literal. (Gleason, 1999, p.
308)
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The research shows that World A individuals accept their world (surroundings,
including beliefs and values) basically as it is, and mostly with calm acceptance.
Authority is usually accepted without questioning. There seems to even be an
absence of anxiety and anger even in traumatic situations, especially with respect to
spiritual things. Any mention of these areas is usually accepted with appreciation,
although they are not sought. The standard relationship response to them is just one
of “being there (Ibid.).” The HRD professional would be free to share any of the
TPM syntax and constructs with World A individuals without fear of offense or
violation of their personal belief systems. In most cases they would be appreciative
of the holistic approach to their needs. One of the defining qualities of World A
persons is that they are so constructed intellectually, emotionally and spiritually that
they remain “approachable World A people” their entire lives – thus, there is never a
fear of crossing any offensively perceived line with them in respectful conversation,
regardless of the subject.
World BIf a moment does arrive in which the questioning mind breaks the natural
acceptance of parental, cultural, or religious visions as literal, and if, for
psychodynamic or other reasons, the uncertainty of broken myth is too
threatening, one enters a state of conscious or repressed literalism here defined
as World B. In this condition an individual is aware of questions, but
suppresses or represses them. The tool of suppression or repression is usually
an acknowledged authority with sacred qualities, such as scripture, clergy, or
tradition, to which one owes unconditional surrender. (Ibid., 309)
When World B people are in a position of weakness (or subjected to authority in
some cases) they can be volatile. Part of the reason is that they do not consciously
question their belief systems, and may overreact to any alternative system is
suggested or their current conscious paradigms are questioned.
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Milton Rokeach’s research suggests that the World B person would have
difficulty “receiving, evaluating, and acting on relevant information on its own
intrinsic merits” due to their “need to allay anxiety,” and need to respond to “the
pressures of reward and punishment exerted by parents, peers, other authority figures,
reference groups, and social, institutional, and cultural norms (Ibid.).” The religious
care giver has the task of discerning the held beliefs and responding accordingly. The
accepted (and often wanted or sought out) response is that something is “done” for
them, i.e., prayer, sacraments, referrals, etc. For the HRD professional, World B
people would respond to asking, translating, and then responding to perceived needs
as it relates to the TPM model and constructs. The “doing” is often appreciated by
World B individuals, and rewarded, depending upon the maturity and social strengths
of the individual.
World C –
If a moment does arrive in which the questioning mind breaks the natural
acceptance of mythological visions as literal; and if, for psychodynamic
reasons, the uncertainty of broken myth is not too threatening, one enters a
state of demythologization, broken myth, or World C, in which one of two
reactions can be expected. The first possible reaction is to renounce all belief
in one's given parental, cultural, or religious heritage and no longer to
recognize any external parental, cultural, or religious authority out of a sense
of one's own strengthened inner authority. The other, more subtle reaction
within the religious realm is to recognize symbol or myth as not to be
understood literally, but rather as pointing to deep truths which cannot be fully
proscribed or literally limited. This recognition, this ability to temper the truth
according to external religious authority from one's own experience, intuition,
and sense of inner authority, is the more moderate way to be in World C.
(Ibid.)
World C people tend to either reject truth presented by most authorities or filter it as
needing to be redefined within their own “own critical/analytical and intuitive mental
processes (Ibid., 310).” This is done in the sense of getting to the deeper meaning of
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any truth presented, and is not in any way hostile – just passively resistive.
Rokeach’s research has likened World C people to self-actualizers who are
open to belief systems and not likely to react irrationally or emotively. It is their safe
way of dealing with (minimizing) pressures and intrusions to currently held beliefs.
Health care givers use a peer-level, “give-and-take” approach to meeting the needs of
these individuals (Ibid.). For the HRD professional, World C persons would respond
well to professionalism, and sophisticated tools like the HK-Map or the TPM. They
are intellectually and socially strong enough to make up their own minds, and many
enjoy new world views.
World D –
Whereas, some religious World C citizens are able and willing to remain in
traditional communities of faith, translating the meanings of their religious
language from literal to symbolic or mythic and back again in their sharing
with Worlds A and B friends, others are not willing or able to do so, and feel
that they must leave those faith communities on a search for entirely new
symbols, myths, and the language to describe them. For the World D citizen,
religious truth is to be discovered and claimed solely by virtue of one's own
inner authority. The quester could reject all use of religious language, could
use religious language in deference to cultural expectations only, or could
express doubt or hesitation in the use of religious language. If sufficient trust
is established, the quester could present radical, even shocking, religious
ideas. (Ibid., 311-12)
Gleason calls the World D people “solitary sojourners,” who almost embrace
doubt as “traveling companions on the journey (Ibid., 312).” He notes that care
givers often feel estranged to these individuals, as most care givers relate personally
to Worlds A, B, or C. As an interesting observation, he believes that those who have
completed the cycle and have settled upon some (usually non-conformist) belief
structure are often categorized as religious geniuses. It is dealing with those still on
the journey that presents a challenge. The most likely need of these individuals, in
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terms of spiritual care, is much like World A people – they respond to genuine,
caring, “presence.”
In a social-professional environment where sensitivities are often high and
where professionals face pressures to not “offend,” these general cues to
understanding the typologies of needs and responses to belief systems may be helpful.
The dynamics of subjectivism and skepticism
Intellectualism is the home of subjective skepticism, and as such, must be
addressed in light of the use of RK in this research. To be noted below, skepticism
has 5 basic arguments that have been considered and balanced in this study, all
dealing with the subjectivist roots of the philosophy. The central theme of
subjectivism is that truth cannot be known (Kreeft & Tacelli). The basic defense
against this crippling intellectual rationale is in the tautological loop argument of
Chapter 2, but needs to be expanded upon briefly, as HRD professionals using the
TPM will eventually deal with it directly and perhaps even often.
The sources of subjective thinking are natural and many. Foremost in reasons
is that in the Western society, there is a desire to be accepted. This links with the
TPM displayed needs (units) of belonging, worth, and fulfillment in life. Another
reason is that developmentally, the adolescent system state of growth (addressed
below) also promotes this idea, as youth want to “shock” adults, and you can always
get more attention by being counter-culture. Many adults never grow out of this
adolescent behavior, and the Western cultures reinforce subjectivism by idolizing
stand-alones as icons of individuality (Ibid). Another source is the litigious
inclination of modernism that restrains many who desire to hold healthy standards.
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Public media exacerbates this by tending to ridicule any predisposition for holding
individuals responsible for rule-based objective thinking. “How can anyone impose
their standards on anyone else?” It is the authority question revisited in the public
arena. HRD professionals face this in a microcosmic way in large corporate systems.
The resulting narcissistic standardization of subjectivism thus makes the thoughts of
“submitting to an Almighty” quite frightening and constricting rather than liberating
and empowering. While this study was being written, media seemed amazed that a
professional football player, Pat Tillman, would give up a several million dollar
contract to serve in Iraq and Afghanistan, and even more shocked that he did it
because he held “honor of country” higher than wealth or fame (Baum, 2004). This
illustration points to perhaps the deepest sources of subjectivism - materialism (both
in theory and practice) and moral sensualism:
In theory, it usually begins in empiricism, as Plato shows in his “Theaetetus”;
for empirical appearances are indeed relative (the same orange tastes bitter to
you, sweet to me). In practice, subjectivism usually begins in America’s two
favorite materialistic occupations: consumerism and eroticism, greed and lust.
Almost always, the practice comes before the theory; moral sensualism
precedes epistemological sensualism. Addicts cannot see objective truth
clearly. (Kreeft & Tacelli, The Origin of Subjectivism)
In modern society, there are three major branches of philosophical
subjectivism: Kantianism, Hegelianism, and pantheism. Three summary statements
of these positions from Kreeft and Tacelli are included for review. Note that all of
them can be answered by the tautological loop argument!
1. KANTIANISM SUMMARY; All in the mind:
He thought his “Copernican revolution” was the only way to account for our
scientific knowledge of the universe. He also believed all minds were
constituted in the same way, so his theory was certainly not an individualism
or relativism. And he believed that there was a reality that appeared to us, that
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gave us things to know. But he thought we could never know these “things in
themselves” as they were, independent of our consciousness; for all their
knowable content came from us—like a message in a bottle that washes up on
the beach of a castaway’s island: only it’s a message he wrote himself. (Ibid.)

2. HEGELIANISM SUMMARY; All about time:
Hegel’s “historicism” claims that all reality is a historical process, even God,
even truth. Truth changes with history, as we, its subjects, change. We are
temporal. Even our minds are temporal. We change our minds as often as we
change our clothes. Our knowledge of God is conditioned by time. Aquinas
knew more about God than Jeremiah did. But God is not conditioned as we
are. What Hegel did was to project his own temporality out onto the divine
object. (This is a vast oversimplification of what is in fact a very subtle
theory by an extremely complex thinker, but this is its bottom line.) (Ibid.)
3. PANTHEISM SUMMARY; All about everything:
Pantheism literally means that everything is God and God is everything; there
is only one real being, and the things and persons that seem different and
distinct from each other are in the last analysis really only parts or aspects or
appearances of the one being, or God. As the Hindu Upanishads put it, “one”
is the word of truth, “two” is the word of error. According to pantheism,
ordinary thinking makes three main “errors of two,” or dualisms: (a) the
God/world distinction, (b) the God/self distinction and (c) the self/world
distinction. This last distinction is the distinction between the knowing self
and the objective world known. Thus pantheism denies objective truth. (Ibid.)
Measures of Truth
The TPM utilizes the U1T1 plumb line as the central measure (or standard)
for truth as embedded in the RK Cone. There are at least 5 competing theories of
measuring truth to this approach that would be helpful for the HRD professional to
keep in mind when utilizing the TPM: Pragmatist Theories, Empiricist Theories,
Rationalist Theories; Coherence Theories, and Emotive Theories. In light of this, the
TPM could be labeled either a Holistic Knowledge (HK) Theory, or a Revealed
Knowledge Theory, depending upon the audience.
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1. Pragmatist theories emphasize truth that works in a practical manner.
William James, in his book The Varieties of Religious Experience, presents this
measurement standard (1968). The TPM has not chosen this approach, for as G. E.
Moore points out, “truth cannot mean ‘what works’ or ‘what is practical,’ because
what is true is not always practical (e.g., death) and what is practical is not always
true (e.g., a ‘successful’ lie) (Kreeft & Tacelli).”
2. Empiricist theories emphasize measuring truth by what makes sense. On
the surface, empirical truth is what is observable, but as has been pointed out multiple
times in this study, all empiricists adopt some a prior system of belief and then go
“objectively” on from there – a sort of “linguistic confusion (Ibid.).” The TPM has
not chosen this approach to validate truth because not all things observable are true
(e.g., mirages) and not all true things are observable (e.g. certain properties of light
particles). Instead, the TPM incorporates this measurement method into its triadic
approach as an essential element of truth verification, but not the sole standard.
3. Rationalist theories emphasize truth is provable through reason, or rational
understanding. Logic alone illustrates that not all truth can be proven, and this
unwittingly defaults rationalists to the same camp as the objectivists they despise,
both religious and scientific. The TPM has not chosen this essentially irrational
approach because it limits truth to tautological reasoning and foregoes the superior
and existing unlimited boundaries of RK.
4. Coherence theories are a bit tricky, but they tend to measure truth by
looking at the coherence (or harmony) of ideas, regardless as to whether they operate
from an open or closed system. While this would seem to be the best location for the
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TPM in its quest for holistic thinking, it falls short as does its advocates like Spinoza
and Hegel, and ends up on the tragic tautological loop of “self-defining-self.” The
TPM has not chosen this approach because it has found one that puts U1 outside its
system of thinking and RK fully accessible in the empirical triad of research.
5. Emotive theories measure truth by what feels right. Although this is not
held formally by most philosophers, it is often practiced in an existential lifestyle of
doing what feels right. As mentioned in the empiricist theory approach, this also
tends to create linguistic confusion. What feels right is not always true (ask any
pilot), and what is true cannot always be felt (ask any parent trying to express love to
a teenager). The TPM, for obvious reasons, has rejected this approach.
The TPM recognizes many elements of truth in most religious and
philosophical systems, and has presented a way, through the HK Map, of comparing
them for usefulness in any HRD application.
Descriptive Research as Non-Tautological and Holistic
The TPM and HK Mapping approach to knowledge verification has once
again validated the theologian’s continual work in understanding and explaining the
value of revealed knowledge to each generation and in relationship to each new
scientific discovery. It has also justified the need for constant and aggressive
philosophic and scientific discovery. The empirical data of revealed knowledge (RK)
never changes, but the understanding of that knowledge and one’s ability to apply it
to persons, organizations, and cultures is (or should be) continuously improving on
every level of inquiry. This is different from contextualizing scripture or submitting
its validation to human interpretation, as those approaches place the burden on
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matching experiences and observations to revealed knowledge, not vice-versa, as
displayed in Figures 12-3. The TPM’s triadic RK approach does not recognize the
Church as having the final authority concerning knowledge, as it assumed in
Augustinian’s day, to be able to dictate and impose its views upon science; nor does
the TPM give any scientist the role, as in the cases of Laplace or Pike, to declare God
irrelevant. Its position is that both the Church and science gain their authority from
RK, and their roles must include cooperative dialogue (not Babel-bound - i.e.,
linguistic - confusion). The tension between the transcendent nature of knowledge
and the immanent nature of knowledge is at best difficult to navigate, for it demands
both submission and relationship – two items not easy for intelligentsia to supply.
As discussed in chapter 2, this approach to knowledge attainment and
verification has given the disciplines of empirically-based physical science,
subjectively-based behavioral science, and numinous-based theology a triadic set of
roles and responsibilities to cooperate in their various methods of inquiry. It has
placed the Church in a subservient role to scripture as well, as displayed in Figure 11.
Thus, the axis of truth (the U1↨T1 plumb line) engages in a contemporary (often
exciting in terms of discovery and application) measure of current information,
knowledge, and wisdom attainment (Figures 14-16). Empirical, existential, and
mystical statements of validity have been considered subservient, dependent measures
in the pursuit of knowledge (epistemology) and meaning (ontology), and all
subservient to non-tautological knowledge (numinous, biblical revealed knowledge).
With this approach, the ultimate authority on knowledge validity (the Trinity, or
U1↨T1) has once again been rightfully established as a paradox - outside of the
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inadequacy of human definition (H. K. KJV, Cor. 13:12), but yet intimately and
absolutely knowable, as displayed on the HK-Map (Figure 16) through the
Montgomery RK Cone.
For the TPM, a distinction has been made in terms of internal and external
validity, and the primary source of its Gestalts. The Source has been intelligently and
logically accepted by its own claims to be internally and externally valid - de facto.
The TPM model has been established through descriptive research as internally valid
via Dubin’s process of homological convergence in its transition to externally valid
measures by its applicability across time-tested disciplines. This has removed the
TPM from the time limited existential validity (consensus) into continuous practical
verifiability (usefulness, as desired by HRD theorists and practitioners). As such, its
testing will never be complete, and validation in terms of usefulness (but not
authenticity) will continue in each generation of scholarship. Its holistic constructs
can therefore apply to all of creation - believers and non-believers alike, as has been
discussed in the section on boundaries below. The objective essence of truth, unless
rejected by the individual, has been stamped upon each human subject as a precursor
to connection with U1↨T1 knowledge verification. HRD professionals can effectively
use its constructs in both religious and non-religious settings through their choice of
HRDS or AS.

Theoretical Research Phase: Constructing the Initial Model
The Tri-Person Matrix Gestalt
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In review, Dubin states that “Theories give the scientist opportunity to
develop understanding of the relations [among] units upon which he focuses (1969, p.
25).” He supports this view with two powerful paradoxes, the first of which he calls
the “precision paradox:”
The precision paradox may be summarized as follows: It is possible to
achieve high precision in predicting when changes in system states will occur
and what states will succeed each other, without possessing knowledge of how
the system operates. Furthermore, we can predict individual values of
variables without knowing the connection between the forecasting indices and
the outcome predicted. (1969, p. 17)
The Tri-Person Matrix has utilized the dynamics of the precision paradox, with an
analysis of the units of the model and without regard to interpretation or prediction.
Its primary gestalts have been tested for validity against revelatory knowledge, and
then refined for usability by non-revelatory knowledge, but not at the expense of any
denial of its premises. While this submissive approach may seem limiting to some, it
is actually an “un-” bounding of knowledge inquiry, since by reporting the findings
from RK the model is both timeless and eternal in nature. It is analogous with the
clay trusting the potter, as discussed by Paul in Romans 9 (NIV). The difficult
element in this approach for some is the acknowledgement that what is being studied
cannot ever be completely understood. The advantage for others is that it changes the
foci from finding to acknowledging and from invention to application. His second
paradox is called the “power paradox:”
The power paradox may be summarized as follows: A theoretical model that
focuses on the analysis of processes of interaction may contribute significantly
to understanding. This understanding may be achieved by limiting the system
being analyzed, by simplifying its variables and/or laws of interaction among
them, and by focusing on broad relationships among variables. Understanding
of process, when achieved, does not necessarily provide the basis for accuracy
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of prediction about the reality being modeled by the theoretical system. (p.
23)
The Tri-Person Matrix research phase 1 (this chapter) has first attempted to get the
“arrow landing parameters” right in the descriptive research literature review phase,
and has then attempted to “draw more accurate rings” around it through the phase 2
empirical interview questionnaire testing phase (Chapter 4). This has involved some
further delimitation due to the number of variables generated (131 potential basic
relationships were identified) and resulting attempt to isolate those most usable for
HRD professionals (fewer than 20 testable relationships were projected for empirical
testing).
The Basic God-Person Matrix
Figure 17, Diagram A presents the basic God-Man matrix generated from
Genesis, Chapter 1, “…Created in the image of God… ,” and supporting scripture
that describes man as a tripartite being, e.g., 1 Thessalonians 5:23 “And the very God
of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be
preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,” and God as a triune
Deity, e.g., Galatians 4:6 “And because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of
his Son into your hearts, crying, Abba, Father.” The word triune embodies the
concept of 3 persons as one, i.e., “…consisting of three in one, especially the
Trinity… (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980b, p. 2238).” The word tripartite embodies the
concept of 1 person as being in three parts, i.e., “…divided into or composed of three
parts… (Barnhart & Barnhart, p. 2236). The term Tri-Person Matrix is linked to the
word tripersonal, defined as “…relating to the three persons of the Godhead (Ibid.).”
Thus, as stated in syllogisms foundational to this research, the Tri-Person Matrix title
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embodies the concept that the understanding of the biblical triune God is essential to
an understanding of the person made in His image.
There is a school of theological thought that sees man as a bipartite unity,
essentially consisting of material (physical features) and immaterial (non-physical
features) dimensions. As is presented later, this is a rational and acceptable viewpoint
for many reasons, but not the only, and in the case of the TPM, not the preferred
viewpoint. Ryrie states “That man is bipartite in nature is undebatable (Ryrie, 1986,
Chapter 32).” His position is somewhat reactionary to Plato’s dualism, Aristotle’s
questionable view on transformation, and Thomas Aquinas’ views that were basically
adapted by the Catholic Church. His major concerns tend to hover around the
tendency of early tripartite supporters to divide and prioritize the elements of man.
He states that, “Trichotomy, popular or formal, cannot be substantiated logically,
analogically, or scripturally (Ibid., B. Not Trichotomy "cut in three parts").” Nothing
could be further from the truth, and as is covered below; the tripartite view of the
person as utilized by the TPM does not “sever” person into pieces, but actually serves
to better explain their holistic integration as a complex creation. The Hebrews 14
passage in which he denotes the dividing of the soul and spirit is a reference to the
ability to comprehend in terms of “fullness of understanding,” and is thus could be
interpreted as the exact opposite of Ryrie’s interpretation. The Word completes,
enhances, and operationalizes the image of God in man, and indeed makes him
tripartite in God’s very triune image.
Much like the TPM, Augustine and others have experimented with linking the
tripartite nature of man and the triune nature of God:
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He distinguishes in man being, which answers to the Father, knowledge or
consciousness, which answers to the Son, and will, which answers to the Holy
Ghost.3-1434 A similar trinity he finds in the relation of mind, word, and love;
again in the relation of memory, intelligence, and will or love, which differ,
and yet are only one human nature (but of course also only one human
person). (Schaff, 1890, 131. The Post-Nicene Trinitarian Doctrine of
Augustine)
One can see Ryrie’s valid concern in the above passage. The confusion is
compounded by Paul’s varied usage (combinations and separations) of the body, soul,
and spirit along with other linked syntax such as heart, soul, mind, and strength.
Vincent points this out in a passage from 1 Thessalonians. Note how he solves the
issues of wholeness, part, and divisions without denying the tripartite nature of the
person:
Wholly (holoteleis). Predicate adjective in plural (holos, whole, telos,
end), not adverb holotelōs. Late word in Plutarch, Hexapla, and in
inscription A.D. 67 (Moulton and Milligan, Vocabulary). Here alone in N.T.
Here it means the whole of each of you, every part of each of you, “through
and through” (Luther), qualitatively rather than quantitatively. Your spirit and
soul and body (humōn to pneuma kai hē psuchē kai to sōma). Not
necessarily trichotomy as opposed to dichotomy as elsewhere in Paul’s
Epistles. Both believers and unbelievers have an inner man (soul psuchē,
mind nous, heart kardia, the inward man ho esō anthrōpos) and the outer
man (sōma, ho exō anthrōpos). But the believer has the Holy Spirit of God,
the renewed spirit of man (1 Corinthians 2:11; Romans 8:9-11). Be preserved
entire (holoklēron tērētheiē). First aorist passive optative in wish for the
future. Note singular verb and singular adjective (neuter) showing that Paul
conceives of the man as “an undivided whole” (Frame), prayer for the
consecration of both body and soul (cf. 1 Corinthians 6). The
adjective holoklēron is in predicate and is an old form and means complete
in all its parts (holos, whole, klēros, lot or part). There is to be no deficiency
in any part. Teleios (from telos, end) means final perfection. (Vincent,
1997d, Verse 5:23)
The difference in this study is that the TPM does not separate the three aspects of
man, but scripturally integrates and links “each part holistically” to the Trinity in a
matrix. The analysis below will further support the tripartite view, but does not deny
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the usability of a bipartite view. The body-soul-spirit analysis in the pages following
will show that the syntax-semantic linkages suggest an almost impossible
understanding of the soul’s inter-workings, and suggest that the more important
argument should be over the holistic integration of the aspects of the person rather
than a debate as to the exact separations of the centers of volition, conscience,
emotions and the will (key aspects of the soul as related to the body and spirit).
Important to note here, however, is that the person can indeed be supported as
tripartite in nature (Kee, 1993) without violation to biblical RK.
The resulting matrix contains 9 cells, i.e., 1 – 9 (Diagram F17: A), and 9
column/row intersects, i.e., A1-C3 (Diagram F17: B). Key to the testing of the theory
are the 9 God-Man “image↔links” formed by this matrix (Diagram F17: B):
FATHER↔BODY, SON↔BODY, HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY, FATHER↔SOUL,
SON↔SOUL, HOLY SPIRIT↔SOUL, FATHER↔SPIRIT, SON↔SPIRIT, HOLY
SPIRIT↔SPIRIT. For the purposes of this research, and for political sensitivities of
this age, the term “man,” which is non-gendered in the biblical text related to this
study, has been referred to as “person,” which is non-gendered for most HRD
audiences. Thus, Figure 17 could also be correctly titled as The Basic God-Person
Matrix, and the 9 God-Man image↔links can be referred to as the 9 God-Person
image↔links. Unless gender is specifically an issue, the terms person and man will
be used interchangeably, but the term person will be preferred.
As noted in the section on author bias, the awareness of this matrix came
through both academic and personal experiences. Figure 18, Diagram A displays the
3 formula gestalts that contributed to the basic Tri-Person Matrix gestalt (note sub A:
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1, sub A: 2, and sub A: 3 on the diagram). Each formula is displayed in two syntax
sets, the Human Resources Development Syntax (HRDS), and the Academic Syntax
(AS). The separation of each set was somewhat arbitrary in that both sets represent
the same God-person image↔links (units). The academic set is less concerned with
practicability, while the HRD set is aimed at market-place usability. In many settings
both may serve well in adding a depth dimension to the understanding of the model.
In some cases the word choices could have been the same, but for model clarity and
the goals of this study including model depth and testing, different words have been
chosen for each set of syntax. Each cell represents a unique unit, or God-person
“image↔link,” between God’s personhood and man’s personhood (Diagram F17: C).
Each image↔link concept, by design, has both a HRD syntax (HRDS) and an
academic syntax (AS) associated to that singular “image↔link.” Note the following
9 image↔link combinations:
Cell #1, or A1, represents the image↔link of God the Father (GF) in the Body
(soma) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of
DESIGN (HRDS) and significance (AS).
Cell #2, or B1, represents the image of God the Son (GS) in the Body (soma)
of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of NEEDS
(HRDS) and security (AS).
Cell #3, or C1, represents the image of God the Holy Spirit (GH) in the Body
(soma) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of
RELATIONSHIP (HRDS) and service (AS).
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Cell #4, or A2, represents the image of God the Father (GF) in the Soul
(psuche) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of
BELONGING (HRDS) and family (AS).
Cell #5, or B2, represents the image of God the Son (GS) in the Soul (psuche)
of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of WORTH
(HRDS) and love (AS).
Cell #6, or C2, represents the image of God the Holy Spirit (GH) in the Soul
(psuche) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of
COMPETENCE (HRDS) and health (AS). Health in this cell will
refer to emotional health, or health of character development, and the
term “emotional health” will be used interchangeably with the term
“health.”
Cell #8, or A3, represents the image of God the Father (GF) in the Spirit
(pneuma) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of
VOCATION (HRDS) and calling (AS).
Cell #8, or B3, represents the image of God the Son (GS) in the Spirit
(pneuma) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of
MOTIVATION (HRDS) and energy (AS).
Cell #9, or C3, represents the image of God the Holy Spirit (GH) in the Spirit
(pneuma) of the person. This unit is initially described in terms of FIT
(HRDS) and fulfillment (AS).
Sharing and dialog (i.e., verbal piloting stage with several colleagues)
concerning the initially selected terms did yield positive results, with those reviewing
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the terms feeling that the two syntax sets were not confusing, and were actually
helpful in explaining each other. The final model presentation in chapter 5 reflects
practical changes to the initial gestalt syntax choices resulting from both phase 1 and
phase 2 research events. Dubin’s research processes were used to further look at the
need to refine these, as can be seen in this chapter and in chapter 4. The initial TPM
gestalt is shown in Diagram F18: B, with both HRDS and AS included. This basic
template was used for the descriptive research literature review and analysis below.
Symbols assigned to the TPM variables are displayed in Figure 19 with initial
explanations. Variable refinements have been presented progressively throughout
this study. Each cell (Dubin’s “unit” concept), with its two syntax image↔link
descriptors, has 5 basic relationships that are of interest in the descriptive research
literature review. These are illustrated in Diagram F20: A, explained in Diagram
F20: B, and summarized together in Diagram F20: C. These 5 identified relationships
for each cell provided the general search pattern for descriptive research and
discovery, and guidance concerning the selection of empirical unit indicators utilized
in phase 2 (chapter 4) of this research.
With this added insight, the columns can be seen as “Stages,” and the rows
can be seen as “Levels” in the TPM. Stages are keyed to Cabush’s Developmental
Model (Figure 24), and have been discussed in some detail in the section of vertical
laws of relationship (VLR). His model is very helpful in that his research ties each
stage of personal development with an image↔link to the Trinity. This linkage has
been discussed further in the section on system states below. It is important to look at
two additional title-descriptors tied to each of the stages; one refers to the “type of
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thinking” related to each person of the trinity link (i.e., template, essence, and
systemic), and the second refers to a central descriptor of a “key functional role”
represented by each member of the trinity (i.e., completeness, congruence, and
charism). Each set of trinity descriptors contributes to an increased understanding of
the corresponding aspect within each image↔link stage of the person. They are nontraditional, in that they are not principally seen as theological conceptions, yet they
support a theological perspective of the Triune nature of God in the person. They are
more operational in approach, geared to HRD utility, yet testable in nature. Although
every person of the trinity is essentially equal in terms of their individually being
God, they each have special representations and roles within scripture that help
individuals better relate to their functions and corresponding image↔link similarities
and they are time-linked in terms of how they have been revealed in scripture, as
noted in Figure 35, column 3.
For the TPM, God the Father (GF) is seen in terms of completeness (CT) and
in terms of template (T). He is completeness in that He is all-in-all. Everything
comes from the Father. In Him nothing is lacking. He possesses omniscience,
omnipotence, omnipresence, etc. There is nothing greater. He is the “template” for
all creation. He is the principle designer and architect. In Him all blueprints and
patterns exist that can ever exist. He is the pattern maker. He “formed” all of
creation from his being. These terms are integrated, in that the template (T) aspect
also includes the concept of completeness (CT). Completeness is thus symbolized as
C to the power of T, or CTemplate, CT, or |CT|, depending upon the contextual emphasis.
This reflects the infinite, absolute, power of template in completeness.
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God the Son (GS) is seen in terms of essence (E) and in terms of congruence
(CE). He represents the essential qualities of energy, life, and light. He is center. He
is the essence of congruence, or bringing all things meaningfully together. All of
time is calculated as moving toward his incarnation (BC) and from his earthly
presence and resurrection (AD). He cumulated the ages of Law and Grace and
initiated the age of the Holy Spirit. He alone was “all God” and “all man,” the
ultimate of congruence. These terms are integrated, in that the essence (E) aspect also
includes the concept of congruence (CE). Congruence is thus symbolized as C to the
power of E, or CEssence, CE, or CE, depending upon the contextual emphasis. This
reflects the infinite, incarnate-resurrected, power of essence in congruence.
God the Holy Spirit (GH) is seen in terms of systemic (S) and in terms of
charism (CS). He is systemic in that he is like the wind, coming and going without
known limits or apparent predictability of patterns. He is in all places, seen when He
wishes to be seen, working as he wishes to work. He is charism (similar to charis,
charisma, or charismatic, but more powerful (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980a, p. 343)) in
that He empowers and makes things happen. Charism is best as defined as grace for
living and accomplishing the meaningful aspects of life. Adjustments to the final
practical model have replaced this syntax with the word “Choices,” a term supported
in Romans for the work of GH, but charism was the operative word for both research
stages. Charism symbolizes that fact that every created person is endowed with gifts
of trait and personality for abundant living. It is that ability to form relationships,
make things happen, make good choices, and be positively productive in the real
world. GH is the systemic (ever present and capable) resource fulfilling the will of
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the Father and enabling the promises of the Son. These terms are integrated, in that
the systemic (S) aspect also includes the concept of charism (CS). Charism is thus
symbolized as C to the power of S, or CSystemic, CS, or ↨CS↨, depending upon the
contextual emphasis.

This reflects the infinite power and real-time presence of the

systemic dimension in Charism. All of these descriptor sets have a natural flow that
helps relate God’s image to the image of the person. These potential understandings,
relationships, and measures are illustrated in Figure 22, and have been discussed
under vertical laws of relationship (VLR). They provided input and guidance to the
36 horizontal relationship search patterns for the descriptive research below and for
testing elements of relationship utilized in phase 2 of this research.
These descriptors were also selected because they link to each level in a
natural progression and system of logic. The template (T) concept is easily associated
with DESIGN (BT) and (significance - TB); BELONGING (DT) and (family - TD);
and VOCATION (NT) and (calling - TN). Note that the symbol T is used as an
identifier for each unit’s image↔links. The academic syntax, which is vertically
focused, uses the T as the major identifier with the level descriptor as the superscript.
Vertical focus refers to the fact that the logic relationships move up and down from
the stage descriptor “Template.” The HRD syntax, which more practically
emphasizes the horizontal relationships, uses the level indicators (B, or BL for
BEHAVIORAL LEVEL, D or DL for DEVELOPMENTIAL LEVEL, and N or NL
for NUMINOUS LEVEL) as the superscript. Thus, each unit identifier can be
located in relationship to the God-person linkage (image↔link) and its syntax
emphasis. Each unit’s syntax, regardless of the focus (HRDS or AS) contains the
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same two identifiers, with the superscript emphasizing the minor relationship and the
primary letter revealing the directional focus.
For example, the concept of essence (E) is easily associated with NEEDS (BE)
and (security - EB); WORTH (DE) and (love - ED); and MOTIVATION (NE) and
(energy - EN). Note that the horizontal HRDS focused terms use E as the superscript,
and the vertical AS focused terms use E as the primary descriptor with the levels as
the superscript. Finally, the concept of systemic (S) is easily associated with
RELATIONSHIP (BS) and (service - SB); COMPETENCE (DS) and (health - SD); and
FIT (NS) and (fulfillment - SN). These relationships have been discussed under
horizontal understandings, as illustrated in Figure 21. The horizontal levels are also
keyed to Montgomery’s “Theologian’s Craft” Model (Figures 2 and 3), and are
reinforced by the fact that they match (although inverted) to the levels of inquiry that
he delineates. Subtleties of the soul (psuche) level (also interchangeably called a
dimension) have been discussed under system states. Thus, the TPM has three levels,
or three horizontal dimensions. They have provided the 36 vertical relationship
search patterns as a guide for the descriptive research below and for refining
descriptive elements of relationship in phase 2 of this research.
There are 45 essential variables (links) associated with the understandings,
relationships, and measures of the units. In addition, there are 36 basic horizontal
variables (link patterns) and 36 vertical variables (link patterns) of the TPM, with an
additional 14 relationships that have guided the descriptive research, as noted in
Figure 23: Centric and Diagonal Understandings, Relationships and Measures. This
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initial design provided a template for collecting primary unit and relationship
observations (131 basic variables in all) about the model.

Theoretical Research Phase: Literature Review
Literature Review Strategy
The literature review process for each of Dubin’s 4 sections below has
followed an investigation pattern that has given primary attention to the richest source
of knowledge about T1, i.e., the four gospels, which contain the highest concentration
of the words of Jesus (Kreeft & Tacelli, Chapter 7). The next deliberations of study
were centered upon other New Testament knowledge, and then progressed to a study
of Old Testament knowledge. The descriptive literature review research pattern
continued with a review of publications in the fields of pastoral counseling, theology,
HRD, HRM, OD, and psychology. Theological works were often linked with NT and
OT knowledge reviews when the overlap justified their focus upon primary revealed
biblical knowledge. Other disciplines were included in the search as appropriate.
The delimited (targeted) 131 understandings, relationships, and measures
illustrated in figures 20-3 were sought as potential insights into the model refinement
and applicability. The final goal of this phase of research was to refine the 9 unit
concepts of the Tri-Person Matrix into an academic syntax (AS) and more
importantly HRD syntax (HRDS) for empirical testing. These descriptive and
empirical testing strategies were patterned after the research flow as suggested by
Dubin. The goal was to discover at least 3 horizontal, 3 vertical relationships, 2
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diagonal and/or centric relationships, 3 system states, and at least 2 acceptable
domains for the model testing phase, or a total of at least 20 testable features.
Dubin’s Step 1; Tri-Person Matrix Units:
Unit Characteristics
“The units represent the things about which the researcher is trying to make
sense and are informed by literature and experience (Lynham, 2002b, p. 247).”
Understanding the meaning of a unit is critical to understanding Dubin’s theory
building model. His goal is for researchers to be able to gather the kinds of units that
make a solid theory and avoid confusion with broader terms such as “concept.” His
concern is that behavioral science researchers will have the best options available for
bringing their theories to testing. This first point is expressed by Kaplan, “The
important terms of any science are significant because of their semantics, not their
syntax; they are not notational, but reach out to the world which gives science its
subject matter (1969, p. 27).” Units are concepts, but the term concept has too many
other broad interpretations, so he makes clearer the term “concept” with a simpler
descriptor called a “unit.” In this conscription, units have very distinct limitations.
They are not theories. They are neither true nor false in and of themselves. They
must be linked to laws and relationships to have operative meaning for the theory or
model. His quote of Kaplan expresses the fact that the properties (semantic usage) of
units are more important than the words (syntax) used or even the units themselves.
In this light he is trying to avoid defining reality in absolutes (which he leaves to the
theologians) or dealing with philosophical tautologies such as instrumentalism. This
is consistent with his strategy to start in the subjective inquiry level with the least
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amount of inhibitors possible, and then proceed in a more evaluative manner to the
empirical level.
As can be seen on the HK Map, this inquiry approach unilaterally excludes the
numinous level. The TPM, through a view of plenary inspiration, has taken a
different view of revealed syntax. The foundational source for its concepts may be
numinous, but these same concepts are embedded in empirically testable scripture.
This methodology agrees with Dubin, however, in that model building focusing upon
practical application, the underlying property of each “image↔link” is more
important to its usability than to any ultimate syntax chosen. Thus, there is freedom to
use multiple syntax (HRDS and AS) in expressing each cell’s properties. This allows
the TPM model properties to be initially deemed absolute because of their linkage to
infallible revelatory text, but not deemed absolute in the language of the vernacular
used to express those properties in terms of persons, organizations, and cultures. This
essentially becomes an issue related to translation; were this not a valid approach,
every revealed text translation from the Vulgate to modern English versions would be
invalidated. This issue is dealt with again below.
To help researchers deal with units in scientific theories, Dubin presents 5
definitional dichotomies: unit versus event, attribute versus variable, real versus
nominal, primitive versus sophisticated, and collective versus member. Each played
an important role in the development of the TPM.
The first issue, a unit versus an event, expresses the concern that units can
reoccur, and are not uniquely and singularly points in time. If this were so, there
could be no measurement, as each unit would be totally unique and non repeatable.
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The TPM takes this view of history, that it is linear, since it is also consistent with
scripture (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988, Genesis 3). His conclusion is that “there are
also properties of things that are independent of events…and they become the units of
scientific theories (Dubin, p. 34),” and this is the position taken in this study.
Properties of the 9 image↔link units of the TPM are unique in each individual, and
are observed in time, but they are similar and comparable for study.
Units are either attributes or variables. An attribute is a property of a unit
that can be identified just because it is there (observable or knowable). A variable is
a measurable property of a unit that points to a degree of presence (via either cardinal
or ordinal measurement). One of the strongest elements of Dubin’s theory lies in this
treatment of attributes and variables. It is common for empirical scientists to devalue
attributes and glorify measurable variables. He countermands this error in showing
that the logic of testing precision with either view can be co-equal, and calls his
design for accomplishing this “impeccable (p. 39).” And it is. He concludes this
argument with two closing statements: “What distinguishes the two is their function
in a theory and its testing, not their relative susceptibility to satisfying the criteria of
measurement… My position is clearly that both attribute and variable units have
their place in theory building (p. 41).” The initial gestalts of the TPM contain 18
testable, image↔link attributes (2 for each unit/cell), each with their unique
properties. This research has sought to display these 18 attributes and to find useful
variable properties for each primary image↔link unit.
When defined as properties of things, units can be either called real units or
nominal units. Real units are testable, and nominal units are not. It is important to
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recognize that testable (real) units can be either attributes or variables. Dubin points
to many nominal units of past research, such as the Id, the ego, anomie,
maximization, mass, conflict, power, charisma, culture, society, etc. Nominal units
are helpful to science and theories, and motivate researchers to find empirical
indicators, transforming them into real (measurable) units. He emphasizes the greater
usability of measurable (real) units in the testing phase of research. One of the
purposes of the descriptive research has been to clarify the 18 image↔link attributes
of the person associated to the 9 matrixed cells so as to identify variable (testable)
properties for each in the interest of increasing model usability.
Units are either primitive or sophisticated. When a unit is primitive, it is
considered to be an indefinable starting point in the description of a property.
Sophisticated units are those which can be defined. This can be a tricky distinction,
for arbitrary definitions can always be created. There is an advantage in using Greek
and Hebrew texts as the primary source for the TPM model, in that these languages
hold the conceptualizations of “word origins,” “word starting points,” and “word
ending points” within their grammars, e.g. consider this example from 1 Cor 2:7:
Before all time (pro pantos tou aiōnos). Eternity behind us. See same
idea in 1 Cor 2:7 pro tōn aiōnōn. Now (nun). The present. For ever more
(eis pantas tous aiōnas). “Unto all the ages.” All the future. As
complete a statement of eternity as can be made in human language.
(Vincent, 1997d, Jude 1:25).
Primitive units are usually associated with either unknown findings or
emergent theories. One of the goals of science is to define units (i.e., sophisticate
them) as to better understand phenomenon. Primitive units are often present in the
generalizing stages of a theory, and the TPM can logically “by-definition” test to
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determine if the “image↔links” are primitive because of its revelatory knowledge
base. With its triadic methodology, the TPM can conjointly operate on the empirical,
the subjective, and the numinous levels of inquiry. Note the importance of adding
Montgomery’s RK Cone to Dubin’s methodology:
We may now summarize what appears to be an essential difference between a
philosopher of science and a working scientist in their treatment of the
primitive unit. The scientist often starts with empirical observations from
which he generalizes a primitive unit. The philosopher of science starts in his
mind with a primitive unit. Both proceed beyond this point in identical
manners to build a theory by incorporating the primitive unit or converting it
into a sophisticated one. The difference, then, is whether one starts with the
empirical world to generate a primitive unit or within the mind with an
imagined primitive unit. I think it makes a real difference in what kind of
theory emerges, even though the processes of theory building beyond the state
of designating a primitive unit is the same for both philosopher and scientist.
(1969, p. 47)
Here we clearly see the limitations of a non-holistic approach to knowledge in
research, and the advantages of including revelatory biblical knowledge (RK). It does
make a difference in the kind of theory that emerges.
His final unit dichotomy deals with the distinction between a collective unit
and a member unit. “In mathematical terms this is the distinction we draw between a
set and elements composing the set (Dubin, p. 47).” This distinction allows
individual member units to actually be dealt with as sets of units (or collective units),
giving model builders greater flexibility in dealing with larger scale models and
global theories. Dubin points to serious logical dangers in this approach when both
member and collective units are used in the same theory. Most of these dangers come
in the statistical aspects of testing, especially when correlative procedures are utilized.
Dubin also points to the fear of reductionism as a limiting factor to the freedom in the
use of collective units. For the TPM, the three formula gestalts, behavioral,
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developmental, and numinous, could all be considered collective units. Because the
larger gestalt comes from revealed knowledge, however, this does not present the
same threat of reductionism as exists in the philosophy or the empirical sciences. The
major TPM pattern and collective unit arrangements are stated clearly in RK - people
are made in God’s Triune image.
Unit Typology
Since the goal of the TPM has been to discover and define a model that is
usable for HRD professionals, there has been a strong effort in this study to locate
sophisticated units capable of testing and measurement. Dubin classifies
sophisticated units into 6 categories: enumerative, associative, relational, statistical,
summative, and complex. The TPM has attempted to classify each unit according to
this scheme.
An Enumerative Unit (EU) is a property or characteristic of a unit that
remains in all its conditions (it is universal in all states), whether classified as an
attribute or variable. For attributes, such as gender, it is always present and thus can
be measured because of that presence alone. For variables, such as age or height, it
can always be counted in some way (how much, to what degree, etc.). It can never be
zero or absent. Diabetes is not an EU because someone may have never have had the
illness, and may never contract the condition in their lifetime (i.e., it could be a zero).
Diabetes is, however, an Associative Unit (AU), because it is a property or
characteristic of a unit that might occur in only some of its conditions (or states).
Unlike the EU, a feature of an AU is its potential to be a zero, or to be absent in a
condition (of health, hopefully). A unique property of the AU is that it raises
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questions about a unit having a negative value. “Could this unit exist as negative in
some states while be positive or zero in other states?” For example, one could ask
“Is a person’s skill level helpful (+), non-existent (0), or destructive (-)?” This
forcing of predictions for an AU is one Dubin’s measures of the completeness of a
design or theory (1969, p. 55). Intervening variables, with which many researchers
deal with by chance, are often dealt with as associative units. If a unit cannot have a
zero or non-resent value, it is not an AU.
Relational Units (RU) are the properties of units that can only be determined
by their interaction and/or combination with other properties. Dubin uses the
example of subordination to be the property of an RU when a person is in interaction
with a superior. Combinations of properties produce a more complex variety of RU.
Tallness with shortness could produce the RU of “height ratio” (i.e., the ratio of tall to
short people). The obvious value of using an RU is that one unit property can
represent two other properties of a thing. Dubin notes that the term ascription
“involves an interaction between an evaluator, a standard, and the subject of
evaluation (1969, p. 57).” He feels that this is a dangerous unit because it lends itself
to neglecting the secondary unit evaluations, leads to tempting tautologies for
conclusions, and adds a complexity to the theory that can be hard to utilize clearly.
A Statistical Unit (SU) “summarizes the distribution of that property in the
thing (Dubin, p. 58).” There are three classes of SUs: measures of central tendency
(mean, average, etc.), measures of dispersion (e.g., the use of ranges), and measures
of relative position (e.g., high or low status). As a true social scientist, Dubin notes
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that “there is no logical reason for preferring statistical units over other types (Ibid., p.
60).”
A Summative Unit (∑U) is one that stands for the whole of a complex thing.
“The central feature of a summative unit is that it seems to draw together a number of
different properties of a thing and gives them a label that highlights one of the more
important (Dubin, p. 61).” Quoting Paul Lazarsfeld, he notes “In other matters the
object of investigation is so vast that we can analyze only certain aspects of it:
notions of like patterns of culture or Zeitgeist belong here (Ibid. p. 62).” Marriage,
job performance, and standard living are looser examples of ∑Us. As researchers
better understand the properties of a ∑U, it is eventually separated into one or more
other unit types: EU, AU, RU, or SU.
In a category almost on its own, Dubin identifies one additional type of unit,
the Complex Unit (CU). This denotes that a unit may actually fit into one or more
type at the same time:
For example, the unit sex ratio (ratio of males to females in a group) clearly
belongs to the relational class of units. This same unit may be a member of
the enumerative class if we take sex ratio to stand for a characteristic of a
group. Or it may be classified as an associative unit if it is a property of a
group that includes the possibility of being an all-female group (i.e., where the
sex ratio = 0). Finally, the sex ratio may be a statistical unit if comparisons
are made among groups according to the value of the sex ratio of each. There
is no essential problem keeping clear the distinctive ways in which the same
unit may be classified into the four classes of units. (Dubin, p. 63)
As a general rule, a CU is not used in scientific research due to the enormous
confusions and complexities it incurs. They will not be utilized in the TPM.
FINDINGS: Nine Units of the Tri-Person Matrix
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The TPM contains 9 God-person image↔links, each represented in a unique
cell. Each cell is impacted by its relationship to the 3 aspects of the image of God
and the corresponding 3 aspects of the make-up of the person. Units (cells) can be
most easily organized around the person themes (or trilogies) of body (soma), soul
(psuche), and spirit (pneuma), summing the total aspect of the person.
1. The Unit Properties
Before progressing to the laws of interaction, each unit has been observed as
to its unit properties (Figure F20: A).
a. Basic Unit (cell) properties. Understandings, Relationships, and Measures
(Diagram F20: B) illustrates that each of the 9 cells represents a unit of the model.
For each of these units, the following properties have been studied looking for 5 basic
understandings, relationships, and measures.
(1) Cell Relationship #1: (BT) ↔ (TB); a direct comparison of the 2 units
(HRDS and AS elements) Relationship #1 is also expressed as an
Intra-Unit (Element) Relationship: i.e., DESIGN ≈ Significance; BT ≈
TB, and (BT) ↔ (TB) are the same.
(2) Cell Relationship #2: Body (soma) ↔ (BT); comparing level descriptor to
HRD Syntax (HRDS) unit (element)
(3) Cell Relationship #3: Body (soma) ↔ (TB); comparing level descriptor to
Academic Syntax (AS) unit (element)
(4) Cell Relationship #4: GF, T, and/or CT ↔ (BT); comparing stage
descriptor to HRDS unit (element)
(5) Cell Relationship

#5: GF, T, and/or CT ↔ (TB); comparing stage descriptor
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to AS unit (element)
b. Unit (cell) God-Image Properties. Each unit (cell) has been analyzed as to
its linkage to the corresponding nature of God’s image, and more specifically, its
relationship to the Tri-Person Matrix (TPM) selection of image qualities of
TEMPLATE (T), ESSENCE (E), and SYSTEMIC (S), and Completeness (CT),
Congruence (CE), and Charism (CS).
26

And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth. 27So God created man in his own image, in the image
of God created he him; male and female created he them. [Emphases mine]
(KJV, 1998b, Genesis Chapter 1)
Unique to the TPM is the concept that these qualities are present (linked) within each
unit to some identifiable degree. Each unit must possess, as part of its identity, an
aspect of each of these three natures. This will impact unit qualities discussed later.

Cell 1 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 2 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 3 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 4 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 5 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 6 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 7 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 8 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)

Cell 9 Image Qualities
Completeness (Template)
Congruence (Essence)
Charism (Systemic)
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The integrative aspect of the Triune God, and the fact that each person is at once the
same and yet unique, is considered part of the interconnectedness strength of the
person as presented by the TPM. This feature impacts the laws of relationship,
system states, and boundaries within which the model operates and differentiates it
from most currently existing theories of the person. Diagram 17: C illustrates the
dominant aspect of each person of the Trinity in each unit, but the total presence of
each image of the Trinity within each unit is important to the operational dynamics of
the model. Although there are traditional descriptors for GF, GS, and GH, the TPM
has chosen unit descriptors that are unique in reflecting the observable dynamics of
the person. Part of the rationale is to avoid prevalent stereotypical notions in both
theological and secular thought, giving the model a chance to set fresh definitions and
establish internal validity features. Another rationale is to present the TPM in a
practical set of syntax, common to how the person actually operates, yet consistent
with revealed knowledge (RK) descriptors and still identifiable with classic and
current modeling of the person (attain a degree of external validity).
(1) TEMPLATE (T) and Completeness (CT) as a major characteristic of GF:
Template, or T-thinking as utilized by the TPM is much like the forward
planning process. It looks ahead and plots out a course from A to Z. It predicts,
prescribes, and implements in a basic linear fashion. It is aware of all of the pieces
involved, is organized, and represents a formulated completeness (CT) of thought.
Template thinking tends to focus upon the “next steps” to be accomplished, having in
mind a pattern and flow of progress. Because this is an essential aspect of God the
Father, everyone possesses these qualities to some degree. Many people have this
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“image↔likeness” ability as their major strength, and are excellent template thinkers,
capable of thinking through projects in a complete fashion.
FINDINGS: Template Descriptive Research
The descriptive research findings are as follows; this review included over
600 CDROM articles, book, and writings, and 572 current journal articles.
(a) TEMPLATE (T) and Completeness (CT) in the Gospels, New
Testament, Old Testament, and Theology Findings: The word template does
not appear in revealed text, nor is it used as a translation in any major work.
This is what makes the usage of this term so special – it is not tainted with
preconceptions. The World Book Dictionary lodges the word between
Templar and temple, two significant holy words (Barnhart & Barnhart, p.
2160). It has a both a literal and a figurative meaning. Literally, it is a pattern
used in shaping a piece of work. It speaks of something larger than life
creating something “individual” for a purpose. Figuratively, it is defined as
“any model on which something is formed or based; pattern: There seems
little doubt that … only one strand of the DNA molecule serves as a template
for RNA synthesis (Scientific American) (Ibid).” This example extends the
literal meaning to include an act of unique creation, consistent with the GF
concept of the TPM. The linking concept in its etymology to prevalent sacred
descriptors of GF is the word “pattern.”
There are basically 7 expressions of the concept pattern in scripture – 3
Hebrew and 4 Greek. Along with these there are three important supportive
links presented, totaling 10 supportive terms to the usage of template:
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H4758 – ;מ ְר ֶאה
ַ mar’eh (mar-eh') From H7200; a view (the act of
seeing); also an appearance (the thing seen), whether (real) a shape
(especially if handsome, comeliness; often plural the looks), or
(mental) a vision:— X apparently, appearance (-reth), X as soon as
beautiful (-ly), countenance, fair, favoured, form, goodly, to look
(up) on (to), look [-eth], pattern, to see, seem, sight, visage, vision.
H8403 – ;ת ְבנִית
ַ tabnı̂yth (tab-neeth') From H1129; structure; by
implication a model, resemblance:—figure, form, likeness, pattern,
similitude.
H8508 – ;ת ְכנִית
ָּ toknı̂yth (tok-neeth')
From H8506; admeasurement, that is, consummation:— pattern,
sum.
G4964 - συσχηματίζω; suschēmatizō (soos-khay-mat-id'-zo)
From G4862 and a derivative of G4976; to fashion alike, that
is, conform to the same pattern (figuratively):—conform to, fashion
self according to.
G4862 - σύν; sun (soon) A primary preposition denoting union; with
or together (but much closer than G3326 or G3844), that is, by
association, companionship, process, resemblance, possession,
instrumentality, addition, etc.:—beside, with. In compounds it has
similar applications, including completeness.
G4976 - σχῆμα; schēma (skhay'-mah) From the alternate of G2192;
a figure (as a mode or circumstance), that is, (by implication)
external condition:—fashion.
G5179 - τύπος; tupos (too'-pos) From G5180; a die (as struck), that
is, (by implication) a stamp or scar; by analogy a shape, that is,
a statue, (figuratively) style or resemblance; specifically a sampler
(“type”), that is, a model (for imitation) or instance (for warning):
—en- (ex-) ample, fashion, figure, form, manner, pattern, print.
G5262 - ὑπόδειγμα; hupodeigma (hoop-od'-igue-mah) From G5263;
an exhibit for imitation or warning (figuratively specimen,
adumbration):—en- (ex-) ample, pattern.
G5259 - ὑπό; hupo (hoop-o') A primary preposition; under, that is,
(with the genitive) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the agency or
means, through); (with the accusative) of place (whither
[underneath] or where [below]) or time (when [at]):—among, by,
from, in, of, under, with. In compounds it retains the same genitive
applications, especially of inferior position or condition, and
specifically covertly or moderately.
G5296 - ὑποτύπωσις; hupotupōsis (hoop-ot-oop'-o-sis) From a
compound of G5259 and a derivative of G5179; typification under
(after), that is, (concretely) a sketch (figuratively) for imitation:—
form, pattern. (Strong, 1998a)
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In the Hebrew text, tabnı̂yth captures the essence of template in its
presentation of resemblance in figure, form, likeness, pattern, and similitude,
and toknı̂yth captures the essence of completeness in its presentation of
pattern in term of being a sum. In the Greek text, all 5 words support the
concept of template as a purposeful element in creation, but suschēmatizō, in
particular, captures both the idea of template and completeness, through its
link to the word sun. Template carries with it the prominent role of GF as the
absolute designer in the Trinity, and is reflected by the TPM in the usage of
the mathematical symbols for absolute (|absolute|) in conjunction with various
terms for GF (e.g., |GF|, |CT|, or |T|). In terms of GF, the idea of
completeness is specifically expressed in terms of time and fullness being
under the direction of GF, but carried out by GS and GH.
Figure 35, COLUMN 2 displays part of the time conceptualization
related to the TPM and template. Note the role differentiations between GF
and GS in the time aspect of completeness, yet the unity of purpose and
execution:
As the Old Testament kingdom of God was perfected and completed
when it ceased to be external, and became internal by being enthroned
in the heart, so, on the other hand, the perfection of the New Testament
kingdom will consist in its complete incarnation and externalization;
that is, when it shall attain an outward manifestation, adequately
expressing, exactly corresponding to its internal principle” (Tholuck).
The consummation is described in Revelation. (Vincent, 1997a, Luke
6)
Mark also made reference to the idea of completeness in Chapter 1:15
“(The time (ὁ καιρὸς); That is, the period completed by the setting up of
Messiah’s kingdom) (1997a),” linking it to Paul’s concept of the fullness of
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time in Galatians 4:4. Throughout the New Testament, the term of
completeness is repeatedly linked to key passages and actions of each member
of the Trinity. Man’s reconciliation to God is to be complete: “We were
reconciled to God (καταλλάγημεν τῷ Θεῷ) (1997c, Romans 5:10).”
Christians are to have full and “complete knowledge (τῆς ἐπιγνώσεως)
(Ibid., Ephesians 4:13).” The Holy Spirit’s work in the person is expressed in
terms of completeness; “Wholly (ὁλοτελεῖς) - N.T. So that nothing shall
escape the sanctifying power; Ὅλος complete, and τέλος end or
consummation. (1997d, 1 Thessalonians 5:23).”
Completeness furthermore links to GF and the TPM first column
(stage) through the idea of fullness: “Ye are complete in Him (ἐστε ἐν αὐτῷ
πεπληρωμένοι) (Ibid., Colossians 2:10).” This supports the vertical and
categoric laws of relationship to be addressed later (see Figure 25). The
linkage of the behavioral (body), developmental (soul), and numinous (spirit)
levels of the TPM are linked even more strongly, or “knit together,” as
Lightfoot has stated, in Colossians 2:19:
Knit together - See on v. 2. “... Any exposition of the nervous system
more especially reads like a commentary on the image of the relations
between the body and the head. At every turn we meet with some fresh
illustration which kindles it with a flood of light. The volition
communicated from the brain to the limbs, the sensations of the
extremities telegraphed back to the brain, the absolute mutual
sympathy between the head and the members, the instantaneous
paralysis ensuing, on the interruption of continuity, all these add to the
completeness and life of the image” (Lightfoot). (Ibid.)
The vertical laws of relationship are also supported by the
completeness of the person’s template. In 2 Timothy, when Paul talks about
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our perfection, he refers to it in terms of “… complete; but the idea is rather
that of mutual, symmetrical adjustment of all that goes to make the man:
harmonious combination of different qualities and powers (1997d),”
supporting the developmental conceptualizations of the TPM on all 3 levels.
This theme is continued in some detail in Hebrews, and especially in verse
13:21 with the term “καταρτίσαι; [to] make perfect or bring into complete
adjustment (Ibid.).”
The idea of completeness also expresses the level of access individuals
have to RK and Truth: “Through the veil (διὰ τοῦ καταπετάσματος) - The
veil of the holy of holies is rent. Christ’s work does not stop short of the
believer’s complete access to God himself (Ibid., Hebrews 10:20).” In this
passage one can visualize measuring a truth to the T10U1 plumb line nested in
the center of Montgomery’s RK Cone and having access up through all
knowledge into the infinite mind of God – a concrete link to infinity. With the
word completeness comes the conceptualization of the fullness of knowledge
made available to Christians, a topic considered at great lengths by Herodotus,
Aristotle, Socrates, and other great minds, as revealed in this critical
discussion by Vincent of the linkages between completeness and truth.
Writers such as Elihu note that age, maturity, and worldly wisdom pale in
comparison to the understanding available when listening to the Creator (KJV,
Job 32ff). Note the integration of all aspects of the person as represented on
the TPM around the theme of completeness:
And (καὶ) - But the correct reading is ὅτι, because, thus connecting the
following sentence with “full of grace and truth” in v. 14. We know
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Him as full of grace and truth, because we have received of
His fullness. … The word is akin to πλήρης, full (v. 14), and
to πληροῦν, to fill or complete; and means that which is complete
in itself, plenitude, entire number or quantity. Thus the crew of a ship
is called πλήρωμα, its complement. Aristophanes (“Wasps,” 660),
“τούτων πλήρωμα, the sum-total of these, is nearly two thousand
talents.” Herodotus (iii., 22) says that the full term of man’s life among
the Persians is eighty years; and Aristotle (“Polities,” iv., 4) refers to
Socrates as saying that the eight classes, representing different
industries in the state, constitute the pleroma of the state (see Plato,
“Republic,” 371). In Ephesians 1:23, Paul says that the church is
the pleroma of Christ: i.e., the plenitude of the divine graces in Christ
is communicated to the Church as His body, making all the body,
supplied and knit together through the joints and bands, to increase
with the increase of God (Colossians 2:19; compare Ephesians 4:16).
Similarly he prays (Ephesians 3:19) that the brethren may be filled
unto all the pleroma of God: i.e., that they may be filled with the
fullness which God imparts. More closely related to John’s use of the
term here are Colossians 1:19, “It pleased the Father that in Him
(Christ) should all the fullness (τὸ πλήρωμα, note the article) dwell;”
and 2:9, 10, “In Him dwelleth all the pleroma of the Godhead bodily
(i.e., corporally, becoming incarnate), and in Him ye are fulfilled
(πεπληρωμένοι).” This declares that the whole aggregate of the divine
powers and graces appeared in the incarnate Word, and corresponds
with John’s statement that “the Word became flesh and tabernacled
among men, full of grace and truth;” while “ye are fulfilled” answers
to John’s “of His fullness we all received.” Hence John’s meaning here
is that Christians receive from the divine completeness whatever each
requires for the perfection of his character and for the accomplishment
of his work (compare John 15:15; 17:22). [emphases mine] (1997b,
John 1:16)
Complete knowledge as well as complete religious thought is a running theme
of the NT, and especially the Gospel of John: “Knowest—shalt know
(οἷδας —γνώσῃ) - The A.V. ignores the distinction between the two words.
‘Thou knowest not’ (οὐκ οἶδας), of absolute and complete knowledge. Thou
shalt learn or perceive (γνώσῃ), of knowledge gained by experience. (Ibid.,
John 13:7).” Lange notes that, “the same who, as the Son of God, is complete
revelation, is, as the Son of Man, complete religion (Ibid., John 17).”
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As noted above, critical to the TPM is the notion that man is created
with a sense of completeness (all the pieces are there), while at the same time
(on all levels) there is a process of progressive development that must take
place naturally: e.g., knowledge is progressively developed, i.e., “He that
knoweth (ὁ γινώσκων) - Lit., the one knowing: he who is habitually and ever
more clearly perceiving and recognizing God as his Christian life unfolds. The
knowledge is regarded as progressive and not complete (1997d, 1 John 4:6).”
Completion must also be accomplished as a result of transformation linked to
fulfilling the desires of God, i.e., “To which end (eis ho),” which links the
concept of completeness to the third stage (SYSTEMIC, or CS) of the TPM.
Vocation is to be “approved by God (alla kathōs dedokimasmetha hupo

tou theou),” and seen as a calling not necessarily “as pleasing to men (ouch
hōs anthrōpois areskontes) (Ibid.).”
It is in the area of completeness that the TPM must also deal with the
concept of evil. Mentioned earlier under the topic of free will, and to be
mentioned again under the study of the soul, scripture makes provision for the
complete extermination of the evil force within a person’s volitional range of
choices through the concept of “tēn sarka estaurōsan,” or crucifying of
the flesh (1997d, Galatians 5:4). This is referred to as part of a person’s
complete adoption (huiothesian) into a spiritual family (support), complete
redemption of both soul and body (tēn apolutrōsin tou sōmatos hēmōn)
(Ibid., Romans 8:23), and “complete purity (positive and negative, internal
and external). This is Paul’s ideal when he presents the Colossians ‘before
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him’ (katenōpion autou), right down in the eye of Christ the Judge of all
(Ibid., Colossians 1:22).” Unlike some models that must either deny or
awkwardly explain-away undesirable character as the result of problematic
developmental outcomes, the TPM recognizes another source of destructive
behavior to the person, organization, or culture – the un-dealt-with presence of
evil.
In summary, the terms template and completeness link scripturally
with each of the units, laws of relationship, system states, and boundary
requirements of the TPM in terms of its relationship with God the Father.
Butler makes a lengthy, but important summary of this “image-link” between
God and man that could only be possible in light of God’s display of
completeness in creation:
Stated in its most pointed form, the anthropological question asks,
“What is man that thou art mindful of him, and the son of man that
thou dost care for him?” (Ps. 8:4 RSV). The psalmist’s intense
wondering has no simple solution. Indeed, the biblical portrait of
humans is complex and often paradoxical. On one hand, humans are
depicted as the crowning center of God’s creative activity, fearfully
and wonderfully made (Gen. 1:26-31; 2:4-7; Ps. 8:6-8). On the other
hand, humans are “like a breath,” physically frail, spiritually weak, and
unable to stand before the holiness and righteousness of God (Pss.
90:5-6; 103:13-16; 144:3-4; 146:3-4). In traditional theological
studies, the doctrines of humanity and sin have often been examined as
one. Indeed, they are different sides of the same coin. In affirming
both sides of the paradox, the Bible suggests many meaningful
theological truths about humans. …Two anthropological truths
become recurring themes throughout the biblical record. First, a
human being is a totality of being, not a combination of various parts
and impulses. According to the Old Testament understanding, a person
is not a body which happens to possess a soul. Instead, a person is a
living soul. Genesis 2:7 relates God forming man “of dust from the
ground” and breathing into his nostrils “the breath of life.” (See Jer.
18:6.) The man became human when God breathed the breath of life.
Because of God’s activity, humanity became a special and unique part
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of creation. Because of God’s breath of life, the man became “a living
being” (Gen. 2:7). A person, thus, is a complete totality, made up of
human flesh, spirit (best understood as “the life-force”), and nephesh
(best understood as “the total self” but often translated as “soul”).
Human flesh cannot exist alone. Neither can spirit or nephesh exist
alone. Together, however, they comprise a complete person. A second
major anthropological truth originally proclaimed in the Genesis
account of creation and echoed by later biblical writers affirms that a
person is created in the image and likeness of God. The idea is
explicitly stated in Genesis 1:26-31; 5:1-3; and 9:1-7. The idea is more
implicit, but still present in Psalm 8. Specific New Testament
references to the concept include 1 Corinthians 11:7; Colossians 3:1;
and James 3:9. The created bears some kind of resemblance to the
Creator. “Image” and “likeness” simply intensify the same truth. The
two words do not signify different or unique aspects of the human
person. In some passages, “image” is employed by itself to indicate the
reflection of the Creator in a person (Gen. 1:27; 9:6). In other
instances, “likeness” conveys the basic idea (Gen. 5:1; Jas. 3:9). The
central biblical truth is that the human creature uniquely reflects God
in some way. [emphases mine] (Butler, 2000a)
(b) TEMPLATE (T) and Completeness (CT) in HRM, HRD, OD,
Pastoral Counseling, Theology and Psychology Findings: The concepts of
template and completeness are also found in other areas of scholarship.
Madden, in a commencement address, stressed the need of therapists to create
a template of safety for clients, completely reviewing the environment of
helping attending to physical, emotional, and spiritual surroundings (Madden,
2003). The idea was that if God has done this for his creation, therapists must
do the same for their clients as professional duty (i.e., like Creator – like
creation). In searching for a Meta-Model, Zerin and Zerin quoted this
important idea of completeness, as cited by Berne:
For Berne, a Winner, like a Loser, also is programmed. The difference,
however, is that a Winner's program opens the aspirations of the
person to the world. By contrast, a Loser's script provides the person
with "a complete plan for living, offering both strictures and
structure." Berne describes a Winner as "someone who succeeds in
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what he says he is going to do" (Berne, 1973, p. 89). (Zerin & Zerin,
1997)
Their whole concept and pursuit of a Meta Model was in the spirit of
providing a complete connected-set of theoretical options for therapists so
they would not omit any ontological or epistemological possibilities. Note the
tremendous diagnostic possibilities that emerge from this holistic presentation
inspired by the desire to provide a complete theoretical framework for
therapy:
The Meta Model forms a theoretical bridge between two ontological
interpretations of what is reality and two epistemological methods of
how we know what is real. The two ontologies are: 1. A
Transforming ontology of Wholeness in which there is a necessary
inter-relatedness between everything in the system; 2. An Alienation
ontology of Separateness in which the workings of a system are
understood either through (a) the reduction of the system into its parts
or (b) the connectedness of the parts through "fields" that are actually
mathematical constructs (Harman, 1991). The two epistemologies [of]
A Meta Model for the Unifying of Psychological Theories59 [are:] 1. A
Transforming epistemology of Uncertainty in which what is real
cannot be known but in which the truth-likeness of reality through an
inter- subjective/objective process involving physical sense, reason,
and a deep intuitional "inner knowing" can be known; [and] 2. An
Alienation epistemology of Certainty in which what is real can
be known as an objective world studied separately from oneself
through empirical or rational or intuitional claims of verification
(Zerin, 1989, 1995). Diagramatically, the bridge between a
Transforming ontology and epistemology and an Alienation ontology
and epistemology is indicated by the drawing of continua extending
from the center core (the source of the life energies) through the
Transforming Ellipse to the outer edges of the Alienation Ellipse (refer
to Figure 1 [not included]). The Ontology of Wholeness and the
Epistemology of Uncertainty are identified with the processes of the
Transforming Ellipse (broken lines), and the Ontology of Separateness
and the Epistemology of Certainty are identified with the mechanisms
of the Alienation Ellipse (solid lines). (Zerin & Zerin, 1997)
In their work, Zerin & Zerin, “by bringing together the Diagram, the Themes,
and the Epistemological and Ontological Prototypes, … were able to build a
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bridge connecting reductionistic psychological schools with humanistic and
transpersonal psychologies (Ibid.).” Of special importance to the TPM is the
confirmation of several notions: transformation is central to wholeness,
understanding the parts is essential to working with the whole, and the
ontological and epistemological aspects of man must include meaning to be
effectual components in any theory of wholeness. Although not as complete
at the TPM, they have successfully attempted to create a holistic therapeutic
model of the person using existing theories, models, and technologies.
As another example, Michael Ferrari addresses the important aspect of
completeness within the integration of the development of the body and mind
in his review of Baldwin’s works. The pervasiveness of the generational
interest in this topic is illustrated by his summative literature review table:
Table 1
Genesis of the mind/body problem: Cultural developmental sequence
Projective (Prelogical)
One substance (fire, water) (Thales/Heraclitus)
Subjective (Quasilogical)
Reality is (inner) ideas (Democritus/Plato)
Reality is material (outer) world (Aristotle)
Objective (logical)
Mind and body considered incommensurate substances (Descartes)
Reflective (Extralogical, 19th c. scientific psychology)
Individual
Empirical (subjective) (Locke/Hume)
Experimental (objective) (Wundt)
Social
Social contract (subjective) (Rousseau/Comte)
Biological evolution (objective) (Darwin)
Aesthetic (Hyperlogical)
Pancalism. Still to be developed as psychological science,
now present in art production (Ferrari, 2002)
Ferrari’s study was chosen as 1 example from many for 2 reasons. First, it
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reveals the tragic blow to scientific inquiry that results when RK is neither
understood nor included in the whole of scholastic endeavor concerning the
elements of the person. Ferrari incorrectly observes:
But precisely because of the transcendent nature of the Christian God,
as commonly understood, Religion cannot overcome the dualism
between self and other (i.e., God)—a point also made by Piaget
(1928). For Baldwin, this tension is resolved in aesthetic experience,
as will be discussed later. In fact, Baldwin (1905, 1913a,1913b)
considers the entire history of psychology as more or less directly
parallel to the development of individual understanding of the relation
of mind and body over the course of development. (Ibid.)
Second, it reveals Baldwin’s courageous attempt to create holistic thought in
this important area of the person’s development in the early 20th century when
the concept was not necessarily popular.
It is to this last tradition that Baldwin himself subscribes, although he
clearly hopes to reconcile all of these currents within a single unified
theory of development. It is precisely this ambition to integrate so
many diverse currents of thought into a single developmental theory—
albeit at times problematic—that made Baldwin such an important
historical figure for Bill Kessen. (Ibid.)
In HRD the idea of completeness is in central focus in terms of
analyzing the most important and highest impacting trends for future topics of
development within the field. In the resulting matrix by Chermack, Lynham,
& Ruona, 10 issues appeared as being both high impact and high importance:
1) Challenge of the org. to emulate innovation of entrepreneurship
& start-up
2) Knowledge is synonymous with employability & intellectual
capital: continuous, life long learning
3) The “middle class” of organizations is disappearing
4) Birth of a new paradigm of change & learning: integrated &
global
5) Definition of work has become fluid, ever-changing and
without boundaries
6) Employee individualism vs teams becoming the norm
7) Substantial shifts in values, work ethic and lifestyles
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8) Organizations need to become structurally “aero dynamic” and
agile
9) The job market has gone global
10) Increased occurrence of diverse work teams and need for
diversity Training [numbers added for clarity] (Chermack,
Lynham, & Ruona, 2003)
With the exception of observations 3) and 9), each of these directly impact the
TPM, and in the remaining 44 critical factors they identified, most of them
will require a holistic understanding of the individual if they are to be helpful
to HRD practitioners. Their efforts were directed toward gaining an
awareness of the “complete” set of variables impacting HRD for the future:
Although considering uncertainty does not allow predictions of the
future, it does allow the formulation of plausible circumstances, any
one or combination of which might evolve to become the future. The
goal of examining uncertain factors is to expand thinking about what is
possible to minimize the likelihood that the future will be a complete
surprise. (Ibid.)
The fact that completeness is important to HRD professionals is an
understatement. Completeness matters, and impacts any templates of action
resulting. As indicated in Chapter 2, Dubin’s method of inquiry was chosen
partially because of its ability to handle completeness. Note Lynham’s initial
analysis of his methodology. For the TPM this observation will not hold true
(because of its link to external, non-tautological standards of RK by which to
compare EUs), but it underscores the attention to this important concept:
The criterion of completeness is linked only to the use of associative
units and the resulting possible zero value of these units. By
employing associative units, predictions about the theoretical system,
in this example that of responsible leadership for performance, must
include states in which these units go to zero or even become negative.
This issue becomes important for the eventual testing of the
completeness of the theory, that is, of the completeness of the
predictions generated by the theory. (Lynham, 2002b)
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Another issue surrounding the completeness of the person, especially
as linked to the concept of GF and template, is that of gender impact. Both
scriptural and balanced secular writings negate any individual value difference
between the sexes, and the term completeness does not specifically imply
gender imparity. Gender differences and ideas of completeness lie within the
realm of physical capacities, roles, functioning, and unique abilities, and not
in the overall value of the person. It is not scriptural writings, but misguided
secular sources (e.g., Freud), that have contributed to these misconceptions, as
Goodwin explains:
The question runs up against the same impossibility, bordered on one
side by the Imaginary Father and on the other by a “not I.” It is out of
this “not I” that an Ego painfully attempts to come into being. For
Kristeva, then, there are two archaic memories: The “lining” that is the
archaic maternal body and the “Imaginary Father,” represents our
Ideal. The memory of the “father” forms the representation of the
Ideal, the representation of totality. In my view, this representation,
which takes the form of the Imaginary Father, is the first and most
abiding representation of God. The memory of the archaic material
body forms the representation of abjection, the Abject, the downcast
who lacks, while the memory of the Imaginary Father forms the
representation of fullness, the refulgence, the “godsend” who
ultimately saves. Kristeva invites this very interpretation of the
Imaginary Father as God-representation in her allusion to Freud’s
uneasiness concerning religion. (Goodwin, 2001)
The contrasting scriptural view derived from biblical RK is expressed well by
Packer and Innell, and is also integrated to the God-person image-link realities
being discussed:
The two genders, male and female, belong to the Creation pattern.
Men and women are equally God’s image-bearers (Gen. 1:27), and
their dignity is equal in consequence. The complementary nature of the
genders is meant to lead to enriching cooperation (see Gen. 2:18-23) as
their roles are fulfilled not just in marriage, procreation, and family
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life, but in life’s wider activities also. Perception of the unfathomable
difference between a person of the other gender and oneself is meant
to be a school for learning the practice and joy of appreciation,
openness, honor, service, and fidelity, all of which belong to the
courtesy that the mysterious reality of the other gender requires. The
ideology of “unisex,” which plays down the significance of the two
genders, thus perverts God’s order, while the French tag on gender
distinction, “vive la difference!” (Long live the contrast!) expresses
the biblical viewpoint. (1993)
Completeness has been the life theme of many great scholars,
including Carl Jung. In an excellent summative article on Jung’s efforts to
lift the person beyond just the rational, and link with the ontological,
Sorajjakool quotes the following:
The structure of being seems to direct its own path. I am reminded of
Tillich's statement in Systematic Theology, Volume 1: "Every
epistemological assertion is implicitly ontological. Therefore, it is
more adequate to begin an analysis of existence with the question of
being rather than with the problem of knowledge" (1951, p. 71).
(Sorajjakool, 1998)
This is consistent with the biblical thought that purpose cannot be found
within the realm of intellectualism alone. In his overview of Jung’s writings,
Sorajjakool notes the seductive nature of rationalism by which we confidently
attempt to explore reality in the world – but usually with a lack of satisfying
results. In his abstract he writes: “Jung invites us to move beyond our desire
to capture reality. Jung invites us to the art of listening because nature seeks
to direct. And the direction seems to point, suggests Jung, toward the path of
spirituality (Ibid.).” He observed that for Jung, there seemed to be a part of
self that was beyond knowledge, a part of the self that reached for meaning in
the true sense of spirituality. His premise is that Jung enables us to see
ontology as a dynamic process which has spirituality as its goal. The TPM
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has attempted to better understand this dimension for HRD professionals, and
part of that understanding is the aspect of template and completeness (see
Figures F1, F4, and F9).
(2) ESSENCE (E) and Congruence (CE) as a major characteristic of GS:
Essence or E-thinking as utilized by the TPM captures the idea of thinking
that is executive and bottom-line in approach. It is focused upon the decisions
involved in bringing (i.e., pulling together) the intended results into reality. It is
congruent (CE) in its approach toward planning. E-thinking understands the pieces
in-light-of the whole, and knows why the next steps are important; thus - it is
powerful thinking that remains on track and cannot be dissuaded. It focuses upon the
target to be reached, and then sets out to accomplish those intermediate goals as
needed, much like the planning process of P.E.R.T. (Programmed Evaluation Review
Technique), or path analysis used in sophisticated computer planning programs.
Essence thinking stays the course no matter what the cost, and calculates the
sacrifices needed to achieve success. As with completeness, each individual
possesses the congruence image and its central qualities. Everyone is capable of Ethinking. Some people have this “image↔likeness” ability as a major strength,
however, and are excellent essence thinkers, capable of bringing congruence to any
project in which they engage. In describing the characteristics of GS, many words
could have been chosen, but essence and congruence seem to best fit the overall celllinkages, and have allowed for some distinction from the GH characteristics to be
discussed later. These 2 terms also have some linkage potentials with contemporary
HRD conceptualizations.
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FINDINGS: Essence Descriptive Research
(a) ESSENCE (E) and Congruence (CE) in the Gospels, New Testament, Old
Testament, and Theology Findings: The term congruence is based on the word
“congruent,” and is essentially a mathematical term used in geometry (exactly
coinciding) and algebra (the same remainder when divided by a constant number).
Outside the world of math it carries the ideas of harmony, agreement, fit, conformity,
accordance, correspondence, and agreement (Barnhart & Barnhart, 1980a, p. 438), all
with some compatibility to the image of GS. Unlike the word completeness, it is
found nowhere in Hebrew and Greek syntax. It was chosen more for its descriptive
ability to encompass the characteristics of GS as they inter-link with the other terms
within the TPM. For instance, note the congruence role of Christ in creation:
By whom also he made the worlds (δι’ οὗ καὶ ἐποίησεν τοὺς
αἰῶνας) … There it is said that all things, collectively (τὰ πάντα),
were created in him (ἐν αὐτῷ) and through him (δι’ αὐτοῦ as here).
The former expression enlarges and completes the latter. Δι’ αὐτοῦ
represents Christ as the mediate instrument. Ἐν αὐτῷ indicates that
“all the laws and purposes which guide the creation and government of
the universe reside in him, the Eternal Word, as their meeting-point.”48
Comp. John 1:3; 1 Corinthians 8:6. For τοῦς αἰῶνας the worlds,
see additional note on 2 Thessalonians 1:9. Rend. For by whom also he
made, by whom he also made. The emphasis is on made, not on
worlds: on the fact of creation, not on what was created. In the
writer’s thought heirship goes with creation. Christ is heir of what he
made, and because he made it. As πάντων, in the preceding clause,
regards all things taken singly, αἰῶνας regards them in cycles.
Ἀιῶνας does not mean times, as if representing the Son as the creator
of all time and times, but creation unfolded in time through successive
aeons. All that, in successive periods of time, has come to pass, has
come to pass through him. (Vincent, 1997c)
Figure 35, COLUMN 2 illustrates the bringing together of the Father’s will in
the birth, work, death, and resurrection of Christ (the center oval connecting
the arrow sets). The column reflects the bringing together of all time,
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purpose, and planning as related to the expressions of the Trinity. It is
interesting to note that when the Gospels, which center “around” the life and
work of Christ, are compared, it is called a harmony of the gospels – a notion
of congruence. Whereas in GF, completeness was the key connection to
scriptural reference, for GS, essence provides that central underpinning.
Jesus was truly the essence of the father; “Was made in the likeness of
men (ἐν ὁμοιώματι ἀνθρώπων γενόμενος) … All that was possible was real
and complete likeness to humanity. What He was essentially and eternally
could not enter into His human mode of existence (1997c, Philippians 2:7).”
The term essence has 3 basic meanings in the NT. In the first instance, it is
presented as a compound word hupostasis (based upon hupo and histēmi),
and in Thayer’s definition it represents the primary meaning of the concept for
the TPM: i.e., “substance, the real nature of a thing (1997c).” In a second
definition the word aphthartos signifies something incorruptible, and in a
third definition, οὐσία, the idea of essence parallels hupostasis. The concept
of essence, as is noted later, is also linked to the definitions of psuchē and
pneuma, but only in the sense that any spirit can be said to be the essence of
something. The etymology of the term is seen in the following word
definitions:
G5287 - ὑπόστασις; hupostasis (hoop-os'-tas-is) From a compound
of G5259 and G2476; a setting under (support), that is,
(figuratively) concretely essence, or abstractly assurance
(objectively or subjectively):—confidence, confident, person,
substance. (Strong, 1998a) ὑπόστασις - ὑπόστασις, εως, ἡ,
(ὑφίσταμαι) that which settles at the bottom, sediment, Aristotle.
II. anything set under, subject-matter of a speech or poem,
Polybius, etc. 2. the foundation or ground of hope, confidence,
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assurance, N.T. III. substance, the real nature of a thing, essence,
Ib. (Thayer, 1999)
G5259 - ὑπό; hupo (hoop-o') A primary preposition; under, that is,
(with the genitive) of place (beneath), or with verbs (the agency or
means, through); (with the accusative) of place (whither
[underneath] or where [below]) or time (when [at]):—among, by,
from, in, of, under, with. In compounds it retains the same genitive
applications, especially of inferior position or condition, and
specifically covertly or moderately. (Strong, 1998a)
G2476 - ἵστημι; histēmi (his'-tay-mee) A prolonged form of a
primary word στάω staō (of the same meaning, and used for it in
certain tenses); to stand (transitively or intransitively), used in
various applications (literally or figuratively):—abide, appoint,
bring, continue, covenant, establish, hold up, lay, present, set (up),
stanch, stand (by, forth, still, up). (Strong, 1998a)
G862 - ἄφθαρτος; aphthartos (af'-thar-tos) From G1 (as a negative
particle) and a derivative of G5351; undecaying (in essence or
continuance):—not (in-, un-) corruptible, immortal. [Linked
through G1 to:] G260 - ἅμα; hama (ham'-ah) A primary particle;
properly at the “same” time, but freely used as a preposition or
adverb denoting close association:—also, and, together, with (-al).
(Strong, 1998a)
οὐσία -οὐσία, Ion. -ίη, ἡ, (οὖσα, part. fem. of εἰμί) that which is one’s
own, one’s substance, property, Herodotus, Euripides. II. = τὸ
εἶναι, being, existence, Plato; τὰς ἄπαιδας οὐσίας her childless
state, Sophocles. III. the being, essence, nature of a thing, Plato,
etc. (Thayer, 1999)
GS is the essence of revelation in nature, both things hidden and those
things GF intends to reveal. In the HK Map, the RK Cone establishes GS as
truth (T1), and the link to the unlimited knowledge of the Father (i.e., His role
in the Trinity, or U1): GS is the essence of and link to all known and unknown
knowledge. Vincent describes this dynamic in his exegesis on John 1:
The Logos of John is the real, personal God (1:1), the Word, who was
originally before the creation with God. and was God, one in essence
and nature, yet personally distinct (1:1, 18); the revealer and
interpreter of the hidden being of God; the reflection and visible image
of God, and the organ of all His manifestations to the world. (1997b)
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GS is the essence of communication from and to GF. In his continued
discussion of John 1, Vincent recognizes an additional aspect of the essence of
GS – He is the Word; He is the word of the Father. This strengthens the
earlier point about linkage to knowledge and the recognition that He is also
Truth. His words, more than any other person’s, should be studied for
understanding of the design, purpose, and dynamics of the person. As has
been mentioned before, note also the link of GS to language, the essence of
communication and relationship between persons, organizations, and cultures.
“The name Word is most excellently given to our Savior; for it
expresses His nature in one, more than in any others. Therefore St.
John, when he names the Person in the Trinity (1 John 5:7),1-2 chooses
rather to call Him Word than Son; for word is a phrase more
communicable than son. Son hath only reference to the Father that
begot Him; but word may refer to him that conceives it; to him
that speaks it; to that which is spoken by it; to the voice that it is clad
in; and to the effects it raises in him that hears it. So Christ, as He
is the Word, not only refers to His Father that begot Him, and from
whom He comes forth, but to all the creatures that were made by Him;
to the flesh that He took to clothe Him; and to the doctrine He brought
and taught, and, which lives yet in the hearts of all them that
obediently do hear it. He it is that is this Word; and any other, prophet
or preacher, he is but a voice (Luke 3:4). Word is an inward
conception of the mind; and voice1-3 is but a sign of intention. … For
as the intention departs not from the mind when the word is uttered, so
Christ, proceeding from the Father by eternal generation, and after
here by birth and incarnation, remains still in Him and with Him in
essence; as the intention, which is conceived and born in the mind,
remains still with it and in it, though the word be spoken. He is
therefore rightly called the Word, both by His coming from, and yet
remaining still in, the Father.” (Ibid.)
This linkage of GS to the Word (logos) is associated with essence in
other NT passages. In Colossians 1:15 the term image (εἰκών) implies “the
essential verity of its prototype,” and is influenced by John 1:1 and Revelation
13:14 (1997c). In Paul’s words to the Colossians, the idea of essence merges
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with congruence, as GS was before all things, after all things, and all things
now are “unto” Him:
The first born of every creature (πρωτότοκος πασῆς κτίσεως)
… For first-born, see on Revelation 1:5; for creation, see on 2
Corinthians 5:17. As image points to revelation, so first-born points
to eternal preexistence. Even the Rev. is a little ambiguous, for we
must carefully avoid any suggestion that Christ was the first of created
things, which is contradicted by the following words: in Him were all
things created. The true sense is, born before the creation. Compare
before all things, v. 17. This fact of priority implies sovereignty. He is
exalted above all thrones, etc., and all things are unto (εἰς) Him, as
they are elsewhere declared to be unto God. Compare Psalm
89:27; Hebrews 1:2. (1997c)
In John 3:16, we can see that before the incarnation, Christ was purely
spiritual (ἐν πνεύματι), and from this “condition he came into manifestation in
the flesh (ἐν σαρκί). From this He became man and entered into human
conditions (Philippians 2:7, 8). Under these human conditions the attributes of
his essential spiritual personality were veiled (1997d).” Vincent points out
the use of image in this passage reflects “substantial nature,” which he
interprets as essence not only in GS being the essence of GF, but in that
believers identify with that essence in “the substance or material of the human
frame (1997d),” linking essence holistically to all 9 TPM units. The imagery
is that of physically stamping an image on a coin, and also links the term to
one of great value and worth (cell 9 in the TPM, which is in the GH column).
Essence subsequently transcends into every aspect of the human condition –
body, soul, and spirit. Central to this imagery of stamping, is the person’s
character, and vital aspect to the TPM:

Charaktēr is an old word from charassō, to cut, to scratch, to mark.
It first was the agent (note ending = tēr) or tool that did the marking,
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then the mark or impress made, the exact reproduction, a meaning
clearly expressed by charagma (Acts 17:29; Rev 13:16f.). Menander
had already used (Moffatt) charaktēr in the sense of our “character.”
The word occurs in the inscriptions for “person” as well as for “exact
reproduction” of a person. The word hupostasis for the being or
essence of God “is a philosophical rather than a religious term”
(Moffatt). Etymologically it is the sediment or foundation under a
building (for instance). In 11:1 hypostasis is like the “title-deed” idea
found in the papyri. Athanasius rightly used Heb 1:1-4 in his
controversy with Arius. Paul in Phil 2:5-11 pictures the real and
eternal deity of Christ free from the philosophical language here
employed. (Robertson, 1933a)
Calvin contrasts Adam and GS character responses in terms of their
essence in his study on Romans 5: “Paul’s primary teaching in these two
verses is that the essence of Adam’s one transgression was disobedience
whereas the essence of Christ’s one act of righteousness was obedience [extra
references omitted] (Calvin, 1561).” His point was that man, although created
in the image (essence) of God, needs to be transformed to reflect the true
essence of his potential. This also links essence with the concept of
completeness discussed earlier, and illustrates the combined roles of GF and
GS (and GH as discussed later). The essence of the Triune God is holistically
stamped upon the essence (image) of the person.
Richards make an important distinction in the 2 key Hebrew words for
essence, selem and demut. In his passage on Genesis 1 he ties together several
important elements of the TPM: the linkage of the body to the soul, choice,
personhood, thinking, feeling, love, worth, and the notion that to understand a
person’s “essential being,” the major comparison must be to God, and not man
(i.e., RK vs. other sources of knowledge). This explains Dubin’s
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miscomprehension of the use of EUs in a model such as the TPM and his
dependence upon AUs to provide the basis for measurement.
The two Hebrew words used here to define the human essence are
selem, meaning “image” or “representation,” and demut, which implies
comparison. When linked they make a decisive theological statement.
The essence of human nature can only be understood by comparison
with God Himself. We can never understand man by referring back to
some supposed emergence from prehistoric beasts. In a totally unique
creative act, God gave Adam not only physical life but also
personhood — his own capacity to think, to feel, to evaluate, to love,
to choose, as a self-aware individual. The Genesis account itself
emphasizes human uniqueness. All other aspects of Creation were
called into being by God’s spoken word. Yet for man God stooped to
personally fashion a physical body, and then gently, lovingly infused
that body with life. In order that there should be no mistaking God’s
intent, God fashioned Eve from one of Adam’s ribs. Genesis is clear.
Adam and Eve share the same substance. They participate alike in the
image and likeness given to beings alone. This account does more than
explain man’s origins. It has the power to shape our most basic
attitudes toward ourselves and others. Consider. If I am made in the
image of God, then I must have worth and value as an individual. It’s
irrelevant to compare myself with others if my essential being can be
understood by comparison with God! Knowing God made me in His
image, I learn to love and to value myself.
(Richards, 1990, Jan 1)
The Reformed Tradition has used the term essence to describe the
unified nature of God, but their usage does not detract from the congruence
focused essence of GS as used in the TPM. Instead, their view on the
uniqueness (essence) of GS’s role in becoming flesh supports the concept of
bringing the works of GF and GH together – an act of congruence.
ARTICLE 8—GOD IS ONE IN ESSENCE, YET DISTINGUISHED IN THREE
PERSONS
According to this truth and this Word of God, we believe in one only
God, who is one single essence, in which are three persons, really,
truly, and eternally distinct according to their incommunicable
properties; namely, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. The
Father is the cause, origin, and beginning of all things visible and
invisible. The Son is the Word, the wisdom, and the image of the
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Father. The Holy Spirit is the eternal power and might who proceeds
from the Father and the Son. Nevertheless, God is not by this
distinction divided into three, since the Holy Scriptures teach us that
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit each has His personal
existence, distinguished by Their properties; but in such a way that
these three persons are but one only God. It is therefore evident that
the Father is not the Son, nor the Son the Father, and likewise the Holy
Spirit is neither the Father nor the Son. Nevertheless, these persons
thus distinguished are not divided, nor intermixed; for the Father has
not assumed our flesh and blood, neither has the Holy Spirit, but the
Son only. The Father has never been without His Son, or without His
Holy Spirit. For They are all three co-eternal and co-essential. There is
neither first nor last; for They are all three one, in truth, in power, in
goodness, and in mercy. (Doctrinal Works in the Reformed Tradition,
1999)
Calvin alertly noted the variances of interpretations and usages of the
term essence (homoousios) in the ancient Church, reviewing the proofs from
Hilary, Jerome, and Augustine, who interpreted the word (syntax) in 3 related
terms (semantic usages): essence, substance, and hypostasis. He comments,
“Provided the orthodox meaning is retained, there should be no dispute about
mere terms. But those who object to the terms usually favour the Arian and
Sabellian heresy (Calvin, 1561).” Hilary had used the translation
consubstantialis (consubstantial), to indicate that God’s substance had 3
essences. The next step in this logic, Calvin noted, would be the errors of
Arian and Sabellian who fundamentally viewed it as meaning that there are 3
gods. This tendency is not new to the interpretation of essence in relationship
to God; Martyr and Irenaeus commented upon the types of confusion and
potential heresy it can bring:
I have repeatedly shown, such persons will find it necessary to be
continually finding out types of types, and images of images, and will
never [be able to] fix their minds on one and the true God. For their
imaginations range beyond God, they having in their hearts surpassed
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the Master Himself, being indeed in idea elated and exalted above
[Him], but in reality turning away from the true God. (Martyr &
Irenaeus, 30 A.D.)
Jerome, using the same translation as Hilary, remained true to the doctrine that
God was one essence with 3 persons included. Augustine had translated

homoousios to be hypostasis, stating that “there are three Hypostases in God
(Ibid.).” His error, to which he apologized many times, was to use the term
which was similar to essence in an effort to relate to the common, but one that
might also be thought of as flippant about His nature. In his defense Calvin
tries to explain his actions, and then makes a general warning to others who
may attempt the same in translation of sacred text to the vernacular.
Not unlike this is the apology of Augustine, that the term had been
wrung from him by necessity from the poverty of human language in
so high a matter: not that the reality could be thereby expressed, but
that he might not pass on in silence without attempting to show how
the Father, Son, and Spirit, are three.
The modesty of these holy men should be an admonition to us not
instantly to dip our pen in gall, and sternly denounce those who may
be unwilling to swear to the terms which we have devised, provided
they do not in this betray pride, or petulance, or unbecoming heat, but
are willing to ponder the necessity which compels us so to speak, and
may thus become gradually accustomed to a useful form of expression.
(Ibid.)
In the TPM, the use of essence for GS does not attempt to create a new word,
nor does it endeavor to detract from the oneness of God in the Trinity. Its
intention is to make the image of God more understandable in terms of His
image in the person. For the TPM, GS as essence is always tied to
congruence. In Figure 22: C, GS brings the elements of needs and energy
together in love as part of the vertical laws of relationship discussed below. In
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Figure 23: C, the same dynamic can be seen in the centric laws of relationship,
pulling all 9 cells together in connection with a person’s need for love and
worth. Kreeft and Tacelli witness this type of congruent-linkage in their piece
on the intelligence of God:
His intelligence cannot be like ours, because ours is tied in a way to
matter. It must be infinitely greater. But still it is reasonable to hold
that the answer to our question, the mystery we call “God,” is
intelligent. Finally, we human beings respond to certain goods, to real
values. These are not things we have created, but things we discover,
like the value of life or love or honesty. If God creates both the human
nature which responds to those goods, and also these goods
themselves, it is reasonable to think of God as intelligently designing
this congruence between what we are and the goods we need for
fulfillment. [emphases mine] (1994, God is Intelligent)
(b) ESSENCE (E) and Congruence (CE) in HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral
Counseling, Theology, and Psychology Findings: In HRD the term essence is
used in many ways. The most typical is that one item is the essence of
another. Some authors use it to describe the core competencies of an
organization (Rothwell & Lindholm, 1999; Vicere, 1995). Vicere states that
“an organization that takes careful stock of its essence may be in a better
position to create a form of values-based ‘glue’ that can enable it to better
stretch and extracts it resources (Vicere, 1995). As can be seen in the
examples of usage below, most use essence in a way that coincides with the
TPM usage, but without due emphasis upon any specific aspect of the Trinity.
Elliott equates essence with identity and identity development, stating
that “human beings are the kinds of creatures who have no universal ontology,
no essence, whether this be spiritual or genetic… Consequently, a human
becoming is a fragile entity… displaying multiple identities (Elliott, 2000).”
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The TPM is interested in any word descriptors used in relationship
with congruence and essence; Walvoord and Zuck note that “Human life was
created in (lit., “as,” meaning “in essence as”) the image of God. This image
was imparted only to humans [references omitted] (Walvoord & Zuck, 1985,
Genesis 1).” This essence is reflected 7 + 1 communicable attributes of the
person: “life, personality, truth, wisdom, love, holiness, [and] justice,” but
just as importantly, a person’s capacity to experience a spiritual
communication – i.e., the + 1 in the formula (Ibid.). Plato, although dualistic
in his approach to the body and soul, is interpreted by some to believe that the
soul is the essence of God within the person, impacting his descriptors of the
person. “But some (will have it that he considered the soul) a composite
(essence), and generable and corruptible (Hippolytus, Cyprian, Caius, &
Novatian, 170 A.D.).” Plato invested a lot of ink in writing upon the nature
of the person, linking virtue (and vice) with man’s essence as attained from
GS:
Some virtues, therefore, he says, are extremes in regard of intrinsic
worth, but in regard of their essential nature means, for nothing is
more estimable than virtue. But whatever excels or falls short of these
terminates in vice. For instance, he says that there are four virtues—
prudence, temperance, justice, fortitude—and that on each of these is
attendant two vices, according to excess and defect: for example, on
prudence, recklessness according to defect, and knavery according to
excess; and on temperance, licentiousness according to defect,
stupidity according to excess; and on justice, foregoing a claim
according to defect, unduly pressing it according to excess; and on
fortitude, cowardice according to defect, foolhardiness according to
excess. And that these virtues, when inherent in a man, render him
perfect, and afford him happiness. And happiness, he says, is
assimilation to the Deity, as far as this is possible; and that
assimilation to God takes place when any one combines holiness and
justice with prudence. For this he supposes the end of supreme wisdom
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and virtue. And he affirms that the virtues follow one another in
turn,9899100The Republic,101102103 . [emphases mine] (Ibid.)
In terms of theological scholarship, Butler most parallels the TPM
usage of essence and congruence. He understands the essence-image-link in
terms of a focal point on relationship as being a key to understanding the
essence of the person, consistent with scriptural presentation of the term in the
context of God creating mankind for fellowship. The TPM is a relationship
focused model. He deals successfully with the female/male aspects of
humanity and relates this creation difference to the better understanding of
needs and desires that are dealt with by the TPM. He affirms the body, soul,
and spirit distinction as being a holistic essence of the person; just as the
Triune God is one essence, so also the tripartite person is one essence.
Finally, his emphasis on integration supports the concept of congruence
within the person.
The best clue comes from frequent reference to Jesus as that image to
which we are to be conformed (Rom. 8:29; 1 Cor. 15:49; 2 Cor. 3:18;
4:4). The most basic characteristics of Jesus’ life were His dependence
upon and devotion to His Father and His loving servanthhood toward
His fellow humans. This suggests that the essence of being human
consists in a three-fold relationship: towards God as Lord, towards
other humans as fellow servants, and towards creation as entrusted to
our care. The second feature is confirmed by Genesis 1:27 which, as
Karl Barth noticed, practically identifies being in God’s image with
being female and male. For in the interdependence between the sexes,
the need, desire, and delight of humans for and in each other can be
most vividly symbolized. Theologians have often discussed whether
individual humans are composed of just body and soul, or of body,
soul, and spirit. Yet this question has been somewhat misguided.
Scripture represents people not as individuals composed of parts, but
as integrated, acting units intimately interrelated with others.
Investigation of the Bible’s specific terminology generally
substantiates its understanding of the image of God. The significance
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of human life is found primarily in relationships with others and with
God. (Butler, 2000a, H/Humanity)
This view is consistent with the TPM approach to de-emphasize the bipartitetripartite debate in favor of an emphasis on the person as a holistic entity.
(3) SYSTEMIC (S) and Charism (CS) as a major characteristic of GH:
Systemic or S-thinking as utilized by the TPM is much like the important
contingency planning process needed by individuals, organizations, and cultures. It
discerns what to do when crisis comes and when alternative plans must be
implemented, with a focus upon good choices. It empowers whatever resources are
necessary to complete the next steps and accomplish the essential goals. It
complements both template and essence thinking in that it has the charism (CS)
necessary to relate solutions to problems – it is both task and people centered. It
understands the value of both physical and cognitive work. As with completeness
and congruence, everyone has this image quality to some degree. Many people have
this “image↔likeness” ability as a major strength, and are excellent “systemic”
thinkers, and bring the needed charism to any project where they are assigned.
The academic syntax SYSTEMIC for GH was a natural extension of the
thinking types of TEMPLATE and ESSENCE, and also reflected the new,
emphatically real-time, and direct access role of GH in the NT era. Of the 6 GF, GS,
GH descriptors, those related to the HRDS of GH were the most difficult to select.
Three terms were seriously considered: character, choices, and charism. Character
and choices were eventually set aside in hopes that charism would best communicate
the central aspects of GH within the person as a subset of completeness and
congruence. The term character seemed too narrow and was bound somewhat to the
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developmental level. The term choices was favorable, but did not seem close enough
to the personhood of GH, even though it did summarize the essential aspect the role
of GH in a person’s being that extended the roles of completeness and congruence.
The initial descriptive research has focused upon the term “Charism” in an attempt to
stay close to the root charis and yet not fall into the narrower and often
misunderstood term charisma.
FINDINGS: Systemic Descriptive Research
(a) SYSTEMIC (S) and Charism (CS) Gospels, New Testament, Old
Testament, and Theology Findings: The term systemic is not utilized in
biblical Greek and Hebrew writings, as it is more of a modern term generated
from the field of medicine. It is, however, a striking conceptualization that
encompasses the work and nature of GH as He operates in contemporary
times. The World Book Dictionary defines systemic as:
1 having to do with, supplying, or affecting the body as a whole:
systemic sensations, systemic circulation… 2 having to do with or
affecting a particular system of parts or organs of the body, especially
the nervous system: systemic lesion. 3 of or having to do with a
system: Systemic patterns are blocks or pieces of culture or language
sharing a content that is of common origin and is arranged in a
common pattern (Alfred L. Kroeber)… (Barnhart & Barnhart, , p.
2131)
This definition supports the holistic nature of the TPM, but more importantly
the new type of system that GH (God the Holy Spirit) ushered in after the
death of Christ. The idea of systems, however, is thoroughly supported by
scripture. The Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon (Liddell & Scott, 1888)
gives 19 terms related to system, ranging from governmental systems (as used
by Xenophon, Sophocles, Herodotus, and Plato - κατάστασις, κακονομία),
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methods of inquiry (as used by Plato and Aristotle - φιλοσοφία, τέχνη),
educational systems (as used by Aristophanes, Plato, and Demosthenes παίδευσις), to ways of living life (as used by Pindar, Plutarch, and Thucydides
- περίοδος). Thayer notes that the “word for world [i.e., κόσμος as in 2 Peter
3:6] is literally order, and denotes the perfect system of the material universe
(1999).” The term elements (στοιχεῖα) is associated with the term world,
and is “derived from στοῖχος, a row, and meaning originally one of a
row or series; hence a component or element (Ibid.),” and is often used to
describe the parts of a system, or whole. Although most often used as a
physical term, it is also used to describe moral and religious systems:
It is used in all ethical sense in other passages; as in Galatians 4:3,
“elements or rudiments of the world.” Also of elementary teaching,
such as the law, which was fitted for an earlier stage in the world’s
history; and of the first principles of religious knowledge among men.
In Colossians 2:8, of formal ordinances. Compare Hebrews 5:12. The
kindred verb στοιχέω, to walk, carries the idea of keeping in
line, according to the radical sense. Thus, walk according to
rule (Galatians 6:16); walkest orderly (Acts 21:24). So, too, the
compound συστοιχέω, only in Galatians 4:25, answereth
to, lit., belongs to the same row or column with. The Greek
grammarians called the categories of letters arranged according to the
organs of speech συστοιχίαι. (Ibid.)
In Old Testament times, there were many established systems related to
worship, society, and personal conduct set forth by scripture. The Levitical
system of worship was established as a pattern for the Jewish race (Vincent,
1997d). Even these systems were inadequate. Biblical scholars have noted
that “the people were given the law based on a system of priests from the tribe
of Levi. But they could not be made spiritually perfect through that system of
priests (Kaiser, Davids, Bruce, & Brauch, 1996).” These systems were
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external, fixed, and often opposed by systems of the world which preferred
more open systems with less standards and transcendent accountability
(Bounds, 1997; Clarke, 1999a). Systems were based on the gathering of
God’s peoples (Wilson et al., 1992), and although the condition of the heart
was important, the emphasis was upon external systems of control (NIV,
Judges 9:1-21). The New Testament changed the type of systems used by
God with his creation – they moved from an emphasis upon the external
(which were not done away with entirely) to an emphasis upon the internal
(represented by the systemic nature of the Holy Spirit) (Kaiser et al., , Acts,
Romans). This new system was an extension of the charis (grace) of GS
through the charism (empowerment) of GH. Note the depth of this word,
including linkages to communication, transformation, character, and many
other items active in the third stage (column) of the TPM, represented by GH:
G5485 - χάρις; charis: 1) grace; 1a) that which affords joy,
pleasure, delight, sweetness, charm, loveliness: grace of speech; 2)
good will, loving-kindness, favour; 2a) of the merciful kindness by
which God, exerting his holy influence upon souls, turns them to
Christ, keeps, strengthens, increases them in Christian faith,
knowledge, affection, and kindles them to the exercise of the
Christian virtues; 3) what is due to grace; 3a) the spiritual condition
of one governed by the power of divine grace; 3b) the token or
proof of grace, benefit; 3b1) a gift of grace; 3b2) benefit, bounty; 4)
thanks, (for benefits, services, favours), recompense, reward
Unlike systems of Buddhism or Platonic thinking, this new system also
contained a tangibility, as initiated by Christ’s incarnation and resurrection
(ICB, 1986, Hebrews 7). Ryrie points out the difficulty in accepting the fact
that GS is more than an intangible spirit, but actually an equal entity with GF
and GS of the trinity:
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I. HE IS A PERSON - Denial that the Spirit is a Person often takes the
form of substituting the concept that He is a personification of, say,
power—much like claiming that Satan is a personification of evil. This
denial of His personality has occurred throughout church history, first
by the Monarchians, the Arians, the Socinians and today by
Unitarians, liberals, and some neoorthodox theologians. A. He
Possesses and Exhibits the Attributes of a Person 1. He has
intelligence He knows and searches the things of God (1 Cor. 2:1011); He possesses a mind (Rom. 8:27); and He is able to teach people
(1 Cor. 2:13). 2. He shows feelings. He can be grieved by the sinful
actions of believers (Eph. 4:3—an influence cannot be grieved). 3. He
has a WILL. He uses this in distributing gifts to the BODY of Christ (1
Cor. 12:11). He also directs the activities of Christians (Acts 16:6-11).
Since genuine personality possesses intelligence, feelings, and will,
and since the Spirit has these attributes, He must be a Person. B. He
Exhibits the Actions of a Person 1. He guides us into truth by hearing,
speaking, and showing (John 16:13). 2. He convicts of sin (John
16:8). 3. He performs miracles (Acts 8:39). 4. He intercedes (Rom.
8:26). These are activities which an influence or personification could
not do but which Scripture shows the Holy Spirit can do. C. He
Receives Ascriptions which Would Be Given Only to a Person
1. He is One to be obeyed (Acts 10:19-21). 2. He can be lied to (Acts
5:3). 3. He can be resisted (Acts 7:51). 4. He can be grieved (Eph.
4:30). 5. He can be blasphemed (Matt. 12:31). 6. He can be insulted
(Heb. 10:29). To think of acting and reacting to an influence in these
ways is incongruous. D. He Relates as a Person to Other Persons
(Ryrie, 1986)
It is the charism nature of GH that makes the systemic realities of His work
possible. It is the image of GH’s charism in a believer’s life that makes
fullness in relationships, competency, and fulfillment attainable. A short
review of the features of this “systemic” system of charism is important to
understand the SYSTEMIC-Charism dynamic as it impacts the TPM’s units,
laws, system states, and boundaries.
Charism is also an OT concept. King David (Douglas, 1990), Ezra
(Wilson et al., 1992), Isaiah (Keener, 1993), Elijah and Elisha (Douglas) all
had charismatic characteristics. The problem with lineage in kingdoms was
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that the new ruler may not possess the same needed charisma. These
characteristics (seen as Yahweh’s spirit on a man) often gave the leaders
enough ruling authority, and were important in rallying people to follow God
(Godwin & Edgemon, 1988). Kings, prophets, and judges were judged
according to their charism, and some commentators feel this is actually one of
the OT systems for leadership (Douglas).
The qualities of charism (charismatic) also have a secular component,
usually meaning gratitude or credit (Butler, 2000a), but also linked to the
qualities of a leader that attracts followers (Elliott, 1998, April 22). While not
often mentioned by name, the qualities are desired.
In the book Leaders, authors Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus report on
a comprehensive study of ninety American leaders. When they were
asked to identify the qualities of leadership, the leaders never
mentioned charisma, time management, or the way they dressed. What
they frequently mentioned were persistence, continual learning, taking
risks, and being consistent, committed, and challenged. (Ibid.)
Simon the Sorcerer saw the power of charism and attempted to purchase it
from Peter (Douglas et al., 1992). Marcus used it to seduce women (Martyr &
Irenaeus, 30 A.D.), and many others warn that it can be used for evil as well
as good (Clarke, 1999a; Enns, 1999; Keil & Delitzsch, 2000b; Packer &
Innell, 1993; Vincent, 1997c). It can also be overdone by zealous Christians
to the harm of others (MacArthur, 1984, 2002). Many worry about the
linkage of charism with mysticism, the occult, and psychological weaknesses
(MacArthur, 1984, 2002). As with most attributes associated with power,
charism must be used wisely (MacArthur, 1996). In the case of charism as
given to individuals through the systemic workings of GH, there are important
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aspects, and almost sub-systems of understanding that are in operation within
those individuals desiring balance.
Charism involves a process of communication with God. Whereas in
the OT persons had to access GF through a priest at a certain location, they
can now directly enter into the holy relationship through prayer from
anywhere at anytime (a truly systemic communication dynamic). Wilson
notes that “we have personal access to God through Christ and can draw near
to him without an elaborate system (Wilson et al., 1992). The emphasis is not
on minimizing the role of the church, but increasing the role of the believer in
communication. Prayer, or direct communication with a transcendent God, is
linked to the nature of charism:
(Romans 8:26; Ephesians 6:18). The Holy Spirit teaches what we are
to pray for, and how. None can pray aright save by being in the Spirit,
that is, in the element of His influence. Chrysostom states that, among
the charisms bestowed at the beginning of the New Testament
dispensation, was the gift of prayer, bestowed on someone who prayed
in the name of the rest, and taught others to pray. Moreover, their
prayers so conceived and often used, were received and preserved
among Christians, and out of them forms of prayer were framed. Such
is the origin of liturgies [Hammond]. (Jamieson, Faussett, & Brown,
2003)
This GH enhanced directness is designed to facilitate a person’s relationship
with GF, and is linked to attitudes of personal submission (Constance, 1988a),
an attitude of grateful worship (Keener, Acts), and a commitment to
enhancing God’s glory with one’s giftedness – thus linking the NT with the
OT concept of a person’s most important duty in life (Clarke, 1999a; Godwin
& Edgemon, 1988; Vincent, 1997b).
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Thus, the systemic nature of a person’s relationship to God is almost a
non-system, and seemingly radical to organizers of religion.
In the New Testament “grace” (charis) has become a pivotal
theological term. There grace affirms a radical view of relationship
with God. It affirms God’s attitude of love and acceptance. It affirms
each person’s helplessness. Grace is action of a caring God who stoops
to lift us up, not because of any merit in ourselves, but simply because
of His great self-sacrificial love. [emphases mine] (Richards, 1987b).
This view emphasizes spiritual gifts (often overlapping with talents) over
talents, and natural abilities (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988); and gift-centered
leadership (Clarke, 1999a; Vincent, 1997d). Charism is tied in with
empowerment, but for the purposes of serving others and for the building up
of the body of Christ, or the Church (Butler, 2000a; Godwin & Edgemon,
1988; Orr, 1998; Richards, 1994). Rooted in faith (Schaff, 1890), spiritual
gifts must also be tempered by love. Schaff continues with his skillful
observations on the systemic nature of charism:
As faith lies at the bottom of all charisms, so love is not properly a
separate gift, but the soul of all the gifts, guarding them from abuse for
selfish and ambitious purposes, making them available for the
common good, ruling, uniting, and completing them. (1890)
Charism is thus a product of grace within the person, i.e., it is not under their
control (Richards), and is measured objectively through what RK defines as
fruits, i.e., observable proofs of transformed giftedness (Ibid.) as seen by their
impact upon others (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988; Orr, 1998). Thus, charism is
central to character development. This transformed giftedness is sometimes
referred to as a baptism in the spirit, and opens a person’s life to a new range
of wisdom, energy, and fullness (Richards, 1994).
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As to wisdom, the presence of spiritual charism expands the range of a
person’s knowledge (Schaff), discernment/understanding (Packer & Innell),
and ability to utilize truth found in all arenas of knowledge, including RK
(Clarke, 1999b; Douglas, ; Jamieson et al., ; Orr, ; Tertullian, Felix,
Commodian, & Origen). As to energy, charism is a direct source for vitality
(Kaiser et al.), vibrancy (NSB, 1999), power (Orr), inspiration (Clarke,
1999a), and unction (Bounds), to name a few. Finally, as to fullness, this was
partially addressed under the discussion on completeness, and has been
addressed below under the discussion of units 7-9, but especially in unit/cell 9,
the SPIRIT↔SPIRIT link.
(b) SYSTEMIC (S) and Charism (CS) HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral
Counseling, and Psychology Findings: The term systemic is used in 4 basic
ways in current academic and application literature; it is used as a term 1) to
position and describe the role of HRD in the marketplace, 2) to describe the
nature of the organizational environments within which HRD functions, 3) to
describe the nature of the individual that HRD professionals serve, and 4) to
describe the content areas (domains) and processes (approach) of HRD.
1) HRD desires to play a role of helping individuals and organizations
address the complexities and need interconnectedness of changing times:
Given the ever-increasing pace of change (Allee, 1997; Schwartz,
1991; Stacey, 1996), we can expect the coming and going of ages to
occur more frequently, and so the value of considering a variety of
plausible ages will contribute to the continued preparedness and
flexibility of the discipline of HRD. Underlying this critical
uncertainty is the basic notion of shifting away from the rationalist and
industrial era to one that is viewed as interrelated, complex, and highly
systemic in nature. (Chermack et al., 2003)
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The idea of providing both holistic and systemic approaches for HRD
professionals extends to the globalization pursuits of HRD as well.
“Globalization demands a more holistic, systemic approach that recognizes
individuals as part of an interconnected human development chain (Marquardt
& Berger, 2003).” Key to this statement is the linking of systemic approaches
to holistic approaches in HRD, supporting the TPM approach to
understanding the individual.
2) One reason for this emphasis on systemic approaches is that HRD
professionals now commonly view the organization and its structures as
basically systemic in nature (Wang, Dou, & Li, 2002, p. 219) and dealing with
systemic skills in management style, reporting, organizational systems, etc.
(Hansen, 2003, pp. 20-2). HRD challenges of the future are seen as
institutional and systemic in nature (Baldwin & Danielson, 2002, p. 25), and
practitioners will be called upon to recognize, diagnose, and work with
systemic organizational patterns (Cervero & Johnson-Bailey, 2003, p. 109).
This viewpoint is shared by all sectors of business and government (Garman,
Davis-Leanane, & Corrigan, 2003), and is becoming to be a defining
characteristic of the value HRD can play in organizational development as
well as HRD.
3) Recognizing the person as a systemic entity is used sparsely by
HRD professionals, but its recognition is growing under the concept of
holistic views of the individual, such as the TPM has attempted to develop.
One area in which the concept of the person as systemic is growing is in the
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area of change management. Granger points out in a research study of youth
development that both the capacity and will of individuals within a change
process must be addressed systemically (2002, p. 150). Dealing with the same
area, Kiefer’s study on the importance of addressing emotions holistically
during change processes also supports the need for a systemic view of the
individual, and she asserts the need to address “emotions as an important
component of construction of meaning during change,” and notes that
”Rüegg-Stürm (2001) outlined a systemic-constructivist ‘theory of firm’ to
describe and explain the construction of organizational change (Kiefer,
2002).” A systemic approach is needed to correctly view “organizations as
complex interwoven systems of events (Ibid.).”
4) HRD professionals are increasingly describing their content areas
(domains) and processes (approach) as systemic in nature. Ulrich and
Greenfield see all of HRD as shifting from T&D (Training and Development)
to T&L (Training and Learning). They point out that “The solution that
managers are looking for may only be found in a much more systematic and
systemic approach which could encompass training, but include
communication, team building, coaching, feedback, and counseling (Ulrich &
Greenfield, 1995, p. 11).” The idea is that HRD must use an approach that
gets beyond the debilitating silo structures (Bing, Kehrhahn, & Short, 2002),
blend learning technologies with all aspects of organizational life (Ruona,
Lynham, & Chermack, 2003), and involve HRD in the broader patterns of
organizational and individual behavior (Gutman, 1995). The scheme is to
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begin thinking systemically (Berr, Church, & Waclawski, 2000; Bing et al.,
2002), and measure the effects of HRD in terms of systemic impact
(Marquardt & Berger, 2003). What is important to notice in a literature
review on the usage of systemic is that it parallels the TPM linkage to GH,
supporting its usage as the HRDS choice of terms.
Charism, however, is a different matter, and its usage is limited mostly
to the concept of leadership style (Fearn, Francis, & Wilcox, 2001; Haaften,
2001; Stoker & Heijden, 2001), competency (Stoker & Heijden, 2001), and
feedback (Kuchinke, 2000). The charismatic style is not always considered
helpful, as some link it to cultic leadership (Haaften, 2001), and others to
negative leadership impact (Kuchinke, 2000). The semantic link of charism to
competency, however, does fit the TPM usage in the 3rd stage (column) of the
model. Jones, in the context of using a systemic approach to the development
of the self, is heavily influenced by Winnicot’s anti-Freudian views of
developing a healthy consciousness:
For Winnicott, human life is impoverished if deprived of access to
the transitional realm. Moments of rapture and ecstasy are necessary
times of psychic refreshment and rejuvenation and are the source of
creativity, sanity and a full human life. Childhood “transitional
objects” are put aside, but the capacity to enter and reenter that
transitional consciousness where the subject-object dualism is
transcended abides as the source of the “creative living first manifest
in play” (p.100). (Jones, 2002)
The TPM gestalts, based in RK, carry this same emphasis on creativity (Units
3,6, and 9), sanity (Unit 6), and fullness (Unit 9). The term charism was
addressed in the phase 2 interviews, and as is reflected in chapters 4 and 5, the
final HRDS for GH was changed to “Choices,” to be addressed in greater
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detail there.
2. The Behavioral Level; Units for Cells 1, 2, and 3
Whereas the TPM concepts of the Triune God (GF, GS, GH) were addressed
sequentially in the section above (TEMPLATE↔Completeness on behalf of GF;
ESSENCE↔Congruence on behalf of GS; and SYSTEMIC↔Charism on behalf of
GH), the descriptive research findings on the tripartite nature of the person will be
logically separated in the three levels of the TPM: the Behavioral Level representing
the BODY (soma); the Developmental Level representing the SOUL (psuche); and
the Numinous Level representing the SPIRIT (pneuma).
The Body (soma) Level is the first row of the TPM and is composed of 3
BEHAVIORAL LEVEL (BL) Units: Unit/Cell 1 (DESIGN↔Significance),
Unit/Cell 2 (NEEDS↔Security), and Unit/Cell 3 (RELATIONSHIP↔Service). This
level is directly observable in 12 figures: F17-23, F25, F29-30, F36, and F41. The
body (Greek, soma) is simply the shape or form of a person (1 Pet. 2:24; although
Rom. 12:1 can best be translated “selves”). Due to the enormous body of writings
surrounding the topic of the person’s body (soma, sarx, etc.) in both sacred and
secular literature, the descriptive research findings specific to the body (soma) are not
intended to be exhaustive, but representative of stated potential relationships within
the TPM. This research will emphasize the tripartite view of the person, but it can be
adjusted by the reader to support the bipartite view through the combining of the
elements of the soul with the body and spirit as appropriate.
FINDINGS: Behavioral Level Descriptive Research
a. Behavioral Level Gospels, New Testament, Old Testament and Theology
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Findings: Further volumes could be written on these interrelationships; to make this
study manageable the following delimited analytical methodology was developed to
give a sufficient overview of the linkages for the purposes of better understanding the
operations within the TPM. As exhibited in Figure 37, a semantic linkage search of
24 related terms to the tripartite nature of the person was conducted. Terms were
selected which centered on the TPM model’s need to integrate the concepts of the
soul as linked to the body and spirit in relationship to the Triune nature of God, i.e.,
with the equally important task of distinguishing each of the 9 unit linkages in mind.
The 24 terms chosen were: body, soul, spirit, GF, GS, GH, mind, knowledge,
understanding, reason, thought, will, heart, desire, purpose, feeling, truth, conscience,
wisdom, emotion, appetite, love, logic and volition. More terms were desired, but
time and space required this limitation of terms, and many more need to be processed
the same way in future studies of the TPM. These 24 terms were then matched for
association (linkage and usage) with the term body in the KJV (Brown et al., 1999;
Strong, 1998b; Thayer, 1999).
Tables 2-4 include an exhaustive listing of these associations. For this study,
the term syntax represents the actual word↔word linkages, the term semantics
represents the associated word↔meaning linkages, and the term usage represents the
actual syntax word counts analyzed by concordances and lexicons (Strong; Thayer).
The purpose of this analysis was to discover the linkages, associations, and
usages (i.e., recognized relationships) of the TPM model terms and linkages within
RK. Using the Thayer and Strong CD-ROM resources, the 24 related terms in
Diagram A (F37: A) resulted in 138 linked (refined conservatively) syntax hits
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(Tables 2, 3 & 4), producing 327 syntax links (refined conservatively) and 522
semantic linkages in 880 hits. The counts for the term body are analyzed in Diagrams
A and B (F37: A & B). The percentages of syntax hits to semantic links and usage
(32 terms crossed with 24 terms) are analyzed in Diagram C. The Body, Soul, Spirit
separations on Diagram C are arranged by logic only; the terms heart and love are
included in each level for easier comparison of TPM soul dynamics. The separation
process was repeated for the terms soul (Figure 38) and spirit (Figure 39), as analyzed
below, and Figure 40 contains all three Diagram Cs for easier comparison. Tables 58 contain the Greek and Hebrew definitions (in English), Strong and Thayer syntax
reference numbers, and key sources for the search used in each of the three analyses.
Tables 9 and 10 present a further analysis of the combined findings to be utilized in
discussing the laws of relationships, system states, and TPM model domains.
Analysis of “body” search (Figure 37 and Tables 9 & 10): In Diagram F37: B
it can be noted that soma was directly associated in usage with 87 terms listed in
Diagram A (center column), significantly more than found for psuche (soul/32) or
pneuma (spirit/19). Within those terms, there were 104 obvious semantic linkages;
this number was refined to be a conservative estimate as reflected in Tables 2-4.
Diagram F37: A, column 1, rank orders those associations in an ascending order.
Sarx (flesh, human being, carnal – see Table 8) was linked directly with soma in 4
passages, and its total KJV usage is 150, which shows the general usage weight
(reliance upon) of the term by biblical writers. Psuche (soul, life, mind, heart – see
Table 7) and exousiazo (power, authority, exercise of the will – see Table 6) were
directly linked with soma in 3 passages each, with usages of 105 and 6 respectively –
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again showing general usage reliance by biblical writers. Six terms were linked with
soma in 2 distinct passages, with usages ranging from 2 to 385 (Diagram F37: A,
column 3). Important to notice is that pneuma is the most heavily used of these
terms. The analysis in F37: C confirms that the body is linked in an observably direct
way with the soul and spirit, supporting the TPM’s linkages below in the 9 units.
There is a 6216 total usage of terms linked with the body to these and the remaining
terms listed as compared to 2745 for soul and 1084 for spirit. This supports the
inclusion of body in all views of the person regardless of the view of the soul (see
F36).
Evaluating the TPM from a holistic perspective, Table 1 illustrates one way to
represent the all 24 selected elements of the tripartite nature of the person with a
minimal number of RK syntax descriptors. Kardia links to 14 of the 24 terms, pater
links to 9 (adding 4, and sub-totaling 180, pneuma links to 13 of the 24 terms (adding
2, sub-totaling 20), suneido links to another 2 of the 24 term (sub-totaling 22), and
logikos and thelema add the remaining 2 terms (totaling all 24 selected terms with a
syntax weight of 100%, or 24). The semantic weight of the 6 selected terms is 83, or
346%, reflecting that the semantic usage is a stronger view of linkage than syntax
alone.
Part of this exercise is meaningless, as it is compiled statistically through a
mathematical process designed to discover the least number of terms needed to
represent the 24 selected descriptors of the body, soul, and spirit. The significant
aspect of this exercise, however, is that it shows complex integration of the syntax
and the dramatic increase of meaningful semantic linkages involved in any
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combination of terms chosen. With a logical combination of any of the 24 terms, it
does not take many terms to represent the entire 24 set from any semantic viewpoint,
an indication of strong interrelatedness of the TPM concepts within RK literature.
This also may explain why it is easy to have such varying viewpoints (preferences) as
to the constructs of the person, and why it may not be such an important issue, as
many paths (preferential viewpoints) will attain a satisfactorily holistic outcome.
Behavioral scientists, along with HRD professionals, can thus construct an almost
infinite number of views of the person and achieve some aspect of holism, as is seen
in the Vertical Laws of Relationship (VLR) section below centered on trait studies.
This is both good and bad. It is good in the sense that HRD professionals can easily
find ways to meaningfully think about and work with the human dimension of the
person on a daily (and even crisis) basis – almost without thinking and with easily
observable impact of their efforts. It is bad in that it can deter a more comprehensive
study, analysis, and application of better patterns (more holistically operable) that
would significantly improve their daily outcomes and avoid the crisis dimensions of
behavioral dynamics within organizations. It is similar to the analogy of childbearing
and parenting. Two individuals can bear and raise a child with instinctual responses
alone, and most will do it fairly well. However, when the lessons of past generational
mistakes are taught, amazing improvements can be made to assist the natural process
and bring far more rewarding results.
Figure 40 displays the results from the body, soul, and spirit analyses on one
page, and it can be seen that the focus changes the linkage dynamics. The mind,
which the TPM has logically placed principally in the body level, is linked
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semantically to 34% of body terminology, 10% of soul terminology, and 13% of
spirit terminology. One could state from this comparison that the mind (brain) is
physically centered in the body, and is operative in both the soul and the spirit
dimensions (levels) of the person. Reason, an assumed function of the brain (mind) is
represented (i.e., linked semantically) equally in the body, soul, and spirit at 25%. A
review of the entire chart would suggest that the TPM logic is not correctly
distributed, since percentages of the soul and spirit are seemingly weighted more
favorably to the body, and do not necessarily fit a distribution of understandable
logic. For example, emotion is equally linked to body and soul (50%), and less to
spirit (43%). It would seem that emotions should be more linked to soul and spirit an
less linked to the physical. Desire is linked to the body (50%) first, soul (45%)
second, and spirit third (27%). Again, the limitations of this type analysis reveal the
need to further differentiate the complexities of each term before drawing firm
conclusions. At minimum for the validation of the TPM, however, is the strong
presence of each term, and the ability to seek basic linkage representations. Further
studies need to factor out the dominance of the body, and weight its influence to the
subtleties of both the soul and spirit.
Tables 9 and 10 move the analysis in that direction. Table 9 displays the
syntax links in a fashion that shows some separation in terms of body, soul, and spirit
at this level of analysis. The psuche is observably the center of the conscience in RK
literature. The pneuma is clearly the center for truth discernment, and the most
connected to the term love. The second part of the table displays the syntax links as a
percentage of search hits, giving another view of this level of analysis. From this
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perspective, one can see that the body is the center of the person’s appetites (86%),
the conscience is the center of the person’s soul (38%), and love is the center of the
person’s spirit (67%). Emotions are still shared mostly between the body and soul in
RK (50%), and logic is a shared function of the holistic person, needing the aspects of
body-soul-spirit to be understood (25% equally represented). This analysis cannot be
pressed for conclusions, but it does give a fresh perspective as to the potential
mapping of the integration of the body-soul-spirit functions. Using the same data,
these linkages can be displayed in a rank-ordering that also lends some insight. Table
10 shows how one might construct an understanding of the body, soul, or spirit based
upon RK syntax “count” inter-linking of the terms. The body might be described
(utilizing the top 6 terms) as being the major center of the mind, with key linkages to
the functions of knowledge, reason, understanding, thoughts, and heart. The soul
might be primarily described as the center of the heart with key linkages to the mind,
thoughts, and reason. Note that conscience, feeling, and desire might easily be added
to the focused understanding of the soul. The spirit would then be the center of
reason with strong linkages to the understandings, feelings, and desires of the person.
Another view of the person would change somewhat when focusing upon the
syntax as percentage of hits in this analysis, as seen in the bottom part of Table 10. In
this view, selecting only those percentages at 50% or above, one’s understanding of
the body would center on appetites, heart, and emotions. The understanding of the
soul would center on love and emotion, and the understanding of the spirit would
center on love. Note that in this view emotion is the strongest link between the body
and spirit, and love is the strongest link between the soul and spirit. Again, all these
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views add some usefulness as to the mapping of the interrelatedness to the body-soulspirit integration, but the fact of the linkages are the most important element for the
support of the TPM model validation.
b. Behavioral Level HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral Counseling, Theology,
Psychology, and Other Findings: This portion of the descriptive research was
interested in both the syntax utilization of the TPM HRDS and the semantic
relationships represented by these terms. The first step was to determine current word
usage, and the second was to look at the meanings (semantics) of those terms in
comparison to the TPM usage. In addition to 40 management texts, as preparation for
this literature search, over 2,000 potentially relevant articles were reviewed from the
OSU and OSU linked online data bases. Of those articles approximately 350 were
determined to be directly applicable to the TPM. Two hundred sixty eight articles
were compiled into a search base, representing nearly 3000 text and journal pages.
The document word count was 1,622,362. Syntax analysis was observed from this
data base, and semantic analysis was observed from the entire set of research books
and articles.
Table 11 displays the 87 terms of the TPM-related principle searchs in 2
dimensions: syntax frequency and alphabetical order. Search counts ranged from 0
hits (God the Son) to 3,336 (psycholog*, where * represents a root search with
multiple endings). Table 12 orders the syntax counts in sets logical to the TPM
utilization of the terms. Extended syntax counts related to unit/cells 1-9 ranged from
627 (unit/cell 5) to 5,075 (unit/cell 7). Actual TPM syntax counts (less the extended
word search counts) ranged from 549 (unit/cell 7) to 1,454 (unit/cell 3). The
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utilization of terms compatible with the TPM were sufficient to support the 9 unit/cell
distinctions.
Syntax counts for TPM terms related to GF, GS, and GH also revealed current
usage of TPM terms. GF terms were separated from other terms such as deity, the
general usage of the term god, and the name of other commonly utilized deity
(Jehovah, Allah, Buddha, etc.). The 24 deity/God related terms utilized in the RK
searches above were also included along with other related syntax such as brain,
conscious, and instinct. Searches were limited to the syntax utilized by the TPM.
The limited utilization of the terms template (14), essence (119), systemic (29),
completeness (17), congruenc* (66), and charism* (39) have been noted above. The
semantic conceptualizations of these terms have also been discussed, and were taken
into consideration in the interview section of this study. Syntax related to the body,
soul, and spirit was sufficiently spread to lend support for the TPM approach.
Issues related to the behavioral level of the TPM are several: 1) the nature of
the body; 2) the distinctions from and the common functions of the body with the
soul; 3) the distinctions from and the common functions of the body to the spirit, and
4) the immortality of the body.
1) History has entertained many beliefs about the nature of the body, whether
it is good or evil. Plato felt the body was evil and the source of the greatest struggle
for the person. He stated that “all good and evil, whether in the body or in human
nature, originates, as he declared, in the soul, and overflows from thence, as from the
head into the eyes; and therefore, if the head and body are to be well, you must begin
by curing the soul. That is the first thing (“Charmides,” 157) (Vincent, 1997b).” He
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held a dualistic view of the person, which created many difficulties in understanding
the person from a holistic point of view. Freud saw the flesh as evil and demented,
emphasizing the sordid nature of the drives within each person (Salter, 1968). The
TPM rejects these views as uninformed and unproductive for a holistic view of the
person. Vincent summarizes the TPM view well by explaining the “body, σωμα, [as]
an organized system, formed by the creative energy of God out of the dust of the
earth; composed of bones, muscles, and nerves; of arteries, veins, and a variety of
other vessels, in which the blood and other fluids circulate (Vincent, 1997c).” It is
not just the body, but also the soul and spirit that can be “debased by sin (Vincent,
1997b).” RK addresses many of a person’s capacities from the vantage point of the
body: mental capacities, emotional capacities (Vincent, 1997b), physical capacities
(ISV, Luke 12:22-34, Stop Worrying), and spiritual capacities in terms of being able
to grasp purpose for life.
2) The tripartite view of the person views the body as the home of the spirit
and soul (e.g., Strong’s G4638; σκήνωμα - skēnōma). In agreement with the TPM,
Vincent comments that the person’s “soul, ψυχη, … is the seat of the different
affections and passions, such as love, hatred, anger, etc., with sensations, appetites,
and propensities of different kinds (Vincent, 1997b).” This distinction, however, is
not as clear as he states, for these are also linked with the functions of the body. Plato
has written that, “He who bids a man know himself, would have him know his soul
(“Alcibiades,” i., 130) (Ibid.).” RK teaches that the soul is actually breathed into the
body prior to birth, and known intimately by the Creator, differentiating it from other
animal life, but still leaving it as a physical reality bounded by birth and death.
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Physical science sees the body as controlled by the functions of the brain.
Evolutionary psychologists, as noted in chapter 1, see the mental processes as
evolving into learned behavior. The TPM recognizes the various physical aspects of
the body as being distinct from the mind, but integrated with its functioning. Table
10 rank orders 24 syntax descriptors (in a body-soul-spirit series of searches) related
to RK integration (linkage) with most aspects of the soul and spirit. The most
common linkages are the mind, knowledge, reason, understanding, thoughts, and the
heart. A second set of descriptors linked to the body are feelings, desires, purposes,
appetites, emotions, and the will. A more sparsely linked set of descriptors include its
linkage with truth, wisdom, logic, love and the conscience. Many of these would be
seen as centered in the soul or spirit, but the body is a key to their functioning. These
are discussed more on the developmental level of the person.
3) In the TPM holistic model of the person, the body is also linked to the
spirit. Continuing Vincent’s thoughts, he states that:
[the] “spirit, πνευμα, [is] the immortal principle, the source of life to the body
and soul, without which the animal functions cannot be performed, how
perfect soever the bodily organs may be; and which alone possesses the
faculty of intelligence, understanding, thinking, and reasoning, and produces
the faculty of speech wherever it resides, if accident have not impaired the
organs of speech. (Ibid.)
Depending upon one’s viewpoint, the spirit of a person is distinct from that of
animals either because it is part of the soul, or because it is the image of the Spirit of
God, or both. Noting Table 10, the spirit is the center for love, certain appetites,
emotions, feelings, and creativity – the elements that separate the person forever from
the limits of the machine (e.g., artificial intelligence). These are dealt with further in
the section below on the numinous level of the person.
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4) A common belief is that the body is mortal, but this is viewed as a heresy
from the viewpoint of RK. The early church fathers felt that this belief was the result
of a lack of understanding about the how and why of creation. The person is more
than just “atoms,” and the body is an important eternal aspect of each person. Note
the following writings directed toward this false doctrine,
IV. A REFUTATION OF THE SAME ON THE GROUNDS OF THE HUMAN
CONSTITUTION. Further, those men understand neither themselves nor what is
proper to themselves. For if any of the leaders in this impious doctrine only
considered what manner of person he is himself, and whence he comes, he
would surely be led to a wise decision, like one who has obtained
understanding of himself, and would say, not to these atoms, but to his Father
and Maker, “Thy hands have made me and fashioned me.” (Ps. 119:73) And
he would take up, too, this wonderful account of his formation as it has been
given by one of old: “Hast Thou not poured me out as milk, and curdled me as
choose? Thou hast clothed me with skin and flesh, and hast fenced me with
bones and sinews. Thou hast granted me life and favour, and Thy visitation
hath preserved my spirit.” (Thaumaturgus et al., 205 A.D.)
Indeed, the human body suffers death and decay similar to all animal life. In the RK
view, as supported by the early Christian fathers, the body will be resurrected (i.e.,
like the soul and unlike other animal life) (Constance, 1988c, Acts 23:6-10). This is
supported by both the spiritual and bodily resurrection of Christ. “But the nature of
the incarnation will render unnecessary any inquiry into the soul of Christ. For as He
truly possessed flesh, so also He truly possessed a soul (Tertullian et al., 250 A.D.,
Chap VIII).” Many current theologians also support this interpretation of biblical
RK:
Usually, and reasonably, it is added that (d) man’s God-given immortality
and (e) the human body, through which we experience reality, express
ourselves, and exercise our dominion, belong to the image too. The body
belongs to the image, not directly, since God, as we noted earlier, does not
have one, but indirectly, inasmuch as the God-like activities of exercising
dominion over the material creation and demonstrating affection to other
rational beings make our embodiment necessary. There is no fully human life
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without a functioning body, whether here or hereafter. That truth, implicit
in Genesis 1, was made explicit by incarnation and resurrection of Jesus
Christ: as the true image of God in his humanity as well as in his divinity. The
glorified Lord Jesus is embodied to all eternity, just as Christians will be.
(Packer & Innell, 1993, Humanness)
a. UNIT/Cell 1 [FATHER ↔ BODY image↔link properties]:
Template and Completeness imaged within DESIGN and Significance.
(1) DESIGN and Significance UNIT/Cell 1 Findings:
(1a) DESIGN and Significance UNIT/Cell 1 Gospels, New Testament,
Old Testament, and Theology Findings: This cell has been discussed in the
sections above. In addition, the following findings are helpful to establishing
the validity of this image↔link. Deuteronomy 6:5 and Leviticus 19:18 link
C1 (mind and strength) with C5 (love), C4-6 (heart and soul), C3 (neighbor),
and C1-9 (self) (Constance, 1988c).
C1, the body, is linked to C5 (love) through Christ’s example of
physical death for the individual in Luke 22:7-30).
A person’s identity is linked to creation (including gender differences)
in Genesis 2 (Richards, 1987b, The Image of God).
In Acts 12 C1 (intelligence) is tied to are tied to the soul (C4-6 –
emotions) in the example of Cornelius’ soul crying intelligently out go a
personal God. (Constance, 1988c)
(1b) DESIGN and Significance UNIT/Cell 1 HRM, HRD, OD,
Pastoral Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: Most HRD
professionals recognize the aspect of design as being related to the
significance of the person. On the behavioral level this is seen in countless
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studies on traits (e.g., MBTI or DISC), behavioral characteristics (e.g., FIROB), and measures of how one sees themselves as part of matching systems
(e.g., Holland). On table 11, the term significance is used 133 times, and
needs 1,133 times. From a holistic perspective, this understanding of needs is
conclusive of capacities (physical, mental, and spiritual) (Vincent, 1997c).
Significance (C1) is also linked to the developmental, or emotional level (C46) (LaMothe, 2001, p. 367, 374), to C4 in terms of family being part of the
significant others (Bosma & Kunnen, 2001); and to the numinous level in
terms of developing moral significance to life (Costanzo, 2002). Those of the
Buddhist faith link trait measurement (and needs) to significance through the
use of the enneagram (Kale & Shrivastava, 2002), which is a trait-style tool
used by some HRD professionals in linking individuals to good vocational fit.
Followers of Islam make the same applications, although on a somewhat more
psychological level:
The core of the Nafs in Islamic psychology is the Qalb—the heart—
which is a non-material principle and the essence of the self.
Personality in Islamic psychology springs from the union of mind and
body. Al-Ghazali discussed the essence of Qalb in his book Kimya-ISadat, or the alchemy of happiness (Ali, 1977). He wrote that the heart
is the point of union between Jism, the body, and Ruh, the spirit. The
unity of the heart is one of the main purposes of Islam. Thus, Islam
sees personality as consisting of aspects of body and mind, not unlike
the present-day thinking of Western psychosomatic medicine. (Ashy,
1999).
This view emphasizes the importance of C1 to the understanding of all cells,
similar to C5 (LOVE↔Worth) in the TPM model.
(2) DESIGN and Significance UNIT/Cell 1 Analysis
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(2a) |GF| T + CT ≈ BT ↔ TB - UNIT/Cell 1: The link suggests that
human design is part of God the Father’s (GF) template for human beings and
is a key to a person’s awareness of significance. The AS is significance and
the HRDS is DESIGN.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 1 Characteristics: Design refers to how a person is
created physically, including physical capacities, mental capacities,
temperaments, traits, and associated genetic and physical-cultural realities.
Significance refers to a person’s inherent and developed awareness of that
design in terms of being unique and valuable independent from associative
data.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 1 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Certain
aspects of physical design and significance occur only once (e.g., birth,
speech, puberty, certain diseases, language, death, etc.) and other aspects are
reoccurring (e.g., cell development, eating and nourishment, growth, illnesses,
moral awareness, mental development, defecation, trait learning, etc.).
(2d) UNIT/Cell 1 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Design and significance have attribute qualities (e.g., gender, race,
temperaments, language, giftedness, capacities, etc.) and variable qualities
(e.g., height, weight, IQ, mental adjustment, articulation skills, growth, etc.).
(2e) UNIT/Cell 1 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): The design
and significance unit has characteristics classified as real (most of the variable
qualities above are testable) and nominal (many of the attribute qualities
above are minimally testable, but still observable).
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(2f) UNIT/Cell 1 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
All 9 TPM unit/cells are primitive in that they exist in potential (often
observable) at birth (i.e., they have a latent presence at minimum) as part of
the God-person template-matrix. The design-significance unit (|GF| T + CT ≈
BT ↔ TB) characteristics become sophisticated through any three of the 3
methodologies used by any and at all levels of inquiry. Behavioral level
unit/cells, with C1 included, have an almost infinite number of likely
definitions which presents scientists with limitless possibilities; although rich
in isomorphic potentials, the uniqueness of cultures, drive for individualism,
and fear of reductionism make holistic sophistication of these unit/cells
difficult. The TPM presents another set of these, with the design-significance
unit descriptors being another way to reach sophistication. Its uniqueness,
however, is in that by RK definition, the cell exists – nameless or not.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 1 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): C1
is more often thought of as a collective unit, e.g., the combination of physical
and physical-mental-behavioral aspects that comprise the whole of the person.
Sets include the near-unit relationships of C1↔C2, C1↔C5, and C1↔C7 as
illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C1 is in the unique position to be the first
unit/cell in the Level 1 relationships (Figure 21), the Stage A (Child)
relationships (Figure 22), and the diagonal relationships (Figure 23). It can
also be a member unit when utilized as part of any of the laws of relationship
or when a particular aspect of the person is being studied. It can be either
symmetric or asymmetric in property.
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(2h) UNIT/Cell 1 Type:
Enumerative (EU) (universal in all states; never zero): C1 is
enumerative in that each person has physical presence. Humans differ from
animals in that they possess a soul and in that the body will be resurrected.
Animal bodies would be enumerative only during a life-span. A person’s
body is considered observably enumerative during its life-span and spiritually
enumerative after the resurrection. Physical design elements are said to be
steady (e.g., gender, race, DNA, capacities, etc.) across the system states, and
some are developmental (e.g., intelligence, temperaments, size, skill levels,
etc.).
Associative (AU) (occasional; either -, 0, or +; must be able to be
zero): C1 is associative in many ways. With birth, C1 as a whole is present
(+), and in death it is absent (-), depending upon burial, cremation, or other
possible post-death conditions of the body. Many physical aspects can be
classified as associative depending upon the HRD professional’s need. Most
associative unit classifications of C1 are limited to items where the quality can
be gained or lost (e.g., weight, skills, knowledge, promotion, etc.) and where
the qualities are never complete (e.g., capacities are unknown or unstable). In
the TPM, when applying the RK aspects of transformation, however, some
AU qualities can be considered complete (e.g., salvation, forgiven, etc.) as
defined by the RK concept of fullness.
Relational (RU) (interaction or combination with other properties):
C1 is a relational unit in terms of design (a person must physically relate to
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their environment) and significance (internal and internally defined). For
example, DESIGN is related to NEEDS, significance is related to security,
and DESIGN↔Significance is related to WORTH↔Love, etc.
Statistical (SU) (central tendency, dispersion, relative position): Here
lies the expectancy with C1, as with all the TPM unit/cells – that is choosing
which characteristics of the unit to measure. As noted in the examples above,
many of the aspects of C1 are measurable and can be analyzed, in conjunction
with the context of the inquiry needs, by statistical methods of central
tendency (e.g., height, age, IQ, etc.), dispersion (e.g., height, age, IQ – but
also sex, race, temperament, development, etc.), and relative position (e.g., et.
al.).
Summative (∑U) (represents a complex whole): As with all 9 TPM
unit/cells, DESIGN and significance, because they can be seen as both
complex variables and attributes, can be used in global model designs as
summative units. When used as this type of unit, C1 loses many of its
predictive qualities and is limited as to correlative value.
b. UNIT/Cell 2 [SON ↔ BODY image↔link properties]:
Essence and Congruence imaged within NEEDS and Security
(1) NEEDS and Security UNIT/Cell 2 Findings:
(1a) NEEDS and Security UNIT/Cell 2 Gospels, New Testament, Old
Testament, and Theology Findings: Genesis 2:4-25 is rich with examples of
how God, in the garden of Eden, provided for the human needs (physical,
emotional, and spiritual) of His creation in the attitude of love (Richards,
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1987b, The Image of God), linking C2 with C1, C3, and C5. This passage
also addresses gender needs for companionship, love, and union. Nelson also
attributes this passage (in conjunction with Genesis 1) as the origin of a
person’s desire and need to control, subjugate, and manage (NSB, 1999, Let
Us Make).
The need for divine intervention in life is addressed in Exodus in the
context of the Passover, deliverance, etc. (Richards, 1987b, Captivity in
Egypt).
The need for honesty, wholeness, and expression of feelings is
addressed in Psalms 73 (Ibid., verses 23-6).
The need for discipline, sound judgment, and healthy choices is
presented in Proverbs (Richards, 1987a, Chapter 22).
The need for honor and respect for family is established in Exodus and
linked to longevity, health, happiness, and societal productivity (Wilson et al.,
1992, 20:1-26). This links C2 with C3, C4, and C6.
The Holeman Bible Dictionary notes scriptural reference to vocation
as partial fulfillment of the need for purpose, “The Bible teaches that human
beings have purpose. They have an instinctive need to be something and to do
something. They have a responsible intuition and an inner call to duty (Butler,
2000a),” linking C2 to C7, C8, and C9.
RK establishes man’s rational nature and resulting needs for
communication on a transcendent level, linking C2 to all other unit/cells of the
TPM, but specifically to the NL:
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Humans created in God’s image share His rational nature. People have
the power to think, analyze, and reflect even upon abstract matters.
They cannot be defined by or confined to material attributes. As God
is spiritual (John 4:24), persons are spiritual. This spiritual kinship
makes possible communication with God (Ibid).
Morrison expresses this need set in terms of a person’s need for the
immanence of God:
It is psychologically impossible that such determined impenitence
could be cherished by the monarch, and yet produce no effects in the
sensibilities of his heart. In such necessary working the hand of God
must needs be immanent. When we impersonally say ‘must’ and speak
impersonally of ‘necessity’ in reference to the conditions of the human
sensibility, we either expressly or implicitly point to the operation of
God. God did harden of old, and still He hardens when sin is
cherished.” (Morison.) (Vincent, 1997c)
RK not only establishes the complete set of needs as presented by the TPM,
but it also establishes the sovereignty of each person to source those needs,
with or without His divine help. An exhaustive review of these ideas would
be worthwhile, but is beyond the scope of this study.
(1b) NEEDS and Security UNIT/Cell 2 HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral
Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: C2, in terms of
NEEDS being linked to GS and security, is well represented by literature
outside the realm of RK. Table 11 displays a syntax usage of need/needs
1142 times in the literature search; security was used 256 times.
The most popular secular example is found in Maslow’s writings,
where he establishes security as the prerequisite base for the meeting of all
human needs (Pfeiffer & Ballew, 1991b). John Milton’s writings related a
person’s needs to a host of elements such as health, deformity, appetite,
discipline, and sin; these were measured as to a person’s distance from
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attaining a likeness to the image of God (Milton, 1998, Book XI). RK,
presenting the person as having a soul, “regards human nature as in need of
renewal and recovery. It points to a process by which character can be
restored and transformed (Orr, Idea of Man, Romans 1:16).” Wilson goes
further and states that every worthless conversation expresses the need for
God’s help in living (Wilson et al., 1992, James 3:1-18).
Meeting needs and attaining a sense of security is a focus of many
psychologists, as is illustrated in this passage from Madden:
Can we make it our task to be attentive to how the world
addresses us, to what it wants of us? This can be fearsome!
Attending to the other feels like you may lose yourself in the
process. Far from it. Inclusion of the other allows us to make
contact with another and still be in contact with ourselves.
Elizabeth Maxwell reflects, “attending to [my patient’s] soul, I am
there as all of who I am, even if much of who I am is never spoken”
(Maxwell, 2003, p. 113). To be this kind of therapist in Buber’s
words, we “walk a narrow ridge.” We travel “a narrow, rocky ridge
between the gulfs where there is no sureness of
expressible knowledge but the certainty of meeting what remains
disclosed” (Buber, 1965, p. 184). Panajian, amplifying Buber,
explains that we hold our own perspective, but in the context of
what the patient brings, with all the surprises of the moment. We
do not take security for granted, nor do we use theory to
substitute for the therapeutic encounter. Theory can be used as a
defense against facing the unknown (Panajian, 2000, p. 109).
(Madden, 2003)
Current HRD literature documents the complex relationship between job
security and the many other needs of the person (worth, income, motivation,
physical and emotional health, etc.) (Martin, Pate, & McGoldrick, 1999;
Selmer, 2000). The differentiation between job security and the sense of
security in other areas of life is minimal, and the concept of one set of needs
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being met as linked to need fulfillment in other areas of the person is tightly
associated in these studies.
An important area of writing related to C2 revolves around Jung and
his disciples. In this selected passage, note that needs and security are
separated in a typical Jungian dualistic fashion, yet still left connected by
choice of consciousness or unconsciousness to some extent:
In his discussion entitled The Problem of the Attitude-Type, Jung
writes, "the will that is grounded in reason is valid only up to a point.
The further we go in the direction selected by reason, the surer we may
be that we are excluding the irrational possibilities of life which have
just as much right to be lived" (1966, p. 49). These irrational
possibilities of life are possibilities inherited and posited in human
nature. What is this "nature" in Jung's conception that seems to possess
its own agenda? What is this nature which refuses to be directed by
reason and yet contains reason within itself? The term nature is often
used in connection with the unconscious process. In describing the
stages of life Jung states, "As long as we are still submerged in nature
we are unconscious, and we live in the security of instinct which
knows no problems" (1969a, p. 388). Jung's conception of nature
implies the lack of consciousness… Consciousness is not given (Jung,
1984, p. 213). Consciousness belongs to ego. It does not belong to
nature because it is given to us. Consciousness emerges as the self
interacts with its environment. This concept is clearly expressed by
Jung in his interpretation of the symbol of the Fall: The myth depicts
the birth of consciousness as a crime which alienates man from God
and from his original preconscious wholeness. The fruit is clearly
symbolical of consciousness . . . Thus, according to this myth and the
theological doctrines that rest on it, consciousness is the original sin,
the original hybrids, and the root cause of all evil in human nature ...
Eating the forbidden fruit marks the transition from the eternal state of
unconscious oneness with the Self to a real, conscious life in space and
time. In short, the myth symbolizes the birth of the ego. The effect of
this birth process is to alienate the ego from its origins. It now moves
into a world of suffering, conflict and uncertainty. No wonder we are
reluctant to take the step to greater consciousness. (Edinger, 1972, p.
18) Hence consciousness symbolizes the loss of innocence, the moving
away from nature. It is a place where reason seeks self understanding
at the exclusion of nature (the subjective and objective aspects of
nature). Through consciousness ego seeks dissociation from the Self.
The eating of the forbidden fruit signifies the movement away from
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nature. Eve distrusted God’s promises. She wanted to be wiser than
God. She had chosen the path of consciousness and sought to define
the path for herself. [emphasis mine] (Sorajjakool, pp. 272-3)
In this passage Sorajjakool outlines the complexity of needs, but also links C2
with the entire developmental level of the TPM, and to a great degree (noting
the differences between the tripartite and dualistic view of the person) the
numinous level as well (noting the interaction of the person with deity).
Centering human needs on the development of the ego, LaMothe also
links C2 with the developmental and numinous levels of the TPM.
The way a family or group handles and contains disruptions in faith
shapes expressions of and the level of intimacy and vulnerability
among members. These reparative performances of faith are tools
groups use to move from the disruptions associated with painful
disappointments and betrayals to the security and play of trust, fidelity,
and hope. Reparative rituals of faith, in other words, restore trust and
hope in order for persons to risk who they are in community.
(LaMothe, 2001, p. 366)
In his writings he establishes relationships of family, faith, and the self with
having developmental and numinous needs met early in childhood as a link to
a sense of personal security and the ability to develop trust and fidelity in
relationships. His studies also link C2 with C1, and support the TPM’s views
on the integration of these unit/cells:
A traumatized person—who possesses an inscribed identity of
victim—lacks the freedom and security derived from trust and fidelity
in order to confidently risk and reveal who they are. Working with
persons who have been severely abused as children reveals the
interlocking aspects of these poles and in particular the dialectic of
hope and hopelessness. They may experience an overwhelming sense
of hopelessness and deeply distrust others, which undermines their
capacity for agency and shatters a secure sense of identity. This eclipse
of hope and agency appears when they are in touch with intense and
deep experiences of distrust and betrayal. (Ibid.)
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The importance of the link between met needs and security has also been
shown in a reverse study on terrorism. Parregaard noted that to create a
situation of insecurity on both the personal and societal level, one only has to
interrupt the attainment of certain needs (Paerregaard, 2002). Other misuses
of the link between needs and security are also noted by Drobin, who
illustrates that the foothold of the New Age culture has used (displayed as a
false and shallow form of spirituality by Drobin) in pulling people from
traditional sources of spirituality is often done through the guise of “feeling
secure,” considered to be a vulnerable area of need fulfillment often neglected
by traditional spiritual sources (Drobin, 1999).
On the more practical level, in a review of HRD strategic approaches,
Dutch theorists Wognum and Mulder note that HRD professionals as a whole
place needs analysis on the individual and organizational levels as a primary
determiner of the essence of any HRD activity, and an essential element in
being able to measure outcomes (1999, pp. 2-13).
(2) NEEDS and Security UNIT/Cell 2 Analysis
(2a) |GS| E + CE ≈ BE ↔ EB - UNIT/Cell 2: The link suggests that
human needs are part of GS’s essence within human beings and are a key to a
person’s awareness, attainment, and fulfillment of needs. The AS is security
and the HRDS is NEEDS.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 2 Characteristics: Having needs is a created
characteristic of the person. Being needy is a universal quality of all human
life. Needs are linked to a person’s design, and are dependent upon how a
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person is created physically, including physical capacities, mental capacities,
temperaments, and associated genetic and physical-cultural realities. Essence
refers to a person’s inherent and developed awareness of those need sets and
how they negotiate those needs internally with their sense of self and
externally with their environments. One’s sense of security is linked to the
extent to which those need sets are met.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 2 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
physical needs and security occur only once (e.g., conception, DNA
composition, puberty, etc.) and other aspects are reoccurring (e.g., cell
development, oxygen, hunger, shelter, sex, income, training, education,
associations, love, protection, commitment, etc.), all linked in some way to
design and the resulting appetites, drives, and desires.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 2 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Needs and security have attribute qualities (e.g., food, shelter, clothing,
friendship, family, employment, position, recognition, name, etc.) and
variable qualities (e.g., diet, metabolism, training, education, marriage, child
birth, career, earnings, awards, reputation, etc.).
(2e) UNIT/Cell 2 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): The needs
and security unit has characteristics classified as real (most of the variable
qualities above are testable) and nominal (many of the attribute qualities
above are minimally testable).
(2f) UNIT/Cell 2 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
All 9 TPM unit/cells are primitive in that they exist in potential at birth (i.e.,
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they have a latent presence at minimum) as part of the God-person templatematrix. The needs-security unit (|GS| E + CE ≈ BE ↔ EB) characteristics
become sophisticated through any three of the 3 methodologies used by any
and at all levels of inquiry. C2 has an almost infinite number of likely
definitions. Its uniqueness, however, is in that by RK definition, the cell
exists – nameless or not.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 2 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): C2
is more often thought of as a collective unit, e.g., the combination of physical
and physical-mental-behavioral needs that comprise the whole of the person.
Sets include the near-unit relationships of C1↔C2, C2↔C5, and C2↔C3 as
illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C2 is the second sequential unit/cell in the
Level 1 relationships (Figure 21), the Stage A (Child) relationships (Figure
22), and has the unique position of being the first unit/cell in the vertical law
of relationship (VLR) Stage B (Adolescent). C2 can also be a member unit
when utilized as part of any of the laws of relationship or when a particular
aspect of the person is being studied. It can be either symmetric or
asymmetric in property.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 2 Type:
Enumerative (EU) (universal in all states; never zero): C2 is
enumerative in that each person has physical essence and by default, has
needs related to the sustaining of that existence. Some needs are more easily
discerned and met on each of the physical, emotional, and spiritual levels
linked to C2. Humans differ from animals in that they have an immortal soul
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that represents additional need sets for transformation, submission,
conversion, worship, communication, etc. with a transcendent God. A
person’s needs for sustaining the body are considered observably enumerative
during its life-span and their needs for sustaining the soul are considered
spiritually enumerative after the resurrection. Some needs related to physical
design elements are basically steady (e.g., metabolism, protection, capacities,
etc.) across the system states and some are developmental (e.g., intelligence,
temperaments, skill levels, etc.).
Associative (AU) (occasional; either -, 0, or +; must be able to be
zero): C2 is associative in many ways. Some needs are sequential: you have
the need for education (0), you are in training (+ or – depending upon quality,
focus, usability, and in some cases completion of a degree), and hopefully you
attain that education (+). Some needs are cyclical. You have hunger, you eat,
you no longer have hunger. You desire recognition, you achieve, you get
recognized. You are threatened, you seek a solution, you find safety and are
secure.
Relational (RU) (interaction or combination with other properties):
C2 is a relational unit in terms of needs (a person must physically connect to
their environment to satisfy needs) and security (internal and internally
defined).
Statistical (SU) (central tendency, dispersion, relative position): There
are many choices in C2 as to which characteristics of the unit to measure. As
noted in the examples above, many of the aspects of C2 are measurable and
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can be analyzed, in conjunction with the context of the inquiry needs, by
statistical methods of central tendency (e.g., nutrition balance, sleep, exercise,
relationships, etc.), dispersion (e.g., temperament, development, attainment,
etc.), and relative position (e.g., et. al.).
Summative (∑U) (represents a complex whole): As with all 9 TPM
unit/cells, design and significance, because they can be seen as both complex
variables and attributes, can be used in global model designs as summative
units. When used as this type of unit, C2 loses many of its predictive qualities
and is limited as to correlative value.
c. UNIT/Cell 3 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY image↔link properties]:
Systemic and Charism imaged within RELATIONSHIP and Service
(1) RELATIONSHIP and Service UNIT/Cell 3 Findings:
(1a) RELATIONSHIP and Service UNIT/Cell 3 Gospels, New
Testament, Old Testament, and Theology Findings: An argument can be
made from a study of RK that C3 is as powerful a set of linkages as C5
(Love). In chapter 1 it was mentioned that some physical scientists believe a
proof for God’s existence is the life-supportive nature of the universe, i.e.,
earth. The fragile balance is amazingly within the ranges necessary to support
human life, unlike earth’s sister planet Venus, which seems to be just the
opposite. A parallel argument might be made with focus upon the fact that all
of creation related to the person seems to be relationship-supportive. God
revealed himself as triune (i.e., one in relationship to itself) and capable of
communion. He fashioned his human creation to communicate in ways
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beyond simple animal life – with speech, language, and words (Orr, 1998,
Existing Gaps). He empowered this triad with a mind, thought, reason,
understanding, and the potential for wisdom. His first days with man were
recorded as conversations and a relationship in Eden as proof that his plan was
to commune with each and every individual of His creation (Godwin &
Edgemon, 1988; Scofield, 1967, Dominion). “Because man is made in God’
image, each individual is of vital importance to God and special to Him
(Richards, 1987b, Guide 31).”
When disobedience spoiled that relationship, a plan was put in place
for complete and satisfying restoration. He identified fully with his creation
in the incarnation with the emphasis upon relationship – and characterized the
event as the Word among us. That Word was equated to both Truth and Life
– essentials to any healthy relationship, and representative of the U10T1
connection to transformation and unlimited knowledge. He also equated the
Word with love – the ultimate of any relationship experience, and exampled
servant love in His death and resurrection. This added another important
element to any relationship – hope (of reconciliation and immortality). The
God-Image stamp upon the individual’s C3 potential is powerful, and
deserves its own volume of study.
Orr notes that “the created son was ‘like unto God’ (homoíōsis; 1 Jn
3:2), and even in his degradation there is the promise of renewal after that
image: the eternal, only-begotten Son is God’s equal (Phil 2:6, 7), though he
became a servant and was made in the likeness homoiōmati) of men (Orr,
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1998, Constituents of Image).” Thus, Christ’s first example as to how he
desired individuals to relate exampled servant-hood, linking C3 to C6 and C9.
Richards speaks to this exampling of relationships as being one of the
purposes of the Psalms. “Psalms, then, speaks directly to our inner lives. The
patterns of relationship we find there guide you and me in our prayer lives
(Richards, 1987b, Guide 47).”
Godwin and Edgemon link this exampling of relationships to the
design of the family, which he calls a blessing, and a basic distinction between
those who live by RK principles and those who do not. To him the family is a
“basic human reality … based on God’s creative act and blessing. Israel’s
neighbors celebrated divine procreation populating the heavenly world and
establishing the natural elements. Israel’s God celebrated human procreation
fulfilling His purposes (1988, Genesis 9, History, Linear).” C2 fits well into
the third Stage C (Adult) in that it is vertically related to GH, the giver of gifts
– centered upon the relationship of service to others (Ibid., Summary GH).
This is seen as a linkage to a person’s membership within a new family based
upon faith, linking C3 to C4 and the entire developmental level outputs (i.e.,
C6).
From this viewpoint, sin (disobedience to RK rules of relationship) is
seen as the eventual death to all healthy relationships – with both God and
others. C2 is across the transformation line as seen in Figures 19-23, and sin
is the major cause for this need. Great emphasis is placed on human and
divine reconciliation of relationships throughout the entire body of RK. C2 is
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linked to C6 (competence in relationships) within the theme of restoration
(Wilson et al., 1992, James 3:1-18), but all unit/cells are effected by poor and
broken relationships, connecting C2 to the remaining 8 unit/cells.
(1b) RELATIONSHIP and Service UNIT/Cell 3 HRM, HRD, OD,
Pastoral Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: In the OSU
selected HRD syntax search mentioned above, relationship was used 1,442
times, servant 12 times, and serve 158 times. In Collins’ book, Good to
Great, his final premise is that great companies are run by servant leaders,
which he redefines as Level 5 Leaders (Collins, 2001). Many favored
leadership texts point to the servant quality within effective leaders, and they
all link that quality to relationships (Clinton, 1988; Cox & Hoover, 2002;
Ford, 1991; Gangel, 1989; Oakley & Krug, 1993; Parker, 2001; Sanders,
1994; Westermann, 1997; Williamson, 1986).
Relationships are obviously important in HRD literature, research, and
practice, but what is the emphasis upon serving? Self serving is always seen
as a negative characteristic of both the individual and the organization
(business, governments, etc.) (Dennen & Wang, 2002; Goodnow & Lawrence,
2001; Rocco, 2001; Vandecreek, 1999). One view of serving is related more
to fulfilling an expected role, such as serving on a committee, as a facilitator,
as a trainer, as an expert, or as a leader (Aragon & Johnson, 2002; Clardy,
2000; Ellinger, Watkins, & Bostrom, 2000; Fox, 2003). This is similar to uses
related to serving in the peace corps, in the army, the inner-city, the poor, or
any other cause-related organization (Benson, 2002; Bing et al., 2002; Drobin,
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1999, p. 230; Elkin, 1998; King, 2003; Marquardt, Nissley, Ozag, & Taylor,
2000; Nevo & Wisemen, 2002; Plante, Saucedo, & Rice, 2001). The more
important utilizations of the concept of servant come in statements like
“serving our clients,” or “serving the purpose of the organization” (Bartlett,
Lawler, Bae, Chen, & Wan, 2002; Budhwar, Al-Yahmadi, & Debrah, 2002;
Elkin, 1998; Gilkey, 1995; Kucker, 2000; Packer & Sharrar, 2003; Rocco,
2001; Sambrook, 2001; Wang et al., 2002; Wentling & Palma-Rivas, 2000).
In their book on knowledge management, Morey, Maybury, and
Thuraisingham state that “it is obvious that that there can be no good
knowledge management if knowledge cannot be measured against its
effectiveness in serving a person or a collective to accomplish strategic goals
(2000, p. 154).” Some HRD professionals see this dimension as central to the
purpose of HRD itself.
There are few examples of servant that parallel the TPM presentation
of the RELATIONSHIP-Servant linkage in current HRD literature. In
studying what is known as transformed companies, some leadership measures
actually focus upon the quality of (and attitude of) serving others – however,
company profits are still the bottom-line measure (Vicere, 1995). One other
study found, from a Chinese perspective, is that one of the central goals of
learning is to produce better servant-type behavior (Selmer, 2000).
(2) RELATIONSHIP and Service UNIT/Cell 3 Analysis
(2a) |GH| S + CS ≈ BS ↔ SB - UNIT/Cell 3: The link suggests that
human relationships are part of God the Spirit’s (GS) systemic nature for
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human beings and are a key to a person’s awareness of and engagement in
service. The AS is service and the HRDS is RELATIONSHIP.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 3 Characteristics: Service refers to how one positions
oneself in relationship to others. It depicts the lack of arrogance, the presence
of self sacrifice, and the genuine love for others. Service is the most favored
character quality of relationship as it understands the value of the person in
relationship to other persons – analogous to the body concept where each part
of the body is in unity, coordination, cooperation, respect, and service to the
other parts for healthy existence and functioning. Relationship refers to the
skill in building relationships by understanding and meeting the needs of self
and others.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 3 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
service and relationship are events and may occur only once (e.g., birth, first
acquaintance, knowledge of, martyrdom, final departure, death, etc.) and other
aspects are reoccurring (e.g., repeated acquaintance, acknowledgement,
sustained presence, commitment, memories, etc.).
(2d) UNIT/Cell 3 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Service and relationship have attribute qualities, many similar to and bounded
by design (e.g., gender, race, temperaments, language, giftedness, presence,
awareness of, proximity, etc.) and variable qualities (e.g., lineage (family
trees), mental development, attitude, perception skills, cultural bias, personal
bias, articulation skills, etc.).
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(2e) UNIT/Cell 3 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): The
service and relationship unit has characteristics classified as real (all of the
variable qualities above are testable) and nominal (many of the attribute
qualities above are minimally testable).
(2f) UNIT/Cell 3 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
As with C1 and C2, the C3 unit/cell is primitive in that it exists in potential at
birth (i.e., it has a latent presence at minimum) as part of the God-person
template-matrix. The relationship-service unit (|GS| S + SB ≈ BS ↔ TB)
characteristics can become sophisticated through any three of the 3
methodologies used by any and at all levels of inquiry. Behavioral level
unit/cells, with C3 included, have an almost infinite number of likely
definitions which drives most scientists with limitless possibilities with the
same limitations mentioned in C1. Similarly, the TPM presents another set of
these, with the relationship-service unit being one way to reach sophistication.
Its uniqueness, however, is in that by RK definition, the C3 exists – nameless
or not.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 3 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): C3
is more often thought of as a collective unit, e.g., the combination of
relationships and styles of relationship that comprise the whole of the person,
including the relationship to self, family, religious body, community,
vocation, etc. These relationship sets include the near-unit relationships of
C3↔C2, C3↔C6, and C3↔C5 as illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C3 is
in the unique position to be the last unit/cell in the Level 1 relationships
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(Figure 21), the first unit of Stage C (Adult) relationships (Figure 22), and the
transformed cell for the behavioral level. It can also be a member unit when
utilized as part of any of the laws of relationship or when a particular aspect of
the person is being studied. As with all 9 TPM cells, the relationship-service
unit/cell can be either symmetric or asymmetric in property, and is linked in
observable ways to all cells. Relationship is often the first conceptualization
of the person, and the first window into understanding design and needs.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 3 Type:
Enumerative (EU) (universal in all states; never zero): C3 is
enumerative in that each person has relationship potential regardless of what
physical, emotional, or spiritual state they are exhibiting. Even in a comma,
separation, or exile, family and friends continue relationship with many
persons, although the characteristics of that relationship change. Humans
differ from animals in that they have physical presence on earth and will
remain in physical (transformed state), mental, and spiritual relationship with
self, others and their creator after death (eventually in Hades or Paradise).
Animal bodies and spirits would be enumerative only during a life-span as
they have no soul. A person’s relationships are considered observably
enumerative during their life-span and transformed enumerative after the
resurrection. Some relationship elements are steady (e.g., existence, lineage,
basic character, etc.) across the system states, and others are developmental
(e.g., application of temperaments, skill levels, articulation, some aspects of
character, etc.).
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Associative (AU) (occasional; either -, 0, or +; must be able to be
zero): C3 is associative in many ways. As with all unit/cells, at birth, C3 as a
whole is present (+), and in death it is absent (-). Many relationship aspects of
C3 are classified as associative; depending upon the HRD professional’s need
a person may be an employee or former employee, they may be exempt or non
exempt in status, union or non union, current or non-current in skill
development, satisfactory or non-satisfactory in performance. Most HRD
associative unit classifications of C3 are limited to items where the value can
be gained or lost (e.g., performance, skills, knowledge, etc.) and where the
qualities are never complete (e.g., capacities are unknown or unstable). In the
TPM, when applying the RK aspects of transformation, however, some AU
qualities can be considered complete (e.g., unselfish, forgiving, meek,
courageous, actualized, etc.) as defined by the RK concept of fullness.
Relational (RU) (interaction or combination with other properties):
C3 is a relational unit in terms service (by definition service must define a
relationship to another person, organization, cause, or Holy other) and by
cell/unit definition (the cell/unit is defined as relationship).
Statistical (SU) (central tendency, dispersion, relative position): Most
of the aspects of C3 are measurable to some degree and can be analyzed, in
conjunction with the context of the inquiry needs, by statistical methods of
central tendency (e.g., number, type, length, quality, etc.), dispersion (e.g.,
related to age, gender, culture, networking, stage of life, association, etc.), and
relative position (e.g., et. al.).
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Summative (∑U) (represents a complex whole): As with all 9 TPM
unit/cells, relationship-service, because they can be seen as both complex
variables and attributes, can be used in global model designs as summative
units. When used as this type of unit, it loses many of its predictive qualities
and is limited as to correlative value.
3. The Developmental Level; Units for Cells 4, 5, and 6
The Soul (psuche) Level is composed of 3 DL Units: The soul (Greek,
psuche, related to the Old Testament nephesh) points to the “total self.” Due to the
enormous body of writings surrounding the topic of the person in both sacred and
secular literature, the descriptive research findings specific to the soul (psuche) are
not intended to be exhaustive, but representative of stated potential relationships
within the TPM. Because of the integrative nature of the TPM, many of the aspects
of the soul have already been established in the discussion of the model and in the
behavioral level discussion above. For the TPM, the soul is defined as:
G5590 - ψυχή; psuchē (Thayer Definition:)
1) breath; 1a) the breath of life; 1a1) the vital force which animates the body
and shows itself in breathing; 1a1a) of animals; 1a1b) of men; 1b) life;
1c) that in which there is life; 1c1) a living being, a living soul
2) the soul; 2a) the seat of the feelings, desires, affections, aversions (our
heart, soul etc.); 2b) the (human) soul in so far as it is constituted that
by the right use of the aids offered it by God it can attain its highest
end and secure eternal blessedness, the soul regarded as a moral being
designed for everlasting life; 2c) the soul as an essence which differs
from the body and is not dissolved by death (distinguished from other
parts of the body); Part of Speech: noun feminine A Related Word by
Thayer’s/Strong’s Number: from G5594; Citing in TDNT: 9:608,
1342; Total KJV Occurrences: 105; soul, 39; life, 36; souls, 19; lives,
5; minds, 2; doubt, 1; heart, 1; heartily, 1; mind, 1 (Thayer, 1999)
Figure F36 displays 4 views of the soul: F36: A Pure Tripartite View, F36: B
Semi-Tripartite; Semi-Bipartite View, F36: C Pure Bipartite View, and F36: D
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Tripartite-Linked View. While a review of this figure would seem to suggest that this
is a vital discussion, it is really not. The summary of RK interlinking of terms in
Figure 40 displays a more important aspect of this discussion – the holistic integration
of the functions of body, soul, and spirit. While pure tripartite views lock into the
distinctions, the etymologies defy pure separation as to function. While pure bipartite
views lock into the simplistic duality of the person, they must strain to explain the
etymological linkages of the spirit to both body and soul and overcome the
confusions between the animal and numinous aspects of the person’s spirit. Both
views struggle with the portrayals of the person in other sets of wholeness, such as
heart, soul, mind, and strength, etc.
The TPM has chosen the tripartite view, but with a linkage awareness to the
whole of the person. Logic and common utility make this a helpful view for HRD
and other professionals. God is described in 3 dimensions; the person is created in
the image of God – voila, the person is described in 3 dimensions. This emphasis
upon the holistic functioning of the individual aids in discussions of the person: e.g.,
discussions of understanding, vs. knowledge, vs. mind, vs. brain, etc. They are
inseparably linked in function regardless of the descriptor location. Note the
discussion by Kee:
Trichotomy is the best theory to explain the three levels of consciousness in
all men, that of self-consciousness (through the SOUL), world-consciousness
(through the BODY), and God-consciousness (through the SPIRIT). Hebrew
scholar Dr. Merrill F. Unger has written the following concerning this
question: ‘The two terms are often used interchangeably'85 however, SOUL
and SPIRIT as synonymous terms are not always employed interchangeably.
The SOUL is said to be lost, for example, but not the SPIRIT. When no
technical distinctions are set forth, the Bible is dichotomous, but otherwise it
is trichotomous. Theologians have pored over these distinctions ceaselessly.”
(Unger’s Bible Dictionary, p. 1043) [ EMPHASES mine] (Kee, 1993)
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Table 10, as discussed above, displays two views of the centrality of functions
of the soul in comparison to the spirit and body. Regardless of the preferred view, the
table illustrates that all aspects of the person are linked to the soul. The real
discussion should be in the defense of the existence of the soul as an immortal
essence, that part of each person that is a unique creation of God separating them
from other selves and from animal life – their eternal self for which they alone will be
held in account. Most of the important linkage aspects of the soul to the TPM will be
addressed in the discussion of unit/cells 4-6. There are, however, some overviews,
related to the holistic aspect of the developmental level, which need to be covered
first.
FINDINGS: Developmental Level Descriptive Research
a. Developmental Level Gospels, New Testament, Old Testament and
Theology Findings: Looking back to the discussion on completeness, this concept
alone speaks to the aspect of development needed in the person on all 3 levels.
Although the primary level of focus is the soul and the developmental aspects of the
person, this level and its characteristics drive the other 2 levels in many ways. Paul’s
writings in Colossians blend together this level of belonging-love-competence
linkages, showing the integration of the other levels as well. In Colossians 2:10 he
states that “Ye are complete in Him (ἐστε ἐν αὐτῷ πεπληρωμένοι)… made full…
Not, ye are made full in Him, but ye are in Him, made full. In Him dwells the
fullness; being in Him, ye are filled. Compare John 17:21; Acts 17:28 (Vincent,
1997c).” Paul’s understanding of the holistic linkage between the soul and the body
was undeniable:
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“The discoveries of modern physiology have invested the apostle’s language
with far greater distinctness and force than it can have worn to his own
contemporaries. Any exposition of the nervous system more especially reads
like a commentary on the image of the relations between the body and the
head. At every turn we meet with some fresh illustration which kindles it with
a flood of light. The volition communicated from the brain to the limbs, the
sensations of the extremities telegraphed back to the brain, the absolute
mutual sympathy between the head and the members, the instantaneous
paralysis ensuing, on the interruption of continuity, all these add to the
completeness and life of the image” (Lightfoot). (Ibid.)

In Colossians 3:14 he adds the element of charity (love), referring writings in 1
Corinthians 13, as the “bond of perfectness (σύνδεσμος τῆς τελειότητος).” Vincent
comments on the importance of this element of the soul:
Love embraces and knits together all the virtues. Τελειότης perfectness is a
collective idea, a result of combination, to which bond is appropriate.
Compare Plato: “But two things cannot be held together without a third; they
must have some bond of union. And the fairest bond is that which most
completely fuses and is fused into the things which are bound” (“Timaeus,”
31). (Ibid.)
In the final chapter of Colossians, centering on verse 12, Paul links the will (In all the
will - ἐν παντὶ θελήματι) to the need for labor (laboring fervently - ἀγωνιζόμενος)
and continuing development of the person. Note the linkage between development of
the will and the numinous level linkages vocation-motivation-fulfillment in
Colossians 4:12:
Lit., in every will. Will means the thing willed, as Luke 12:47; James 5:30; 1
Thessalonians 5:18. Hence used sometimes in the plural, as Acts 13:22, shall
do all my will (θελήματα), i.e., perform all the things willed by me. Ephesians
2:3, desires, strictly willings. So here the sense is, everything willed by God.
The connection is apparently with σταθῆτε ye may stand. For a similar
construction see John 8:44; Romans 5:2; 1 Corinthians 15:1; 16:13. As Meyer
observes, this connection gives stand both a modal definition (perfect and
fully assured) and a local definition (in all the will). (Ibid.)
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This idea of completeness as a developmental (adjustment) element is also
expressed in 2 Timothy 3:17:
Perfect (ἄρτιος) - N.T.o. LXX. Rev. complete; but the idea is rather that of
mutual, symmetrical adjustment of all that goes to make the man: harmonious
combination of different qualities and powers. Comp. κατάρτισις perfecting,
2 Corinthians 13:9: καταρτισμός perfecting (as accomplished), Ephesians
4:12: καταρτίσαι make perfect or bring into complete adjustment, Hebrews
13:21. (Vincent, 1997d)
Certain aspects of knowledge are seen as always in development, and never
complete, especially knowledge of one’s calling. Other aspects of knowing are
considered to be full, as in knowing another person or even one’s central identity as
separate from others. These two passages suggest a sense of complete connectedness
in relationships, but a forever developmental aspect of maintaining and sustaining
those relationships.
He that knoweth (ὁ γινώσκων) - Lit., the one knowing: he who is habitually
and ever more clearly perceiving and recognizing God as his Christian life
unfolds. The knowledge is regarded as progressive and not complete.
Compare Philippians 3:12, and He who is calling (ὁ καλῶν, 1 Thessalonians
5:24) also ὁ ἀγαπῶν he that loves (v. 7). (Vincent, 1997d)
Knoweth who the Son is (ginōskei tis estin ho huios). Knows by
experience, ginōskei. Here Matthew 11:27 has epiginōskei (fully knows)
and simply ton huion (the Son) instead of the “who” (tis) clause. So also in
“who the Father is” (tis estin ho pater). But the same use and contrast of
“the Father,” “the Son.” in both Matthew and Luke, “an aerolite from the
Johannean heaven” (Hase). … Here is the Messianic consciousness in
complete control and with perfect confidence in the outcome. Here as
in Matthew 11:27 by the use of willeth to reveal him (boulētai
apokalupsai). The Son claims the power to reveal the Father “to
whomsoever he wills” (hōi an boulētai, indefinite relative and present
subjunctive of boulomai, to will, not the future indicative. (Robertson, 1997a)
Constance sees the area of knowledge as the first battleground for the soul, a
reflection of God’s own soul, and submission of that soul to God’s soul (will) as the
first necessary act for the person desiring to honor the Creator:
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The knowledge God had forbidden was of a kind which would corrupt his
nature so corrupt as to make him unfit, as well as unworthy, to live forever.
The principle of conscious obedience to the divine will of God is the first step
in moral progress and the essential element of true happiness. This is the first
step in recognition of divine will, in man’s development as a moral being and
of his continued progress in holiness and happiness. A test was required to
awaken that conscious recognition and to give occasion for the exercise of his
freedom of choice and action. “… for in the day that you eat of it you shall
surely die.” (Hebrew: dying thou shalt die). The penalty for disobedience to
God’s command was death. [emphases mine] (Constance, 1978)
Another aspect of human development is related to restoration of relationship
with God due to the fall. Robertson comments on Colossians 3:10 saying that “after
the image (kat’ eikona) [is an] allusion to Genesis 1:26, 28. The restoration of the
image of God in us is gradual and progressive (2 Corinthians 3:18), but will be
complete in the final result (Romans 8:29; 1 John 3:2) (Robertson, 1997c).” Further
study notes that this process involves testing, resolve, submission, failure, renewal,
commitment, hope, etc. The concept is also found in the OT in the terms:
 ָּמ ֵלא/  ָּמ ָּלא- mâlê’ / mâlâ’ - BDB Definition: 1) to fill, be full; 1a) (Qal);
1a1) to be full 1a1a) fulness, abundance (participle); 1a1b) to be full, be
accomplished, be ended 1a2) to consecrate, fill the hand; 1b) (Niphal); 1b1) to
be filled, be armed, be satisfied 1b2) to be accomplished, be ended; 1c) (Piel);
1c1) to fill; 1c2) to satisfy; 1c3) to fulfil, accomplish, complete;1c4) to
confirm; 1d) (Pual) to be filled; 1e) (Hithpael) to mass themselves against.
(Brown et al., 1999)
Interesting to note, is that this term is used 1,195 times in the OT.
The notion of the person as a developing being is not to be confused with the
idea of evolution as a causal source, rather in the sense that learning allows for
healthy and understandable evolution of ideas, knowledge, and even some physical
aspects. Orr addresses this matter by noting both developmental and evolutionary
concepts related to the person:
This much may fairly be granted, that within certain limits Scripture accepts
an evolutionary process. In regard to the lower animals the creating (Gen
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1:21), or making (Gen 1:28), is not described as an immediate act of Almighty
Power, but as a creative impulse given to water and earth, which does not
exclude, but rather calls into operation the powers that are in the sea and dry
land (Gen 1:11, 20, 24 the King James Version): “And God said, Let the earth
bring forth grass … Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving
creature.” It is only in the creation of man that God works immediately: “And
God said, Let us make man in our IMAGE … And God created man” (Gen
1:26, 27). The stride or jump of Lyell and Huxley, the “halmatogenesis” of De
Vries are names which in the simple narrative disappear before the pregnant
sentence: “And God said.” Theologians of repute have given a theistic
coloring to the evolution theory (compare Flint, Theism, 195ff), inasmuch as
development cannot be purposeless or causeless, and because “Nature is but
effect whose cause is God.” The deathblow which, according to Professor
Huxley, the teleological argument has received from Darwin, may after all not
be so serious. At any rate Lord Kelvin (Sir William Thomson) in 1871 before
the British Association openly pleaded for “the solid and irrefragable
argument so well put forward by Paley … teaching us, that all living things
depended upon an everacting Creator and Ruler.” (Orr, 1998)
Indeed, the area of development has been a stumbling block for scientists holding the
view of natural selection:
Nor can it be denied that no theory of evolution has been able to bridge the
chasms which seem to exist between the various kingdoms in Nature. A
gradual transition from the inorganic to the organic, from the vegetable to the
animal kingdom, from one species of plant or animal to another species, from
the animal to man, is not found in Nature. This is acknowledged by scientists
of repute. Du Bois-Reymond has maintained that there are seven great
enigmas, indicating a sevenfold limit to investigation, namely, (a) The
existence of matter and force; (b) The origin of motion; (c) The origin of life;
(d) The appearance of DESIGN in Nature; (e) The existence of consciousness;
(f) intelligent thought and the origin of speech; (g) The question of freewill.
Others have found equally serious difficulties in a theory of descent which
ignores the existence of such gaps. Thus, Dr. A. R. Wallace—a strong
upholder of theory of natural selection—allows that “there are at least three
stages in the DEVELOPMENT of the organic world, when some new cause or
power must necessarily have come into action,” namely, at the introduction of
life, at the introduction of sensation and consciousness and at the introduction
of man” (Darwinism, 474-75). [EMPHASES mine] (Ibid.)
In Acts 12 unit/cells C4-6 (i.e., DL emotion focused image↔links) are tied to
the soul in the example of Cornelius’ soul crying intelligently out go a personal God
(Constance, 1988c). Godwin states that “people also are endowed by God with
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feelings and emotions (Ps 73:21-22). This allows us to rise above the physical, to
share in the joys and sorrows of one another, as well as to develop attachments and
commitments (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988).” This understanding of the person lies
behind RK admonitions in the training of children:
The verse’s [Hebrews 22:6] reference to “in the way he should go” does not
refer just to the moral content of nurture, but also to the DEVELOPMENTAL
process. The Heb. suggests that we are to train according to the child’s “way,”
or stage of growth. When we match training in God’s way of life to a child’s
learning style, “when he is old he will not turn from it.” But remember that
while this proverb, like the others, states a general principle that has universal
application, it will not prove true in every case. If your child should abandon
God’s ways when mature, don’t blame yourself. Human beings are not
computers to be programmed. Each of us has the freedom to make moral
choices. At times, those given the best of Christian nurture will turn from God
despite it. [EMPHASIS mine] (Ibid.)
Most biblical writers see the soul as the center of conscience. Kee and others
believe that an all-conclusive definition is not possible, but offers these distinctions:
1.

2.
3.

Intellect—that aspect of the soul which tells me whether a given issue is
right or wrong.
Sensibility—that aspect which tells me what I would like to do about the
issue.
Conscience—that aspect which tells me what I should do about the issue.
(Kee, 1993)

RK presents many facets to the conscience, including an evil conscience (Heb.
10:22), a defiled conscience (Titus 1:15), a weak conscience (1 Cor. 8:7, 12), a good
conscience (Acts 23:1; 1 Tim. 1:5, 19; 1 Pet. 3:16, 21), a pure conscience (1 Tim.
3:9), a seared conscience (1 Tim. 4:2), and the will (the part of the conscience that
speaks to what we shall do about an issue) (Ibid.).
b. Developmental Level HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral Counseling, Theology,
Psychology, and Other Findings: The early fathers had definite views on the soul;
Presbyter of Alexendria wrote in the Stromatist’s Book on Providence:
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Φύσις (nature) is so called from τὸ πεφυκέναι (to be born). The first substance
is everything which subsists by itself, as a stone is called a substance. The
second is a substance capable of increase, as a plant grows and decays. The
third is animated and sentient substance, as animal, horse. The fourth is
animate, sentient, rational substance, as man. Wherefore each one of us is
made as consisting of all, having an immaterial soul and a mind, which is the
image of God. (Hermas et al., 160 A.D.)
Important for the TPM viewpoint is the emphasis on the levels of the person,
the developmental characteristics of those levels, the existence of the soul, and the
holistic emphasis upon the image of God connecting substance of the person.
Tertullian’s view is very much like that of the TPM,
The Only-begotten of God, therefore, through whom, as the previous course
of the discussion has shown, all things were made, visible and invisible,
according to the view of Scripture, both made all things, and loves what He
made. For since He is Himself the invisible image of the invisible God, He
conveyed invisibly a share in Himself to all His rational creatures, so that each
one obtained a part of Him exactly proportioned to the amount of affection
with which he regarded Him. But since, agreeably to the faculty of free-will,
variety and diversity characterized the individual souls, so that one was
attached with a warmer love to the Author of its being, and another with a
feebler and weaker regard, that soul (anima) regarding which Jesus said, “No
one shall take my life (animam) from me,”20211 Corinthians 6:17) This
substance of a soul, then, being intermediate between God and the flesh—it
being impossible for the nature of God to intermingle with a body without an
intermediate instrument—the God-man is born, as we have said, that
substance being the intermediary to whose nature it was not contrary to
assume a body. But neither, on the other hand, was it opposed to the nature of
that soul, as a rational existence, to receive God, into whom, as stated above,
as into the Word, and the Wisdom, and the Truth, it had already wholly
entered. And therefore deservedly is it also called, along with the flesh which
it had assumed, the Son of God, and the Power of God, the Christ, and the
Wisdom of God, either because it was wholly in the Son of God, or because it
received the Son of God wholly into itself. [emphases mine] (Tertullian et al.,
250 A.D.)
Much of science is influenced by the views of Plato. His basic ideas about the
soul seem clear in this summary passage:
Plato (lays down) that there are three originating principles of the universe,
(namely) God, and matter, and exemplar; God as the Maker and Regulator of
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this universe, and the Being who exercises providence over it; but matter, as
that which underlies all (phenomena), which (matter) he styles both receptive
and a nurse, out of the arrangement of which proceeded the four elements of
which the world consists; (I mean) fire, air, earth, water, from which all the
rest of what are denominated concrete substances, as well as animals and
plants, have been formed. And that the exemplar, which he likewise calls
ideas, is the intelligence of the Deity, to which, as to an image in the soul, the
Deity attending, fabricated all things. [emphases mine] (Hippolytus et al., 170
A.D.)
In reality, however, Plato seemed to confuse more than he clarified, having left the
realms of RK and launched into a philosophical set of logics:
Some maintain that Plato asserts the Deity to be one, ingenerable and
incorruptible, as he says in The Laws:9192 And he admits natures (such as
those) of demons, and says that some of them are good, but others worthless.
And some affirm that he states the soul to be uncreated and immortal, when he
uses the following words, “Every soul is immortal, for that which is always
moved is immortal;” and when he demonstrates that the soul is self-moved,
and capable of originating motion. Others, however, (say that Plato asserted
that the soul was) created, but rendered imperishable through the will of God.
But some (will have it that he considered the soul) a composite (essence), and
generable and corruptible; for even he supposes that there is a receptacle for
it,9394959697 certain definite periods they are sent up into this world to furnish
once more a proof of their choice. Others, however, (do not admit this to he
his doctrine, but will have it that Plato affirms that the souls) obtain a place
according to the desert of each; and they employ as a testimony the saying of
his, that some good men are with Jove, and that others are ranging abroad
(through heaven) with other gods; whereas that others are involved in eternal
punishments, as many as during this life have committed wicked and unjust
deeds. And people affirm that Plato says, that some things are without a
mean, that others have a mean, that others are a mean. The Republic,101102103
(Hippolytus et al., 170 A.D.)
The value of Plato’s logic to the TPM is the setting of measurable (at least
observable) standards to follow the impact of his model. His emphasis was that
happiness could only be truly found in one’s ability to assimilate to the image of God
through developing key virtues and avoiding key defects. Plato’s schema of the soul
would look something like this:
Defect – VIRTUE – Excess
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Recklessness – PRUDENCE – Knavery
Licentiousness – TEMPERANCE – Stupidity
Foregoing a claim – JUSTICE – Unduly pressing
Cowardice – FORTITUDE – Foolhardiness
Denial of Deity - HAPPINESS – Assimilation to Deity
To some degree, each of these can be accounted for and plotted on the TPM in a
logical and meaningful way, mostly in stage 3 unit/cells.
Martyr and Irenaeus affirm that “the λόγος… of the intellectual soul, … is
[reason] within us, inasmuch as it is the faculty belonging to it which is endowed with
freedom of action. The will is the mind desiring [some object], and an appetite
possessed of intelligence, yearning after that thing which is desired. [insert not mine]
(Martyr & Irenaeus, 30 A.D.)” They describe the soul as the rational element of the
person. Tertullian saw the soul as a developing entity, along with the physical
dimension of the person:
Now we have already (see above, in ch. xx.) laid down the principle, that all
the natural properties of the SOUL which relate to sense and intelligence are
inherent in its very substance, and spring from its native constitution, but that
they advance by a gradual growth through the stages of life and develope
themselves in different ways by accidental circumstances, according to men’s
means and arts, their manners and customs their local situations, and the
influences of the Supreme Powers; (see above, in ch. xxiv.) but in pursuance
of that aspect of the association of BODY and SOUL which We have now to
consider, we maintain that the puberty of the SOUL coincides with that of the
BODY, and that they attain both together to this full growth at about the
fourteenth year of life, speaking generally,—the former by the suggestion of
the senses, and the latter by the growth of the bodily members; and (we fix on
this age) not because, as Asclepiades supposes, reflection then begins, nor
because the civil laws date the commencement of the real business of life
from this period, but because this was the appointed order from the very first.
[EMPHASES mine] (Tertullian, 145 A.D.)
In the current HRD literature syntax search above, emotion was used 2,402
times, feelings 1,112 times, soul 238 times, heart 177 times, love 491 times,
conscience 39 times, and volition 14 times. Table 12 arranges these and other soul
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related terms into somewhat logical sets. Figure 35 integrates many of these soul
elements (column 3, The Mind), along with insights from RK, in a more graphic
fashion alongside the tripartite display of the elements of the person (column 4,
Tripartite). When the soul is addressed in HRD literature, there seems to be some
openness to linking it with matters beyond the pure rational and seeing its linkages to
the body and spirit. Several studies have attempted to integrate this concept into
corporate training in companies like GM and AT&T:
An assessment of this and other studies suggests that a comprehensive
definition of spirituality needs to incorporate three overarching ideas: a
sense of inner self, the notion of interconnectedness, and a concept of the
beyond (or
God). The idea of an inner life or self, discussed in many articles on
spirituality, is somewhat problematic to conceptualize. Zukav (1989)
characterizes it as the “invisible realm” in which the origins of our deeper
understandings are located. It involves a sense of one’s being or
consciousness, and how that being relates to other beings (Bartunek and
Moch, 1994; McDonald, 1997). For example, McDonald (1997, p. 22)
writes:
Each of us has a core from which our most valuable thoughts and feelings
originate. When we’re in touch with that center and use it to guide our
behavior, we act as genuinely as we can. Walsh (2001), a highly
respected scientist, philosopher, and anthropologist, in comparing a
person’s life, comprising an outer self and an inner-self to that of an
amphibian’s life says:
We have a part of our life and being in this world we see and touch, but in a
deeper part at the core of our being, at the center of our minds, at the center of
our awareness, we experience this other sacred realm, and we partake of it,
and we are it. The term “connectedness” or its correlates have been used in
almost all descriptions of spirituality (Ashmos and Duchon, 2000; Bullis and
Glaser, 1992; Mitroff and Denton, 1999a; Eckersley, 2000; Neck and
Millman, 1994; O’Murchu, 1998). (Kale & Shrivastava, 2002)
Although written from a Buddhist perspective, the article shows a range of usability
(potential external validity) of the TPM in other religious traditions. Their idea was
that the core of a person (soul) was the mediating link between feelings (the spiritual,
inner self) and thoughts (the physical, outer self). This approach is very supportive of
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the TPM tripartite-linked view of the soul. In the same article the authors quote
Jaxon-Bear’s conceptualization, which also parallels the TPM template:
Jaxon-Bear (1994) most eloquently presented the distinction between
ESSENCE, fixation, and personality in his keynote speech at the
Enneagram
Conference at Stanford University in August 1994. Jaxon-Bear (1994)
asks us to visualize three concentric circles (see Figure 2 [not included]).
The outermost ring or layer represents one’s personality. This comprises
traits, habits, and behavior patterns. The layer below personality, that
which makes the manifestation of personality possible, is known as
character fixation. Spiritually speaking, what the enneagram so accurately
describes, is not so much of one’s personality, but one’s character fixation.
Character fixation is deeper than personality. It arises out of ego and it
makes us identify with someone other than who we really are. One’s
SOUL and ESSENCE get deflected in character fixation. SOUL and
ESSENCE constitute the innermost ring in Jaxon-Bear’s (1994) model.
True character resides at the level of the SOUL. The difference between
SOUL and ESSENCE is that, while ESSENCE is limitless and unbounded,
the SOUL, while possessing the same Enneagram and workplace
spirituality qualities as ESSENCE, is bounded by individual consciousness.
One can glimpse the ESSENCE, only when one gives up the compulsion of
living out one’s character fixation. [EMPHASES mine] (Ibid.)
The essence is representative of the TPM numinous level (where they have placed
part of the soul), the ego is representative of the developmental level (character
fixation), and the personality is representative of the behavioral level (traits, habits,
behavior patterns, Id); not a total match to the TPM gestalt, but close to the TPM
gestalt.
Eliason has a similar model that can be better explained by aligning its
elements to the TPM gestalt:
Love is the only way to grasp another human being in the innermost core of
his personality. No one can become fully aware of the very essence of
another human being unless he loves him. By his love he is enabled to see the
essential traits and features in the beloved person; and even more, he sees that
which is potential in him, which is not yet actualized but yet ought to be
actualized. Furthermore, by this love, the loving person enables the beloved
to actualize these potentialities. By making him aware of what he can be and
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of what he should become, he makes these potentialities come true. (Frankl,
1984, p. 134) Viktor Frankl’s search for meaning led him to apply his
personal spiritual awareness to existential theory. (Eliason, Hanley, &
Leventis, 2001)
The linkage to the TPM would be in the Stage C unit/cells: C3 (relationship), C6
(awareness of essence, linked to competence), and C9 (actualization, linked to
fulfillment). Not a direct match, but again, close to the TPM gestalt.
a. UNIT/Cell 4 [FATHER ↔ SOUL image↔link properties]:
Template and Completeness imaged within BELONGING and Family
(1) BELONGING and Family UNIT/Cell 4 Findings:
(1a) BELONGING and Family UNIT/Cell 4 Gospels, New Testament,
Old Testament, and Theology Findings: This is a powerful set of
relationships, and the subject of many professionals who have dedicated their
lives to healthy development of the person – the family-belonging linkage.
RK has much to say on the topic, and Christ exampled and taught much on the
topic as well. He was born into an earthly family, raised by a mother and
father, and developed much like every person does into young adult life. In
addition, the concept of family was graced by His calling the Church “the
family of God” and believers “His brothers and sisters” (Mark 3:31-35; Luke
8:19-21). Belonging to this spiritual family is an important aspect of both
earthly emotional health and eternal spiritual health. In the example of Jesus,
Constance notes that Luke displayed this dual concern from a medical
perspective:
Luke’s writings testify to his medical knowledge, and being
called “the physician” suggests that he ministered in this capacity. Of
all the apostle’s friends, perhaps no other was dearer to Paul than
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Luke. His writings show a man of culture, of careful and diligent
intelligence and of a very tender and sympathetic heart. The idealism
of the medical profession stands nearest to the ministry of Christ in
self-sacrifice and devotion to humanity. No other vocation demands
the combination of intellectual and moral powers, or puts such great
challenge to one’s best qualities. Its highest services are never repaid
with material or earthly reward. A physician who is a wise and faithful
Christian has a unique ministry. Not only can he minister to a weak
and sickly body, but he knows also the remedy for a sin-sick soul.
(Constance, 1978)
Paul wrote to the Church, “So then, whenever we have the opportunity, let us
practice doing good to everyone, especially to the family of faith. (ISV,
Galatians 6:10).
Family (C4) is linked to C1 in his letter to the Ephesians, explaining
that one’s identity and design is a part of the family structure and part of the
benefits of belonging. C4 is also linked to C5 (Love) in the same passage:
Family linked to love To Know Christ’s Love – 14This is the reason I
bow my knees before the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, 15from
whom every family in heaven and on earth receives its name. 16I pray,
that he would give you, according to his glorious riches, strength in
your inner being and power through his spirit, 17and that Christ would
make his home in your hearts through faith. Then, having been rooted
and grounded in love, 18you will be able to understand, along with all
the saints, what is wide, long, high, and deep—19that is, you will know
the love of Christ, which goes far beyond knowledge, and will be filled
with all the fullness of God (ISV, Eph 2).
An etymological study on syntax related to family and belonging
places the role of family to be the propagation of larger families. G3962 πατήρ;patēr, places the father’s role at the center of one’s belonging and
significance in the world. It may not be coincidental that C4 is in the GF
column. Sperma is used occasionally to refer to children, family, tribe and
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posterity in the sense of giving a “vital life force or life giving power, linking
it to C2 needs and security and C8, energy and motivation. This same term is
used to denote the “divine energy of the Holy Spirit operating within the soul
by which we are regenerated (Thayer, G4690 - σπέρμα),” indicating an
observable linkage between C4 and the entire BL (including C5 and C6).
Oἶκος not only refers to a place of dwelling, but also to “the inmates of a
house, all the persons forming one family …the family of God … [and] the
Christian Church (Ibid. - oikos),” linking C4 to C3 - relationships and
service. Sōma is used to describe “a (large or small) number of men closely
united into one society, or family as it were; a social, ethical, mystical body
(Thayer, G4983 - σῶμα). Huios is used to refer to a son, but also in
reference to one loved and protected, and by Paul, in the spiritual sense of
“those who in character and life resemble God, those who are governed by the
spirit of God, repose the same calm and joyful trust in God which children do
in their parents (Rom. 8:14, Gal. 3:26 ) (Thayer, G5207 - υἱός),” i.e., the
spiritual family where one belongs. Families were also a part of God’s plan to
develop a common culture of faith, “And his whole house (kai hē oikia

autou). All his family, the first example of a whole family believing in Jesus
like the later case of Crispus, Acts 18:8 (Richards, 1994; Robertson, 1933a, 1
John 1:5-10).” Ryrie points out the fact that “this passage refers to family
fellowship, not initial justification.” which “seems clear from the reoccurrence
of the pronouns ‘we’ and ‘us’ sixteen times in the six verses (Ryrie, 1986).”
The creation pattern of the family is both male and female, and in contrast
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various cultural norms, this duality of gender plays an important in a person’s
depth of development:
The two genders, male and female, belong to the Creation pattern.
Men and women are equally God’s image-bearers (Gen. 1:27), and
their dignity is equal in consequence. The complementary nature of the
genders is meant to lead to enriching cooperation (see Gen. 2:18-23) as
their roles are fulfilled not just in marriage, procreation, and family
life, but in life’s wider activities also. (Packer & Innell, 1993)
This conceptually links C4 with each unit/cell in the DL, as well as each
developmental stage to be discussed below. Victor’s study of 1 Peter
develops the understanding that the family is where honor, value, esteem,
respect, and every other element of good citizenship are developed (Richards,
1994), essentially linking all 9 elements around the love expressed in the
family but emphasizing column 3, CS. This linkage is especially strong in the
area of developing identity, linking family and belonging to C1, C5, and C7.
Intimacy is also learned within the family, as exampled by Jesus (Ibid., Mark
11:11).
(1b) BELONGING and Family UNIT/Cell 4 HRM, HRD, OD,
Pastoral Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: In T12, in
the block for Unit/Cell 4, the terms family and families were used 1,130 times,
but belonging and belong were mentioned only 94 times. Most definitions of
the family do not emphasize the creation pattern, but are more interested in the
“household” idea.
In a study on how young adults grow up to develop their
conceptualizations about their physical features, Ricciardelli, McCabe, Holt
and Finemore have tried to study the combined influences of the physical,
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emotional, and psychological to discover the keys to this ideation of personal
beliefs about one’s body. They found that interdisciplinary studies were at
odds in results, and blamed it partially upon technique. The argument was
not, however, upon whether the families had a major role of influence on the
beliefs and perceptions of the person, but merely what weight of role
compared to other influences, even international ones:
The results suggest that children may not be differentiating well
among the different sources of the perceived pressure but may be
responding more to a global internalization of sociocultural ideals
about thinness and muscularity. An alternative explanation is that
children may be consistently receiving the same type of messages from
FAMILIES, friends, and the media (Flannery-Schroeder & Chrisler,
1996). This PATTERN of results differs from findings with
adolescents, where perceived pressure from parents and peers has been
found to be separable from perceived pressure from the media.
[EMPHASIS mine] (Ricciardelli, McCabe, Holt, & Finemore, 2003).
Zerin and Zerin do not see various psychological perspectives as debating
whether or not families impact healthy emotional adjustment (C6 impacting
C4), but rather how and how much. They explain, in their attempt to create a
meta-model for counseling people toward healthy emotional development that
“we describe aspects of the work of Freud, Mahler, Berne, and Beavers to
illustrate how the Four Universal Themes, the Ontological and
Epistemological Prototypes, and the Ellipses of the Meta Model apply to
individuals, couples, and families (Zerin & Zerin, 1997).” They create a
model with a “Transforming Ellipse, with ‘Ontologies of Wholeness,’ and
‘Epistemologies of Uncertainty’ in an effort to pull diverse theories about the
person together in a meaningful and holistic tool for therapists, but one
element remains solid – the importance of the family throughout the life of the
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individual (Ibid.). There are some similarities with the TPM in that they
attempt to include the ontological and epistemological, but their model lacks
the power of congruence and completeness contained in the TPM gestalts.
Miedema and Biestra approach the same reality from a different
perspective. They have studied the past patterns of intentional family
extension into the college years through the use of denominational schools
holding to the family’s basic morale and belief structures and the changes in
certain trends over time that have severed this influence. Note their
observations:
This means that they can no longer assume that the school is simply an
extension of the normative and religious or (broader speaking)
worldview orientation of the families where their students come from.
A more plural society has led to a much more plural school population
in both denominational and non-denominational schools … The choice
to enroll in college is also a final step in a longer-term developmental
process—one shaped during childhood and adolescence by
individuals’ scholastic aptitudes and achievements, the support of their
families and friends, the quality of the schools they attend, and their
socioeconomic circumstances. (Miedema & Biesta, 2003)
LaMothe has studied the linkages between conscious and unconscious
influences upon faith, but the one thing he does not disconnect from his
findings, is that the family continues to play a strong role regardless of the
view one holds concerning this linkage:
First, the conscious and unconscious systems are inextricably and
dynamically related. Second, unconscious organizations of faith shape
conscious formulations of faith. Third, formulated faith can partially
transform unconscious formulations of faith. Fourth, faith
performances structure conscious and unconscious self-organizations
as well as identity, styles of attachment, and the use of religious
objects. THE DYNAMICS OF FAITH AND FAITH
PERFORMANCES; H. R. Niebuhr (1989) proposed a triadic and
dynamic view of faith. Each corner of the triangle, Niebuhr argued, is
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yoked to and dependent on the other poles and each pole possesses a
dialectical and dynamic pair—BELIEF-disbelief, Performances of
trust-distrust, and loyalty-disloyalty. A person comes to BELIEVE
because she has experienced trust, and this experience of trust emerges
against the background of a loyal other. [EMPHASES not mine]
(LaMothe, 2001)
The TPM can for all intents and purposes map any of these views through a
combination of overlaps, extensions, and compressions of the BL, DL, and
NL, or through various cell linkages and compressions. Nested within
LaMothe’s study is the linkage of C4 to all 3 TPM system states discussed
below.
In an helpful study on dealing with elderly depression, Puffer and
Miller in effect establish the renewed dependence upon family during years of
aging as an element of well-being (Puffer & Miller, 2001). In the
development cycle of a life-time of well-being, individuals are begin with
dependence upon families, become the depended upon as family principals,
and return to a dependence upon families – thus connecting C4 with the each
of the DL stages in a sequential fashion.
(2) BELONGING and Family UNIT/Cell 4 Analysis
(2a) |GF| T + CT ≈ DT ↔ TD - UNIT/Cell 4: The link suggests that
properties of families and belonging are part of God the Father’s (GF)
template nature for human beings and are a key to a person’s awareness of and
engagement in service, competence, and fulfillment (all phase 3, HS
outcomes). The AS is family and the HRDS is BELONGING.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 4 Characteristics: Family refers one’s committed set
of caring and nurturing relationships. Parents, in RK, are specifically a 2
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gender design. BELONGING is the primary emotional need and family
identity is the primary indicator of a healthy developmental system state of
C4.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 4 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
family and belonging are events and may occur only once (e.g., the conceptual
parents (sperm and egg bearers), the birthing mother, the present mother and
father, immediate siblings, etc.) and other aspects are reoccurring (e.g., the
stable parents, siblings, extended family, etc.). Family and belonging are also
used in the spiritual sense in the RK TPM gestalts, and also have event and
reoccurring features: initial spiritual awareness is often an event or affirmed
recognition in time, and membership in a church body could all be seen as an
occurrence.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 4 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Family and belonging have attribute qualities (e.g., family name, geographical
dwelling, race, etc.) and variable qualities (e.g., number of members, sibling
genders, genetic factors, etc.).
(2e) UNIT/Cell 4 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): The family
and belonging unit has characteristics classified as real (all of the variable
qualities above are testable) and nominal (many of the attribute qualities
above are minimally testable). The belonging property has psychometric
qualities that are real (inclusion perceived vs. projected, intimacy perceived
vs. projected, affection perceived vs. projected, etc. as in the FIRO-B
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instrumentation measures) and nominal (feelings of belonging, etc.) as well.
The family properties tend to be sociometric in measurement.
(2f) UNIT/Cell 4 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
The nature of this cell is the same as for C1.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 4 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): The
general discussion of C4 is similar to C1. Specifically the near-unit
relationships are C4↔C5, C4↔C1, and C4↔C7 as illustrated in Figures 18
and 31-34. C4 is in the unique position to be the first unit/cell in the Level 2
relationships (Figure 21), and the second unit of Stage A (Child) system state
(F22 and F29.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 4 Type:
Enumerative (EU) (universal in all states; never zero): C4 is
enumerative in that each person belongs to creation (mankind) regardless of
what physical, emotional, or spiritual state they are exhibiting. Genetically
there is a family EU reality to all persons measurable by DNA.
Associative (AU) (occasional; either -, 0, or +; must be able to be
zero): C4 can be associative in many ways. Family membership can be stable
or unstable. Belonging can be permanent or temporary, singular or multiple,
perceived or unrecognized.
Relational (RU) (interaction or combination with other properties):
C4 is a relational unit in that an egg must be fertilized and a soul must be
created by a transcendent God. Belonging by definition requires others for the
development of identity and separateness. C4 interacts will all other cells.
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Statistical (SU) (central tendency, dispersion, relative position): Most
of the aspects of C4 are measurable to some degree and can be analyzed.
Summative (∑U) (represents a complex whole): As with all 9 TPM
unit/cells, family-belonging, because they can be seen as both complex
variables and attributes, can be used in global model designs as summative
units. When used as this type of unit, it loses many of its predictive qualities
and is limited as to correlative value.
b. UNIT/Cell 5 [SON ↔ SOUL image↔link properties]:
Essence and Congruence imaged within WORTH and Love
(1) WORTH and Love UNIT/Cell 5 Findings:
(1a) WORTH and Love Gospels, New Testament, Old Testament, and
Theology Findings: The theme of love in biblical text is well enough
established to allow limited number of additional findings about its
importance and linkages in the TPM. God’s love for the person was
established by Jesus’ incarnation – an amazing connect of deity in human
reality. This should be proof alone that relationships must be built upon love.
With His death and resurrection He reestablished the depth of this love (John
3:16; 13:34-5) in that it will even go to the sacrifice of one human life to save
another – the ultimate sacrifice possible in the expression of love. Human
love is also intense, as in the relationship between 2 partners in marriage (ISV,
Song of Songs), and also exclusive in that it was “love so completely shared
with each other that nothing was left for others. The groom spoke of his bride
as his own (1:15), and she described him in the same way (1:16)… the maiden
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was quick to let other know that he was unique (Ibid.).” In reference to Psalm
8 and the question “What is man?” Hooks points out that “our worth as
humans is not relative to our perceived value to our fellow humans. Our worth
is absolute, established and proclaimed by the God who made us. (1996)
In a study of Genesis 1 and 2 Richards makes the case linking a
person’s worth to their likeness to God and links that worth to love, most
specifically the C5 image↔link essence:
When all have shared, think together about how the traits shared are
expressed in God’s own character. We are special because of our
likeness to Him: we should never dismiss ourselves as without
WORTH or value. Or have members jot down three successes in life,
from age three to the present. Share these, and then discuss how each
success shows the use of some ability given by God, but found first in
Him. When we realize that we are made in GOD’S IMAGE, we will
worship and praise Him, and sense more deeply the reality of His great
LOVE. [EMPHASES mine] (Richards, 1987b)
In another study of Psalms 8, Richards makes the case for human worth again,
connecting C5 with the BL needs for significance:
The Bible really does teach us to affirm our value and WORTH as
human beings. Psalm 8 speaks in wonder that God should have created
man “a little lower than the heavenly beings” and “crowned him with
glory and honor.” Hebrews 2:10 echoes the thought that we are never
to let slip the awareness that God’s intention in Christ is to bring
“many sons to glory.” Christ calls Himself our brother; He was “made
like His brethren in all things” (2:17, NASB). Far from being ashamed
of his humanity, the Christian is free to rejoice in who he is, knowing
that in Creation and in redemption God has affirmed our WORTH.
[EMPHASES mine] (Richards, 1987b).
Wilson states that “God created the universe out of LOVE. …One
supreme God creating the earth out of his great LOVE and giving all people a
special place in it. ...That fact alone gives WORTH and dignity to all people
[Emphases mine] (Wilson et al., 1992).” He goes on to say, “knowing that we
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are made in GOD’S IMAGE and thus share many of his characteristics
provides a solid basis for self-WORTH. Human WORTH is not based on
possessions, achievements, physical attractiveness, or public acclaim. Instead
it is based on being made in GOD’S IMAGE. Because we bear GOD’S
IMAGE, we can feel positive about our self [Emphases mine] (Wilson et al.,
1992).”
Packer links C5 developmentally to both the BL physical/social
aspects of the person and the NL spiritual/transcendent aspect of the person,
essentially linking the system states of child, adolescent, and adult on the
TPM. This passage also has a centric message, linking C5 to all other
unit/cells:
The form and substance of a parent’s baby talk bears no comparison
with the FULL contents of that parent’s MIND, which he or she could
express in FULL if talking to another adult; but the child receives from
the baby talk factual information, real if limited, about the parent, and
responsive LOVE and trust GROW accordingly. That is the analogy
here. Now we see why our Creator presents himself to us
anthropomorphically, as having a face (Exod. 33:11), a hand (1 Sam.
5:11), an arm (Isa. 53:1), ears (Neh. 1:6), eyes (Job 28:10), and feet
(Nah. 1:3), and as sitting on a throne (1 Kings 22:19), flying on the
wind (Ps. 18:10), and fighting in battle (2 Chron. 32:8; Isa. 63:1-6).
These are not descriptions of what God is in himself but of what he is
to us: namely, the TRANSCENDENT Lord who relates to his people
as Father and friend, and acts as their ally. God sets himself before us
in this way to draw us out in worship, LOVE, and trust, even though
conceptually we are always like the young children who hear their
parents’ baby talk and know the talker only in part (1 Cor. 13:12).
[EMPHASES mine] (Packer & Innell, 1993)
Wilson states that “God’s image in us means that we belong to him
(Wilson et al., 1992),” a source of self-worth and self-esteem.
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(1b) WORTH and Love HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral Counseling,
Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: In T12 worth was used 136
times, however only about 20% of the time did it relate to the C9 image↔link
semantic root. Love was used 491 times, with nearly all references applying
to the concept of a caring and significant relationship. HRD professionals,
theologians, and most researchers see love as a meaningful (and perhaps safe)
word. A search was also conducted as to the presence and usage of the words
self-esteem (used 341 times) and self-concept (used 54 times). On few
occasions they were used in conjunction with the word worth, but more often
they were used as a near substitute. “Near” is used as the relationship of these
words to worth, as self-esteem and self-concepts do not always imply the
concept of healthy “worth,” but rather a number of perceptions and mental
states a person may possess concerning themselves. Worth is a more precise
term to describe C9, and is linked to love in the correct ways.
HRD and pastoral psychology professionals sometimes engage in the
measurement of worth as an important output for their research, or as an item
to observe as a secondary measure (Brandtsta¨dter & Rothermund, 2002;
Eliason et al., 2001; Kale & Shrivastava, 2002; Ricciardelli et al., 2003). As
one example of this, Eliason reviewed 4 key therapy approaches, and one of
the values tracked was the attitude toward the worth of the client inherent in
the systems and their authors. The following excerpt displays how the term is
used, and its close parallel to the TPM C5 usage.
Rogers presents many of these broader concepts as he explains the
attitude and orientation of the counselor. The primary point of
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importance here is the attitude held by the counselor toward the
WORTH and the SIGNIFICANCE of the individual … It has been our
experience that individuals who are already striving toward an
orientation which stresses the SIGNIFICANCE and WORTH of each
person can learn rather readily the client-centered techniques which
implement this point of view. (Rogers, 1951, pp. 20–21) Rogers’s
theory continues to be applicable today, stressing the importance of the
counselor’s attitude toward the WORTH of the client. Frederick S.
Perls As the originator of Gestalt Therapy, Perls (1969) also built upon
the existential and phenomenological approaches of philosophy and
psychology. [EMPHASES mine] (Eliason et al., 2001)
As another example, observe Corey’s inclusion of the TPM unit/cell C5 and
its relationship to C2, C3 and C9:
Before discussing the basic needs themselves, we must clarify the
process through which they are FULFILLED. Briefly, we must be
involved with other people, one at the very minimum, but hopefully
many more than one. At all times in our lives we must have at least
one person who cares about us and whom we care for ourselves. If we
do not have this essential person, we will not be able to FULFILL our
basic needs. Although the person usually is in some direct
RELATIONSHIP with us as a mother is to a child or a teacher is to a
pupil, he need not be that close as long as we have a strong feeling of
his existence and he, no matter how distant, has an equally strong
feeling of our existence. (Glasser, 1965, p. 7) Psychiatry must be
concerned with two basic psychological needs: the NEED to LOVE
and be LOVED and the NEED to feel that we are WORTHWHILE to
ourselves and others. Helping patients FULFILL these two needs is
the basis of Reality Therapy. (Glasser, 1965, p. 9) [EMPHASES mine]
(Corey, 1996, p. 258).
A C5 based diagnostic would look at each of the other TPM elements in terms
of needs, as illustrated here, and then factor them as part of the worth needs of
C5. This example also supports C9, and the same type diagnostic could be
proposed for that element set.
As a final example of the current TPM-type usage of C5 found in
recent literature, King has studied the importance of both the physical family,
the extended family and the spiritual family in the development of healthy
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worth of individuals, a parallel to the TPM gestalts:
Just as FAITH communities are potentially helpful resources in
identity formation, they are also potentially hindering. As noted
earlier, in the quest for identity development, young people seek
beyond themselves for a sense of BELONGINGNESS and
connectedness to something greater than themselves as well as seeking
affirmation of their uniqueness and inherent individual WORTH. The
self and other both play a significant role in identity cohesion. The
article has argued that religion at its best, offers both. What occurs
when religion is not at its best? What if the self is sacrificed for the
sake of the other? What if the other is neglected for the sake of the
self? (King, 2003)
(2) WORTH and Love UNIT/Cell 5 Analysis
(a) |GS| E + CE ≈ DE ↔ ED; The IMAGE↔link suggests that love and
worth are part of God the Son’s (GS) essence for human beings and are a key
to a person’s separateness and strength of character. The AS is love and the
HRDS is WORTH.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 5 Characteristics: Love refers to the unconditional
emotional bonding we have chosen with family set we have inherited and/or
chosen. Worth is a combination of inherent worth as a result of creation and
the coming to terms with that worth in character development that drives
adjacent unit/cells of security/needs, motivation/energy, and competence/wellbeing.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 5 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
love and worth are events and reoccurring.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 5 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable): Love
and worth have both attribute and variable qualities.
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(2e) UNIT/Cell 5 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): C5
variables are real, and most attributes are nominal.
(2f) UNIT/Cell 5 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
The nature of this cell is the same as for C2.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 5 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): The
general discussion of C2 is similar to C2. C5 is the center, and thus centric
unit as illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C5 is a part of most collective
units.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 5 Type:
C5 has EU, AU, RU, SU, ∑U properties.
c. UNIT/Cell 6 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL image↔link properties]:
Systemic and Charism imaged within COMPETENCE and Health
(1) COMPETENCE and Health UNIT/Cell 6 Findings:
(1a) COMPETENCE and Health Gospels, New Testament, Old
Testament, and Theology Findings: When HRD professionals deal with
competence, it should be noted that the image↔link for C6 is also related to
GH and emotional health (well-being in the refined AS syntax). Robertson, in
his exegesis of 1 John sees part of that process as the “personal internal
cleansing of the heart, soul, and self (Robertson, 1933b).” Arriving at wellbeing is described as “the work of both God and man (Ibid.).”

Looking at

the phrase “As he is pure (kathōs ekeinos hagnos estin),” Robertson
explains, that “as in 2:6; 3:9 ekeinos (emphatic demonstrative) refers to
Christ. Christ can be termed hagnos ‘in virtue of the perfection of his
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humanity’ (Westcott). Our destiny is to be conformed to the image of God in
Christ (Rom 8:29) (Ibid.).” It is a display of the accuracy of the TPM, as the
C6 unit/cell links to GH suggests these patterns prior to any discovery or
comments.
C6 links with an RK concept of restoration, not a foreign concept to
the term health. Vincent digs out a concept only found in the NT (Acts 3:21):
“Of restitution (ἀποκαταστάσεως) (1997a).” It is “linked to a kindred verb,
to restore,” in Matthew 17:11 and Acts 1:6 ff, and as alluded to, is basically a
technical medical term denoting “complete restoration of health; the restoring
to its place of a dislocated joint, etc. (Ibid.).”
The TPM is a holistic approach to the person, and the idea of wellbeing and health must include all 3 levels, body, soul and spirit. Vincent sees
this concept in Colossians 2:19 around the concept of a person’s parts being
“Knit together,” quoted earlier but repeated for convenience:
“The discoveries of modern physiology have invested the apostle’s
language with far greater distinctness and force than it can have worn
to his own contemporaries. Any exposition of the nervous system
more especially reads like a commentary on the image of the relations
between the body and the head. At every turn we meet with some fresh
illustration which kindles it with a flood of light. The volition
communicated from the brain to the limbs, the sensations of the
extremities telegraphed back to the brain, the absolute mutual
sympathy between the head and the members, the instantaneous
paralysis ensuing, on the interruption of continuity, all these add to the
completeness and life of the image” (Lightfoot). (Vincent, 1997c)
He believes that this is impossible, by eternal design, without the numinous
engaged in the process. In his study of Galatians 4:19 he focuses upon the
passage “Until Christ be formed in you (μέχρις οὗ μορφωθῇ Χριστὸς ἐν
ὑμῖν), noting that this is the “attainment of the complete inner life of
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Christians, [and] is the object of the new birth (Vincent, 1997d).” This makes
sense on the TPM, as F25: A displays 3 HLR linkages across the vertical
transformation line between C2:3, C5:6, and C8:9. The set can be seen in
F30: D. Emotional health and well-being involve one’s inner-life and the
need for completeness, referring to a relationship to a transcendent Creator.
(1b) COMPETENCE and Health HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral
Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: In T12 competence,
competent and various word forms were used 1,325 times, well-being was
used 187 times, and health was used 1,106 times. The phrase emotional
health was used twice. There is no need to give an example related to
competence, as it is a well accepted and prominent need of HRD professionals
and supporting literature. Concerning the C6 usage of health, however, an
example may be helpful. The real question is not whether HRD needs to
address this issue, but when and how. Although used in another example,
Zerin and Zerin also provide an illustration of how the TPM concept of
emotional health is seen as a common and addressable need of HRD and
related disciplines, and how it may be utilized. In the presentation of their
meta-model to address emotional health, they state the importance of a model
that deals with the transitions of the person:
The transition from health to pathology occurs when people switch
from the Transforming process side of the continuum to the Alienation
mechanism side of the continuum, when they go from Wholeness and
Uncertainty to Separation and Certainty.
They address one of the usage questions of the TPM – “When should it be
employed, since its inclusion of the numinous is fairly obvious to both the
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HRD professional and the employee?” They come to essentially the same
conclusion and answer: “Use it when the employee sees the need and engages
in this dimension of his/her employment.” The results are often rewarding.
“When clients engage in Transforming processes they express themselves in
terms of an Ontology of Wholeness and an Epistemology of Uncertainty
(Zerin & Zerin, 1997).” They also use a scale of intervention related to its
usage, depending upon the person they are working with:
Basically, however, our Meta Model looks at the issue of intervention
from the perspective of a continuum, ranging from a joint venture
between the clients and therapists in the Transforming Ellipse all the
way to therapeutic "cure" in the Alienation Ellipse. The greater the
pathology, the greater becomes the expectation of the clients for
therapeutic "cure." The greater the well-being, the greater becomes the
request of the clients for a joint venture. We describe aspects of the
work of Freud, Mahler, Berne, and Beavers to illustrate how the Four
Universal Themes, the Ontological and Epistemological Prototypes,
and the Ellipses of the Meta Model apply to individuals, couples, and
families. [EMPHASES mine] (Zerin & Zerin, 1997)
(2) COMPETENCE and Health UNIT/Cell 6 Analysis
(2a) |GH| S + CS ≈ DS ↔ SD; The IMAGE↔link suggests that
competence and health (well-being) are part of God the Holy Spirit’s (GH)
systemic nature for human beings and are a key to a person’s individuality and
maturity as an adult. The AS is well-being (health in the initial syntax) and
the HRDS is COMPETENCE.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 6 Characteristics: Health (well-being) refers primarily
to a person’s emotional skills in developing fulfilling relationships, and
secondarily to physical and spiritual well-being which are holistically
connected. Competency refers to the ability to interact with an adult
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environment in the establishing and meeting of expectations in terms of being
a responsible and productive adult member of society.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 6 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
competence and well-being (health) are events and reoccurring.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 6 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Competence and well-being (health) have both attribute and variable qualities.
(2e) UNIT/Cell 6 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): C6
variables are real, and most attributes are nominal.
(2f) UNIT/Cell 6 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
The nature of this cell is the same as for C3.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 6 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): The
general discussion of C6 is similar to C3. C6 is a transformed unit/cell, and as
illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C6 is a part of most collective units, is
sometimes seen as a starting point for diagnostics, and is an output driven
unit/cell.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 6 Type:
C6 has EU, AU, RU, SU, ∑U properties.
4. The Numinous Level; Units for Cells 7, 8, and 9
The Spirit (pneuma) Level contains 3 NUMINOUS LEVEL (NL) Units:
“Life in the spiritual dimension is called spirit (Greek, pneuma… the energizing lifeforce, the innermost part of human beings (1 Cor. 2:10-11) (Zerin & Zerin, 1997).”
Due to the enormous body of writings surrounding the topic of the person in both
sacred and secular literature, the descriptive research findings specific to the spirit
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(pneuma) are not intended to be exhaustive, but representative of stated potential
relationships. Most of the TPM concepts related to the integration of the NL have
been discussed in the above sections on the BL and DL. Particular findings about this
level are presented below:
FINDINGS: Numinous Level Descriptive Research
a) Numinous Level Gospels, New Testament, Old Testament, and Theology
Findings: The key NT word for Spirit is pneuma:
G4151 - πνεῦμα; pneuma (Thayer Definition:) 1) the third person of
the triune God, the Holy Spirit, coequal, coeternal with the Father
and the Son; 1a) sometimes referred to in a way which emphasises
his personality and character (the \\Holy\\ Spirit); 1b) sometimes
referred to in a way which emphasises his work and power (the
Spirit of \\Truth\\); 1c) never referred to as a depersonalised force;
2) the spirit, i.e. the vital principal by which the body is animated;
2a) the rational spirit, the power by which the human being feels,
thinks, decides; 2b) the soul; 3) a spirit, i.e. a simple essence,
devoid of all or at least all grosser matter, and possessed of the
power of knowing, desiring, deciding, and acting; 3a) a life giving
spirit; 3b) a human soul that has left the body; 3c) a spirit higher
than man but lower than God, i.e. an angel; 3c1) used of demons, or
evil spirits, who were conceived as inhabiting the bodies of men;
3c2) the spiritual nature of Christ, higher than the highest angels
and equal to God, the divine nature of Christ; 4) the disposition or
influence which fills and governs the soul of any one; 4a) the
efficient source of any power, affection, emotion, desire, etc. 5) a
movement of air (a gentle blast); 5a) of the wind, hence the wind
itself; 5b) breath of nostrils or mouth; Part of Speech: noun neuter;
A Related Word by Thayer’s/Strong’s number: from G4154; Citing
in TDNT: 6:332, 876; Total KJV Occurrences: 385; spirit, 257;
ghost, 92; spirits, 32; life, 1; spiritual, 1; spiritually, 1; wind, 1
(Thayer, 1999)
Within this word definition are strong linkages to all levels of the TPM and
many of the specific unit/cells. It is in many ways a more complicated term
than psuche. To avoid redundancy and still embrace the breadth of GH and
the NL, it is helpful to look at some of the lengthy works on the subject. In
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his summary of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit (1988), Godwin points out the
complexity of this doctrine, and also several connections between OT and NT
teachings. The following “summary of Godwin’s summary,” with the TPM
terms in CAPS, shows the difficulty of obtaining a full understanding of the
Holy Spirit dynamic in the TPM (Ibid.). First, in the OT the Holy Spirit:
1. Is described by the Hebrew word  (translated as wind, breath,
or Spirit)
2. Is called the Spirit of the Lord, the Spirit of God, or simply the
Spirit;
3. Is frequently associated with life
4. Usually came to Israel’s leaders temporarily
5. Gave gifts that were varied and included the ability to interpret
dreams, craftsmanship, military skills, physical strength,
leadership skills, and visions.
6. Most frequently gave the gift was the gift of prophecy, a gift of
speech by which God’s word was communicated to His people
through the prophet
7. Was understood as God’s powerful Spirit present with Israel’s
leaders.
8. Worked

for God’s purposes

9. Promised

to someday be poured out on God’s people.

Second, in the NT the Holy Spirit:
1. Is the Greek word  (translated as wind, breath, or Spirit)
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2. Is called the Spirit, the Spirit of God, the Holy Spirit. and sometimes
the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of Jesus Christ, and the Spirit of
Jesus
3. Is symbolized by the dove, wind, fire, and water
4. Is revealed first with Jesus
5. Was involved in Jesus conception
6. Was given to Jesus in the form of a dove at His baptism
7. Provided a new birth for people
8. Empowers God’s people
9. Is focused on a main work to remind creation of Jesus and His
teaching and to glorify the Father
10. Acts as Christian’s Paraclete, which means Counselor, Helper, or
even Lawyer.
11. Will be with Jesus’ disciples/followers forever
12. Leads individuals
13. Works to transform Christians into persons of LOVE, joy, peace,
patience, gentleness, goodness, faithfulness, humility, and selfcontrol.
14. Gives Christians boldness, freedom, and life
15. Creates a new FAMILY of God, a new common life, a new
fellowship called the church
16. Provides guidance to the Church
17. Must be trusted and obeyed
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18. Can be grieved by moral disobedience, or quenched of His fire in
Christian’s lives
19. Is God
20. Is an invasive Spirit, not a pervasive one
21. Is not identified by the presence of enthusiasm, institutional
success, or proper theology
22. Is identified by sincere faith in Christ; when Jesus is not Lord, the
Spirit is not at work
23. Is focused on pouring God’s LOVE into the hearts of people so
that they begin to LOVE God and LOVE one another in
edification and be bonded together in that LOVE
24. Is very powerful,
25. Provides wisdom, creates fellowship, instills LOVE
26. Is a person, has personality, but is not human in form or essence
27. Is the divine third person of the Trinity
28. Is part of the mystery of the inner life of the one true and living
God (Ibid.)
b) Numinous Level HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral Counseling, Theology,
Psychology, and Other Findings: While the generic term God was used 1,088
times, Christ used 486 times, Jesus 310 times, Holy Spirit was used twice, as
was God the Father. Trinity is used 23 times, but only 13 times in reference to
the Christian term, once of man, once of models, once of society, twice in
names of institutions, and 5 times in publisher names. As a reminder, this
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search is in a database that focused upon body, soul, spirit, image of God, and
models of the person as part of the primary base, not Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. Significant findings in this area have already been included in other
sections.
a. UNIT/Cell 7 [FATHER ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties]:
Template and Completeness imaged within VOCATION and Calling
(1) VOCATION and Calling UNIT/Cell 7 Findings:
(1a) VOCATION and Calling Gospels, New Testament, Old
Testament, and Theology Findings: In a study of Genesis 10 – 17, Richards
links C7 calling with C4 family in describing how the calls of Noah and
Abraham impacted each family in a dramatic way (Richards, 1987b).
According to Orr, God’s Spirit is linked to Christ’s sense of vocation
(GH↔C7↔GS); he writes, “We gather from these passages that at the
baptism there was a new communication of the Spirit to Jesus in great
fullness, as a special anointing for His Messianic vocation,” and as created in
His image this examples the same pattern for all creation (Orr, 1998).
C7 is an important image link to CT and C9: “The Bible teaches that
human beings have purpose. They have an instinctive need to be something
and to do something,” notes Butler, “They have a responsible intuition and an
inner call to duty. The human race has a unique sense of ‘oughtness.’ Humans
are moral creatures. They can and do make moral judgments (Gen. 2:16-17).
Persons have a censoring conscience which they may defy (Butler, 2000a).”
Butler also points to the nature of the person as being “choice makers,” and as
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such they are “the only creature who can say no to God. Humans are
autonomous persons. God endowed them with the freedom to govern their
own lives (Ibid.).” From these statements we can see how critical C7 is to
life-motivation (NL) and fulfillment (C9). RK also strongly links C7 with C3,
service. T. R. McNeal writes:
God’s People See Their Primary VOCATION as Serving Him For
Christians, life’s primary VOCATION is ministry. Christians view
their workplace as a ministry post. Their pulpits are their desks, their
cars, their classrooms, their kitchens. Seeing oneself as a mine worker,
homemaker, school teacher, or professional person who happens to be
a Christian is fundamentally different from seeing oneself primarily as
a Christian who happens to be a secretary, salesperson, or accountant.
A proper theology of work operating in the lives of believers would
see many people positively influenced toward Christ in every setting
where Christians are found working. [EMPHASES mine] (Butler,
2000a)
When HRD professionals work with individuals that have a strong faith, this
is an important consideration in planning their employment history. In a
similar vein, Packer relates vocation to calling and links C7 to other TPM
unit/cells:
Equally important is the truth that every Christian’s FULL-time
employment must be to please God. This may be properly described as
the Christian’s personal CALLING. Jesus did not live to please
himself, nor may we (John 8:29; Rom. 15:1-3). Pleasing God in
everything must be our goal (2 Cor. 5:9; Col. 1:10; 1 Thess. 2:4; 4:1).
Faith (Heb. 11:5-6), praise (Ps. 69:30-31), generosity (Phil. 4:18; Heb.
13:16), obedience to divinely instituted authority (Col. 3:20), and
single-mindedness in Christian SERVICE (2 Tim. 2:4) combine to
form the prescribed way to do it. God both enables us for this kind of
living and takes pleasure in our practice of it. It is his regular
procedure in sovereign grace to give what he commands and delight in
the result (Heb. 13:21; cf. Phil. 2:12-13). [EMPHASES mine] (Packer
& Innell, 1993)
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(1b) HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral Counseling, Theology, Psychology,
and Other Findings: Vocation was used 516 times, calling 33 times, career
1,749 times, job 1,817 times, and position 960 times. Purpose was used 661
times and destiny 28 times. About 15% of the term usage for calling was
similar to C7, and less than 5% of the term purpose. Vocation had a 100%
semantic match to the TPM in terms of linking work to a calling beyond just
income producing.
Internationally, vocation linked to calling is becoming seen not
only as an asset to HRD, but as an essential and practical tool for
economic survival. Osman-Gani in a report about HRD in Singapore
notes that their major resource is people. Thus, they must be seen
strategically. The following excerpt from his report on progress in this
area is confirming of the TPM’s inclusion of C7 and its image↔link
validity:
… the early days of its economic development, training and
development in Singapore were directed at meeting the needs
of investment-driven economic growth. There was a strong
emphasis placed on education and technical training from the
early days of Singapore’s independence. In the early days of
self-government in 1959, prior to independence in 1965, the
Singapore government was far-sighted in realizing that training
and education of human resources are crucial for economic
development. The architect of Singapore’s early
industrialisation, Goh Keng Swee was convinced that training
was critical to economic development, CALLING it the second
vital requirement (Goh, 1961). He was responsible for the early
establishment of technical institutions, training centres and
other facilities on a massive scale. Singapore embarked on an
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industrialisation strategy in the 1970s with the aim of creating
employment and generating income in tandem with an intense
and determined strategy to develop and improve technical
education. A major restructuring of education took place with
the introduction and emphasis on scientific and technical
education in 1969—a two-year course combining academic and
technical subjects was introduced in the secondary school
education for all the boys and 50 per cent of the girls. After this
two-year course, students were streamed into academic,
technical or commercial subjects. Additional technical
VOCATIONAL institutes were established to SERVE the
electrical, building and metal trades. A national technical
institute was established in 1970. The student enrolment ratio
between academic and technical education was reduced from
6:1 in 1968 to 2:1 by 1972. [EMPHASES mine] (Osman-Gani &
Tan, 2000)
From a different perspective, Saussy sees calling as an essential element of
healthy character development, linking the concept of C7 to C1, C5, and C6.
The placement of C7 in column 1, along with C1 identity and C3 family
illustrates the connective and system state values of the TPM gestalt as well as
the inclusion of the NL:
There are many paths toward the full development of character. What
all MATURE character development must have in common is the
presence of positive relationships along the way. Parents,
grandparents, siblings, teachers, guardians, mentors, children, friends,
spouses and partners, RELIGIOUS figures, supervisors, therapists—
there must surely be a pool of such people behind every well
developed character. Character development will not happen apart
from right relationships. For me, the development of character is a
theological issue. God calls us to develop our characters: this is both
an individual CALLING and a communal call. On the corporate level,
the process is immensely complex. All characters involved in any
group either help or hinder the shaping of the corporate character of
that group, be it FAMILY, institution, congregation, group,
neighborhood, or nation. Every one, in every community, has unique
character traits, a unique complex of gifts and graces, intellectual,
emotional and spiritual resources. People have differing imaginations,
different modes of expression, personality traits, abilities, desires,
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capacities for RELATIONSHIP, wants, needs and values
[EMPHASES mine] (Saussy, 2001)
Todres also links C1 and C7 in a holistic logic:
As such it wishes to articulate a vision of the development of
human IDENTITY that ‘always already’ has a transpersonal
dimension which functions in dynamic ways in our everyday lives.
In this view, we cannot compartmentalize the ‘transpersonal’ as
something which comes later, or as a stage to be achieved. Rather,
the tension between the ‘personal’ and the ‘transpersonal’ is
revealed from the beginning as constituting a fundamental
existential ambiguity which is always CALLING. [EMPHASES mine]
(Todres, 2000)
Finally, Fox addresses the issues of C7 from a religious-historic
perspective, and adds some validity to the timing of the TPM research and
need in the marketplace. Note the linkages to the TPM syntax:
Although the idea of relating spirituality and CAREER may seem
new, it certainly is not. In fact, VOCATION is a term espoused
greatly throughout Christian history and doctrine. First, the 16th
century Protestant Reformation caused the CHURCH to rethink its
understanding of Christian VOCATION by emphasizing that both
work and worship are praise and service to God (Whitlock, 1961).
Reformers Luther and Calvin promoted the doctrine of the
priesthood of all believers, which affirmed that lay and religious
occupations are equal in God’s eyes (Kucharsky, 1971; Whitlock,
1961). Secondly, within Christian doctrine the biblical meaning of
the term VOCATION is CALLING—a CALLING from God to carry
out the work of Christ in all areas of life (Drier, 1977; Gangel,
1979; Jackson, 1965; Jaques, 1965; McDaniels, 1965). Jaques cited
Ephesians 4:1 (King James Version), “I, therefore, beseech you that
ye walk worthy of the VOCATION wherewith ye are called.” As
Jackson stated, “A Christian’s VOCATION—wherever he is, at work
or play—is to find ways of finishing the work of Christ, reconciling
the world to God” (p. 15). With the interconnectedness of CAREER
and spirituality, it seems to follow that CAREER counseling should
integrate one’s religious and spiritual beliefs. Likewise, it appears
that the CHURCH is a logical source of CAREER guidance and
development. Young and Chen (1999) Lori A. Fox 169 noted that
because CAREER is multi-faceted, it is of interest to those outside
the field of CAREER development. Therefore, considering the role
of IDENTITY and meaning in CAREER, it is easy to see how
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religious leaders and institutions would be interested in the
concept of CAREER and its role in the lives of their congregations.
As mentioned above, the field of CAREER development is
beginning to focus on spirituality [EMPHASES mine] (Fox, 2003)
(2) VOCATION and Calling UNIT/Cell 7 Analysis
(a) |GF| T + CT ≈ NT ↔ TN ; The IMAGE↔link suggests that vocation
and calling are part of God the Father’s (GF) template nature for human
beings and are a key to a person’s sense of meaning and purpose in life. The
AS is calling and the HRDS is VOCATION.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 7 Characteristics: Vocation refers to a person’s
engagement in purposeful life activities including the creation of value and
one’s sense of destiny. Calling refers to the source of one’s ontological
perspective and drive.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 7 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
vocation and calling are events and reoccurring.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 7 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Vocation and calling have both attribute and variable qualities.
(2e) UNIT/Cell 7 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): C7
variables are real, and most C7 attributes are nominal.
(2f) UNIT/Cell 7 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
The nature of this cell is the same as for C1.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 7 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): The
general discussion of C7 is similar to C1. C7 is in the unique position of
being the first unit/cell in the NL, as illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C7 is
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a part of most collective units, and is sometimes seen as a foundational
assessment point for diagnostics.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 7 Type:
C7 has EU, AU, RU, SU, ∑U properties.
b. UNIT/Cell 8 [SON ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties]:
Essence and Congruence imaged within MOTIVATION and Energy
(1) MOTIVATION and Energy UNIT/Cell 8 Findings:
(1a) MOTIVATION and Energy Gospels, New Testament, Old
Testament, and Theology Findings: C8 is connected to C5 by Wilson who
points out the tremendous waste of personal and psychic energy when one
cannot establish a solid sense of self worth, “Many people spend all their
ENERGY seeking pleasure… possessions, position, or power [which are]
ultimately worthless [EMPHASES mine] (1992).” He sees the importance of
establishing worth as a freeing of energies for vocation, energy, and
fulfillment in life – all elements of the NL.
Hippolytus, Cyprian, Caius, & Novatian, 4 of the early fathers of the
Church, stated the importance and function of C8 in a helpful way. In their
schema they emphasize that life and energy are 2 essences of the person. This
was a different caliber of life than animal life – it has energy, a motivation, a
desire to communicate and relate that was part of the character of the Trinity.
They called it a “vital energy” and HRD professionals know that business,
industry, and organizations search for this refined feature in all recruits and
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spend enormous amounts of time trying to develop it further in those already
employed:
VI.—Of the Soul and Body - The things which pertain to the divinity
and humanity of the Second Man from heaven, in what has been
written above, according to the blessed apostle, we have explained;
and now we have thought it necessary to explain the things which
pertain to the first man, who is of earth and earthy, being about,
namely, to demonstrate this, that he was created at the same time one
and the same, although sometimes he is separately designated as the
man external and internal. For if, according to the Word of salvation,
He who made what is without, made also that which is within, He
certainly, by one operation, and at the same time, made both, on that
day, indeed, on which God said, “Let us make man in OUR IMAGE,
after our likeness;” (Gen. 1:26) whence it is manifest that man was not
formed by a conjunction of the body with a certain pre-existent type.
For if the earth, at the bidding of the Creator, brought forth the other
animals endowed with life, much rather did the dust which God took
from the earth receive a VITAL ENERGY from the will and operation
of God. [EMPHASES mine] (Hippolytus et al., 170 A.D.)
They continued with an emphasis on the unique way in which that life and
energy are placed, almost exploded, within the life of the person. From this
view, energy is seen as a stamp of life from the creator, an important part in
the NL, and supportive of the holistic nature of the unit/cells of the TPM:
V.—On the Soul and Body and the Passion of the Lord - For God
made the world to exist by the POWER of a single word, but us He
produced by the efficacy alike of His word and working. For it was not
enough for God to say, “Let us make man in our IMAGE, after our
likeness,” (Gen. 1:26) but deed followed word; for, taking the dust
from the ground, He formed man out of it, conformable to His IMAGE
and similitude, and into him He breathed the BREATH OF LIFE, so
that Adam became a LIVING soul. [EMPHASES mine] (Ibid.)
(1b) MOTIVATION and Energy HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral
Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: Motivation and its
word forms were used 961 times, energy was used 87 times. Drive, driven
and their word forms were used 325 times. Desire was used 514 times,
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appetite 11 times, and instinct 65 times. The phrase “life-motivation” is not
used at all, but life is used 1,996 times (90% of the time it referred to an
expression of time as life-long, life span, lifetime, mid-life, or the whole of
life; about 5% of the time it was used in the sense of quality or style; about
5% of the time it was used in titles or other word forms).
Referring to the creation in Genesis 13, Orr notes that “in this new
spiritual creation of humanity, as in the first physical creation, the Spirit of
God is the energy through which the work is carried on (Orr, 1998).” The
aspect of energy linked to the human spirit and the creativity of the person is
similar.
In their meta-model of therapeutic skills, Zerin and Zerin address the
energy issue as part of a developmental conflict that each person must solve
between the Transforming and Alienation modes of their model. These modes
have four themes that are “archetypal symbols for the ways people express
their core energies in life: 1) Self—Here I Am, 2) Skills and Values— How I
Am, 3) Meaning—Why I Am, and 4) Power—What I Am [emphasis mine]
(Zerin & Zerin, 1997),” essentially placing energy exactly where it is on the
TPM – in juxtaposition between vocation and fulfillment and as a base for the
DL and NL (Zerin & Zerin, 1997).
According to their theory, “the assertive characteristics of the inner
Transforming Ellipse reflect growth processes that are recycled in a life-long
‘journey without final destination’ (Ferguson, 1979, p. 89). The passive and
aggressive characteristics of the outer Alienation Ellipse are mechanisms
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which function as ‘psychological fixations’ or ‘end-points’ (Stolorow &
Lachman, 1980, p. 173) (Ibid.).” In the summary passages below, note that
Transforming Mode explanations for the Here I AM link the BL unit/cells C13 with C8, the How I AM links unit/cells C1-3 with C7-9, the Why I Am links
the TPM column 3 unit/cells C3, C6, and C9 with C8, and the What I Am links
the TPM NL unit/cells C7-9:
In the Transforming mode, the four theme symbols refer to Awareness
of Self, Exploring and Discovering Skills and Values, Integrating
Meaning, and Committing Power to Relationships.
The assertive Here I Am Transforming characteristics of Awareness of
Self indicate: that I am a sentient being endowed with capacities to
hear, see, smell, taste and touch; that I think rationally and contemplate
intuitively; that I feel passionately the sensations, the thoughts and
emotions of my existence; that I need and want; that I act and am a
human being…
The assertive How I Am Transforming characteristics of Exploring
Skills and Values indicate that I am developing the capacities of which
I already am aware or which I am bringing to awareness that enable
me to flourish in life…
The assertive Why I Am Transforming characteristics of Integrating
Meaning indicate that I am fashioning a rationale as I choose from my
skills and values and am bonding them into a personalized strategy of
being…
The assertive What I Am Transforming characteristics of Committing
Power to Relationships indicates that I am transcending myself by
committing my personalized strategy to relationship with others (e.g.,
community, nature, and God.)… [emphases mine] (Ibid.)
In the summary passages below, note that Alienation Mode explanations for
the Here I AM relates to the DL unit/cells C4-6 and BL C3 with C8, the How I
AM links the TPM column 3 unit/cells C3 and C6 with C8, the Why I Am links
the TPM column 3 unit/cells C3 and C9 with C8, and the What I Am links the
TPM NL unit/cells C7-9 with C8:
In their Alienation modes the four theme symbols refer to
Estrangement from Self, Normlessness, Meaninglessness, and
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Powerlessness …
The passive Here I Am Alienation characteristics of Estrangement
from Self indicate: that unwittingly I have negated my awareness as a
sentient, rational, intuitive, feeling, needing, wanting and acting being;
that I have accepted the cultural goals and the institutional means of
society and have a very high expectancy that my behavior is dependent
upon future rewards…
The passive and aggressive How I Am Alienation characteristics of
Normlessness indicate that I have unwittingly tested myself instead of
exploring skills and values; that I have accepted the cultural goals but
rejected the institutional means of society and have a high expectancy
that socially unapproved behaviors are required to achieve the cultural
goals…
The aggressive Why I Am Alienation characteristics of
Meaninglessness indicate that I have unwittingly aggrandized myself
instead of integrating my skills and values into a Meaningful strategy;
that I have rejected both the cultural goals and the institutional means
of society and have a very high expectancy that satisfactory
predictions about future outcomes of my behavior cannot be made…
The passive and aggressive What I Am Alienation characteristics of
Powerlessness indicate that I have unwittingly denied myself instead
of committed my personalized strategy to my relationships; that I have
rejected the cultural goals but accepted the institutional means of
society and have a high expectancy that my behavior cannot control
the outcome of what I want… [emphases mine] (Ibid.)
This final perspective presented by their meta-model deals directly with the
ontological facet of the person’s nature - the “Who I Am:”
The four themes, whether in the Transforming or Alienation mode, are
components of a larger fifth theme symbol Who I Am. In the
Transforming Ellipse people repeatedly recycle the four themes with
each recycling constituting a transcendence of themselves. By
experiencing their mortality and creating their immortality ever anew,
they are establishing and reestablishing their Identity: Who I Am. In the
Alienation Ellipse people unwittingly lock themselves into one or
more of the four themes which they repeat again and again throughout
life. By experiencing their mortality and immortality in this way, Who
I Am for them becomes the product of fixated Identifications instead of
recycling identities. Frequently the characteristics of the Transforming
and the Alienation themes are intermingled, and Who I Am is a
combination of an individual's Transforming identity and Alientated
identifications (Zerin, 1986). (Zerin & Zerin, 1997)
The parsimonious reductivism power of the TPM is apparent in this model
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comparison, as all of these features can be addressed by comparing the energy
losses to a person when any of the alternative 9 elements are not functioning
or developed properly. The Transforming-Alienation meta-model diagnostic
is very helpful, and can be easily used by therapists and/or HRD professionals
in conjunction with the simplicity of the TPM 9 elements.
(2) MOTIVATION and Energy UNIT/Cell 8 Analysis
(2a) |GS| E + CE ≈ NE ↔ EN; The IMAGE↔link suggests that
motivation and energy are part of God the Son’s (GS) essence for human
beings and are a key to a person’s sense of drive and accomplishment. The
AS is energy and the HRDS is MOTIVATION.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 8 Characteristics: Motivation refers to the mental
(temperament), physical (capacities), and spiritual (conversion) elements of
life that renew a person, but also include the external motivational elements.
Energy refers to the range of qualities as displayed governed metabolism,
emotional orientation, situational stimulants, spiritual drive, etc.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 8 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
motivation and energy are events and reoccurring.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 8 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable):
Motivation and energy have both attribute and variable qualities.
(2e) UNIT/Cell 8 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): C8
variables are real, and most attributes are nominal.
(2f) UNIT/Cell 8 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
The nature of this cell is the same as for C2.
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(2g) UNIT/Cell 8 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): The
general discussion of C8 is similar to C2. C8 is in the unique position of
being linked to C1 and C9 in the NL, as illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34.
C8 is a part of most collective units.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 8 Type:
C8 has EU, AU, RU, SU, ∑U properties.
c. UNIT/Cell 9 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties]:
Systemic and Charism imaged within FIT and Fulfillment
(1) FIT and Fulfillment UNIT/Cell 9 Findings:
(1a) FIT and Fulfillment Gospels, New Testament, Old Testament, and
Theology Findings: Godwin links C7 with C9 in speaking about Jesus
fulfilling the purposes of the father as an example for fulfillment in life of all
of creation (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988, Summary of the Doctrine of Jesus
Christ).
It can be observed from the findings of C6, that C9 is also a
transformed unit/cell, with an emphasis upon completeness. Part of that
completeness is a person’s access to a transcendent Creator.
Vincent notes that “the aorist infinitive γενέσθαι,” as used in the NT, “
is not begin to come to pass, but denotes a complete fulfillment: must shortly
come to pass in their entirety (Vincent, 1997b).” Fulfillment and
completeness are not incompatible, and indeed a syntax search on the term
complete reveals a wide range of TPM unit/cells as being capable of
fulfillment: one’s calling (ISV, 1999, Colossians 4), being equipped (Ibid., 2
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Timothy 3), a vocation (Ibid., 2 Timothy 4), knowledge of Christ (Ibid.,
Colossians 2), maturity in love (Ibid., 1 Corinthians 13), belonging
(Robertson, 1933b, 1 John 3), love (Ibid., James 2), self-image (Ibid., John 8),
wholeness (Vincent, 1997d, 1 Thessalonians 5), development (Ibid., 2
Timothy 2), competence calling (ISV, James 1), hope (Ibid., 1 Peter 1), eternal
inheritance (Keil & Delitzsch, 2000a, Genesis 2), accomplishment (Brown et
al., 1999, H3615, kalah), satisfied (Ibid., mala, fulness), and fulfilled (Ibid.,
H5487, suph) to name a few. Searching these connections produces an
amazing study in the connectedness of the TPM unit/cells, and clearly links
C9 with all the other unit/cells of the TPM. All are connected by the concept
that the person can be complete and fulfilled.
The TPM research holds the view of Constance who believed that the
dwelling of the Holy Spirit within the person represents the ultimate
fulfillment possible in earthly life. This intention of God began in the OT and
is continued throughout the NT:
C. Judah - “You are he Whom Your Brothers Shall Praise” (Genesis
49:8-12); the peoples which came from Judah would later be called
Jews and their whole country referred to as Judea (Esther 3:6;
Matthew 27:37). In contrast to the words Jacob had given to Reuben,
Simeon and Levi, there are words of approval for Judah. This tribe
would rule in Israel, and its enemies would be subdued before them.
King David came from the tribe of Judah, and Jesus traced his lineage
through David to Abraham (Matthew 1:1). “Your father’s children
shall bow down before you.” This began to be accomplished after the
death of Joshua, when Judah took the lead over the other tribes in
leading the armies of Israel (also 1 Chronicles 5:2). The complete
fulfillment was to be realized only in Christ, and its ultimate spiritual
fulfillment is to be seen symbolically represented in Revelation 5:5-8,
when the Lion of the tribe of Judah takes the sealed book and the
whole host of heavenly worshipers are discovered in adoration at his
feet. (Constance, 1978)
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(1b) FIT and Fulfillment Fit and Fulfillment HRM, HRD, OD, Pastoral
Counseling, Theology, Psychology, and Other Findings: Fulfillment was used
49 times and fulfilled 98 times with about 25% of the usages consistent with
C9. Fit was used 782 times, about 5% of the time it was used in terms of fit to
job or position. Satisfaction was used 384 times, with 300 of them (78%)
directly associated to the phrase “job satisfaction.” Satisfied was used 66
times and basically unrelated to C9. Reward was used 215 times with only a
few direct links to reward as a motivator for the attainment of fulfillment of an
accomplishment, and most references used the word as the actual item or
concept given for any “rewardable-type” activity. Recognition was used 240
times with over 50% of the references using it as a reward for accomplishment
or desired behavior.
Cohen points out Frankl’s stress on each individual’s uniqueness
and identity, tying it to career choices (C7) and fulfillment (C9), both NL
unit cells. In this next statement, C8 is also added to the formula,
culminating in C9. “According to Frankl, this refers to meaning that is
discovered through work, production, and other creative pursuits (Cohen,
2003).” This firmly addresses both the ontological and numinous aspects
of the NL. Cohen points out that:
Frankl’s work clearly demonstrated how important the construct of
meaning is to vocational choice. Vocations have the potential to
provide a sense of purpose to our life. In fact, I believe that one of the
primary factors Motivating vocational choice is a search for a
meaningful VOCATION. That is, people are motivated to choose a
CAREER that they believe will provide a sense of purpose to their life.
Harren (1979) incorporated meaning into his CAREER
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decisionmaking model. A “sense of purpose” in his model “involves a
future orientation in which one is aware of the world of work and
one’s potentialplace in it” (p. 126). In addition, Koehn (1986)
suggested that the search for meaning has several notable implications
for CAREER counseling. For example, CAREER counselors can
encourage clients to find “meaningful work” that provides a sense of
engagement, commitment, FULFILLMENT, and worthiness. She
suggested that meaningful work provides clients with a sense of
purpose for their life. Hence, Koehn submitted that discussions about
meaningful work can be a powerful source of dialogue in CAREER
counseling. Asking clients what they enjoyed or did not enjoy in
previous work usually leads to their underlying beliefs about how
meaningful certain jobs are (e.g., “I didn’t like the JOB because it was
pointless”). Furthermore, Koehn suggested that the CAREER
counselors should facilitate their clients to choose CAREERs that will
be most meaningful for them. However, she warned that counselors
should not prescribe their beliefs about how meaningful a particular
CAREER would be. [EMPHASES mine] (Cohen, 2003)
Cohen actually makes the case for C9, as it is the output unit/cell for the
NL, and focuses upon fulfillment by “fit” that is calling based (C7).
As a final example, Meehan, in a study on religious adequacy of
curriculum, placed a high need on discussion, reflection, guidance for students
to better understand fulfillment in their lives, and especially in terms of C5,
their development of worth:
Third, there is a NEED to cultivate openness of mind and heart, a
sense of exploration and creative quiet. A discursive pedagogy and
encouraging critical openness can be beneficial in this respect. Fourth,
to develop a sense of self-WORTH and value; affirmation is seen to be
important. Good relationships help to cultivate a sense of WORTH and
value. Finally, there ought to be opportunities to explore the notions of
human FULFILLMENT, personal wholeness and integration. It is here
that all teachers and curriculum subjects have a role to play. The
curriculum ought to help youngsters to make sense of themselves and
the world in which they live in order to promote a sense of the
spiritual. The Importance of Relationships to Spiritual Development
For Plunkett (1985, p. 4) the most important aspect of promoting
spiritual development must rest upon the quality of relationships that
exist in a school. [EMPHASES mine] (Meehan, 2002)
(2) FIT and Fulfillment UNIT/Cell 9 Analysis
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(a) |GS| S + CS ≈ NS ↔ SN; The IMAGE↔link suggests that fit and
fulfillment are part of God the Holy Spirit’s (GH) systemic nature for human
beings and are a key to a person’s sense of joy and satisfaction in life. The AS
is fulfillment and the HRDS is FIT.
(2b) UNIT/Cell 9 Characteristics: Fulfillment refers to a person’s
ability to attain balance, peace and joy as they network with those in their
various contexts in day to day living. Fit refers to the experienced and
observed match between a person’s holistic essence and their surroundings.
(2c) UNIT/Cell 9 (reoccurring) – Event (one occurrence): Aspects of
fit and fulfillment are events and reoccurring.
(2d) UNIT/Cell 9 Attribute (knowable) – Variable (measurable): Fit
and fulfillment have both attribute and variable qualities.
(2e) UNIT/Cell 9 Real (testable) – Nominal (non-testable): C9
variables are real, and most attributes are nominal.
(2f) UNIT/Cell 9 Primitive (starting point) – Sophisticated (definable):
The nature of this cell is the same as for C3.
(2g) UNIT/Cell 9 Collective (set of units) – Member (single unit): The
general discussion of C9 is similar to C3. C9 is in the unique position of
being the summative unit/cell for the NL, the 3rd system state of Adult, being a
transformation unit/cell, and the 3rd unit/cell in the DLR formula “Design-toFit”, as illustrated in Figures 18 and 31-34. C9 is a part of most collective
units.
(2h) UNIT/Cell 9 Type:
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C9 has EU, AU, RU, SU, ∑U properties.
Dubin’s Step 2; Tri-Person Matrix Laws of Interaction
“The laws of interaction make explicit and specific the manner in which the
units of the theory interact with one another (Dubin 1978, Torraco, 1994, 2000).” B.
F. Skinner has stated, “Science sharpens and supplements this experience by
demonstrating more and more relations among events by demonstrating them more
and more precisely2 (Dubin, , p. 88).” To Dubin, laws of interaction show
analytically how units link and operate together. He uses the term interaction “to
modify the word laws in order to denote laws of a particular kind (Ibid.).”
The next step in phase 1 is to study the laws of interaction operant within the
Tri-Person Matrix through a descriptive research process. Dubin has some very
distinct rules about how these laws of relationship should exist and function. He goes
to great lengths to remove the concept of casualty from the term relationship, stating
that:
The operations by which we test the relationship between theoretically
predicted values and empirical values differ in absolutely no respect whether
we label the relationships among units of a model as laws of interaction or as
causal laws. We conclude that no purpose is served by gratuitously
employing the label causal law. [emphases mine] (Dubin, pp. 93-4)
From the theory to practice vantage point, this is comforting, as it removes the
pressures to produce results at the model building stage. In this step, one fundamental
difference exists in his view and the one taken by the TPM. This variance is related
to the purpose and limits of research capacity. The TPM approach, based on RK, has
a source from which causal notions are already established, and seeks to compare and
contrast observed data from that template.
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Dubin employs some helpful rules about laws of interaction that can keep
researchers from falling into the causal trap of feeling that all research must go
beyond just understanding and into prediction to attain any value. First, you never
measure the laws of interaction themselves. You only measure the units of that
relationship. You measure inputs into the relationship and outputs from the
relationship – and always through the perspective of its impact upon units.
“Empirically relevant theory in the behavioral and social sciences is built upon an
acceptance of the notion of relationship rather than the notion of causality (Dubin, , p.
94).” He points out that psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, theologians, and
most other scientists alike, tend to throw ideas about causal mechanisms “inside the
black box.” It is the “God’s will” strategy employed by essentially all of science
(Ibid.). At this point Dubin, as a humanist, understandably separates himself from the
old science, which Giberson would agree ‘was the pursuit of God’s laws governing
the universe or the ‘harmony of the spheres,’” and aligns himself with Karl Pearson
who states that “law in the scientific sense is thus essentially a product of the human
mind and has no meaning apart from man (Dubin, 1969; Giberson, 1993).” Giberson
points out that with one exception, all the fathers of modern science were Christians
(not Deists) (Giberson, pp. 71-80).
What Dubin has done, and partly due to his limited methodology, is
inadvertently stepped into a meaningless tautological loop. He has avoided one
problem only to fall needlessly into another - hopeless existentialism.
That scientific law is the product of the human mind has two important
implications: (1) The forms of such laws are limited by the capacity of the
human mind to invent ways of denoting relationship; and (2) laws are not
absolute and may be changed as man’s needs are changed. (1969)
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In Dubin’s defense, apart from the empirically testable plenary biblical scriptures, he
would be correct. What the HK Map shows, however, is that this need not be the
limit of our capacity, since God has retained the right to expand it as he wills. He
also seems to have been aware that, when it comes to studying the human, scientists
(and especially HRD professionals) would need some help in this area. Not
everyone is a scientist, and not every generation has the same enlightenment, so the
provision of RK has been a help to all generations in understanding the human
dynamics. Love is essentially the same since creation, and will always have a “black
box” dimension. This does not mean, however, that we cannot study the facts and
displayed relationships in RK with other units, understand them better for application
and enjoyment, and grow in wisdom. Each progressive age should enhance its
knowledge and understandings to enhance interpersonal relationships – at work, in
society, or at home. The TPM research will concede that we have enormous
limitation of capacity when it comes to the complex nature of the human, but it also
acknowledges that there are absolutes governing those laws of relationship hidden the
revealed knowledge that it is our privilege (and duty) to study and propagate for
better life in this age.
Dubin’s 3 Key Laws of Interaction
Dubin transitions through Boole’s thought logic into finite mathematics, graph
theory, and matrix algebra to highlight the technologies we have available for
analysis of laws of relationship (1969, pp. 95-6). There are 3 basic laws of interaction
for these relationships: categoric laws of relationship (CLR), sequence laws of
relationship (SLR), and determinate laws of relationship (DLR).
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“A categoric law of interaction is one that states that values of a unit are
associated with the values of another unit. The association of a CLR, as it is
symbolized, is in the form of the presence or absence of the respective values for the
two units [emphasis mine] (Ibid., p. 96).” If two units had either a zero (absence) or 1
(present) relationship, they would actually form a four-celled table, resulting in a
minimum of 3 formulated laws between the 2 units defining relationships of
probability and degrees of freedom. Dubin develops a simple 3 case scenario to help
researchers better understand the CLRs. This also helps differentiate a CLR, which
tends to be more primitive, from typical statements of probability. This aids with the
parsimonious usage of the laws and an economy of dealing with non-meaningful
CLRs. Even with this simplification, in the case of the TPM this would amount to
combinations of well over 300 potential basic laws of relationship. Categoric laws
are always symmetrical, meaning that there is no required sequence. They tend to be
described by statements such as this unit “is associated with” that unit, and are often
synonymous in their usage due to the CLR in effect. This explains why the vertical
relationships of the TPM tend to be governed by categoric laws, and the horizontal
laws do not (with the partial exception of the behavioral trilogy).
“A sequential law of interaction, symbolized by SLR, is one always
employing a time dimension. The time dimension is used to order the relationship
among two or more units [emphasis mine] (Ibid., p. 100).” Dubin warns not to attach
causality, but only sequentially to these laws. Any causality is limited to describing
the nature of the sequence. He blames the tendency (and often pressure) to determine
causality to the “theological heritage of the West,” and “its roots in the
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Enlightenment, when a man-centered view of the universe contested with a Godcentered orientation (Ibid., pp. 102-3).” The TPM has a greater range of inquiry
options to deal with this problem, but has accepted the rules of asymmetry and time
bound behavior of any SLR. The horizontal laws of the TPM tend to be SLRs. The
TPM especially takes advantage of these properties in that it is formulated in a
matrix, and can take advantage of statistical coefficient testing technologies related to
asymmetric relationships. Any variations have been addressed under the properties of
transformation, which are beyond Dubin’s stated rules.
“A determinate law of interaction is one that associates determinate values of
one unite with determinate values of another unit [emphasis mine] (Ibid., 107).” A
DLR, as it is symbolized, has 2 required components. First, a specific relation, or
determinate, must be established. Where y and x are two units, for every value of y
there is a paired value for x, or y = ƒx. DLRs can be recognized by their paired value
linkages and association, and can always be expressed mathematically (as a circle,
curve, matrix, etc.). The diagonal and centric relationships within the TPM may be
governed by determinate laws.
To these are various other secondary laws of interaction and characteristics of
laws that have been dealt with here only as needed by this study: they include
negative laws, universal laws, law efficiencies, logical law relationships, catalysts,
parsimony of laws, and levels of analysis. A negative law of relationship, symbolized
by NLR, is essentially the statement of non-relationship – a basic null hypothesis. It
is not to be confused with areas of non-relatedness for the other laws of relationship.
A universal law, symbolized by NLR, comes in two varieties. The first is essentially
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common sense. The second usage is when one of the other laws of interaction seems
to work in any universe of study with the same dynamics, even though those
universes may be substantially different. The key here is that although universal, they
are still classified no differently than other laws and are under the same rules. Law
efficiencies have to do with the usefulness and scientific preference for various laws.
Determinate laws are always more efficient than categoric laws, because they show
directionality, covariance, rate of change, etc., i.e., you can do more things with them
(Dubin, p. 112). Sequential laws can be of any level of efficiency. Logical
relationships, symbolized by LLR, among laws mean just that. For example, 2 laws
related to the same unit can produce contradictory results. There must be at least 1
law of interaction to define a system.
The maximum number of laws in a system is calculated in terms of the
combinations possible (“the n of things taken two at a time…[for example,] in the
lowest categoric law, the number of laws is four times as great since each pair of units
is linked to four laws.”). Laws can be mixed without limits. A catalyst unit is one
whose values are independent of the values of other units, but becomes critical only
when it is zero and not present to have impact upon them. “This significance lies not
in the character of the unit but in the character of the law by which the unit relates to
the analytical system in which it is employed (Ibid., 120).” The importance for the
TPM is that in the concept of transformation, there seems to be an external force with
documentable effects upon unit values in both vertical and horizontal relationships.
This is emphasized more in the TPM because it accesses the numinous dimension in
its inquiry methods. The parsimony of laws has to do with selecting the minimum
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needed for the efficient operation of a system, with a rule that all the units of a system
must have some defined relationship. This naturally depends upon the type of laws
employed. For purposes of delimitation, Figure 25 illustrates that for the TPM, the
descriptive literature search focused upon 28 key laws of relationship. The impact of
this focus has been discussed under the section on boundaries.
Finally, Dubin tackles the difficult issue related to the levels of analysis
problem among laws. In this passage we understand the need for Montgomery’s RK
cone, and why Dubin’s methodology stops short of handling the numinous and a truly
holistic approach to HRD model building for the person.
One of the troublesome features of any science is the fact that it apparently is
not independent of other sciences. This becomes particularly evident when
we examine a thing like a person. The sociologist may claim that he is
interested in the individual only in his interpersonal relationships. The field
of inquiry for the sociologist lies outside the skin of the individual, but he uses
properties of the person among the units that enter into sociological theories.
The psychologist, on the other hand, is interested in the intrapersonal
properties of the individual, whether these are wholly contained inside the
skin or involved some linkage with the outside world, as in learning or
personality theories. The physiologist, in his turn, focuses on properties
primarily within the skin of the individual at the level of organs, tissues and
cells. The microbiologist may be concerned with cell and sub cell structures,
whereas the organic chemist may deal with the properties at the individual at
an atomic level. (Dubin, p. 122)
What is obviously missing is the epistemological and ontological connect between
these worlds of inquiry. Where is philosophy? Or, where is theology? Both are
missing.
Dubin then asks and answers his own question about his views on analysis
across levels. His question: “Is there some systematic way in which levels of
analysis may be articulated with each other? If so, what is the nature of this
articulation (p. 123)?” His answer: “I conclude, then, that there are no laws of
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interaction connecting levels of analysis but that there are units (summative ones) that
provide such linkage (p. 125).” So how do scientists cooperate? How do discoveries
in one area link to each other? Dubin feels that all laws of interaction are intra-level,
and that there are no laws of inter-analysis per se. This is essential for the TPM, as
the HK Map utilizes three major levels of inquiry to study its model of the person.
His solution is that the “linkage between levels of analysis derives from the fact that
there is a gathering together of the units of a lower level of analysis into a summative
unit at a higher level of analysis (Ibid.).” Could it be that the Montgomery RK Cone
is actually a valid summative unit encompassing all three major levels of scientific
inquiry, the scientific-empirical, the artistic-subjective, and the holy-numinous? If so,
the U10T1 plumb line of truth running through the center may provide a measure (or
translatable truth) allowing for laws of interaction to be more than just universal laws,
but indeed laws of inter-level analysis (Figure 16). The HK Mapping technology
suggests that this is a possibility.
FINDINGS: Laws of Relationship Research Delimitations
Appendix B lists the most basic of the variable combinations of the TPM, and
with any depth of measure added to the study of the TPM, the list alone could easily
be tripled to 18 pages. Looking at all of these individually is beyond the scope and
limitations of this study. With some depth of coverage of the 9 unit/cells above, and
having already observed many of the unit/cell linkages present in the following laws,
it is now possible to focus upon the larger examination of relationship sets without
examining the unit/cell to unit/cell relationships individually. Without exaggeration,
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a volume could be written about each of the sections below. The goal of this next
descriptive search is to identify at least one example for each law presented.
FINDINGS: Horizontal Laws of Relationship of the TPM
Each level of the TPM represents an image↔linked formula. As such, each
level is related to an aspect of the make-up of the person (body, soul, and spirit)
which defines various laws of relationship within the model: the behavioral trilogy,
the developmental trilogy, and the numinous trilogy. Figure 21 illustrates the 36
basic horizontal relationships represented within this version of the Tri-Person
Matrix. By Dubin’s x4 minimum calculation formula, this would represent
approximately 144 laws of relationship. These may be any combination of CRL,
SRL, DRL, NRL, ULR types. Figure 25 illustrates the 10 key horizontal unit
relationships and relationship sets that have been focused upon in the descriptive
research stage: 6 internal unit to unit horizontal laws of relationship (HRL-1 to HRL6); and 4 determinate laws of relationship sets (DLR-G, DLR-B, DLR-D, DLR-N).
1. Horizontal Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship Listed
a. Horizontal Law of Relationship 1:2 (HLR 1:2): Key Unit Descriptors: Cell
1 ↔ Cell 2; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔BODY) “image↔links”;
or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS; or, Significance ↔ Security; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Horizontal Law of Relationship 2:3 (HLR 2:3): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 3; (SON ↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ BODY) “image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔≥
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RELATIONSHIP; or, Security ↔≥ Service; or any combination of
these unit descriptors.
c. Horizontal Law of Relationship 4:5 (HLR 4:5): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 5; (FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔SOUL)
“image↔links”; or BELONGING ↔ WORTH; or, Family ↔ Love; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Horizontal Law of Relationship 5:6 (HLR 5:6): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 6; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔
SOUL) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE; or, Love
↔≥ Emotional Health; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Horizontal Law of Relationship 7:8 (HLR 7:8): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8; (FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔
(SON↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔ MOTIVATION;
or, Calling ↔ Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
f. Horizontal Law of Relationship 8:9 (HLR 8:9): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 8 ↔ Cell 9; (SON ↔SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT
↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Energy
↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
2. Determinant Laws of Relationship Sets with Examples Referenced.
a. Determinate Law of Relationship Set G, for God (DLR-G): Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell CT ↔ Cell CE ↔≥ Cell CS; FATHER
↔ SON ↔ HOLY SPIRIT; or TEMPLATE ↔ ESSENCE ↔
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SYSTEMIC; or, Completeness ↔ Congruence ↔ Charism; or any
combination of these descriptors.
Examples: The best example available is the one made by this study above
related to the triune God. The 2 examples above establish the
God↔Person relationships of completeness↔congruence↔charism
(completeness↔congruence↔choices in the refined syntax), and
template↔essence↔systemic as DLR-G type relationships.
b. Determinate Law of Relationship Set B, for Behavioral (DLR-B):`` Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 2 ↔≥ Cell 3;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔BODY) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS ↔≥
RELATIONSHIP; or, Significance ↔ Security ↔≥ Service; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
Example: The Person Approach (Magnusson, 2003)
This is a similar, supportive work that presents the notion of a
complex, multiple-level individual developing through stages of life in a
sequential way. It focuses upon the DL and NL developmental aspects, but it
is based heavily in the DL.
I will propose that the person approach rests on the combination of a
holistic-interactionistic theoretical perspective on developmental
processes and a specific measurement model that considers the main
properties of the dynamic, complex character of the developmental
processes of the individual as an integrated psychological, biological,
and social being (Ibid., p. 2).
Magnusson addresses the many methodological difficulties in this approach
noting that “proper analysis of each of these levels requires specific theory,
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conceptual space, measurement models, and methodological tools within the
framework of a general model of human beings and society (Ibid., p. 4).”
Much like the TPM, methods of inquiry are often a problem for this scheme.
Mdagnusson compares the person approach to the understanding of the person
with the variable approach which “from a general perspective, this is reflected
in the different levels of analysis in political science, sociology, and
psychology (Ibid., p. 4).”
The person model approach one of the closest classification schemas
of the TPM approach in current academic literature. Its perspective shares
many of the integrated boundary aspects of the TPM, suggesting that the
holistic nature of the person is at once and severally involved in the
developmental process. The person approach is based upon 3 propositions;
the first deals with the person as an open system.
Proposition 1:
Each individual functions and develops as a conscious, active, and
intentional part of an integrated, complex, dynamic, and adaptive
person-environment system. The nature of this system changes
through the individual’s life course as a result of individual
developmental processes, societal changes, and continuous personenvironment interaction processes (Ibid., p. 5).
Proposition 2 of the model develops the integration of the BL, DL, and
NL with a specific focus on the brain (biological) as one of the integrating
factors for emotions and belief, much like the TPM sees these integrations.
This proposition, and the research surrounding it, is why this model examples
the BL and not the DL DLR. The DLR focuses more upon personality and
character development while this person model approach focuses more upon
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trait development as integrated with the physical developmental factors.
Proposition 2:
Within the framework of the integrated person-environment system,
the individual develops as an integrated, undivided organism in a
complex, dynamic, and adaptive process of maturation and learning
over time. Mental, biological, and behavioral factors in the individual
and social, cultural, and physical properties of the environment are
involved in these interactive processes (Ibid., p. 5).
Proposition 3 emphasizes the need to integrate the various disciplines
of the person to achieve a holistic understanding of the developmental
processes, including the NL, which is only casually mentioned by this model,
but directly addressed by the TPM. Note the broaching of the ontological.
Proposition 3:
The goal of research on individual developmental processes is to
contribute scientifically solid knowledge about how and why
individuals as integrated, undivided organisms think, feel, act, and
react currently and develop in these respects in real existence, that is,
to contribute to the synthesis of knowledge about the individual as an
integrated human being (Ibid., p. 5).
The person model is also based upon some assumptive properties of
the person, five of which are reviewed here because of their exampling the
DLR within the TPM. The first is the “Developmental ChangeTransformation” property of the person, and is based in the soma of the
individual; “In biological sciences, development of organisms is defined as
change with respect to size, shape, and function (Ibid., p. 5).” This view
supports the transformation aspect of the BL and DL integrated, which the
TPM sees as foundational to development:
Transformation processes involve all aspects of the integrated
individual and are characteristic of structures and processes at all
levels of the organism, from the organization and reorganization of
cell systems to the organization and reorganization of the individual’s
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intentional, reciprocal interaction with the environment. The content,
character, and pace of the transformation processes differ over the
lifetime; these processes are not the same during early infancy,
puberty, adulthood, and old age (Ibid., p. 6).
The second property of the person model, the “Adaptation in
Transformation Processes,” emphasizes the TPM concept of congruence. It is
also obviously missing the numinous mention:
A necessary condition for the individual’s survival, currently and
developmentally, is the capacity for the integrated organism’s
adaptation to existing and changing external and internal conditions.
In the face of maturational and environmental challenges,
psychological, biological, and behavioral components of the integrated
organism strive to maintain a dynamic, functional balance and
integrity. In order to meet this challenge, these transformation
processes involve two opposing forces: maturation and experiences
that drive for change, on the one hand, and resistance to change, on the
other (Ibid., p. 7).
Like the TPM, this third property emphasizes levels interacting within
the developmental process. While the TPM approach is much more
sophisticated, the concepts are the same:
Functional Interaction and Synchronization… [is a] prerequisite for
effective functional interaction in the transformation processes of
adaptation is that the functioning of all components is appropriately
synchronized, vertically and horizontally, at all levels of the personenvironment system (Ibid., p. 8).
Related to the levels of development, one of Dubin’s requirements for DLRs
is that they have a timed element, which this model has developed very well.
In his study example he writes, ” Adolescent girls of the same chronological
age but at very different stages of biological maturation have different
biologically and psychologically motivated goals, needs, and motives with
respect to ways of living (Ibid.).” Here he directly emphasizes C8 and C2 of
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the TPM. Observe the continued holistic emphasis:
Synchronization of working elements is also fundamental in the
individual’s developmental processes. For example, in the
socialization process, adequate individual developmental processes
require a smooth synchronization between the mental, biological, and
behavioral aspects of the individual, on the one hand, and the
opportunities, demands, rules, and regulations set by the environment,
on the other (Ibid., p. 9).
Magnusson also emphasizes the asymmetric nature of the TPM DLRs,
though using different vocabulary. In addition, the TPM specifies
transformation of the spiritual nature, but does not conflict with this view.
Non-linearity of the transformation processes is the fourth property of the
person model:
Non-linearity of Transformation Processes… [is] related to functional
interaction is the non-linearity of individual transformation processes
over an individual’s life time: non-linearity, more often than linearity,
is a characteristic of the relation between operating components…..
Transformations do not occur linearly along the timescale with respect
to specific mental, biological, and behavioral components of the
integrated organismic system or with respect to patterns at the system
level of the integrated organism (Brame, Nagin, and Tremblay, 2001;
Fischer and Bidell, 1998) [hyphens mine] (Ibid.).
Two sub-properties of the model’s asymmetric functioning are known as
“Integration and Organization.” They are mentioned because of their
dependence upon a system containing levels of development, and also because
they illustrate the power of the template approach in the TPM. This balance
can also be described as the tension between the person’s will and God’s will
– a tension of authority mentioned above and in chapter 2. Again, there is a
parallel to congruence in this discussion of “Integration and Organization.”
Missing is the charism aspect of the Trinity, or this could be a complete
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model. The emphasis is on the horizontal nature of the DLR:
Transformation processes are neither random nor totally deterministic;
they proceed in structurally organized systems, are guided by specific
dynamic principles, and work with specific mechanisms. The
individual psychological, biological, and behavioral subsystems are
vertically and horizontally coordinated and are engaged in functional
interaction in such a way that the organism’s integrity is maintained in
both current ongoing processes and processes of developmental
change… The development of functionally organized patterns of
working components is guided and becomes differentiated from the
outset of development according to the principle of self-organization.
In formulating the orthogenetic principle of development, Werner
(1957) proposed, “Wherever development occurs it proceeds from a
state of relative globality and lack of differentiation to a state of
increasing differentiation, articulation and hierarchic integration” (see
Valsiner, 1998, pp. 193–203, for an overview) (Ibid.).
In the TPM the trait aspects of this model are emphasized to a greater extent,
but this approach lends to a clearer emphasis on the cognitive systems
involved. Magnusson notes that “in empirical research, the self-organization
principle has been applied in studies of the organization of the brain, the
development of temperament, and the development and functioning of sensory
and cognitive systems and manifest behavior, among others (Ibid.).” The next
passage makes the case for the “image↔link” approach of the TPM, giving an
almost DNA quality to the blending of its 9 elements with the whole of the
person. This could be part of the TPM text:
The integrated, holistic-interactionistic nature of developmental
processes implies, among other things, that they proceed and develop
as irreducible wholes and cannot be decomposed into or understood as
independent components. At each stage of individual development, the
totality gets its characteristic features and properties from the
interaction among the elements involved, not from the effect of each
isolated part on the totality. Each component of the structures and
processes gets its functional significance from the role it plays in the
total functioning of the individual. The whole picture has an
information value beyond what is contained in the separate parts. An
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example is the holistic character of conscious acts (Edelman and
Tononi, 2001) (Magnusson, 2003, p. 11).
This next transition, from model origins to methodology also makes it
a powerful example supporting the prior recognized validity of the TPM
approach. The first quote focuses upon model etymology and the second
focuses upon model methodology:
As a general principle, the holistic perspective of individual
functioning and development has very old roots: the concept of the
individual derives from the Latin-derived word individual, which
literally means “indivisible.” This perspective was forcefully claimed
by many of the leading researchers from the beginning of the twentieth
century in both personality and in development. What was initially a
general view has been enriched in its content during the past thirty
years by contributions from psychological and biological sciences to
an extent that it now forms the platform for scientifically solid
research in the framework of developmental science, with its specific
demands on theory, methodology, and research strategy (Magnusson,
1999) (Magnusson, 2003) (Ibid.).
Measurement Model 2.
According to MM2, a single datum for individual A on a latent
dimension k derives its psychological significance from its position in
a configuration of data for the same individual, representing positions
on the latent dimensions k, l, m, n, and so on. These latent dimensions
are assumed to represent simultaneously working components in the
system under investigation (see Figure 1.1b) (Magnusson, 2003, p.
14).
Of particular interest to the TPM is Magnusson’s need to develop a
mapping technology to display the holistic nature of the person. In his Figure
1.1b, each of the k, l, m, n plot points are on different levels of the person’s
development, with k on the top horizontal line (of four time lines) and n on the
bottom line. Each line represents a different dimension of the person’s
development. The TPM has solved this problem with the 3 dimensional HKMap, including not only the numinous dimension, but also a unique triadic
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methodological inquiry set of connects for the researcher. Note several TPM
features in this approach: levels, measurement, patterns, dynamic mapping,
complexity in simplicity, and holistic assumptions of the individual. The final
part of this quote is quite emphatic on the need for an adequate methodology
in the holistic research of the person:
The basic prerequisite for a pattern analysis that can contribute to an
understanding of developmental processes is that the data being
analyzed refer to the same level of the organismic system. Pattern
analyses that mix data from different levels can only yield, at best,
meaningless results. It should be emphasized that MM2, and pattern
analysis as its methodological tool, are not restricted to analyses at the
level of the individual. They are equally applicable at all levels of the
holistic, integrated person-environment system (Magnusson and
Stattin, 1998). With reference to MM2, pattern analysis is a feasible
tool for analysis of any organized integrated dynamic and complex
system of human activities that is held together by some mechanism,
such as families, peer groups, neighborhoods, schools, societal
organizations, or working organizations, as well as for identification of
specific patterns that characterize the person in the situation, currently
and developmentally (Gustafson and Magnusson, 1991; Cairns and
others, 1989). Consequently, MM2 and pattern analysis are of
fundamental interest for empirical research in all behavioral and social
sciences… I have argued here that an indispensable element in the
research process is the measurement model that is applied,
independently of whether the researcher is aware of it. In designing,
implementing, and interpreting research on psychological phenomena,
the following distinctions should be kept in mind (Magnusson, 2003,
p. 18).
Finally, to underscore this last point as a parallel to the TPM approach,
Magnuson reiterates the necessity of both a new framework for the person and
a new framework for the methods of inquiry. TPM has provided both of these
elements in this study.
The discussion on the central theme of this chapter leads to the
proposition that the person approach rests on two interdependent
pillars: (1) the holistic –interactionistic framework for developmental
processes and the principles of differentiation and crystallization
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within that framework, working according to the principle of selforganization, and (2) the application of a research strategy that
includes a measurement model appropriate for the study of integrated,
holistic processes in terms of patterns of working components. Both
elements are important as the basis for the application of proper
statistical tools (Ibid.).
In summary, Magnusson’s personal model follows the development of
the person as displayed in TPM Diagrams F25: A, Key Laws and
Relationships, Delimited to 28 and F30: D, Tri-Person Matrix System States –
Transformation, (H - T: CS Transformations). While the following 3
comparisons are complicated to follow (it is suggested that each figure be
place-marked for easier reference and comparison of these features), they are
key to understanding the underlying differences in the personal model
example of Magnusson and the TPM.
First, in practical terms, the personal model is not as holistic as it
claims to be. In technical terms, in F25: A the personal model relates to the
DLR-B cell linkages of HLR 1:2 and HRL 2:3 (all on level 1, row 1). On
F30: D the personal model relates to Levels BL and DL of the TPM, which
are fully covered in his personal model, with the emphasis upon the soma
attributes of the BL of the person. The congruence aspect of both models is
similar.
Second, in practical terms, the TPM includes a display of spiritual
transformation, such as conversion. In technical terms, the transformations in
the personal model are more related to the linkages of F25: A, i.e., HLR 1:2
and HLR 3:4 cell linkages on the BL (level 1, row 1), and the HLR 4:5 and
HLR 5:6 cell linkages on the DL (level 2, row 2) than they are related to the
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transformations on the NL of the TPM in Figure 30: D. The NL is only
slightly covered in Magnusson’s personal model, and mostly from an
ontological perspective. The transformation presented in the personal model
are more related to the linkages on the TPM F25: A of HLR 7:8 and HLR 8:9
(level 3, row 3) than they are to the transformations of F30: E - NL (SPIRIT)
or F25: F - H (T: CS) + NL (SPIRIT) of the TPM.
Third, in practical terms, development and transformation in both
models can be represented horizontally (the holistic, or integrated dimension)
and vertically (the time dimension). In technical terms, the unique aspect of
the personal model is that its transformations are also linked to each of the 3
stages in F29: A, B, and C (discussed below under Cabush’s model), linking
them to F25: VLR cell links in Stage A (VLR 1:4 and VLR 4:7), Stage B
(VLR 2:5 and VLR 5:7), and Stage C (VLR 3:6 and VLR 6:9).
c. Determinate Law of Relationship Set D, for Developmental (DLR-D): Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 6;
(FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔
SOUL) “image↔links”; or BELONGING ↔ WORTH ↔≥
COMPETENCE; or, Family ↔ Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
Example: Cabush’s Developmental Model of Basic Needs (1985)
This model, based upon psychotherapeutic approaches to personal
development, is also inspired by the RK view of the Trinity and the person as
created in the image of God. Figure 24 displays the 3 elements of the model
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as represented in the 3 system states of the TPM, illustrated in Figure 29. This
model supports the DLR-D laws of the TPM (Figure 25: A, DL cell
relationships HLR 4:5 and HLR 5:6), and also the system states of A-Child,
B-Adolescent, and C-Adult (Figure 29: A, B, and C). This model was part of
the initial gestalt of the TPM, and focuses upon a person’s development of
identity through need fulfillment.
Cabush points out that the elements of all developmental models can
essentially be categorized into 3 stages: Belonging, Worth and Competence.
Each of these 3 stages represents specific developmental aspect of identity
development, and each one corresponds to a person of the Trinity. The model
meets the time requirements of Dubin’s HLRs, and the holistic requirements
of the TPM. The discussion of TPM system states will be integrated in this
analysis of Cabush’s model.
Developing identity is the sub-theme of Cabush’s model, as he sees
this parent-child process key to successful adult well-being. Identity is
therefore sequentially developed in 3 partial “I am” segments corresponding
to his 3 stages of development. Belonging corresponds to the “I am what I am
a part of…” segment, and relates to the development of oneness within the
individual. Worth corresponds to the “I am what is valued in me…” segment,
and relates to the development of separateness within the individual.
Competence corresponds to the “I am what I can do…” segment, and relates
to the development of personal individuality.
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No psychoanalytical theory would be complete since Freud without
the anxious ego, the self-abasing Id aspects, and the over extended super-ego,
and Cabush’s model is no exception. This is where partial identity is either
developed or denied, causing a host of problems in adulthood. In Cabush’s
model, the anxieties faced during each stage of development produce either
defensive or transformed identities. The model links well with the BL due to
his focus upon needs and need attainment. It links well with the NL in that
the transformations identities are also redemptive identities, with
corresponding understandings of the role of each member of the Trinity to
one’s numinous identity, redemption, and well-being. This is a reverse
application aspect of his model. Most models are adaptable to the inclusion of
the numinous. Cabush’s model is inspired by the numinous and adaptable to
those who wish to exclude it through redefining, compression, or denial. To
Cabush, all genuinely healthy identity must be linked to Created Identity.
Cabush believed that “each individual is created for a purpose, and the
discovery of that purpose drives the developmental process during each stage
(Cabush, 1985).” Knowledge of God is important to the understanding of
one’s identity, and eventual personal relationship with one’s creator. The
final resemblance of the Cabush model to the findings of the TPM is its
centering on the importance of love and relationships (or loving relationships)
in each stage of development and healthy life in general. As a disclaimer to
Cabush for any TPM entrapments of his theory, many of the articulations of
his theory are the personal understandings of this author of his research that
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were construed from pages of seminar notes, limited published materials, and
often too-brief personal dialogues. Essentially the inspired message with all
terms and concepts are his and the TPM medium with most articulations and
communiqué are this author’s.
BELONGING: Cabush’s Child Developmental Stage; DL Stage A
This stage, when linked to the BL and NL, represents the TPM system
state A, The Child State. In Cabush’s Belonging Stage the anxiety indicator
would be “reliance upon appearances for one’s sense of identity;” the
corresponding defensive identity (unhealthy) would be hostility, and the super
ego would translate this to an over-reliance upon the external features of the
BL for one’s sense of significance. This would overshadow any sense of
calling or vocation, and be embedded deep into a person’s psyche. The
relationships a child has with family are a key to the formation of this sense of
belonging. The alternative transformation identity (healthy, anxiety replacing)
would be that “I am loved without regard to my behavior,” fulfilling the
Belonging Stages’ “I am” basic need. This stage is linked to GF and the TPM
elements of template, “God’s design is uniquely stamped on each person at
each level,” and completeness, “each person is potentially capable of having
all their needs met.”
WORTH: Cabush’s Adolescent Developmental Stage; DL Stage B
This stage, when linked to the BL and NL, represents the TPM system
state B, The Adolescent (or Youth) State. In Cabush’s Worth Stage the
anxiety indicator would be “reliance upon status for one’s sense of identity;”
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the corresponding defensive identity (unhealthy) would be hostility, and the
super ego would translate this to an over-reliance upon position, status,
reputation, and power for one’s sense of security. This would overshadow
any sense of balanced life-energy and motivation, and be embedded deep into
a person’s psyche. The experiences adolescents have of being loved by one’s
family, still a dominant factor in this stage, are a key to the formation of this
sense of worth, often referred to as self-acceptance, or self-image. The
alternative transformation identity (healthy, anxiety replacing) would be that
“I can experience love that meets my needs,” fulfilling the Worth Stage’s “I
am” basic need. This stage is linked to GS and the TPM elements of essence,
“God’s power is capable of meeting each person’s unique needs,” and
congruence, “each person is potentially capable of living a balanced,
transformed life.”
COMPETENCE: Cabush’s Adult Developmental Stage: DL Stage C
This stage, when linked to the BL and NL, represents the TPM system
state C, The Adult State. In Cabush’s Competence Stage the anxiety indicator
would be “reliance upon status for one’s performance of identity;” the
corresponding defensive identity (unhealthy) would be hostility, and the super
ego would translate this to an over-reliance upon work, income, accumulation
of possessions, and accomplishment resulting in the inability to truly serve
others (narcissism, selfishness, etc.). This would overshadow one’s sense of
fulfillment in life and contentment with one’s fit to work or calling, and be
embedded deep into a person’s psyche. The relationships an adult has with
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family are still foundational to the formation and sustaining of adult
competence, often referred to as expertise, professionalism, self-confidence,
and maturity. The alternative transformation identity (healthy, anxiety
replacing) would be that “I can love and be loved on the basis of volition without power being involved in any way,” fulfilling the Competence Stage’s
“I am” basic need. This stage is linked to GH and the TPM elements of
systemic, “God’s presence is there to sustain and guide,” and charism (or
refined syntax of choices), “each person is capable choosing love as the
dominant force in a relationship.”
Rereading this short summary with F18: B in view, one can actually
check off each of the TPM concepts in terms of the 3 system states Child,
Adolescent, and Adult.
d. Determinate Law of Relationship Set N, for Numinous (Life-Motivational):
(DLR-N) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8
↔≥ Cell 9; (FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔ (SON↔ SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔
MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Calling ↔ Energy ↔≥ Fulfillment; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
Example: SIMA® The System for Identifying Motivated Abilities (Miller, 1991)
A far more proprietary system, permission was understandably not
granted to include any details of the system, but only a broad interview, as this
is one of the bread and butter items for PMI, Inc. The SIMA® was part of the
initial gestalt of the TPM, so its constructs fit in full. In fact, it was the
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observance of the SIMA® and its reliance on RK that led to the confirmation
of the tripartite approach to understanding the person. The inclusion of this
example makes another point about the potential utility of the TPM, that of
avoiding negative stereo-typing of individuals during the process of
understanding them. Miller makes the following point about his approach
with the SIMA®:
What distinguished our work is its preoccupation with the
idiosyncratic. Others have noted a unique dynamism as an apparent
reality of the persons, and then proceeded with an investigative
methodology inherently losing, or at least, obscuring the person and
his motivated behavior. I realized this way of conducting a form of
clinical research does not appear to offer the fruits of governing
principle so desperately and unsuccessfully sought in more
conventional research into human behavior. However, what we found
about the persons is that they are infinitely variable (practically so) in
their motivated behavior. Therefore, individual behavior cannot be
predicted on the basis of governing principle but only through a study
of the individual. If this logic is valued, then it has always seemed to
me that the study of individuals contains much richer potential for data
because it would at least lead to an understanding of the structure,
contents, and dynamics of individual behavior, and of course be
predictive of each person’s behavior. (Ibid., p. 2)
This is essentially the position taken by the TPM as it uses a template
vs. a stereotyping process. The great freedom achieved by a RK inspired
template allows human behavioral scientists to already know the basic 3x3
grid of categories and levels of interaction and transformation. It allows
unique identities to exist within an organized system of evaluation, much like
DNA allows individuality and uniqueness to be noted in a highly complex and
constrictive evaluative model. Thus, it is easy to place the SIMA® on the NL
level (Life-Motivational Level, or LL in refined syntax). The template
approach also frees researchers to focus on the content and dynamic
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similarities and differences of each individual while not fearing loss of
identity inherent in most classification systems. Examples of this unintended
obscuring of the uniqueness of the person in any scientific attempt to
understand and describe the person are especially prevalent in the BL trait
level theories (LaHaye, 1974; Marston, 1979).
Fairly unique to the SIMA® are 8 self-claimed properties to the
system’s logic and application. A brief review of these will allow comparison
with the TPM DLR-N classification of this model without revealing the
proprietary nature of their formulas proven successful in such highly visible
places as NASA (Miller & Mattson, 1977).
1. Biographical Form – This step meets the DLR-D requirement for
time as the SIMA® gathers its data in a chronological format. The focus is on
what people enjoy and have done well at, which places it in a different camp
then Freudian Id approaches (i.e., negative views of the person). Participants
simply take 4-6 hours to share their achievements and talk about them in
enjoyable ways.
2. Achievement Interviewing Procedure – The next step is an oral
conversation using SIMA® guidelines that exhaustively examine details on
“thoughts, words, and deeds comprising achievement mechanics or actions
(Ibid., p. 3).” These are achievements from every area and era of the person’s
life, and they essentially examine 9 element of the TPM with special focus on
the BL unit/cells of design (C1), needs (2), and relationships (C3) in a stepby-step descriptive fashion.
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3. Document of Achievement Data – The emphasis is upon exhaustive
detail, and often involves some form or recording and transcription. Here the
material is stripped from anything extraneous, and focuses upon the details of
the most enjoyable aspects of the person’s history. This is a direct link to C7,
as the terms vocation and calling include both a sense of enjoyment and
purpose (this does not totally exclude suffering or hardship as seen in C7
discussions above).
4. Identification of a Motivational Pattern – The SIMA® analysis
technique uses the same syntax approach as the TPM, looking at the totals,
categories, and linkages of terms according to the SIMA® formulas. They use
a MAP (Motivated Abilities Pattern) as their template to begin looking for the
motivational patterns of the person. The TPM refined word being considered
for “numinous” is “Life-Motivational,” inspired by this NL level of
patterning. Although the term numinous will be tested in the phase 2
empirical research, the term life-motivational will be tested in the interviews
following the structured questionnaire data collection step. Miller notes that
the SIMA® process of patterning varies depending upon individual
characteristics of age, complexity, contexts, range of experience, articulation
skills, mass of available detail, etc. This data analysis can involve peerratings and selection of patterns or be self-administered. There are clear rules
for step 4, but also some professional judgments that can be made to optimize
the accuracy of the process.
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5. Organization and Classification of SIMA® Motivational Patterns –
This step actually goes beyond the basic TPM in that it incorporates a type of
ORGANIZATIONAL TPM (to use a new term), linking the person’s
motivated abilities with typical organizational classifications. There are 5
such assessments and linkages made concerning patterns present in their life
history of enjoyable work and activities: “ONE or a CENTRAL
MOTIVATIONAL THRUST; SUBJECT MATTER; SITUATIONAL
CIRCUMSTANCES; RELATIONSHIP TO AUTHORTIY; and ABILITIES
(Ibid., pp. 6,7).”
6. Variety of Reports on SIMA® Motivational Patterns – Reports can
range from 1 to 30 pages depending on the amount of detail desired. The
TPM observations concerning the person can also be shared as styles,
attainment of certain element stages, or in exhaustive detail with all
discoveries listed.
7. Population Covered – The SIMA® has been tested in virtually
every configuration of population (size, industry, gender, culture, etc.). As
with the TPM, the SIMA® seems to be a universal tool, as everyone can relate
to its constructs; it contains ULRs and its boundaries are permeable.
8. Applications of SIMA®
The major applications of have been “executive search, career
guidance and consulting … [to develop] employee strengths by assuring and
improving job fit (Ibid., p. 9).”
FINDINGS: Vertical Laws of Relationship of the TPM
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The vertical laws cue from the three persons of the Trinity (Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit), but are not as obvious and immediately as useful as the horizontal laws
(Figure 21). Each stage of the TPM represents a set of vertical image↔linked
formulas. As such, each stage is related to an aspect of the make-up of the person
(body, soul, and spirit) as it links to the three persons of the Trinity and TPM
descriptors of the Father (TEMPLATE, Completeness), Son (ESSENCE,
Congruence), and Holy Spirit (SYSTEMIC, Charism). These are the vertical laws of
relationship within the TPM. Figure 22 illustrates the 36 basic vertical relationships
represented within this version of the Tri-Person Matrix. As with the horizontal laws,
using Dubin’s x4 minimum calculation formula, this would represent approximately
144 laws of relationship. Also similar to the horizontal dimension, these vertical laws
may be any combination of CRL, SRL, DRL, NRL, ULR types. Figure 25 illustrates
the 9 key vertical unit relationships and relationship sets that have been focused upon
in the descriptive research stage: 6 internal unit to unit vertical laws of relationship
(VRL-1 to VRL-6); and 3 categoric laws of relationship sets (CLR-T, CLR-E, CLRS).
1. Vertical Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship Listed
a. Vertical Law of Relationship 1:4 (VLR 1:4): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 4; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(FATHER↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING;
or, Significance ↔ Family; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
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b. Vertical Law of Relationship 4:7 (VLR 4:7): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 7; (FATHER ↔BODY) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔
SOUL) “image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔≥ BELONGING; or, Security
↔≥ Family; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Vertical Law of Relationship 2:5 (VLR 2:5): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 5; (SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔SOUL)
“image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔ WORTH; or, Security ↔ Love; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Vertical Law of Relationship 5:8 (VLR 5:8): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 8; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (SON↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or, Love ↔≥
Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Vertical Law of Relationship 3:6 (VLR 3:6): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 3 ↔ Cell 6; (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or REALTIONSHIP ↔
COMPETENCE; or, Service ↔ Emotional Health; or any combination
of these unit descriptors.
f. Vertical Law of Relationship 6:9 (VLR 6:9): Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 6 ↔ Cell 9; (HOLY SPIRIT ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or,
Emotional Health ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
2. Categoric Laws of Relationship Sets with Examples Deferred
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Examples for the CLR sets are integrated with the examples given in DLR-D
and DLR-B.
a. Categoric Law of Relationship Set T, for TEMPLATE (CLR-T): Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 4 ↔≥ Cell 7;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (FATHER↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔
SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING ↔≥
VOCATION; or, Significance ↔ Family ↔≥ Calling; or any
combination of these unit descriptors. This example is combined with
the system state A analysis.
b. Categoric Law of Relationship Set E, for ESSENCE (CLR-E): Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 8;
(SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON ↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (SON ↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔ WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or,
Security ↔ Love ↔≥ Energy; or any combination of these unit
descriptors. This example is combined with the system state B
analysis.
c. Categoric Law of Relationship Set S, for SYSTEMIC (CLR-S): Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 3 ↔ Cell 6 ↔≥ Cell 9;
(HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or RELATIONSHIP ↔
COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or, Service ↔ Emotional Health ↔≥
Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors. This
example is combined with the system state C analysis.
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FINDINGS: Diagonal and Other Laws of Relationship of the TPM
There is at least one diagonal set of relationships, going from cell 1 (DESIGN
– BT), through cell 5 (WORTH – DE), and ending in cell 9 (FIT - NS) (Figure 23):
The design to fit law (BT ↔ NS). Figure 23 also identifies centric law, indicating a
projected relationship between love and all the remaining 8 units and in actuality,
between 18 unit descriptors. Using Dubin’s x4 minimum calculation formula, this
would represent approximately 80 laws of relationship. Also similar to the horizontal
and vertical dimensions, these diagonal and centric laws may be any combination of
CRL, SRL, DRL, NRL, ULR types. Figure 25 illustrates the 9 key diagonal and
centric unit relationships and relationship sets that have been focused upon in the
descriptive research stage: 8 internal unit to unit diagonal (other) laws of relationship
(ORL-5:1-4 and ORL-5:6-9); and 1 centric (other) law of relationship set (OLR-D-F).
1. Centric (Other) Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship Listed
a. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:1 (OLR 5:1): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 1; (SON↔SOUL) ↔
(FATHER↔BODY) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔ DESIGN; or,
Love ↔ Significance; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:2 (OLR 5:2): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 2; (SON↔SOUL) ↔
(SON↔BODY) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔ NEEDS; or, Love ↔
Security; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:3 (OLR 5:3): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 3; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔
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SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ RELATIONSHIP; or, Love
↔≥ Service; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:4 (OLR 5:4): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 4; (SON↔SOUL) ↔
(FATHER↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔ BELONGING;
or, Love ↔ Family; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:6 (OLR 5:6): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 6; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ SOUL) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE;
or, Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
f. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:7 (OLR 5:7): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 7; (SON↔SOUL) ↔≥
(FATHER↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ VOCATION;
or, Love ↔≥ Calling; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
g. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:8 (OLR 5:8): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 8; (SON↔SOUL) ↔≥
(SON↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION;
or, Love ↔≥ Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
h. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:9 (OLR 5:9): Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 9; (SON↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ FIT; or, Love
↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
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The example for OLR is combined with the system state F example below.
2. Diagonal Laws of Relationship Set with Example
a. Diagonal (Other) Law of Relationship Set D-F, for DESIGN to FIT (OLRD:F): Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥
Cell 9; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT
↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ WORTH ↔≥ FIT; or,
Significance ↔ Love ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these
unit descriptors. The example for OLR
Example: “Design-to-Fit” Technologies
The concept of “Design-to-Fit” is simply a matching process and takes
place on every level of the TPM, but more commonly on the BL and NL. It is
illustrated on Diagram F23: A as a set of unit/cell relationships, and on
Diagram F25: B (as OLR-D-F). On the BL people discover their “designs” to
understand each other’s needs and better “fit” into relationships, solve
problems, and hopefully enjoy each other. It is essentially a sequential HLR
(C1→C2→C3). On the NL one looks at the person’s sense of calling,
observes the motivation and energy present, and then fits them to a position
that hopefully helps them attain some fulfillment. Again, a sequential HLR
(C7→C8→C9). The DL is difficult to describe in terms of design to fit, but it
can be done: one’s character is designed in their family, leading to their sense
of worth, and translating into competent relationships. This would be a HLR
as well (C4→C5→C6). What is unique to the TPM is that it expands these,
allowing the integration of all 9 elements and showing a path from a person’s
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design (which is actually the CT column 1) through a person’s sense of worth
(which is actually the CE column) to their fit (linking to all the elements in the
CS column). The TPM allows HRD professionals to focus on certain
pathways from design to fit while not losing sight of the holistic nature of the
person.
C1 design↔significance is in the column, represented by the
FATHER↔BODY image link and is the stamp of completeness on the
person. This refers not only to a physical completeness (all the parts and
loaded with unique potential), but to spiritual completeness (all the potential
as seen in Hebrews 6) which can be accessed by conversion and the resulting
fullness linked with C2 fit↔fulfillment represented by the HOLY
SPIRIT↔SPIRIT image link. This combination of completeness and fullness
is captured in the term sûph, “H5487 - ( סּוףAramaic); 1) to be fulfilled, be
completed, come to an end; 1a) (Peal) to be fulfilled, be completed; 1b)
(Aphel) to put an end to) as used twice in Daniel 2 and 4 (Vincent, 1997d).”
In the NT the term katartizō, used 17 times, refers to “1) to render, i.e. to
fit, sound, complete; 1a) to mend (what has been broken or rent), to repair;
1a1) to complete; 1b) to fit out, equip, put in order, arrange, adjust; 1b1) to fit
or frame for one’s self, prepare; 1c) ethically: to strengthen, perfect, complete,
make one what he ought to be (Thayer, 1999, G2675).” The phrase is found
occasionally in literature, as exampled from this excerpt for The Teachers
Commentary. Note the linkages to the TPM syntax and also the exact use of
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the term as being presented here, crossing from the BL through the DL to the
NL:
What do we see in Genesis? We see first a deep NEED for woman as
someone DESIGNED to FIT the emptiness in a man’s life (“a helper
suitable for him,” Gen. 2:18). To fill the NEED, God did not turn
again to clay. If He had, man might later have imagined that woman,
as a second creation, was somehow inferior to him. No, God put Adam
to sleep and, while he rested, took a rib from him. Working His great
wonders, from that rib God shaped Eve. When God brought Eve to
Adam, the man recognized her, and the words of verse 23 stand as a
witness to the essential identity of woman with man: This is now bone
of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be CALLED “woman,”
for she was taken out of man. Genesis 2:23 When God sought
fellowship, He created man in His own IMAGE. But when this person
God had made knew a similar NEED for intimacy, God gave an even
greater gift. Woman, taken from the living flesh of man, is far more
than a reflection of man’s IMAGE. Woman, taken from the living
flesh of man, shares fully in man’s identity. In a testimony echoed by
the New Testament, the Word of God lifts man and woman and places
them, side by side, at the pinnacle of God’s creation. There, together,
each shares fully as a fellow heir of the dominion God proclaims, each
of us a choice and precious object of His LOVE. [emphases mine]
(Richards, 1987b)
This is the advantage of the TPM’s explosion of the dimensions of the
person (as seen in F23: A); seeing the person on 3 levels carries many
advantages for the HRD professional. Note the emphasis in the Hammond’s
study of the use of the Five-Factor Model in therapy. She applies it with a
holistic view of the person, as do many others (Garman, Davis, Corrigan, &
Corrigan, 2003), essentially using it as the design diagnostic to help clients
better fit into their life situations:
Many clients requesting assistance in Career Centers are
mismatched with their career due to issues of occupational choice.
In addition, personality conflicts with co-workers, lack of
interpersonal skills, and the individual’s personality
characteristics can affect vocational success. Theories of
personality are incorporated into several theories of vocational
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choice and development (i.e., Holland, Roe) resulting in some
attention to personality. Likewise, client personality can affect the
career counselor’s ability to intervene effectively to assist the
client in making effective career choices and decisions. More direct
attention to the impact of personality on an individual’s career and
vocational success can enable the Career Center to increase the
effectiveness of their interventions. This paper will discuss the
methods for increasing the effectiveness of career counseling
through the use of the Five-Factor Model of Personality into our
therapeutic work with clients. (Gelso and Fassinger, 1992, p. 276)
(Hammond, 2001).
Another helpful example of the TPM OLR-D-F diagonal law of relationship is
displayed by Kale and Shrivastiva. They unmistakably make an appeal for a
return to the concept of vocation, where there is an inclusion and
understanding of a person’s ontology firm enough to have any placement in a
position be fulfilling and bring the person to a sense of completeness. The
argument has been clipped for brevity and plainly illustrates the “Design-toFit” theme suggested by the TPM gestalt:
Corporations must start showing more developed emotions than
fear and greed, and we have to find ways to halt the economic
growth that alienates non-economic values . . . There is a spiritual
dimension to life that, for me, is the real bottom-line. It underpins
everything and I suggest should be incorporated into global
management education if it is to be truly worthwhile. Spirituality,
to me, is a very simple attitude that has nothing to do with
organized religion; it means that life is sacred and awe-inspiring.
Statistics from the Gallup Organization in New York supports the
claims made in relation to the omnipresent quest for spirituality in
the workplace. In 1998, when Gallup asked 800 Americans
whether their jobs had influenced their spiritual lives, 33 per cent
credited work with “greatly improving” or “improving” their
spirituality (Boston Globe, 2001). One of the first empirical studies
on the subject of workplace spirituality also reached similar
conclusions. In this study, Mitroff and Denton (1999a) asked
respondents to rank, in order of importance, the factors resulting
in job satisfaction. “The ability to realize my full potential as a
person” emerged as the most important factor, followed by “Being
associated with a good or ethical organization.” “Making money”
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ranked fourth among the seven factors investigated. The study
also found that employees who saw their organizations as spiritual
also viewed their organizations as being better than their less
spiritual counterparts on almost every dimension. Respondents
working for companies perceived as spiritual reported that they were
able to bring more of their “complete” selves to work. They felt they
could deploy more of their creativity, emotions, and intelligence in the
workplace. Mitroff and Denton (1999a) go on to assert that modern
civilization might have gone too far in separating spirituality from
other elements of life. (Kale & Shrivastava, 2002)
This lends additional support to the need for HRD professionals to allow
employees the choice of including the NL in their connections to the
workplace, and a support for holistic models such as the TPM that support
“Design-to-Fit” type thinking, an OLR-D-F variable as seen in F25: A.
Dubin’s Step 3; Tri-Person Matrix Boundaries:
Boundaries “represent the theoretical framework of the theory as an empirical
and bounded system of knowledge and explanation (Dubin, 1978) (Dubin, 1969, p.
253).” For the TPM, as for all models, they are important in helping establish
external and internal validity. They also provide an understanding to the
transformation facets related to the triadic nature of this research. Dubin states that “a
theoretical model is said to be bounded when the limiting values on the units
comprising the model are known (1969, p. 127).” This requires all boundary values
to be determinate. This technology fits the matrix opus of the TPM template
construction very well. Boundaries can be either open, i.e., subject to the influence of
elements external to the model or closed, i.e., operational solely from within its own
boundaries. In understanding the boundaries selected for the TPM, several boundary
notions are employed: truth statements, criterion, domains, dimensional unity,
homogeneity, isomorphism, and Dubin’s contiguous-problem analysis.
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Understanding Model Boundaries
Truth statements actually help establish (and define) criterion. Based on
syllogistic logic, they can be best displayed by Venn diagrams and truth tables, as
illustrated in Figure 26, Diagrams A, B, and C. Diagram A is composed of a group
that qualifies 4 criteria: the model represents living male or female parents with 10
children. These could represent the boundaries for a theory on leadership skills
related to persons growing up in large families. A control group might be those
persons with the added boundary that the parents are separated, or absent. Diagram
F26: D illustrates that with each additional boundary added, the domain of influence
for the model is typically reduced. This can be seen on the Venn diagram as well, as
each new boundary scribes a smaller area dimension available for researchers to
observe.
The Venn in Diagram F26: C illustrates one possible selection criterion for a
TPM phase 2 research structured interviews. It is composed of a blended sample of
HRD leaders, with published e-mail addresses from the US and Europe. The truth
table, in Diagram F26: B illustrates how each new boundary functions to lessen the
model’s operative domain. If a boundary criterion for the model L1 (a stated
qualifying relationship) is that a person must be a HRD leader (x) and person must
have a published e-mail address (y), then x  y represents the boundary requirement
(unit law of relationship) that must be satisfied to be included in the group. As a
scientific observation, note that the “” symbol in Dubin’s system of logic stands for
a “law of relationship” linkage, and is not necessarily synonymous with the symbol
“” which represents a sub-set of the first symbol within the second. Thus x  y does
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not necessarily equate with x  y. In the four combinations presented in the truth
table, only one of the persons qualified under the x  y law of relationship. Two
qualified with criterion x (they were HRD leaders) and 2 qualified with criterion y
(they had published e-mail addresses), but only one person was a HRD leader with a
published e-mail address to satisfy the L1 criterion.
What may be simple boundaries from the internal perspective of model
congruence (impacting internal validity) can eliminate large populations from a
model’s domain of influence and usability (impacting external validity). Rather than
limit the initial domain of the TPM, some criteria such as educational level, years
experience with HRD related topics, and position has been studied as part of the
demographic profile of the respondents. These may be qualified criterion for
additional TPM studies in the future for model refinement and usability research. An
essential characteristic of the open-closed function of models is that “the logic of a
system, and the theoretical model representing this system, in nowise depends upon
the openness or closed-ness of its boundary (Ibid.).” The more important issue is that
all the boundary criteria apply “with equal force” upon all units and laws of the
model. Dimensional unity can only be achieved when every unit and law is subject to
satisfying the chosen criterion, and that includes any external units or laws in open
systems.
Dubin mentions several problems that afflict models related to boundary
issues. The first is homogeneity, a quality researcher’s desire for internal validity and
accuracy in testing. The more boundaries added, the more homogeneous a model will
be, with each new criterion eliminating a heterogeneous element from the study. If
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the population studied is too heterogeneous, elements of the study may not be
discernable. To solve this dilemma, many researchers choose “theories of middle
range;” they basically keep adding boundaries until their tests become statistically
significant. The down side is that their findings really do not relate well with the
environment or even other studies in the same area, let alone similar research in the
interdisciplinary realm, including isomorphic units of common theories. As a better
solution, Dubin suggests isomorphic analysis of units and laws, and use of what he
labels “contiguous-problem” analysis (Ibid., p. 143). Although he never clearly
defines this analysis, it is basically 1) a tool designed to encourage interdisciplinary
research to “happen” without fear of reductionism, and 2) an “attitude” of looking for
the common (isomorphic) properties of units and laws between units. This is
advocated to help develop a research climate for criterion standardization and sharing
among disciplines. The boundaries of the TPM have been logically identified in such
a way as to assist both future researchers and practitioners in successfully applying its
value to their respective tasks. While there may be some asymmetric flow of
information between the TPM and similar models, it will not be due to the flow of
other insights into the structure and units of the TPM. This is mainly due to the
utilization of descriptive research and the triadic approach of the TPM method of
inquiry.
TPM uniqueness due to the inclusion of RK
Note Diagram F26: E, Empirical Level (EL) relationship of TPM units and
laws of relationship to T1 criteria boundaries. To understand this property of the
TPM it is necessary to revisit the HK Maps on figures F9 and F14-6. In addition,
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Figure 27 has been constructed to illustrate some of the boundary features using a
triadic approach to knowledge attainment and model presentation. This is the same
discussion broached above in the concerns about intentional prioritization of
knowledge sources. Knowledge source issues are thus model boundary issues.
It is in the area of boundaries that most scientists and researchers make their
major disclaimers, and for good reason (Dubin, 1969, pp. 144-5). Samples rarely
look at every detail of any universe, no matter how small, and there is always the
valid rationale that there may be an exception now, or in the future. On the empirical
level this has been proven many times as new discoveries out-date former knowledge
and conceptions, and often to the embarrassment of scientists claiming axiomatic
truth or absolute facts. On the subjective level, this is less true, as most new
arguments are ruminations and rehashing of old ones and themes of thought and logic
tend to vary only by semantics and preferential viewpoints. The same is true for the
numinous level with one exception – the RK Cone. In reality, however, this revealed
knowledge also penetrates the subjective and empirical levels, creating a perpetual
uncertainty about its absolutes and truth statements unless engaged with an element
faith, an approach empiricists generally reject intellectually, but not practically.
When theology attempts to communicate RK without linguistic awareness of the
physical, social, and other sciences, it often produces statements that not only cannot
be understood, but are misapplications of the semantic truths of RK. If one is
committed to be subservient to the principles of the RK Cone’s Christocentric
essence, this can pose less of a problem, and there is amazingly a great freedom to
explore and create. Any other approach leads to either warfare of boundaries,
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dualism, or deistic separation. In all other cases RK looses it intended value to
people, organizations, and cultures. The danger of the miscommunication of RK lies
in the two extremes of redefining God in terms of man (anthropomorphism in the
negative sense), or in totally missing the value and application to human need (either
rigid orthodox irrelevancy or fideism).
FINDINGS: Boundaries of the Tri-Person Matrix
The TPM open and closed boundaries: As noted in Mangusson’s discussion
of the people model approach to the person (in the above DLR section), the property
of levels allows the TPM to mix and link various forms of knowledge. This is done
through the HK Mapping technology, and serves as an open boundary system for the
model. The TPM does have some closed boundaries. The visibly closed boundaries
are the expressed limitations of the RK syntax in Revelation, the understandable
capacity boundaries of the person (e.g., life-span, memory capacity, etc.), and the
observable current limitations of any technology or knowledge source. The latter 2
are variable; the 1st is fixed. As to invisible closed boundaries, the TPM is
submissive to general revealed knowledge, as is everyone else in creation (through
either choice or default). This refers to the notion that knowledge can be
accomplished only within the limits of God’s permissiveness (or another tower of
Babel may occur). Internal invisible closed boundaries, often referred to as mysteries
in RK, are at the discretion of God, the relationship of the person to the Creator, and
subject to observation (often labeled as testimonies) but not always empirical
provability (thus the source of many seeming tautological arguments).
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The TPM Homogeneity: Because of the RK gestalt templates, the TPM can
claim homogeneity. This does not assume understandability or even provability, but
it does project many possibilities and combinations for the empiricist and theologian
to study. Syntax and semantics are always imperfect, and the cause of much discord
in an otherwise homogeneous gestalt. The TPM is by no means totally accurate,
researched, or even complete, but the underlying gestalt is flawless within HK
limitations. HRD professionals cannot go wrong in projecting human behavior based
upon its RK bounded premises.
The TPM Criterion: Besides the limitations mentioned above, the criterion of
the TPM boundaries is one of reliance on an RK gestalt (the basic 3x3 image link
matrix in F17), a holistic HK Mapping process (displaying any and all knowledge in
relationship to the RK Cone as in F7-9 and F11-3), and a triadic research
methodology (courtesy of an adapted Dubin-Montgomery methodological merger
with open inquiry boundaries).
The TPM Domains of influence: The domains of TPM influence are literally
all domains where the individual functions. This includes the entire set of HRD
contexts that professionals must deal with - both internal (especially well-being and
fulfillment) and external to the individual (especially terms of relationship domains).
This applies to all 3 levels, all 3 stages, and all 9 elements of the TPM.
The TPM Internal validity: The TPM is as internally valid as RK. Any
invalidity is due to descriptive research inadequacies. The matrixing of the tripartite
person and the Triune nature of God forms a 3x3 grid that evidences logical linkages
to both the horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and centric dimensions. Each unit/cell has
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image links to other cells in horizontal, vertical, centric, spatial, and holistic
dimensions, resulting in an almost inexhaustible set of potential laws of relationship.
These 9 elements are also related in terms of system states.
The TPM External validity: The TPM is externally valid with many current
theories as noted in the discussions above, and the syntax logic, familiarity,
usefulness, and connectivity with HRD professionals will be tested in the phase 2
empirical research. As mentioned in the open boundary comments, the layering
aspect of the TPM, its holistic mapping approach to knowledge, and the triadic
inquiry methodology account for any external validity claims.
Dubin’s Step 4; Tri-Person Matrix System States:
A system state is a “condition of the theory being modeled” in which all the
units of the model’s system take on characteristic values that have “persistence
through time,” regardless of the length of the time interval (1976, 1978). Dubin notes
that system states are an important aspect of any model that is to have “practicality
(1969, p. 164).” A model must have at least one system state to be valid. The units
and their laws of interaction determine what system state(s) exist. Theorists can
select the units of any system, but in order for the distinction of system state to hold
true, any declared system state must account for all selected units – or be
reconfigured so that this requirement holds true. It is in the determining of system
states that models transition into empirical testing, presenting their greatest potential
for explaining phenomena and hopefully providing predictive utility. This is true for
the TPM.
System Outcomes
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Different from a system state which focuses on the prediction of all unit
values, is a system outcome. Outcomes impact regions (selected units) of a system,
or occasionally just one unit in a particular model. For the TPM, C3
(RELATIONSHIP, Service), C6 (COMPETENCE, Emotional Health), and C9 (FIT,
Fulfillment) are natural outcome units, as they are the final units in sequential sets of
behavioral, developmental, and numinous unit-set interactions. Each set would
constitute a region of observation for the predicted outcomes. The unit C5
(BELONGING, Love) would example a single unit predicted to have outcomes in
some specific defined relationship to the other 9 units individually or in some
combination. Different outcomes may exist even when systems remain in a constant
state, which illustrates their added value to scientists, including theologians as
scientists. Even in outcomes, however, all the units must be accounted for, as it is the
status of units of a system that define its outcomes as well as its system state(s).
System State Criteria
There are 3 required criteria that must exist simultaneously for the term system
state to be applied to a theory or model: inclusiveness (a range of characteristic
values for each unit), distinctiveness (assigned characteristic or determinate unit
values), and persistence (an observable life for each declared system state) (Dubin,
1969, p. 256). These have a wide range of variation, but must rigorously be
monitored and held in compliance if the model is to have testable empirical value.
Inclusiveness refers to the fact that all units must be testable in some way to be
included as part of a system state’s existence. Distinctiveness refers to the fact that
units must all be testable in some way, and preferably with determinant values. If the
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units have characteristic values only, they still must be testable, or have the ability to
be observed and articulated (determined) for their presence and any change in their
features. More preferred, however, would be measurable determinate values, as they
can more readily be observed as conditions of constancy or changes in any system
state. Finally, persistence through time refers to the requirement (quality) that any
declared system state must remain present long enough to be observed and measured,
even if the system state is nonrecurring.
System State Types
Recurrence of system states are those qualities of a system that reflect cycles,
habits, season, routines, or any activity that repeats itself over time impacting the
units of a system.

Recurrence is the feature that gives systems predictive qualities.

In the case of the TPM, some of the system states are not repeated, in that they are
developmental, occurring only once in a person’s life, i.e., child, adolescent, and adult
states as cued by the developmental level units. The TPM also may exhibit some rare
system states, those states that are unique to one or several persons, but not to the
population as a whole. For example this special system state condition may refer to
the giftedness of some and limitations of others. The TPM is also impacted by
external systems, and in line with Dubin’s theory, has evaluated any external units or
laws penetrating the TPM as to their compliance with system congruity. System state
technology does not emphasize the use of dependent or independent variable labels,
as all units must be accounted for in any state or transition of states (Ibid, p. 163), a
far more rigorous accounting for all variables than the dependent-independent schema
requires.
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There are 3 major and straightforward indicators used to describe, or to
characterize common system states: categoric laws, determinate laws, and sequential
laws. Systems are said to “employ” these laws in their dynamics, and as such, are
characterized by them. A fourth system indicator is less observable and is considered
to be one that employs a complex set of laws. It is to the advantage of any researcher
to choose one of the first three characterizations (system state indicators) for
describing system states as they are less complicated to measure, and thus often yield
greater model descriptive and predictive utility.
Systems employing categoric laws are recognized by the use of the “if…then,
under the conditions of …” format, formula, or expression. The term “conditions”
refers to all system state boundaries in operation. As an example, if characteristic
values for units of C1 (BTEMPLATE, DESIGN; TBEHAVIORAL, Significance) are known,
then characteristic values for units of C2 (BESSENCE, DESIGN; EBEHAVIORAL,
Significance) can be known, when observing a person applying for a job in a certain
area of the company (the conditions under which the “if-then” should hold true).
Systems employing determinate laws are recognized by the following format,
formula, or expression: “A change in A = change in B, under x conditions.” As
stated, this is a symmetrical equation. The key here is that researchers can predict B
by observing any change in A, thus, measurable determinate values are required for
all units described in the system state. An example using the TPM might be that if a
person has a declared vocation (a unit of C7: VOCATION, DTEMPLATE), then they can
measure their motivation at work (a unit of C8: MOTIVATION, DESSENCE), under the
specific domain of self-managed career management within a corporate structure of
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vocational planning. The selected measurable values for the determinate unit
(VOCATION, DTEMPLATE) might be the range of careers available along a continuum
presented by the specific corporation. Measurable determinate values for unit
(MOTIVATION, DESSENCE) might be education/training completed, performance,
length in a career step, speed of transition, evaluation of a mentor, etc. The symmetry
would be observed by looking at the motivational unit values and predicting (and/or
evaluating) the progress of movement (attainment potential or expectation) on the
vocational unit measures. A person may move either direction within the system,
although the desired movement may be forward, so it does not qualify as employment
under the sequential laws described in the next section.
Systems employing sequential laws are recognized by the following format,
formula, or expression: “A directional change in A = directional change in B, under x
conditions.” As illustrated, the basic difference between the determinate and
sequential characteristics is the directional asymmetry of the latter. To be qualified as
sequentially characterized systems, units must be measured for change in a given
amount, over a specified time, and in a stated direction. Dubin actually uses the TPM
developmental level elements in describing sequential model states when he describes
the movement of system states from child, to adolescent, to adult.
Systems employing complex laws are recognized by a combination of any
number of the expressions and formats listed above. Because the TPM deals with the
entire aspect of the person linked to the image of God in RK, and also deals with the
transformation aspects of the human system on two syntax levels, it tends to employ
complex laws. Every effort was made to pose the TPM analysis of systems in the
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simpler characterizations of determinate, sequential, and characteristic laws for easier
utilization and clarity.

System State Analysis of Operations
Dubin’s gift to model builders is seldom more appreciated than in his section
on evaluation and analysis of system operations. He discusses 4 common analytical
problems that occur in system states that flag the need for system evaluation. They
can be described in four questions related to the conditions of persistence, ceasing,
succession, and permeability. The first problem needing analysis is persistence:
“How does one define the conditions in which a selected system state will exist?”
The second problem is ceasing: “How does one explain what happens when a system
ceases to exits under the rules?” The third problem is succession: “How does one
define the succession among system states?” The final problem needing analysis is
permeability: “How does one define a system when its boundaries have become
permeable?” The more active a system, the more frequent the system state analyses
must be made. The more determinate the values, the easier these analyses can be.
FINDINGS: System states of the Tri-Person Matrix
The potential number of system states in the Tri-Person Matrix is almost
limitless. Because of the focus on the human subject, they are too complex for this
study to exhaustively cover in this initial model building process unit/cell by unit/cell;
at this point, the model units, laws, boundaries, and states are in the formative stage
and the goal is to present one example for each system state set. This study has
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identified 6 primary system states for the descriptive research literature review:
Three sequential system states (as displayed in F29) and 3 transformation system
states (as displayed in F30). The sequential states chosen may also employ
characteristic and determinate laws, and thus, a complex system status has also been
addressed. These system states are addressed in the discussions above of OLR-F-D
and SLR-B, SLR-D, and SLR-N.
1. Sequential Developmental Driven System States Listed (examples blended above)
The 3 primary sequential TPM system states are illustrated in Figure 29.
a. General System State Overview of the CHILD SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM
STATE (SSS-C): (Primary Determinants TB≈BT; Secondary
Determinants TD≈DT; TN≈NT)
(1) SSS-C Cell 1: TB≈BT; Significance≈DESIGN
(2) SSS-C Cell 4: TD≈DT; Family≈BELONGING
(3) SSS-C Cell 7: TN≈NT; Calling≈VOCATION
b. General System State Overview of the YOUTH/ADOLESCENT
EQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE (SSS-Y): (Primary Determinants
ED≈DE; Secondary EB≈BE; EN≈NE)
(1) SSS-Y Cell 2: ED≈DE; Security≈NEEDS
(2) SSS-Y Cell 5: EB≈BE; Love≈WORTH
(3) SSS-Y Cell 8: EN≈NE; Energy≈MOTIVATION
c. General System State Overview of the ADULT SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM
STATE (SSS-A): (Primary Determinants SN≈NS; Secondary SB≈BS;
SD≈DS)
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(1) SSS-A Cell 3: SN≈NS; Service≈RELATIONSHIP
(2) SSS-A Cell 6: SB≈BS; Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) SSS-A Cell 9: SD≈DS; Fulfillment≈FIT
2. Transformation Determinate Driven System States Listed with Examples
The 2 primary TPM transformation system states are illustrated in Diagrams
F30: D and F30: E. Diagram F30: F is also a transformation state, but has been
discussed below as a complex system state combining the primary units of Diagrams
F30: D and F30: E. Examples of these transformation states are integrated in the
discussions above of OLR-F-D and SLR-B, SLR-D, and SLR-N.
a. General System State Overview of the H, (T; CS) TRANSFORMATION
SYSTEMIC STAGE STATE “D” (Right hand column; Diagram F30:
D; (BT:DT:NT – Behavioral, Developmental, Numinous Level
Transformations) [Primary Determinants BS; DS; NS; or (C3, C6, C9);
Secondary BT; BE; DT; DE; NT; NE; or (C1, C2, C4; C5, C7, C8) ]
(1) BT Cell 3: BS≈SB; Service≈RELATIONSHIP
(2) DT Cell 6: DS≈SD; Emotional Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) NT Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
b. General System State Overview of the NL (SPIRIT) TRANSFORMATION
SYSTEM STATE “E” (Bottom Row, F30: E; NLT – T:E:S –
Numinous Level Transitions for Template, Essence, and Systemic
stages of the TPM) [Primary Determinants NT; NE; NS; (C7, C8, C9)
Secondary BT; BE; BS; DT; DT; DS; (C1, C2, C3; C4, C5, C6)]
(1) NLT-T Cell 5: NT≈TN; Calling≈VOCATION
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(2) NLT-E Cell 8: NE≈EN; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(3) NLT-S Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
3. Complex Driven System State – TOTAL TRANSFORMATION with Example
The primary complex TPM system state is illustrated in Diagram F30: F. It is
composed of the transformed system states in F30: D and F30: E and represents the
system of TOTAL TRANSFORMATION.
General Overview of the COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE - TOTAL
TRANSFORMATION (CSS-TT)
a. H, (T; CS) 3 TRANSFORMATION LEVELS OF COMPLEX SYSTEM
STATE “F” (CSS-BT:DT:NT) - (Right hand column; Diagram F30:
F); Primary Determinants BS; DS; NS; or (C3, C6, C9);
b. NL (SPIRIT) 3 TRANSFORMATION STAGES OF COMPLEX SYSTEM
STATE “F” (CSS-NLT-T:E:S) – (Bottom Row; Diagram F30: F);
Primary Determinants NT; NE; NS; (C7, C8, C9)
c. CELL 9 (NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT) TRANSFORMATION IN COMPLEX
SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-C9) – (Bottom Right Hand Cell;
Diagram F30: E); Primary Determinant NS; (C9)
Summary of Findings for Phase 1 Descriptive Research
Descriptive Research Goal Overview Summary
1. Subsidiary Proposition/Inquiry 1 – An emergent holistic model of the person
GOAL: The subsidiary proposition/inquiry 1 stated/asked what model of the
individual emerges by integrating the tripartite nature of each created individual
(body, soul, and spirit) with the revealed triune image of God (Father, Son, and Holy
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Spirit)? To achieve this, a triadic model of inquiry capable of mining seminal
theoretical gestalts from the single-source of revealed biblical knowledge was
constructed and utilized.
RESULTS: A 9 element, 3-level, 3-stage model of the person with dynamics
of transformation emerged, labeled the Tri-Person Matrix.
2. Subsidiary Proposition/Inquiry 2 – A simple model capable of complexity
GOAL: The subsidiary proposition/inquiry 2 stated/asked whether any
emerging model would be simple enough to be measurable and yet still be holistically
capable of explaining very complex individual elements (units) of the person, laws of
relationship, system states, and boundaries.
RESULTS: The TPM is simply 3 formulas of the person that fit one triune
pattern. It is, however, capable of an undefined number of levels and sets of syntax;
translatable to multiple disciplines, cultures, and models; and capable of explaining
ontological, epistemological, and numinous dynamics of the person.
Descriptive Research Analysis Summary
1. Internal Validity Measure - TPM Completeness
Completeness is one of the measures of internal validity for descriptive
research. Phase 1 revealed several items about completeness related to the TPM.
a) A complete pattern: The TPM appears to be a complete pattern in that very
few models about the person, if any, cannot be placed on its 3x3 matrix.
b) A complete set of elements: The 9 elements (unit/cells) are amenable for
multiple sets of syntax and consistent semantic translations based on common the
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image-link qualities of each. This is a necessary cross-cultural and inter-disciplinary
attribute.
c) A complete set of laws: The TPM appears to be capable of explaining
natural phenomenon in the behavioral, developmental, and numinous dimensions of
the person.
d) A complete set of system states: The TPM supports and adds greater
understanding to the natural logic of physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
development.
e) A complete set of boundaries: The TPM addresses, with the aid of the HK
Mapping technology, any knowledge system. It also addressed knowledge
boundaries, both internal and external.
2. Internal Validity Measure - TPM Congruence
Dubin’s principal measure of internal validity is more related to its internal
congruence. In the TPM, the congruence also links to some external validity
(boundary crossing) characteristics.
a) Linkages link: The ease at which logical semantic links are found in both
RK and contemporary literature is a valuable asset of the TPM. The advantage is that
the 3x3 matrix appears to be capable of suggesting logic links that may not be
obvious under normal observation.
b) Model depth – The many levels of syntax that the TPM is capable of
supporting are aids to definition and depth of understanding of the person.
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c) Model stability – The strength of 3x3 template is not only completeness, as
mentioned above, but its stablity through time and across cultures. This is similar to
some medical models that transverse boundaries.
d) Model diversity – The strength of image-links provides a wide range of
freedom in translating and understanding semantics for diverse cultures,
organizations, and rapidly changing environments. Image↔linked syntax can be
changed without losing the essence of the person’s design and needs. The “Designto-Fit” example illustrates the descriptive power of the TPM in HRD modeling due to
the expanded aspects of the TPM 3x3 RK inspired gestalt format.
e) Symmetry and asymmetry of laws of relationship: Model elements and
levels are linked and can be logically explained in both developmental (basically a
forward presentation) and in diagnostic (a reverse or spatial orientation) expressions.
3. External Validity Measure - TPM Choices
a. Parsimony: Does the TPM make understanding of the person easier with an
economical set of syntax, laws, states, and boundaries? Yes. It is, however, quickly
made complex if they are labeled, charted, displayed, and analyzed. The TPM’s
ability to navigate to the essence of each level, element, and the image nature of the
person (when using it to evaluate other complex and seemingly diverse theories) is
very parsimonious.
b. Holistic or compartmentalized: The TPM’s basic approach is holistic, but it
can be utilized in levels, stages, or by elements. When using it in a
compartmentalized way, the compartmentalized section can be re-linked to a holistic
template whenever needed.
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c. Mapping for communication: Some theories compress ideas, or combine
them in different logical orders. The TPM, much like the HK-Map, can be used to
lay-out different theoretical and practical approaches to see where they agree, differ,
support, or even oppose each other, regardless of knowledge sources used.
4. The Classic Theory-Practice “So What” Analysis
The classic conflict between theoreticians and practitioners is the cynic’s “So
what?” Although the theorists often get the most blame, the cynicisms go both
directions. Theory lovers want to advance their thoughts and ideas about why things
work, and the practical lovers just want things to work, regardless of why.
a) A holist view of knowledge inquiry and model building: The TPM
addresses a holist view of knowledge. So What! So… it allows for all viewpoints to
be seen, appreciated, and understood. Agreement may or may not be possible. It is
not a requirement. The TPM has some of the same matching and communication
features as the HK-Map in that it does not shy away from boundary issues.
b) A single-source authority for settling disputes of knowledge: The TPM
gestalts are based on a creationistic view as found in Christian RK and held to be as
plenary inspired. So what? So… there is a broadest possible template and
benchmark available from which HRD professionals may evaluate current developing
theories. It allows for the broadest possible reaching into external and internal
concepts of knowledge and the concepts of infinity without worry. In the finite
dimension, an exhaustive RK syntax analysis (word analysis alone) could be made of
all original biblical text, a countable set of words. In the infinite dimension,
semantics links can be added (cultural, demographic, etc.) and the permutations
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would be essentially endless. The descriptive research reveals a Creator that must
delight in combinations, analysis, diversity, and other possibilities when linking the
person to the image of Himself. The possibilities are stimulating and never-ending.
c) A view that all chaos is ordered: The TPM has presented the notion that all
that appears to be chaos within the person is actually operating within some law of
created design. So what? So… what may appear to some as being a restrictive
approach to knowledge attainment, i.e., looking through data with a preconceived
notion, may actually be more freeing than constrictive. It means that a researcher
can go to the next level of understanding quickly. It is not an a prori notion, as it
begs to be tested. It gave the TPM descriptive research a place to temporarily place
look-alikes, unknown pieces, and questions without answers. It brought a confidenct
to this study that the piece being examined does fit – somewhere – and that it has a
design to be discovered.
There is a fascination with chaos today almost as strong as it was when
Darwin introduced his theory which presented the notion that chaos can somehow
organize itself. From the TPM notion, however, chaos is in itself a design – one just
needs to discover what it is, and a template is not a disadvantage unless one wants to
become god themselves. Then a template is a threat. The template approach has
given the TPM research a motivation to understand the patterns beneath and remove
the fear of discovery. The search moved research energies to discovering the
mysteries of linkages rather than from worrying about ontological foundations of
those mysteries. The TPM research affirmed that GH, the symbol of creativity within
each person, gives energy and even vocation to the pursuits of the scientist. And,
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since God knows the where infinity begins and ends (U1), he controls the boundaries
as in the day of the tower of Babel. This is a fresh and secure approach to research,
not constriction. The template was welcome, and the TPM is a next logical step to
better understand the person - ordered, complete, congruent, and flexible.
5. Refinements for phase 2 empirical research
The descriptive research has raised some questions about syntax that need to
be examined in the phase 2 empirical research process.
a) Three terms (charism, health, and numinous) need to be evaluated as to
whether they are adequate terms for the TPM, i.e., are they logical, familiar/used,
potentially useful, and meaningful (able to elicit connectivity)?
b) Syntax refinement is still the key goal of phase 2. Thus, a purposive
sample of those predicted to be familiar with current HRD/HR syntax is still sought,
and preferably from at least 2 cultures.
c) An interview process is preferred to a standard survey to allow a discussion
of responses to a structured interview questionnaire.
d) Demographics of gender, years HR experience, years academic teaching in
HR related areas, age range seem to be adequate for this study.
e) Since the TPM integrates the numinous with the ontological and
epistemological aspects of the person, questions related to these preferences need to
be included in the phase 2 research. This should include current sources of HRD
knowledge and reference.
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f) The formulas and symmetry of syntax need to be examined for perceived
logic, familiarity/use, potential use, and connectivity (willingness to suggest
changes).
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CHAPTER IV –PHASE 2: EMPIRICAL INTERVIEW RESEARCH

Empirical Testing Phase: Testing the Tri-Person Matrix
Dubin’s Step 5: Tri-Person Matrix Proposition Refinement
“Propositions enable the researcher-theorist to begin to make predictions from
the theoretical framework about the values of the units of the theoretical framework
in the real world (Lynham, 2002b).” The initial goal of the TPM research is to
provide a genuinely holistic view of the person through a broad range of inquiry,
centered upon revealed biblical knowledge (RK) as the initial source of its gestalts,
i.e., form phase 1 descriptive research data. It does appear that the TPM holds
potential to promote an increased understanding of the dynamics of the person. As
Dubin has noted, understanding of a subject provided by a model does not always
insure increased predictability. It is hoped that the TPM will have practical value; it
does appear that many of the unit/cells properties, laws of relationship, system states
do have some predictive value. Chapter 4 summarizes the first attempt to empirically
test the TPM and its use of holistic knowledge sources as to logic, familiarity,
usefulness, and connectivity to HRD professionals.
Dubin’s 3 Types of Propositions
Summarizing Dubin’s approach to model building, he basically measures the
solidity of a model by looking at three characteristics: the value of units in
relationship to other units, the continuity of the system state concerning the conjoined
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values of all the units in the system, and the oscillation of the system as it passes over
boundaries of other system states. In more practical terms, he uses 3 evaluative
criteria for testing the propositions of a model: consistency, accuracy, and
parsimony.
Consistency is the ability of the model to internally provide congruent thought
about a subject from many angles, and is a matter of internal validity. Accuracy,
property of an internally valid model, refers to the model’s ability to provide clear
and meaningful definitions that remain over time – an important element to the
model’s predictive assets. Parsimony, both in discussion and application, is often
avoided by researchers as it is subject to reductionism criticisms; it is the ability of
the model to economically provide its accurate understandings (a link to both internal
and external validity). The TPM has used these guidelines to make revisions to its
gestalts, and has applied them as guidelines to the TPM empirical testing phase in this
chapter. A discussion on consistency, accuracy, and parsimony as related to the TPM
is included in the chapter 5 summary.
Tri-Person Matrix Proposition Refinement
The major proposition of the TPM, “Can a usable, holistic model of the
person be built from Christian biblical knowledge that can demonstratively contribute
to the practical and theoretical work of HRD professionals?” was the foundation for
Subsidiary Propositions 1, 2 and 3: 1) “What model (Gestalt) of the individual
emerges by integrating the tripartite nature of each created individual (body, soul, and
spirit) with the revealed triune image of God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit)?” 2) “To
what extent do models of the person being used by HRD scholars and professionals
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include the elements presented in the above model (Gestalt)?” And 3) “What
common syntax best communicates, for HRD professionals, the elements (both
categorical and empirical units), laws of interaction, system states, and boundaries
from the human developmental model (gestalt) generated from Christian biblical
knowledge?”
TPM propositions, in accordance to Dubin’s methodology, were constructed
“logically” and “intellectually” from the phase 1 TPM model-theory descriptive
research phase, and used to evaluate the original hypothesis for refinement. In
review, it was hypothesized that “a usable, holistic model of the person can be built
from Christian biblical knowledge that can demonstratively contribute to the practical
and theoretical work of HRD professionals,” and that the H0 was adequate for testing
this statement. No refinements were made to the hypothesis at this point.
Dubin’s Step 6: Empirical Indicators
Empirical indicators produce the values for the units of a model. The TPM
phase 1 descriptive research (chapter 3) has identified many of these potential
indicators. They have been identified for measurement and validation at some future
date. The primary nature of the TPM model building procedure has directed this
phase 2 study to provide a better understanding of the syntax logic, familiarity,
usefulness, and connectivity to HRD professionals. The empirical structured
interview has focused on testing the terminology (syntax), semantics, and formulas of
the TPM.
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Dubin’s 2 Principal Criteria
In evaluating principle criteria in the empirical testing phase of a model,
Dubin focuses upon 2 ideas, “operationalism” (p. 183) and “reliability” (p. 185).
(Lynham, 2002b, p. 265). The “the operation of measuring” criterion has been
conducted through structured interviews of HRD professionals and the evaluation of
their responses to the TPM syntax logic, familiarity, usefulness, and connectivity.
Due to the emphasis upon holistic inquiry, these issues were also included in the
interview as well as an assessment of HRD professional engagement with models in
general. The “reliability of results or value produced” criterion is discussed in the
analysis of the interview data (step 8) and final refinement of the TPM with
observations and questions for future development of the model (chapter 5).
Dubin’s Step 7: Empirical Test Construction
Lynham summarizes the task of this 7th step in Dubin’s approach to theory
building: “The basic question the researcher-theorist is concerned with in this seventh
step in Dubin’s (1978) theory-building process is one of, ‘What is the reality test we
can make of this theoretical [framework]?’ (p. 206) (Lynham, 2002b, p. 269).” The
TPM has chosen a structured interview approach to test the logic, familiarity,
usefulness, and connectivity of its syntax, semantics and formulas to current
practicing HRD professionals.
HRD Practicability and 4 Phase 2 Research Goals
Dubin notes that this final step can lead in one of two directions in deciding
what the critical research is that is needed to verify the theory: to either improve the
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adequacy of the TPM’s theoretical framework, or to improve the starting theoretical
framework of the TPM (Dubin, 1978) (Lynham, 2002b, p. 269). As noted above,
phase 2 is focused upon improving the adequacy of the model, and has chosen to
forego the testing of the particulars of the model units and laws.

1. Primary Phase 2 Empirical Research Goal:
The overall goal of this empirical testing phase is to improve the Tri-Person
Matrix adequacy. In Dubin’s view, there are potentially an infinite number of
hypotheses and resulting empirical research goals that could be generated from any
model; the key focus for the TPM in this component was on practicability.
Subsidiary Proposition 3, “What common syntax best communicates, for HRD
professionals, the elements (both categorical and empirical units), laws of interaction,
system states, and boundaries from the human developmental model (Gestalt)
generated from Christian biblical knowledge?” focuses this practicability upon the
ability of the TPM syntax, semantics, and formulas to communicate to HRD
professionals. Four subsequent proposition questions, which represent the secondary
phase 2 empirical research goals, were selected for research efficiency purposes.
2. Secondary Phase 2 Empirical Research Goals
1. How logical are the TPM syntax and formulas?
2. How familiar are the TPM syntax and formulas?
3. What is the perceived usefulness of the TPM syntax and formulas? And
4. How connected are the TPM syntax and formulas to current and potential
future HRD utility?
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Dubin’s Step 8a: Testing - Tri-Person Matrix Structured Interviews
Structured Interview Questionnaire Design
In keeping with the limits of descriptive research, choices for model
refinement and syntax focus, budgets, and time allocations for this research, it was
decided that a sequenced structured interview questionnaire would reach the
population desired for model refinement and initial analysis. There are 21 questions
with sub-parts to the structured interview questionnaire. It contains 6 sequenced (you
cannot go back for revisions) parts in 7 pages, with 5 parts focused on TPM syntax
and laws of relationship, and 1 part focused upon demographics and attitudes toward
ontology, epistemology, and numinous inclusions in HRD activities. Pilot interviews
revealed the interview questionnaire could be completed in less than 15 minutes, with
a more probable time of 25 minutes; 30 additional minutes (or in the case of e-mail
interviews, additional correspondence) was requested. A sample of the structured
interview questionnaire is located in the Appendix C.
1. Introduction
A one page introduction was used positioning the study as part of a PhD
research project for Trinity (IN), accredited by the University of Liverpool (included
for credibility related to the European respondents). Instructions were included for
the interview questionnaire, and the thank-you promise of access to the TPM for
those choosing to participate. A reminder of the following interview was the
concluding comment on this page.
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2. Part One: Sources of HRD Knowledge
Questions 1and 2 are on this page. In question 1 of part 1 the respondents are
asked to provide 10 sources of knowledge appropriate for Human Resource
Development. Two examples are given that they may change or include in their
responses. In question 2 of part 1 respondents are then asked to rank-order those
sources as to which they feel are most important. This question was designed to
accomplish several tasks. First, it was intended to gather information as to what
sources of knowledge are being accessed by HRD professionals. Of particular
interest was the number of sources, the breadth of sources, and commonality of
sources utilized. The question did not ask them to list what sources they use, but just
sources, as it endeavors to understand what sources they can think of as acceptable. It
did not focus upon personal models at this point, but was presented in the broadest
context possible. Second, part 1 intended to observe what disciplines and nontraditional HRD sources are suggested; i.e., personal, practical and theoretical sources
were the key observations to be made. Third, part 1 intended to observe what sources
they feel are the most important to HRD professionals; the top 3 ranked choices are of
particular interest. Observing variance between US and European respondents as to
sources of HRD knowledge, as well as other demographic variances (gender, age
range, HRD/HR focus, industry, length of HR employment, and education level), was
another task of part 1.
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3. Part Two: Useful HRD Models
Questions 3 and 4 are on this page. Respondents were asked to share an HRD
model from the aspect of the person that is meaningful (important to effectiveness).
An example of McGregor’s Theory X & Y is given which they can change or include
as their own. This model was chosen as it is simple and one of the most recognizable
models in business theory and practice. In question 3 of part 2 they are asked to name
a model and include the key elements of that model. This question was designed to
look at several items. First, what person models are being conceptualized by HRD
professionals? Of particular interest were the similarity, depth, person-focus, and
breadth of models given, but especially the genre of the model (personal, practical,
theoretical). Second, it was intended to look at any similarities in models given to the
TPM constructs. Of interest would be the complexity (or completeness) of the
models, and how congruent they are. Third, it was intended to get respondents
thinking in terms of model elements and processes for part 5, HRD formulas.
Observing variance between US and European respondents as to models used, as well
as other demographic variances (gender, age range, HRD/HR focus, industry, length
of HR employment, and education level), was another task of part 2.
4. Part Three: Key HRD Terms
Questions 5 and 6 are on this page. Question 5 of part 3 contains 18 terms
related to the behavioral, developmental, and numinous levels of the TPM. A second
blank column provided 18 spaces for respondents to add any terms not included in the
TPM list that they felt were key terms for HRD professional models of the person. In
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question 6 of part 3 respondents were then asked to rank-order the top 3 terms that
were most important to them as HRD professionals. This question was designed to
look at what new terms would be supplied; its task was to observe the number,
similarity, type, and interdisciplinary depth of the terms. It was also intended to
observe the top terms chosen, and to observe which (if any) of the TPM terms took
precedence over provided terms, i.e., are the TPM terms significant enough to make
their top 3 terms (an issue of connectivity of the model)? Part 3 was also designed to
warm them up with a familiarization and understanding of the 3 TPM levels and
subsequent formula words addressed in part 5. Observing variance between US and
European respondents as to key HRD syntax, as well as other demographic variances
(gender, age range, HRD/HR focus, industry, length of HR employment, and
education level), was another task of part 3.
5. Part Four: Order and Logic of Terms
Questions 7 and 8 are on this page.

Question 7 of part 4 displays 10 sets of 3

terms and asks the respondents to put them in any logical order they wish (i.e., logical
order preference). The example given is one of height, given in reverse order
(Highest – ordered 3rd; Higher – ordered 2nd; and high – ordered 1st). The pilot
interview questionnaire gave respondents an optional line to explain their logic, but
this was considered difficult, restrictive, time consuming, and bothersome, and was
left off the final revision. Six logic sets were direct from the TPM; family-worthcompetence was mistakenly omitted from the final revision. Two logic sets were
from common culture (Catholic liturgy and knowledge development) and 2 logic sets
were from theoretical sources (Erik Berne and Bob Biehl). These additional 4 were
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included as a check to see if the logic ranking was integral, predicting that the theory
questions would rate equal to or higher than the TPM logic sets, and the common sets
would rank the highest of all the logic sets. The section was designed to see if there
are any learned or innate logic flows to the sets of terms chosen for the TPM and
related concepts, and to compare these results with other theory and common logic
responses. Of interest is testing the TPM formula logic flows to see if they have
intuitive value or if they are learned notions. Cross tabulation of the demographics
related to ontological, epistemological, and numinous inclusion are of special interest.
Observing variance between US and European respondents as to logic recognition, as
well as other demographic variances (gender, age range, HRD/HR focus, industry,
length of HR employment, and education level), was another task of part 4.
6. Part Five: Evaluation of 3 HRD Formulas
Question 9 is on this page. Part 5 is divided into 3 sections, each present a
level formula of the TPM (behavioral, developmental, and life-motivational). Each
section then asks if the formula it presented is logical, familiar (or previously used),
potentially useful, and improvable. Comments are solicited for the last question.
This question is designed to analyze the perceived logic, familiarity, usefulness, and
connectivity (if respondents can see how to improve a model, it is seen as an indicator
of connectivity to the model). Observing variance between US and European
respondents as model interaction, as well as other demographic variances (gender,
age range, HRD/HR focus, industry, length of HR employment, and education level),
was another task of part 5.
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7. Part Six: Demographics
This part has 12 questions; including question 21 that asks if they would like
WWW access (as a thank you for participating) to the Tri-Person Matrix in the future.
Nested within the demographics are 3 critical questions to the structured interview
questionnaire on respondent’s views concerning ontological, epistemological, and
numinous inclusions in HRD practice. They are also asked if secular and sacred HRD
knowledge sources should be used together in education. These questions are
intended to observe the importance of the dual syntax of the TPM, and discern just
how separate these terminology sets should be kept for external validity purposes.
One question for general comments is included, and 6 specific demographics are
requested: their gender, their age range, their highest level of formal education, their
country (state or province) of dwelling, the number of years in HR related
employment, and number of years academic teaching in HR related areas. This page
includes a thank you for their time, and contact information. Each page includes the
page number and a sub-heading. For example, the subheading for part 5 read:
RESEARCH CONTROL REMINDER PART FIVE:
This is a sequenced questionnaire:
FINISH PART FIVE BEFORE SCROLLING TO PART SIX,
DEMOGRAPHICS.
PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR
RESPONSES.
This is not an intelligence or knowledge test. It is "open book."
Thank YOU. You have 1 PART plus Demographics remaining.
Please go to PART SIX, DEMOGRAPHICS.
Sampling: Design, Population, Sources, and Data Collection
As part of the theory building design, a non-probability sampling procedure
was selected. Leedy and Ormrod mention 3 types of non-probability sampling
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procedures: convenience sampling, quota sampling, and purposive sampling (1985,
p. 218-9). The latter was chosen as it matched the needs of the TPM research goals.
Simply put, they note “In purposive sampling, people or other units are chosen, as the
name implies, for a particular purpose… who we have decided are ‘typical’ of a
group… (Ibid., p. 219)” The final goal was to conduct from 10-12 structured
interviews with a balanced sample of HRD professionals who would be familiar with
the contexts of the TPM.
To locate a sample base from which to find the appropriate respondents, an
inquiry was made to purchase a list of potential respondents, but the written guarantee
of response rates was less than 8% (a guarantee of 3-5%, or approximately twice the
rate of cold sampling was suggested) with no certainty that the targeted names were
100% current. From that inquiry, however, it was learned that it would take from 3400 potential names to eventually locate the 10-12 respondents needed for the
interviews. The plan was to locate appropriate HRD focused populations, but also
those containing enough names to provide the needed interviews from an essentially
cold mailing with typical response numbers. A search was made for populations of
HRD professionals that were currently involved in HRD leadership, considered either
experts or leaders, and involved in either the public or academia as to increase the
probability of response and yet retain the focused need for familiarity with the areas
being tested for the TPM.
The decision was made to look at two demographic areas, the US and Europe,
as they are leaders in most HRD publications and research. Australia was a strong
third choice due to their leadership in HRD publications and creativity, but not chosen
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for time and resource reasons. Contact resources for Australian experts and
professionals were also difficult to locate. As the source for the US sample, chapter
leaders for state ASTD were selected for several reasons. First, their names and
current e-mail addresses are public, updated fairly frequently, and accessible.
Second, they are locally elected leaders in HRD, and would hopefully have the
motivation to complete the questionnaire. Third, they might be interested in the TriPerson Matrix WWW as an incentive. Finally, some may be available for in-person
interview follow up (within economic reason). There were 151 leaders listed on the
ASTD chapter sites, and an additional 23 networked professionals added to the list
(totaling a sample base of 174 US potential respondents).
For Europe, the EHRD association was chosen for similar reasons, with the
exception that these were all published experts in the field. This may or may not be
considered a sample variation, as the geographic nature of Europe is smaller, and the
field of influence may be similar for both groups. The names were published, fairly
current, and available for the public access. The survey introduction mentions
“Trinity (IN) accredited by U. of Liverpool” and is titled INTERNATIONAL PHASE
2 E-MAIL SURVEY, in hopes to elicit a higher European response. The rational was
that this group also might be motivated by the TPM future WWW site, and EHRD
potential participants are part of EHRD research projects with separate web sites (i.e.,
they have a familiarity and current usage of the internet that would make the TPM
offer favorable). There were 191 published EHRD experts available at the various
EHRD websites, covering an excess of 15 countries. The UK was the dominant
membership set.
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The structured interview questionnaires were in English. Only the Dutch sites
were not in complete English, but from personal experience, most can be expected to
know enough to complete the questionnaire. The structured interview questionnaire
was originally prepared in 2 formats: MSWORD with macros and drop down menus,
and .rtf format, with spaces to fill in and check-lists to replace the drop-down choices.
The pilot discovered that in today’s virus intense environment, attachments with
macros from unknown sources (the TPM server location) are commonly discarded as
junk by filter programs. Adjustments were made, but in the trial contact, an estimated
less than 10% reached their destinations. There was a 3% response indicating the
need for a few more names to get the desired number of interviews. It was
discovered that even the local sending server refused to send a large number of the
emails. The survey was redone in .txt format and eventually included as part of the email itself, and not as an attachment.
Survey Logistical Process and Response
The e-mail surveys were piloted the week of April 18, sent on April 26, and
requested for return on or before May 9, 2004. Mailings were tracked for receipt,
which can be voluntarily blocked, and they were not secured. Each pilot email
contained a short introductory note and 2 attachments: a MSWORD .doc file and a
back-up .rtf file (with no macros) for those who do not have MSWORD macro
software. A total of 300 surveys were sent. An estimated 10% reached their
destinations. Table 13 contains an analysis of the pilot and the final inquiry response
rates for interview participants. After the above mentioned adjustments, 365 inquiries
for responses were sent on May 15th. A total of 35 responded within the time
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window; 22 declined participation for reasons of business, courtesy – but no interest,
and partial interest (2 agreed to complete part 1 only, but not be interviewed). The
offer of partial participation was appreciated, and data from these 2 respondents is
included in part 1 analysis. Adjustments in the mailing technology improved the
percent receiving the mailings from 10% to 60%, the response rate from 9% to 16%,
and the final agreement to participate from 3% to 16%. The interview goal was
exceeded by 1, from 12 to 13 participants.
Data and Analysis
Data analysis is divided into 7 sections: 1. Demographics (part 6); 2. HRD
Knowledge Sources (part 1); 3. Key HRD Terms; 4. Order and Logic of Terms (part
4); 5. Useful HRD Models (part 2); 6. Evaluation of 3 HRD Formulas (part 5); and 7.
Cross-Tabulations.
1. Demographics
Demographic data is displayed in tables 14-17: T14: Demographic Statistics;
T15: Personal Demographics; T16: HRD Demographics; and T17 Inclusion
Demographics.
Table 14 Demographic Statistics does not reflect the 2 partial participants,
who were part of the HRD Knowledge Sources information only (for a total of 15
respondents for this part); as can be viewed, T14 is based on 13 respondent
interviews. The 35 variables listed are those used for the SPSS cross-tabulation and
statistical studies, and for many variables, these measures were utilized primarily for
evaluation of the completeness and accuracy of the data input. They represent a
portion of the total variables used for the entire analysis, done with the MS EXCEL
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statistical program. Q 15 - age range (3 ranges), Q 13 - highest formal education
(college/masters/PhD), Q 10 - gender (M/F), Q Ind - type industry (6 categories), Q –
IT - interview type (in-person or via e-mail), Q – KR - key role (HRD/HR), and Q 12
- YRSHREX (years HR employment experience – 35 year range) are self
explanatory. The BL (Behavioral Level), DL (Developmental Level), and NL
(Numinous Level) questions sets (4 each, with “yes” (1) or “no” (2) responses) refer
to part 5 interview questions: BL Q 9.1, DL Q 9.6, NL Q 9.11 - syntax logic
(understanding), BL Q 9.2, DL Q 9.7, NL Q 9.12 - use (familiarity), BL Q 9.3, DL Q
9.8, NL Q 9.13 - usefulness (potential), and BL Q 9.4, DL Q 9.9, NL Q 9.14 improvement (connectivity). The Inclusion questions, Q 16 - ontological, Q 17 epistemological, and Q 18 - numinous with “yes” (1) or “no” (2) responses are
obvious. Q 19 – secular sacred KS (knowledge source) mix in education with “yes”
(1) or “no” (2) responses is also covered in this section. The following remaining
SPSS variable inputs need a brief explanation:
Comments (Q 20) – “yes” (1) or “no” (2). Comments are in a separate table
(T37)
KSRANK (Q 6) – the number of knowledge sources ranked by respondents
KSTOTAL (Q 6a) – the number of knowledge sources given by respondents
Logic Sets Familiar (Q 8) – the number respondents gave in part 2, question 4
of familiar sets to them
Logic Sets Correct (Q 8a) – the number of logic sets matched to TPM logic
Logic Terms Correct (Q 8b) – the number of logic terms matching TPM logic
Model Added (Q 3) – “yes” (1) or “no” (2). Indicates if they added a model
MODELELE (Q 3a) – the number of elements in the model they gave
MODELRAN (Q 4) – their rank of importance for HRD personal models (1 is
of the highest importance in various types of HRD models)
Type of Source (Q 1a) – the primary category chosen for their models given:
Theoretical (1), Practical (2), or Personal (3)
Current HRD Terms Selected (Q 5a) – the number of times TPM terms were
chosen in top 3 in part 3, question 5
New Terms Selected (Q 5b) – the number of times the respondent’s added
terms chosen in top 3 in part 3, question 5
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New Terms Added (Q 5) – the number of HRD terms the respondents added
to list in part 3, question 5
Table 15 Personal Demographics displays gender, age range, education level,
key role, international mix, and interview type demographic data. The desired
balance in each of these areas was achieved. There were 8 male and 5 female
participants. The 2 additional participants for part 1 were male and female, totaling 9
male and 6 female participants overall. Participants fell into 3 age ranges: 5 within
the ages of 30 to 39 years, 2 within the ages of 40 to 49 years, and 6 within the ages
of 50 to 59 years. Education levels were proportionately represented at 2 with
doctorates, 3 with master degrees, and 8 with college degrees. The professional key
roles were balanced at 7 with HRD focus and 6 with HR focus. The USA and
European mix was acceptable at 4 European and 9 USA. The 2 partial participants
were European, making a total mix of 6 and 9. The interview type was also
acceptable, with 9 in-person interviews and 4 e-mail interviews. The 2 partial
participants were e-mail interviews.
Table 16 HRD Demographics displays type industry, years in HR experience,
type of knowledge source, model elements given, years of academic teaching in HR,
and the mix of secular and sacred in higher education. The last 3 will be covered
further in subsequent discussions. Participants represented an even mix of 6
industries: government (2), health care (2), manufacturing (3), higher education (2),
HRD professionals (2), and retail (2). The years of experience in HR ranged from 1
to 35 years with a mean of 14.5 and standard deviation of 11.1 years. A stem and leaf
plot reveals 3 outliers with a stem width of 10 and an interquartile range of 19 years.
Types of knowledge sources for the models given (part 5, question 9) was a balanced
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mix of theoretical (4), practical (4), and personal (5). Model elements given (part 5,
question 9, SPSS variable MODELELE) reflects the number of elements represented
by the models given by the respondents: 1 had no model, 1 had 2 elements, 3 had 3
elements, 6 had 4 elements given, and 2 had 6 elements in their models. Seven
respondents have not taught academically in HR, and the remaining 6 respondents
have a range from 2 to 25 years of academic HR related teaching. Concerning
whether secular and sacred topics should be addressed in education, 8 respondents
felt they should be taught together, and 5 felt they should not be mixed. The final
question asked whether respondents wanted to receive the TPM on the WWW – 11
responded “yes” and 2 responded “no.”
Table 17, Inclusion Demographics is discussed in detail in cross-tabulations
section below (#7). This table displays the raw scores of whether epistemological
topics (11 yes, 2 no), ontological topics (8 yes, 5 no), and numinous topics (4 yes, 9
no) should be addressed by HRD professionals.
2. HRD Knowledge Sources (part 1, questions 1 and 2)
HRD knowledge source data is displayed in Tables 18-22: T18: Complete
Knowledge Sources List; T19: Categorized Knowledge Sources #1 Ranked; T20:
Categorized Knowledge Sources #2 Ranked; T21: Categorized Knowledge Sources
#3 Ranked; T22: Categorized Knowledge Sources Summary.
Table 18 Complete Knowledge Sources List displays all 127 knowledge
sources “as given” by the respondent with their rankings (in parentheses) beside each
source. This part contains the data from 2 partial interviews, making the count 15.
These sources were combined into 14 categories, with some sources placed in more
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than one, representing 159 sources in all. Tables 19-21 display the breakdowns of
these additional source categorizations for each of the 15 ranked choices of the
respondents, and Table 22 combines them for analysis. Note that the actual 15
sources in each table are not the same. In T19 (#1 rankings) and T20 (#2 rankings)
respondents chose the Experience category by a wide margin, with the Peer,
Colleagues as a close second. Remaining categories were all 0 or 1. In T21 (#3
rankings) the trend reversed, but Experience and Peer, Colleagues categories were
still dominant. Only the Colleges, Universities category received more than 1
mention (2), with all remaining categories receiving 0 or 1 mention. Table 22
summarizes the data in a pivoted (categories in the rows, not columns) dimension and
gives further insight into respondent preferences for knowledge sources. From this
view, the counts show the same order of preference for categories: Experience (15);
Peers, Colleagues (11). Books (3), however, can now be seen as preferred in the top
3 choices with the same inclusion weight, but not ranking weight, as Colleges,
Universities (3). The difference is that for Books, the choice was spread in all 3
rankings.
3. Key HRD Terms (part 3, questions 5 and 6)
Key HRD Terms data is displayed in Tables 23 and 24: T23: Added Terms
List; and T24 Added Terms Summary.
Table 23 displays the 44 additional terms provided by the respondents as
being important to models of the person for HRD professionals. Only 4 terms were
combinable as exact words: empathy (added 2 times), ethics (added 2 times),
knowledge (added 2 times), and learning (added 2 times). The total of terms given
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was thus 44 + 4, or 48. Two additional possible term combinations are listed at the
bottom of T23, columns 2 and 3: teamwork and team (totaling 2), and learning which
could be added to learn (totaling 3). Other terms have enough uniqueness to remain
separate, and to state that there were at least 42 different terms suggested as being
important to HRD not on the TPM suggested list. The added terms developmental
and career are utilized by the TPM syntax, but were not on the list, leaving 40 newly
suggested terms from a syntax perspective. The TPM directly addresses at least 9
other added terms (learning, accomplishment, assertiveness, character,
communication, creativity, hope, individual, and performance) on a semantic level.
The remainder is dealt with only on an indirect level by the TPM.
Table 24 Added Terms Summary displays the added terms by respondent
(record #, column 1). The second column (TPM Chosen) indicates that the number of
top 3 ranked choices came from the TPM provided list vs. their own added terms list
in column 3 (Added Chosen). Four respondents chose the TPM list for their first 3
rankings. Seven chose the TPM list for 2 of their 3 top term choices. Only 1
respondent did not choose any of the TPM list for any of their top 3 ranked terms. On
average, respondents chose the TPM list of 18 terms 2.1 times and their added words
0.9 times. Column 4 (# Terms Added) displays the number of terms each respondent
added to the TPM list before ranking, ranging from 0 to 15 terms. The numbers
added has a mean of 3.77 with a large standard deviation of 3.92 due to 2 outliers at 8
and 15 terms added. Most only added 1 to 4 terms. Columns 5 (Added # 1
Response) and 6 (Term Ranked #1) display that only 4 chose their added term as their
first choice, while 9 chose a TPM listed term for their #1 ranked HRD term of
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importance. Their choosing an added term for their #1 ranking was not significantly
related to the number of terms added. In 3 interviews and on one form the word
charism was changed or corrected to be “charisma.” Charism does not relate, but the
term choice or choices seemed more logical to respondents. The terms template,
essence, and systemic did not pose a problem, and seemed to be well understood.
One respondent talked freely about the need for systemic thinking and processes.
4. Order and Logic of Terms (part 4, questions 7 and 8)
Order and Logic of Terms data is displayed in Tables 25 – 28: T25: Logic
Sets Sources and Sequences; T26: Logic Sets Matches; T27: Familiar Logic Sets
Matches; T28: Logic Sets Analysis.
Table 25 Logic Sets Sources and Sequences displays 2 sub-tables: Model Set
as Interviewed for Logic Order and TPM Logically Ordered Template. The first subtable shows the logic sets as given the respondents in order, with the last column
(TPM Sequence Logic) showing the TPM logic template. Sub-table 2 is a reordering
of the TPM syntax in the order of the sequence numbers in the first sub-table for
easier visualization of the TPM logic order. This is the guide for the evaluation on
Tables 26-28. Sub-table 2 also lists the sources for the logic sets chosen: 6 TPM
based (Sets 1, 5-9), theoretical based (Sets 2 and 3), and common logic based (Sets 4
and 10).
Table 26 Logic Sets Matches displays 4 items of evaluation. First, columns 2
(# Complete Set Matches) and 3 (% Complete Set Matches) show that respondents
matched all but 2 of the 10 sets at least once, with set 8 (Belonging-WorthCompetence) and set 9 (Significance-Security-Service) not being matched by any
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respondent. As anticipated, the common logic sets 10 (Father-Son-Holy Spirit) and
set 4 (Knowledge-Understanding-Wisdom) received the most matches at 5 each, or
38% of respondents. The inclusion of these sets helped act as a benchmark (control)
by which it was possible to evaluate the TPM theory style formula sets and logic
matches. Without them it would have been difficult to understand the TPM matching
scores.
The theoretical logic sets 2 (Child-Parent-Adult) and 3 (Next Step-Why
Important-Add Resource) received the next highest matches at 4 and 2 respectively.
Beihl’s formula has the added advantage of also being displayed in terms of common
logic, which may explain its higher number of matches. Berne’s sequence (set 2) is
somewhat debatable, as some theorists place the logic as child-adult-parent, but it is a
mute point for this study, and added a good sequence for respondents to deal with
having some familiarity. The TPM sets 1 (Design-Needs-Relationship) and 5
(Completeness-Congruence-Choices) both received 2 matches. TPM sets 6
(Vocation-Motivation-Fit to Work) and 7 (Calling-Energy-Fulfillment) each received
one match. TPM sets 8 (Belonging-Worth-Competence) and 9 (SignificanceSecurity-Service) were not matched by any of the respondents.
The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, elements of analysis on this table look at the position
matches of each term. Even if the participant did not match the entire TPM logic set,
credit was given if they matched any of the terms to the TPM order. If the TPM logic
sequence was 1-2-3, and they put 2-1-3, the third term was recorded as a match. T26
displays matches for each of the 30 terms. The rankings and percentages for the
common and theoretical terms are not as important to this study as those from the
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TPM sets. Looking at the set match columns, TPM set 1, with 31% for design, 46%
for needs, and 31% for relationship, are the highest for each TPM logic set, with step
2 sharing the ranking with set 7, 46% for energy. The next TPM set positions are
difficult to analyze, except when averaging the step percentages (Avg. Step Matches
column) and then ranking them. Eliminating the top 4 matching logic sets 2-4 and set
10, the TPM order of best matched steps would be (Rank column) set 1, 4, 7, 6, 8, and
9. Other high percentage TPM term matches are motivation (set 6) and competence
(set 8), both at 31%, or nearly 1/3rd of the respondents. Completeness, charism,
vocation, fit to work, fulfillment, belonging, significance, and service were matched
23% of the time. Only worth had no matches, at 0%.
Table 27 Familiar Logic Sets Matches looks at sets and terms matches by
respondent, comparing the complete set matches with those they noted as having
some familiarity. For example, respondent (record) # 2 matched 3 sets, and in
question 8 noted 4 sets they felt were familiar. Only 1 of those familiar set were
actually matched, representing 25% of their expected familiar sets. The highest
prediction was 80%, or 4 of 5 familiar sets were matched. This person did not have
the highest steps matched (13), as 4 other individuals matched 14 individual terms
(matching at 0%, 25%, 30%, 33%). The next highest prediction was 50%, with 1 of 2
familiar sets matched. Three respondents did not predict any matches, and the
average percentage of matching prediction was 24%. The respondents matched
individual terms 35% of the time, but these were not predicted individually.
Table 28 Logic Sets Analysis examines individual logic responses and their
standard deviations with the TPM template (TPM Logic Order column). Deviations
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from the TPM logic were divided into the 3 steps (choices) available to the
respondents. Standard deviation variations were within acceptable ranges to lend
validity to the measurement at 0.00 (step/choice 1), 0.04 (step/choice 2), and -0.07
(step/choice 3). The right 3 columns evaluate the average response choices, the
percent matching the TPM logic choices, and the actual number of respondents that
matched the TPM logic. This is essentially a double check of statistics from T27
from a different viewpoint, and nothing unusual was discovered.
5. Useful HRD Models (part 2, questions 3 and 4)
Useful HRD Models data is presented in Table 29: T29 Total Element List
Summary.
Several items are significant in this table. Column 2 (Model Type) displays
the category of model chosen by each respondent (Record #, column 1). Column 2 (#
Elements) totals the number of elements provided by their models, listed “as written”
in columns 6 – 11 (Element 1 – 6). Respondents offered an average of 3.9, or 4
elements per model, ranging from 2 to 6 elements each. The name given for their
model is in column 5 “as written.” Respondents were fairly evenly distributed as to
the model types chosen, with practical receiving the highest (42% of respondents),
theoretical (33% of respondents) receiving the next, and personal (25% respondents)
receiving the fewest selections. Column 4 displays question 4 responses as to the
how they would rank the importance of models of the person in relationship to other
HRD models, with 1 being the highest ranking. Responses ranged from 1 (7 or 58%
of respondents) to 7th (1 or 7.6% of respondents). Those in the theoretical category
ranked models of the person as 1st in importance 75% of the time, comparing this
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with personal (67% ranking them 1st) and practical (40% ranking them 1st). Looking
at the three groups in terms of # elements represented in their models (a potential
measure of complexity), both theoretical and practical models had and average of 3.8
elements per model while personal models had 4.3 elements. During the interviews,
the personal models were often less clarified, which may account for the greater
number of elements. The elements of personal models were also more fluid (they
could add or subtract elements as the situation demanded).
6. Evaluation of 3 HRD Formulas (part 5, question 9)
Evaluation of 3 HRD Formulas data is displayed in Tables 30 – 32: T30:
Formula Frequencies; T31: Formula Combinations; T32: Combined Formulas.
Table 30 Formula Frequencies displays each respondent’s evaluation of the 3
TPM formulas for the areas of logic (Q 9.1, 9.6, 9.11), familiarity (Q 9.2, 9.7, 9.12),
usefulness (Q 9.3, 9.8, 9.13), and connectivity (improvement) (Q 9.4, 9.9, 9.14). For
the Behavioral Level (BL), 10 (77%) of respondents felt the formula was logical, 7
(54%) respondents felt it was familiar or they had used a similar formula before, and
10 (77%) felt it was useful for the future. The assumption is made that if an
individual engages in a process enough to have ideas for improvement, they have
connected to it in some way. This was pursued during the interviews, and although
the concept is loose, it appeared to be correct enough to evaluate formulas on the
syntax level. Those checking the “n” were not as conversant about the formula as
those who had checked “y.” For the Developmental Level (DL), the responses were
the weakest of the 3 models, with 8 (62%) seeing the formula as logical, 5 (38%)
seeing it as familiar, 9 (69%) seeing it as useful, and 5 (38%) seeing it as improvable.
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The strongest connection seemed to be with the Numinous Level (NL), with 11 (85%)
seeing the formula as logical, 7 (54%) seeing it as familiar, 12 (92%) seeing it as
useful, and 3 (23%) seeing it as improvable. Every interviewee was conversant on
this formula compared to the DL formula.
Table 31 Formula Combinations adds 5 new evaluations to each formula
level: LOG & FAM, LOG & USE, LOG & FAM & USE, LOG & IMP, and FAM &
IMP. These are logical combinations of the four evaluations. LOG & FAM looks at
the number of respondents who felt the formulas were BOTH logical and familiar
(returning the logical value of TRUE). If either of the responses were a “no” the
argument indicator would return a value of FALSE. The number of TRUE arguments
were counted and translated into percentages for each of the 3 formulas and for each
of the 5 logical arguments. LOG & FAM (the formula is both logical and familiar) is
not as important to external validity as the argument LOG & USE (the formula is
both logical and useful). The scores were high for LOG & USE on each formula with
the NL being the highest (85%), followed by the BL (69%), and then the DL (54%).
Emphasis is on the practical.
Table 32 Combined Formulas combines the outputs of T30 and T31, but by
separating the layers into the 4 formula evaluations and 5 logical themes, presenting 9
summaries. This view allows a comparison of the respondent’s choices by theme,
combining the 3 formulas – a way of viewing these in terms of the entire TPM. Three
findings stand out as important to a positive view of the TPM as having external
validity across the industries, countries, and professional foci represented by the
structured interviews: combined scores for LOGICAL (74% agree), USEFUL (79%
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agree), and LOGICAL AND USEFUL (69% agree). FAMILIAR was at 49%, and
CONNECTIVITY (Improve) was at 28%.
7. Cross-Tabulations
Approximately 1,225 cross-tabulations were computed with chi-square and
correlation calculations and analyzed to look at the relationships between various
levels of variables and tests for significance. Every variable was crossed with
questions 16 (ontological inclusion), 17 (epistemological inclusion), 18 (numinous
inclusion), and 19 (utilization of sacred and secular sources in education). In
addition, every variable was cross-tabulated with questions Q 9.1 (BL logical), Q 9.6
(DL logical), Q 9.11 (NL logical), Q 9.3 (BL useful potential), Q 9.8 (DL useful
potential), and Q 9.13 (NL useful potential). Basic demographics (gender,
international, age range, education level) and HRD demographics (HRD/HR focus,
years experience, years academic teaching, type, model source, industry) were run as
needed for studying the sample spread across variables of interest.
The sample size did not allow for adequate Chi-square testing, as in a simple
2x2 table a minimum of 20 samples are needed (the minimum is 5 per cell).
Significance scores are still valuable as the sample of 13 allows for at least 2 cells to
have values of over 5, and any one cross table can have a cell potential of 13. For this
analysis, the cross-tabulations were also computed to look for patterns that might not
be obvious with the MS EXCEL statistics which focused mainly upon frequencies
and simple statistics of central measure. The most important cross tabulation to the
primary hypothesis and research goals were those variables evaluating the potential
usefulness of the TPM syntax and laws. It was kept in mind that cross-tabulations
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can often be just as important for what they don’t show in any relationship as for what
statistical information they can provide.
Summaries of statistically significant variable relationships are displayed in
Tables 33 - 36: T33: Summary of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables –
Demographics, T34: Summary of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables – Key Study
Variables, T35: Analysis 1 of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables, and T36
Analysis 2 of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables.
Table 35 Analysis 1 of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables, shows that 21
variables (Q Variable name, column 3) had a significant relationship to other
variables. Nine variables (# Same, column 2) had 1 significant relationship, 4
variables had 2 significant relationships, 4 had 3, 3 had 4, and 1 variable (NL Logical)
had 5 significant relationships. Column 4 (Cross Tab Q Variable Name) displays
those variables significantly related to those listed in column 3. Important to this
study is the fact that significant relationships were found to exist with key targeted
variables: NL Logical (Q 9.11), Sec/Sac Mix (Q 19), BL Potential (9.3), BL Logical
(9.1), DL Logical (9.6), NL Potential (9.13), DL Potential (9.8), DL Used (9.7), and
BL Used (9.2). Further analysis (see T36) shows that column 4 adds 4 additional
variables with significance, totaling 25 significantly related variables. As a cross
check, column 4 lists 16 variables, and column 3 has 8 variables not represented in
column 4, representing 25 variables with significance to other variables.
Table 33 Summary of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables – Demographics
displays the significance calculations summaries for 8 demographic variables: age
range (Q 15), highest formal education (Q 13), international (Q 11), gender (Q 10),
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key HRD/HR role (Q KR), industry (Q Ind), years HR experience (Q 12), and years
academic HR teaching (Q 14). In the cross tabulation of age range (Q 15) with model
ranking (Q4), represented as CT 15:4, 5 of the 7 #1 rankings (71.4%) were in the 5059 age range (representing 83.3% of the 50-59 respondents). This suggests that the
older an HRD professional is, the more important models of the person are to the
individual (significance was .093, weak but noticeable). CT 15:4 is displayed in
Table 38. The strongest relationship of any other variable to age range (Q 15) was
numinous inclusion (Q 18) with significance of .034; see T39, CT 15:18. All of the
30-39 age category (5) felt numinous issues should be excluded from HRD practice,
all the 40-49 age category (2) felt numinous issues should be included, and the 50-59
age range was split: 30.8% (2) felt the NL should be included and 69.2% (4) felt it
should be excluded.
CT 13:20, Q 13 (highest level of education) cross tabulated with Q 20
(comments – see Table 37) has the highest significance for level of education (.031)
and is displayed in Table 40. It shows that all respondents with master and doctorate
degrees made comments, and 75% of those with college as the highest level of
education did not provide comments. This is a similar pattern to CT 13:9.9 (highest
level of education and DL formula improvement) displayed in Table 41. Only those
in the college category failed to see how to improve the DL formula (sig. .079).
CT 11:IT (international and interview type) has a perfect significance of .0, as
was anticipated, since all European interviews were via e-mail and all USA
interviews were in-person. It was computed as a statistical check since values are
mathematically predictable. Table 42 Cross-Tabulation CT 11:9.3 (international and
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BL potential; sig.003), displays that only European respondents did not see BL
potential. Nine of 10 USA respondents saw the connectivity. All European
respondents felt that ontological issues should be included in HRD matters compared
to less than half of the USA respondents (4 of 5 displayed in Table 43; CT 11:16; sig.
.057).
Most other significant demographic relationships will be discussed in the next
section, but mention does need to be made of Q 14 (years academic HR teaching),
which had 3 significant relationships: knowledge source total (Q 1a), TPM terms
selected (Q 5a), and added terms selected (Q 5b). In CT 14:1a there is an observable
trend of those with more teaching experience giving more knowledge sources (no
table provided). In CT 14:5a displays a slight trend indicating that the more years one
has taught in HR, the more fewer TPM terms were chosen for the top 3 ranked
choices (no table provided). Of the 4 respondents that had no teaching experience, 3
chose all TPM terms and 1 chose 2 (no table provided). CT 14:5b shows the same
trend in reverse; those who have had less teaching experience chose fewer of their
own HRD term (see Table 44).
Table 36 Analysis 2 of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables displays 10
variables with significant relationships. These cross-tabulations can be best reviewed
in terms of 4 displayed patterns, with one representative table displayed as an
example for each pattern in the set of 16 tables analyzed, but representative of the 29
displayed in T34.
Pattern 1: Cross tables with 100% correlation and with significance of “.0.”
One cross-tabulation fits this category: CT 9.1:9:11 (BL logical and NL logical), as
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displayed in Table 45. Every respondent seeing the BL formula as logical also saw
the NL formula as logical. The reverse was also true, for 100% correlation. Every
respondent not seeing the BL formula as logical did not see the NL formula as
logical. This is a strong indication of the linkage between body and spirit, the key
drivers of these levels.
Pattern 2: Dominant Yes/Yes and dominant No/No responses. There are 2
relationships of this type: CT 9.8:9.6 (DL potential and DL logical) and CT 9.6:9.12
(DL logical and NL familiar/used). Table 46 displays the later of these relationships.
It shows that there is a dominant connection between those who choose yes in both
DL logical and NL familiar/used (6 cross tab responses) as well as a dominate
connection between those who choose no to DL logical and no to NL familiar/used
(4). It can be said that for those who view the BL formula as logical (6 “yes” to 2
“no”), they also viewed the NL formula with some familiarity (6 “yes” to 1 “no”).
Or, if the BL formula was not logical (4 “no” to 1 “yes”), they tended not to see the
NL formula with any familiarity (4 “no” to 2 “yes”). The same pattern exists for DL
potential and DL logical (CT 9.8:9.6). If respondents saw the DL formula as
potential (7 “yes” to 1 “no”), they also tended to see the DL as logical (7 “yes” to 1
“no”). The 4 who did not see the DL formula as potentially helpful (4 no to 1 yes)
did not see the DL formula as logical either (4 “no” and 1 “yes”).
Pattern 3: Dominant Yes/Yes with 90% of responses. There are 5
relationships of this type: CT 9.11:9.3 (NL logical and BL potential), CT 9.3:9.1 (BL
potential and BL logical), CT 9.13:9.1 (NL potential and BL logical), CT 9.13:9.11
(NL potential and NL logical), and CT 9.13:9.13 (NL potential and BL potential). In
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each of these relationships the first cell of the 2x2 table (Yes/Yes) is “9” and the
second cell is “1” as displayed in the example table T47 (CT 9.11:9.3 - NL logical
and BL potential). Each table also has “1” No/Yes response and “2” No/No
responses, as seen in the table. Based on this pattern, the following relationships may
be stated.
CT 9.11:9.3 (NL logical and BL potential) – If a respondent sees the NL
formula as being logical, they see tend to see potential in the BL formula, or the
reverse of this statement.
CT 9.3:9.1 (BL potential and BL logical) – If a respondent sees the BL
formula as having potential, they see tend to see the BL formula as logical, or the
reverse of this statement.
CT 9.13:9.1 (NL potential and BL logical) – If a respondent sees the NL
formula as having potential, they see tend to see the BL formula as logical, or the
reverse of this statement.
CT 9.13:9.11 (NL potential and NL logical) – If a respondent sees the NL
formula as having potential, they see tend to see the NL formula as logical, or the
reverse of this statement.
CT 9.13:9.13 (NL potential and BL potential) – If a respondent sees the NL
formula as having potential, they see tend to see potential in the BL formula, or the
reverse of this statement.
Pattern 4: One row has a 100%/0% relationship. In this 2x2 cross tabulation
pattern one cell has no (0%) value, and the adjacent cell in the row has 100% of the
responses. Thus, all respondents in that row choose the came column value. In the
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next row (above or below) there is a split in the choices. There are 8 cross tabulations
that fit this pattern: CT 16:9.2 (ontological inclusion and BL familiar/used), CT
16:11 (ontological inclusion and international), CT 16:18 (ontological inclusion and
numinous inclusion), CT 17:9.8 (epistemological inclusion and DL potential), CT
17:9.6 (epistemological inclusion and DL logical), CT 19:9.13 (sacred/secular mix in
education and NL potential), CT 19:9.11 (sacred/secular mix in education and NL
logical), and CT 19:18 (sacred/secular mix in education and numinous inclusion).
Table 48 displays CT 16:9.2 (ontological inclusion and BL familiar/used) as
an example of this pattern. Row 2, the BL familiarity/usage row, contains the
100%/0% relationship. Row 2 on the 2x2 tables is always the “no” responses. Thus
“no”= 6/0. Row 1 is split between 2 and 3 responses. Row 1 on 2x2 tables is always
the “yes” responses. Thus “yes”=2/5, a split. Row 1 is always expressed first, so for
this table, the values are Y=2/5; N=6/0, representing the top (2/5) and bottom (6/0)
rows of the 2x2 table. The relationship for CT 16:9.2 (ontological inclusion and BL
familiar/used), with the responses Y=2/5; N=6/0 added, can be stated as follows:
CT 16:9.2 (ontological inclusion and BL familiar/used) Y=2/5; N=6/0: Every
respondent who chose the no concerning familiarity to the BL formula (6) also chose
yes to (were in favor of) ontological inclusion. All those who chose no to ontological
inclusion (5) showed some familiarity with the BL formula, i.e., the “no” seems to be
and informed “no.” Based on this pattern, the following relationships may be stated.
CT 16:11 (ontological inclusion and international) Y=4/0; N=4/5: Every
international respondent (4) chose yes to ontological inclusion. Every respondent
who chose no to ontological inclusion (5) was from the USA.
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CT 16:18 (ontological inclusion and numinous inclusion) Y=4/0; N=4/5:
Every respondent who chose yes for numinous inclusion (4) also chose yes to
ontological inclusion. All those who chose no to ontological inclusion (5) also chose
no to numinous inclusion. This suggests some polarization effect may be operant.
CT 17:9.8 (epistemological inclusion and DL potential) Y=8/0; N=3/2: Every
respondent who chose yes concerning the potential of the DL formula (8) also agreed
with (chose yes) epistemological inclusion. All those who did not agree with
including epistemological matters in HRD (2) did not feel the DL formula was had
potential. This is one of the strongest links (along with the next 2) between variables
and the DL formula, suggesting that the DL involves greater cognitive formulation in
the mind of the respondents.
CT 17:9.6 (epistemological inclusion and DL logical) Y=8/0; N=3/2: Every
respondent who chose yes believing the DL formula was logical (8) also agreed with
(i.e., chose “yes”) epistemological inclusion. All those who did not agree with
including epistemological matters in HRD (2) did not see the logic of the DL formula.
CT 19:9.13 (sacred/secular mix in education and NL potential) Y=7/3; N=0/3:
Every respondent who saw the value in mixing sacred and secular knowledge in
education (7) also saw the potential of the NL formula. Everyone who did not see
the potential in the NL formula did not agree with mixing sacred and secular
knowledge in education. In this CT, the significance was .033, and the first statement
is the stronger of the two. This suggests a basic respondent orientation, attitude, or
even bias (along with the above 2 and below 2 cross-tabulations) either for an
acceptance or resistance to the idea of mixing sacred and secular thought in HRD
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practice and research.
CT 19:9.11 (sacred/secular mix in education and NL logical) Y=7/3; N=0/3:
Every respondent who saw the value in mixing sacred and secular knowledge in
education (7) also saw the logic of the NL formula. Everyone who did not see the
logic in the NL formula (3) did not agree with mixing sacred and secular knowledge
in education. In this CT, the significance was .033, and the first statement is the
stronger of the two.
CT 19:18 (sacred/secular mix in education and numinous inclusion) Y=4/0;
N=3/6: Every respondent who did not see the value in mixing sacred and secular
knowledge in education (6) also did not see the value in numinous inclusion.
Everyone who saw the value in numinous inclusion (4) saw the value in mixing
sacred and secular knowledge in education. In this CT, the significance was .026, and
the first statement is the stronger of the two.
Dubin’s Step 8b: Analysis - Tri-Person Matrix Structured Interviews
Secondary Research Goal Summaries
Each of the secondary research goals contribute to the attainment of the final
conclusions in the summary of phase 2 empirical research. This summary will follow
that format.
1. How logical are the TPM syntax and formulas?
The behavioral and numinous levels ratings for logic and potential use, as well
as the dominance of practical and personal models given by the respondents, reflected
that formulas with 3 elements are within the useful memory retention range of HRD
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practitioners and professionals. All the levels received high marks for logic (NL
85%; BL 77%; DL 62%).
The 3 level distinctions did not seem especially important in initial
conversations, but seemed logical to respondents after some discussion. There was
both interest and hesitance in inclusion of the numinous level. HRD professionals are
more interested in the ontological factors, but conversations revealed some
incongruence in their views and practice. In practice, the numinous level is often
included but not admitted (consciously or verbally recognized). Responses to these
questions confirmed this desire, however, especially strong in the female and
international respondent categories.
The study did confirm that there are common logic sets that are existent, and
more easily recognized by respondents. This is especially true for those who are of
the college level, younger, and have not taught HR for any length of time. As to the
logical relationships between syntax, an important element to model building, the
numinous and behavioral levels showed the most familiarity.
The asymmetric nature of the TPM laws and formulas make this less of a
point for familiarity measurement, as respondents can enter a formula at any point
and navigate the linkages to their advantage. Respondents predicted their logic
understanding 24% of the time in terms of entire sets, and matched the logic steps
35% of the time, with some terms being matched by nearly half of the respondents:
energy (46%) and design (46%). Unfortunately, due to an editing error, the terms of
the belonging-worth-competence set were left off of the structured questionnaire’s
syntax list, although included in the formula measures.
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The interview conversations revealed that the asymmetric nature of the TPM
levels make this less a significant issue. They also revealed a personal choice
preference with HRD professionals. Bottom-line thinkers like to start with the end of
a formula and work backwards, thus a 1-2-3 sequence is seen as 3-2-1 to them. Other
personality and exposure factors also complicated the logic sequence issue, including
definition differences of syntax held by respondents. When TPM logic set matches
are compared to those of common theories, the percentages improve dramatically.
From this perspective TPM logic sets had a 90% match comparison with 2 formulas
and a 45% match comparison with 2 formulas; the 2 no match comparisons remain
the same. Essentially, 4 of 6 formulas were familiar in some dimension from the
logic-set vantage point. Looking at individual terms, however, the matches were
much higher.
2. How familiar are the TPM syntax and formulas?
Most TPM syntax was recognized and chosen with preference by participants.
Words such as motivation, competence, relationship, development, and fit were
especially common and useful. Although respondents suggested 42 additional terms
to the TPM syntax, they essentially added only 31 new terms, many of which were
individual and not universally applicable to holistic models. Only terms such as
empathy, ethics, knowledge, learning and teamwork were added repeatedly by the
respondents and with additive counts no greater than 2. The TPM list seemed
adequate and quite complete for most respondents. Significant respondent added
terms have been addressed at different levels within the TPM.
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Their ranking choices of TPM terms revealed an adequacy of the model to
meet most needs. Respondents added an average of less than 4 words to the TPM list,
and chose them less than once in the top 3 rankings (.9). It is significant that 9
respondents chose the TPM terms as their first ranking, and the average was 2.1 for
the TPM terms chosen out of their 3 top rankings. Since respondent exposure was
minimal to the total elements of the model, this was partially to be expected, and the
key added terms are fully within the TPM’s realm of explanation. The structured
interview responses revealed some intimidation factor in theoretical and technical
terms for the practitioner, and even for some more highly educated. Words such as
motivation, competence, relationship, development, and fit are especially common
and useful. Formula recognition was not as high for the TPM levels as was logic and
usefulness (NL 54%; BL 54%; DL 38%).
3. What is the perceived usefulness of the TPM syntax and formulas?
The numinous level was perceived as being the most useful, followed by the
behavioral level. The perception of formula usefulness received the highest scores
for the NL and DL, and matched that of the BL (NL 92%; BL 77%; DL 69%).
Usefulness for the DL was 7% higher than perceived logic. The developmental level
was not seen as useless, but its formula did not readily seem to respond to the needs
of practicability. The third step (stage) of the DL, competence, however, was of
major concern to respondents, and the formula may be better utilized in a reverse
fashion. For example, stating the dynamics of competence and relating it to the worth
and belonging links. Several respondents used the words belonging and love
frequently in the interviews. “People need to belong,” “belonging is everything,” etc.
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was expressed by one of the manufacturing respondents. Both health care
respondents used the concept of “loving their work,” “loving their working
environment,” etc. in describing their matching process of people to positions.
The most powerful measures of potential usefulness of the TPM came from
combining scores for logic and usefulness. The NL was the highest (85%), followed
by the BL (69%), and then the DL (54%). In discussions with respondents, the reason
seems to be that they are more in need of practical formulas than theoretical, and the
NL terms vocation, motivation, and fit are within most conceptualizations of
practicability.
4. How connected are the TPM syntax and formulas to current and potential future
HRD utility?
Comments on how to improve the model often described the elements of
syntax not tested, however, and the complete model may have greater connectivity to
respondents. In 5 of the structured interviews, respondents asked “post-interview”
questions about the TPM, and although there was initial interest, eyes tended to
glazed over for any portion of the discussion not focused upon the application
elements. They were interested in knowing that the pieces would indeed fit, and that
they were researched, but they were more conversant in areas where they felt the
formulas potentially solved daily problems. Only 2 respondents appeared to be
connected to the strategic and more formal conceptualizations of HRD theory.
The NL formula dealt with vocation/calling (TPM C7), energy/motivation
(TPM C8), and fit/fulfillment (TPM C9), all more practical sounding than
belonging/family (TPM C4), worth/love (TPM C5), and competence/health (TPM C
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6). The exception seemed to be that competence was critical, but that it must exist
prior to hiring and is not within the energies or commitment of organizations to
develop (i.e., C4 and C5 must pre-exist). Scores and comments on improvability of
the formulas were used to gage the respondent’s involvement in the model. The DL
formula, which received the lowest scores in other measures, received the highest
scores for perceptions of improvability (NL 23%; DL 38%; BL 23%). This may
suggest that they saw the most room for improvement, or that they saw the need for
the formula, and the logic or syntax did not fit their needs. USA respondents saw
more connectivity to the BL formula. International respondents had the greater link
to ontological inclusion than did USA respondents. In most other areas they were
little distinctions in connectivity between the 2 groups. Teaching appeared to impact
formula usability more than years of experience, as those with greater teaching
experience provided more knowledge sources, more terms, and seemed to have a
greater independence of thinking about formula choices. The more logical the terms
and formulas were rated, the more useful and potentially helpful they seemed to be as
well regardless of the respondent demographics.
Phase 2 Primary Research Goal Summary
The following general overview statements are the result of the phase 2
structured interview process and reflections on the secondary research goal
summaries related to improving the adequacy of the TPM.
It appears that although the formulas of the TPM are logical and perceived as
useful, the TPM may be too complicated for most practitioners as a whole, and
therefore needs to be available in separate formulas linked to the larger model.
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Models with 3 or 4 elements are the most useful to practitioners. The TPM may
therefore be more helpfully presented as having 3 levels representing three formulas.
This confirms the notion that the TPM HRD syntax (HRDS) needs to reflect
the simplest possible terminology if it is to have utility and connectivity. The 2 levels
of syntax need to remain part of the TPM composition, but as nested descriptors and
definitions. Changes need to be made for certain terms. This will be reflected in
several syntax refinements: the term choices will replace charism, the term lifemotivational level will replace the term numinous level, and the term well-being will
replace the term health (or emotional health).
The importance of TPM utilization seems to be partly a function of model
preference and general attitude toward modeling. These are cultural, and cannot be
changed, but may be ideas for channeling. The window to utility seems more linked
to logic than familiarity. As a result, the TPM needs to focus upon the logic of the
third stage, relationships, competence, and fit.
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CHAPTER V: FINAL RESEARCH SUMMARIES, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Theoretical Descriptive Research Summary of the Tri-Person Matrix
The primary research proposition asked whether a usable, holistic model of
the person could be built from Christian biblical knowledge that could
demonstratively contribute to the practical and theoretical work of HRD
professionals. The stipulations included a focus upon: 1) the source of the model
knowledge, 2) the output of a holistic model, and 3) the contribution of the model to
theoretical and practical HRD needs.
Three predictions guided by these stipulations were set by the subsidiary
hypotheses: 1) a very simple model will emerge about the person; 2) it would be
capable of explaining very complex individual elements (units) of the person, laws of
relationship, system states, and boundaries; and 3) it would have some empirical
measure(s) identifiable.
Holistic Knowledge Source Mapping
One of the intentions of this research was to develop a holistic model of the
person utilizing any and all sources of available knowledge. This was in partial
response to current HRD theorists advocating the inclusion of wider, interdisciplinary
sets of sources for HRD theory development (Lynham, 2002b). Another intention
was to include an often overlooked source of knowledge by human behavioral
scientists, that of Christian biblical knowledge, and more specifically revealed
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knowledge (RK). The initial gestalt was built upon and tested by that single-source,
but in a unique way. Magnusson’s observations that holistic person models must be
accompanied by a mapping system to accommodate interdisciplinary knowledge
sources was heeded (Magnusson, 2003). The research methodologies of 2 proven
theorists (Dubin, 1969; Montgomery, 1999) were blended to produce a Holistic
Knowledge Mapping system and a triadic approach to knowledge attainment. This
allowed freedom to use an intentional prioritization of conflicting data while
examining unbounded knowledge domains through the triadic inquiry methodology
capable of examining all levels of knowledge: empirical, subjective, and numinous.
Holistic Model with Practical Output Simplicity
The idea was to achieve a degree of model utility. The TPM did achieve this
goal in that it can be presented as 3 parts, with 3 steps each, corresponding to the BL,
DL, and NL and the 3 elements of each level. It can also be expressed as 9 elements
or characteristics of the person, much like any other personal inventory: Design,
Needs, Service, Belonging, Worth, Competence, Vocation, Motivation, and Fit.
Thus, it can be presented as a 3x3 model of the person: 3 parts with 3 steps each,
totaling 9 elements. Figure 42: HRD Syntax Refinement Summary displays a graphic
representation of this simplicity where each step is linked to a HRD organizational
need. At this level of simplicity the TPM matrix, laws of relationship, system states,
and boundaries are not mentioned or even referenced. Even the name is placed as a
footnote to avoid an academic sounding approach; it is simply referred to as the
TPM* 3x3 Model® for Human Resource Development.
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Theoretical Model with Complexity and Contributions to Understanding
The idea was to achieve potential for explaining, with greater understanding,
the complexities of the person. For the researcher, theorist, or HRD practitioner
interested in the strategic aspects of the model, the TPM can be presented as a matrix:
Body, Soul, Spirit  GF, GS, GH. The 9 elements can be presented in HRDS with
AS nested as definitional components of those terms. The 3 levels can be identified:
Behavioral Level, Developmental Level, Numinous Level (Life-motivational Level in
refined syntax). Each level can be presented as a formula: Design + Needs 
Relationship; Belonging + Worth  Competence; Vocation + Motivation  Fit.
System states can be expressed as developmental stages impacting each level: Child,
Adolescent, and Adult (F29). The 3 persons of the Trinity can be expressed either in
terms of styles of thinking (GF = Template Thinking; GS = Essence Thinking; and
GH = Systemic Thinking) or in summative roles (GF = Completeness; GS =
Congruence; and GH = Charis, or Choices in the refined syntax). Transformation
elements can be presented in 3 dimensions: 3 cells; 1 column; 1 row (F30).
Diagnostics can be presented at various levels of the TPM: balance, completeness,
congruence (links to elements). For example, the “Design to Fit” DLR explained in
chapter 3 can be expressed in diagnostic terms with measures and implementation
steps. The limits of explanatory detail are many; the TPM has met this second goal.
Figure 41: Academic Syntax Refinement Summary displays a graphic representation
of this ability to provide complex understanding of the person.
Explaining complexity to increase understanding is partially a perception, as
each HRD professional has familiarity with past models, preferences and
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preconceptions that make even the simplest new model difficult during any learning
curve. The TPM research has had no misgivings about this reality of model building
and the barriers to any external validity it might achieve. The first step, however, was
not to worry or focus upon this fact, but to achieve an internal consistency and
congruence that would be self-evident. In an area as complex as the person, the idea
was to use a gestalt from a source that claimed credit for the human design and then
search to see if it provided a complete set of understandings for both current and past
models. Element linkages were explored initially through syntax, the simplest form
of descriptive research and comparison. The initial gestalt provided a ready-made
template from which to construct the searches. The result was the formation of a
model with many features: asymmetric formula dynamics (capable of any starting
point), a biblical understanding (some mysteries explained) of the template of the
person, the freedom to combine sources of knowledge for new insights (i.e., to
creativity imagine a new/old design), and the luxury to contemplate its value as a
master model capable of generating multiple translations across disciplines, cultures,
industries, etc. There is no doubt this complexity was achieved. The understandings
it yields will be evaluated over time and by the response of other HRD professionals.
There were 3 practical queries posed by this study: 1) whether the model
formation could be measured by its completeness and congruence; 2) whether the
model usability measured could be measured by preference and recognizability; and
3) whether the model’s syntax could be measured by its ability to communicate with
and engage (connect with) HRD professionals.
Model Formation – Completeness and Congruence
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This was the goal of the phase 1 descriptive research (DR), and the result was
that the TPM seemed to have categories that could correspond and explain all of the
many conceptualizations of the person discovered in the DR findings, i.e., the TPM
has a sense of completeness as a model of the person. Over 370 final references were
selected in this process for inclusion. This measure of the completeness of the model
was the first considered element of internal validity. It was discovered that when
using the TPM as a search template, it often had the effect of revealing how complete
other models seemed to be, or a minimum, it had the effect of displaying their focus
from a larger perspective. In addition, the elements of the TPM linked in ways that
displayed a measure of model congruence, the second measure of internal validity
considered. The TPM DR had little problem finding a quantity of examples that
could be either better explained by the TPM laws and logic, or that could better
explain the TPM from their logic. This measure of congruence worked in
conjunction with the aspect of completeness. Finally, as a third consideration of
internal validity, one which Dubin feels happens only during the transition of a theory
to the empirical testing stage, the TPM was observed as to whether it could handle the
wide range of knowledge sources and perspectives it encountered about the person;
this included both those in agreement, and those not parallel to its position. It did
very well, because the TPM approach, as modeled by the HK-Mapping technology,
could also acknowledge external views – those both aligned with and variant to its
elements, laws and states. It is capable of mapping a complete range of scientific,
philosophical, and sacred views. It displayed the desired holistic qualities needed by
HRD professionals.
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Model Usability – Preference and Recognizability
The descriptive research found a balanced support for each of the 9 elements,
3 formulas, and 3 system states. The DL formula had both symmetric (as it was
presented) and asymmetric functionality (as it was sometimes preferred). The NL
related well with the ontological and its decompressed view of the person allowed it a
more holistic approach to comparing and organizing information than other
knowledge bound (often by the disciplines themselves) models. The TPM displayed
a potential for diagnostics, especially in its ability to search for completeness and
congruence. Its design often gave clues as to how the model elements should interact.
Transformations of the model allow it to deal with truth, recognized evil, and hope.
The model has an emphasis on communication with unchanging semantics and
flexible syntax. Finally, the model allowed for great diversity of ideas through the
HK-Mapping process.
Model Semantics – Communication and Connectivity
Because the patterns of the TPM were already established by its initial
gestalts, the energies of the research could better focus upon discovering a usable and
translatable 3x3 set of syntax. The TPM appears to connect well with other models
and found syntax linkages to most. The dynamic aspect of the TPM was its freedom
to change the syntax as long as the essence of any element was not violated. Each
unit/cell had an IMAGE↔link that remained stable enough to support multiple
syntax. As such it was capable of representing a wide range of syntax options
without losing its power, and as such, displayed holistic properties. This semantic
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based anchor in each of the unit/cells gave the TPM the ability to initially choose a
solid first set of syntax descriptors.

Primary Phase 2 Empirical Research Summary of the Tri-Person Matrix
The overall goal of the empirical testing phase was to improve the Tri-Person
Matrix adequacy. Four subsequent proposition questions, which surmise the
secondary phase 2 empirical research testing goals, were selected for research
efficiency purposes and expressed as secondary research goals: 1) to evaluate the
perception of the TPM syntax and formula logic; 2) to evaluate the perception of the
TPM syntax and formula familiarity; 3) to evaluate the perceived potential and
usefulness of the TPM syntax and formulas; and 4) to evaluate the perceived
connectedness (engagement in improving) of the TPM syntax and formulas to current
and potential future HRD utility.
Perceived TPM Syntax and Formula Logic
Much of the TPM syntax, as reported in chapter 3, was actually preferred over
interviewee provided terms; Changes were made, however: charism was changed to
choices; health to well-being; numinous level to life-motivational level. One of the
helpful findings was that the DL works best when presented in an asymmetric
fashion. The reason appears to be that since competence and well-being are basically
established over long periods of time, it is easier (and more practical) to focus upon
the status of these qualities and then look for supportive reasons. While the BL and
NL formulas worked best in a forward flow of the model, the DL appealed more to
the reverse (asymmetric) order.
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Perceived TPM Syntax and Formula Familiarity
Interview respondents related well with the TPM syntax, with preference to
those terms over their own. Familiarity was moderate with potential to be improved.
Perceived TPM Syntax and Formula Usefulness
Interview respondents saw the TPM syntax as potentially useful. Interest in
each formula varied, with the NL actually ranking higher than other levels. This
seems to support the notion that some HRD professionals are ready to try using a
model such as the TPM.
Perceived TPM Syntax and Formula Connectivity
In the logic section, the Interview respondents seemed ready to engage the
formulas, with a special expressed desire to include the NL.
The TPM as Refined by Phase 2 Research Results
Human Resource Development Syntax (HRDS) Refinement Summary
The HRDS is intended to be non-academic, less-technical, practical, and
intuitive to implement. The following HRDS summary of the TPM aims to meet this
need. A graphic display of this summary is in F42. A simple presentation would
look something like this:
TPM* 3x3 Model® for Human Resource Development
The TPM 3x3 Model of the person helps you work with the 3 parts of the
person and identify 3 steps to each part that can help you develop their
highest potential.
The 3x3: 3 PARTS TO EACH PERSON x 3 STEPS TO EACH PART (3X3)
I. BEHAVIOR – A person’s behavior contains adaptable traits, skills, &
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capacities.
Step 1 Discover DESIGN
Step 2 Determine NEEDS
Step 3 Develop RELATIONSHIPS
II. DEVELOPMENT – Character, knowledge, & competence must be
developed in each employee.
Step 1 COMPETENCE Anticipated
Step 2 WORTH Affirmed
Step 3 BELONGING Acknowledged
III. LIFE-MOTIVATION – A successful match involves vocation,
motivation, & fit.
Step 1 Talk VOCATION
Step 2 Test MOTIVATION
Step 3 Track FIT
Each easy STEP “Links” to Successful HRD actions
for each part of your employees.
EACH step assists in developing your people and organization.
Three STEPS to improve BEHAVIOR of employees:
1. Discovering DESIGN helps develops significance and meaning.
2. Determining NEEDS establishes security and commitment.
3. Developing RELATONSHIPS promotes serving of others.
Three UNDERSTANDINGS to support employee DEVELOPMENT:
1. Anticipating COMPETENCE establishes well-being through
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clarification and measures.
2. Affirming WORTH establishes love for self, others, and work/job.
3. Acknowledging BELONGING promotes loyalty through family.
Three STEPS to improve LIFE-MOTIVATION of employees:
1. Talking VOCATION – results in scheduled planning for growth and
retention.
2. Testing MOTIVATION – results in employee specific recognition
and rewards.
3. Tracking FIT – results in continuous quality, productivity, &
satisfaction.
Academic Syntax (AS) Refinement Summary
The AS is intended to be technical, theoretical, and logical in order to assist
HRD professionals in their tactical and strategic work objectives. The following AS
summary of the TPM aims to meet this need. A graphic display of this summary is in
F41. A simple presentation would look something like this:
The Tri-Person Matrix®
A model for understanding HRD dynamics of the person
Model Overview:
The TPM is based on a 9 element grid formed by matrixing 3
dimensions of the person
(Body, Soul, and Spirit) with the 3 character qualities of the Creator
(Template, Essence, and Systemic)
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The resulting TPM contains 3 levels of human behavior, each representing a
formula helpful to the holistic assessment and development of the person.
Logic for each formula is asymmetric and can be used in any direction.
1. Behavioral Level Formula (Forward Logic)
If a person knows their DESIGN, they can understand their NEEDS,
and develop productive RELATIONSHIPS.
Deeper understanding: People who develop a sense of significance
and security are free to serve others.
2. Developmental Level Formula (Reverse Logic)
A person can improve COMPETENCE through a improving selfWORTH in a context of BELONGING.
Deeper understanding: People with a sense of well-being are capable
of loving others and commitment to a family.
3. Life-Motivational Level Formula (Center Logic)
A person’s MOTIVATION is a function of a clear VOCATION and a
good FIT to their work.
Deeper understanding: People who have self-renewing energy feel
called to their task and are fulfilled in it.
Other TPM Dimensions:
1. The 3 styles of thinking are:
TEMPLATE THINKING (Forward planning logic with a sense of
completeness; they know the next step.) In HRDS, this can be
seen as Big Picture Thinking.
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ESSENCE THINKING (Backward planning logic with a sense of
congruence; they know each step’s importance.) In HRDS,
this can be seen as Focused Picture Thinking.
SYSTEMIC THINKING (Contingency planning with a systemic
logic; they know how to make each step happen.) In HRDS,
this can be seen as Outcome Picture Thinking.
The 3 Developmental Stages are:
Stage 1. CHILD: Children develop a sense of design, belonging, and
vocation by knowing their significance, family, and calling.
Stage 2. ADOLESCENT: Youth develop an understanding of needs,
worth, and motivation giving them security, love, and energy.
Stage 3. ADULT: Adults develop relate well, display competence,
and fit to work if they serve others, have well-being, and are
fulfilled.

Conclusions
General Observations
The null-hypothesis was rejected; a simple yet complex model was
discovered.
It may be that syntax is not really that important. More words confuse, and
different syntax sets may have more value between cultures, and as TPM translators,
than as individual sets. Different sets do allow for more understanding, as they must
conform to the same Image↔link semantic essences of the unit/cells.
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Knowledge cannot truly be holistic without RK included. Using a mapping
technology allows diverse views to share and communicate. Evaluation, persuasion,
and other communication dynamics are the responsibility of those involved and
should not have set rules.
Complexity does not mean lack of utility; more complex layers of syntax can
serve as definitions and explanations, and need not be displayed until the users are
ready for them. A confidence that the TPM is well grounded should lend enough
credibility for its usage, and technical proofs left the researchers and theoreticians.
The use of the term “life-motivational” is a great improvement over the use of
the term “numinous” for the TPM, but not for the HK Map, which needs this
distinction and newness of definition.
Discoveries and limitations
Syntax Variations: The syntax is important, but not as important as the
semantics. Syntax changes and adjustments should be continuous and kept current;
they should be free to relate to homologous contextual adaptations and at minimum
should be available to interdisciplinary syntax translations; HRDS or AS might be
seen as a range of syntax that can accurately describe the stable Image↔link
meanings and dynamics of the person lying beneath them.
Consistency: The semantic-template based approach had many advantages: it
was a way to approach a thorough search of literature; it is in essence a timeless grid
through which to discover and compare; it does not seem to know cultural
boundaries; it can be accurate; and it is economical.
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Parsimony: A template model may not be the one used by the practitioner per
se, but it can serve as litmus for authenticity of models, and as discussed earlier, aid
in evaluating the completeness and congruence of new model gestalts (which are no
doubt endless due to the complexity of the person.) This use of a standard can allow
for better communication among scholars and save time in redundant studies. It can
result in fewer models and better focused research – “How does one explain the
similarities of temperament studies from Jung, Marston, and LaHaye anyway?”
Submissive Doctrine of Intelligentsia: The full academic syntax version of
the TPM is not for everyone. In fact, it may be for a few. To access its full power the
user must first admit to a role of servant of the Creator; they must become a slave to
the Almighty, giving up pride, control, and their personal ambitions of being their
own god. When this happens, RK has promised access to 2 realms of infinity on the
HK-Map (at once mysterious and foolish to non-believing intelligentsia): the external
general bounded areas of THKP and the internal boundaries to the infinite plus 1
(over unity  Trinity) of the U10T1 plumb line (nested within the RK Cone) to
Absolute Truth and knowledge. This is not an arrogant view that they know more or
better than others, but that the truth and knowledge they can possess is in alignment
the Creator and subject to His wisdom, power, and service. Those who do not choose
this path in life can still use the TPM, but with the finite limitations available to the
intellect alone.
Recommendations
Future Theory and Model Refinements
Methodology: The HK Mapping technology based on a triadic approach
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needs further development. The current study is a best a start for this approach to
inquiry, but many others seem to be interested. It would be interesting for a graduate
school to sponsor a forum between Montgomery and Dubin to debate key issues of
the HK-Map and similar technologies in formation among scholars. A similar
approach for the TPM, perhaps a “Person Mapping Grid” might be constructed to
assist in some of the aforementioned goals of interdisciplinary cooperation, etc.
Future Applications
Curriculum: The TPM could make an excellent curriculum or even
curriculum guide to assist educators in the delivery and development of balanced,
complete, and well integrated education. All parts of the person develop together.
Diagnostics (mentioned next) could set standard achievement goals for each of the 9
elements, important developmental formulas, and various other applications of the
TPM.
Diagnostics: The TPM holds potential to develop its own psychology of the
person style, including diagnostics; it might also be a companion tool for current
therapists using multiple instruments. Its use in education was mentioned above, but
could be used by school corporations test for holistic and balanced development.
Religious organizations that openly include the numinous can benefit from the model
as it is today. Families could use the format to prepare family and parenting events,
check points, etc. in their family’s development.
Organization: Finally, many of the person qualities can be translated into
organizational needs, being adapted for a mapping technology for organizations. The
pattern of most organizations is to fit people to jobs; for them this tool has some
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advantage. For those organizations who work at fitting jobs to people, this tool has
great potential.
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Appendix A: GLOSSARY of Terms and Acrostics

L
|CT|

“A subset of,” i.e., A is a subset of B is expressed as AB
Life-Motivational Level (Also expressed as LM or LML)
Absolute Completeness of GF; CONGRUENCETEMPLATE

|GF|
|GF| T + CT ≈ NT ↔ TN

Absolute Nature and Existence of GF
Unit/Cell 7; Vocation, Calling - FATHER ↔ SPIRIT
image↔link properties
Unit/Cell 5 - Worth, Love - SON ↔ SOUL image↔link
properties
Unit/Cell 8 - Motivation, Energy - SON ↔ SPIRIT
image↔link properties
Unit/Cell 9 - FIT, Fulfillment - HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT
image↔link properties
Unit/Cell 1 - Design, Significance - FATHER ↔ BODY
image↔link properties
Unit/Cell 4 - Belonging, Family - FATHER ↔ SOUL
image↔link properties
Unit/Cell 3 - Relationship, Service - HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY
image↔link properties
Absolute Template Thinking of GF
Triune God; Trinity; GF as Over-unity (author concept)
Summative Unit (Dubin) unit represents a complex whole
Attributing man's physical qualities to God
Academic Syntax
A knowable quality of a unit (Dubin)
Associative Unit (Dubin); an occasional unit; either -, 0, or +;
must be able to be zero
Behavioral Level; also expressed as BL
Intellectually Confused Language/Logic (author term)
Needs - Unit/Cell # 2; BL Body image↔link to GS Essence
Thinking; BEHAVIORESSENCE
Unit/Cell # 4 (HRDS)
Man seen as body and spirit, or body and soul, with the 3rd
part combined (2 parts = the body + soul/spirit combination)
Behavioral Level; also expressed as B
The theoretical framework bounding a system
Relationship - Unit/Cell # 3; BL Body image↔link to GH
Systemic Thinking; BEHAVIORSYSTEMIC
Design - Unit/Cell # 1; BL Body image↔link to GF Template
Thinking; BEHAVIORTEMPLATE
Chart Number
Cell 1 linked to Cell 2
Unit/Cell # 7 (AS); TN; TEMPLATENUMINOUS
2 unit values are associated (Dubin)
Congruence - Linked to Essence Thinking (a GS Quality);
CONGRUENCEESSENCE
A system state ending (Dubin)
A DL characteristic of the person; developed over life;
difficult to change
GH quality of thinking; initial gestalt syntax for CS

|GS| E + CE ≈ DE ↔ ED
|GS| E + CE ≈ NE ↔ EN
|GH| S + CS ≈ NS ↔ SN
|GF| T + CT ≈ BT ↔ TB
|GF| T + CT ≈ DT ↔ TD
|GH| S + CS ≈ BS ↔ SB
|T|
∆
∑U
Anthropomorphism
AS
Attribute
AU
B
Babel-Bound
BE
Belonging
Bipartite
BL
Boundary
BS
BT
C#
C1↔C2
Calling
Categoric Law
CE
Ceasing
Character
Charism
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Choices
CLR
Collective Unit
Competence
Completeness
Congruence
CS
CT
CU
D
DE
Design
Determinant Law
DL
DLR
DS
DT
E
EB

ED
EHK
EN
Energy
EPK
ERK
Essence
Etymology
EU
Event
Family
FIT
Fulfillment
Gestalt
GF
GH
GH| S + CS ≈ DS ↔ SD
GS
GS| E + CE ≈ BE ↔ EB

GH quality of thinking - refined gestalt syntax for CS
Categoric Law of Relationship (Dubin)
A set of units acting as 1 unit (Dubin)
Unit/Cell # 6 (HRDS); DS; DEVELOPMENTALSYSTEMIC
GF quality of thinking; CT ; COMPLETENESSTEMPLATE
GS quality of thinking; CE ; CONGRUENCEESSENCE
Choice (Formerly Charism) - Linked to Systemic Thinking (a
GH Quality); CONGRUENCESYSTEMIC
Completeness - Linked to Template Thinking (a GF Quality);
COMPLETENESSTEMPLATE
Complex Unit
Developmental Level; also expressed as DL
Worth - Unit/Cell # 5; DL Soul image↔link to GS Essence
Thinking; DEVELOPMENTALESSENCE
Unit/Cell # 1 (HRDS); BEHAVIORALTEMPLATE
One unit's values determine another unit's values (Dubin)
Developmental Level, also expressed as D
Determinate Law of Relationship (Dubin)
Competence - Unit/Cell # 6; DL Spirit image↔link to GH
Systemic Thinking; DEVELOPMENTALSYSTEMIC
Belonging - Unit/Cell # 4; DL Soul image↔link to GF
Template Thinking; DEVELOPMENTALTEMPLATE
Empirical Inquiry Level (F6) or Essence (a GS Quality)
Security - Unit/Cell # 2; GS Essence Thinking image↔link to
BL (Body); ESSENCEBEHAVIORAL
Love - Unit/Cell # 5; GS Essence Thinking image↔link to DL
Soul; ESSENCEDEVELOPMENTAL
Empirical Human Knowledge (also TEHK on the HK-Map)
Energy - Unit/Cell # 8; GS Essence Thinking image↔link to
NL (LL in refined syntax) Spirit; ESSENCENUMINOUS or LM
Unit/Cell # 8 (AS); ESSENCENUMINOUS or LM
Empirical Potential Knowledge
Empirical Revealed Knowledge
Principal quality of GS; also expressed as E
A word’s root(s) and history/derivation linkages
Enumerative Unit (Dubin) a unit universal in all states; never
zero
A single occurrence vs. reoccurring occurrence (Dubin)
Unit/Cell # 4 (AS); TEMPLATEESSENCE; TE
Unit/Cell # 9 (HRDS); NUMINOUSSYSTEMIC; NS; refined = LS
Unit/Cell # 9 (AS); SYSTEMICNUMINOUS OR L; SN; refined = SL
A gathered conceptualization coming together as an idea or
model of reality
God the Father (1st Member of Trinity); qualities of T & CT
God the Holy Spirit (3rd Member of Trinity); qualities of S &
CS
Unit/Cell 6 - Competence, Health [Well-Being in refined
syntax] - HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL image↔link properties
God the Son (2nd Member of Trinity); qualities of E & C E
Unit/Cell 2 - Needs, Security - SON ↔ BODY image↔link
properties
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NT
OD
OLR
OT
Parsimony of Laws
Permeability
Persistence
Personality
pneuma

Unit/Cell # 6 (AS) - initial gestalt syntax for emotional health;
refined as well-being; SD; SYSTEMICDEVELOPMENTAL
Human Knowledge
Holistic Knowledge Map
Horizontal Law of Relationship (Dubin)
Human Resources Development
Human Resources
Human Resources Management Syntax
Human Resources Management
A Triune Image connection with a Unit/Cell Characteristic of
a Person: Likeness or Template Influence
Units that are redundant or represent similar ideas
Behavioral Level; also expressed as B or BL
Developmental Level; also expressed ad D or DL
NL - initial gestalt syntax; or LL - refined gestalt syntax; also
expressed as N or NL (L or LM in refined TPM)
Life-Motivational Level - refined gestalt syntax; or LM
Logical relationships between units (Dubin)
Christ, the living WORD of GF
Unit/Cell # 5 (HRDS); ED; ESSENCEDEVELOPMENTAL
A single unit (Dubin)
Unit/Cell # 8 (HRDS); NE; NUMINOUSESSENCE; in refined
TPM – EL; ESSENCELIFE MOTIVATIONAL
Numinous Level; also NL; refined as L or LM in refined TPM
Numinous Inquiry Level (F6)
Motivation - Unit/Cell # 8; NL (LL in refined syntax) Spirit
image↔link to GS Essence Thinking; ); NE
Unit/Cell # 2 (HRDS); ); BE; BEHAVIORALESSENCE
Numinous Human Knowledge
Numinous Level - initial gestalt syntax; also N or L or LM in
refined TPM syntax
A non-testable unit (Dubin)
Numinous Potential Knowledge
Numinous Revealed Knowledge
FIT - Unit/Cell # 9; NL (LL in refined syntax) Spirit
image↔link to GH Systemic Thinking; ); NUMINOUSSYSTEMIC
Vocation - Unit/Cell # 7; NL Spirit image↔link to GF
Template Thinking (LL in refined syntax);
NUMINOUSTEMPLATE
New Testament - RK
Organizational Behavior
Centric Law of Relationship, I.e., "O" = Other (Dubin)
Old Testament - RK
Selecting a minimum number of laws for a system (Dubin)
A system state quality of boundaries (Dubin)
A system state requirement to exist over time (Dubin)
A combination of traits and character
Greek - Spirit

Primitive Unit
psuche

An irreducible unit (Dubin)
Greek - Soul

Real Unit
Relationship

A testable unit (Dubin)
Unit/Cell # 3 (HRDS)

Health
HK
HK-Map
HLR
HRD
HRD
HRDS
HRM
Image↔Link
Isomorphic Units
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
LL
Logical Laws
Logos
Love
Member Unit
Motivation
N
N
NE
Needs
NHK
NL
Nominal Unit
NPK
NRK
NS
NT
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RK
RK Cone
RU
S
SB
SD

Security
Semantics

Revealed Knowledge (Christian biblical text)
Montgomery's RK Adapted (F6)
Relational Unit (Dubin) a unit with interaction or combination
with other properties
Subjective Inquiry Level (F6)
Service - Unit/Cell # 3; GH Systemic Thinking image↔link to
BL Body; SYSTEMICBEHAVIORAL
Health (Well-Being refined syntax) - Unit/Cell # 6; GH
Systemic Thinking image↔link to DL Soul;
SYSTEMICDEVELOPMENTAL
Unit/Cell # 2 (AS); TB; TEMPLATEBEHAVIORAL
The word meaning; essence of syntax

soma

Units related through a time dimension (Dubin)
Occasionally substituted for Service AS syntax
Unit/Cell # 3 (AS); EB; ESSENCEBEHAVIORAL
Subjective Human Knowledge
Unit/Cell # 1 (AS)
Spiritual (Numinous) Knowledge
Fulfillment - Unit/Cell # 9; GH Systemic Thinking image↔link
to NL Spirit (LL in refined syntax); ); in refined TPM syntax SYSTEMICNUMINOUS; SL or SYSTEMICLIFE MOTIVATIONAL
Greek -. Body

Sophisticated Unit
SPK
SRK
Stage 1

A defined or definable unit (Dubin)
Subjective Potential Knowledge
Subjective Revealed Knowledge
1st column in the TPM; Child Stage or System State

Stage 2

2nd column in the TPM; Adolescent Stage or System State

Stage 3

3rd column in the TPM; Adult Stage or System State

SU

Statistical Unit (Dubin) a unit measurable by central
tendency, dispersion, or relative position
A system state transformation or developmental step (Dubin)
The word choice; term or terminology

Sequential Law
Servant
Service
SHK
Significance
SK
SN

Succession
Syntax
System
System Outcomes
System State Criteria
System State Types
Systemic
T
T#
T1
TB
TD
Temperament
Template
Term

At least 2 units in a relationship meeting system state criteria
(Dubin)
A system state focusing upon all unit values (Dubin)
Must be inclusive, distinctive, and persistent over time
(Dubin)
Recurrent (cycles); Developmental (1 occurrence); Ceasing;
Succession; Permeability (Dubin)
Principal quality of GH; also expressed as S
See Template
Table Number
Jesus Christ as Essence of TRUTH; Absolute Truth;
TruthABSOLUTE
Significance - Unit/Cell # 1; GF Template Thinking
image↔link to BL Body; TEMPLATEBEHAVIORAL
Family - Unit/Cell # 4; GF Template Thinking image↔link to
DL Soul; TEMPLATEDEVELOPMENTAL
A trait
Principal quality of GF
Syntax; the word
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Tripartite

Calling - Unit/Cell # 7; GF Template Thinking image↔link to
NL Spirit (LL in refined syntax); TEMPLATENUMINOUS; or TL
Total Potential Knowledge
Tri-Person Matrix (the model or the TPM study)
A BL characteristic of the person; present at birth; can be
developed or adapted for environment; a temperament
Man seen as body, soul, and spirit (3 parts)

U1
U1↨T1
Unit
Unit/Cell
Variable
VLR
Vocation
Well-Being
Worth
Σ

Trinity (All Knowledge +1 = Over Unity; Infinite Knowledge)
Center Measure of Truth; Plumb-Line Measure for RK Cone
A concept defined by Dubin
One of 9 elements in the TPM
A measurable quality of a unit
Vertical Law of Relationship (Dubin)
Unit/Cell # 7 (HRDS)
Unit/Cell # 6 (AS) - refined gestalt syntax; see Health
Unit/Cell # 5 (AS)
Sum; the sum of

TN
TPK
TPM
Trait
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Appendix B: TPM Key Variables List
The Unit Properties
(1)TEMPLATE (T) and Completeness
(2) ESSENCE (E) and Congruence
(3) SYSTEMIC (S) and Charism

The Behavioral Level; Units for Cells 1, 2, and 3 The Body (soma)
a. UNIT/Cell 1 [FATHER ↔ BODY image↔link properties]: Template and
Completeness imaged within DESIGN and Significance
b. UNIT/Cell 2 [SON ↔ BODY image↔link properties]; Essence and
Congruence imaged within NEEDS and Security
c. UNIT/Cell 3 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY image↔link properties]; Systemic
and Charism imaged within RELATIONSHIP and Service
The Developmental Level; Units for Cells 4, 5, and 6 The Soul (psuche) Level

a. UNIT/Cell 4 [FATHER ↔ SOUL image↔link properties]; Template and
Completeness imaged within BELONGING and Family
b. UNIT/Cell 5 [SON ↔ SOUL image↔link properties]; Essence and
Congruence imaged within WORTH and Love
c. UNIT/Cell 6 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL image↔link properties]; Systemic
and Charism imaged within COMPETENCE and Health |GH| S + CS
≈ DS ↔ S D
The Numinous Level; Units for Cells 7, 8, and 9 The Spirit (pneuma) Level

a. UNIT/Cell 7 [FATHER ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties]; Template and
Completeness imaged within VOCATION and Calling
b. UNIT/Cell 8 [SON ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties]; Essence and
Congruence imaged within MOTIVATION and Energy
c. UNIT/Cell 9 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties]; Systemic
and Charism imaged within FIT and Fulfillment
Horizontal Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Horizontal Law of Relationship 1:2 (HLR 1:2) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 2; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(SON↔BODY) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS; or,
Significance ↔ Security; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Horizontal Law of Relationship 2:3 (HLR 2:3) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 3; (SON ↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT
↔ BODY) “image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔≥ RELATIONSHIP; or,
Security ↔≥ Service; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Horizontal Law of Relationship 4:5 (HLR 4:5) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 5; (FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔SOUL)
“image↔links”; or BELONGING ↔ WORTH; or, Family ↔ Love; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Horizontal Law of Relationship 5:6 (HLR 5:6) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 6; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔
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SOUL) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE; or, Love
↔≥ Emotional Health; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Horizontal Law of Relationship 7:8 (HLR 7:8) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8; (FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔
(SON↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔ MOTIVATION;
or, Calling ↔ Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
f. Horizontal Law of Relationship 8:9 (HLR 8:9) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 8 ↔ Cell 9; (SON ↔SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT
↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Energy
↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
Determinant Laws of Relationship Sets
a. Determinate Law of Relationship Set G, for God (DLR-G) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell CT ↔ Cell CE ↔≥ Cell CS; FATHER
↔ SON ↔ HOLY SPIRIT; or TEMPLATE ↔ ESSENCE ↔
SYSTEMIC; or, Completeness ↔ Congruence ↔ Charism; or any
combination of these descriptors.
b. Determinate Law of Relationship Set B, for Behavioral (DLR-B) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 2 ↔≥ Cell 3;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔BODY) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS ↔≥
RELATIONSHIP; or, Significance ↔ Security ↔≥ Service; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Determinate Law of Relationship Set D, for Developmental (DLR-D) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 6;
(FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔
SOUL) “image↔links”; or BELONGING ↔ WORTH ↔≥
COMPETENCE; or, Family ↔ Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Determinate Law of Relationship Set N, for Numinous (Life-Motivational)
(DLR-N) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8
↔≥ Cell 9; (FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔ (SON↔ SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔
MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Calling ↔ Energy ↔≥ Fulfillment; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
Vertical Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Vertical Law of Relationship 1:4 (VLR 1:4) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 4; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(FATHER↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING;
or, Significance ↔ Family; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
b. Vertical Law of Relationship 4:7 (VLR 4:7) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 7; (FATHER ↔BODY) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔
SOUL) “image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔≥ BELONGING; or, Security
↔≥ Family; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
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c. Vertical Law of Relationship 2:5 (VLR 2:5) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 5; (SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔SOUL)
“image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔ WORTH; or, Security ↔ Love; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Vertical Law of Relationship 5:8 (VLR 5:8) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 8; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (SON↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or, Love ↔≥
Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Vertical Law of Relationship 3:6 (VLR 3:6): Cell 3 ↔ Cell 6; (HOLY
SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔ (HOLY SPIRIT↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or
REALTIONSHIP ↔ COMPETENCE; or, Service ↔ Emotional
Health; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
f. Vertical Law of Relationship 6:9 (VLR 6:9) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 6 ↔ Cell 9; (HOLY SPIRIT ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or,
Emotional Health ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
Categoric Laws of Relationship Sets
a. Categoric Law of Relationship Set T, for TEMPLATE (CLR-T) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 4 ↔≥ Cell 7;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (FATHER↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔
SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING ↔≥
VOCATION; or, Significance ↔ Family ↔≥ Calling; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Categoric Law of Relationship Set E, for ESSENCE (CLR-E) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 8;
(SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON ↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (SON ↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔ WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or,
Security ↔ Love ↔≥ Energy; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
c. Categoric Law of Relationship Set S, for SYSTEMIC (CLR-S) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 3 ↔ Cell 6 ↔≥ Cell 9;
(HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or RELATIONSHIP ↔
COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or, Service ↔ Emotional Health ↔≥
Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
Centric (Other) Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:1 (OLR 5:1) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 1; (SON↔SOUL) ↔
(FATHER↔BODY) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔ DESIGN; or,
Love ↔ Significance; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:2 (OLR 5:2) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 2; (SON↔SOUL) ↔
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(SON↔BODY) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔ NEEDS; or, Love ↔
Security; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:3 (OLR 5:3) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 3; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔
SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ RELATIONSHIP; or, Love
↔≥ Service; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:4 (OLR 5:4) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 4; (SON↔SOUL) ↔
(FATHER↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔ BELONGING;
or, Love ↔ Family; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:6 (OLR 5:6) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 6; (SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ SOUL) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE;
or, Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
f. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:7 (OLR 5:7) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 7; (SON↔SOUL) ↔≥
(FATHER↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ VOCATION;
or, Love ↔≥ Calling; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
g. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:8 (OLR 5:8) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 8; (SON↔SOUL) ↔≥
(SON↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION;
or, Love ↔≥ Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
h. Centric (Other) Law of Relationship 5:9 (OLR 5:9) Key Literature Search
Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 9; (SON↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ FIT; or, Love
↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
Diagonal Laws of Relationship Set
a. Diagonal (Other) Law of Relationship Set D-F, for DESIGN to FIT (OLRD:F) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥
Cell 9; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT
↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ WORTH ↔≥ FIT; or,
Significance ↔ Love ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these
unit descriptors.
FINDINGS: Boundaries of the Tri-Person Matrix
TPM Open and closed boundaries
TPM Homogeneity
TPM Criterion
TPM Domains of influence
TPM Internal validity
TPM External validity
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Sequential Developmental Driven System States
a. General System State Overview of the CHILD SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM
STATE (SSS-C) (Primary Determinants TB≈BT; Secondary
Determinants TD≈DT; TN≈NT)
(1) SSS-C Cell 1: TB≈BT; Significance≈DESIGN
(2) SSS-C Cell 4: TD≈DT; Family≈BELONGING
(3) SSS-C Child Cell 7: TN≈NT; Calling≈VOCATION
(4) SSS-C OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-C Cell 2
(b) SSS-C Cell 3
(c) SSS-C Cell 5
(d) SSS-C Cell 6
(e) SSS-C Cell 8
(e) SSS-C Cell 9
b. General System State Overview of the Sequential YOUTH/ADOLESCENT
SYSTEM STATE (SSS-Y) – (Primary Determinants ED≈DE;
Secondary EB≈BE; EN≈NE)
(1) SSS-Y Cell 2: ED≈DE; Security≈NEEDS
(2) SSS-Y Cell 5: EB≈BE; Love≈WORTH
(3) SSS-Y Cell 8: EN≈NE; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(4) SSS-Y OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-Y Cell 1
(b) SSS-Y Cell 3
(c) SSS-Y Cell 4
(d) SSS-Y Cell 6
(e) SSS-Y Cell 7
(f) SSS-Y Cell 9
c. General System State Overview of the ADULT SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE (SSS-A)
– (Primary Determinants SN≈NS; Secondary SB≈BS; SD≈DS)
(1) SSS-A Cell 3: SN≈NS; Service≈RELATIONSHIP

(2) SSS-A Cell 6: SB≈BS; Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) SSS-A Cell 9: SD≈DS; Fulfillment≈FIT
(4) SSS-A OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-A Cell 1
(b) SSS-A Cell 2
(c) SSS-A Cell 4
(d) SSS-A Cell 5
(e) SSS-A Cell 7
(e) SSS-A Cell 8

Transformation Determinate Driven System States
a. General System State Overview of the H, (T; CS) TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMIC
STAGE STATE “D” (Right hand column; Diagram F30: D (BT:DT:NT –
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Behavioral, Developmental, Numinous Level Transformations); Primary
Determinants BS; DS; NS; or (C3, C6, C9); Secondary BT; BE; DT; DE; NT; NE; or
(C1, C2, C4; C5, C7, C8)
(1) BT Cell 3: BS≈SB; Service≈RELATIONSHIP (2) DT Cell 6: DS≈SD; Emotional
Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) NT Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
(4) BT:DT:NT OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) BT:DT:NT Cell 1
(b) BT:DT:NT Cell 2
(c) BT:DT:NT Cell 4
(d) BT:DT:NT Cell 5
(e) BT:DT:NT Cell 7
(F) BT:DT:NT Cell 8

b. General System State Overview of the NL (SPIRIT) TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM STATE “E”
– (Bottom Row, F30: E; NLT – T:E:S – Numinous Level Transitions for Template, Essence, and
Systemic stages of the TPM); Primary Determinants NT ; NE; NS; (C7, C8, C9); Secondary BT; BE; BS;
DT; DT; DS; (C1, C2, C3; C4, C5, C6)

(1) NLT-T Cell 5: NT≈TN; Calling≈VOCATION
(2) NLT-E Cell 8: NE≈EN; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(3) NLT-S Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
4) NLT-T:E:S OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) NLT-T:E:S Cell 1
(b) NLT-T:E:S Cell 2
(c) NLT-T:E:S Cell 4
(d) NLT-T:E:S Cell 5
(e) NLT-T:E:S Cell 7
(e) NLT-T:E:S Cell 8
Complex Driven System State – COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE - TOTAL
TRANSFORMATION (CSS-TT)
a. H, (T; CS) 3 TRANSFORMATION LEVELS OF COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSSBT:DT:NT) - (Right hand column; Diagram F30: F); Primary Determinants B S; DS;
NS; or (C3, C6, C9);
b. NL (SPIRIT) 3 TRANSFORMATION STAGES OF COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F”
(CSS-NLT-T:E:S) – (Bottom Row; Diagram F30: F); Primary Determinants NT; NE;
NS; (C7, C8, C9)
c. CELL 9 (NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT) TRANSFORMATION IN COMPLEX SYSTEM
STATE “F” (CSS-C9) – (Bottom Right Hand Cell; Diagram F30: E); Primary
Determinant NS; (C9)
d. CSS-TT OTHER UNIT VALUES

(1) CSS-TT Cell 1
(2) CSS-TT Cell 2
(3) CSS-TT Cell 4
(d) CSS-TT Cell 5
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Appendix C: Structured Interview Questionnaire
_____________________________________________________________
INTERNATIONAL PHASE 2 RESEARCH BASIC HRD SURVEY
_____________________________________________________________
Greetings HR Professional!
Thank you for participating in this short Human Resource Development (HRD) survey.
It is part of a PhD research project at Trinity (IN) accredited by the U. of Liverpool (UK).
o There are 6 parts (21 questions/(60 responses) including demographics. Pilot tests took
from 17 to 30 minutes.
o This is a progressive collection instrument, and it is important that it be taken in
sequence; PLEASE: DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PORTION OF YOUR
ANSWERS.
o There are no rights or wrongs. This is not an intelligence test. YOU MAY USE ANY
SOURCE TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS. It is "open book."
o Your recall and opinions are valued "as is."
o You will have an opportunity for adding new thoughts at the end.
o This study focuses mainly upon the PERSONAL aspect of HRD.
o As a thank-you GIFT, the finished HRD Tri-Person Matrix will be available for a limited
time on the WWW for your review, study, use, and enjoyment. Include your e-mail address
in the last question to receive this web address.
o IMPORTANT: Place your responses in the [_bracket areas_].
Thank-you!
_____________________________________________________________
A SHORT INTERVIEW MAY FOLLOW
_____________________________________________________________
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PART ONE: Sources of HRD Knowledge
Please time yourself and TRY NOT TO SPEND LONGER THAN 4 MINUTES.
QUESTION 1: Please list 10 sources of knowledge for Human Resource Development
BELOW: Reuse examples if you like. Sources may be used or ones you would like to use.
Example:
__[ 2 ]__ - [ personal experiences]

__[ 1 ]__ - [Academic Journals]

__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]
__[ ]__ - [_______________________]

QUESTION 2: IN THE LEFT COLUMN ABOVE, rank-order your HRD sources of
knowledge, with "1" being the most important and "10" the least important.
TIME: I took [_ _] minutes to complete this section (PART ONE).

RESEARCH CONTROL REMINDER PART ONE:
This is a sequenced questionnaire: FINISH PART ONE BEFORE GOING TO PART TWO.
PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR RESPONSES. This
is not an intelligence or knowledge test. It is "open book." Thank YOU. You have 4
PARTS plus Demographics remaining. Please go to PART TWO.
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PART TWO: Useful HRD Models
Please time yourself and TRY NOT TO SPEND LONGER THAN 5 MINUTES.
QUESTION 3: Please give 1 model of knowledge about the PERSON, and key elements
useful for Human Resource Development:
(EXAMPLE MODEL)
Example Model Name:
[_ McGregor’s Theory X & Y _]
Example Model Key Elements:
[_ X type individuals take advantage; they cannot be trusted; managers must
constantly direct and motivate them. Y type individuals, if left to their own resources, will be
self-motivated, and care for their work. Managers can trust them to do the right things and be
involved. _]
Your Model Name:
[_

_]

Your Model Key Elements:
[_

_]

QUESTION 4: HRD involves models of the person, organization, business, etc.
On a scale of 1 (most important) to 10 (least important), WHAT IMPORTANCE WOULD
YOU GIVE MODELS OF THE PERSON TO HRD EFFECTIVENESS?
ANSWER 4: YOUR RANK [_ _]
TIME: I took [_ _] minutes to complete this section (PART TWO).

RESEARCH CONTROL REMINDER PART TWO:
This is a sequenced questionnaire: FINISH PART TWO BEFORE GOING TO PART
THREE. PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR
RESPONSES. This is not an intelligence or knowledge test. It is "open book." Thank YOU.
You have 3 PARTS plus Demographics remaining. Please go to PART THREE.
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PART THREE: Key HRD Terms
Please time yourself and limit to about 5 MINUTES.
QUESTION 5: Add any key terms that you feel are missing from those listed that are
important for Human Resources Development professional MODELS OF THE PERSON.
ADD AT LEAST 3 TERMS.
[_ _] [_ Design _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Significance _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Needs _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Security _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Relationship _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Servant Attitude _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Belonging _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Love _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Worth _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Competence _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Family _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Emotional Health _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Vocation _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Energy _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Fulfillment _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Calling _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ Motivation _]

[_ _] [_

_]

[_ _] [_ FIT in job_]

[_ _] [_

_]

QUESTION 6: Rank-order the top 3 TERMS (YOUR TERMS WITH THOSE EXISTING)
FOR EACH SECTION ABOVE, with "1" being the most important.
TIME: I took [_ _] minutes to complete this section (PART THREE).
RESEARCH CONTROL REMINDER PART THREE:
This is a sequenced questionnaire: FINISH PART THREE BEFORE GOING TO PART
FOUR. PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR
RESPONSES. This is not an intelligence or knowledge test. It is "open book." Thank YOU.
You have 2 PARTS plus Demographics remaining. Please go to PART FOUR.
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PART FOUR: Order and Logic of Terms.
Please time yourself.
QUESTION 7: ORDER PREFERENCE for the terms in the following 10 sets:
(Example Sets)
[_3_] Highest
[_3_] Run

[_2_] Higher
[_1_] Walk

[_1_] High
[_2_] Jog

Set 1: [_ _] Needs

[_ _] Design

[_ _] Relationship

Set 2: [_ _] Parent

[_ _] Child

[_ _] Adult

Set 3: [_ _] Importance

[_ _] Add Resource

[_ _] Next Step

Set 4: [_ _] Wisdom

[_ _] Knowledge

[_ _] Understanding

Set 5: [_ _] Completeness

[_ _] Congruence

[_ _] Charism

Set 6: [_ _] Fit to Work

[_ _] Vocation

[_ _] Motivation

Set 7: [_ _] Calling

[_ _] Fulfillment

[_ _] Energy

Set 8: [_ _] Competence

[_ _] Belonging

[_ _] Worth

Set 9: [_ _] Significance

[_ _] Security

[_ _] Service

Set 10: [_ _] Son

[_ _] Father

[_ _] Holy Spirit

QUESTION 8: FAMILIARITY: Place the number of the sets above that you have prior
familiarity with (select only those sets where you are familiar with ALL THREE words):
ANSWER 8: FAMILIAR SETS: [_

_]

TIME: I took [_ _] minutes to complete this section (PART FOUR).
RESEARCH CONTROL REMINDER PART FOUR:
This is a sequenced questionnaire: FINISH PART FOUR BEFORE GOING TO PART FIVE.
PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR RESPONSES. This is
not an intelligence or knowledge test. It is "open book." Thank YOU. You have 1 PART
plus Demographics remaining. Please go to PART FIVE.
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PART FIVE: Evaluation of 3 HRD Formulas
Please time yourself and limit to about 6 MINUTES.
QUESTION 9: In each of the three sections below, study the formula and then answer the
questions.
BEHAVIORAL FORMULA: Design + Needs = Relationships
How it works: If I understand a person's design, I can know their
needs, and help them build (develop) good relationships.
9.1 Does this formula seem logical to you? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.2 Have you used this or a similar formula before? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.3 Can you see this formula being useful to HRD professionals? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.4 Can you improve this formula? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _] (Please explain in 9.5)
9.5 Comments: [_
_]
DEVELOPMENTAL FORMULA: Belonging + Worth = Competence
How it works: If I understand a person's sense of belonging, I can understand
their sense of worth, and help them build competence in work relationships.
9.6 Does this formula seem logical to you? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.7 Have you used this or a similar formula before? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.8 Can you see this formula being useful to HRD professionals? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.9 Can you improve this formula? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _] (Please explain in 9.10)
9.10 Comments: [_
_]
LIFE-MOTIVATIONAL FORMULA: Vocation + Motivation = Fit to Work
How it works: If I understand a person's sense of vocation, I can understand their
life motivation, and help them achieve greater fit to their work.
9.11 Does this formula seem logical to you? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.12 Have you used this or a similar formula before? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.13 Can you see this formula being useful to HRD professionals? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]
9.14 Can you improve this formula? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _] (Please explain in 9.15)
9.15 Comments:[_
_]
TIME: I took [_ _] minutes to complete this section (PART FIVE).

RESEARCH CONTROL REMINDER PART FIVE:
This is a sequenced questionnaire: FINISH PART FIVE BEFORE GOING TO PART SIX,
DEMOGRAPHICS. PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK AND ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR
RESPONSES. This is not an intelligence or knowledge test. It is "open book." Thank YOU.
You have 1 PART plus Demographics remaining. Please go to PART SIX,
DEMOGRAPHICS.
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PART SIX: Demographics
Please complete the following demographic section. This is not a timed response.
10.

Gender: Male [_ _] Female [_ _]

11.

Country and/or State (US) of residence: [_ _]

12.

Years in professional human resources related employment: [_ _]

13.

Highest Level of Formal Education: [_ _] Major: [_ _]

14.

Years teaching (academic only) in human resources related areas: [_ _]

15.

Age: <20[_ _]; 20-29[_ _]; 30-39[_ _]; 40-49[_ _]; 50-59[_ _]; 60-69[_ _]; 70+[_ _]

16.

Should ontological (source of being/meaning) questions be addressed by HRD
professionals? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]

17.

Should epistemological (knowledge source) questions be addressed by HRD
professionals? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]

18.

Should numinous (spiritual/sacred source) questions be addressed by HRD
professionals? YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]

19.

Should secular and sacred knowledge sources be utilized together in education?
YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _]

20.

Additional comments generated by this questionnaire. [_

21.

Do you wish to receive the Tri-Person Matrix web site when published?
YES [_ _]; N0 [_ _] What is your e-mail where you desire to be notified?
E-Mail Address: [_

_]

_]
RETURN TO: leg@skyenet.net
Thank you for your time.
L. E. Green, 58700 SR 15, Goshen, IN 46528
2004 HRD Survey Research Project
Thank-you again!
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Chart 1: Comparison of Human and Spiritual Knowledge – PART 1
Chart 1 Legend:
A. Human Knowledge (HK) – Intelligence (Knowledge) Focus (TEMPLATE, ESSENCE, SYSTEMIC)
B. Spiritual Knowledge (SK) – Discernment (Wisdom) Focus (FATHER, SON, HOLY SPIRIT (H))
with RK Cone (center), U1 ↨ T1 Center (plumb line), and General Revelation Boundaries (outer cone)
[KEY: BEHAVIORAL LEVEL (BL), DEVELOPMENTAL LEVEL (DL), NUMINOUS LEVEL (NL)]
C. A Comparison of Intelligence Sources, Characteristics, and Descriptors through Time, PART 1
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C1: C – PART ONE - HK

C1: C – PART
ONE - SK
1

Human Knowledge (Intelligence)

Spiritual Knowledge (Discernment)

1. Intelligence is not a lone predictor or guarantee of wealth
(Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Ecclesiastes 9)
2. Rational intelligence is difficult, if not impossible in many
areas (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Objection 5)
3. Extreme intellectualism is rationalism (Ibid., 2. Fideism)
4. Pascal – trusting reason is an act of faith (Ibid.)
5. Intelligence is understanding applied to the mind
(Constance, 1978, B. d. Condition for Success)
6. Understanding requires intelligence (Constance, 1988a, C
Jehovah Appears to Solomon)
7. Paul displayed careful and diligent intelligence (Constance,
1988b, Luke, the Beloved Physician)
8. Pride – represents the human danger of intelligence
(Constance, 1988c, C. The Helplessness of the
Natural Man)
9. Eyes – are used by man and science for looking
(penetrating) past, forward, inward (Constance,
1988c, B. Rev 17, and C. Rev 4)
10. Intelligence is linked to experience and skill (Society,
1995, Deut. 1, 2 Cron. 2)
11. Human intelligence can disappear without God and must
be attended to (Darby, 1890, Prov 4; Ibid., Isaiah
29, Mat 11, Luke 10, 1 Cor 1)
12. Strength is associated with intelligence (Darby, , Prov 8)
13. Intelligence is to be preferred to silver (Darby, , Prov 16)
14. Oppressing others reveals a lack of intelligence (Darby,
Prov 28)
15. Without transformation, intelligence lack humility, true
service, renewed mind, and genuine sacrifice
(Darby, Rom 12)
16. Human (earthly) intelligence and wisdom favors lies to
truth, hides bitterness in the heart, and can be
demon-like in quality (Darby, James 3)
17. Disciplined intelligence is key to blessings of spiritual
wisdom (Kee, 1993, Sirach 5)
18. Intelligence needs faith (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988, Rom
15)
19. Intelligence is man’s link to animals (Ibid., Job 4)
20. Man was born with intelligence “unto them” (creation)
(Wiersbe, 1992, A. They Knew God)

1. Intelligence is not the only reason for (Wilson et al., 1992,
Matthew 25)
2. Revealed knowledge is a much easier way to understand
many areas (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Objection 5)
3. Knowledge limited to faith is fideism (Ibid., 2. Fideism)
4. Pascal – Reason’s source must be a trustworthy God (Ibid.)
5. Wisdom is understanding applied to the heart (Constance,
1978, B. d. Condition for Success)
6. Understanding requires discernment (Constance, 1988a, C
Jehovah Appears to Solomon)
7. Paul displayed a tender and sympathetic heart (Constance,
1988b, Luke, the Beloved Physician)
8. Rejection of God – the spiritual danger of intelligence
(Constance, 1988c, C. The Helplessness of the
Natural Man)
9. Eyes – are used by God to impart wisdom and recognize
darkness (Ibid.; Wilson et al., 1992, INSIGHT
(Knowledge, Understanding, Wisdom))
10. Wisdom is linked to experience and skill (Society, 1995,
Deut. 1, 2 Cron. 2)
11. Revealed knowledge can disappear without God and must
not be forgotten (Darby, 1890, Prov 4; Ibid., Isaiah
29, Mat 11, Luke 10, 1 Cor 1)
12. Counsel is associated with wisdom (Darby, , Prov 8)
13. Wisdom is to be preferred to gold (Darby, , Prov 16)
14. Disregarding a Holy God reveals a lack of wisdom
(Darby, Prov 30)
15. Without transformation, wisdom, genuine sacrifice for
others, and understanding the will of God are
lacking (Darby, Rom 12)
16. Spiritual (from above) intelligence and wisdom leads to
good behavior, meekness, purity, gentleness,
kindness, and peacefulness (Darby, James 3)
17. Blessings of spiritual wisdom include self-control, earnest
seeking, ability to learn (Kee, 1993, Sirach 5)
18. Faith needs intelligence (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988, Rom
15)
19. Wisdom separates man from animals (Ibid., Job 4)
20. Man was born with a revelation of God “in them”
(conscience) (Wiersbe, 1992, A. They Knew God)
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Chart 2: Comparison of Human and Spiritual Knowledge – PART 2
A Comparison of Intelligence Sources, Characteristics, and Descriptors PART 2
Chart 1: C – PART ONE continued: [Emphases Mine]

HK -Human Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 2

SK -Spiritual Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 2

21. Intelligence is present at birth (Augustine & Pusey, 401
A.D., Chapter 6)
22. Belief is not “the result of an intellectual act…”(Chambers
& Reimann, 1992, Dec. 22)
23. Intelligence, looks, wealth, education, and breeding can
hinder the development of faith (Richards, 1990, Phil 2:6)
24. Relying on intelligence, industry and human wisdom is a
slow way to learn and become enlightened (Kempis, 1994,
Availing Rash Judgment)
25. The Hebrew concept of the heart linked it to the mind
(intelligence), will, and emotions (Butler, 2000a, Heart)
26. All animal life communicates, and to some degree has or
reflects thought and intelligence (Ibid, (b) Relation of Logos to
the World:)
27. Philosopher Heraclitus’ materialistic pantheism defined
lógos as the combination of human and intelligence and
divine reason (Ibid., Metaphysics and Religion)
28. Intellectual limitations to authority: “an authority which is
merely external and objective is no authority at all to the
mature religious life” (Ibid., (f) Authority Necessarily
Spiritual)
29. Whom, then, do I call educated? First, those who control
circumstances instead of being mastered by them, those who
meet all occasions manfully and act in accordance with
intelligent thinking, those who are honorable in all dealings,
who treat good-naturedly persons and things that are
disagreeable; and furthermore, those who hold their pleasures
under control and are not overcome by misfortune; finally,
those who are not spoiled by success. SOCRATES (469–399
B.C.) (DRAPER, 1992)
30. The voice of the intelligence is soft and weak, said Freud.
It is drowned out by the roar of fear. It is ignored by the voice
of desire. It is contradicted by the voice of shame. It is hissed
away by hate and extinguished by anger. Most of all, it is
silenced by ignorance. KARL MENNINGER (1893–1990) (IBID.)
31. intelligence must follow faith, never precede it, and never
destroy it. THOMAS À KEMPIS (C. 1380–1471) (IBID.)
32. There is no inherent reason why the miner, plowman, and
milkmaid should not be as intellectual as the poet, auditor, or
schoolteacher. STUART CHASE (1888–1985) (IBID.)
33. Humanism, which began in Italy, was considered “the
emancipation of intelligence, and the expansion of human
interests” (Schaff, 1890, The Intellectual Awakening)
34. Human life is meaningful, significant, and intelligent
(Dockery et al., 1992)
35. “In the judgement of the flesh man deems his selfknowledge complete, when, with overweening confidence in
his own intelligence and integrity, he takes courage, and spurs
himself on to virtuous deeds…”(Calvin, 1561)
36. “The power of the intellect in regard to the knowledge of
things terrestrial… the natural endowments of man are
corrupted, and the supernatural almost entirely lost.” (Ibid.)
37. “we have one kind of intelligence of earthly things” (Ibid.)
38. “Philosophy is characterized by [intellectual] investigation
into truth and the nature of things” (Hermas et al., 160 A.D.)

21. The soul possesses intelligence (Augustine & Pusey, 401
A.D., Chapter 6)
22. Belief is a intelligent “act of the will…”(Chambers &
Reimann, 1992, Dec. 22)
23. Intelligent commitment requires an understanding of all
God’s words (Richards, 1990, Ex 24:1-8)
24. “No arts or riches, no beauty or strength, no wit or
intelligence avail without grace.” (Kempis, 1994, Availing
Rash Judgment)
25. The Hebrews had no word for conscience, but used the
term heart for moral/spiritual reference (Butler, 2000a, Heart)
26. The thoughts of “higher phases of intelligent life involve
freedom,” wisdom, and love the (Ibid, (b) Relation of Logos
to the World:)
27. Hebrews defined Logos as God’s incarnate, intelligent
communication of life, light and love to man, meeting God in
Christ (Logos) (Ibid.)
28. Christian authority: “spiritual intelligence is not
quickened and developed by communion with the infinite
wisdom, but arrested and quelled.(Ibid., (f) Authority
Necessarily Spiritual)
29. As I stand over the insect crawling amid the pine needles
on the forest floor and endeavoring to conceal itself from my
sight, and ask myself why it will cherish those humble
thoughts and hide its head from me who might, perhaps, be its
benefactor and impart to its race some cheering information, I
am reminded of the greater Benefactor and intelligence that
stands over me the human insect.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU (1817–1862) (DRAPER, 1992)
30. The world we inhabit must have had an origin; that origin
must have consisted in a cause; that cause must have been
intelligent; that intelligence must have been supreme; and that
supreme, which always was and is supreme, we know by the
name of God.
NIKITA IVANOVICH PANIN (1718–1783) (IBID.)
31. Christianity taught men that love is worth more than
intelligence. JACQUES MARITAIN (1882–1973) (IBID.)
32. We should take care not to make the intellect our god; it
has, of course, powerful muscles, but no personality. ALBERT
EINSTEIN (1879–1955) (IBID.)
33. Augustine, John Calvin, Thomas Aquinas, theological
minds of the Western world believed in intelligent faith as
protection from infidelity (Schaff, 1890, (9) Rationalism)
34. God is an intelligent, spiritual, and personal being
(Dockery et al., 1992)
35. “it is of importance to know that we were endued with
reason and intelligence, in order that we might cultivate a holy
and honourable life, and regard a blessed immortality as our
destined aim.” (Calvin, 1561)
36. The power of the intellect, secondly, with regard to the
arts. Particular gifts in this respect conferred on individuals,
and attesting the grace of God. (Ibid.)
37. “and another [intelligence] of heavenly things” (Ibid.)
38. “The preparatory training for rest in Christ exercises the
mind, rouses the intelligence, and begets an inquiring
shrewdness, by means of the true philosophy” (Hermas,
Tatian, Athenagorus, Theophilus, & Alexandria, 160 A.D.)
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Chart 3: Comparison of Human and Spiritual Knowledge – PART 3
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HK -Human Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 3

SK -Spiritual Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 3

39. “Xenocrates, in his book on “intelligence,” says “that
wisdom is the knowledge of first causes and of intellectual
essence.” He considers intelligence as twofold, practical and
theoretical, which latter is human wisdom. Consequently
wisdom is intelligence, but all intelligence is not wisdom.”
(Tertullian, 145 A.D., Chap V)
40. “For the highest demonstration, to which we have alluded,
produces intelligent faith by the adducing and opening up of
the Scriptures to the souls of those who desire to learn; the
result of which is knowledge (gnosis)… For access to the
Immutable is obtained by a truly immutable means.” (Ibid,
Chap XI)
41. “Some would have it, that the seat of the mind is in the
breast. But if this is so, how wonderful is it, that a faculty
which is situated in an obscure and dark habitation should be
employed in so great a light of reason and intelligence; then
that the senses from every part of the body come together to it,
so that it appears to be present in any quarter of the limbs!”
(Lactantius et al., 260 A.D.)
42. “Its [Karl Barth’s theology] anthropocentric philosophy of
religion emphasized human understanding of God, human
history as the outworking of God’s purposes, and human
capacity to develop a society in which God’s purposes and
human intelligence collaborated in ever-increasing progress.
(Douglas, Comfort, & Mitchell, 1992)
43. “Man, in contrast to the brute, possesses both
consciousness and self-consciousness. Self-determination has
to do with the ability to look to the future and prepare an
intelligent course of action. It also involves the power of
choice. The brute also has determination, but he does not have
self-determination—the power to act from his own free WILL
and to thus determine his acts.” (Willmington, 1992, Chap IV)
44. “…human intelligence is not the same as divine
intelligence, but it is a real intelligence, not fictitious.
Therefore, humans have the ability to understand the meaning
of words and the logic of sentences and paragraphs.” (Ryrie,
1986)

39. “For Scripture says, “He that says much, shall also hear in
his turn.” And who shall understand a parable of the Lord, but
the wise, the intelligent, and he that loves his Lord? Let such a
man be faithful; let him be capable of uttering his knowledge;
let him be wise in the discrimination of words; let him be
dexterous in action; let him be pure.” (145 A.D., Chap VIII)
40. “If teaching literature is not lawful to God’s servants,
neither WILL learning be likewise;” and, “How could one be
trained unto ordinary human intelligence, or unto any sense or
action whatever, since literature is the means of training for all
life? How do we repudiate secular studies, without which
divine studies cannot be pursued?” (Ibid, Chap X)
41. “And does any one wonder if the divine mind of God,
being extended the body, it cannot be understood what that
mind is, or what its qualities are [here he is referring to
intelligence], since its nature is so subtle and refined, that,
though infused into solid organs by a living and, as it were,
ardent perception, it is mingled with all the members.”
(Lactantius et al., 260 A.D.)
42. “God, the Creator, fashioned the world using the material
of goodness, truth, and beauty, which he wanted to share with
others. When he was framing the universe, he put intelligence
in SOUL and SOUL in BODY, so as to create a most beautiful
work… Plato’s religion was his most profound personal
conviction.” (Douglas et al., 1992)
43. “… God is nowhere pictured as the Author of sin… God
created both angels and men as intelligent creatures
possessing moral natures which could determine and choose
between right and wrong. Had God stopped Lucifer and Adam
one second before their sin, he would, in effect, have violated
their moral natures and reduced them to mere walking robots.”
(Willmington, 1992, Chap IX)
44. At the Areopagus Paul argued the same way. If we
are the offspring of God, he argued, then God cannot be like a
gold or silver idol that the offspring formed (Acts 17:28-29).
He, like His offspring, must be living and intelligent. (Ryrie,
1986)
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Chart 4: INTELIGENCE Word Study – PART 1
Word Study on INTELLIGENCE and Related Words - PART ONE.
[Emphases Mine]
Understanding (συνέσεως) - “a union or bringing together of
the mind with an object, and so used to denote the faculty
of quick comprehension, intelligence, sagacity, Compare
συνετῶν, the prudent, Matthew 11:25 (Vincent,
1997a,Vol. 1, Understanding)
A man (ἀνὴρ) - Three words are used in the New Testament
for man: ἄῤῥην, or ἄρσην, ἀνήρ, and ἄνθρωπος. Ἄρσην
marks merely the sexual distinction, male (Romans 1:27;
Revelation 12:5, 13). Ἁνήρ denotes the man as
distinguished from the woman, as male or as a husband,…
or from a boy(Matthew 14:21). Also man as endowed with
courage, intelligence, strength, and other noble
attributes….(Vincent, 1997b, Vol, Man)
Wisdom (φρονήσει) – “ prudence. This is a lower word than
σοφία, wisdom (See on James 3:13). It is an attribute or
result of wisdom, and not necessarily in a good sense,
though mostly so in the New Testament. Compare,
however, the use of the kindred word φρόνιμος in Romans
11:15; 12:16 wise in your own conceits; and the adverb
φρονίμως, wisely, of the unjust steward, Luke 16:8 It is
practical intelligence, which may or may not be applied to
good ends. Appropriate here as a practical term
corresponding to disobedient. (Vincent, 1997a, Vol 1,
Wisdom) Wisdom (phronēsei). Not sophia, but a word
for practical intelligence. (Robertson, 1997b, Vol 1, Luke
1:17)
Loveth (φιλεῖ) … Jesus’ sentiment toward Martha and Mary is
described by ἠγάπα, . Men are bidden to love (ἀγαπᾶν)
God); never φιλεῖν, since love to God implies an
intelligent discernment of His attributes and not merely an
affectionate sentiment. (Vincent, 1997a, Vol 2, Wisdom)
Wise (φρόνιμοι) - See on the kindred noun φρόνησις wisdom,
Luke 1:17. Mostly in the New Testament of practical
wisdom, prudence; thus distinguished from σοφία which
is mental excellence in its highest and fullest sense; and
from σύνεσις intelligence, which is combinative
wisdom; wisdom in its critical applications.
Being in the FORM of God (ἐν μορφῇ Θεοῦ ὑπάρχων) Being. As applied here to God, the word is intended to
describe that mode in which the essential being of God
expresses itself. We have no word which can convey this
meaning, nor is it possible for us to formulate the
reality. FORM inevitably carries with it to us the idea
of shape. It is conceivable that the essential personality of
God may express itself in a mode apprehensible by the
perception of pure spiritual intelligences; but the mode
itself is neither apprehensible nor conceivable by human
minds. (Vincent, 1997c, Vol 2, Being)
And acknowledging of the truth (καὶ ἐπίγνωσιν ἀληθείας) For acknowledging rend. knowledge. For the phrase, see
on 1 Timothy 2:4. Governed, like πίστιν faith, by κατὰ.
The writer is an apostle according to the faith of God’s
elect, and according to the truth which is contained in the
faith, as that truth is intelligently apprehended and held.
(Vincent, 1997d, Vol 4, truth)
Perceive ye not? (ou noeite̱). Believers were making little
use of their intelligence in trying to comprehend the efforts
of Jesus to give them a new and true spiritual insight.
(Robertson, 1997a, Vol 2, Mark 7:19)

Heart (καρδία) - Never used in the New Testament, as in the
Septuagint, of the mere physical organ, though sometimes
of the vigor and sense of physical life …. Generally, the
center of our complex being—physical, moral, spiritual,
and intellectual… It is used fifty-two times by Paul. Like
our heart it denotes the seat of feeling as contrasted with
intelligence… But it is not limited to this. It is also the
seat of mental action, feeling, thinking, WILLing. It is
used— 1. Of intelligence, … 2. Of moral choice, … 1.
As giving impulse and character to action, … 4.
Specially, it is the seat of the divine Spirit, … (Vincent,
1997b, Vol 2, Heart; 1997c, Vol 3, Heart)
The law of my mind (τῷ νόμῳ τοῦ νοός μου) Νοῦς mind,
is a term distinctively characteristic of Paul, though not
confined to him. … Paul’s usage of this term is not based,
like that of spirit and flesh, on the Septuagint, though the
word occurs six times as the rendering of lebh heart, and
once of ruach spirit. He uses it to throw into sharper
relief the function of reflective intelligence and moral
judgment which is expressed generally by καρδία heart.
The key to its Pauline usage is furnished by the contrast in
1 Corinthians 14:14-19, between speaking with a tongue
and with the understanding (τῷ νοΐ), and
between the spirit and the understanding (v. 14). There it
is the faculty of reflective intelligence, which receives
and is wrought upon by the Spirit. It is associated
with γνωμή opinion, resulting from its exercise, in 1
Corinthians 1:10; and with κρίνει judgeth in Romans
14:5.(Vincent, 1997c, Law)
Never able to come to the knowledge of the truth
(mēdepote eis epignōsin alētheias elthein
dunamena). Pathetic picture of these hypnotized women
without intellectual power to cut through the fog of words
and, though always learning scraps of things, they never
come into the full knowledge (epignōsin) of the truth in
Christ. And yet they even pride themselves on belonging
to the intelligentsia! (Robertson, 1997c, Vol 4, 2 Tim 3:7)
Thou foolish one (aphrōn). Old word (a privative, phrēn),
lack of sense. It is a severe term and justified by the
implication “that the objector plumes himself on his
acuteness” (Robertson and Plummer). Proleptic position
of su (thou) sharpens the point. Sceptics (agnostics) pose
as unusually intellectual (the intelligentsia), but the pose
does not make one intelligent. (Ibid., 1 Cor 7:1)
With the understanding also (kai tōi no‹). Instrumental
case of nous. Paul is distinctly in favour of the use of the
intellect in prayer. Prayer is an intelligent exercise of the
mind. (Ibid., 1 Cor 14:15)
In him was life (en autōi zōē ēn). Usually in John zōē
means spiritual life, but here the term is unlimited and
includes all life; only it is not bios (manner of life), but
the very principle or essence of life. That is spiritual
behind the physical and to this great scientists today
agree. It is also personal intelligence and power. Some of
the western documents have estin here instead of ēn to
bring out clearly the timelessness of this phrase of the
work of the Logos. (Ibid., John 1:4)
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Chart 5: INTELIGENCE Word Study – PART 2
Word Study on INTELLIGENCE and Related Words - PART ONE [Emphases Mine]
In his own mind (en tōi idiōi noi). Intelligent and honest
decision according to the light possessed by each.
(Robertson, 1997c, Vol 4, Rom 14:5)
A reason concerning the hope that is in you (logon peri
tēs en humin elpidos). Original sense of logon
(accusative of the thing with aitounti with humās,
accusative of the person) “concerning the in you hope.”
Ready with a spoken defence of the inward hope. This
attitude calls for an intelligent grasp of the hope and skill
in presenting it. In Athens every citizen was expected to be
able to join in the discussion of state affairs. (Robertson,
1933b, Vol 6, 1 Pet 3:15)
σοφία, ας feminine wisdom, insight, intelligence, knowledge;
Wisdom (of God) (Barclay M. Newman, 1971)
σύνεσις, εως feminine understanding, power of
comprehension, insight, intelligence (Ibid.)
συνετός, ή, όν intelligent , possessing understanding (Ibid.)
γνώμη, ἡ, (γι-γνώσκω) a means of knowing, a mark, token,
Theognis. II. the organ by which one knows, the mind:
hence, 1. thought, judgment, intelligence, Sophocles: acc.
absol., γνώμην ἱκανός intelligent, Herodotus; γν. ἀγαθός
Sophocles; γνώμην ἔχειν to understand, Id.; προσέχειν
γνώμην to give heed, be on one’s guard:—ἀπὸ γνώμης
with a good conscience, Aeschylus; but, οὐκ ἀπὸ γν. not
without judgment, with good sense, Sophocles. (Liddell &
Scott, 1888)
ἔμ-φρων, ον, gen. ονος, (ἐν, φρήν) in one’s mind or senses,
Aeschylus, Sophocles. 2. alive, Id. II. rational,
intelligent, Xenophon, Plato. 2. sensible, shrewd, prudent,
Theognis, Sophocles, etc. (Ibid.)
ἔν-νοος, ον, contr. ἔν-νους, ουν, thoughtful, intelligent,
sensible, Aeschylus, etc.; ἔννους γίγνομαι I come to my
senses, Euripides. (Ibid.)
μυστήριον, τό, (μύστης) a mystery or secret doctrine; in pl., τὰ
μ. the mysteries of the Cabiri in Samothrace, Herodotus; of
Demeter at Eleusis, Aeschylus, etc. 2. any mystery
or secret, Plato. 3. mystic implements, Euripides,
Aristophanes. 4. in N.T. a mystery, a divine secret,
something above human intelligence. (Ibid.)
σοφία, Ion. -ίη, ἡ, skill in handicraft and art, Iliad, Xenophon,
etc.:—σ. τινός or περί τινος knowledge of, acquaintance
with a thing, Plato. 2. sound judgment, intelligence,
practical wisdom, such as was attributed to the Seven
Wise men, Theognis, Herodotus; in not so good a
sense, cunning, shrewdness, craft, like δεινότης,
Herodotus. 3. wisdom, philosophy, Theognis, Att. (Ibid.)
σύνεσις, Att. ξύνεσις, ἡ, (σύν-ειμι (εἶμι ibo)) a coming together,
union, ξύνεσις δύω ποταμῶν Odyssey. II. (συνίημι) quick
comprehension, mother-wit, intelligence, sagacity,
hucydides; of animals, Plato. 2. c. gen. rei, intelligence in
a thing, sagacity in respect to it, Id.; περί τινος
Thucydides. III. conscience, = συνείδησις, Euripides.
IV. a branch of art or science, Aristotle. (Ibid.)
G1108 γνῶσις;gnōsis; 1) knowledge signifies in general
intelligence, understanding;1a) the general knowledge of
Christian religion;1b) the deeper more perfect and
enlarged knowledge of this religion, such as belongs to the
more advanced;1c) especially of things lawful and
unlawful for Christians;1d) moral wisdom, such as is seen
in right living (Thayer, 1999)

The law of my mind (tōi nomōi tou noos). The reflective
intelligence Paul means by noos, “the inward man” of
verse 22. It is this higher self that agrees that the law of
God is good (12, 16, 22). (Robertson, 1997c, Rom 7:23)
That he is (hoti estin). The very existence of God is a
matter of intelligent faith (Rom 1:19ff.) So that men are
left without excuse. (Robertson, 1997c, Heb 11:6)
He that understands (ho echōn noun). “The one having
intelligence” in such matters. Cf. the adverb nounechōs
(discreetly) in Mark 12:34. (Robertson, 1933b,Vol 6, Rev
3:18)
Here is the mind which hath wisdom (Hōde ho nous ho
echōn sophian). “Here is the intelligence which has
wisdom” (Charles). (Robertson, 1933bIbid, Rev 17:9)
H995  בִיןbı̂yn - 1) to discern, understand, consider; 1a)
(Qal); 1a1) to perceive, discern; 1a2) to understand, know
(with the mind); 1a3) to observe, mark, give heed
to,distinguish, consider; 1a4) to have discernment, insight,
understanding; 1b) (Niphal) to be discerning, intelligent,
discreet, have understanding; 1c) (Hiphil) 1c1) to
understand;1c2) to cause to understand, give
understanding, teach;1d) (Hithpolel) to show oneself
discerning or attentive, consider diligently;1e) (Polel) to
teach, instruct; 2) (TWOT) prudent, regard (Brown,
Driver, & Briggs, 1999)
H2372  חָּזָּהchâzâh - 1) to see, perceive, look, behold,
prophesy, provide;1a) (Qal);1a1) to see, behold;1a2) to
see as a seer in the ecstatic state;1a3) to see,
perceive;1a3a) with the intelligence; 1a3b) to see (by
experience);1a3c) to provide (Ibid.)
H8394  תֹובֻנָּה/  תְבּונָּה/  תָּבּוןtâbûn / tebûnâh / tôbûnâh1) understanding, intelligence; 1a) the act of
understanding;1a1) skill;1b) the faculty of
understanding;1b1) intelligence, understanding,
insight;1c) the object of knowledge;1d) teacher
(personification) (Ibid.)
G50 ἀγνοέω; agnoeō; ag-no-eh'-o; From G1 (as a negative
particle) and G3539; not to know (through lack of
information or intelligence); by implication to ignore
(through disinclination):—(be) ignorant (-ly), not know,
not understand, unknown. (Strong, 1998b)
G1990 ἐπιστήμων; epistēmōn; ep-ee-stay'-mone;
From G1987; intelligent:—endued with knowledge.
(Ibid.)
G4678 σοφία;Sophia;1) wisdom, broad and full of
intelligence; used of the knowledge of very diverse
matters;1a) the wisdom which belongs to men;1a1) spec.
the varied knowledge of things human and divine,
acquired by acuteness and experience, and summed up in
maxims and proverbs;1a2) the science and learning;1a3)
the act of interpreting dreams and always giving the
sagest advice;1a4) the intelligence evinced in discovering
the meaning of some mysterious number or vision;1a5)
skill in the management of affairs;1a6) devout and proper
prudence in intercourse with men not disciples of Christ,
skill and discretion in imparting Christian truth;1a7) the
knowledge and practice of the requisites for godly and
upright living;1b) supreme intelligence, such as belongs
to God;1b1) to Christ;1b2) the wisdom of God as evinced
in forming and executing counsels in the formation and
government of the world and the scriptures (Thayer,
1999)
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Chart 6: DR (Descriptive Research) Variables – Units, Horizontal Laws

UNIT PROPERTIES:

LAWS OF RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES:

The Unit Properties
(1)TEMPLATE (T) and Completeness
(2) ESSENCE (E) and Congruence
(3) SYSTEMIC (S) and Charism

Horizontal Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Horizontal Law of Relationship 1:2 (HLR 1:2) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 2;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔BODY) “image↔links”;
or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS; or, Significance ↔ Security; or
any combination of these unit descriptors
b. Horizontal Law of Relationship 2:3 (HLR 2:3) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 3;
(SON ↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY)
“image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔≥ RELATIONSHIP; or,
Security ↔≥ Service; or any combination of these unit
descriptors
c. Horizontal Law of Relationship 4:5 (HLR 4:5) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 5;
(FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔SOUL) “image↔links”;
or BELONGING ↔ WORTH; or, Family ↔ Love; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Horizontal Law of Relationship 5:6 (HLR 5:6) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 6;
(SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL)
“image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE; or,
Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any combination of these
unit descriptors.
e. Horizontal Law of Relationship 7:8 (HLR 7:8) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8;
(FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔ (SON↔SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔ MOTIVATION; or,
Calling ↔ Energy; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
f. Horizontal Law of Relationship 8:9 (HLR 8:9) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 8 ↔ Cell 9;
(SON ↔SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Energy
↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.

The Behavioral Level; Units for Cells 1, 2, and 3 The Body
(soma)
a. UNIT/Cell 1 [FATHER ↔ BODY image↔link properties]:
Template and Completeness imaged within DESIGN and
Significance
b. UNIT/Cell 2 [SON ↔ BODY image↔link properties];
Essence and Congruence imaged within NEEDS and
Security
c. UNIT/Cell 3 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY image↔link
properties]; Systemic and Charism imaged within
RELATIONSHIP and Service
The Developmental Level; Units for Cells 4, 5, and 6 The
Soul (psuche) Level
a. UNIT/Cell 4 [FATHER ↔ SOUL image↔link properties];
Template and Completeness imaged within BELONGING
and Family
b. UNIT/Cell 5 [SON ↔ SOUL image↔link properties];
Essence and Congruence imaged within WORTH and
Love
c. UNIT/Cell 6 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL image↔link
properties]; Systemic and Charism imaged within
COMPETENCE and Health |GH| S + CS ≈ DS ↔ SD
The Numinous Level; Units for Cells 7, 8, and 9 The Spirit
(pneuma) Level
a. UNIT/Cell 7 [FATHER ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties];
Template and Completeness imaged within VOCATION
and Calling
b. UNIT/Cell 8 [SON ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties];
Essence and Congruence imaged within MOTIVATION
and Energy
c. UNIT/Cell 9 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT image↔link
properties]; Systemic and Charism imaged within FIT and
Fulfillment
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Chart 7: DR Variables – Determinant, Categoric, Vertical & Diagonal Laws

LAWS OF RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES:

LAWS OF RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES:

Determinant Laws of Relationship Sets
a. Determinate Law of Relationship Set G, for God (DLR-G)
Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell CT ↔ Cell
CE ↔≥ Cell CS; FATHER ↔ SON ↔ HOLY SPIRIT; or
TEMPLATE ↔ ESSENCE ↔ SYSTEMIC; or,
Completeness ↔ Congruence ↔ Charism; or any
combination of these descriptors.
b. Determinate Law of Relationship Set B, for Behavioral
(DLR-B) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1
↔ Cell 2 ↔≥ Cell 3; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(SON↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY)
“image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS ↔≥
RELATIONSHIP; or, Significance ↔ Security ↔≥
Service; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Determinate Law of Relationship Set D, for Developmental
(DLR-D) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4
↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 6; (FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔
SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔ SOUL) “image↔links”;
or BELONGING ↔ WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE; or,
Family ↔ Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Determinate Law of Relationship Set N, for Numinous
(Life-Motivational) (DLR-N) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8 ↔≥ Cell 9;
(FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔ (SON↔ SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔
MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Calling ↔ Energy ↔≥
Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.

Vertical Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Vertical Law of Relationship 1:4 (VLR 1:4) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 4;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (FATHER↔SOUL)
“image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING; or,
Significance ↔ Family; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
b. Vertical Law of Relationship 4:7 (VLR 4:7) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 7; (FATHER
↔BODY) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔ SOUL) “image↔links”; or
NEEDS ↔≥ BELONGING; or, Security ↔≥ Family; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Vertical Law of Relationship 2:5 (VLR 2:5) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 5;
(SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or
NEEDS ↔ WORTH; or, Security ↔ Love; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Vertical Law of Relationship 5:8 (VLR 5:8) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 8; (SON
↔SOUL) ↔≥ (SON↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or
WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or, Love ↔≥ Energy; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Vertical Law of Relationship 3:6 (VLR 3:6): Cell 3 ↔ Cell
6; (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or REALTIONSHIP
↔ COMPETENCE; or, Service ↔ Emotional Health; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
f. Vertical Law of Relationship 6:9 (VLR 6:9) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 6 ↔ Cell 9; (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or,
Emotional Health ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of
these unit descriptors.

Categoric Laws of Relationship Sets
a. Categoric Law of Relationship Set T, for TEMPLATE
(CLR-T) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1
↔ Cell 4 ↔≥ Cell 7; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(FATHER↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING ↔≥
VOCATION; or, Significance ↔ Family ↔≥ Calling; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Categoric Law of Relationship Set E, for ESSENCE
(CLR-E) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2
↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 8; (SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON ↔ SOUL)
↔≥ (SON ↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔
WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or, Security ↔ Love ↔≥
Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Categoric Law of Relationship Set S, for SYSTEMIC
(CLR-S) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 3
↔ Cell 6 ↔≥ Cell 9; (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔
(HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔
SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or RELATIONSHIP ↔
COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or, Service ↔ Emotional
Health ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.

Diagonal Laws of Relationship Set
a. Diagonal (Other) Law of Relationship Set D-F, for DESIGN
to FIT (OLR-D:F) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 9;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔
WORTH ↔≥ FIT; or, Significance ↔ Love ↔≥
Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
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Chart 8: DR Variables – Sequential & Transformation System States

SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE PROPERTIES:

TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM STATE PROPERTIES:

Sequential Developmental Driven System States
a. General System State Overview of the CHILD
SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE (SSS-C) (Primary
Determinants TB≈BT; Secondary Determinants TD≈DT;
TN≈NT)
(1) SSS-C Cell 1: TB≈BT; Significance≈DESIGN
(2) SSS-C Cell 4: TD≈DT; Family≈BELONGING
(3) SSS-C Child Cell 7: TN≈NT; Calling≈VOCATION
(4) SSS-C OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-C Cell 2
(b) SSS-C Cell 3
(c) SSS-C Cell 5
(d) SSS-C Cell 6
(e) SSS-C Cell 8
(e) SSS-C Cell 9
b. General System State Overview of the Sequential
YOUTH/ADOLESCENT SYSTEM STATE (SSS-Y) –
(Primary Determinants ED≈DE; Secondary EB≈BE; EN≈NE)
(1) SSS-Y Cell 2: ED≈DE; Security≈NEEDS
(2) SSS-Y Cell 5: EB≈BE; Love≈WORTH
(3) SSS-Y Cell 8: EN≈NE; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(4) SSS-Y OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-Y Cell 1
(b) SSS-Y Cell 3
(c) SSS-Y Cell 4
(d) SSS-Y Cell 6
(e) SSS-Y Cell 7
(f) SSS-Y Cell 9
c. General System State Overview of the ADULT
SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE (SSS-A) – (Primary
Determinants SN≈NS; Secondary SB≈BS; SD≈DS)
(1) SSS-A Cell 3: SN≈NS; Service≈RELATIONSHIP
(2) SSS-A Cell 6: SB≈BS; Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) SSS-A Cell 9: SD≈DS; Fulfillment≈FIT
(4) SSS-A OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-A Cell 1
(b) SSS-A Cell 2
(c) SSS-A Cell 4
(d) SSS-A Cell 5
(e) SSS-A Cell 7
(e) SSS-A Cell 8

Transformation Determinate Driven System States
a. General System State Overview of the H, (T; CS)
TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMIC STAGE STATE “D”
(Right hand column; Diagram F30: D (BT:DT:NT –
Behavioral, Developmental, Numinous Level
Transformations); Primary Determinants BS; DS; NS; or
(C3, C6, C9);
Secondary BT; BE; DT; DE; NT; NE; or
(C1, C2, C4; C5, C7, C8)
(1) BT Cell 3: BS≈SB; Service≈RELATIONSHIP
(2) DT Cell 6: DS≈SD; Emotional
Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) NT Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
(4) BT:DT:NT OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) BT:DT:NT Cell 1
(b) BT:DT:NT Cell 2
(c) BT:DT:NT Cell 4
(d) BT:DT:NT Cell 5
(e) BT:DT:NT Cell 7
(F) BT:DT:NT Cell 8
b. General System State Overview of the NL (SPIRIT)
TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM STATE “E” – (Bottom
Row, F30: E; (NLT – T:E:S) – Numinous Level
Transitions for Template, Essence, and Systemic stages
of the TPM); Primary Determinants NT ; NE; NS; (C7, C8,
C9); Secondary BT; BE; BS; DT; DT; DS; (C1, C2, C3; C4,
C5, C6)
(1) NLT-T Cell 5: NT≈TN; Calling≈VOCATION
(2) NLT-E Cell 8: NE≈EN; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(3) NLT-S Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
4) NLT-T:E:S OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) NLT-T:E:S Cell 1
(b) NLT-T:E:S Cell 2
(c) NLT-T:E:S Cell 4
(d) NLT-T:E:S Cell 5
(e) NLT-T:E:S Cell 7
(e) NLT-T:E:S Cell 8
Complex Driven System State – COMPLEX SYSTEM
STATE - TOTAL TRANSFORMATION (CSS-TT)
a. H, (T; CS) 3 TRANSFORMATION LEVELS OF
COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-BT:DT:NT) (Right hand column; Diagram F30: F); Primary
Determinants BS; DS; NS; or (C3, C6, C9);
b. NL (SPIRIT) 3 TRANSFORMATION STAGES OF
COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-NLT-T:E:S) –
(Bottom Row; Diagram F30: F); Primary Determinants
NT; NE; NS; (C7, C8, C9)
c. CELL 9 (NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT) TRANSFORMATION
IN COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-C9) –
(Bottom Right Hand Cell; Diagram F30: E); Primary
Determinant NS; (C9)
d. CSS-TT OTHER UNIT VALUES
(1) CSS-TT Cell 1
(2) CSS-TT Cell 2
(3) CSS-TT Cell 4
(d) CSS-TT Cell 5
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Figure 1: Transcendence Options
(Sharpe & Walgate, 2003)
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Figure 2: Montgomery “Theologian’s Craft” Model
(Montgomery, 1999, p. 296)
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Figure 3: Montgomery Enhanced Model
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Figure 4: Holistic Measures
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Figure 5: Dubin-Montgomery Methodology Comparison
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Figure 6: Montgomery RK CONE (Revealed Knowledge)
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Figure 7: Mapping the Universe of Potential Knowledge
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Figure 8: Mapping Holistic and Revealed Domains of Knowledge

A

Legend:
A. Holistic Potential Knowledge (PK) Worldview
B. Compartmentalized PK and Human Knowledge (HK)
C. Holistic PK Worldview and Compartmentalized HK
D. Holistic PK and HK Worldviews
E. Non-Tautologous Capable Revealed Knowledge (RK)
Holistic PK with HK and RK Worldview
[Key:

NPK a-∞

SPK a-∞

Numinous Potential Knowledge (NPK);
Subjective Potential Knowledge (SK);
Empirical Potential Knowledge (EPK);
Infinity (a-∞); Finite (a-n)
Montgomery’s RK Cone Adapted (U1 ↔ T1)
T1 – (Center Axis for Truth Measures)

EKP a-∞

(Triune God & U1 “Over Unity”)]

B
NPK a-∞

C

NHKa-n

NPK a-∞
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SHKa-n

SPK a-∞

SPK a-∞

SHKa-n

EKP a-∞
EKP a-∞
EHKa-n

EHKa-n

U1

E

D

NPK a-∞
NPK a-∞

SPK a-∞
SPK a-∞

NHKa-n

NHKa-n

SHKa-n

SHKa-n

EKP a-∞
EKP a-∞

T1
EHKa-n

EHKa-n
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Figure 9: Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map

Legend:
A. Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map with 3 knowledge cones and 3 levels:
Outer Cone: Potential Knowledge (PK) – Bounded by General Revelation;
Middle Cone: Human Knowledge (HK) – Bounded by Human Capacity and Time;
Inner Cone: Revealed Knowledge (RK) – Bounded by Plenary Inspired Biblical Text;
Lower Level: Empirical Knowledge (EK);
Middle Level: Subjective Knowledge (SK);
Upper Level: Numinous Knowledge (NK);
Truth Axis: Historic, Incarnate, Resurrected Christ (T 1) ;
Triune God: Over Unity, or Beyond Finite Reality (U1).
B. Cross-Section of Numinous Level (NL) Base with 3 radii and a diameter of PK.
C. Cross-Section of Subjective Level (SL) Base with 3 radii and a diameter of PK.
D. Cross-Section of Empirical Level (EL) Base with 3 radii and a diameter of PK;
And the multi-level slope points EKPa →SKPa ↔NKPa ←T1.
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NKP

NHP
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T1
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NRK a-n
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ERK a-n

EKP a-∞

T1
EKP

EHP
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EKPa

Tri-Person Holistic
Knowledge Map

ERK
NKPa

T1
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Figure 10: Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map Measures
Legend:
A. Empirical (E), Subjective (S), and Numinous (N) Levels (L) display of the
slope points EKPa →SKPa ↔NKPa ←T1.
B. Emphasis of the U1 – T1 Axis to points on the ESN levels for measures, emergence, and reductivism.
C. Examples of Measures on the E Level (EL) and the multi-level slope points EKPa →SKPa ↔NKPa ←T1:
Radii EPKb →T1; EHKc ↔ T1; ERKd ↔ T1; EPKe →T1; EPKf →T1;
Diameter of PK at EPKe ↔ EPKb, or (EPKb →T1+ EPKe →T1);
Area EHKg – EPKf – T1;
Line measures in EHK (m – n), on edges of HK (r – s), between EHK and EPK (i – k),
Between ERK and NHK (o – p), from EPK to axis (h →T1), and two unknown points
from EHK and ERK to axis (T1);
Circumference comparisons of EPK [(π*2(EPK b →T1) & (π*2(EPKf →T1) & (π*2(EPKe →T1)];
Radii comparisons of EPK [EPKb →T1 & EPKe →T1 & EPKf →T1];
Circumference of EHK (π*2(EHKc →T1);
Circumference of ERK (π*2(ERKd →T1).
[Key: Potential (P); Human (H); Revealed (R); Knowledge (K).]
:
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Figure 11: Mapping Sacred Knowledge Ultimate Knowledge Sources

U1

U1

A
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OT&NT/RK
NHKa-n
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T1 =
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NRK a-n

NRK a-n
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NHKa-n

Biblical Scriputre
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SHKa-n

SRK a-n
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T1 - Prophesied

E

E
ERK a-n

EHP a-∞

EHP a-∞

T1

Tri-Person Holistic
Knowledge Map
U1

D

C

NRK a-n

N

NHKa-n

SHKa-n

NHKa-n

T ≠ Transcendent
S

E

EHP a-∞

ERK a-n

E

Tautologous
Authorities

N

T1 + TChurch
T1 + TExperience
T1 + TTradition
T1 + TOther Texts
T1 + TA Priori
T1 + TAnything

SRK a-n

S

OT&NT/RK
+ CHURCH
+

SHKa-n

EHP a-∞

T1

Four Sacral Knowledge Mapping Schemes using the Tri-Person Holistic Knowledge Map:
A. Holistic (H), Revealed (R), Empirically Testable (I, RES, HS), Christocentric (T1), Single-Source Biblical
Knowledge Gestalts (Chosen as the Ultimate Authority for the Tri-Person Matrix)
B. Revealed, Old Testament (OT) Based Judaism
C. Revealed, Multiple-Authority Based Catholicism
D. A Priori, Tautological Based Religious and Philosophical Belief Systems, including Islam and any MultipleSource Judeo-Christian Sacral Systems not based on Revealed, Empirically Testable Christian Biblical
Knowledge
[Key: Numinous (N); Subjective (S); Empirical (E); Truth (T); Knowledge (K); Incarnation (I);
Resurrection (RES); Revealed (R); Holistic (H=NK+SK+EK)]
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Figure 12: Mapping Philosophical Knowledge

Legend:
A. Emergent Order Theories, Placing Theology on Top;
B. Holist Capable Strategies
C. Reductionism and Atomicity Positions;
D. Compression;
E. Deferral and Denial Strategies.
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Figure 13: Mapping Emergence, Reductivism, Compression, and Atomism

U1
Legend:
A. Emergent Order Theory, Placing Theology on Top
B. Compression, Deferral and Denial Strategies
C. Reductionism and Atomicity Positions
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Figure 14: Mapping Human Development Models
Legend:
A. Knowledge Map of Knowledge AREA 1 (K1): (sK = Supporting Knowledge; ED = Empirical Data);
B. Numbering of K1 (1) and 3 sK areas (2, 3, and 4);
C. Knowledge areas interacting with Numinous Level (NL) (1, 2, and 4);
D. Knowledge areas interacting with Subjective Level (SL) (1, 2, 3, and 3);
E. Knowledge areas interacting with Empirical Level (EL) (1, 2, and 3);
F. Spatial Representation of Knowledge interacting with N, S, and E Levels of Knowledge;
Note Connectedness of K1 with RK on all 3 levels.
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Figure 15: Mapping the Tri-Person Matrix
Legend:
A. Gestalts for the Tri-Person Matrix:
A1 - Empirical Level (EL) Gestalt (Plenary Biblical Scriptures);
A2 - Subjective Level (SL) Gestalt (Personal Cognitive and Emotional Experiences);
A3 - Numinous Level (NL) Gestalt (Redemption and Transformation Beliefs);
B. Development of the Tri-Person Matrix:
B1 - Empirical Level (EL) (Phase 2 Quantitative Questionnaire Research);
B2 - Subjective Level (SL) (Phase 2 Qualitative Descriptive Research);
B3 - Numinous Level (NL) (Phase 1 Holistic Model Development);
C. Spatial Representation of Montgomery Cone’s Truth Axis (T1) and Validity Link to Research;
D. Example Measures of Model elements in relationship to each other and Axis (T1).
[Key: Numinous (N); Subjective (S); Empirical (E); Knowledge (K);
Infinity (a-∞); Finite Measures (a-n); Triune God “Over Unity/Reality” (U1);
Potential (P); Human (H); Revealed (R).
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Figure 16: Measuring Truth with Confidence

MEASURING TRUTH with Confidence:
Completeness, Congruity, Charism

Tri-Person Holistic
Knowledge Map
(HK-Map)

U1

Legend:
U1 – Ultimate SOURCE of Logos
Over-unity Triangle, Triune God;
“In the beginning was the Word…”
(v. 1)

NRK a-∞

NHKa-n

The John 1 – “T1 Formula”

∑PK
PK Cone, General Revelation;
“…and though the world was made through
Him…” (v. 10)
SHKa-n

Living WORD (T1) - Logos
Center Axis, Incarnate Line;
“And the Word became flesh….”
(v. 14)

SRK a-∞

SPK a-∞

EHP a-n

ERK a-∞

EKP a-∞

T1

T1 Qualifiers
“Word (vs. 1, 14),”
“God (One & Only [Absolute], vs. 1, 13, 14, 18),”
“Life (vs. 4),”
“Light (vs. 4, 5, 7-9),”
“Flesh (v. 14),”
“Glory (v. 14),”
“Made (vs. 3, 10),”
“Known (v. 18),”
“Grace (vs. 14, 16, 17),”
“TRUTH (v. 14)”
Written WORD (Language of Truth) - Logos
RK Cone & Base, Inerrant, Plenary, Verbal
Inspiration

TPM Logos
Plumb Line

WORD = TRUTH (T1) = SOURCE

T1

Source of all Epistemology and Ontology:
Communication
Absolutes
Truth
Relationships
Love
Forgiveness
Existence (E, S, N)
Finite Reality
Infinite Reality
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Figure 17: The Basic God-Man Matrix
Legend:
Basic 9 Cells, God-Man “Matrix” Gestalt
Diagram A: Cell Numbers
Diagram B: Cell Coordinates
Diagram C: Cell Interaction
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↨
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Row 2
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Row 3

C

Row (Level) 1
Soul (psuche)
Row (Level) 2
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Figure 18: Transitioning from Formula Gestalts to a Matrix
Legend:
Diagram A – Original Gestalt formulas and concepts for body, soul, and spirit
A: 1 – Behavioral Gestalt; A: 2 – Developmental Gestalt;
A: 3 – Life-Motivational Gestalt; A: 4 – First Transformation Gap
Diagram B – Combination of Gestalts and First Major Syntax Adjustments to Model
[Key: Academic Syntax (AS); HRD Syntax (HRDS)]
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Figure 19: Symbols and Model Acrostics
Legend:
Diagram A – Initial Gestalt Abbreviations
Diagram B – Cell equivalents [Key: ≈ represents approximate equality of meaning.]
Note:
Each cell contains an HRD and an Academic Syntax, or 18 terms (2 sets of 9).
The emphasis of the HRD syntax is horizontal, so these words emphasize the “row” descriptors, i.e., B for
behavior, with the “column” descriptors as a superscript. For example, (BT) represents the term
BEHAVIOR in cell 1, or A1. It is a horizontal formula term related to BEHAVIORAL in the TEMPLATE
column.
The academic syntax emphasizes the vertical formulations, with the “column” descriptor first, i.e., T for
Template, with the “row” descriptors as superscripts. For example, (TB) is also in cell 1, A1, but it is part of
a vertical academic linkage of Significance, a TEMPLATE term in the first row related to BEHAVIORAL.
For the sake of simplicity, Body, Soul, and Spirit are not used as identifiers in formulations of cells, nor are
Completeness, Congruence, or Charism.
BEHAVIORAL and TEMPLATE were chosen arbitrarily as the cell term identifiers in deference to the
emphasis of this study on HRD practicality.
The identifier (BT) will always represent DESIGN, and (TB) will always represent Significance. They can
be used in any direction of formulation, but their identifiers allow you to know their model syntax origin and
location.

A

God the Father (GF)
TEMPLATE (T)
Completeness (CT)

God the Son (GS)
ESSENCE (E)
Congruence (CE)

God the Holy Spirit (GH)
SYSTEMIC (S)
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Column A = Stage A

Column B = Stage B

Column C = Stage C

DESIGN (BT)
Significance (TB)
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RELATIONSHIP (BS)
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Row 2 = Level 2
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Row 1 = Level 1

Row 3 = Level 3

(VT) Vertical Transformation
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T
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D
Soul (psuche) – Level 2

N
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1
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Cell #7 = A3
≈ NT ≈ T N

Cell #4 = A2
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E≈C
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E
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2
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Cell #8 = B3
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Figure 20: Unit Understandings, Relationships, and Measures

Legend:
Diagram A – 5 cell relationships of Cell # 1 (A1), DESIGN and Significance
Diagram B – Description and formulas of the 5 relationships
Diagram C – Display of 45 UNIT Measures of the Model

Template/GF

A

B

BEHAVIORAL
Body (soma)
Level 1

T

Completeness/CT
Stage A

1

DESIGN (BT)
#2
↕#1
Significance (TB)
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B
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Body (soma)
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DEVELOPMENTAL
Soul (psuche)
Level 2

N
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Spirit (pneuma)
Level 3

T

Template/GF

Essence/GS

Systemic/GH

Completeness/CT
Stage A

Congruence/CE
Stage B

Charism/CS
Stage C

1

DESIGN (BT)
Significance (TB)
5 Cell 1 Measures

4

BELONGING (DT)
Family (TD)
5 Cell 4 Measures

7

VOCATION (NT)
Calling (TN)
5 Cell 7 Measures

E
2

NEEDS (BE)
Security (EB)
5 Cell 2 Measures

5

WORTH (DE)
Love (ED)
5 Cell 5 Measures

MOTIVATION (NE)
Energy (EN)
5 Cell 8 Measures

8

S
3

6
9

RELATIONSHIP (BS)
Service (SB)
5 Cell 3 Measures
5 Cell 1 Measures
COMPETENCE (DS)
Health (SD)
5 Cell 6 Measures
FIT (NS)
Fulfillment (SN)
5 Cell 9 Measures

(VT) Vertical
Transformation

(HT) Horizontal
Transformation

Cell Relationship #1:
(BT) ↔ (TB); a direct comparison of the 2 units (HRDS and AS elements)
Relationship #1 is also expressed as an Intra-Unit (Element) Relationship:
i.e., DESIGN ≈ Significance; BT ≈ TB, and (BT) ↔ (TB) are the same.
Cell Relationship #2:
Body (soma) ↔ (BT); comparing level descriptor to HRD Syntax (HRDS) unit (element)
Cell Relationship #3:
Body (soma) ↔ (TB); comparing level descriptor to Academic Syntax (AS) unit (element)
Cell Relationship #4:
GF, T, and/or CT ↔ (BT); comparing stage descriptor to HRDS unit (element)
Cell Relationship #5:
GF, T, and/or CT ↔ (TB); comparing stage descriptor to AS unit (element)
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Figure 21: Horizontal Understandings, Relationships, and Measures
Legend:
Diagram A – HRD Application Syntax (HRDS) – Horizontal Focus, with Academic Syntax (AS) included
Diagram B – Two Basic Behavioral Level Formulas and a description and formulas of the 6 relationships
Diagram C – Display of 36 (18 initiated + 18 received) Basic HORIZONTAL Relationships of the Model
[Key: A dashed-arrowed line and the symbol “≥” refer to a “transformation,” i.e., the result is greater than the
whole; → refers to relationship direction. Small “c” is cell; i.e., Cell 1 is “c1.”]]
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HRD Syntax (HRDS) Formulas:
DESIGN → NEEDS ≥ RELATIONSHIP; (BT) → (BE) ≥ (BE); A1 → B1 ≥ C1
Academic Syntax (AS) Formula:
Significance → Security ≥ Service; (TB) → (SB) ≥ (BE); A1 → B1 ≥ C1; C1 ↔ C2 ≥ C3
BEHAVIORAL Level (Level 1; Row 1) Relationship #1:
(BT) → (BE); a directional relationship between stages A & B with HRDS
BEHAVIORAL Level Relationship #2:
(BE) ≥ (BS); a directional, transformational, relationship between stages B & C with HRDS
BEHAVIORAL Level Relationship #3:
(TB) → (EB); a directional relationship between stages A & B with AS
BEHAVIORAL Level Relationship #4:
(EB) ≥ (SB); a directional, transformational, relationship between stages B & C with AS
BEHAVIORAL Level Relationship #5:
(BT) ≥ (BS); a directional, transformational, relationship between stages A & C with HRDS
BEHAVIORAL Level Relationship #6:
(TB) ≥ (SB); a directional, transformational, relationship between stages A & C with AS
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Figure 22: Vertical Understandings, Relationships, and Measures
Legend:
Diagram A – HRD Application Syntax (HRDS) – Vertical Focus, with Academic Syntax (AS) included
Diagram B – Two Basic Completeness Stage Formulas and a description and formulas of the 6 relationships
Diagram C – Display of 36 (18 initiated + 18 received) Basic HORIZONTAL Relationships of the Model
[Key: A dashed-arrowed line and the symbol “≥” refer to a “transformation,” i.e., the result is greater than the
whole; → refers to relationship direction. Small “c” is cell; i.e., Cell 1 is “c1.”]
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HRD Syntax (HRDS) Formulas:
DESIGN ↔ BELONGING ≥ VOCATION;
(BT) ↔ (DT) ≥ (NT); A1 ↔ A2 ≥ A3; c1 ↔ c4 ≥ c7
Academic Syntax (AS) Formula:
Significance → Family ≥ Calling;
(TB) ↔ (TD) ≥ (TN); A1 ↔ A2 ≥ A3
COMPLETENESS Stage (Stage 1; Column 1) Relationship #1:
(BT) ↔ (DT);
a relationship between levels 1 & 2 with HRDS
COMPLETENESS Stage Relationship #2:
(DT) ≥ (NT); a transformational relationship between
levels 2 & 3 with HRDS
COMPLETENESS Stage Relationship #3:
(TB) ↔ (TD);
a relationship between levels 1 & 2 with AS
COMPLETENESS Stage Relationship #4:
(TD) ≥ (TN); a transformational relationship between
levels 2 & 3 with AS
COMPLETENESS Stage Relationship #5:
(BT) ≥ (NT); a transformational relationship between
levels 1 & 3 with HRDS
COMPLETENESS Stage Relationship #6:
(TB) ≥ (TN); a transformational relationship between
levels 1 & 3 with AS
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Figure 23: Centric and Diagonal Understandings, Relationships, and Measures
Legend:
Diagram A – HRD Application Syntax (HRDS) – Diagonal Focus, with Academic Syntax (AS) included
Diagram B –Diagonal and Centric Formulas
Diagram C – Display of 8 Centric Relationships around Love (and WORTH)
[Key: A dashed-arrowed line and the symbol “≥” refer to a “transformation,” i.e., the result is greater than the
whole; → refers to relationship direction. Small “c” is cell; i.e., Cell 1 is “c1.”]
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(BT) ↔ (DE) ≥ (NS); A1 ↔ A2 ≥ A3; c1 ↔ c5 ≥ c9
AS Formula: Significance → Love ≥ Fulfillment;
(TB) ↔ (ED) ≥ (SN); A1 ↔ A2 ≥ A3; c1 ↔ c5 ≥ c9
Centric Formulas:
Love ←≥ Service; (ED) ←≥ (SB), B2 ←≥ C1, c5 ←≥ c3;
Love ←≥ Calling; (ED) ←≥ (TN), B2 ←≥ A3, c5 ←≥ c7;
D
D
Love ←≥ Health; (E ) ←≥ (S ), B2 ←≥ C2, c5 ←≥ c6;
Love ↔ Security; (ED) ↔ (EB), B2 ↔ B1, c5 ↔ c2;
Love ←≥ Fulfillment; (ED) ←≥ (SN), B2 ←≥ C3, c5 ←≥ c9; Love ↔ Family; (ED) ↔ (TD), B2 ↔ A2, c5 ↔ c4;
Love ←≥ Energy; (ED) ←≥ (EN), B2 ←≥ B3, c5 ←≥ c8;
Love ↔ Significance; (ED) ↔ (TB), B2 ↔ A1, c5 ↔ c1
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Figure 24: Cabush’s Developmental Model of Basic Needs

CABUSH’s
Developmental Model of Basic Needs*
DEVELOPING
IDENTITY:
(Parent-Child Relations)
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* Dr. David W. Cabush
Fuller Psychological Services, Inc.; Fullerton, CA.
Used by Permission
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Figure 25: Key Laws of Relationships, Delimited to 28

Legend:
Diagram A – 6 Key Horizontal Laws of Relationship (HLR 1:2; 2:3; 4:5; 5:6; 7:8; 8:9)
6 Key Vertical Laws of Relationship (VLR 1:4; 4:7; 2:5; 5:8; 3:6; 6:9)
4 Key Sets of Determinate Laws of Relationship (DLR - G, B, D, N)
3 Key Sets of Categoric Laws of Relationship (CLR - T, E, S)
Diagram B – 2 Key Sets of Other Laws of Relationship (OLR – Diagonal, Centric)
[Diagonal Laws (OLR D-F); Centric Laws (OLR 5:1-4 & 5:6-9)]
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Figure 26: Tri-Person Matrix Boundaries
Legend:
Diagram A – Example Venn diagram: Living Male and Female Parents with 10 children; 4 criteria of selection.
Diagram B – Example TRUTH TABLE defining a law of relationship L1 between units x and y (L1 = x  y)
Diagram C – TPM sample selection criterion: 2 Samples; 3 criteria each
Diagram D – Relationship of number of boundaries to size of domain for models
Point A represents the target of the RK based TPM; Point B represents “theories of middle range;”
Point C represents homogeneous but limited application studies; Point D represents universal theories;
Point E represents theories too narrow for universal application.
Diagram E – Empirical Level (EL) relationship of TPM units and laws of relationship to T1 criteria boundaries

B

A

Stated Relationship L1:
x  y is true only if x is true and y is true;
in all other cases, x  y is false.

Living
Females

Parents
Living
Males

[“x  y” = a Stated Relationship of x & y]

10 Kids

All People who
have ever lived

x
true
true
false
false

y

xy

false
true
false
true

false
true
false
false

Summary of table:
In only one case is x  y true;
L1 is true in only one instance for x  y.

C

US ASTD
Chapter Leaders
Sample A

All HRD
Leaders

Sample B

Published Email
Addresses

A

D
Size of Domain

Europe
EHRD
Experts

D

B
C
E

Number of Boundaries

E
T
T1
1
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Figure 27: TPM – HK Map Boundary Venns

General Knowledge Mapping Rules and Inquiry Foci
Legend: Linear View
Potential Knowledge
Human Knowledge
Revealed Knowledge

General mapping of a knowledge area text:
▪
Inquiry levels overlap and borrow from each other
▪
Various disciplines specialize in certain levels
▪
Inquiry can start or end on any level
▪
Data can be compared with T1 on any level
▪
Data on 2 levels can be used to project data on 3rd level

NL

NL Wisdom and Meaning (Holy, Numinous, Inquiry):
▪
Inspired text, Sacred Canons, etc.
▪
Creeds, Systems, Confessions, Beliefs, etc.
▪
Spirituality, Transcendence, etc.
▪
Purity, Standards, Morality, etc.
▪
Favors theology, religious belief systems, etc.
▪
TPM Descriptive Research sources: Gospels, New &
Old Testaments, Theological literature
▪
Revealed knowledge (RK): Submission, guide to
transformation, purpose for all life and sciences, source
of U1 knowledge, etc.
▪

Old & New
Testaments

●

NL (a)
Wisdom
&
Meaning

NT 1

Gospels

Theological
Literature

SL
HRD, OD,
HRM

PT

ST 1
UN (a)
Understanding
&
KNOWLEDGE

●
Applied
Theology

SL Understanding and Knowledge (Artistic, Subjective Inquiry):
▪
Language, grammar, semantics, symbolism, ideas, etc.
▪
Epistemology, ontology, hermeneutics, etc.
▪
Social impact, author, history, contribution to field, etc.
▪
Character, Ethics, Right and Wrong, etc.
▪
Favors philosophy, human and social sciences, etc.
▪
TPM Descriptive Research sources: Applied Theology,
Psychology, HRD, OD, HRM literature, etc.
▪
Revealed knowledge (RK): Guide for social ethics and
laws, relationships, human dynamics, historical
understanding, standards for excellence, etc.

Psychology

EL

EL (a)
Facts
&
DATA

Plenary
Text (PT)

ET 1

●
Biology,
Neurology,
Psychiatry,
Physics
Survey
Research

EL Facts and data (Scientific, Empirical Inquiry):
▪
Syntax, digits, symbols, etc.
▪
Accuracy of recording, factual access, etc.
▪
Number of chapters, pages, words, letters, etc.
▪
Publisher, author, sales, costs, profits, etc.
▪
Classification, title, topic, subject, type, etc.
▪
Favors physical and natural sciences
▪
TPM Descriptive Research sources: Other disciplines,
survey research
▪
Revealed knowledge (RK): Plenary text, historical
validity, application of types of literature in application,
guidance and insight for science, contextual awareness,
source of T1 knowledge, etc.
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Figure 28: HK Map Boundary Measures

Legend:
A – HK Map Area Measures: N, S, E Level Area (A) Measures knowing points a & b in each K area. [ACIRCLE = π r2]
ANHKa = π ((NHKaNHKb)2 – (NHKaNT1)2)2; ASHKa = π ((SHKaSHKb)2 – (SHKaST1)2)2;
AEHKa = π ((NEKaNEKb)2 – (NEKaET1)2)2;
B – HK Map Volume Measures: N, S, E Level Area (A) Measures knowing points a & b in each K area. [V CONE = ⅓ π r2 h]
VNHKa = ⅓ π ANHKa (U1NT1); VSHKa = ⅓ π ASHKa (NT1ST1); VEHKa = ⅓ π AEHKa (ST1ET1);
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Figure 29: Tri-Person Matrix System States – Sequential
Legend:
Diagram A – CHILD SYSTEM STATE – Primary Determinants TB≈BT; Secondary TD≈DT; TN≈NT
Diagram B – ADOLESCENT SYSTEM STATE – Primary Determinants ED≈DE; Secondary EB≈BE; EN≈NE
Diagram C – ADULT SYSTEM STATE – Primary Determinants SN≈NS; Secondary SB≈BS; SD≈DS
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Figure 30: Tri-Person Matrix System States - Transformation
Legend:
Diagram D – H (T; CS) TRANSFORMATION STATE D - Primary Determinants BS; DS; NS; (C1, C3, C9)
Secondary BT; BE; DT; DE; NT; NE
Diagram E – NL (SPIRIT) TRANSFORMATION STATE E - Primary Determinants NT; NE; NS; (C7, C8, C9)
Secondary BT; BE; BS; DT; DT; DS; (C1, C2, C3; C4, C5, C6)
Diagram F – H (T; CS) + NL (SPIRIT) TRANSFORMATION STATE F –
Primary Determinants (BS; DS; NS) + (NT; NE; NS); (C1, C3, C9) + (C7, C8, C9)
Secondary BT; BE; DT; DE; (C1, C2, C4; C5)
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Figure 31: TPM Basic Variables
Legend:
COLUMN 1: Nature of God;

COLUMN 2: Image of God in the Person

COLUMN 3: Elements of the Person
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Figure 32: TPM Laws of Relationship Variables
Legend:
COLUMN 1: Nature of God;
COLUMN 2: Image of God in the Person
[Key: - - - - - - - Transformation Lines]

COLUMN 3: Elements of the Person
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Figure 33: TPM System States Variables
Legend:
COLUMN 1: Nature of God;
COLUMN 2: Image of God in the Person
[Key: - - - - - - - Transformation Lines]

COLUMN 3: Elements of the Person
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Figure 34: TPM Composite Map of Variables
Legend:
COLUMN 1: Nature of God;
COLUMN 2: Image of God in the Person
[Key: - - - - - - - Transformation Lines]

COLUMN 3: Elements of the Person
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Figure 35: TPM Natures of God and the Person
Legend:
COLUMN 1: Nature of God;
COLUMN 2: Time Relationships for CT,E,S

COLUMN 3: The Complexities of the Mind
COLUMN 4: Elements of the Person

[Key: - - - - - - - Transformation Lines]
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Figure 36: Views of the SOUL

Legend:
Diagram A:
Pure Tripartite View
Man is 3 parts. Each part of man is uniquely
definable and separate in functional identity, although
mixed holistically to comprise the person (human
being). Animal and human spirit is separate from
immortal soul; soul can be interchanged with spirit for
human beings.
Diagram B:
Semi-Tripartite; Semi-Bipartite View
The soul is part of each level, either body-soul, or
body-spirit, or some combination of both views.
Other combinations of heart, soul, strength, etc. are
also used to describe the human being. Lines are not
clear, and the human soul is considered immortal by
most.
Diagram C:
Pure Bipartite View
Man is 2 parts. Each part of man is uniquely
definable and separate in function and identity.
Animal spirit is separate from human, transcendent
spirit. Various views exist as to the mortality of the
soul. Terms spirit and soul are most often
interchangeable.
Diagram D:
Tripartite-Linked View
Man is 3 parts. The soul is linked to both the body
and the spirit, depending upon focus of its
functioning. The person is holistic, and separations
are not as important as understanding the functioning
of the person. Heart, soul, spirit, and kidney (bowels
of man in some cultures) are interchangeable and
often indiscernible. The human soul is immortal. All
senses are potential portals to the soul. The soul is the
center of linkage to transcendence (communication to
the Trinity: i.e., U10T1, or RK Cone dynamics). The
spirit is the center of transformation for all aspects of
the human existence. This is the TPM central view.
[Key: - - - - - - - Soul View Lines]
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Figure 37: BODY Linkages - Syntax, Semantic, and Usage Comparisons

A

Syntax Links

Semantic

BODY

etseb, gêvâh, nephros, sōmatikōs,
hadrotēs, aisthanomai, hexis, orexis,
sarkinos, nidneh
logikos, kautēriazō, skēnos, ool,
oikētērion, holoklēria, holoklēros,
sunoikodomeō, truphē, gûphâh, lâchûm
skēnōma, sugkerannumi, gaf, ‛ôtsem
anakuptō, bia, gumnazō, therapeia, hōraios
stereoō, râpheh
ekduō, paideia, sunarmologeō
dianoigō, apologia, skotizō, ptōma
suntribō
sarkikos
basanizō
dialogismos, katanoeō, hugiēs
katesthiō
she’êr
eikōn
koilia
astheneia
ischuros, peger
ischuō
ous
prosōpon
‛âmâl
stoma
exousia
shâlam
ekklēsia
oikos
thanatos
zōē
blepō
kardia
heuriskō
eiserchomai
ginōskō
gâdal
logos
mâqôm
patēr
akouō
anthrōpos
eidō
nephesh
echō

1 each
1 each
1 each
2 each
2 each
2 each
3 each
4 each
5 each
6 each
8 each
9
11
12
14 each
15
19
22
23
24
28 each
30
37
51
55
79
103
115
116
117
118
134
136
161
177
193
224
315
325
405
418
439
560
669
749
775

2

sōmatikos
poimainō
gevı̂yâh
exerchomai
bâśâr
pneuma

2
12
14
257
264
385

3

exousiazō
psuchē

6
105

4

sarx

150

5

sōma

147

1

Legend:
Diagram A: Syntax-Semantic-Usage Linkage
Analysis for BODY
A linkage search of 24 related terms: body, soul,
spirit, GF, GS, GH, mind, knowledge,
understanding, reason, thought, will, heart, desire,
purpose, feeling, truth, conscience, wisdom,
emotion, appetite, love, logic and volition with
BODY in the KJV (Brown, Driver, & Briggs, 1999;
Strong, 1998; Thayer, 1999). See Tables 1-3.
[Key: Syntax = actual word linkage
Semantic = associated meaning linkage
Usage = syntax word counts (Strong; Thayer)]
Diagram B: Totals for Diagram A BODY Linkages
Diagram C: Search Analysis of BODY Linkages
The 24 related terms in Diagram A resulted in
138 linked syntax links (Tables 2 - 4), producing 327
syntax links and 522 semantic linkages in 880 hits.
Body counts are analyzed in Diagrams A and B.
Body percentages of hits (32 terms crossed with 24
terms) are analyzed in Diagram C. Body, Soul,
Spirit separations are logical only; heart and love are
included in each level.
[Key: Syntax/ Hits = % Linkages related to
BODY]

Usage

B

C

Totals

Semantic

Body

104

BODY

GF 11

Body
26/185
14%

Soul
42/95
44%

Spirit
14/87
16%

Syntax
87

GS 9

mind 30/89 (34%);
knowledge 23/83 (28%);
thoughts 12/32 (38%);
logic 1/ 4 (25%);
reason 15/54 (28%);
appetite 6/7 (86%);
heart 12/23 (52%);
love 1/6 (17%)
understanding 13/71 (18%);
volition 0/3 (0%);
will 4/31 (13%);
conscience 1/16 (6%);
heart 12/23 (52%);
love 1/6 (17%);
emotion 5/10 (50%);
feeling 8/18 (44%)
desire 11/22 (50%);
purpose 7/18 (39%);
truth 2/17 (12%);
wisdom 2/10 (20%);
heart 12/23 (52%);
love 1/6 (17%)

Usage
6216

GH 6
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Figure 38: SOUL Linkages - Syntax, Semantic, and Usage Comparisons

A

Syntax Links

SOUL

Semantic
1
1

Legend:
Diagram A: Syntax-Semantic-Usage Linkage Analysis
for SOUL
A linkage search of 24 related terms: body, soul,
spirit, GF, GS, GH, mind, knowledge, understanding,
reason, thought, will, heart, desire, purpose, feeling,
truth, conscience, wisdom, emotion, appetite, love, logic
and volition with SOUL in the KJV (Strong, 1998;
Thayer, 1999). See Tables 1-3.
[Key: Syntax = actual word linkage
Semantic = associated meaning linkage
Usage = syntax word counts (Strong; Thayer)]

Usage
chliaros
nephrospneuma

1
1

1

meteōrizō

1

1

nidneh

1

1

katanuxis

1

1

logikos

2

1

skēnos

2

1

kautēriazō

2

1

skēnōma

3

1

paradeisos

3

1

anakuptō

4

1

phortion

5

1

ekduō

6

1

paideia

6

1

esō

7

1

dianoigō

8

1

koilia

23

1

astheneia

24

1

ischuros

28

1

suneidēsis

32

1

orgē

36

1

teknon

99

1

thanatos

118

1

zōē

134

1

charis

156

1

anthrōpos

560

1

nephesh

749

2

stoma

79

3

kardia

161

3

pneuma

385

6

psuche

105

Diagram B: Totals for Diagram A Linkages
Diagram C: Search Analysis of SOUL Linkages
The 24 related terms in Diagram A resulted in 138
linked syntax links (Tables 2 - 4), producing 327 syntax
links and 522 semantic linkages in 880 hits. Soul counts
are analyzed in Diagrams A and B. Soul percentages of
hits (32 terms crossed with 24 terms) are analyzed in
Diagram C. Body, Soul, Spirit separations are logical
only; heart and love are included in each level.
[Key: Syntax/ Hits = % Linkages related to SOUL]

B

C

Totals

Semantic

Soul

42

SOUL

GF 7

Body
26/185
14%

Soul
42/95
44%

Spirit
14/87
16%

Syntax
32

GS 7

mind 9/89 (10%);
knowledge 3/83 (4%);
thoughts 8/32 (25%);
logic 1/ 4 (25%);
reason 8/54 (15%);
appetite 3/7 (43%);
heart 10/23 (43%);
love 3/6 (50%)
understanding 5/71 (7%);
volition 0/3 (0%);
will 3/31 (10%);
conscience 6/16 (38%);
heart 10/23 (43%);
love 3/6 (50%);
emotion 5/10 (50%);
feeling 6/18 (33%)
desire 10/22 (45%);
purpose 4/18 (22%);
truth 1/17 (6%);
wisdom 1/10 (10%);
heart 10/23 (43%);
love 3/6 (50%)

Usage
2745

GH 5
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Figure 39: SPIRIT Linkages - Syntax, Semantic, and Usage Comparisons

A

Legend:
Diagram A: Syntax-Semantic-Usage Linkage Analysis
for SPIRIT
A linkage search of 24 related terms: body, soul,
spirit, GF, GS, GH, mind, knowledge, understanding,
reason, thought, will, heart, desire, purpose, feeling,
truth, conscience, wisdom, emotion, appetite, love, logic
and volition with SPIRIT in the KJV (Strong, 1998;
Thayer, 1999). See Tables 1-3.
[Key: Syntax = actual word linkage
Semantic = associated meaning linkage
Usage = syntax word counts (Strong; Thayer)]

Syntax Links

SPIRIT

Semantic

Usage

1

meteōrizō

1

1

katanuxis

1

1

sōmatikōs

1

1

zeō

2

1

oikētērion

2

1

logikos

2

1

prothumia

9

1

sarkikos

11

1

dianoia

13

1

phōtizō

15

1

kenos

18

1

nous

26

1

ischuros

28

1

exousia

103

1

charis

156

1

huios

382

2

phōs

70

2

kardia

161

3

patēr

418

6

pneuma

385

Diagram B: Totals for Diagram A SPIRIT Linkages
Diagram C: Search Analysis of SPIRIT Linkages
The 24 related terms in Diagram A resulted in 138
linked syntax links (Tables 2 - 4), producing 327 syntax
links and 522 semantic linkages in 880 hits. Spirit
counts are analyzed in Diagrams A and B. Spirit
percentages of hits (32 terms crossed with 24 terms) are
analyzed in Diagram C. Body, Soul, Spirit separations
are logical only; heart and love are included in each
level.
[Key: Syntax/ Hits = % Linkages related to SPIRIT]

B

C

Totals

Semantic

Spirit

28

SPIRIT

GF 3

Body
10/185
5%

Soul
11/95
12%

Spirit
29/87
33%

Syntax
19

GS 6

mind 2/89 (13%);
knowledge 6/83 (7%);
thoughts 5/32 (16%);
logic 1/ 4 (25%);
reason 9/54 (17%);
appetite 3/7 (43%);
heart 4/23 (17%);
love 4/6 (67%)
understanding 8/71 (11%);
volition 0/3 (0%);
will 4/31 (13%);
conscience 0/16 (0%);
heart 4/23 (17%);
love 4/6 (67%);
emotion 4/10 (40%);
feeling 7/18 (39%)
desire 6/22 (27%);
purpose 5/18 (28%);
truth 5/17 (29%);
wisdom 1/10 (10%);
heart 4/23 (17%);
love 4/6 (67%)

Usage
1084

GH 6

Figure 40: TPM Soul Dynamics

Body Search Results:
Syntax 87; Semantic 103; Usage 6216

Soul Search Results:
Syntax 42; Semantic 32; Usage 2745

Spirit Search Results:
Syntax 28; Semantic 19; Usage 1084

Body 26/185 - 14%
mind 30/825%);
reason 15/54 (28%);
appetite 6/7 (86%);
heart 12/23(52%);
love 1/6 (17%)

Body 26/185 - 14%
mind 9/89 (10%);
knowledge 3/83 (4%);
thoughts 8/32 (25%);
logic 1/ 4 (25%);
reason 8/54 (15%);
appetite 3/7 (43%);
heart 10/23 (43%);
love 3/6 (50%)

Body 10/185 - 5%
mind 2/89 (13%);
knowledge 6/83 (7%);
thoughts 5/32 (16%);
logic 1/ 4 (25%);
reason 9/54 (17%);
appetite 3/7 (43%);
heart 4/23 (17%);
love 4/6 (67%)

Soul 42/95 - 44%
understanding 13/71(18%);
volition 0/3(0%);
will 4/31 (13%);
conscience 1/16(6%);
heart 12/23 (52%);
love 1/6 (17%);
emotion 5/10(50%);
feeling 8/18(44%)

Soul 42/95 - 44%
understanding 5/71(7%);
volition 0/3(0%);
will 3/31(10%);
conscience 6/16(38%);
heart 10/23(43%);
love 3/6(50%);
emotion 5/10(50%);
feeling 6/18(33%)

Soul 11/95 - 12%
understanding 8/71 (11%);
volition 0/3 (0%);
will 4/31 (13%);
conscience 0/16 (0%);
heart 4/23 (17%);
love 4/6 (67%);
emotion 4/10 (40%);
feeling 7/18 (39%)

Spirit 14/87 - 16%
desire 11/22(50%);
purpose 7/18(39%);
truth 2/17 (12%);
wisdom 2/10(20%);
heart 12/23(52%);
love 1/6(17%)

Spirit 14/87 - 16%
desire 10/22 (45%);
purpose 4/18 (22%);
truth 1/17 (6%);
wisdom 1/10 (10%);
heart 10/23 (43%);
love 3/6 (50%)

Spirit 29/87 - 33%
desire 6/22 (27%);
purpose 5/18 (28%);
truth 5/17 (29%);
wisdom 1/10 (10%);
heart 4/23 (17%);
love 4/6 (67%)

Figure 41: Academic Syntax Refinement Summary
The Tri-Person Matrix®
A model for understanding HRD dynamics of the person
Model Overview:
The TPM is based on a 9 element grid formed by matrixing 3 dimensions of the person
(Body, Soul, and Spirit) with the 3 character qualities of the Creator (Template, Essence, and Systemic)
The resulting TPM contains 3 levels of human behavior, each representing a formula helpful to the holistic
assessment and development of the person. Logic for each formula is asymmetric and can be used in any
direction.

Behavioral Level Formula (Forward Logic)
If a person knows their DESIGN, they can understand their NEEDS, and develop productive RELATIONSHIPS.
Deeper understanding: People who develop a sense of significance and security are free to serve others.

Developmental Level Formula (Reverse Logic)
A person can improve COMPETENCE through a improving self-WORTH in a context of BELONGING.
Deeper understanding: People with a sense of well-being are capable of loving others and commitment to a family.

Life-Motivational Level Formula (Center Logic)

God the Father (GF)
--------------------------TEMPLATE (T)
Completeness (CT)

God the Son (GS)
--------------------------ESSENCE (E)
Congruence (CE)

God the Holy Spirit (GH)
--------------------------SYSTEMIC (S)
Choices (CS)

BEHAVIORAL
Level (BL)
Body (soma)

DESIGN (BT)
Significance (TB)

NEEDS (BE)
Security (EB)

RELATIONSHIP (BS)
Service (SB)

DEVELOPMENTAL
Level (DL)
Soul (psuche)

BELONGING (DT)
Family (TD)

WORTH (DE)
Love (ED)

COMPETENCE (DS)
Well-Being (SD)

LIFE-MOTIVATIONAL
Level (LL)
Spirit (pneuma)

VOCATION (LT)
Calling (TL)

MOTIVATION (LE)
Energy (EL)

FIT (LS)
Fulfillment (SL)

(HT) Horizontal
Transformation

A person’s MOTIVATION is a function of a clear VOCATION and a good FIT to their work.
Deeper understanding: People who have self-renewing energy feel called to their task and are fulfilled in it.

(VT) Vertical Transformation

Other TPM Dimensions:
The 3 styles of thinking are:
TEMPLATE THINKING (Forward planning logic with a sense of completeness; they know the next step.)
ESSENCE THINKING (Backward planning logic with a sense of congruence; they know each step’s importance.)
SYSTEMIC THINKING (Contingency planning with a systemic logic; they know how to make each step happen.)

Developmental Stages:
Children develop a sense of design, belonging, and vocation by knowing their significance, family, and calling.
Adolescents develop an understanding of needs, worth, and motivation giving them security, love, and energy.
Adults develop relate well, display competence, and fit to work if they serve others, have well-being, and are fulfilled.

Figure 42: HRD Syntax Refinement Summary

TPM* 3x3 Model® for Human Resource Development
The TPM 3x3 Model of the person helps you work with the behavior, development, and life-motivation of
employees by identifying the 3 steps to each part.
I. BEHAVIOR – A person’s behavior contains adaptable traits, skills, & capacities.
Step 1
Discover DESIGN
Step 2
Determine NEEDS
Step 3
Develop RELATIONSHIPS
II. DEVELOPMENT – Character, knowledge, & competence must be developed.

Step 3
BELONGING Acknowledged

Step 2
WORTH Affirmed

Step 1
COMPETENCE Anticipated

III. LIFE-MOTIVATION – A successful match involves vocation, motivation, & fit.
Step 1
Talk VOCATION

Step 2
Test MOTIVATION

Step 3
Track FIT
________________________________________________________________________
Easy STEP-Links to Successful HRD
How EACH step assists in developing your people and organization:
Discovering DESIGN helps develops significance and meaning.
Determining NEEDS establishes security and commitment.
Developing RELATONSHIPS promotes serving of others.
Anticipating COMPETENCE establishes well-being through clarification and measures.
Affirming WORTH establishes love for self, others, and work/job.
Acknowledging BELONGING promotes loyalty through family.
Talking VOCATION – results in scheduled planning for growth and retention.
Testing MOTIVATION – results in employee specific recognition and rewards.
Tracking FIT – results in continuous quality, productivity, & satisfaction.
* Tri-Person Matrix
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Chart 1: Comparison of Human and Spiritual Knowledge – PART 1
Chart 1 Legend:
A. Human Knowledge (HK) – Intelligence (Knowledge) Focus (TEMPLATE, ESSENCE, SYSTEMIC)
B. Spiritual Knowledge (SK) – Discernment (Wisdom) Focus (FATHER, SON, HOLY SPIRIT (H))
with RK Cone (center), U1 ↨ T1 Center (plumb line), and General Revelation Boundaries (outer cone)
[KEY: BEHAVIORAL LEVEL (BL), DEVELOPMENTAL LEVEL (DL), NUMINOUS LEVEL (NL)]
C. A Comparison of Intelligence Sources, Characteristics, and Descriptors through Time, PART 1

A

B
S

BL

1

2

3

SK
A
U1

NPK a-∞
NHKa-n
NRK a-n

E

SPK a-∞

SHKa-n

F

S

H

BL

1

2

3

DL

4

5

6

NL

7

8

9

SRK a-n

T

EHP a-∞

ERK a-n

EKP a-∞

NRK a-n

HK

T1

Tri-Person Holistic
Knowledge Map

5

6

N

NL

7

8

9
S

SHKa-n

E

EHP a-∞

NHKa-n
SRK a-n

4

1

SHKa-n

EHP a-∞

ERK a-n

DL
NHKa-n

U

T

C1: C – PART ONE - HK

C1: C – PART
ONE - SK
1

Human Knowledge (Intelligence)

Spiritual Knowledge (Discernment)

1. Intelligence is not a lone predictor or guarantee of wealth
(Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Ecclesiastes 9)
2. Rational intelligence is difficult, if not impossible in many
areas (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Objection 5)
3. Extreme intellectualism is rationalism (Ibid., 2. Fideism)
4. Pascal – trusting reason is an act of faith (Ibid.)
5. Intelligence is understanding applied to the mind
(Constance, 1978, B. d. Condition for Success)
6. Understanding requires intelligence (Constance, 1988a, C
Jehovah Appears to Solomon)
7. Paul displayed careful and diligent intelligence (Constance,
1988b, Luke, the Beloved Physician)
8. Pride – represents the human danger of intelligence
(Constance, 1988c, C. The Helplessness of the
Natural Man)
9. Eyes – are used by man and science for looking
(penetrating) past, forward, inward (Constance,
1988c, B. Rev 17, and C. Rev 4)
10. Intelligence is linked to experience and skill (Society,
1995, Deut. 1, 2 Cron. 2)
11. Human intelligence can disappear without God and must
be attended to (Darby, 1890, Prov 4; Ibid., Isaiah
29, Mat 11, Luke 10, 1 Cor 1)
12. Strength is associated with intelligence (Darby, , Prov 8)
13. Intelligence is to be preferred to silver (Darby, , Prov 16)
14. Oppressing others reveals a lack of intelligence (Darby,
Prov 28)
15. Without transformation, intelligence lack humility, true
service, renewed mind, and genuine sacrifice
(Darby, Rom 12)
16. Human (earthly) intelligence and wisdom favors lies to
truth, hides bitterness in the heart, and can be
demon-like in quality (Darby, James 3)
17. Disciplined intelligence is key to blessings of spiritual
wisdom (Kee, 1993, Sirach 5)
18. Intelligence needs faith (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988, Rom
15)
19. Intelligence is man’s link to animals (Ibid., Job 4)
20. Man was born with intelligence “unto them” (creation)
(Wiersbe, 1992, A. They Knew God)

1. Intelligence is not the only reason for (Wilson et al., 1992,
Matthew 25)
2. Revealed knowledge is a much easier way to understand
many areas (Kreeft & Tacelli, 1994, Objection 5)
3. Knowledge limited to faith is fideism (Ibid., 2. Fideism)
4. Pascal – Reason’s source must be a trustworthy God (Ibid.)
5. Wisdom is understanding applied to the heart (Constance,
1978, B. d. Condition for Success)
6. Understanding requires discernment (Constance, 1988a, C
Jehovah Appears to Solomon)
7. Paul displayed a tender and sympathetic heart (Constance,
1988b, Luke, the Beloved Physician)
8. Rejection of God – the spiritual danger of intelligence
(Constance, 1988c, C. The Helplessness of the
Natural Man)
9. Eyes – are used by God to impart wisdom and recognize
darkness (Ibid.; Wilson et al., 1992, INSIGHT
(Knowledge, Understanding, Wisdom))
10. Wisdom is linked to experience and skill (Society, 1995,
Deut. 1, 2 Cron. 2)
11. Revealed knowledge can disappear without God and must
not be forgotten (Darby, 1890, Prov 4; Ibid., Isaiah
29, Mat 11, Luke 10, 1 Cor 1)
12. Counsel is associated with wisdom (Darby, , Prov 8)
13. Wisdom is to be preferred to gold (Darby, , Prov 16)
14. Disregarding a Holy God reveals a lack of wisdom
(Darby, Prov 30)
15. Without transformation, wisdom, genuine sacrifice for
others, and understanding the will of God are
lacking (Darby, Rom 12)
16. Spiritual (from above) intelligence and wisdom leads to
good behavior, meekness, purity, gentleness,
kindness, and peacefulness (Darby, James 3)
17. Blessings of spiritual wisdom include self-control, earnest
seeking, ability to learn (Kee, 1993, Sirach 5)
18. Faith needs intelligence (Godwin & Edgemon, 1988, Rom
15)
19. Wisdom separates man from animals (Ibid., Job 4)
20. Man was born with a revelation of God “in them”
(conscience) (Wiersbe, 1992, A. They Knew God)
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Chart 2: Comparison of Human and Spiritual Knowledge – PART 2
A Comparison of Intelligence Sources, Characteristics, and Descriptors PART 2
Chart 1: C – PART ONE continued: [Emphases Mine]

HK -Human Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 2

SK -Spiritual Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 2

21. Intelligence is present at birth (Augustine & Pusey, 401
A.D., Chapter 6)
22. Belief is not “the result of an intellectual act…”(Chambers
& Reimann, 1992, Dec. 22)
23. Intelligence, looks, wealth, education, and breeding can
hinder the development of faith (Richards, 1990, Phil 2:6)
24. Relying on intelligence, industry and human wisdom is a
slow way to learn and become enlightened (Kempis, 1994,
Availing Rash Judgment)
25. The Hebrew concept of the heart linked it to the mind
(intelligence), will, and emotions (Butler, 2000a, Heart)
26. All animal life communicates, and to some degree has or
reflects thought and intelligence (Ibid, (b) Relation of Logos to
the World:)
27. Philosopher Heraclitus’ materialistic pantheism defined
lógos as the combination of human and intelligence and
divine reason (Ibid., Metaphysics and Religion)
28. Intellectual limitations to authority: “an authority which is
merely external and objective is no authority at all to the
mature religious life” (Ibid., (f) Authority Necessarily
Spiritual)
29. Whom, then, do I call educated? First, those who control
circumstances instead of being mastered by them, those who
meet all occasions manfully and act in accordance with
intelligent thinking, those who are honorable in all dealings,
who treat good-naturedly persons and things that are
disagreeable; and furthermore, those who hold their pleasures
under control and are not overcome by misfortune; finally,
those who are not spoiled by success. SOCRATES (469–399
B.C.) (DRAPER, 1992)
30. The voice of the intelligence is soft and weak, said Freud.
It is drowned out by the roar of fear. It is ignored by the voice
of desire. It is contradicted by the voice of shame. It is hissed
away by hate and extinguished by anger. Most of all, it is
silenced by ignorance. KARL MENNINGER (1893–1990) (IBID.)
31. intelligence must follow faith, never precede it, and never
destroy it. THOMAS À KEMPIS (C. 1380–1471) (IBID.)
32. There is no inherent reason why the miner, plowman, and
milkmaid should not be as intellectual as the poet, auditor, or
schoolteacher. STUART CHASE (1888–1985) (IBID.)
33. Humanism, which began in Italy, was considered “the
emancipation of intelligence, and the expansion of human
interests” (Schaff, 1890, The Intellectual Awakening)
34. Human life is meaningful, significant, and intelligent
(Dockery et al., 1992)
35. “In the judgement of the flesh man deems his selfknowledge complete, when, with overweening confidence in
his own intelligence and integrity, he takes courage, and spurs
himself on to virtuous deeds…”(Calvin, 1561)
36. “The power of the intellect in regard to the knowledge of
things terrestrial… the natural endowments of man are
corrupted, and the supernatural almost entirely lost.” (Ibid.)
37. “we have one kind of intelligence of earthly things” (Ibid.)
38. “Philosophy is characterized by [intellectual] investigation
into truth and the nature of things” (Hermas et al., 160 A.D.)

21. The soul possesses intelligence (Augustine & Pusey, 401
A.D., Chapter 6)
22. Belief is a intelligent “act of the will…”(Chambers &
Reimann, 1992, Dec. 22)
23. Intelligent commitment requires an understanding of all
God’s words (Richards, 1990, Ex 24:1-8)
24. “No arts or riches, no beauty or strength, no wit or
intelligence avail without grace.” (Kempis, 1994, Availing
Rash Judgment)
25. The Hebrews had no word for conscience, but used the
term heart for moral/spiritual reference (Butler, 2000a, Heart)
26. The thoughts of “higher phases of intelligent life involve
freedom,” wisdom, and love the (Ibid, (b) Relation of Logos
to the World:)
27. Hebrews defined Logos as God’s incarnate, intelligent
communication of life, light and love to man, meeting God in
Christ (Logos) (Ibid.)
28. Christian authority: “spiritual intelligence is not
quickened and developed by communion with the infinite
wisdom, but arrested and quelled.(Ibid., (f) Authority
Necessarily Spiritual)
29. As I stand over the insect crawling amid the pine needles
on the forest floor and endeavoring to conceal itself from my
sight, and ask myself why it will cherish those humble
thoughts and hide its head from me who might, perhaps, be its
benefactor and impart to its race some cheering information, I
am reminded of the greater Benefactor and intelligence that
stands over me the human insect.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU (1817–1862) (DRAPER, 1992)
30. The world we inhabit must have had an origin; that origin
must have consisted in a cause; that cause must have been
intelligent; that intelligence must have been supreme; and that
supreme, which always was and is supreme, we know by the
name of God.
NIKITA IVANOVICH PANIN (1718–1783) (IBID.)
31. Christianity taught men that love is worth more than
intelligence. JACQUES MARITAIN (1882–1973) (IBID.)
32. We should take care not to make the intellect our god; it
has, of course, powerful muscles, but no personality. ALBERT
EINSTEIN (1879–1955) (IBID.)
33. Augustine, John Calvin, Thomas Aquinas, theological
minds of the Western world believed in intelligent faith as
protection from infidelity (Schaff, 1890, (9) Rationalism)
34. God is an intelligent, spiritual, and personal being
(Dockery et al., 1992)
35. “it is of importance to know that we were endued with
reason and intelligence, in order that we might cultivate a holy
and honourable life, and regard a blessed immortality as our
destined aim.” (Calvin, 1561)
36. The power of the intellect, secondly, with regard to the
arts. Particular gifts in this respect conferred on individuals,
and attesting the grace of God. (Ibid.)
37. “and another [intelligence] of heavenly things” (Ibid.)
38. “The preparatory training for rest in Christ exercises the
mind, rouses the intelligence, and begets an inquiring
shrewdness, by means of the true philosophy” (Hermas,
Tatian, Athenagorus, Theophilus, & Alexandria, 160 A.D.)
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Chart 3: Comparison of Human and Spiritual Knowledge – PART 3
A Comparison of Intelligence Sources, Characteristics, and Descriptors PART 3
Chart 1: C – PART ONE and PART TWO continued: [Emphases Mine]

HK -Human Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 3

SK -Spiritual Knowledge (Intelligence) – PART 3

39. “Xenocrates, in his book on “intelligence,” says “that
wisdom is the knowledge of first causes and of intellectual
essence.” He considers intelligence as twofold, practical and
theoretical, which latter is human wisdom. Consequently
wisdom is intelligence, but all intelligence is not wisdom.”
(Tertullian, 145 A.D., Chap V)
40. “For the highest demonstration, to which we have alluded,
produces intelligent faith by the adducing and opening up of
the Scriptures to the souls of those who desire to learn; the
result of which is knowledge (gnosis)… For access to the
Immutable is obtained by a truly immutable means.” (Ibid,
Chap XI)
41. “Some would have it, that the seat of the mind is in the
breast. But if this is so, how wonderful is it, that a faculty
which is situated in an obscure and dark habitation should be
employed in so great a light of reason and intelligence; then
that the senses from every part of the body come together to it,
so that it appears to be present in any quarter of the limbs!”
(Lactantius et al., 260 A.D.)
42. “Its [Karl Barth’s theology] anthropocentric philosophy of
religion emphasized human understanding of God, human
history as the outworking of God’s purposes, and human
capacity to develop a society in which God’s purposes and
human intelligence collaborated in ever-increasing progress.
(Douglas, Comfort, & Mitchell, 1992)
43. “Man, in contrast to the brute, possesses both
consciousness and self-consciousness. Self-determination has
to do with the ability to look to the future and prepare an
intelligent course of action. It also involves the power of
choice. The brute also has determination, but he does not have
self-determination—the power to act from his own free WILL
and to thus determine his acts.” (Willmington, 1992, Chap IV)
44. “…human intelligence is not the same as divine
intelligence, but it is a real intelligence, not fictitious.
Therefore, humans have the ability to understand the meaning
of words and the logic of sentences and paragraphs.” (Ryrie,
1986)

39. “For Scripture says, “He that says much, shall also hear in
his turn.” And who shall understand a parable of the Lord, but
the wise, the intelligent, and he that loves his Lord? Let such a
man be faithful; let him be capable of uttering his knowledge;
let him be wise in the discrimination of words; let him be
dexterous in action; let him be pure.” (145 A.D., Chap VIII)
40. “If teaching literature is not lawful to God’s servants,
neither WILL learning be likewise;” and, “How could one be
trained unto ordinary human intelligence, or unto any sense or
action whatever, since literature is the means of training for all
life? How do we repudiate secular studies, without which
divine studies cannot be pursued?” (Ibid, Chap X)
41. “And does any one wonder if the divine mind of God,
being extended the body, it cannot be understood what that
mind is, or what its qualities are [here he is referring to
intelligence], since its nature is so subtle and refined, that,
though infused into solid organs by a living and, as it were,
ardent perception, it is mingled with all the members.”
(Lactantius et al., 260 A.D.)
42. “God, the Creator, fashioned the world using the material
of goodness, truth, and beauty, which he wanted to share with
others. When he was framing the universe, he put intelligence
in SOUL and SOUL in BODY, so as to create a most beautiful
work… Plato’s religion was his most profound personal
conviction.” (Douglas et al., 1992)
43. “… God is nowhere pictured as the Author of sin… God
created both angels and men as intelligent creatures
possessing moral natures which could determine and choose
between right and wrong. Had God stopped Lucifer and Adam
one second before their sin, he would, in effect, have violated
their moral natures and reduced them to mere walking robots.”
(Willmington, 1992, Chap IX)
44. At the Areopagus Paul argued the same way. If we
are the offspring of God, he argued, then God cannot be like a
gold or silver idol that the offspring formed (Acts 17:28-29).
He, like His offspring, must be living and intelligent. (Ryrie,
1986)
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Chart 4: INTELIGENCE Word Study – PART 1
Word Study on INTELLIGENCE and Related Words - PART ONE.
[Emphases Mine]
Understanding (συνέσεως) - “a union or bringing together of
the mind with an object, and so used to denote the faculty
of quick comprehension, intelligence, sagacity, Compare
συνετῶν, the prudent, Matthew 11:25 (Vincent,
1997a,Vol. 1, Understanding)
A man (ἀνὴρ) - Three words are used in the New Testament
for man: ἄῤῥην, or ἄρσην, ἀνήρ, and ἄνθρωπος. Ἄρσην
marks merely the sexual distinction, male (Romans 1:27;
Revelation 12:5, 13). Ἁνήρ denotes the man as
distinguished from the woman, as male or as a husband,…
or from a boy(Matthew 14:21). Also man as endowed with
courage, intelligence, strength, and other noble
attributes….(Vincent, 1997b, Vol, Man)
Wisdom (φρονήσει) – “ prudence. This is a lower word than
σοφία, wisdom (See on James 3:13). It is an attribute or
result of wisdom, and not necessarily in a good sense,
though mostly so in the New Testament. Compare,
however, the use of the kindred word φρόνιμος in Romans
11:15; 12:16 wise in your own conceits; and the adverb
φρονίμως, wisely, of the unjust steward, Luke 16:8 It is
practical intelligence, which may or may not be applied to
good ends. Appropriate here as a practical term
corresponding to disobedient. (Vincent, 1997a, Vol 1,
Wisdom) Wisdom (phronēsei). Not sophia, but a word
for practical intelligence. (Robertson, 1997b, Vol 1, Luke
1:17)
Loveth (φιλεῖ) … Jesus’ sentiment toward Martha and Mary is
described by ἠγάπα, . Men are bidden to love (ἀγαπᾶν)
God); never φιλεῖν, since love to God implies an
intelligent discernment of His attributes and not merely an
affectionate sentiment. (Vincent, 1997a, Vol 2, Wisdom)
Wise (φρόνιμοι) - See on the kindred noun φρόνησις wisdom,
Luke 1:17. Mostly in the New Testament of practical
wisdom, prudence; thus distinguished from σοφία which
is mental excellence in its highest and fullest sense; and
from σύνεσις intelligence, which is combinative
wisdom; wisdom in its critical applications.
Being in the FORM of God (ἐν μορφῇ Θεοῦ ὑπάρχων) Being. As applied here to God, the word is intended to
describe that mode in which the essential being of God
expresses itself. We have no word which can convey this
meaning, nor is it possible for us to formulate the
reality. FORM inevitably carries with it to us the idea
of shape. It is conceivable that the essential personality of
God may express itself in a mode apprehensible by the
perception of pure spiritual intelligences; but the mode
itself is neither apprehensible nor conceivable by human
minds. (Vincent, 1997c, Vol 2, Being)
And acknowledging of the truth (καὶ ἐπίγνωσιν ἀληθείας) For acknowledging rend. knowledge. For the phrase, see
on 1 Timothy 2:4. Governed, like πίστιν faith, by κατὰ.
The writer is an apostle according to the faith of God’s
elect, and according to the truth which is contained in the
faith, as that truth is intelligently apprehended and held.
(Vincent, 1997d, Vol 4, truth)
Perceive ye not? (ou noeite̱). Believers were making little
use of their intelligence in trying to comprehend the efforts
of Jesus to give them a new and true spiritual insight.
(Robertson, 1997a, Vol 2, Mark 7:19)

Heart (καρδία) - Never used in the New Testament, as in the
Septuagint, of the mere physical organ, though sometimes
of the vigor and sense of physical life …. Generally, the
center of our complex being—physical, moral, spiritual,
and intellectual… It is used fifty-two times by Paul. Like
our heart it denotes the seat of feeling as contrasted with
intelligence… But it is not limited to this. It is also the
seat of mental action, feeling, thinking, WILLing. It is
used— 1. Of intelligence, … 2. Of moral choice, … 1.
As giving impulse and character to action, … 4.
Specially, it is the seat of the divine Spirit, … (Vincent,
1997b, Vol 2, Heart; 1997c, Vol 3, Heart)
The law of my mind (τῷ νόμῳ τοῦ νοός μου) Νοῦς mind,
is a term distinctively characteristic of Paul, though not
confined to him. … Paul’s usage of this term is not based,
like that of spirit and flesh, on the Septuagint, though the
word occurs six times as the rendering of lebh heart, and
once of ruach spirit. He uses it to throw into sharper
relief the function of reflective intelligence and moral
judgment which is expressed generally by καρδία heart.
The key to its Pauline usage is furnished by the contrast in
1 Corinthians 14:14-19, between speaking with a tongue
and with the understanding (τῷ νοΐ), and
between the spirit and the understanding (v. 14). There it
is the faculty of reflective intelligence, which receives
and is wrought upon by the Spirit. It is associated
with γνωμή opinion, resulting from its exercise, in 1
Corinthians 1:10; and with κρίνει judgeth in Romans
14:5.(Vincent, 1997c, Law)
Never able to come to the knowledge of the truth
(mēdepote eis epignōsin alētheias elthein
dunamena). Pathetic picture of these hypnotized women
without intellectual power to cut through the fog of words
and, though always learning scraps of things, they never
come into the full knowledge (epignōsin) of the truth in
Christ. And yet they even pride themselves on belonging
to the intelligentsia! (Robertson, 1997c, Vol 4, 2 Tim 3:7)
Thou foolish one (aphrōn). Old word (a privative, phrēn),
lack of sense. It is a severe term and justified by the
implication “that the objector plumes himself on his
acuteness” (Robertson and Plummer). Proleptic position
of su (thou) sharpens the point. Sceptics (agnostics) pose
as unusually intellectual (the intelligentsia), but the pose
does not make one intelligent. (Ibid., 1 Cor 7:1)
With the understanding also (kai tōi no‹). Instrumental
case of nous. Paul is distinctly in favour of the use of the
intellect in prayer. Prayer is an intelligent exercise of the
mind. (Ibid., 1 Cor 14:15)
In him was life (en autōi zōē ēn). Usually in John zōē
means spiritual life, but here the term is unlimited and
includes all life; only it is not bios (manner of life), but
the very principle or essence of life. That is spiritual
behind the physical and to this great scientists today
agree. It is also personal intelligence and power. Some of
the western documents have estin here instead of ēn to
bring out clearly the timelessness of this phrase of the
work of the Logos. (Ibid., John 1:4)
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Chart 5: INTELIGENCE Word Study – PART 2
Word Study on INTELLIGENCE and Related Words - PART ONE [Emphases Mine]
In his own mind (en tōi idiōi noi). Intelligent and honest
decision according to the light possessed by each.
(Robertson, 1997c, Vol 4, Rom 14:5)
A reason concerning the hope that is in you (logon peri
tēs en humin elpidos). Original sense of logon
(accusative of the thing with aitounti with humās,
accusative of the person) “concerning the in you hope.”
Ready with a spoken defence of the inward hope. This
attitude calls for an intelligent grasp of the hope and skill
in presenting it. In Athens every citizen was expected to be
able to join in the discussion of state affairs. (Robertson,
1933b, Vol 6, 1 Pet 3:15)
σοφία, ας feminine wisdom, insight, intelligence, knowledge;
Wisdom (of God) (Barclay M. Newman, 1971)
σύνεσις, εως feminine understanding, power of
comprehension, insight, intelligence (Ibid.)
συνετός, ή, όν intelligent , possessing understanding (Ibid.)
γνώμη, ἡ, (γι-γνώσκω) a means of knowing, a mark, token,
Theognis. II. the organ by which one knows, the mind:
hence, 1. thought, judgment, intelligence, Sophocles: acc.
absol., γνώμην ἱκανός intelligent, Herodotus; γν. ἀγαθός
Sophocles; γνώμην ἔχειν to understand, Id.; προσέχειν
γνώμην to give heed, be on one’s guard:—ἀπὸ γνώμης
with a good conscience, Aeschylus; but, οὐκ ἀπὸ γν. not
without judgment, with good sense, Sophocles. (Liddell &
Scott, 1888)
ἔμ-φρων, ον, gen. ονος, (ἐν, φρήν) in one’s mind or senses,
Aeschylus, Sophocles. 2. alive, Id. II. rational,
intelligent, Xenophon, Plato. 2. sensible, shrewd, prudent,
Theognis, Sophocles, etc. (Ibid.)
ἔν-νοος, ον, contr. ἔν-νους, ουν, thoughtful, intelligent,
sensible, Aeschylus, etc.; ἔννους γίγνομαι I come to my
senses, Euripides. (Ibid.)
μυστήριον, τό, (μύστης) a mystery or secret doctrine; in pl., τὰ
μ. the mysteries of the Cabiri in Samothrace, Herodotus; of
Demeter at Eleusis, Aeschylus, etc. 2. any mystery
or secret, Plato. 3. mystic implements, Euripides,
Aristophanes. 4. in N.T. a mystery, a divine secret,
something above human intelligence. (Ibid.)
σοφία, Ion. -ίη, ἡ, skill in handicraft and art, Iliad, Xenophon,
etc.:—σ. τινός or περί τινος knowledge of, acquaintance
with a thing, Plato. 2. sound judgment, intelligence,
practical wisdom, such as was attributed to the Seven
Wise men, Theognis, Herodotus; in not so good a
sense, cunning, shrewdness, craft, like δεινότης,
Herodotus. 3. wisdom, philosophy, Theognis, Att. (Ibid.)
σύνεσις, Att. ξύνεσις, ἡ, (σύν-ειμι (εἶμι ibo)) a coming together,
union, ξύνεσις δύω ποταμῶν Odyssey. II. (συνίημι) quick
comprehension, mother-wit, intelligence, sagacity,
hucydides; of animals, Plato. 2. c. gen. rei, intelligence in
a thing, sagacity in respect to it, Id.; περί τινος
Thucydides. III. conscience, = συνείδησις, Euripides.
IV. a branch of art or science, Aristotle. (Ibid.)
G1108 γνῶσις;gnōsis; 1) knowledge signifies in general
intelligence, understanding;1a) the general knowledge of
Christian religion;1b) the deeper more perfect and
enlarged knowledge of this religion, such as belongs to the
more advanced;1c) especially of things lawful and
unlawful for Christians;1d) moral wisdom, such as is seen
in right living (Thayer, 1999)

The law of my mind (tōi nomōi tou noos). The reflective
intelligence Paul means by noos, “the inward man” of
verse 22. It is this higher self that agrees that the law of
God is good (12, 16, 22). (Robertson, 1997c, Rom 7:23)
That he is (hoti estin). The very existence of God is a
matter of intelligent faith (Rom 1:19ff.) So that men are
left without excuse. (Robertson, 1997c, Heb 11:6)
He that understands (ho echōn noun). “The one having
intelligence” in such matters. Cf. the adverb nounechōs
(discreetly) in Mark 12:34. (Robertson, 1933b,Vol 6, Rev
3:18)
Here is the mind which hath wisdom (Hōde ho nous ho
echōn sophian). “Here is the intelligence which has
wisdom” (Charles). (Robertson, 1933bIbid, Rev 17:9)
H995  ב ִּיןbı̂yn - 1) to discern, understand, consider; 1a)
(Qal); 1a1) to perceive, discern; 1a2) to understand, know
(with the mind); 1a3) to observe, mark, give heed
to,distinguish, consider; 1a4) to have discernment, insight,
understanding; 1b) (Niphal) to be discerning, intelligent,
discreet, have understanding; 1c) (Hiphil) 1c1) to
understand;1c2) to cause to understand, give
understanding, teach;1d) (Hithpolel) to show oneself
discerning or attentive, consider diligently;1e) (Polel) to
teach, instruct; 2) (TWOT) prudent, regard (Brown,
Driver, & Briggs, 1999)
H2372  חָזָהchâzâh - 1) to see, perceive, look, behold,
prophesy, provide;1a) (Qal);1a1) to see, behold;1a2) to
see as a seer in the ecstatic state;1a3) to see,
perceive;1a3a) with the intelligence; 1a3b) to see (by
experience);1a3c) to provide (Ibid.)
H8394  ת וֹבֻנָה/  ת ְּבו נָה/  ת ָבו ןtâbûn / tebûnâh
/ tôbûnâh- 1) understanding, intelligence; 1a) the act of
understanding;1a1) skill;1b) the faculty of
understanding;1b1) intelligence, understanding,
insight;1c) the object of knowledge;1d) teacher
(personification) (Ibid.)
G50 ἀγνοέω; agnoeō; ag-no-eh'-o; From G1 (as a negative
particle) and G3539; not to know (through lack of
information or intelligence); by implication to ignore
(through disinclination):—(be) ignorant (-ly), not know,
not understand, unknown. (Strong, 1998b)
G1990 ἐπιστήμων; epistēmōn; ep-ee-stay'-mone;
From G1987; intelligent:—endued with knowledge.
(Ibid.)
G4678 σοφία;Sophia;1) wisdom, broad and full of
intelligence; used of the knowledge of very diverse
matters;1a) the wisdom which belongs to men;1a1) spec.
the varied knowledge of things human and divine,
acquired by acuteness and experience, and summed up in
maxims and proverbs;1a2) the science and learning;1a3)
the act of interpreting dreams and always giving the
sagest advice;1a4) the intelligence evinced in discovering
the meaning of some mysterious number or vision;1a5)
skill in the management of affairs;1a6) devout and proper
prudence in intercourse with men not disciples of Christ,
skill and discretion in imparting Christian truth;1a7) the
knowledge and practice of the requisites for godly and
upright living;1b) supreme intelligence, such as belongs
to God;1b1) to Christ;1b2) the wisdom of God as evinced
in forming and executing counsels in the formation and
government of the world and the scriptures (Thayer,
1999)
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Chart 6: DR (Descriptive Research) Variables – Units, Horizontal Laws

UNIT PROPERTIES:

LAWS OF RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES:

The Unit Properties
(1)TEMPLATE (T) and Completeness
(2) ESSENCE (E) and Congruence
(3) SYSTEMIC (S) and Charism

Horizontal Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Horizontal Law of Relationship 1:2 (HLR 1:2) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 2;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔BODY) “image↔links”;
or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS; or, Significance ↔ Security; or
any combination of these unit descriptors
b. Horizontal Law of Relationship 2:3 (HLR 2:3) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 3;
(SON ↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY)
“image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔≥ RELATIONSHIP; or,
Security ↔≥ Service; or any combination of these unit
descriptors
c. Horizontal Law of Relationship 4:5 (HLR 4:5) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 5;
(FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔SOUL) “image↔links”;
or BELONGING ↔ WORTH; or, Family ↔ Love; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Horizontal Law of Relationship 5:6 (HLR 5:6) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 6;
(SON ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL)
“image↔links”; or WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE; or,
Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any combination of these
unit descriptors.
e. Horizontal Law of Relationship 7:8 (HLR 7:8) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8;
(FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔ (SON↔SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔ MOTIVATION; or,
Calling ↔ Energy; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
f. Horizontal Law of Relationship 8:9 (HLR 8:9) Key
Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 8 ↔ Cell 9;
(SON ↔SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Energy
↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.

The Behavioral Level; Units for Cells 1, 2, and 3 The Body
(soma)
a. UNIT/Cell 1 [FATHER ↔ BODY image↔link properties]:
Template and Completeness imaged within DESIGN and
Significance
b. UNIT/Cell 2 [SON ↔ BODY image↔link properties];
Essence and Congruence imaged within NEEDS and
Security
c. UNIT/Cell 3 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ BODY image↔link
properties]; Systemic and Charism imaged within
RELATIONSHIP and Service
The Developmental Level; Units for Cells 4, 5, and 6 The
Soul (psuche) Level
a. UNIT/Cell 4 [FATHER ↔ SOUL image↔link properties];
Template and Completeness imaged within BELONGING
and Family
b. UNIT/Cell 5 [SON ↔ SOUL image↔link properties];
Essence and Congruence imaged within WORTH and
Love
c. UNIT/Cell 6 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL image↔link
properties]; Systemic and Charism imaged within
COMPETENCE and Health |GH| S + CS ≈ DS ↔ SD
The Numinous Level; Units for Cells 7, 8, and 9 The Spirit
(pneuma) Level
a. UNIT/Cell 7 [FATHER ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties];
Template and Completeness imaged within VOCATION
and Calling
b. UNIT/Cell 8 [SON ↔ SPIRIT image↔link properties];
Essence and Congruence imaged within MOTIVATION
and Energy
c. UNIT/Cell 9 [HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT image↔link
properties]; Systemic and Charism imaged within FIT and
Fulfillment
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Chart 7: DR Variables – Determinant, Categoric, Vertical & Diagonal Laws

LAWS OF RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES:

LAWS OF RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES:

Determinant Laws of Relationship Sets
a. Determinate Law of Relationship Set G, for God (DLR-G)
Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell CT ↔ Cell
CE ↔≥ Cell CS; FATHER ↔ SON ↔ HOLY SPIRIT; or
TEMPLATE ↔ ESSENCE ↔ SYSTEMIC; or,
Completeness ↔ Congruence ↔ Charism; or any
combination of these descriptors.
b. Determinate Law of Relationship Set B, for Behavioral
(DLR-B) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1
↔ Cell 2 ↔≥ Cell 3; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(SON↔BODY) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY)
“image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ NEEDS ↔≥
RELATIONSHIP; or, Significance ↔ Security ↔≥
Service; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Determinate Law of Relationship Set D, for Developmental
(DLR-D) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4
↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 6; (FATHER↔SOUL) ↔ (SON↔
SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔ SOUL) “image↔links”;
or BELONGING ↔ WORTH ↔≥ COMPETENCE; or,
Family ↔ Love ↔≥ Emotional Health; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Determinate Law of Relationship Set N, for Numinous
(Life-Motivational) (DLR-N) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 7 ↔ Cell 8 ↔≥ Cell 9;
(FATHER↔SPIRIT) ↔ (SON↔ SPIRIT) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or VOCATION ↔
MOTIVATION ↔≥ FIT; or, Calling ↔ Energy ↔≥
Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.

Vertical Unit to Unit Laws of Relationship
a. Vertical Law of Relationship 1:4 (VLR 1:4) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 4;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (FATHER↔SOUL)
“image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING; or,
Significance ↔ Family; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.
b. Vertical Law of Relationship 4:7 (VLR 4:7) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 4 ↔ Cell 7; (FATHER
↔BODY) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔ SOUL) “image↔links”; or
NEEDS ↔≥ BELONGING; or, Security ↔≥ Family; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Vertical Law of Relationship 2:5 (VLR 2:5) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2 ↔ Cell 5;
(SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or
NEEDS ↔ WORTH; or, Security ↔ Love; or any
combination of these unit descriptors.
d. Vertical Law of Relationship 5:8 (VLR 5:8) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 5 ↔ Cell 8; (SON
↔SOUL) ↔≥ (SON↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or
WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or, Love ↔≥ Energy; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
e. Vertical Law of Relationship 3:6 (VLR 3:6): Cell 3 ↔ Cell
6; (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔ (HOLY
SPIRIT↔SOUL) “image↔links”; or REALTIONSHIP
↔ COMPETENCE; or, Service ↔ Emotional Health; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
f. Vertical Law of Relationship 6:9 (VLR 6:9) Key Literature
Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 6 ↔ Cell 9; (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or,
Emotional Health ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of
these unit descriptors.

Categoric Laws of Relationship Sets
a. Categoric Law of Relationship Set T, for TEMPLATE
(CLR-T) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 1
↔ Cell 4 ↔≥ Cell 7; (FATHER↔BODY) ↔
(FATHER↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (FATHER ↔ SPIRIT)
“image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔ BELONGING ↔≥
VOCATION; or, Significance ↔ Family ↔≥ Calling; or
any combination of these unit descriptors.
b. Categoric Law of Relationship Set E, for ESSENCE
(CLR-E) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 2
↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 8; (SON↔BODY) ↔ (SON ↔ SOUL)
↔≥ (SON ↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or NEEDS ↔
WORTH ↔≥ MOTIVATION; or, Security ↔ Love ↔≥
Energy; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
c. Categoric Law of Relationship Set S, for SYSTEMIC
(CLR-S) Key Literature Search Unit Descriptors: Cell 3
↔ Cell 6 ↔≥ Cell 9; (HOLY SPIRIT↔BODY) ↔
(HOLY SPIRIT ↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY SPIRIT ↔
SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or RELATIONSHIP ↔
COMPETENCE ↔≥ FIT; or, Service ↔ Emotional
Health ↔≥ Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit
descriptors.

Diagonal Laws of Relationship Set
a. Diagonal (Other) Law of Relationship Set D-F, for DESIGN
to FIT (OLR-D:F) Key Literature Search Unit
Descriptors: Cell 1 ↔ Cell 5 ↔≥ Cell 9;
(FATHER↔BODY) ↔ (SON↔ SOUL) ↔≥ (HOLY
SPIRIT ↔ SPIRIT) “image↔links”; or DESIGN ↔
WORTH ↔≥ FIT; or, Significance ↔ Love ↔≥
Fulfillment; or any combination of these unit descriptors.
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Chart 8: DR Variables – Sequential & Transformation System States

SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE PROPERTIES:

TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM STATE PROPERTIES:

Sequential Developmental Driven System States
a. General System State Overview of the CHILD
SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE (SSS-C) (Primary
Determinants TB≈BT; Secondary Determinants TD≈DT;
TN≈NT)
(1) SSS-C Cell 1: TB≈BT; Significance≈DESIGN
(2) SSS-C Cell 4: TD≈DT; Family≈BELONGING
(3) SSS-C Child Cell 7: TN≈NT; Calling≈VOCATION
(4) SSS-C OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-C Cell 2
(b) SSS-C Cell 3
(c) SSS-C Cell 5
(d) SSS-C Cell 6
(e) SSS-C Cell 8
(e) SSS-C Cell 9
b. General System State Overview of the Sequential
YOUTH/ADOLESCENT SYSTEM STATE (SSS-Y) –
(Primary Determinants ED≈DE; Secondary EB≈BE; EN≈NE)
(1) SSS-Y Cell 2: ED≈DE; Security≈NEEDS
(2) SSS-Y Cell 5: EB≈BE; Love≈WORTH
(3) SSS-Y Cell 8: EN≈NE; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(4) SSS-Y OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-Y Cell 1
(b) SSS-Y Cell 3
(c) SSS-Y Cell 4
(d) SSS-Y Cell 6
(e) SSS-Y Cell 7
(f) SSS-Y Cell 9
c. General System State Overview of the ADULT
SEQUENTIAL SYSTEM STATE (SSS-A) – (Primary
Determinants SN≈NS; Secondary SB≈BS; SD≈DS)
(1) SSS-A Cell 3: SN≈NS; Service≈RELATIONSHIP
(2) SSS-A Cell 6: SB≈BS; Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) SSS-A Cell 9: SD≈DS; Fulfillment≈FIT
(4) SSS-A OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) SSS-A Cell 1
(b) SSS-A Cell 2
(c) SSS-A Cell 4
(d) SSS-A Cell 5
(e) SSS-A Cell 7
(e) SSS-A Cell 8

Transformation Determinate Driven System States
a. General System State Overview of the H, (T; CS)
TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMIC STAGE STATE “D”
(Right hand column; Diagram F30: D (BT:DT:NT –
Behavioral, Developmental, Numinous Level
Transformations); Primary Determinants BS; DS; NS; or
(C3, C6, C9);
Secondary BT; BE; DT; DE; NT; NE; or
(C1, C2, C4; C5, C7, C8)
(1) BT Cell 3: BS≈SB; Service≈RELATIONSHIP
(2) DT Cell 6: DS≈SD; Emotional
Health≈COMPETENCE
(3) NT Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
(4) BT:DT:NT OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) BT:DT:NT Cell 1
(b) BT:DT:NT Cell 2
(c) BT:DT:NT Cell 4
(d) BT:DT:NT Cell 5
(e) BT:DT:NT Cell 7
(F) BT:DT:NT Cell 8
b. General System State Overview of the NL (SPIRIT)
TRANSFORMATION SYSTEM STATE “E” – (Bottom
Row, F30: E; (NLT – T:E:S) – Numinous Level
Transitions for Template, Essence, and Systemic stages
of the TPM); Primary Determinants NT ; NE; NS; (C7, C8,
C9); Secondary BT; BE; BS; DT; DT; DS; (C1, C2, C3; C4,
C5, C6)
(1) NLT-T Cell 5: NT≈TN; Calling≈VOCATION
(2) NLT-E Cell 8: NE≈EN; Energy≈MOTIVATION
(3) NLT-S Cell 9: NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT
4) NLT-T:E:S OTHER UNIT VALUES
(a) NLT-T:E:S Cell 1
(b) NLT-T:E:S Cell 2
(c) NLT-T:E:S Cell 4
(d) NLT-T:E:S Cell 5
(e) NLT-T:E:S Cell 7
(e) NLT-T:E:S Cell 8
Complex Driven System State – COMPLEX SYSTEM
STATE - TOTAL TRANSFORMATION (CSS-TT)
a. H, (T; CS) 3 TRANSFORMATION LEVELS OF
COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-BT:DT:NT) (Right hand column; Diagram F30: F); Primary
Determinants BS; DS; NS; or (C3, C6, C9);
b. NL (SPIRIT) 3 TRANSFORMATION STAGES OF
COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-NLT-T:E:S) –
(Bottom Row; Diagram F30: F); Primary Determinants
NT; NE; NS; (C7, C8, C9)
c. CELL 9 (NS≈SN; Fulfillment≈FIT) TRANSFORMATION
IN COMPLEX SYSTEM STATE “F” (CSS-C9) –
(Bottom Right Hand Cell; Diagram F30: E); Primary
Determinant NS; (C9)
d. CSS-TT OTHER UNIT VALUES
(1) CSS-TT Cell 1
(2) CSS-TT Cell 2
(3) CSS-TT Cell 4
(d) CSS-TT Cell 5
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2
1
3
1

1
1
1

1
6
1

1
1

4
3
1
1
3

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

3
2
2
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
2
1
1
1
1

1
3
1

1
1

2
1

1

1
1

1

Love

1

6

10

2

5

2

1
3

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

2

1

1
1
1

1
1
5
1

1
1
1

1

4
2

1
1

1
2

1

2325
771
579
579
354
153
126
108
87
84
54
48
45
45
39
39
33
27
24
24
21
15

1
1

1

1

1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1

1

1
2

1
2
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
2

1
1

1

1

2254
5005
3762
234
2600
1248
693
490
7
630
138
78
54
1140
885
680
520
40
30
10
10
10
5
2676
2240
896
788
536
492
412
316
148
108
108
96
88
60
56
56
56
12
4
4
0

1

1

1

1
1

14
13
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2

1
1

Logic

Emotion

Appetite

Conscience

Truth

Wisdom

Purpose

Feeling

Heart

Desire

2

1

2

2

1
1

1

2
1

1

1

1

2

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

5

1

1

2
1

1

1

1
1

1

2

1

1
1
1
1

2
2

1

1
1

1

1

4

1

2
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2

1
4

1

WEIIGHT

1
1

1

1
1

Volition

1

2

1
1

COUNT

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Thought

1

1

Will

4

Understand

3
1

Reason

2
1

Mind

2
6
3
1

Knowledge

GS

775
257
193
193
118
51
42
36
29
28
18
16
15
15
13
13
11
9
8
8
7
5

3
3

GH

ech o
exer ch omai
ei s er ch omai
megas
t h an at os
p r os op on
l ogi z omai
or ge
gn os i s
i s ch u r os
ken os
di al ogi z omai
kat es t h i o
p h ot i z o
di al egomai
n oi eo
s ar ki kos
p r ot h u mi a
mes t os
s kot i z o
s u n es i s
p ar akl et os

1
2
1

Spirit

161
385
418
26
325
156
99
70
1
105
23
13
9
228
177
136
104
8
6
2
2
2
1
669
560
224
197
134
123
103
79
37
27
27
24
22
15
14
14
14
3
1
1

GF

Usage #

kar di a
p n eu ma
p at er
n ou s
l ogos
ch ar i s
t ekn on
p h os
n ep h es h
p s u ch e
koi l i a
dianoia
gn ome
on oma
h eu r i s ko
bl ep o
al et h ei a
di an oi go
p ai dei a
l ogi kos
en n oi a
p h r on es i s
n ep h r os
ei do
an t h r op os
gi n os ko
n omos
z oe
z et eo
exou s i a
s t oma
ou s
mu s t er i on
s u n i emi
as t h en ei a
ei kon
kat al amban o
Saddou kai os
di al ogi s mos
ep i s t amai
s u n ei do
kat an u xi s
met eor i z o
t h el ema

Body

G2588
G4151
G3962
G5363
G3056
G5485
G5043
G5457
H5315
G5590
G2836
G1271
G1106
G3686
G2147
G991
G225
G1272
G3809
G3050
G1771
G5428
G3510
G1492
G444
G1097
G3551
G2222
G2212
G1849
G4750
G3775
G3466
G4920
G769
G1504
G2638
G4523
G1261
G1987
G4894
G2659
G3349
SHG G2307

Soul

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
SC
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

Greek

Number

Source

Table 2: BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT Search Analysis – Part 1

2
1

1
2
2

1
1
1
1

1

1

D

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

G2192
G1831
G1525
G3173
G2288
G4383
G3049
G3709
G1108
G2478
G2756
G1260
G2719
G5461
G1256
G3539
G4559
G4288
G3324
G4654
G4907
G3875

1
2
1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
3

1
4

1
1

1

1
3

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

6

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
4

2
1
1

2
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
4
1
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1

1
1
1
1

1

3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

Logic

WEIIGHT

2
3

1
3

Love

Appetite

1

1

878
764
434
234
232
86
80
64
30
28
28
24
24
18
16
14
14
12
12
10
10
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
248
150
147
76
30

2
1

1

1
1
2
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
3

1

COUNT

1
1

14
6

15
12
9
6
6
6
3
3
0

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2

1
1

1
1

Volition

1

Emotion

Wisdom

Conscience

Truth

Feeling

Purpose

Desire

Heart

1

1
1

1
1

Will

2

Thought

1
1
1
1

2

Reason

1
1
1
1
248
150
147
76
30

1

Understand

1

1
2

Knowledge

439
382
217
117
116
43
40
32
15
14
14
12
12
9
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mind

akou o
h u i os
eks t as i s
oi kos
ekkl es i a
ep i gi n os ko
gn or i z o
s u n ei des i s
h ot h en
kat an oeo
h u gi es
p oi mai n o
bas an i z o
s u n t r i bo
ap ol ogi a
es o
del oo
ekdu o
exou s i az o
p h or t i on
p or oo
an aku p t o
bi a
gu mn az o
egkr at ei a
s u n et os
s ken oma
s op h i z o
s ken os
eu l abei a
z eo
oi ket er i on
t r uphe
ch l i ar os
n i dn eh
ai s t h et er i on
h exi s
kat an u s s o
s omat i kos
gadal
maq om maq om

GH

G191
G5207
G1611
G3634
G1577
G1921
G1107
G4893
G3606
G2657
G5199
G4165
G928
G4937
G627
G2080
G1213
G1562
G1850
G5413
G4456
G352
G970
G1128
G1466
G4908
G4638
G4679
G4636
G2124
G2204
G3613
G5172
G5513
H5085
G145
G1831
G2660
G4985
H1431
H4725

GS

5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1

GF

p ar akol ou t h e
p at h os
p ar adei s os
kau t er i az o
l ogi s mos
p h r en
ai s t h an omai
or exi s
bou l e

Spirit

Greek

G3877
G3806
G3857
G2743
G3053
G5424
G143
G3715
G1012

Soul

Number

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
SH
GD
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
SC
T
T
T
T
SC
SC

Body

Source

Usage #

Table 3: BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT Search Analysis – Part 2

1
1

1
1
2

e

m q omah
meq omah
SC
SC
SC
SC
T
T
T
T
T

H5999
H6089
H7504
H7999
G1223
G4561
G4983
G1537
G2480

?amal
et s eb
r ap h eh
s h al am
di a
sarx
s oma
ek / ex
i s ch u o

1
1
1
1
3

4
5
1
1
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Syntax Count

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
185 95 87 107 41 28 19 16
91

34 21 16 13

9

89 82 71 54 32 31 23 22 18 18 17 16 10 10
69 64 58 47 35 12 10 18 13 13 13 8 7 13

7
6

6
8

4
1

3
2

6

56 25 40 29 27 13

6

7

1

2

9

15 14 12

7

6

7

13

WEIIGHT

Volition

1
1
2

COUNT

Love

Logic

Emotion

Appetite

Conscience

Wisdom

Truth

Purpose

Feeling

Heart

Desire

Thought

1
1
1

Will

19
13

Understand

2
1

Reason

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mind

s omat i kos
h adr ot es
p ar ap h r on eo
s ar ki n os
ool
bas ?a r
gevah
g ev? yah
gu p h ah
gaf
l ach u m
?ot s em
p eger
s h e’er
Sat an
an agke
dou l oo
sarx
et s em
Search Hits
Semantic Count

Knowledge

G4984
G100
G3912
G4560
H193
H1320
H1465
H1472
H1480
H1610
H3894
H6108
H6297
H7607
G4566
G318
G1402
G4561
H6106
-

GS

T
T
T
T
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
T
T
T
SC
SC
-

GH

15
11
11
8
6
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Spirit

Usage #

kat h ai r eo
ap h r on
s u z et eo
p t oma
an oet os
s u n ar mol ogeo
s t er eoo
ar es t os
t h er ap ei a
h or ai os
al ogos
s u gker an n u mi
s u z et es i s
an oi a
ep i l u o
kat h or ao
h ol okl er i a
h ol okl er os
och u r oma
p ar al ogi z oma
s u l l ogi z omai
s u n oi kodomeo

GF

Greek

G2507
G6878
G4802
G4430
G453
G4883
G4732
G701
G2322
G5611
G249
G4786
G4803
G454
G1956
G2529
G3647
G3648
G3794
G3884
G4817
G4925

Body

Number

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

Soul

Source

Table 4: BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT Search Analysis – Part 3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15
11
11
8
6
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
19
13
0
1
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Translations

English

Number

Greek

Source

Number

Source

Table 5: LINKAGE Syntax-Semantics-Usage Definitions – Part 1
Greek

SC

H5999 a ma l

worry

wearing effort; worry of body or
mind; grevance; toil, travail

T

G1256 d i a l egoma i

SC

H6108 ot s em

substance

substance of body

T

G1261 d i a l ogi s mos

perceive by bodily senses, with
the mind, understand
faculty of the mind for
perceiving, understanding,
judging
to hear to understand,
comprehend, learn, find out

T

G143 a i s t h a n oma i

perceived

T

G145 a i s t h et er i on

semses

T

G191 a k ou o

heard, hear, heareth, hearing,
hearken, audience, hearest,
hearers, came, come, ears,
noised, understandeth, reported

T

G225 a l et h ei a

truth, true, truly, truths, verity

T

G249 a l ogos

unreasonable

T

G318 a n a gk e?

T

G352 a n a k u p t o

T
T

T

G1260 d i a l ogi z oma i

Translations

English

reasoned, disputed, preached,
speaketh

mingle thouthts, ponder, resolve
in mind, converse, discuss,
argue
thoughts, disputings, doubtful, deliberate , inward thought and
doubting, imaginations, thought reason, purpose DESIGN
reason, consider, disputed,
mused, thought
mind, understanding, mind,
imagination

resolve in mind; bring reasons
together
the mind as faculty of
understanding, feeling, desiring;
mind as spirit
divide, open throoughly mind
and soul; desire of learning

T

G1271 dianoia

T

G1272 d i a n oi go

opened, openeth, opening

what is true, notions of God
open to human reason, truth as
personal exellence
destitute of reason

T

G1402 d ou l oo

bondage, servants, became,
become given, made, servant

make a slave, give wholly to
one's NEEDS and SERVICE

T

G2192 ech o

have, had, having, NEED, sick,
child, hold, next, thank, count,
diseased, lieth, needeth, able,
possessed, accompany,
amend, art, been, being,
conceived, do, eat, enjoy, fear,
following, needest, rebuked,
reigneth, rest, retain, trembled,
using, uncircumcised, standing

to have, hold (posess in mind w/agitated emotions); Posess
[I.e. Family or belonging];
closely joined

necessity, needs, distress,
needful, must
lifted, lift, look,

necessity, NEEDs

T

G1466 egk r a t ei a

temperance

raise, lift one's self up - body or
soul (elated)

T

G1492 ei d o

self-control (of desires,
appetites)
perceive with eyes, senses,
notice, discern, discover, (eyes
of mind), experience, interview,
know; be skilled

G453 a n oet os

foolish, fools, unwise

T

G1504 ei k on

G454 a n oi a

folly, madness

not understood, unintelligible,
unwise, foolish
want of understanding,
madness, rage

saw, know, see, knowing, seen,
beheld, cannot, looked, tell,
known, behold, perceiv,
knowledge, aware, consider,
understand
image

T

G1525 ei s er ch oma i

T

G444 a n t h r op os

man, men, men's, certain,
nobleman

human being (m/f) different from
animals; a man; corrupt or
christian

T

G1537 ek / ex

T

G6878 a p h r on

fool, foolish, fools, unwise

without reason, sensless,
without reflection, intelligence

T

G1562 ek d u o

stripped, took, off, unclothed

take off, put off body (clothing of
soul)

T

G627 a p ol ogi a

answer, defense, clearing

verbal defense, resoned
statement, argument

T

G1577 ek k l es i a

church, assembly

assemble, regulations for body,
whole body of christians

T

G701 a r es t os

please, pleased, pleasing,
reason

pleasing, agreeable

T

G1611 ek s t a s i s

trance, amazed, astonishment

T

G769 a s t h en ei a

infirmities, weakness, disease,
sickness

weakness of body, of soul to
understanding, desire

T

G1771 en n oi a

intents, mind

casting down from normal place,
alienation of mind, sudden
emotion
act of thinking, consideration,
meditation, conception, notion,
will, feeking, understanding

T

G928 ba s a n i z o

tormented, pained, toiling,
tossed, vexed

torment body or mind

T

G1921 ep i gi n os k o

knew, known, acknowledge,
know, recognize, perceive, find
knowledge, perceive, took, well out

person

flesh, body

T

G1956 ep i l u o

determined, expounded

unloose, decide, settle, explain
(somehting hard ot understand)

strength of Body or Mind

T

G1987 ep i s t a ma i

know, knowing, understand

fix thoughts, mind, understand

T

G2080 es o

within, into, inner, iknward

int, within soul and conscience

SC

H6089 et s eb

toil

toil of body or mind

SC

H6106 et s em

substance

substance; self same

SC

H1320 ba s ?a r

T

G970 bi a

violence

T

G991 bl ep o

see, heed, seeth, saw, seen,
beware, look, behold, sight,
perceive

SHGD G1012 bou l e

see, discern, perceive by
senses (feel), mental
understanding, know by
experience
purpose by implication, advise, objectively advise
cousel, will
grace, favor, thank, pleasure,
grace, affords joy, pleasrue,
acceptable, benefit, gift,
delight, charm loveliness, grace
gracious, joy, thankworthy
of speech; good will, lovingkindness, GH influence upon
soul (tuns to GSP, increses in
faith, knowledge, affection, Stn
virtues; spiritual condidition;
thanks - reward

image, figure, likeness to
heavenly body and mind
enter, went, come, go, gone,etc. go out or come in; enter; satan's
possesson of a body; of
thoughts into mind
on, among, over, reason,
sout of, from, by, away from
through, again, abundently,
contending, earthly, grudgingly,
heartily, since, therefore

T

G5485 ch a r i s

T

G5513 ch l i a r os

lukewarm

tepid, lukewarm condition of
soul; lessening love

T

G2124 eu l a bei a

fear, feared

discretion, avoidance reverence
(toward God); veneration

T

G1213 d el oo

declare, showed, signifieth,
signify

make known by relating;
understand, signify

T

G1831 exer ch oma i

T

G1223 d i a

through, because, therefore,
through reason, because of
cause, wherefore, reason,
always, among, briefly, though,

T

G1849 exou s i a

went, came, forht, departed,
go, depart, spread, away,
escaped, proceed
power, authrity, powers, right,
jurisdiction, liberty, strength

made known; emitted from the
heart or mouth, flow from body;
be born of
choice, liberty to do, physical
and mental power, power of will,
spiritual potentates (auathority)
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Translations

English

power, authority, brought,
exercise

master of body; hold subject to
will

SC

H1431 ga d a l

be large, increase, grow

SC

H1610 gaf

SC

Number

Greek

G1850 exou s i a z o

Source

Number

Source

Table 6: LINKAGE Syntax-Semantics-Usage Definitions – Part 2
Greek

Translations

English

T

G2480 i s ch u o

could, able, availeth, prevailed, strong in body , sound health;
WHOLE, can, cannot, do, good, power shown by deeds; able
might, WORK

T

G2478 i s ch u r os

self

to be large as in body,
mind,honor, pride; bring up;
exceed, excellenge; promote
extension of body - self

T

G2588 ka r d i a

strong, mighty, stronger,
boisterous, man, powerful,
valiant
heart (intelligence; affections;
passions)

H1465 geva h

body, person

the back; person - body

T

G2638 ka t a l a mba n o

apprehend, taken, attained,
lay hold of; detect; cathc with
come, comprehend, found,
mind; understand, perceive,
obtain, overtke, perceive, takety learn, comprehend

SC

H1472 gev? ya h

carcas, corpse

body, alive or dead

T

G2657 ka t a n oeo

consider, behold, discover,
perceived

perceive, remark, observe,
understand, fix mind's eye upon

T

G1097 gi n os ko

know, knew, known, percieved, learn to know, get knowledge,
sure, understand, aware, allow, percieve, intercourse
can, resolved, speak

T

G2660 ka t a n u s s o

pricked

prick; pain of mind, emotion of
sorrow

T

G1106 gn ome

judgment, mind, advice, agree, faculty of knowledge, a thought,
purposed, will,
known in mind, judgment,
resolve, prupose

T

G2659 ka t a n u xi s

slumber

T

G1107 gn or i z o

know. Made, make, delcare,
become known, recognized;
certify, do, understand, wit, wot, have a thorough knowledge of

T

G2719 ka t es t h i o

T

G1108 gn os i s

knowledge, SCIENCE

general intelligence, knowledge
(esp. of Xtn); moral wisdom

T

G2507 ka t h a i r eo

T

G1128 gu mn a z o

exercise

exercise body or mind
vigorously

T

G2529 ka t h or a o

clearly, seen

look down, view; see thoroughly,
percieve clearyl, understand

H1480 gu p h a h

corpse

corpse - body

T

G2743 ka u t er i a z o

hot, seared

abundance

thickness, ripeness, fullness,
especially of the body

T

G2756 ken os

vain, empty

branded conscience, soul
marked by sin; medical seared,
cauterise
empty; devoid of truth; destitute
of spiritual wealth; no purpose
(fruitless LABORS)

find by inquiry, thought,
examination, scrutiny,
observation, practice,
experience, learn, understand;
get knowledge
habit of body or mind, custom,
practice, use
good health of the body; FIT for
use

T

G2836 koi l i a

belly, wonb

whole belly; womb of animals;
innermost man (soul, heart, seat of thoughts, feelings,
choice [reason])

T

SC
T

G100 h a d r ot es

T

G2147 h eu r i s ko

found, find, finding, get,
obtained, perceived, saw,

T

G1831 h exi s

use

T

G3647 h ol okl er i a

perfect, soundness

T

G3648 h ol okl er os

entire, whole

T

G5611 h or a i os

beautiful

T

G3606 h ot h en

whence, wherefore, whereupon, source of knowing; cause for
where, thence, whereby
reason

T

G5199 h u gi es

whole, sound

sound in body, make one whole restore to HEALTH: not
devieate from TRUTH

T

G5207 h u i os

son, children, child, foal

son (male offspring); children of
israel; a follower, dependent,
PUPIL; son of man (weak,
mortal); son of God: those who
revere God as Father

strong in body or mind and soul
(vs Satan)
heart organ of animal body;
spiritual center of physica and
spiritual life; center and seat of
spiritual life - soul or mind,
thoughts, passions, desires,
appetites, affections, purposes,
endeabers; center of will,
understanding

piercing, grief, insensibility or
torpor of mind in grief; yielding
soul torpid (insensible to
salvation)
devour, ate, eaten
consume by eating; devour ruin; consumption of strength of
body and mind by strong
emotions
down, took, destroyed, casting, to take down, demolish, subtle
pull, put, take
reasonings, refute

H3894 l a ch u m l a ch u m

food/flesh

food eaten - body

T

G3050 l ogi kos

reasonable, word

COMPLETE in all parts; entire,
whole; body without blemish/sin;
consumate

T

G3053 l ogi s mos

imaginations, thoughts

blooming, beatutiful body

T

G3049 l ogi z oma i

T

G3056 l ogos

think, imputed, counted,
reconed, accounted, suppose,
charge, conclude, despised,
seteemeth, impute, laid,
numbered, reasoned, thinking,
thought
word, saying, account, matter,
utterance, things,
COMMUNICATION, reason,
cause, do, doctrine, fame,
intent, mouth, preaching, rumor,
reconeth, say, show, speaker,
talk, tidings, treatise, word's

SPEECH, speaking [body],
reason or logic, spiritua linked to
soul
reconing, computation,
reasining hostile to Xtn faity;
judgment, decision as such
Conscience passes
recon, compute, calculate, take
account of; inward reasoining,
deleberate; purpose, decide

SC

SC

T

of SPEECH, a word embodying
an idea; sayings of god; moreal
precepts; doctrine; MIND mental thinking, reasoning;
Christ - wisdom/word of God

H4725 ma q om ma q om
m e q oma h m e q oma h

standing (of mind)

G3173 mega s

great, loud, high, large, mighty, great - sensible appearance of
strong, years, sore, exceedingly persons/things; great effor of
emotions and mind and senses;
rank; grand, God's preemenent
blessings; arrogance to God

a condition of body or mind; a
localito ro spot
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Translations

English

T

full

person's minds filled with
thoughts and emotions (good or
bad)

T

G3349 met eor i z o

doubtful

T

G3466 mu s t er i on

mystery, mysteries

SC

H5315 n ep h es h

animal; vitality

T

G3510 n ep h r os

SC
T

Number

Greek

G3324 mes t os

Source

Number

Source

Table 7: LINKAGE Syntax-Semantics-Usage Definitions – Part 3
Greek

Translations

English

T

G3877 p a r a kol ou t h eo

attained, follow, fully, known,
understanding

follow after, accompany - follow
up a thing in mind to attain
knowledge; understand;
investigate; examine thoroughly;
esp. w/standard

rise up high, lift up soul. Raise
spriti: fluctuate in the mind;
harass; anxious [emotion]

T

G3884 p a r a l ogi z oma i

beguile, deceiving

reckon wrong, cheal by
deceiving with false reasoning,
delude, circumvent

hidden, secret, mystery; not
obvious to understanding;
hidden purpose; secret will
breathing crreature; amimal;
body and mind; appetite; heart;
mind; soul; will

T

G3912 p a r a p h r on eo

fool

void of understanding, insane

T

G3962 p a t er

father, fathers, parents

reins

kidney, loins, inmost thoughts,
feelings, pursopses of the soul

T

G3806 p a t h os

affection, ionordinate, lust

H5085 n i d n eh
G3539 n oi eo

body

body as receptical of soul

H6297 p eger
G5413 p h or t i on

carcas, corpse

FAMILY, spirit, love, God the
father; progenitor of people;
father of all rational beings- of
Jesus;
whatever befalls one - sad or
joyous; feeling which mind
suffers; affliction of mind,
emotion, passion
carcase; idol image

T

G3551 n omos

law, laws

rule established by God or
reason; mosaic law; moral
instruction of Christ, esp.LOVE

T

G5457 p h os

light, fire, lights

T

G5363 n ou s

mind

mind - understanding, feelings,
judging, determinitng,purposes,
desires; intellectual facility;
spiritual truth capacity

T

G5461 p h ot i z o

T

G3794 och u r oma

holds, strong

T

G5424 p h r en

understanding

T

G3613 oi ket er i on

habitation; house

castle, stronghold, fastness,
arguments and reasonings to
fortify position
dwelling place of the body as
the place for the spirit

T

G5428 p h r on es i s

prudence, wisdom

T

G3634 oi kos

home, houses, temple,
household

house of god, tabernacle: body as abode of demons;
FAMILY; family of God

T

G4151 p n eu ma

spirit, ghost, life, spiritual; wind 3rd person of trinity; GH; truth,
animator of body, human soul
[ESSENCE] leaving a body,
influence that governs sul,
source of affection, emotion,
deisre, wind, breath

T

G3686 on oma

name, named, called,
surnamed

name; proper name: thoughts or
feelings aroused in the MIND by
hearing, mentioning, etc. name;
rank, authority, INTERESTS,
pleasure, deeds, excellences: a
reason named

T

G4165 p oi ma i n o

feed, rule, cattle, feedeth

strong, powerful, mighty,
strenght
lust

strong body

T

G4456 p or oo

hardened, bllinded

desire, longing, craving, lust,
appetite, - food, too; also
unlawful desire

T

G4383 p r os op on

anger, termper, agitation of soul,
impusle, desire, violent emotion,
indignation, wrath
ear; perceiving with the mind,
faculty of unkerstanding and
knowing

T

G4288 p r ot h u mi a

T

G5590 p s u ch e

soul, life, lives, minds, doubt,
heart, mind

breth - of life - vital force which
animates the body; the soul seat of feelings, desires,
affections, aversions (of heart) seat of morality; the soul as an
ESSENCE which differs from
body and immortal

whole training/education of
children; cultivation of mind and
morals for purpose; care of
body; cultivation of coul;
chastisement of God
water hole, garden, part of
Hades for soul until resurrection;
upper regions of heaven

T

G4430 p t oma

bodies, dead, carcase, corpse

fall down, fallen body of a
corpse; a defeat, failure,
calamity

SC

H7504 r a p h eh

weak

slack in body and mind

T

G4523 S a d d ou ka i os

sadducees

T

G4559 s a r ki kos

carnal, fleshly

the righteous; denied
resurrection of Body, immortality
of Soul, existence os spirits, free
will
fleshly; carnal; appetites;
governed by human nature, not
God;s Spirt; body related to birth

SC

H193 ool

understand, perceive, consider, percieve with mind; understand,
think, understood
ponder, consider, heet, think on

T

G3715 or exi s

T

G3709 or ge

wrath, anger, indignation,
vengence

T

G3775 ou s

ears, ear

T

G3809 p a i d ei a

chastening, chastisement,
instruction, nurture

T

G3857 p a r a d ei s os

paradise

T

G3875 p a r a kl et os

comforter, advocate

summoned, especially called to
aid; Holy spirit, helper,
succourer, aider, assistant; esp.
with knowledge of truth

SC
T

burdens, burden

burden, faults of the conscience
which oppress soul

light; emmiting light; God as
light, truth, knowledge; spiritual
purity, reason, mind,
understanding of moral and
spiritual truth
enlighten, litht, bring, give,
give light, give understanding;
illuminated, lighteth, make, see enlighten - spiritually, imbue
with saving knowledge; teach,
inform, instruct
diaphragm - parts of the heart;
the mind: faculty of perceiving
and judging
understanding, knowledge and
holy love of the will of God

feed, tend a flock, to rule,
cherish one's body, to serve the
body, to supply requisites for
soul's NEED

callus; dull heart; lose power of
understanding
face, presence, faces, person, front of head; countenance,
countenance, appearance,
look; outward appearance of
before, fashion, men's, outward inward things; index of thoughts
and feelings
mind, readiness, forwardness, zeal, spirit eagerness, readiness
ready, willing
of mind, inclination
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Translations

T

fleshly

T

G4561 sarx

flesh, carnal, carnally

SC

G4561 sarx

human being; carnally minded

G4566 S a t a n

Satan

T

English
fleshly, earthly , perishable
material body; wholly given to
flesh
flesh of living body; body of a
man; prone to sin

T

Number

Greek

G4560 s a r ki n os

Source

Number

Source

Table 8: LINKAGE Syntax-Semantics-Usage Definitions – Part 4
Greek

G2288 t h a n a t os

SHGD G2307 t h el ema

Translations

English

death

death of body; death/separation
of soul; misery of soul from sin

determination, choice,
inclination

a determination; choice;
purpose, decree; volition;
desire; will
SERVICE of one to another

the body as opposed ot soul or
spirit; symbol of external
adversary - ooposes another's
puroses: prince of evil opposed
to God and Christ

T

G2322 t h er a p ei a

healing, household

T

G5172 t r u p h e

delicately, riot

softness, luxurious living,
effeminate; enfeeble mind and
body by indulgence

be safe in mind, body: be
COMPLETED

T

G2204 z eo

fervent

boiling in anger, LOVE, zeal
(good or bad); fervent in spirit

seek, sought, about, desiring,
inquire, required, desired, go,
goeth, went
life, lifetime

seek to find by thinking,
reasoning, require, demand,
crave; meditate
life - soul; life - perfect
resurrected body;
HYPOSTATIC logos; life
devoted to God

SC

H7999 s h a l a m

SC

H7607 s h e’er

flesh

flesh, kindred blood

T

G2212 z et eo

T

G4638 s ken oma

tabernacle

temple of god's habitation; body
dwelling place for soul

T

G2222 z oe

T

G4636 s ken os

tabernacle

T

G4654 s kot i z o

darkened,

tabernacle, tent; dwelling place
of soul
cover with darkness; eyes
darkened; deprived of
understanding; darkened mind

T

G4983 s oma

body, slave

T

G4984 s oma t i kos

bodily

T

G4985 s oma t i kos

bodily

T

G4679 s op h i z o

devised, make, wise

T

G4732 s t er eoo

T

G4750 s t oma

established, made, received,
strength, strong
mouth, face, mouths, edge

T

G4786 s u gker a n n u mi

mixed, tempered, together

mix together, commingle; unite;
several parts combined into an
organic structure - body

T

G4817 s u l l ogi z oma i

reasoned, together

bring together, recon with one's
self, compute; to reason

T

G4883 s u n a r mol ogeo

fitly, together, framed, joined

join closely together; frame
together; members of the body

T

G4893 s u n ei d es i s

conscience

T

G4894 s u n ei d o

considered, privy, ware

consciousness of anything; soul
distinguishes morality conscience
see together with others; seen
in mind to understand with
another, percieve, comprehend ;
know one's mind - conscience

T

G4907 s u n es i s

understanding, knowledge

T

G4908 s u n et os

prudent

T

G4920 s u n i emi

T

G4925 s u n oi kod omeo

T

G4937 s u n t r i bo

T

G4802 s u z et eo

question, disputed, inquire,
seek or examine together;
reasonded, reasoning, together discuss, dispute, question

T

G4803 s u z et es i s

disputing, reasoning

T

G5043 t ekn on

children, son, daughters, child

body of men and animals;
mystical body
corporeal, bodily - body for or
nature
bodily, corporally - exalted
spiritual body - vidible on to
inhavitants of heaven
make wise; teach, have
understanding: to invent - play
the sphist; devise
cleverly/cunning
make solid, firm, strong; body of
anyone
moth of the body; the edge of
sword; thoughs of the sould find
verbas utterance by mouth theus the heart (soul) and
mouth are distinguished

flowing together; knowledge,
understanding of the mind
inttelligent, have understanding,
wise, learned
understand, considered, wise
bring together, join in the mind,
understand, having knowledge
of salvation
builded, together
build together with others;
human body
broken, brokenhearted, bruise, break in pieces; tear one's body
shivers
and shatter strength; crush

mutual questioning, disputation,
discussion
children, intimacy in love,
friendship; trust between
parents and children; mentees
having minds developed; those
led by GH; children of devil:
posessed by desire/addictied;
couls moulded by wisdom
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Table 9: Descriptive Research Analysis
Syntax
Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Mind
Knowledge
Thoughts
Logic
Reason
Appetite
Heart
Love
Understanding
Volition
Will
Conscience
Emotion
Feeling
Desire
Purpose
Truth
Wisdom

Percent
Body
87
103
6216
185
30
23
12
1
15
6
12
1
13
0
4
1
5
8
8
7
2
2

Soul
42
32
2745
95
9
3
8
1
8
3
10
3
5
0
3
6
5
6
6
4
1
1

Spirit
28
19
1084
87
2
6
5
1
9
3
4
4
8
0
4
0
4
7
7
5
5
1

Hits

89
83
32
4
54
7
23
6
71
3
31
16
10
18
22
18
17
10

Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Mind
Knowledge
Thoughts
Logic
Reason
Appetite
Heart
Love
Understanding
Volition
Will
Conscience
Emotion
Feeling
Desire
Purpose
Truth
Wisdom

Body
87
103
6216
185
34%
28%
38%
25%
28%
86%
52%
17%
18%
0%
13%
6%
50%
44%
36%
39%
12%
20%

Soul
42
32
2745
95
10%
4%
25%
25%
15%
43%
43%
50%
7%
0%
10%
38%
50%
33%
27%
22%
6%
10%

Spirit
28
19
1084
87
2%
7%
16%
25%
17%
43%
17%
67%
11%
0%
13%
0%
40%
39%
32%
28%
29%
10%
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Table 10: Syntax and Percent Rankings
Syntax
Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Mind
Knowledge
Reason
Understanding
Thoughts
Heart
Feeling
Desire
Purpose
Appetite
Emotion
Will
Truth
Wisdom
Logic
Love
Conscience
Volition

Body
87
103
6216
185
30
23
15
13
12
12
8
8
7
6
5
4
2
2
1
1
1
0

Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Heart
Mind
Thoughts
Reason
Conscience
Feeling
Desire
Understanding
Emotion
Purpose
Knowledge
Appetite
Love
Will
Logic
Truth
Wisdom
Volition

Soul
42
32
2745
95
10
9
8
8
6
6
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
0

Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Reason
Understanding
Feeling
Desire
Knowledge
Thoughts
Purpose
Truth
Heart
Love
Will
Emotion
Appetite
Mind
Logic
Wisdom
Volition
Conscience

Spirit
28
19
1084
87
9
8
7
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
1
0
0

Body
87
103
6216
185
86%
52%
50%
44%
39%
38%
36%
34%
28%
28%
25%
20%
18%
17%
13%
12%
6%
0%

Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Love
Emotion
Appetite
Heart
Conscience
Feeling
Desire
Thoughts
Logic
Purpose
Reason
Mind
Will
Wisdom
Understanding
Truth
Knowledge
Volition

Soul
42
32
2745
95
50%
50%
43%
43%
38%
33%
27%
25%
25%
22%
15%
10%
10%
10%
7%
6%
4%
0%

Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Love
Appetite
Emotion
Feeling
Desire
Truth
Purpose
Logic
Reason
Heart
Thoughts
Will
Understanding
Wisdom
Knowledge
Mind
Volition
Conscience

Spirit
28
19
1084
87
67%
43%
40%
39%
32%
29%
28%
25%
17%
17%
16%
13%
11%
10%
7%
2%
0%
0%

Percent
Syntax
Semantic
Usage
Hits
Appetite
Heart
Emotion
Feeling
Purpose
Thoughts
Desire
Mind
Knowledge
Reason
Logic
Wisdom
Understanding
Love
Will
Truth
Conscience
Volition
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Table 11: Descriptive Research Syntax Analysis – Syntax Counts

Descriptive Research Data Base
Words
1,622,362
Articles
FREQUENCY
Psycholog*
logic
Religion
emotion
truth
Job
Career
knowledge
understand
mind
Relationship
conscious
Competen*
know
Needs
feeling
Health
God
Motivat*
Position
Family
thinking
Fit
reason
purpose
Faith
body
thought
Design
Vocation
desire
Love
love
Christ
Church
Jew*
mental
Choice*
physical
Christian*
Jesus
Transformation
Belief
Transform

3,336
2,739
2,660
2,402
2,216
1,817
1,749
1,692
1,673
1,633
1,442
1,373
1,325
1,303
1,142
1,112
1,106
1,088
961
960
898
873
782
677
661
643
629
575
570
516
514
491
491
486
484
465
441
380
379
379
310
309
292
274

Security
Transcenden*
Families
heart
Serve
Worth
Significance
will
Essence
Islam
Fulfill
wisdom
Energy
Congruenc*
Instinct
brain
Fulfillment
Belong
Muslim
Belonging
Charism
conscience
Mosk
soma
Calling
Systemic
destiny
Buddhism
Temple
Synagogue
Completeness
Template
Servant
flesh
deity
Allah
Mystiscism
appetite
Well Being
God the Father
God the Holy Spirit
Jehovah
God the Son

268

Pages

2,970

256
256
232
177
158
136
133
120
119
106
98
96
87
66
65
60
49
48
47
46
39
39
36
34
33
29
28
25
23
19
17
14
12
12
12
12
12
11
7
2
2
2
0

APHABETICAL
Allah
appetite
Belief
Belong
Belonging
body
brain
Buddhism
Calling
Career
Charism
Choice*
Christ
Christian*
Church
Competen*
Completeness
Congruenc*
conscience
conscious
deity
Design
desire
destiny
emotion
Energy
Essence
Faith
Families
Family
feeling
Fit
flesh
Fulfill
Fulfillment
God
God the Father
God the Holy Spirit
God the Son
Health
heart
Instinct
Islam
Jehovah

12
11
292
48
46
629
60
25
33
1,749
39
380
486
379
484
1,325
17
66
39
1,373
12
570
514
28
2,402
87
119
643
232
898
1,112
782
12
98
49
1,088
2
2
0
1,106
177
65
106
2

Jesus
Jew*
Job
know
knowledge
logic
Love
love
mental
mind
Mosk
Motivat*
Muslim
Mystiscism
Needs
physical
Position
Psycholog*
purpose
reason
Relationship
Religion
Security
Servant
Serve
Significance
soma
Synagogue
Systemic
Template
Temple
thinking
thought
Transcenden*
Transform
Transformation
truth
understand
Vocation
Well Being
will
wisdom
Worth

310
465
1,817
1,303
1,692
2,739
491
491
441
1,633
36
961
47
12
1,142
379
960
3,336
661
677
1,442
2,660
256
12
158
133
34
19
29
14
23
873
575
256
274
309
2,216
1,673
516
7
120
96
136
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Table 12: Descriptive Research Syntax Analysis – TPM Related Counts
Descriptive
Research Data Words
Base

1,622,362

Unit/Cell 1
703

Design
Significance

Unit/Cell 2
1,398

Needs
Security

1,142
256

Unit/Cell 3
1,612

Relationship
Servant
Serve

1,442
12
158

Unit/Cell 4
1,224

Belonging
Belong
Families
Family

46
48
232
898

Unit/Cell 5
627

Worth
Love

136
491

Unit/Cell 6
2,438

Competen*
Well Being
Health

1,325
7
1,106

Unit/Cell 7
5,075

Vocation
Calling
Career
Job
Position

516
33
1,749
1,817
960

Unit/Cell 8
1,048

Motivat*
Energy

961
87

Unit/Cell 9
929

Fulfillment
Fulfill
Fit

49
98
782

GF
33

God the Father
Template
Completeness

GS
981

God the Son
Jesus
Christ
Essence
Congruenc*

GH

God the Holy Spirit

450

Systemic
Charism
Choice*

570
133

2
14
17
0
310
486
119
66
2
29
39
380

Pages

3,000

Articles

268

body
soma
flesh
physical
appetite
Instinct
brain
conscious
mental
mind

629
34
12
379
11
65
60
1,373
441
1,633
4,637

thought
thinking
knowledge
know

575
873
1,692
1,303
4,443

understand
logic
reason
wisdom
purpose
destiny

truth
conscience
will
heart
love
feeling
emotion
desire

2,216
39
120
177
491
1,112
2,402
514
7,071

1,673
2,739
677
96
661
28
5,874

Religion
Church
Mosk
Synagogue
Temple

2,660
484
36
19
23
3,222

deity
God
Jehovah
Allah

12
1,088
2
12
1,114

Faith
Belief
Transcenden*
Transformation
Transform

643
292
256
309
274
1,774

Islam
Jew*
Christian*
Buddhism
Muslim
Mystiscism
Psycholog*

106
465
379
25
47
12
3,336
4,370
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Table 13: Response Rates Analysis
Pilot April 26 - May 9

Resp.
Resp. Not Agreeing to
Est. 10 %
Est. Resp. Agreeing to Participate Completed
# Sent
Rec'd
Returns
Rate
Participate in Interview Resp. Rate
300
30
3
10%
2
1
3%
Final May 15 - June 3

Resp. Not
Resp.
Agreeing to Agreeing to
Est. 10 %
Est. Resp. Participate Participate Completed
# Sent
Rec'd
Returns
Rate
Fully
in Interview Resp. Rate
365
219
35
16%
22
13
6%
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Table 14: Demographic Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Age Range
BL HRD Potential
BL Formula Improvement
BL Formula Logical
BL Formula Used
Comments
DL HRD Potential
DL Formula Improvement
DL Formula Logical
DL Formula Used
Educational Level
Epistemological Inclusion
Gender
Type Industry
Interview Type
Key Role
KSRANK
KSTOTAL
Logic Sets Familiar
Logic Sets Correct
Logic Terms Correct
Model Added
MODELELE
MODELRAN
Type of Source
NL HRD Potential
NL Formula Improvement
NL Formula Logical
NL Formula Used
Numinous Inclusion
Ontological Inclusion
Current HRD Terms Selected
New Terms Selected
New Terms Added
YRSHREX

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
13
1
3
2.08
0.95
13
1
2
1.23
0.44
13
1
2
1.69
0.48
13
1
2
1.23
0.44
13
1
2
1.46
0.52
13
1
2
1.46
0.52
13
1
2
1.38
0.51
13
1
2
1.62
0.51
13
1
2
1.38
0.51
13
1
2
1.62
0.51
13
1
3
1.54
0.78
13
1
2
1.15
0.38
13
1
2
1.38
0.51
13
1
6
3.46
1.71
13
1
2
1.31
0.48
13
1
2
1.46
0.52
13
3
10
8.00
2.24
13
6
10
8.23
1.79
13
2
10
5.00
2.68
13
0
4
1.62
1.26
13
4
14
10.46
3.45
13
1
2
1.08
0.28
13
0
6
3.62
1.56
12
1
7
2.17
2.08
13
1
3
2.08
0.86
13
1
2
1.23
0.44
13
1
2
1.77
0.44
13
1
2
1.23
0.44
13
1
2
1.46
0.52
13
1
2
1.69
0.48
13
1
2
1.38
0.51
13
0
3
2.15
0.90
13
0
3
0.85
0.90
13
0
15
3.77
3.92
13
1
35
14.54
11.01
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Table 15: Personal Demographics
GENDER
Male
Female
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
8.0
61.5
61.5
61.5
5.0
38.5
38.5
100.0
13.0
100.0
100.0
13.0
100.0

30-39 Years
40-49 Years
50-59 Years
Total
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
5
38.5
38.5
38.5
2
15.4
15.4
53.8
6
46.2
46.2
100.0
13
100.0
100.0
13
100.0

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
College
Masters
PhD
Total
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
8
61.5
61.5
61.5
3
23.1
23.1
84.6
2
15.4
15.4
100.0
13
100.0
100.0
13
100.0

KEY ROLE

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
7
53.8
53.8
53.8
6
46.2
46.2
100.0
13
100.0
100.0
13
100.0

Total
AGE RANGE

HRD
HRM
Total
Total
INTERNATIONAL MIX
Europe
USA
Total
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
4.0
30.8
30.8
30.8
9.0
69.2
69.2
100.0
13.0
100.0
100.0
13.0
100.0

INTERVIEW TYPE

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
9
69.2
69.2
69.2
4
30.8
30.8
100.0
13
100.0
100.0
13
100.0

In Person
Via E-Mail
Total
Total
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Table 16: HRD Demographics
TYPE INDUSTRY

Percent
15.4
15.4
23.1
15.4
15.4
15.4
100.0
100.0

Valid Percent
15.4
15.4
23.1
15.4
15.4
15.4
100.0

Cumulative Percent
15.4
30.8
53.8
69.2
84.6
100.0

Total

Frequency
2
2
3
2
2
2
13
13

YEARS HR EXPERIENCE
1
2
5
8
10
15
17
20
25
29
35
Total
Total

Frequency
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
13
13

Percent
7.7
15.4
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
15.4
7.7
7.7
7.7
100.0
100.0

Valid Percent
7.7
15.4
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
15.4
7.7
7.7
7.7
100.0

Cumulative Percent
7.7
23.1
30.8
38.5
46.2
53.8
61.5
76.9
84.6
92.3
100.0

Frequency
4.0
4.0
5.0
13.0
13.0

Percent
30.8
30.8
38.5
100.0
100.0

Valid Percent
30.8
30.8
38.5
100.0

Cumulative Percent
30.8
61.5
100.0

0
2
3
4
6
Total

Frequency
1
1
3
6
2
13
13

Percent
7.7
7.7
23.1
46.2
15.4
100.0
100.0

Valid Percent
7.7
7.7
23.1
46.2
15.4
100.0

Cumulative Percent
7.7
15.4
38.5
84.6
100.0

0
2
3
8
15
25
Total

Frequency
7
1
1
1
2
1
13
13

Percent
53.8
7.7
7.7
7.7
15.4
7.7
100.0
100.0

Valid Percent
53.8
7.7
7.7
7.7
15.4
7.7
100.0

Cumulative Percent
53.8
61.5
69.2
76.9
92.3
100.0

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
8
5
13
13

Percent
61.5
38.5
100.0
100.0

Valid Percent
61.5
38.5
100.0

Cumulative Percent
61.5
100.0

Government
Health Care
Manufacturing
Higher Education
HRD Professional
Retail
Total

TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE SOURCE
Valid

Theoretical Model
Practical Model
Personal Model
Total

Total
MODEL ELEMENTS GIVEN
Valid

Total
YRSTEACH

Total
Mix of Secular and
Sacred in Higher
Education

Total
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Table 17: Inclusion Demographics
EPISTEMOLOGICAL INCLUSION
Valid

Yes
No
Total

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
11.0
84.6
84.6
84.6
2.0
15.4
15.4
100.0
13.0
100.0
100.0
13.0
100.0

ONTOLOGICAL INCLUSION
Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
8.0
61.5
61.5
61.5
5.0
38.5
38.5
100.0
13.0
100.0
100.0
13.0
100.0

Yes
No
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
4.0
30.8
30.8
30.8
9.0
69.2
69.2
100.0
13.0
100.0
100.0
13.0
100.0

Total

NUMINOUS INCLUSION
Valid

Total
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Table 18: Complete Knowledge Sources List
A. Careers - Web Site

HR Colleagues, Professionals, Peers & Mentors (1) Personal Experiences (1)

AC and Professional Journals (5)

HR Magazines (10)

Personal Experiences (1)

Academic Journals (1)

HR Professional Associations (6)

Personal Network Contacts (1)

Academic Journals (3)

HR Professional Groups (6)

Personal Research Projects (2)

Academic Journals (8)

HR Professional Organizations (8)

AMSPD (3)

HR Professionals in Courses I teach (5)

Preparing Lectures for Fellow HRD Professionals
(2)
Professional Bodies (2)

ASCD Books (7)

HR Seminars (4)

Professional Bodies CIPD, etc. (8)

ASTD Website (9)

HR Web Sites (1)

Professional Contacts (9)

ASTD's T&D Magizine (2)

IN Professional Studies Board (2)

Professional Experience (3)

Books (6)

Internet Online Resources (8)

Professional Organizations (7)

Books (6)

Internet Search Engines (6)

Radio 4 and TV (9)

Books (6)

Internet Sites (9)

Reading Materials (3)

Books (6)

IPSB - Web Site

Reflective Practice (4)

Bulletins (10)

ISHRA Website (7)

Research (7)

Case Studies (7)

Journals (4)

Research Materials (2)

CIPD Conferences (4)

Journals (5)

Search Engines Internet Searches (3)

Colleagues (2)

Leadership Books (1)

Self-Development Group of Fellow Professionals (2)

Colleagues Academic & Practitioner (5)

Lessons Learned (2)

Seminars (4)

College & Universities (5)

Library/Publishing (5)

Seminars (4)

Conferences in the field of HRD (3)

Life Lessons (6)

Seminars (5)

Consultants (1)

Mentoring by Colleagues (2)

Seminars and Conferences (10)

Consultants (7)

MTU University (7)

SHRM Website (7)

Consultants Specialized (4)

National Staff Development Council (4)

SHRM White Papers (8)

Continuing Education Programs (10)

Networking (10)

Specialists Internet Resource Sites (4)

Cor. HR Director (5)

Newsletters (9)

State Web Sites (6)

Courses (10)

Newspapers (10)

Students (9)

Co-Writing (3)

Night Classes - MCSE, etc. (8)

Surfing Web (5)

Customer Feedback (5)

OJ Experiences (3)

Technical Manuals (4)

Discussion Sites (6)

Organising Workshops, lecture, participating (4)

Text Books (8)

Education (2)

Other Career Development Contacts (3)

Text Books (8)

Education Week

Other HR Professionals (3)

Textbooks (3)

Educational Job Fairs (3)

Other People's Experience (3)

Texts on HRD by others (8)

Educational Leadership (5)

Other Professionals (6)

Thinking (1)

EFMD (9)

Own Book on HRD (6)

Trade Journals (5)

EMCC (7)

Past Practice, Experiences (7)

Training (5)

Employment Attorney (4)

Peer Faculty (4)

Training Seminars (1)

Experience (2)

Peers (3)

UFHRD (10)

Experience in Job (1)

Peers in Trade Organizations (6)

Videos (9)

Fellow Employees (1)

Personal Experience (1)

Watching Co-workers (2)

Gathering Case Studies (4)

Personal Experience (1)

Working in Teams with Colleagues (1)

Government Agencies (7)

Personal Experience (2)

WWW (7)

Higher Education (3)

Personal Experience (5)

HR Books/Literature (2)

Personal Experience (6)
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Experience in Job (1)

1
1

Personal Experiences (1)
HR Colleagues, Professionals,
Peers & Mentors (1)

1

Thinking (1)

1

Academic Journals (1)

1

Working in Teams with
Colleagues (1)
Personal Experience (1)

1
1
1

Personal Experience (1)
Personal Network Contacts (1)

1

Training Seminars (1)

1

Personal Experiences (1)

1

Leadership Books (1)

1

Consultants (1)

1

HR Web Sites (1)

1

Fellow Employees (1)
Total 1st Ranked KS

Consultants

Research, Case
Studies

White Papers,
Bulletins, Newsletters

Magazines

Conferences,
Seminars
Colleges,
Universities
Academic Journals
Professional
Journals
Other

Books

Web Sites

Peers, Colleagues

Experience

1st Ranked

Associations

Table 19: Categorized Knowledge Sources #1 Ranked

0

6

1
4

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1
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IN Professional Studies Board
(2)
Colleagues (2)

1
1

Self-Development Group of
Fellow Professionals (2)
Personal Research Projects (2)

1
1

Preparing Lectures for Fellow
HRD Professionals (2)
Mentoring by Colleagues (2)

1
1

ASTD's T&D Magizine (2)

1
1

Education (2)

1

Watching Co-workers (2)

1

Experience (2)

1
1

Personal Experience (2)
HR Books/Literature (2)

1

Lessons Learned (1)
Total 2nd Ranked KS

Consultants

1

Research Materials (2)

Professional Bodies (2)

Research, Case
Studies

White Papers,
Bulletins, Newsletters

Magazines

Conferences,
Seminars
Colleges,
Universities
Academic Journals
Professional
Journals
Other

Books

Web Sites

Peers, Colleagues

Experience

2nd Ranked

Associations

Table 20: Categorized Knowledge Sources #2 Ranked

2

1
6

3

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0
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Consultants

White Papers,
Bulletins, Newsletters

Magazines

Conferences,
Seminars
Colleges,
Universities
Academic Journals
Professional
Journals
Other

Books

Web Sites

Peers, Colleagues

0

0

1

Educational Job Fairs (3)

1

Reading Materials (3)

1

Co-Writing (3)

1

Conferences in the field of HRD
(3)
Academic Journals (3)

1
1

Other People's Experience (3)

1

Textbooks (3)

1

Search Engines Internet
Searches (3)
Professional Experience (3)

1
1

Other Career Development
Contacts (3)
Peers (3)

1
1

Higher Education (3)

1

Other HR Professionals (3)

1

OJ Experiences (3)
Total 3rd Ranked KS

Research, Case
Studies

AMSPD (3)

Experience

3rd Ranked

Associations

Table 21: Categorized Knowledge Sources #3 Ranked

1

1
3

4

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

1
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1st Ranked

1st Ranked

2nd Ranked

2nd Ranked

3rd Ranked

3rd Ranked

1st-3rd Ranked

1st-3rd Ranked

Associations
Experience
Peers, Colleagues
Web Sites
Books
Conferences, Seminars
Colleges, Universities
Academic Journals
Professional Journals
Other
Magazines
White Papers, Bulletins, Newsletters
Research, Case Studies
Consultants
Total Knowledge Sources by Category

KS by Category

Table 22: Categorized Knowledge Sources Summary

25
24
21
16
14
12
12
8
7
5
4
4
4
3
159

0
6
4
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
15

0%
25%
19%
6%
7%
8%
0%
13%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
33%
9%

2
6
3
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
15

8%
25%
14%
0%
7%
0%
8%
0%
0%
0%
25%
0%
25%
0%
9%

1
3
4
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
15

4%
13%
19%
6%
7%
8%
17%
13%
0%
0%
0%
25%
0%
0%
9%

3
15
11
2
3
2
3
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
45

12%
63%
52%
13%
21%
17%
25%
25%
0%
0%
25%
25%
25%
33%
28%
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Table 23: Added Terms List
Frequecy
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Added Term
Accomplsihment
Assertiveness
Beneficial
Career Aspirations
Character
Commitment
Communication
Confidence
Contributon
Creativity
Dedication
Developmental
Empathy
Entry Behavior
Ethics
Focused
Hope
Humility
Individual
Initiator
Integrity
Knowledge
Lead/Follow Duality
Learner
Learning
Mentoring
Outcomes
Passion
Performance
Postitve Attitude
Professionalism
Recognition
Recursiveness
Reward
Self-Reflection
Stds.
Success
Support
Team
Teamwork
Understanding
Value
Valuing
Work-Life Balance

Frequecy
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1

Added Term
Empathy
Ethics
Knowledge
Learning
Accomplsihment
Assertiveness
Beneficial
Career Aspirations
Character
Commitment
Communication
Confidence
Contributon
Creativity
Dedication
Developmental
Entry Behavior
Focused
Hope
Humility
Individual
Initiator
Integrity
Lead/Follow Duality
Learner
Mentoring
Outcomes
Passion
Performance
Postitve Attitude
Professionalism
Recognition
Recursiveness
Reward
Self-Reflection
Stds.
Success
Support
Team
Teamwork
Understanding
Value
Valuing
Work-Life Balance
Close Matches
Teamwork
Team
Learning
Learner
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1

Motivation
Emotional
Health

SelfReflection
Assertive- Work Life Professionness
Balance
alism

Performance

Performance

Dedication

Dedication

Creativity
Servant
Attitude

Creativity

6

3

0

3

7

0

3

15

8

2

1

3

1

1

DevelopBeneficial Focused
mental

Learning

Support

9

2

1

1

2

1

4

Passion

Learner

Empathy

11

3

0

3

Belonging

Accomplsihment

Success

Hope

12

3

0

8

Motivation

Confidence

Commitment

Postitve
Attitude

13

1

2

3

Teamwork

Teamwork

Integrity Knowledge

Avg 2.1 0.9 3.7
Total Terms
48
Added
Avg Added
2.3
Less Outliers

% Chosing % Chosing
Added Term TPM Term
31%

69%

Stds.

Career
OutMentorRecog- Recurs- Entry
ContriEmpathy
Valuing
Aspir- Reward Value
comes
ing
nition iveness Behavior
buton
ations

Communi- Undercation
standing

10

1

Added Term 15

1

Individual

Added Term 14

2

Motivation
Developmental

Added Term 13

5

1

Added Term 12

3

Added Term 11

0

1

Added Term 10

0

2

Lead/
Follow
Duality

Added Term 9

3

4

Ethics

Added Term 8

3

Initiator

Added Term 7

Competence

Added Term 6

Competence Knowledge

3

Added Term 5

1

1

Added Term 4

1

2

Added Term 3

# Terms Added

2

2

Added Term 2

Added Chosen

1

Added Term 1

TPM Chosen

Term Ranked # 1

Record #

Added # 1 Ranked

Table 24: Added Terms Summary

Humility

Team

Learning

Ethics

Character
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Table 25: Logic Sets Sources and Sequences
Model Set as Interviewed for Logic Order
Set 1
Needs
Design
Set 2
Parent
Child
Set 3
Importance
Add Resource
Set 4
Wisdom
Knowledge
Set 5
Completeness Congruence
Set 6
Fit to Work
Vocation
Set 7
Calling
Fulfillment
Set 8
Competence Belonging
Set 9
Significance
Security
Set 10
Son
Father

Relationship
Adult
Next Step
Understanding
Charism
Motivation
Energy
Worth
Service
Holy Spirit

TPM Sequence Logic
2-1-3
2-1-3
2-3-1
3-1-2
1-2-3
3-1-2
1-3-2
3-1-2
1-2-3
2-1-3

TPM Logically Ordered Template
Set 1
Design
Needs
Set 2
Child
Parent
Set 3
Next Step
Importance
Set 4
Knowledge
Understanding
Set 5
Completeness Congruence
Set 6
Vocation
Motivation
Set 7
Calling
Energy
Set 8
Belonging
Worth
Set 9
Significance
Security
Set 10
Father
Son

Relationship
Adult
Add Resource
Wisdom
Charism
Fit to Work
Fulfillment
Competence
Service
Holy Spirit

Logic Source
TPM Behavioral Level - HRDS
Erik Berne Theory of the Person
Bob Biehl Theory of Process
Common Developmental Logic
TPM GF, GS, GH Descriptors
TPM Numinous Level - HRDS
TPM Numinous Level - AS
TPM Developmental Level - HRDS
TPM Behavioral Level - AS
Catholic common order
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Table 26: Logic Sets Matches
TPM
#
%
Logically Complete Complete
Ordered
Set
Set
Template Matches Matches

TPM Logic
Step 1

# 1st
% 1st
Step
Step
Matches Matches

TPM Logic
Step 2

% 2nd
# 2nd Step
Step
Matches
Matches

TPM Logic
Step 3

# 3rd
% 3rd
Avg.
Step
Step
Step
Rank
Matches Matches Matches

Set 1

2

15%

Design

4

31%

Needs

6

46%

Relationship

4

31%

36%

4

Set 2

4

31%

Child

7

54%

Parent

7

54%

Adult

5

38%

49%

2

3

23%

41%

3

Set 3
Set 4

2
5

15%

Next Step

4

31%

Importance

9

69%

Add
Resource

6

46%

Wisdom

6

46%

51%

1

38%

Knowledge

8

62%

Understanding

3

23%

Congruence

6

46%

Charism

3

23%

31%

5

Set 5

2

15%

Completeness

Set 6

1

8%

Vocation

3

23%

Motivation

4

31%

Fit to Work

3

23%

26%

7

Set 7

1

8%

Calling

2

15%

Energy

6

46%

Fulfillment

3

23%

28%

6

Set 8

0%

Belonging

3

23%

Worth

0%

Competence

4

31%

18%

8

Set 9

0%

Significance

3

23%

Security

2

15%

Service

1

8%

15%

9

38%

Father

8

62%

Son

7

54%

Holy Spirit

5

38%

51%

1

Total

45

Total

53

Total

37

Set 10
Total
Avg. %

5
22

17%

Avg. %

35%

Avg. %

41%

Avg. %

28%
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Table 27: Familiar Logic Sets Matches

Record #

Matched
Sets

Familiar
Sets

Matched
Familiar
Sets

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
3
1
2
4
1
3
1
2
0
3
1
0

6
4
3
4
5
10
10
2
4
3
3
9
9

1
1
1
1
4
1
3
1
0
0
1
1
0

Totals

22

72

15
Avg. %

%
Familiar
# 2nd
Total
Matched
# 1st Step
# 3rd Step
Sets
Step
Steps
Familiar
Matches
Matches
Unmatched
Matches
Matched
Sets
17%
5
4
2
3
9
25%
3
5
4
5
14
33%
2
3
4
1
8
25%
3
4
6
3
13
80%
1
4
5
4
13
10%
9
1
2
6
9
30%
7
4
6
4
14
50%
1
2
5
3
10
0%
4
5
5
4
14
0%
3
4
2
0
6
33%
2
5
6
3
14
11%
8
2
4
1
7
0%
9
2
2
0
4
57

45

53

37

135

24%

Avg. Set Matches per Interviewee
1.7
5.5
1.2

Avg. Term Matches per Interviewee
4.4
3.5
4.1

2.8

10.4

% of Possible Set Matches (130)
17%
55%
12%

% of Possible Term Matches (130*3)
15%
12%
14%

9%

35%
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Avg.
Std Dev (SD)
SD Diff to TPM

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Set 9
Set 10

1
1
3
1
2
1
3
1
2
1

Interview Choice 2
Design
Child
Add Resource
Knowledge
Congruence
Vocation
Fulfillment
Belonging
Security
Father
Avg.
Std Dev (SD)
SD Diff to TPM

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Set 9
Set 10

3
3
1
2
3
2
2
2
3
3

Interview Choice 3
Relationship
Adult
Next Step
Understanding
Charism
Motivation
Energy
Worth
Service
Holy Spirit
Avg.
Std Dev (SD)
SD Diff to TPM

Respondent # 3

Respondent # 4

Respondent # 5

Respondent # 6

Respondent # 7

Respondent # 8

Respondent # 9

Respondent # 10

Respondent # 11

Respondent # 12

Respondent # 13

Avg Response

% Matching TPM

# Matching TPM

Interview Choice 1
Needs
Parent
Importance
Wisdom
Completeness
Fit to Work
Calling
Competence
Significance
Son

Respondent # 2

2
2
2
3
1
3
1
3
1
2

Respondent # 1

TPM Sequence Logic

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Set 9
Set 10

TPM Logic Order

Set #

Table 28: Logic Sets Analysis

2
2
2
3
1
3
1
3
1
2

2
2
1
1
2
3
3
1
1
3

3
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
2

1
2
1
1
3
3
2
3
1
2

3
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
3
2

2
2
3
3
2
2
3
1
3
2

1
1
3
3
2
1
3
1
3
1

2
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
3

3
3
1
3
3
1
2
1
2
2

1
2
1
2
1
3
3
3
1
2

2
2
1
2
3
2
1
3
2
3

2
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
2

1
3
2
3
3
1
2
1
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
2
2

2.00
2.31
1.69
2.31
2.08
2.00
2.31
1.62
2.08
2.23

38%
54%
23%
54%
31%
31%
15%
31%
31%
62%

5
7
3
7
4
4
2
4
4
8

2.00
0.82

1
1
3
1
2
1
3
1
2
1
1.60
0.84

3
3
1
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
2.40
0.70

1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90
0.88 0.74 0.88 0.74
-0.06 0.08 -0.06 0.08

3
1
3
3
1
2
2
2
3
2

1
1
3
3
2
3
1
3
3
3

3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
1

2.20 2.30 2.40
0.79 0.95 0.70
0.05 -0.11 0.14

1
3
2
2
3
1
1
3
2
1

2
3
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
1

2
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
3

2.30 1.90 1.90 2.10 1.90 2.10
0.67 0.99 0.99 0.88 0.88 0.74
0.14 -0.18 -0.18 -0.06 -0.06 0.08

1
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1

1
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
1
1

2.30
0.82
0.02

1.40
0.70
0.14

2
1
2
1
3
1
2
1
3
3

3
3
2
2
1
3
1
3
2
3

2
2
2
1
3
3
2
3
1
1

3
1
3
1
1
1
3
3
1
1

1
1
3
2
1
3
3
2
1
1

2
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
3
1

3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
2

2.40 2.20 2.40
0.52 0.92 0.84
0.30 -0.10 -0.03

1
1
3
1
3
1
3
2
1
3

3
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
2
2

2.00 1.80 1.80 1.80 2.60 1.90 2.20
0.82 1.03 0.92 0.92 0.52 0.99 0.63
0.03 -0.19 -0.08 -0.08 0.33 -0.15 0.21

3
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1

1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2

2
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
3
3

3
3
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
3

1.90 1.80 1.70 1.90 2.30 1.80 1.70 2.10 2.30
0.88 0.79 0.82 0.88 0.82 0.79 0.48 0.74 0.67
-0.18 -0.09 -0.12 -0.18 -0.12 -0.09 0.22 -0.04 0.02

1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

3
2
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
1

2
1
1
2
1
3
1
3
1
1

2.06
0.82
0.00

1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

1.92
1.69
2.62
1.77
2.08
2.08
2.31
2.31
2.08
1.69

2.00
0.67
0.18

2.05
0.80
0.04

2
1
2
1
1
3
1
3
1
1

2.08
2.00
1.69
1.85
1.62
1.92
1.46
2.00
1.77
1.85

1.30 1.70 1.60 1.60
0.67 0.82 0.84 0.84
0.02 -0.12 -0.14 -0.14

1.82
0.77
-0.07

46% 6
54% 7
77% 10
46% 6
46% 6
31% 4
46% 6
0%
0
15% 2
54% 7

31%
38%
31%
54%
23%
31%
31%
23%
15%
38%

4
5
4
7
3
4
4
3
2
5
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7

3

Personal

6

1

4

Practical

4

2

5 Theoretical 6

1

6

4

1

7 Theoretical 3

1

8

Practical

4

6

9

-

-

-

10 Theoretical 4

2

11 Theoretical 2

1

12

Practical

4

2

13

Practical

3

1

Practical

Perception

Listening to
needs

Understand
setting

Building
support
systems

Self-starter

Quickly
capture
essence of
work

Engineer
strategies to
improve

Initiator

Learning
Eveyone is
They must
Attitude
capable
desire/need
Toward
learning
learning
Employees
Noney &
Mumvords'
Activist
Theorist
Learning
Styles
Dilts' Model
of Logical
Spirituality
Identity
Levels
Megginson
learning
Planned and
learning
stages/style
Emergent
stages/style 2
1
Learning
Systemic
Thinking
Approach to
Learning
Beyond
Training
HR
Conflict
CommunicaResolutions Mediation
tion
Don't Use
Models
McClelland Recognition Achievement
Hygene
Hertzberg
Motivators
Factors
Plus-32
Employment Personality
Skills
Testing
types
Learned
System
Wes' Raving
For
Satisfied
Tell other
Customer Ccustomers customers
Model
Avg.
Elements
3.9

Avg.
Ranking
2.2

Ranked #1
(7)
58%

Strengths

Challenges

Pragmatist

Reflector

Beliefs

Competence

learning
stages/style
3

learning
stages/style
4

Element 6

Informal
Model

Element 5

Element 4

3

Element 3

Personal

1

Element 2

2

4

Element 1

Personal

MODEL

Model Type

1

# Elements
Personal Model
Rank

Record #

Table 29: Total Element List Summary

Feedback & Observe
Support
Growth

Behaviour

Context

-

-

Delivery
Training

Positive
Resolutions

-

-

Power

Affilliation

How work
with others

How
Responsible

Bring more
customers

Theoretical
(4)
33%

Practical
(5)
42%

Personal
(3)
25%

Ranked # 1 by Model Type

75%

40%

67%

Avg. Elements by Model Type

3.8

3.8

4.3
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Table 30: Formula Frequencies
Respondent #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
n

n
y
y
n

y
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

y
y
y
n

n
n
n
y

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
y

y
y
y
n

y
y
y
n

Yes Yes % No No %
10 77% 3 23%
7
54% 5 38%
10 77% 3 23%
3
23% 9 69%

TPM Numinous Level - HRDS
Logical
Familiar
Useful
Improve

y
n
y
n

n
y
n
n

n
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

n
n
n
n

y
y
y
n

n
n
y
n

y
n
y
n

y
n
n
y

y
n
y
n

n
n
n
y

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
y

Yes Yes % No No %
8
62% 5 38%
5
38% 7 54%
9
69% 4 31%
5
38% 7 54%

Numinous Level Formula
Set 8 - Belonging - Worth Competence
TPM Developmental Level HRDS
Logical
Familiar
Useful
Improve

y
n
y
n

y
n
y
n

n
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

n
n
n
n

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
y

Yes Yes % No No %
11 85% 2 15%
7
54% 5 38%
12 92% 1 8%
3
23% 9 69%

Behavioral Level Formula
Set 1 - Design - Needs Relationship
TPM Behavioral Level - HRDS
Logical
Familiar
Useful
Improve

Developmental Level Formula
Set 6 - Vocation - Motivation Fit to Work
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Table 31: Formula Combinations
Respondent #

1

Behavioral Level Formula
TPM Behavioral Level - HRDS
Logical (LOG)
y
Familiar (FAM)
n
Useful (USE)
y
Improve (IMP)
n
LOG & FAM
LOG & USE
LOG & FAM & USE
LOG & IMP
FAM & IMP

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Set 1 - Design - Needs - Relationship
y
y
y
n

n
y
y
n

y
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

y
y
y
n

n
n
n
y

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
y

y
y
y
n

y
y
y
n

10
7
10
3

77%
54%
77%
23%

3
5
3
9

23%
38%
23%
69%

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

6
9
6
2
1

46%
69%
46%
15%
8%

7
4
7
11
12

54%
31%
54%
85%
92%

y
n
y
n

n
n
n
y

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
y

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

8
5
9
5
3
7
3
3
3

62%
38%
69%
38%
23%
54%
23%
23%
23%

5
7
4
7
10
6
10
10
10

38%
54%
31%
54%
77%
46%
77%
77%
77%

Developmental Level Formula
Set 6 - Vocation - Motivation - Fit to Work
TPM Developmental Level - HRDS
Logical (LOG)
y
n
n
y
n
y
n
y
y
Familiar (FAM)
n
y
y
y
n
y
n
n
n
Useful (USE)
y
n
y
y
n
y
y
y
n
Improve (IMP)
n
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
y
LOG & FAM
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
LOG & USE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
LOG & FAM & USE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
LOG & IMP
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FAM & IMP
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Numinous Level Formula
TPM Numinous Level - HRDS
Logical (LOG)
y
Familiar (FAM)
n
Useful (USE)
y
Improve (IMP)
n
LOG & FAM
FALSE
LOG & USE
TRUE
LOG & FAM & USE
FALSE
LOG & IMP
FALSE
FAM & IMP
FALSE

Set 8 - Belonging - Worth - Competence
y
n
y
n

n
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

n
n
n
n

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
n

y
y
y
n

y
n
y
y

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

Yes Yes % No No %
11
85%
2 15%
7
54%
5 38%
12
92%
1
8%
3
23%
9 69%
6
46%
7 54%
11
85%
2 15%
6
46%
7 54%
2
15% 11 85%
2
15% 11 85%
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Table 32: Combined Formulas
Respondent #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

LOGICAL
BL Logical
DL Logical
NL Logical

y
y
y

y
n
y

n
n
n

y
y
y

n
n
n

y
y
y

n
n
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
n
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

10.0
8.0
11.0
9.7

77%
62%
85%
74%

3.0
5.0
2.0
3.3

23%
38%
15%
26%

FAMILIAR
BL Familiar
DL Familiar
NL Familiar

n
n
n

y
y
n

y
y
y

n
y
y

n
n
n

y
y
y

n
n
n

n
n
y

y
n
y

y
n
y

n
n
n

y
n
y

y
y
n

7.0
5.0
7.0
6.3

54%
38%
54%
49%

5.0
7.0
5.0
5.7

38%
54%
38%
44%

USEFUL
BL Useful
DL Useful
NL Useful

y
y
y

y
n
y

y
y
y

n
y
y

n
n
n

y
y
y

n
y
y

y
y
y

y
n
y

y
y
y

y
n
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

10.0
9.0
12.0
10.3

77%
69%
92%
79%

3.0
4.0
1.0
2.7

23%
31%
8%
21%

CONNECTIVITY
BL Improve
DL Improve
NL Improve

n
n
n

n
n
n

n
y
y

n
y
y

n
n
n

n
n
n

y
n
n

n
n
n

y
y
n

n
n
n

y
y
n

n
n
n

n
y
y

3.0
5.0
3.0
3.7

23%
38%
23%
28%

9.0
7.0
9.0
8.3

69%
54%
69%
64%

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

2.0
3.0
0.0
1.7

15%
23%
0%
13%

11.0
10.0
13.0
11.3

85%
77%
100%
87%

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

9.0
7.0
11.0
9.0

69%
54%
85%
69%

4.0
6.0
2.0
4.0

31%
46%
15%
31%

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

6.0
3.0
6.0
5.0

46%
23%
46%
38%

7.0
10.0
7.0
8.0

54%
77%
54%
62%

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

2.0
3.0
2.0
2.3

15%
23%
15%
18%

11.0
10.0
11.0
10.7

85%
77%
85%
82%

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

0.0
0.0
2.0
0.7

0%
0%
15%
5%

13.0
13.0
11.0
12.3

100%
100%
85%
95%

LOGICAL AND FAMILIAR
BL LOG & FAM = "y"
DL LOG & FAM = "y"
NL LOG & FAM = "y"

LOGICAL AND USEFUL
BL LOG & USE = "y"
DL LOG & USE = "y"
NL LOG & USE = "y"

LOGICAL AND FAMILIAR AND USEFUL
BL LOG & FAM & USE = "y"
FALSE TRUE
DL LOG & FAM & USE = "y"
FALSE FALSE
NL LOG & FAM & USE = "y"
FALSE FALSE

LOGICAL AND IMPROVE (CONNECTIVITY)
BL LOG & IMP
FALSE FALSE FALSE
DL LOG & IMP
FALSE FALSE FALSE
NL LOG & IMP
FALSE FALSE FALSE
FAMILIAR AND IMPROVE (CONNECTIVITY)
BL FAM & IMP
FALSE FALSE FALSE
DL FAM & IMP
FALSE FALSE FALSE
NL FAM & IMP
FALSE FALSE
TRUE
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Table 33: Summary of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables – Demographics

Q
Q # 15: Variable - Age Range
4
Model Ranking
5b
Added Terms Selected
18
Numinous Inc.

Pearson
Fisher's
Chi-Square Exact Test

Fisher's
Exact Test

Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig.
(2-tailed)
(2-tailed)

Exact Sig.
(1-tailed)

Likelihood Ratio (Q4
Linear x Linear
5b)
Association (Q4, 5b)

15
15
15

Q # 13: Variable - Highest Formal Education
20
Comments
13
9.9
DL Improve
13
9.7
DL Used
13

0.093
0.072
0.034

0.031
0.079
0.079

0.06
0.106
0.015

0.718
0.686
0.286

Likelihood Ratio
(Q20; 9.9; 9.7)

Linear x Linear
Association (Q20;
9.9; 9.7)

0.011
0.034
0.034

0.021
0.048
0.337

Likelihood Ratio (Q
Ind)

Q # 11: Variable - International
9.3
BL Potential
Ind
Type Industry
IT
Interview Type
KR
Key Role
16
Ontological Inc.

11
11
11
11
11

0.003
0.023
0
0.026
0.057

0.014
0.007
0.001
0.07
0.105

0.014
0.001
0.049
0.098

Q # 10: Variable - Gender
9.6
DL Logical

10

0.024

0.075

0.044

Q # KR: Variable - Key Role (HRD/HR)
9.3
BL Potential
KR
IT
Interview Type
KR
9.13
NL Potential
KR
11
International
KR

0.067
0.026
0.067
0.026

0.192
0.07
0.192
0.07

0.122
0.049
0.122
0.049

Likelihood Ratio (Q
IT; 11)

Linear x Linear
Association (Q IT)

0.007
0.007

0.145

Q # Ind: Variable - Industry
9.3
BL Potential
IT
Interview Type
11
International

Ind
Ind
Ind

0.023
0.023

Q # 12: Variable - Years HR Experience
No significant Relatiosnips
12

Q # 14: Variable - Years Academic HR Teaching
1a
Knowledge Source Total
14
0.085
5a
TPM Terms Selected
14
0.025
5b
Added Terms Selected
14
0.025

Likelihood Ratio (Q
1a, 5a)

Linear x Linear
Association (Q 1a,
5a)

0.308
0.265
0.265

0.773
0.101
0.101
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Table 34: Summary of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables – Key Study Variables

Q

Pearson
Fisher's
Chi-Square Exact Test

Fisher's
Exact Test

Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig.
(2-tailed)
(2-tailed)

Exact Sig.
(1-tailed)

Q # 16: Variable - Ontological Inclusion
Q#
Var. Name
16
9.2
BL Used
16
11
International
16
IT
Interview Type
16
18
Numinous Inc.
16

Sig.
0.008
0.057
0.057
0.057

Sig.
0.021
0.105
0.105
0.105

Sig.
0.016
0.098
0.098
0.098

Q # 17: Variable - Epistemological Inclusion
9.8
DL Potential
17
9.6
DL Logical
17

0.052
0.052

0.128
0.128

0.128
0.128

Q # 18: Variable - Numinous Inclusion
19
Sec/Sac Mix
18
16
Ontological Inc.
18

0.026
0.057

0.07
0.105

0.049
0.098

Q # 19: Variable - Secular/Sacred Source Mix in Education
9.13
NL Potential
19
0.033
9.11
NL Logical
19
0.033
18
Numinous Inc.
19
0.026

0.07
0.07
0.07

0.07
0.07
0.049

Q # 9.1: Variable - BL Logical
9.11
NL Logical
19
Sec/Sac Mix
9.3
BL Potential

9.1
9.1
9.1

0
0.033
0.041

0.003
0.07
0.108

0.003
0.07
0.108

Q # 9.6: Variable - DL Logical
9.12
NL Familiar
16
Ontological Inc.
9.11
NL Logical

9.6
9.6
9.6

0.053
0.012
0.012

0.103
0.035
0.035

0.086
0.035
0.035

Q # 9.11: Variable - NL Logical
19
Sec/Sac Mix
9.3
BL Potential
9.1
BL Logical

9.11
9.11
9.11

0.033
0.041
0

0.07
0.108
0.003

0.07
0.108
0.003

Q # 9.3: Variable - BL Potential
9.1
BL Logical
9.11
NL Logical

9.3
9.3

0.041
0.041

0.108
0.108

0.108
0.108

Q # 9.8: Variable - DL Potential
9.6
DL Logical

9.8

0.015

0.032

0.032

Likelihood Ratio
(Q5a & Q5b)

Linear x Linear
Association (Q5a &
Q5b)

0.035
0.035
0.07
0.108
0.108

0.011
0.011
0.07
0.108
0.108

Q # 9.13: Variable - NL Potential
5a
TPM Terms Selected
5b
Added Terms Selected
19
Sec/Sac Mix
9.1
BL Logical
9.11
NL Logical

9.13
9.13
9.13
9.13
9.13

0.04
0.04
0.033
0.041
0.041
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Table 35: Analysis 1 of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables
# in Group

9

# Same
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

4
2
2

3

3
4
3

3

4

3

4

4

1

5

Q
4
9.2
9.7
9.8
9.9
20
1a
Ind
KR

Variable Name
Model Ranking
BL Used
DL Used
DL Potential
DL Improve
Comments
Knowledge Source Total
Type Industry
Key Role

Cross Tab Q
15
16
13
17
13
13
14
11
11

Variable Name
Age Range
Ontological Inc.
Highest Formal Ed.
Episemological Inc.
Highest Formal Ed.
Highest Formal Ed.
Years Academic Teach.
International
International

9.13
9.13
9.6
9.6
5a
5a
5b
5b

NL Potential
NL Potential
DL Logical
DL Logical
TPM Terms Selected
TPM Terms Selected
Added Terms Selected
Added Terms Selected

19
KR
9.6
9.8
9.13
14
14
15

Sec/Sac Mix
Key Role
DL Logical
DL Potential
NL Potential
Years Academic Teach.
Years Academic Teach.
Age Range

9.1
9.1
9.1
11
11
11
16
16
16
18
18
18

BL Logical
BL Logical
BL Logical
International
International
International
Ontological Inc.
Ontological Inc.
Ontological Inc.
Numinous Inc.
Numinous Inc.
Numinous Inc.

9.11
9.13
9.3
16
Ind
KR
9.6
11
18
15
16
19

NL Logical
NL Potential
BL Potential
Ontological Inc.
Type Industry
Key Role
DL Logical
International
Numinous Inc.
Age Range
Ontological Inc.
Sec/Sac Mix

9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
19
19
19
19
IT
IT
IT
IT

BL Potential
BL Potential
BL Potential
BL Potential
Sec/Sac Mix
Sec/Sac Mix
Sec/Sac Mix
Sec/Sac Mix
Interview Type
Interview Type
Interview Type
Interview Type

9.1
11
Ind
KR
9.1
9.11
9.13
18
11
16
Ind
KR

BL Logical
International
Type Industry
Key Role
BL Logical
NL Logical
NL Potential
Numinous Inc.
International
Ontological Inc.
Type Industry
Key Role

9.11
9.11
9.11
9.11
9.11

NL Logical
NL Logical
NL Logical
NL Logical
NL Logical

9.1
9.13
9.3
9.6
19

BL Logical
NL Potential
BL Potential
DL Logical
Sec/Sac Mix
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4
9.1
9.11
9.13
9.2
9.3
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1a
5a
5b
Ind
IT
KR

Model Ranking
BL Logical
NL Logical
NL Potential
BL Used
BL Potential
DL Logical
DL Used
DL Potential
DL Improve
International
Highest Formal Ed.
Years Academic Teach.
Age Range
Ontological Inc.
Episemological Inc.
Numinous Inc.
Sec/Sac Mix
Comments
Knowledge Source Total
TPM Terms Selected
Added Terms Selected
Type Industry
Interview Type
Key Role
Counts

1
3
5
2
1
4
2
1
1
1
3

3
3
4
1
1
2
2
1
4
1

3
2
4
2
3
1
5
3
3
3
4
1
2
3

3
4

1
6
7
6
1
6
5
1
2
1
8
3
3
3
7
1
5
7
1
1
2
2
4
4
5

Variables in C4 Only

Variables in C3 Only

# in Column 3 & 4

Variable Name

# in Column 4

Q

# in Column 3

Table 36: Analysis 2 of Significant Cross-Tabulated Variables

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

21 16 25 9

4
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Table 37: Comments
#

Q 29 Comments (plus comments on side of pages)

Observer comments

1

I had no prior source of feference to complete this survey other
then my direct experience. Answers may be scewed due to
frustration and time wasted.

Respondent explained that many government (public education)
profesionals are not trained in their area of service, i.e., HR and
HRD.

2

Thought-provoking. I'm not sure my aqueaky practical approach
to HR fits with the specificity of research questions. Results may
add a special dimension to your project !!

Respondent has a PhD in another area from HRD and has had
some difficulty in finding usable models, from both a time and
knowledge perspective. He has constructed his own models from
experience.

3

[Left blank]

Respondent enjoyed the survey and stated that it was intimidating,
as his day is filled with practical terms. He felt the project made
sense and is looking forward to seeing the TPM on the web site.

4

[Left blank]

Respondent felt structured questionnaire went fast.

5

I do not believe in formulas for behavior.

This is a strongly held belief, but respondent uses informal
models, which observer did not point out.

6

You need to consider wider than father son holy ghost - there are
other religions ans some who do not believe at all.

Respondent was open to the larger scope of the TPM, HK Map,
and is looking forward to seeing the integrated project
incorporating the NL.

7

Seems you are promoting a religious view of HRD.

Respondent not used to dealing with numinous at any level, but is
open to holistic views.

8

None

Respondent was intrigued by intervie and the thoughs of HRD
being a planned event in manufacturing. Felt the interview gave
him some good ideas to use.

9

[Left blank]

Respondent stated that she was "stumped" on theories, as in
Health Care she was focused on practical needs of employees.

10

[I am] - careful about level of depth used in H.R. in this area.

Respondent has desired models that were more holistic in their
view of individual, but cautious. Was encouraaged by emphasis
on "fit."

11

It's a head scratcher! Don't think about thse things too often.

Respondent felt that more of this type of thinking is needed - but
who has the time? Is looking forward to TPM on www.

12

[Left blank]

Respondent felt that HR was too "legal" focused, and was
interested in how models of the person can help in that area too.
Does think about these, and is using personality styles to some
degree in hiring.

13

[Left blank]

Respondent weary of any NL inclusion, but felt that employees
should have access to this resource via HR/HRD counselors.
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Table 38: Cross Tabulation - CT 15:4
Crosstab

30-39
Years
MODELRAN

1

2

6

7

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of
MODELRAN
% of Age
Range
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
MODELRAN
% of Age
Range
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
MODELRAN
% of Age
Range
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
MODELRAN
% of Age
Range
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
MODELRAN
% of Age
Range
% of Total

Age Range
40-49
Years
2
0

50-59
Years

Total
5

7

2.3

1.2

3.5

7.0

28.6%

.0%

71.4%

100.0%

50.0%

.0%

83.3%

58.3%

16.7%
1

.0%
2

41.7%
0

58.3%
3

1.0

.5

1.5

3.0

33.3%

66.7%

.0%

100.0%

25.0%

100.0%

.0%

25.0%

8.3%
1

16.7%
0

.0%
0

25.0%
1

.3

.2

.5

1.0

100.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

25.0%

.0%

.0%

8.3%

8.3%
0

.0%
0

.0%
1

8.3%
1

.3

.2

.5

1.0

.0%

.0%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

16.7%

8.3%

.0%
4

.0%
2

8.3%
6

8.3%
12

4.0

2.0

6.0

12.0

33.3%

16.7%

50.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

33.3%

16.7%

50.0%

100.0%
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Table 39: Cross Tabulation - CT 15:18
Crosstab

30-39
Years
Numinous Inclusion

Yes

No

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of
Numinous
Inclusion
% of Age
Range
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
Numinous
Inclusion
% of Age
Range
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
Numinous
Inclusion
% of Age
Range
% of Total

Age Range
40-49
Years
0
2

50-59
Years

Total
2

4

1.5

.6

1.8

4.0

.0%

50.0%

50.0%

100.0%

.0%

100.0%

33.3%

30.8%

.0%
5

15.4%
0

15.4%
4

30.8%
9

3.5

1.4

4.2

9.0

55.6%

.0%

44.4%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

66.7%

69.2%

38.5%
5

.0%
2

30.8%
6

69.2%
13

5.0

2.0

6.0

13.0

38.5%

15.4%

46.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

38.5%

15.4%

46.2%

100.0%
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Table 40: Cross Tabulation - CT 13:20
Crosstab

Comments

Yes

No

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of
Comments
% of
Educational
Level
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
Comments
% of
Educational
Level
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
Comments
% of
Educational
Level
% of Total

Educational Level
College
Masters
PhD
2
3
2

Total
7

4.3

1.6

1.1

7.0

28.6%

42.9%

28.6%

100.0%

25.0%

100.0%

100.0%

53.8%

15.4%
6

23.1%
0

15.4%
0

53.8%
6

3.7

1.4

.9

6.0

100.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

75.0%

.0%

.0%

46.2%

46.2%
8

.0%
3

.0%
2

46.2%
13

8.0

3.0

2.0

13.0

61.5%

23.1%

15.4%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

61.5%

23.1%

15.4%

100.0%
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Table 41: Cross Tabulation - CT 13:9.9
Crosstab

DL Formula
Improvement

Could
Improve

Can't
Improve

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of DL
Formula
Improvement
% of
Educational
Level
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of DL
Formula
Improvement
% of
Educational
Level
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of DL
Formula
Improvement
% of
Educational
Level
% of Total

Educational Level
College
Masters
PhD
5
0
0

Total
5

3.1

1.2

.8

5.0

100.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

62.5%

.0%

.0%

38.5%

38.5%
3

.0%
3

.0%
2

38.5%
8

4.9

1.8

1.2

8.0

37.5%

37.5%

25.0%

100.0%

37.5%

100.0%

100.0%

61.5%

23.1%
8

23.1%
3

15.4%
2

61.5%
13

8.0

3.0

2.0

13.0

61.5%

23.1%

15.4%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

61.5%

23.1%

15.4%

100.0%
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Table 42: Cross Tabulation - CT 11:9.3
Crosstab

BL HRD
Potential

See HRD
Potential

Do Not
See HRD
Potential

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of BL HRD
Potential
% of
International
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of BL HRD
Potential
% of
International
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of BL HRD
Potential
% of
International
% of Total

International
Europe
USA
1
9

Total
10

3.1

6.9

10.0

10.0%

90.0%

100.0%

25.0%

100.0%

76.9%

7.7%
3

69.2%
0

76.9%
3

.9

2.1

3.0

100.0%

.0%

100.0%

75.0%

.0%

23.1%

23.1%
4

.0%
9

23.1%
13

4.0

9.0

13.0

30.8%

69.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

30.8%

69.2%

100.0%
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Table 43: Cross Tabulation - CT 11:16
Crosstab

Ontological Inclusion

Yes

No

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of
Ontological
Inclusion
% of
International
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
Ontological
Inclusion
% of
International
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of
Ontological
Inclusion
% of
International
% of Total

International
Europe
USA
4
4

Total
8

2.5

5.5

8.0

50.0%

50.0%

100.0%

100.0%

44.4%

61.5%

30.8%
0

30.8%
5

61.5%
5

1.5

3.5

5.0

.0%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

55.6%

38.5%

.0%
4

38.5%
9

38.5%
13

4.0

9.0

13.0

30.8%

69.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

30.8%

69.2%

100.0%
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Table 44: Cross Tabulation - CT 14:5b
Crosstab

3

0

Years Academic HR Teaching
5
8
15
0
0
0
2

1.5

.8

.4

.4

.4

60.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

75.0%

.0%

.0%

23.1%
1

.0%
2

1.8

0
New
Terms
Selected

0

1

2

3

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of New
Terms
Selected
% of Years
Academic
HR
Teaching
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of New
Terms
Selected
% of Years
Academic
HR
Teaching
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of New
Terms
Selected
% of Years
Academic
HR
Teaching
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of New
Terms
Selected
% of Years
Academic
HR
Teaching
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of New
Terms
Selected
% of Years
Academic
HR
Teaching
% of Total

2

3

17

25

Total

0

0

5

.8

.4

.4

5.0

.0%

40.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

38.5%

.0%
1

.0%
1

.0%
0

15.4%
0

.0%
1

.0%
0

38.5%
6

.9

.5

.5

.5

.9

.5

.5

6.0

16.7%

33.3%

16.7%

16.7%

.0%

.0%

16.7%

.0%

100.0%

25.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

.0%

46.2%

7.7%
0

15.4%
0

7.7%
0

7.7%
0

.0%
1

.0%
0

7.7%
0

.0%
0

46.2%
1

.3

.2

.1

.1

.1

.2

.1

.1

1.0

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

7.7%

.0%
0

.0%
0

.0%
0

.0%
0

7.7%
0

.0%
0

.0%
0

.0%
1

7.7%
1

.3

.2

.1

.1

.1

.2

.1

.1

1.0

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

7.7%

.0%
4

.0%
2

.0%
1

.0%
1

.0%
1

.0%
2

.0%
1

7.7%
1

7.7%
13

4.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

13.0

30.8%

15.4%

7.7%

7.7%

7.7%

15.4%

7.7%

7.7%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

30.8%

15.4%

7.7%

7.7%

7.7%

15.4%

7.7%

7.7%

100.0%
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Table 45: Cross Tabulation - CT 9.1:9.11
Crosstab

NL
Formula
Logical

Logical

Not
Logical

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of NL
Formula
Logical
% of BL
Formula
Logical
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of NL
Formula
Logical
% of BL
Formula
Logical
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of NL
Formula
Logical
% of BL
Formula
Logical
% of Total

BL Formula Logical
Not
Logical
Logical
10
0

Total
10

7.7

2.3

10.0

100.0%

.0%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

76.9%

76.9%
0

.0%
3

76.9%
3

2.3

.7

3.0

.0%

100.0%

100.0%

.0%

100.0%

23.1%

.0%
10

23.1%
3

23.1%
13

10.0

3.0

13.0

76.9%

23.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

76.9%

23.1%

100.0%
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Table 46: Cross Tabulation - CT 9.6:9.12
Crosstab

NL
Formula
Used

Have
Used

Have Not
Used

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of NL
Formula
Used
% of DL
Formula
Logical
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of NL
Formula
Used
% of DL
Formula
Logical
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of NL
Formula
Used
% of DL
Formula
Logical
% of Total

DL Formula Logical
Not
Logical
Logical
6
1

Total
7

4.3

2.7

7.0

85.7%

14.3%

100.0%

75.0%

20.0%

53.8%

46.2%
2

7.7%
4

53.8%
6

3.7

2.3

6.0

33.3%

66.7%

100.0%

25.0%

80.0%

46.2%

15.4%
8

30.8%
5

46.2%
13

8.0

5.0

13.0

61.5%

38.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

61.5%

38.5%

100.0%
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Table 47: Cross Tabulation - CT 9.11:9.3
Crosstab

BL HRD
Potential

See HRD
Potential

Do Not
See HRD
Potential

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of BL
HRD
Potential
% of NL
Formula
Logical
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of BL
HRD
Potential
% of NL
Formula
Logical
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of BL
HRD
Potential
% of NL
Formula
Logical
% of Total

NL Formula Logical
Not
Logical
Logical
9
1

Total
10

7.7

2.3

10.0

90.0%

10.0%

100.0%

90.0%

33.3%

76.9%

69.2%
1

7.7%
2

76.9%
3

2.3

.7

3.0

33.3%

66.7%

100.0%

10.0%

66.7%

23.1%

7.7%
10

15.4%
3

23.1%
13

10.0

3.0

13.0

76.9%

23.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

76.9%

23.1%

100.0%
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Table 48: Cross Tabulation - CT 16:9.2
Crosstab

BL
Formula
Used

Have
Used

Have Not
Used

Total

Count
Expected
Count
% of BL
Formula
Used
% of
Ontological
Inclusion
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of BL
Formula
Used
% of
Ontological
Inclusion
% of Total
Count
Expected
Count
% of BL
Formula
Used
% of
Ontological
Inclusion
% of Total

Ontological Inclusion
Yes
No
2
5

Total
7

4.3

2.7

7.0

28.6%

71.4%

100.0%

25.0%

100.0%

53.8%

15.4%
6

38.5%
0

53.8%
6

3.7

2.3

6.0

100.0%

.0%

100.0%

75.0%

.0%

46.2%

46.2%
8

.0%
5

46.2%
13

8.0

5.0

13.0

61.5%

38.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

61.5%

38.5%

100.0%

